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[1]  THE   NORTH   OF   ENGLAND   INSTITUTE OF 

MINING AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS. 

EXCURSION MEETING, Darlington, July 19th, 1905. 

THE BARTON AND FORCETT LIMESTONE-QUARRIES. 

By THOMAS TEASDALE. 

I.—Barton  Limestone-quarries. 

The Barton quarries are situated 6 miles south-west of Darlington, in the North Riding of Yorkshire, 

and are 340 feet above sea-level. They are connected with the Darlington and Barnard Castle branch 

of the North-eastern Railway by the Merrybent Railway, originally built in 1859 to serve the 

Merrybent copper-mines and limestone-quarries. 

The quarries now being worked were reopened in 1895, and give employment to about 110 

workpeople. 



The beds of limestone worked by the Barton Limestone Company, Limited, lie below the Great 

limestone in the Carboniferous Limestone series, and are almost wholly formed of encrinites (Fig. 

1)*, which exhibit, on fracture, a white, crystalline and pearly appearance or lustre (Fig 2). The 

encrinite-beds attain a thickness of 36 feet, but this is not constant; nor is the thickness of the 

various beds forming the whole, for sometimes a bed at one point may only be 3 feet thick, whilst 

the same bed 100 feet away may be 12 or 14 feet thick, and so on, each bed constantly varying in 

thickness in every direction. 

The limestone is chiefly quarried for use in the Cleveland blast-furnaces of the Middlesborough 

district; but lately it has been discovered that the stone has a high electrical resistance, and on that 

account it has been used as ballast upon electrified railways.†    This ballast, of a suitable size, is 

produced by pass- 

*  This illustration has been reproduced, by permission, from Zig-zag Ramblings of a Naturalist, 

1898, by Dr. R. Taylor Manson. page 143.  

† Trans. lnst. M. E., 1905, vol. xxx., pages 99 and 104. 
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iig the stone through a crushing and screening plant, which was originally erected to manufacture 

roadstone, and is capable of crushing 200 tons of limestone daily. 

The encrinital limestone rests upon the Trindall blue limestone. 

The late Dr. R. Taylor Manson and the officers of the Geological Survey state that " the quarry at 

Barton is in that division of the Yoredales known as the Undersett or Four-fathoms limestone,''* and 

Dr. Manson also states that the encrinite foitnd at Barton is Poteriocrinus crassus.† 

 

Fig. 1.   

Poteriocrinus crassus. 

[Drawing] 

The beds in the quarry are somewhat uncertain as to quality: a bed may be good white pure 

limestone, and a few feet distant, without break or line of demarcation, it may become very impure, 

highly siliceous, blue stone, of no value whatever for metallurgical purposes; and it is then sent to 

the stone-crusher. 

The crushing-plant (Fig. 3) comprizes two stone-breakers, one 25 inches by 14 inches, and the other 

21 inches by 10 inches, into which the rough stone is fed from the wagons.   When crushed, it falls 

into a pit, from which it is elevated to a sufficient height for screening purposes.    The stone  is  

delivered  by the 

* Zig-zag Ramblings of a Naturalist, 1898, page 149.  

† Ibid., page 142. 
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elevators into a double-cone revolving screen ; the inner screen throws the "rejects" into a shute, 

while the outer screen takes out all stone of the 2¼ inches size. The remainder of the crushed stone 

passes through this latter screen into a shute, and on to a long cylindrical screen, which extracts the 

dust and separates the stone into various sizes, from ¼ inch to 2 inches. The "rejects" are passed 

through a pair of rolls, 18 inches in diameter, and reduced to fine sizes, which are re-elevated and 

passed into the long cylindrical screen.    Hoppers, with a capacity of 50 tons, 

Fig. 2.—Barton Limestone-quarries:  Encrinital Limestone. 

[Photograph] 

are built under the screens. The railway wagons are filled, by sliding doors, from these hoppers. The 

plant is driven by a semi-portable engine, with two cylinders, 14 inches in diameter, and a boiler 

working at a pressure of 75 pounds per square inch. 

The north and best face (Fig. 4) in the quarry is over 32 feet thick, and analyses of the several posts 

are recorded in Table I. 
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Table I.—Thicknesses and Analyses of the Posts of Limestone in Barton Quarry. 

[Table] 

Fig. 3.    Barton Limestone-quarries: Stone-crushing Plant. 

[Photograph] 

On examining the face of the quarry, the joints, backs and cracks, and more or less horizontal strata, 

lines of nodules, and thin layers of a material, which is not limestone, are to be seen, at various 

parts, running parallel to the planes of bedding.    If 
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some of this material be broken, it is found to be a greyish-white compact, flinty mass, with a 

smoother fracture than the rock in which it is embedded or intercalated. This substance is a flint or 

chert, and contains 83 per cent. of silica. Generally, the limestone in which the flint or chert is 

embedded is also itself of a highly siliceous character. The photograph (Fig. 5) shews the flint 

projecting from a back or cheek of the quarry. 

Fig. 4.—Barton Limestone-quarries: North Face. 

[Photograph] 

The photograph (Fig. 6) shews a piece of the encrinital limestone taken out of a clay-back or joint in 

the limestone, with the encrinites standing out boldly from it, It would appear that some chemical 

solvent had dissolved away the body of the stone, leaving the encrinites embossed or projecting in 

relief. 



The course of the Merrybent copper-vein passes through the west gullet-road and the west end of 

the north face, and whether 
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the influence of the vein has died out or broken up remains unknown, but it will probably be proved 

when the north face is worked northward. On the line of the vein in the west gullet-road and for 

some distance on each side, in the west gullet-road and in the north face, thick clay-backs were 

found, and joints and thick clay-beds; and sometimes the clay-joints pass diagon- 

Fig. 5. - Barton Limestone-quarries: Chert-bands in Encrinital Limestone. 

[Photograph] 

ally upwards through the limestone-beds. The stone on the line of the vein contains from 4 to 12 per 

cent. of silica and from 1¼ to 3½ per cent. of carbonate of magnesia, and is consequently totally 

unfit for blast-furnace purposes. 

On the west side of the Watling street or Roman road is the Trindall blue-limestone quarry, also 

belonging to the Barton Limestone  Company,   Limited,  but  it  is  not  at present  being 
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worked. The stone is of an impure quality, containing from 3.8 to 8.6 per cent. of silica and from 1.04 

to 8.15 per cent. of carbonate of magnesia, and it is only of value for road-making purposes. 

The quarrymen, on the average, produce about 7 tons of stone per man per day, broken to pass 

through a ring 8 inches in diameter; and one price is paid for quarrying from the top to the bottom 

beds of the quarry. 

Fig. 6.- Barton Limestone-quahries : Excrinital Limestone. 

[Photograph] 

Mr. E. Lyall is of opinion that the encrinital limestone forms part of the Red-beds limestone of 

Swaledale, and lying about 54 feet, according to Mr. Lonsdale Bradley, above the Great limestone. 

The encrinital limestone at Barton appears to be a purely local deposit.      The writer has not seen 

the Red-beds limestone 
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in Swaledale, but he thinks that the late Dr. Hanson and the officers of the Geological Survey must 

have obtained sufficient proof before mapping the bed as the Undersett or Four-fathoms limestone. 

II.—Forcett Limestone-quarries: Forcett Side 

[Photograph] 



The Forcett quarries lie about 3½ miles (as the crow flies) north-west of the Barton quarries, and are 

worked in the Great limestone of the Yoredale series in Weardale, Teesdale, Alston and Swaledale. A 

section of this limestone is detailed in Table II. 

Figs. 7 and 8 shew the Forcett and East Layton districts of the Forcett quarries. 

An average analysis of the beds, now being worked, is as follows:—Carbonate of lime,   96.00 per 

cent.;   silica, 2.00  per 
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cent.; carbonate of magnesia, 1.80 per cent.; and oxide of iron, a trace. 

The brown bed, and Newcastle and bottom posts are not worked, as the stone, is somewhat inferior; 

and occasionally the Whaley 

Fig. 8.—Forcett Limestone-quarries: East Layton Side.  

[Photograph] 

Table II.—Thickness of the Posts of Limestone in the Forcett Quarries. 

[Table] 
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post is of no value for metallurgical purposes, and is thrown away. The quarrymen's benching is 

formed on the top of the Brown George post. The top part of the quarry down to this benching is 

paid ½d. per ton less than the bottom part, as a basis-rate. 

About 130 persons are employed, and the weekly output of about 3,000 tons is all sent into the 

Cleveland district. The stone is expected to be broken to pass through a ring, 8 inches in diameter. 

III.—Remarks. 

Mr. J. G. Groodchild has correlated the limestone-beds of the Alston and Wensleydale districts as 

detailed in Table III. 

Table III.—Correlation of the Limestones of the Yoredale Series. 

[Table] 

Table IV. contains a section, and records the local names of the posts in a typical Great limestone-

quarry in Weardale, and for the sake of comparison it is extended to and includes the Four-fathoms 

limestone of that district. The Great limestone is composed of a series of rock-leaves, locally 

denominated "posts," and amongst the quarrymen each leaf or layer has its name, derived from 

some feature characteristic of the particular post to which it is applied. As a geological student 

knows each system of rocks by its composition, so the quarryman, by its nature arid appearance, is 

familiar with each post of the stratum at which he labours. The limestone is a compact rock of blue, 

grey, greyish-white, or black colour. An average analysis of the limestone in Weardale is as follows:—

Carbonate of lime, 94.89 per cent.; carbonate of magnesia, 1.60 per cent.; alumina, 1.05 per cent.; 

oxide of iron, 0.45 per cent.; silica, 1.45 per cent. ; and moisture, 0.56 per cent. 
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Table IV. -Section of Strata in a Weardale Limestone-quarry, with the Local Names and Thicknesses 

of Each Bed. 

[Table] 

A cordial vote of thanks was accorded to the owners, and to Mr. E. Lyall and Mr. B. Abbott, the 

respective managers of the Barton and Forcett quarries. 
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THE  NOETH   OF  ENGLAND  INSTITUTE   OF   MINING AND   MECHANICAL   ENGINEEES. 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING, Held in the Wood Memorial Hall, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, August 5th, 

1905. 

Mr. T. W. BENSON, President, in the Chair. 

The Secretary read the minutes of the last General Meeting, and reported the proceedings of the 

Council at their meetings on July 22nd and that day. 

ELECTION   OF  OFFICERS,   1905-1906. 

The President (Mr. T. W. Benson) appointed Messrs. Norman B. Ridley, T. E. Ridpath, F. E. Simpson 

and W. B. Wilson, junr., as scrutineers of the balloting-papers for the election of officers for the year 

1905-1906. 

The Scrutineers afterwards reported the result of the ballot, as follows: — 

President: Mr. T. W. Benson. 

Vice-Presidents: 

Mr. Frank Coulson.      I    Mr. T. Y. Greener.    I     Mr. Henry Palmer.  

Mr. T. E. Forster.          I    Mr. J. H. Merivale.   I    Mr. M. W. Parrington. 

Councillors: 

Mr. R. S. Anderson.        Mr. Austin Kirkup.         Mr. J. H. Nicholson. 

Mr.  C. S. Carnes.            Mr. Henry Lawrence.    Mr.  F. R.  Simpson. 

Mr.  W. C. Carr.               Mr. C. C. Leach.               Mr. John Simpson. 

Mr. Benjamin Dodd.      Prof. Henry Louis.            Mr. R.  F.  Spence. 

Mr. M. H. Douglas.          Mr. John Morison.           Mr. Simon Tate. 

Mr. T.  E.  Jobling.            Mr.  W. C.  Mountain.       Mr. R. L.  Weeks. 
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The President (Mr. T. W. Benson) moved a vote of thanks to the Scrutineers for their services. 



Mr M. Walton Brown seconded the resolution, which was cordially approved.                   

Mr. J. B. Simpson moved a vote of thanks to the Retiring President, Vice-Presidents and Councillors 

for their services during the past year. 

Mr. Thomas Douglas seconded the resolution, which was cordially adopted. 

Mr. Henry Lawrence proposed a vote of thanks to the representatives of the Institute on the Council 

of The Institution of Mining Engineers for their services during the past year. 

Mr. T. W. English seconded the resolution, which was heartily adopted. 

The Annual Report of the Council was read as follows :— 

ANNUAL  REPORT OF  THE  COUNCIL,   1904-1905. 

It is the sad duty of the Council to refer to the great loss that the Institute has sustained through the 

death of Sir Lowthian Bell, Bart., a past-president of the Institute and a member since 1854. It is 

impossible to gauge the value of the work carried out by Sir Lowthian Bell, covering as it did a very 

wide field of scientific research, but the Council feel that the results of his investigations will be a 

lasting monument to his memory. 

The following table shows the progress of the membership during the past few years: — 

[Table] 
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Although 95 members of all classes have been added to the register during the past year, there has 

only been an increase of 2 members, owing to the exceptional losses by death, resignation, etc. 

The Library has been maintained in an efficient condition during the year; the additions, by 

donation, exchange and purchase, include 562 bound volumes and 89 pamphlets, reports, etc., and 

the Library now contains about 10,510 volumes and 290 unbound pamphlets. A card-catalogue of 

the books, etc., contained in the Library renders them readily available for reference. 

Members would render useful service to the profession, by presentations of books, reports, plans, 

etc., to the Institute, to be preserved in the Library and thereby become available for reference. 

The courses of lectures for colliery-engineers, enginewrights and apprentice-mechanics have been 

continued at the Armstrong College, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. The lectures are delivered on Saturday 

afternoons, and the three years' course embraces the following subjects: — 

1905-1906. Michaelmas Term, (1) Transmission of Power, and (2) Pumping and Ventilation. Epiphany 

Term, (3) Metallurgy of Iron and Steel, and (4) Mining Machinery (mainly machinery used 

underground). 

1906-1907., Michaelmas Term, (5) Mensuration, and (6) the Chemistry of Fuel. Epiphany Term, (7) 

Strength of Materials (with experimental illustrations), and (8) Experimental Mechanics. 

1907-1908. Michaelmas Term, (9) Theoretical Electricity, and (10) Electrical Engineering. Epiphany 

Term, (11) Steam-engines and Boilers, and (12) Haulage and Winding. 



Several colliery-owners have paid the fees (£1 10s. per annum) and railway expenses of pupils 

attending the classes from their collieries. During the past year, the lectures of the Michaelmas Term 

on Theoretical Electricity were attended by 26 students, and Electrical Engineering by 27 students, 

27 of whom sat for examination and 17 passed; and during the Epiphany Term, the lectures on the 

Steam-engine were attended by 24 students, and upon Haulage and Winding by 23 students, 20 of 

these were examined and 18 passed. Certificates have been awarded to the following students, who 

have completed the three years' course:—Messrs. W. C. Aynsley, James Wright Collingwood, J. W. 

Forbister, E. Jobes, J. Rowland and J. H. Thompson.    Messrs. J. H. Thompson and E. Jobes, who 

gained 
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the highest aggregate number of marks, have been awarded first and second prizes respectively for 

the session 1904-1905. 

G. C. Greenwell gold, silver and bronze medals may be awarded annually for approved papers 

"recording the results of experience of interest in mining, and especially where deductions and 

practical suggestions are made by the writer for the avoidance of accidents in mines:' 

The G C. Greenwell bronze medal has been awarded to Mr. Henry Wallace Gregory Halbaum for his 

paper upon "The Action,    Influence   and    Control   of   the    Roof   in    Longwall Workings."* 

Mr. John Daglish continues to represent the Institute as a governor of the Armstrong College, which 

was jointly founded in 1871 by the University of Durham and The North of England Institute of 

Mining and Mechanical Engineers; and Mr. T. E. Forster, in conjunction with the President (Mr. T. W. 

Benson), represents the Institute on the Council. 

Mr. A. R. Sawyer will represent the Institute at the Conference of the Corresponding Societies of the 

British Association for the Advancement of Science, to be held in London, commencing on October 

30th, 1905. 

Mr. George May represents the Institute upon the Board of Directors of the Institute and Coal Trade 

Chambers Company, Limited. 

The representatives of the Institute upon the Council of The Institution of Mining Engineers during 

the past year were as follows:—Sir Lowthian Bell, Bart,, and Messrs. William Armstrong, Thomas 

Walter Benson, Bennett Hooper Brough, Arthur George Charleton, Thomas Douglas, George 

Clementson Greenwell, Reginald Guthrie, Thomas Edgar Jobling, Philip Kirkup, Charles Catterall 

Leach, William Logan, Henry Louis, Henry William Martin, George May, John Morison, Henry Palmer, 

Matthew William Parrington, Henry Richardson, Arthur Robert Sawyer, Frank Robert Simpson, John 

Simpson, John Bell Simpson, John George Weeks and William Outterson Wood. 

Exchanges of Transactions have been arranged, during the year, with the Mid-Glamorgan 

Association of Colliery Managers and the Rugby Engineering Society. 

* Trans. Inst. M. E., 1904, vol. xxvii., page 205. 
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Prizes of books have been awarded to the writers of the following papers, communicated to the 

members during the year 1903-1904: — 

"Some Silver-bearing Veins of Mexico."    By Mr. Edward Halse, M.I.M.E. 

"Notes on Mining in Ireland."    By Mr. G. H. Kinahan. 

"Notes on Electric Power applied to Winding in Main   Shafts."    By Mr William Charles Mountain, 

M.I.M.E.  

"An Improved  Forced  Method of Treatment  of  Low-grade  Copper-ores." By Mr. John James Muir, 

M.I.M.E.  

"The Adoption of a Balance-rope at Hylton Colliery."     By Mr. Thomas Elliott Parrington, Assoc.I.M.E.  

"Bore-holes for Pumping   Purposes."     By Mr.   Edward   Septimus   Wight, M.I.M.E. 

The papers printed in the Transactions during the year are as follows : — 

"Observations on Water-sprayed or Damped Air in Coal-mines."    By Mr. James Ashworth.  

"The Mickley Conveyor."    By Mr. John Wright Batey, M.I.M.E.  

"The Action, Influence and Control of the Roof in Longwall Workings." By Mr. James Thom Beard, 

M.I.M.E.  

"A Method of Packing   Excavations  in   Coal-seams   by Means of Water." By Mr. Edward Otto 

Forster Brown, Stud.I.M.E.  

"Note on  a  Natural  Paraffin  found  in  the  Ladysmith  Pit,   Whitehaven Collieries."    By Mr. Roger 

Dodds.  

"Note on the Composition of Coal from the Faroe Islands."    By Mr. Roger Dodds.  

"An Outbreak of Fire, and its Cause, at Littleburn Colliery."   By Mr. Martin Forster Holliday, M.I.M.E. 

 "An  Improved   Watering-tub  for   Laying  Dust  in   Coal-mines."    By Mr. Henry Lawrence, M.I.M.E.  

" Notes on Safety-lamp Oils. ' By Dr. George Percy Lishman, Assoc.M.I.M.E  

"The Miners' Worm-disease, as seen in  Westphalian and Hungarian Collieries."    By Dr. Thomas 

Oliver.  

" The Use of Concrete in the Working of Thick Coal-seams."   By Mr. Joseph Hippolyte Piffaut. 

" The Action, Influence and Control of the Roof in Longwall Workings."    By Mr. Edward Heton 

Roberton.  

"The Development of   Explosives for Coal-mines.''    By Mr.  Donald M. D. Stuart, M.I.M.E.  

"Note on the Calorific Effect of Coal from the Faroe Islands."    By Mr. R. R. Thompson.  

"Note on the Composition of Dover Coal."    By Mr. R. R. Thompson. 

The following presentations have been received: —Mr. Thomas George Noble, safety-lamp 

recovered after the Lundhill colliery-explosion on February 19th, 1857; and Mr. Thomas Edgar 

Jobling, nine patterns of safety-lamps. 
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The rooms of the Institute have been used during the year by the Newcastle-upon-Tyne Literary and 

Philosophical Society for a conversazione in connection with the meeting of the Library Association 

in Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

Permission to attend and take part in the General Meetings has been granted to the Engineering 

Students at the Armstrong College.                                 

During the past year, invitations to take part in an International Engineering Congress, in conjunction 

with the St. Louis Universal Exposition, 1904, and an International Congress of Mining, Metallurgy, 

Engineering and Applied Geology, in conjunction with the Universal Exposition at Liége, 1905, were 

received, and a number of the members availed themselves of these invitations. 

Excursions have been made to various collieries, works, etc., in the district, in connection with the 

visit of members of the Association des Ingénieurs sortis de l'École de Liége, and also to the Barton 

and Forcett limestone-quarries. 

With reference to the entry of circulars of the Institute into Australia, free of duty, the Collector of 

Customs at the Port of Sydney has been interviewed by Mr. Alfred Ashley Atkinson, Inspector of 

Mines, and the Collector of Customs at the Port of Melbourne has been interviewed by Mr. Edwin 

Richard Field, both acting on behalf of the Institute, with the result that it has been decided that 

notices of general meetings are entitled to free entry into Australia, and the thanks of the members 

are due to these gentlemen for their valuable assistance. 

The Institution of Mining Engineers has now completed its sixteenth year, and the members are to 

be congratulated upon its continued success. Meetings have been held during the past year in the 

Nottingham district in September, 1904, and in London in June, 1905. 

The President (Mr. T. W. Benson), in moving the adoption of the Annual Report of the Council, said 

that the members would agree that it was very satisfactory, and shewed that at any rate the 

Institute was doing good work. The Institute had sustained serious loss by the death of 23 members 

during the Past year; they had also lost 37 members by resignation. 
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Mr. Thomas Douglas, in seconding the adoption of the report, said that it was a matter of great 

regret to observe so large a number of deaths of members during the year. He also referred to the 

payment of the fees of students attending the course of lectures for colliery-engineers by several 

colliery-owners; and he felt sure that, if it were more generally known, many colliery-owners would 

contribute in this way for the benefit of the young and rising men, who might otherwise not have 

the opportunity of attending the classes at Armstrong College. 

The motion was adopted. 

The Report of the Finance Committee was read as follows : — 

ANNUAL   REPORT   OF   THE   FINANCE   COMMITTEE. 

The Finance Committee submit herewith a statement of the accounts for the twelve months ending 

June 30th, 1905, duly audited. 



The total receipts were £2,874 3s. 10d. Of this amount, £75 was paid for life-compositions in lieu of 

annual subscriptions, and £58 7s. as subscriptions in advance, leaving £2,740 16s. as the ordinary 

income of the year, compared with £2,904 2s. 6d. in the previous year. The sum realized for 

Transactions sold was only £18 10s. 10d., as against £108 0s. 6d. in the year 1903-1904, while the 

amount received as ordinary current-year subscriptions was £2,295 7s. and arrears £186 6s., as 

compared with £2,316 12s. and £236 6s. respectively in the earlier period. 

The total expenditure was £2,733 18s., in comparison with £2,757 10s. 1d. in the previous year. 

Expenses to the amount of £34 12s. 2d. have been paid in connection with the Coal-cutting 

Committee, and £52 has been devoted to prizes, including the Claghorn Prize of £10. The cost of 

printing the Subject-matter Indices of Mining, Mechanical and Metallurgical Literature and General 

and Subject-matter Indices to the Transactions, Volumes I. to XXXVIII.—1852 to 1889, includes the 

sum of £168 7s. 6d. paid in settlement of disputed accounts extending over some years; £20 16s. 8d. 

for receipt-stamps on banker's receipt-forms for subscriptions appears among the incidental 

expenses, and £55 11s. 6d. was expended in connection with the visit of the Association des 

Ingénieurs sortis de l'École de Liége. Decreases are shewn in the expenditure on books for the 

library, 
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postages   telegrams and telephones, compared with the accounts for the previous year,  which also 

included  £133  spent on  the Lecture Theatre. 

It will be seen, from the figures given above, that the total income exceeded the expenditure by 

£140 5s. 10d., and, adding this to thebalance in hand at the beginning of the year, amounting to 

£415 13s. 3d., there is a sum of £555 19s. 1d. to carry forward. 

The names of 39 persons have been struck off the membership list in consequence of non-payment 

of subscriptions. The amount of subscriptions written off was £183, of which £99 18s. was for sums 

due during the year ending June 30th, 1905, and £83 2s. for amounts which had fallen due in 

previous years. Some considerable proportion of this will, no doubt, be recovered by the solicitors; 

and, whatever sum is received, will be credited in future years. Of the amounts previously written 

off, £34 was recovered during the past year. 

T. W. Benson. 

August 5th, 1905. 

Mr. J. B. Simpson, in moving the adoption of the Annual Report of the Finance Committee, said that 

the members would be rejoiced that the finances were in a good position, and that there was so 

substantial a balance to carry forward. 

Mr. Henry Lawrence seconded the resolution, which was adopted. 

THE   G. C.   GREENWELL   MEDAL. 

The President (Mr. T. W. Benson) in presenting the Greenwell bronze medal to Mr. H. W. G. 

Halbaum for his paper upon ”The Action, Influence and  Control of the Roof in Longwall Working," 

said that the writer had worthily earned the distinction, as the paper was of very considerable 

interest, and more especially as so much coal was worked by longwall methods. 



Mr. H. W. G. Halbaum, in expressing his thanks for the honour, said that he would value the medal 

exceedingly, as shewing the good-will of the Institute, and also as a memorial   of the fine old             

English gentleman whose name  was  associated with it. 
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REPRESENTATIVES ON THE COUNCIL OF THE INSTITUTION  OF MINING ENGINEERS,   1905-1906. 

The President (Mr. T. W. Benson) moved, and Mr. Thomas Douglas seconded, a resolution that the 

following gentlemen be elected as the representatives  of the  Institute  on the  Council of The 

Institution of Mining Engineers for the year 1905-1906 : 

Mr. William Armstrong.  I    Mr. T. Y. Greener.           I Mr. W. C. Mountain. 

Mr. J. B   Atkinson.          I    Mr. G. C. Greenwell.       I Mr. J. H. Nicholson. 

Mr. T.W.  Benson.           I    Mr. Reginald Guthrie.     I Mr. A. H. Sawyer. 

Mr.  W. C. Blackett.        I    Mr. Philip Kirkup.            I Mr. John Simpson. 

Mr Bennett H. Brough.   I    Mr. C. C. Leach.               I Mr. R. F. Spence. 

Mr  John Daglish.            I   Prof. Henry Louis.            I Mr. John G. Weeks. 

Mr. M. H. Douglas.          I    Mr. George May.            I  Mr. R. L. Weeks. 

Mr. T. E. Forster.             I    Mr. J. H. Merivale.          Mr. W. O. Wood. 



Mr. John Morison. 

The resolution was agreed to. 

The  following   gentlemen   were   elected,   having   been   previously nominated : — 

Members—  

Mr. George Francis Adams, Inspector of Mines in India, 6, Dacres Lane, Calcutta, India.  

Mr. Alfred Lionel Attwood, Mechanical Engineer, Remolinos, por Pedrola, Provincia de Zaragoza, 

Spain.  

Mr. William Walter Casson, Mine-manager, St. Bees, R.S.O., Cumberland.  

Mr. John Milnes Favell, Colliery Manager, Shotton Colliery, Castle Eden, R.S.O., County Durham.  

Mr. Fritz Heise, Bergschuldirector, Hernerstrasse 45, Bochuin, Germany.  

Mr. James Bateman Kitchin, Mine-manager, Gillfoot, Egremont, R.S.O., Cumberland.  

Mr. Richard Henry Lovelock Lee, Professor of Mining and Mechanical Engineering,   The Imperial 

University, Tai Yuan Fu, Shansi,  North China, via Peking.  

Mr.  Miguel Arrojado Ribeiro Lisboa, Mining  and  Civil Engineer, Rua Costa Gama, Villa Japurá, 

Petropolis, Rio de Janeiro,  Brazil, South America.  

Mr.  John Shanks, Mining Engineer, 10, Church Road, Harrington, R.S.O., Cumberland.  

Mr. Robert Steel, Colliery Manager, Woodhouse, Whitehaven, Cumberland.  

Mr. Archibald Thom, Jun., Colliery Manager, Moresby Parks, near Whitehaven.  

Mr.  Frederick   William   Wight, Mining   Engineer,   5, Bondicar Terrace, Blyth, Northumberland. 
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Associate Members—  

Mr. Edward Erskine Bird, 16, Great George Street, Westminster, London, S.W. 

Mr. Benjamin Atherton Hampson, Hampsons Collieries, Dingley Dale, via Waschbank, Natal, South 

Africa. 

Associates— 

Mr. Thomas Bewley, Under-manager, 122, Tamworth Road, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

Mr. Charles Anthony Nelson, Mining Engineer, c/ o Mr. Henry C. Embleton, 7, Central Bank 

Chambers, Leeds. 

Mr. George Tweddell, Back-overman, 51, Double Row, Seaton Delaval. R. S. O., Northumberland. 

Student—  

Mr. Claud Alleyne Robinson, Articled Mining Engineer, Barngill House, Distington, Workington, 

Cumberland. 



Subscriber—  

Dominion Coal Company, Limited, Glace Bay, Nova Scotia, Canada. 

 

Mr. G. C. Wood's paper on the "Determination of the Specific Electrical Resistance of Coals, Ores, 

etc.," was read as follows: — 
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DETERMINATION  OF  THE  SPECIFIC  ELECTRICAL RESISTANCE OF COAL, ORES, ETC. 

By G.C.  WOOD, B.Sc. 

Preface by Prof. H. Stroud, M.A., D.Sc. 

Last summer, it appeared to the Council of the Institute that it was very desirable to have an 

accurate knowledge of the electrical resistance of coal, as well as of the rocks above and below any 

given seam of coal. No data being available, Mr. G. C. Wood, Durham County Council Scholar of the 

Armstrong College, was asked to undertake an investigation of the specific electrical resistance of 

coal, ores, etc., and suitable samples were obtained for experiment. 

The experiments have been carefully carried out by Mr. Wood, and the results obtained are of 

considerable practical interest. 

The specific electrical resistance of coal, for the cases examined, is, in comparison with the layers 

above and below the coal, exceedingly high: in fact, so high that coal may be regarded as a very fair 

insulator. This fact, among others, is one worthy of note in connection with electrical work 

underground. 

When the coal is damp the conductivity is practically wholly due to the water present. 

Mr. Wood has recently determined the specific resistance of a Carboniferous limestone from the 

Barton quarries, near Darlington. This limestone has been found very suitable tor use as ballast on 

electric railways employing a live rail. The results of tests are given at the end of the paper. 

The substitution of this limestone for the coke-breeze at first used on the electric lines of the North 

Eastern Railway Company, has, the writer understands, practically prevented any danger to persons 

coming into accidental contact with the live rail, provided that there is not a simultaneous contact 

with the earthed running rail. 
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Tests have also been made of the specific resistance of Permian sandstone and Carboniferous 

limestone from Penrith. 

There is also included a test of the specific resistance of a block of cement-concrete, composed of 21 

parts of crushed brick to 1 of Portland cement: the crushed brick comprizing equal parts of fire-brick 

(waste from coke-ovens)  and common  brick (waste). 

INTRODUCTION. 



The samples of coal, ores, etc., used in this investigation may be grouped as follows:—(1) Coal, and 

the rocks lying immediately above and below it; (2) ironstone, and the rocks lying immediately above 

and below it;  and (3) lead-ore. 

In order to obtain the electrical resistance of the coals, ores, etc., the specimens were worked into 

shapes with parallel faces. A paste of black-lead and water was spread evenly on the faces and dried. 

A copper-plate was cleaned, on this was laid a sheet of tinfoil, and on this again was placed the 

sample, with one of its blackened faces on the foil. On the top of the specimen was placed another 

sheet of tinfoil, and then another copperplate. Thus contact could be established at the two copper-

plates, and such a weight was laid on the top as from experiment showed that good contact was 

made. 

The method employed in the measurement of the samples was one or other of the following-:—(A) 

Wheatstone bridge; (13) high-resistance substitution;  and (C) high-resistance leakage. 

The specimens of coal examined were supplied from the Cow-pen, Murton and St. Hilda collieries. 

The ironstone was supplied from Skelton Park mine. The lead-ore examined was supplied from the 

Greenside mine, near Penrith. 

Experiments. 

(A) Cowpen Colliery.—Mill Pit.—(I) Black Shale Roof.—(a) The resistance (method B) of a piece, with 

an area of 130.4 square centimetres and a thickness of 1.2 centimetres, was 4,090 ohms; and the 

specific resistance was 444,000 ohms per cubic centimetre. 

(b) The resistance of another piece, with an area of 29.8 square centimetres and a thickness of 1.12 

centimetres, was 16,800 ohms; and the specific resistance was 447,000 ohms per cubic centimetre. 
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The mean specific resistance was 446,000 ohms per cubic centimetre. 

(2)   Coal -The sample of steam-coal supplied from the Low Main seam was of such a shape and so 

easily worked, that one piece was obtained of fairly large cross-section.     The resistance (method C) 

of a piece, with an area of 96.3 square centimetres 1 and a thickness of 3 centimetres, was 1,120 

megohms*:  and the specific resistance was 36,000 megohms per cubic centimetre. 

(3)  Grey Sandstone Thill.—(a) The resistance (method B) of a piece with an area of 30.2 square 

centimetres and a thickness of 2.8 centimetres, was 1,900 ohms, and the specific resistance was 

20,500 ohms per cubic centimetre. 

(b) The resistance of another piece, with an area of 18.4 square centimetres and a thickness of 1.2 

centimetres, was 1,310 ohms; and the specific resistance was 20,100 ohms per cubic centimetre. 

The mean specific resistance was 20,300 ohms per cubic centimetre. 

(B) Murton Colliery.—(1) Blue Shale Roof.—(a) The resistance (method B) of a piece, with an area of 

10 square centimetres and a thickness of 1.16 centimetres, was 50,500 ohms: and the specific 

resistance was 435,000 ohms per cubic centimetre. 

(b)  The resistance of another piece, with an area of 7.18 square centimetres and a thickness of 0.6 

centimetre, was 34,900 ohms; and the specific resistance was 417,700 ohms per cubic centimetre. 



(c)  The resistance of a third piece, with an area of 6.67 square centimetres and a thickness of 0.8 

centimetre, was 53,500 ohms; and the specific resistance was 446,000 ohms per cubic centimetre. 

The mean specific resistance was 432,900 ohms per cubic centimetre. 

(2)   Coal.—The resistance (method C) of a piece from the Hutton seam, with an area of 6 square 

centimetres and a thickness of 0.6 centimetre, was 3,420 megohms, and in another experiment it 

was 3,360 megohms : the mean being 3,390 megohms ; and the specific resistance was 33,900 

megohms per cubic centimetre. 

(3)  Blue Shale Thill. — The resistance (method B) of a piece, 

*A megohm is equal to 1,000,000 ohms. 
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with an area of 17.41 square centimetres and a thickness of 1.62 centimetres, was 1,210 ohms; and 

the specific resistance was 13,000 ohms per cubic centimetre. Owing to the nature and difficulty of 

working this sample into suitable pieces, it was not found possible, in view of the limited supply, to 

obtain more than one piece with which accurate measurements could be made. 

(C) Saint Hilda Colliery.—The specimens from the Hutton seam comprized a sample from each of the 

following strata, lying in the following order:—(1) Black shale roof, (2) top panel of steam-coal, (3) 

bottom panel of steam-coal, (4) gas-coal, (5) coarse coal, and (6) bluish-grey posty shale. 

(1)  Black Shale Roof.—The resistance (method B) of a piece, with an area of 68 square centimetres 

and a thickness of 2.5 centimetres, was 12,400 ohms; and the specific resistance was 337,000 ohms 

per cubic centimetre. 

(2)   Top Panel of Steam-coal.—(a) The resistance (method C) of a piece, with an area of 24 square 

centimetres and a thickness of 1.2 centimetres, was 3,460 megohms; and the specific resistance was 

69,200 megohms per cubic centimetre. 

(b) The resistance of another piece, with an area of 7.8 square centimetres and a thickness of 1.1 

centimetres, was 12,830 megohms; and the specific resistance was 91,000 megohms per cubic 

centimetre. 

The mean specific resistance was 80,100 megohms per cubic centimetre. 

(3)   Bottom Panel of Steam-coal.—(a) This sample was very much interspersed with iron-pyrites, 

causing a large decrease in the resistance. The resistance (method B) of a piece, with an area of 39 

square centimetres and a thickness of 1.4 centimetres, was 5 megohms; and the specific resistance 

was 139 megohms per cubic centimetre. 

(b) From this specimen of coal, a piece was obtained of such a thickness, that its resistance along the 

bedding-planes could be obtained; but all other specimens have been measured across the bedding-

planes. The resistance (method B) of a piece, with an area of 10 square centimetres and a thickness 

of 4 centi- 
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metres was  5 megohms;   and  the specific  resistance   was  12.5 megohms per cubic centimetre.    

This very low specific resistance for coalwas due (1) to iron-pyrites, as before stated, and (2) owing 

to the better continuity of the coal along the bedding-planes. 

(4) Gas-coal—The resistance (method C) of a piece, with an area of 19.8 square centimetres and a 

thickness of 1.9 centimetres was 3,150 megohms; and the specific resistance was 33,000 megohms 

per cubic centimetre. The specimen of coal from this bed was of such a nature that, when broken, it 

was impossible to obtain more than one piece of measurable size and regular shape. 

(5)   Coarse Coal.—The resistance (method C) of a piece, with an area of 8.4 square centimetres and 

a thickness of 1.2 centimetres, was 485 megohms; and the specific resistance was 3,395 megohms 

per cubic centimetre. 

(6)  Bluish-grey Posty Shale Thill.—(a) The resistance (method B) of a piece, with an area of 14.5 

square centimetres and a thickness of 1.1 centimetres, was 8,100 ohms; and the specific resistance 

was 106,800 ohms per cubic centimetre. 

(b) The resistance of another piece, with an area of 28 square centimetres and a thickness of 1.2 

centimetres, was 4,500 ohms; and the specific resistance was 105,000 ohms per cubic centimetre. 

The mean specific resistance was 105,900 ohms per cubic centimetre. 

(D) Skelton Park Mine.—The samples from the Main seam comprized :—(1) Dogger rock roof, (2) 

ironstone, and (3) rock thill. 

(1)   Dogger Rock Roof (a hard ferruginous post).—(a) The resistance (method A) of a piece, with an 

area  of 70.5  square centimetres and a thickness of 8.8 centimetres, was 6,500 ohms; and the 

specific resistance was 52,100 ohms per cubic centimetre. 

(b) The resistance (method B) of the same piece was also 6,500 ohms. 

(2)  Ironstone.—The resistance (method A) of a piece, with an area of 70.5 square centimetres and a 

thickness of 8.6 centimetres, was 20,430 ohms; and the specific resistance was 167,000 ohms per 

cubic centimetre. 
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(3) Rock Thill (ferruginous post).—The resistance (method A) of a piece, with an area of 70.5 square 

centimetres and a thickness of 8.4 centimetres, was 6,200 ohms; the resistance (method B) of the 

same piece was 6,180 ohms; and the specific resistance was 52,000 ohms per cubic centimetre. 

(E)   Greenside Mine.—Lead-ore.—(a) The resistance (method A) of a piece, with an area of 2.29 

square centimetres and a thickness of 1.31 centimetres, was 4.21 ohms; and the specific resistance 

was 7.36 ohms per cubic centimetre. 

(b) The resistance of another piece, with an area of 4.68 square centimetres and a thickness of 1.92 

centimetres, was 3.02 ohms; and the specific resistance was 7.36 ohms per cubic centimetre. 

(F)   Lazonby, Penrith.—Permian Sandstone.—(a) The resistance (method B) of a piece, with an area 

of 116 square centimetres and a thickness of 3.4 centimetres, was 240,000 ohms; and the specific 

resistance was 8.19 megohms per cubic centimetre. 



(b) The resistance of another piece, with an area of 52 square centimetres and a thickness of 3.4 

centimetres, was 560,000 ohms; and the specific resistance was 8.56 megohms per cubic 

centimetre. 

The mean specific resistance was 8.375 megohms per cubic centimetre. 

(G) Redhills, Penrith.—Carboniferous Limestone.—The resistance (method B) of a piece, with an area 

of 52.3 square centimetres and a thickness of 2.26 centimetres, was 125,600 ohms; and the specific 

resistance was 2.90 megohms per cubic centimetre. 

(H) Barton Quarries.— A sample of Carboniferous limestone from the Encrinital limestone had a 

specific resistance of 1,014,000 ohms per cubic centimetre. 

(I).—A block of cement-concrete flooring had a specific resistance of 754,000 ohms per cubic 

centimetre. 

Conclusions. 

In the foregoing determinations direct currents with small voltages only were used;  and, in older to 

verify the results under 
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different  conditions,  the  resistances   were  in  most  cases  determined:- (1) By using variable 

currents in a Wheatstone-bridge method, a telephone taking the place of the galvanometer, and a 

microphone being inserted in the battery-circuit. This method was employed in all cases where the 

resistance was not too large; and the results were practically identical with those obtained with the 

direct current. 

(2) By using higher voltages: 100, 200 and 240 volts being used in this case. The resistance of any 

specimen, determined by this method, was found by joining it in series with a tangent galvanometer 

and the mains carrying the current at the required voltage. The current was measured by the 

galvanometer and the voltage read off by the voltmeter, and thus the resistance was directly 

determined. For all the specimens that could be measured in this way, it was found that there was 

practically no difference in the value obtained for their resistance. With a piece of coal in circuit, 

with 240 volts as the electromotive force employed, no deflection could be observed on the 

galvanometer, which was capable of detecting the current when the resistance in circuit was as high 

as 5 megohms: thus, by a simple direct method, it was shown that the resistance of coal was of a 

very high order. 

Table I. —Specific Resistances of Minerals found in Mines. 

[Table] 
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From an examination of the tests (Table I.), it will be seen that lead-ore is the only ore which, by 

practical tests based on differences in electrical resistance of large masses could, with certainty, be 

distinguished from the rocks surrounding it. 



It may also be noticed that coal, and especially hard steam-coal, has a comparatively high electrical 

resistance. This important result should be borne in mind in connection with practical work. 

The following values in megohms per cubic centimetre indicate the magnitudes of the specific 

resistance of coal and other well-known bodies: Guttapercha, 400,000,000; arc-light carbon, 

0.000,000,004; and coal, say, 40,000. Coal has, consequently, ten million million times greater 

resistance than arc-light carbon and ten thousand times less resistance than guttapercha of the 

same dimensions. 

Appendix A. 

[Table] 
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Appendix B. 

[Table] 

Appendix C. 

[Table] 

Appendix D. 

[Table] 

 

Mr. P. Kirkup wrote that a workman had received a shock, when standing on a cement-floor, due to 

an improperly insulated switch gear at an underground haulage-motor, at a pressure of only 250 

volts. 
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Mr. Henry Lawrence stated that the paper endorsed the use of the limestone-ballast which had been 

recently adopted by the North-eastern Railway Company for use on their electric lines. 

Mr. J. B. Simpson asked whether the action of the engineers of the North-eastern Railway Company 

had been due to the results of the experiments made by the writer. 

The President (Mr. T. W. Benson) said that the amount of resistance of the ballast recorded in the 

paper seemed to warrant its use on the electric lines. 

Mr. M. Walton Brown said that the high electric resistance of the Barton limestone was discovered a 

few months ago, some time after Prof. Stroud had begun his experiments, but independently. The 

results of the experiments described in the paper shewed that, although the Barton limestone had a 

resistance of over 1,000,000 ohms per cubic centimetre, any coal would form a better material for 

ballasting electric lines, as the lowest resistance of that mineral was about 3,400,000,000, ohms. 

Coal had consequently, say, 3,400 times greater resistance than Barton limestone of the same 

dimensions. 

Mr. J. B. Simpson asked whether coke had a high resistance. 



Mr. M. Walton Brown said that coke-ballast had a very low electric resistance, but it had not been 

measured by Mr. Wood. These experiments had considerable bearing upon the method arranged by 

Messrs. Leo Daft and Alfred Williams for discovering lodes of ore, and the results shewed that if 

lead-ore, which had a low specific resistance, could be discovered with their apparatus, it was not 

likely that the occurrence of the ironstone tested, which had a specific resistance of 167,000 ohms 

per cubic centimetre, would be indicated. 

Mr. George C. Wood, with regard to the suggestion of the substitution of coal for Barton limestone, 

wrote that as a practical insulator, in this connection, coal would not answer very well, on account of 

its softness, etc., and as it did not take up wet readily it would take a long time to dry. He imagined 

that coke would be of the same order of resistance as arc-light carbon. 
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The President (Mr   T.W.  Benson) said that the members were greatly indebted to Prof. H. Stroud 

and Mr. G. C. Wood for undertaking the experiments recorded in the paper.      The results were 

highly technical and exceedingly interesting.    He had pleasure in moving a vote of thanks to them 

for their paper, which contained the results of a iarge part of a year's work. 

Mr.  J. B.  Simpson, in seconding the resolution, said that the paper was a valuable contribution, and 

raised questions which, he was not aware, had hitherto been raised by anyone. There could be no 

doubt that it would be productive of practical results, and thus attain one of the objects of the 

Institute. 

The motion was cordially approved. 

 

Mr. William Fryar's paper on "A Mechanical Coal-cutter in Queensland" was read as follows: — 
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A MECHANICAL COAL-CUTTER IN  QUEENSLAND. 

By WILLIAM FRYAR. 

The first installation of a mechanical coal-cutter has been made by Messrs. McQueen & Company, at 

the Boxflat colliery, Bundamba. It should be understood that everything in Queensland is done on a 

small scale, the total annual output of coal in the State barely exceeding 500,000 tons. It is therefore 

considered, and is, an unprecedented step to find an installation, such as that now under 

consideration, become an accomplished fact. 

The seam in which the installation has been made is not unsuitable for that method of working. It 

varies from 5 feet 8 inches to 6 feet in height: a coarse band, running in the middle, includes stone 

and coal, from 8 to 10 inches thick. The roof is of coarse coal, and fairly strong, and the floor is hard. 

A slightly objectionable feature is the gradient at which the seam is inclined: from 1 in 5 to 1 in 3½. 

This, however, is not higher than is usual in the district: it is seldom less, but on approaching to a 

considerable dislocation it is generally much higher. 



The rooms, usually 24 feet wide, are, however, driven about halfway between the rise and the strike 

of the seam; and since the introduction of the mechanical coal-cutter they have been driven 42 feet 

wide. 

The machine used is of the Goodman chain-cutter type, and appears to be very suitable for the duty 

expected of it. The weight is about 1 ton 3 cwts. (Fig. 1). The Goodman coal-cutter consists of the 

motor, the bed-frame and the cutter-frame. The compound-wound motor, placed above the bed-

frame, runs at a moderate speed with light cuts, and slows down with heavy cuts. One peculiarity of 

the coal is its friability, and it therefore does not require any very great power to drive the coal-

cutting apparatus.    The cutter-frame carries the chain,  fitted with 39 
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the machine down hill is not a difficult matter, and having been placed in line with the tram-road, 

the carriage is brought up against it and tipped up until the nose is placed under the motor. Then a 

capstan is operated at the outer end, and the machine is drawn on to the carriage, which is moved 

away by the power of the motor and taken to the next adjoining or such other room as is available 

for its use. 

There is a sufficient length of loose cable available, to permit of its removal from one room to 

another without interfering with any connections, or removing the cable attached to the motor. 

The surface-plant comprizes a Westinghouse vertical compound engine (running at 350 revolutions 

per minute) of 50 horsepower (Fig. 1), which drives a compound-wound direct-current generator of 

30 kilowatts. The pressure may be run up to 300 volts, but 250 volts is generally used, and supplies a 

current of 120 amperes or 40 horsepower. 

The electricity is conveyed to the points of duty by a bitumen-covered cable, 2¼ inches in diameter, 

down the shaft, about 400 feet deep. A considerable proportion of the power is utilized in working a 

newly installed three-throw ram-pump at the shaft-bottom, and in lighting some of the travelling-

roads in the mine. 

It may be considered premature to speak of the relative cost of hand- and machine-cutting, although 

when one sees them at work it scarcely seems possible that, even under the disadvantage of 

inexperience with the mechanical cutter, it cannot do the work at a less cost than it can be done by 

hand. Indeed, the proprietors are so satisfied on this point that they have arranged for a second 

machine: the motive power, the cable, and other appliances being sufficient for the additional duty. 

The saving of breakage of the coal is most important from a pecuniary point of view; it is well known 

that miners are not very particular about the height of the holing or kirving, but any unnecessary 

breakage from this cause is entirely avoided by the machine. 



The superiority of the three-throw ram-pump over that previously in use and the facility with which 

the power is transmitted have enabled the owners to dispense with the use of one of the boilers at 

the surface.    The advantage of a good light at the shaft- 
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It was to be regretted that in Queensland sufficient skill in getting large coal was not usually shown, 

as, owing to the friability of the mineral, this was a point requiring great attention. The use of the 

coal-cutting machine appeared to have resulted in the placing on the market of the coal in a much 

cleaner condition, and not so badly broken up as was formerly the ease. A second machine had been 

procured and was in use, so that practically all the coal was cut by the two machines. After a 

machine had completed the holing, the ends were cut loose and generally the lower part of the 

seam came easily away from the stone, referred to by Mr. Fryar. After the lower part of the seam 

and the stone had been removed, the upper portion was generally broken down easily by wedges. 

The President (Mr. T. W. Benson) said that it was undoubtedly interesting to hear of the application 

of coal-cutting machines in the Colonies. It was doubtful whether, in this country, they would have 

concerned themselves with the use of coal-cutters, if they had seams, 6 feet thick, to work, as in the 

case described. The scarcity of trained workmen in Queensland, as well as the high rate of wages 

which prevailed, had most probably led to the introduction of the machines. He had pleasure in 

proposing a vote of thanks to Mr. Fryar for his interesting paper. 

Mr. J. B. Simpson seconded the vote of thanks, which was cordially adopted. 
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THE NORTH OF ENGLAND INSTITUTE OF MINING AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS. 

GENERAL   MEETING. 

Held in the Wood Memorial Hall, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 

October 14th, 1905. 

Mr. T. W. BENSON, President, in the Chair. 

The Secretary read the minutes of the last General Meeting, and reported the proceedings of the 

Council at their meetings on August 19th, September 30th and that day, and of the Council of The 

Institution of Mining Engineers. 

The following gentlemen were elected, having been previously nominated: — 

Honorary Member – 



Mr. William Walker, H.M. Inspector of Mines, Doncaster. 

Members—  

Mr. Charles Bertram, Electrical Engineer, 4, St. Nicholas' Buildings, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.  

Mr. William E. Donald, Mining Engineer, Rhodesia Broken Hill, North Rhodesia, South Africa.  

Mr. James   Fletcher,   Assistant   Mining   Engineer and Mine Surveyor, Granity, via Westport, New 

Zealand.  

Mr.   Edward Lyall,   Civil    and   Mining   Engineer,    4,   Vane Terrace, Darlington.  

Mr. Davidge Page, Engineer, Hotel Russell, Russell Square, London, W.C.  

Mr.   William   Shaw-Duncan,   Civil   and   Mining  Engineer,   San   Lorenzo la   Muga,  por  Figueras, 

Provincia de Gerona, Spain.  

Mr. Charles Maclagan Wedderburn, Mining  Engineer,  8, East  Fettes Avenue, Edinburgh. 

Associate Members— 

Mr. William  Latimer, Hollyhurst, Winlaton, Blaydon-upon-Tyne,   R.S.O., County Durham.                                

Mr.    Richard John Matchett, 12, Hatton Terrace, Ilford, Essex. 
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DISCUSSION OF MESSRS. WILLIAM CUTHBERT BLACKETT AND ROBERT GALEN WARE'S PAPER ON 

"THE CONVEYOR-SYSTEM FOR FILLING AT THE COAL-FACE, AS PRACTISED IN GREAT BRITAIN   AND   

AMERICA."* 

Mr. J. B. Atkinson (H.M. Inspector of Mines) said that, in a Presidential Address delivered to the 

members of the Mining Institute of Scotland, in 1891, he had referred to the subject as follows : — 

I think some improvement might be effected in the carriage of coal along the faces of thin seams 

worked longwall, so as to save the brushing of so many roads. It is usual in such cases to have a road 

for every 10 or 15 yards of face the life of most of these roads is short, while the brushing of them 

costs perhaps 6s. per yard. Slipes or small hutches, with or without wheels and holding 2 or 3 cwts. 

of coal, are used in many cases to convey the coal along the face to the road-head. If some ready 

plan could be devised to carry the coal, say 50 yards, in a height of from 2 feet downward, the cost 

of the brushing of many roads would be saved. + 

He (Mr. Atkinson) was glad to see that in the hands of Mr. W. C. Blackett and others, satisfactory 

systems had been evolved. The new system was accompanied with some appearance of danger, 

owing to some of the men working so far from a gateway: this pointed to the necessity of careful 

timbering of the face, and he had no doubt that this would be done. He was inclined to think that 

the conveyor-system would probably reduce the general liability to falls, because it was not 

necessary, with this method of wide-spaced gateways, to break so often into the roof. When a thick 

canch was shot in, at intervals of 30 feet or thereabouts, falls were much more likely to occur, where 

the shooting was going on and also along the face, than where the face had an unbroken length of 

150 or 300 feet. 



The President (Mr. T. W. Benson) asked whether, as the result of the operations of the coal-

conveyor, there was any difficulty with regard to the support of the surface; whether the old 

ordinary system of working longwall afforded a better support for the surface; and whether the 

extra-deep gateway, required when working with the conveyor-system, made any difference in this 

respect.     Perhaps in the mines where conveyors were work- 

* Trans. Inst. M. E., 1905, vol. xxix., page 449.  

† Trans. M. I. Scotland,  1891, vol. xiii., page 17. 
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Ing, no difficulties had occurred with respect to the support of the surface, but it had an important 

bearing, nowadays, in some districts.  It was satisfactory to find that Mr. J. B. Atkinson's forecast of 

12 years ago  had now been put into practical operation. He was inclined to agree with that 

gentleman in his remarks as to safety, and he thought that the difference between firing heavy shots 

in gateways, 450 feet apart, and shooting a thick canch in gateways only 30 feet apart, must be very 

great; and the roof must be much more shaken in the proximity of the latter. 

Mr J. H. Merivale remarked that the difficulty of moving the conveyor forward, in the entirety of its 

length of 200 or 300 feet, was considerable, and if the joints could be readily broken, the conveyor 

could be easily moved forward in lengths of 20 feet or more, and as quickly put together again. It 

was probably impracticable to discover some means of dealing with "troubles," which militated 

greatly against the use of coal-cutters and conveyors. A face would be started after exploration, but 

after a few months, the coal-cutter and the conveyor were laid idle until the workings passed 

through a fault by hand-labour, very considerable expense being involved. 

Mr. W. C. Blackett agreed with Mr. Atkinson and also thought there could be no doubt that the use 

of his (Mr. Blackett's) conveyors in a longwall-face must necessarily result in greater safety, because 

they could not be used unless some stringent form of systematic timbering was also adopted. A few 

years ago, it was pointed out that systematic timbering was much better done on the Continent than 

in this country, and the methods were described as a pattern to be followed. If the Home Secretary 

was then right in recommending the adoption of systematic timbering, and the views expressed 

were sound, then the conveyor-system, as it necessitated such systematic timbering, for that reason 

alone must be safer.  Admirable systems of timbering had been adopted at Ashington, Consett, 

Kimblesworth and other collieries, where the conveyor-system had been introduced.  His (Mr. 

Blackett's) system was employed in Wales, in the Midlands, in Northumberland and Durham, and in 

Scotland where the  conditions were of course widely different, and it was impossible to generalize 

as to the effect on the surface. 
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If a daily rapid advance in a straight line would have any particular effect on the surface, then the 

results would have to be observed; but whether it would be different, because of that, he would not 

like to say. The conveyor, as sent out now and as explained in his (Mr. Blackett's) paper, was 

arranged so that each joint could be broken at intervals of 6 feet, without undoing a single nut, 

except one on the conveyor-chain. In practice, it was found that it was much easier, when the men 

were used to it, to move the conveyor forward as a whole, but necessarily each seam would require 



special consideration to suit its own particular conditions. One great advantage, that had not boon 

specially pointed out, was the greatly increased quantity of coal which could daily be got from a very 

much smaller area of mining operations than was at present possible by any other known method. 

 

DISCUSSION OF MR. J. W. BATEY'S PAPER ON "THE MICKLEY CONVEYOR."* 

Mr. Edward Watson (Cannock) wrote that he hoped to adopt a somewhat similar conveyor, in 

Staffordshire, in a seam 3 feet thick. It occurred to him that a sort of windlass-and-pawl 

arrangement, at one end of the conveyor, whereby the rope could be lengthened or shortened, and 

the return-wheel advanced by the loader, each day, would be an advantage, especially in the 

Cannock district. 

Mr. James Wilson (Edmondsley) wrote that the Mickley conveyor had been tried at Edmondsley 

colliery for conveying the coals along a longwall-face, but the use had been temporarily abandoned 

owing to the face becoming seriously broken up by five hitches, with throws of 3 feet, 2½ feet, 2 

feet, 1 foot and 5 inches respectively. The occurrence of these hitches made it practically impossible 

to control the face and to use the conveyor successfully. 

The conveyor consisted of a wooden kibble (6 feet long, 3¼ feet wide, and 14 inches high on the 

rails), fitted, in the bottom, with two sliding-doors, actuated from the ends.     The conveyor 

* Trans. Inst. M. E., 1905, vol. xxix., page 268. 
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was run along the face by an endless wire-rope, passed one-and-a-half times round the driving-

wheel, which was supported upon the standard   or   frame   of   an    ordinary   stoneman's   drilling 

machine, and round a return-wheel about 180 feet away. 

This method of conveying the coals is much slower than the Blackett conveyor,   but  the  appliance   

is  very  much   easier  to move forward and takes up much less room; and a lad can work the 

conveyor on a face, 180 feet long, with an output of about 50 tons a day. If a big fall happens, the 

loss is not very great, as every part can be made at a colliery, at a slight cost. 

He (Mr. Wilson) suggested that two Mickley conveyors, in all 450 feet long, delivering coal into tubs 

standing in one gateway, might be conveniently worked by one endless-rope driven by a small 

motor, placed between the conveyors. 

Mr. Hiram Baddiley (Wakefield) wrote that it was altogether unnecessary for him to dwell to any 

extent on the paper, as the very fact of the conveyors being repeatedly introduced by persons who 

had actually, tried and operated them, confirmed their success underground, both from a financial 

point of view and also from their tendency to reduce the number of accidents. He had a mechanical 

coal-conveyor working in a similar seam, and each man, under these conditions, averaged about 10 

tons per shift, filling from coal under-cut by machinery; consequently, the working results did not 

strike him with the same surprise as perhaps they might others, who had not gone quite so fully into 

the practical and possible results of using such machinery underground. 

Whatever the class of conveyor, whether worked mechanically or by hand-labour, the aims were the 

same,  namely: - (1) To reduce the winning price of coal;   (2) to get more coal, from a given area, in a 

certain time;  (3) to minimize the number of accidents;  (4) to obtain a greater percentage of round 



coal, etc.  These objects are attained, as will be apparent, by reducing the number of gateroads 

leading to the face, and these are often a source of annoyance and expense.     Another great feature 

is that the employment of boys belowground at the working-faces is in this case almost entirely 

abolished. 

It appeared to him (Mr. Baddiley) that the Mickley conveyor had one great disadvantage, because, 

practically speaking, only 
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one tub, or a box of equal capacity, could be run backward and forward along the face for each tub 

of coal sent from the conveyor-face to the main-gateway. Moreover, only two men could be filling 

coal at the same time. This, to his mind, was a very slow process, and capable of great alteration as 

regards economy. Without going into any actual figures, it must take a considerable time by this 

method to fill the coal from a face 156 feet long. However, some of the results previously mentioned 

had been attained; the working cost had been reduced and the output per man had been largely 

increased, which was the principal object of introducing this class of machine. In conclusion, though 

he (Mr. Baddiley) did not know the exact circumstances at Prudhoe colliery, he was only sorry that 

Mr. Bates had not, at present, the facilities for introducing modern machinery to be driven 

mechanically, as he felt confident that, although Mr. Bates' efforts had up to the present time been 

successful, they would under such conditions meet with the still greater success, which they so richly 

deserved. 

DISCUSSION OF MR. J. H. PIFFAUT'S PAPER ON "THE USE OF CEMENT-CONCRETE IN THE WORKING 

OF   THICK  COAL-SEAMS."* 

Mr. Richard Kirkby (Leven, Fifeshire) wrote that, if the method described by Mr. Piffaut would work 

out as cheaply in Britain as in France, there were many collieries working thick coal-seams (by 

longwall methods) whose owners would be glad to commence at once with concrete-layers between 

the different leaves of working. He (Mr. Kirkby) was afraid, however, that the method could not be 

carried out so cheaply in Scotland as at the Perrecy collieries. He thought that cement-concrete, 

made from one part of cement to two parts of sand and four parts of stone, was cheaply made at 

15s. per cubic yard. Supposing that it were made of one part of cement to ten parts of stone in place 

of one to six as above described, the cost would be 12s. per cubic yard, with cement at £1 12s. per 

ton. Again, best blue lime (Fifeshire) cost 18s. per ton, and concrete made with one part of such lime 

to six parts of sand and stone would cost 11s. per cubic yard. 

* Trans. Inst. M. E., 1905, vol. xxix., page 274. 
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In a seam, 18 feet thick, worked in three leaves or lifts, two layers of concrete would be used, and ½ 

cubic yard of concrete would be required per superficial yard of the seam. A superficial yard 

produced about 5½ tons of coal; and the cost of cement-concrete would be therefore 1s. per ton of 

coal. The preceding costs were for cement-concrete made with cheap surface-labour; but in the pit, 

the laying of the cement-concrete would be done by underground labour, costing double the 

surface-rates, and, consequently, an extra cost of 3d. per ton would probably be incurred. 



Another point should also be considered, namely, the loss of output while the paving was being laid 

and the cement-concrete was setting.   This delay would, of course, add a little to the cost per ton. 

He (Mr. Kirkby) asked whether there were any bands or partings of stone in the seam, and also as to 

the extent to which the waste or gob was packed above the cement-concrete. It would also be 

interesting to know the reasons for working the seam, in leaves, downward, instead of upward from 

the bottom. Probably there was less change of the coal being crushed and causing spontaneous fires 

by the downward method of working. 

Mr. J. P. Kirkup (Burnhope) wrote that, from considerable experience in the working of coal 

underlying an old goaf, and only separated by a thin parting of fire-clay, he considered that the use 

of an artificial parting of cement-concrete would be of service in forming a false roof to the 

underlying section of the seam; but, owing to the very considerable expense of the method, its use 

would, of necessity, be confined to the working of very thick seams of coal. The heaving of the 

goafed area would lead one to expect that the layer of cement-concrete would, at times, be broken 

and twisted into anything but the horizontal layer in which it was laid;   and this would cause 

difficulty in timbering underneath it, although, from his (Mr. Kirkup's) experience, this would be as 

nothing compared to working the coal without the artificial roof. Cheaper materials were evidently 

available in France than in this country as he (Mr. Kirkup) thought that cement-concrete, 9 inches 

thick, would cost 8s. or 9s. per square yard 'n this country.  Could Mr. Piffaut indicate the economy 

of timber effected in removing the lower portion of the seam, if any experience had been gained in 

that direction? 
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DISCUSSION OF MR. DONALD M. D. STUART'S PAPER ON "THE DEVELOPMENT OF EXPLOSIVES   FOR   

COAL-MINES."* 

Mr. H. Hall (H.M. Inspector of Mines) wrote that he had read Mr. Donald Stuart's paper on the 

development of explosives for coal-mines with considerable interest, bnt he was afraid that the 

ingenious theories and deductions advanced entirely broke down when the actual facts were 

considered. For many years previous to the issue of the Explosives in Mines Order of December 19th, 

1896, there had been a growing outcry against blasting with gunpowder; frequent disastrous mine-

explosions were traced to the firing of gunpowder-shots, and no doubt action would have been 

taken earlier, had it not been for the lack of a safer explosive. However, matters went from bad to 

worse, but, fortunately, about this time, a different class of explosive (almost flameless) was 

invented, and the opportunity was at once taken to forbid the use of gunpowder in certain classes of 

mines, and, as events had proved, with signal success. Fatal explosions of fire-damp and coal-dust 

had been reduced, both in number and in destructiveness, to a most remarkable degree. Taking the 

three decades, beginning in 1875 and ending in 1904 (a period during which much deeper mines had 

been opened, and the number of persons employed underground had increased from 427,017 to 

681,683 and the output of coal from 133 million to 232 million tons) the average annual loss from 

explosions in the first decade was 256 lives; in the second decade, 174 lives; and in the third decade, 

60 lives: the last decade coinciding with the use of safety-explosives on a large scale. 

Although Mr. Stuart stated that there were the same number of fatal explosions of fire-damp due to 

shot-firing in the six years under the Explosive Order, as in the six years antecedent, and that there 

were actually more non-fatal explosions in the former period,† he did not state how many of these 



explosions were the result of the continued use of gunpowder in certain of the mines-inspection 

districts. 

* Trans. Inst. M. E., 1905, vol. xxix., page 299. 

† Ibid., page 311. 
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The suggestion* made by Mr. Stuart that the test-chamber at Woolwich would be fatal to some of 

the explosives now on the  Permitted List, if the gun were so placed that the gases from the shot 

might strike against the roof or floor of the chamber, was worth a trial. 

He (Mr. Hall) submitted that Mr. Stuart's explanation of the great reduction of the death-rate being 

due to "arrest of propagation, that is to say, by conditions distinct from the shot, and wholly 

independent of the explosive,"† was erroneous. "Propagation " could only be hindered by more 

copious watering and removal of the dust from the roads, and, in his experience, less attention was 

paid to these precautions now than was the case during the period prior to the enforcement of 

permitted explosives. It was a fact, as Mr. Stuart pointed out, that many of the explosives on the 

Permitted List might ignite, and had ignited fire-damp exuding into the drillhole and in contact with 

the charge, without any intervention of stemming, but such conditions were somewhat rare. On the 

other hand, gunpowder and similar flaming explosives were almost certain to ignite any firedamp 

lurking about the roof near the shot, and if a blown-out shot of gunpowder were to occur, where dry 

coal-dust was present, the probable result was awful to contemplate. 

Mr. Robert McLaren (H.M. Inspector of Mines) wrote that Mr. Stuart was at great pains to show 

that, while explosions of gas and coal-dust had resulted from the flame of the explosive used, they 

had not been altogether from gunpowder. Some of the higher explosives had emitted, and probably 

did emit flame, hut the broad fact remained that none of the higher explosives emitted flame to the 

same extent as gunpowder. He would be a bold man who would affirm that flame could not be 

produced, when a shot was fired by an explosive, however flameless of itself, as the detonator which 

would give flame had to be taken into consideration; and, until the composition of the explosive was    

such that the resultant gases, due to the chemical action on ignition, could extinguish flame or 

sparks as emitted, absolute flamelessness from explosion of shots could not be looked for.  

A quotation was made by Mr. Stuart that "the lowest grade 

*Trans. Inst. M. E., 1905, vol. xxix., page 321.  

†Ibid., page 313. 
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of common blasting gunpowder can frequently be fired without igniting the gas, if it is stemmed well 

with puddled wet clay of a good stiff consistency,"* and he further stated that " such wet stiff clay is 

ordinarily used in practical mining."† He (Mr. McLaren) must take exception to this statement, as 

such was not the case; if Mr. Stuart had stated that damp clay was ordinarily used, he would have 

been nearer the mark. It might interest him to know that in the East Scotland mines-inspection 

district about 2,000,000 shots were fired per annum in the shale-mines; and the shale-borings, used 

for stemming, were not even damped in sonic cases. 



In his (Mr. Stuart's) anxiety to make the position of the explosives of the gunpowder-class 

satisfactory to .owners and managers, he quoted some remarks made on the tests of bobbinite by 

Captain J. H. Thomson. It was stated that this explosive gave off sparks and glow, and apparently 

despite this fact was not an unsafe explosive.‡ In this connection it certainly would be a most unwise 

thing for any man, who had knowledge of gas and coal-dust, to allow a shot to be fired by any 

explosive whence sparks and glow resulted, in an atmosphere of an explosive nature, nor did he (Mr. 

McLaren) think that Mr. Stuart would care to be present under such circumstances. 

It was further stated that "every shot that has ignited gas or coal-dust in a mine has created the 

potential start of an explosion ; and the result, whether fatal or non-fatal, depends upon conditions 

entirely distinct from the shot."§ The reasoning in this last clause was far from convincing: granted 

that the result depended upon conditions entirely distinct from the shot, it surely followed that, if 

there were no shot to alter these conditions, no harm could happen, so long as the conditions were 

undisturbed; but, having all the elements necessary, fire-damp, air and coal-dust, it only required 

pressure and flame (such as a shot could produce) to set up new conditions, and an explosion 

occurred. The initial cause, therefore, of the explosion was the shot, which altered the conditions. 

* Twenty-fourth Annual Report of H.M. Inspectors of Explosives; being their Annual Report for the 

Year 1899, page 119. 

† Trans. Inst. M. E., 1905, vol. xxix., page 305. 

‡ Memorandum on the Testing of Explosives for Coal-mines, and on the Behaviour of the Explosive 

Bobbinite, by Captain J. H. Thomson, H.M. Chief Inspector of Explosives, March 7th, 1904, page 2. 

§ Trans. Inst. M. E., 1905, vol. xxix., page 311. 
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It appeared that H.M. inspectors of mines were at fault in attempting to administer the Explosive 

Order:   it surely was a commendable thing on their part to try and prevent explosions causing loss of 

life, by asking the owners to use a safer explosive for blasting in mines, in which the conditions called 

for such; and the owners were on the whole as anxious as H.M. inspectors of mines to try, if 

possible, to reduce the risk of explosions, and voluntarily introduced permitted explosives. In many 

mines, to which the Explosives Order did not apply, permitted explosives were being used in 

preference to gunpowder, on the ground that the former worked better in some kinds of strata. 

Objection must be taken to the statement that the policy of H.M. inspectors of mines was to abolish 

the use of gunpowder in mines, as no such thing was ever contemplated, but when the conditions of 

a mine rendered its use dangerous, gunpowder was certainly prohibited. The Explosives Committee, 

responsible for drawing up the Permitted List, were taken to task, because their tests in some cases 

did not turn out exactly as expected. Mr. Stuart was scarcely fair to them, as he must be aware that 

even with the best management it was not possible to get every condition that might be found in a 

mine; a condition might suddenly arise, which was not dreamt of, and which no one could possibly 

control. The Explosives Committee must get the credit of experimenting, on the whole successfully, 

in conditions as near as possible to those existing in a mine under ordinary circumstances, and they 

proved one thing, at least, namely, that gunpowder was not a safe explosive for use in mines where 

gas or coal-dust existed. 



DISCUSSION OF MR. JAMES ASHWORTH'S "OBSERVATIONS ON WATER-SPRAYED OR DAMPED AIR IN 

COAL-MINES."* 

Mr. J. Cresswell-Roscamp (Low Fell) wrote that Mr. Ashworth’s  paper was a collection of expert 

opinions and conclusions as to the inflammability of coal-dust;  ; and having proved, by quotations, 

conclusively that thc explosive nature of coal-dust was due to its extremely fine and dry condition, 

he repudiated 

*Trans. Inst. M. E., 1905, vol. xxix., page 11. 
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the whole argument by stating that " it is useless, therefore, to depend on water-sprays for 

restraining the extension of an explosion after it has once been initiated."* It was the more difficult 

to understand why Mr. Ashworth came to this conclusion; as he did so immediately after referring to 

the Tylorstown and other explosions. Mr. Robson in his report on the Universal explosion says "in my 

opinion, this [prevention of accumulation of coal-dust] can only be done by constant and efficient 

watering."† The fact that watering may not always have been efficient in preventing the spread of 

an explosion is no reason why it should be condemned as useless. 

The prevention of accumulations of thin layers of fine coal-dust on the supporting timber and sides 

of the roadways is impossible, and moreover its inflammability is increased by the action in deep 

mines of the high temperature of the circulating atmosphere. Some means must, therefore, be 

adopted so to treat these accumulations as to make the dust a non-supporter of rapid combustion. 

All recent explosions prove that the greatest danger is provided by the finest dust on the timber and 

sides, as shewn by their charred condition afterwards, and the coarser dust on the floor may be 

disregarded. It appears, therefore, conclusive that the dangerous dust is that which is carried about 

by the circulating air-current and conveyed by it into places, inaccessible save by its assistance, arid 

also by it deposited on the sides of the roadways. The most efficient method of treating dry 

inflammable coal-dust must, therefore, be by the aid of the very force of nature, which has not only 

deposited the dust where it is most likely to cause an explosion, but to whose agency its explosive 

nature is due. This, it is evident, can only be attained by lowering the temperature of the circulating 

air and by adding moisture to it, both of which conditions will in turn be imparted by it to the coal-

dust. One means by which this may be done, and in his (Mr. Roscamp's) opinion the most efficient, is 

by using a fine spray of water emitted from a travelling tub attached to the in-going and out-coming 

set of 

* Trans. Inst. M. E., 1905, vol. xxix., page 20. 

† "Report," by Mr. J. T. Robson, Reports to H.M. Secretary of State for the Home Department on the 

Circumstances attending an Explosion which occurred at the Universal Colliery, Glamorganshire, on 

May 24th, 1901, by Prof. W. Galloway, Mr. S. T. Evans and Mr. J. T. Robson, 1902, page 32. 
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tubs.   The constant use of such a spray, as most will admit, will remove, at least, the most 

favourable condition for the formation of highly inflammable coal-dust, namely, a hot dry 

atmosphere. Further,  this condition will be attained without any injury to the roof, floor or sides, 

because, by the use of such a spray, they will not  be   deluged   with   water,   which   happens   with   



most applications of water in mines.    The use of a water-spray should not be put down as 

ineffective, simply because at first no visible trace of dampness is present; but, at the same time, an 

instant change will be observed by the use of wet-bulb and dry-bulb thermometers before and after 

the application. 

Mr. James Ashwoeth wrote that Mr. Roscamp was in error, in saying that he had proved that the 

explosive nature of coal-dust was due to its "dry" condition, because he considered that any 

percentage of dampness which Mr. Roscamp or any one else could put into the air of a coal-mine 

added to its explosive condition; and, on the other hand, the drier the air the safer was the mine. It 

had been proved that, until the dampness in the air exceeded 25 per cent. of the weight of the air, it 

had no retarding influence on the flame of an explosion. As to cooling the air with water, this also 

had proved to be an impossibility in practice. Messrs. W. N. Atkinson, H. Bramall, John Gerrard, H. 

Hall, and others† before the Royal Commission on Coal-supplies, showed that dry air was the only 

sort of air in which miners could work, in a deep colliery. Thus, at the St. Henriette colliery, although 

the temperature of the working-places was 103° Fahr., the air only contained 8.7 grains of water per 

cubic foot. This dry air absorbed the perspiration from the men's bodies, whereas if an effective 

spray-system had been in use, as suggested by Mr. Roscamp, the air would have been saturated with 

over 20 grains of water, and the men placed in such an enervating hot bath, that effective work 

would have been an impossibility. 

He (Mr. Ashworth) did not consider that a "cloud" of dust 

* 'An Improved Apparatus for laying Dust in Coal-mines," Trans. Inst. M. E., 1904, vol. xxviii., page 

578. 

† First Report of the Royal Commission on Coal-supplies, 1903, vol. ii., Minutes of Evidence and 

Appendix ; Mr. W. N. Atkinson, questions 2,273 to 2,456, pages 94 to 103 ; Mr. Henry Bramall, 

questions 239 to 513, pages 11 to 22 ; Mr. John Gerrard, questions 741 to 873, pages 31 to 36 ; and 

Mr. Henry Hall, questions 922 to 1,028, pages 39 to 43. 
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was nearly so dangerous to the safety of a mine, as the small percentage of fine dust, which was 

constantly produced by the transit of the loaded tubs ; and this was always floating in the air, 

whether there were any sprays or none. His (Mr. Ashworth's) experiments on safety-lamps* and Mr. 

H. Hall's experiments referred to in his (Mr. Ashworth's) paper† proved that a very small percentage 

of coal-dust was required to render a mixture of coal-dust and air explosive. This fact might be 

recognized by ascertaining the weight of coal-dust, if converted into gas and mixed with air,  that 

would render a certain volume of air explosive. Prof. J. T. Beard, of Scranton, Pa., U.S.A., stated that 

one pound thus treated would, when mixed with 2,440 cubic feet of air, be explosive. 

Mr. Roscamp referred to the explosion at the Universal colliery, and he (Mr. Ashworth) asked him to 

explain why the A and B districts of Prof. W. Galloway's plan,‡ corresponding with the York East and 

East districts of Mr. Robson's plan,§ were traversed by flame where they were naturally wet ? The 

return-air from the A and B districts was practically saturated with moisture, and at the points t and 

q, it could only have carried ½ grain more. 

The suggestion was made by Mr. W. C. Blackett that westrumite should be tried as a dust-layer.|| 

Mr. M. Walton Brown was testing other dust-laying liquids, whilst Messrs. J. P. Kirkup and C. H. 

Merivale ¶ in the previous discussion, and Messrs. W. N. Atkinson, H. Bramall, J. Gerrard and H. Hall, 



in the evidence referred to,** had shown that it was impossible to work a deep mine if moisture 

were added to the air as proposed by Mr. Roscamp, and therefore some other means must be used 

to lay the dust. Dry air was a positive necessity in a dry mine. 

* Trans. N. E. Inst., 1880, vol. xxix., page 149. 

† Trans. Inst. M. E., 1905, vol. xxix., page 12 et seq. 

‡ "Report," by Prof. W. Galloway, Reports to His Majesty's Secretary of State for the Home 

Department on the Circumstances attending an Explosion which occurred at the Universal Colliery, 

Glamorganshire, on May 9th, 1901, by Prof. W. Galloway, Mr. S. T. Evans and Mr. J. T. Robson, 1902, 

Plate II., page 18. 

§ "Report," by Mr. J. T. Robson, Reports to His Majesty's Secretary oj State for the Home Department 

on the Circumstances attending an Explosion which occurred, at the Universal Colliery, 

Glamorganshire, on May 9th, 1901, by Prof. W. Galloway, Mr. S. T. Evans and Mr. J. T.Robson, 1902, 

Plate I., page 36. 

|| Trans. Inst. M. E., 1905, vol. xxix., page 22. 

¶ Ibid., vol. xxix., page 21.                        ** Ibid., vol. xxx., page 127. 
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Henry W. Martin (Cardiff) wrote that Mr. Ashworth in his valuable paper made quotations, from the 

reports of H.M. inspectors of mines, that seemed to imply that they considered efficient watering to 

be the one necessary and sufficient preventive of explosions, or when an explosion had been 

initiated, to be a powerfully restrictive agent. In his (Mr. Martin's) opinion however, in order to make 

watering effective against dust-explosions, the dust should be thoroughly wetted, and to do fhis 

with a moderate quantity of water, it was essential that the dust (as it accumulated) should by 

constant cleaning be maintained at a minimum. He (Mr. Martin) did not think that moisture in the 

air, in the form of vapour, would have any effect in preventing an explosion or in restricting the 

effects of an explosion ; but, by frequent and liberal spraying, the air could be charged with small 

particles of water in a liquid form; and they would be carried by the air-current and deposited upon 

the surfaces of the mine, and thus efficiently damp the dust and prevent a dust-explosion, or, at any 

rate, mitigate the effect of an explosion once it was initiated. At ordinary temperatures, watering of 

the dust did not seriously interfere with the comfort or health of the workmen. Where underground 

temperatures exceeded, say, 90° to 96° Fahr., as suggested by Mr. J. P. Kirkup,* the question of 

copious watering was a different matter, and so far as his personal opinion went, he could not do 

better than quote from a portion of his evidence† given before the Royal Commission on Coal-

supplies, dealing with the temperature and dampness of the air in which miners work: — 

An increase of the temperature of the air, due to deeper and warmer mines, will increase its activity 

in absorbing moisture.    There is, to my mind, but one effective and practical method of meeting 

these evils at very great depths; and that is, to augment the supply of pure dry air as the depth of 

the mine increases.  It is as necessary that the supply of air should be dry as that it should be of 

ample quantity, and the matter of purity is as important as either.    To obtain such a supply, the first 

matter to be considered  will be increased  ventilating power. Ventilating fans will be required of 

larger dimensions than those now in use for a colliery of a given capacity. 



Airways will have to be enlarged, or an increased number must be adopted. To ensure dryness and 

purity, the ventilating current will have to be protected from all falling water and wet sides, roofs 

and floors.    All intake-airways will 

*Trans. Inst. M. E., 1905, vol. xxix., page 24. 

† First Report  of the   Royal  Commission  on  Coal-supplies,   1903,  vol.  ii., Minutes of Evidence and 

Appendix, question 2,001, page 86. 
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have to be kept perfectly clean, and free from dust or any matter that would contaminate or make 

the air impure. The system of watering, so frequently adopted and strongly advocated, will have to 

be used very cautiously, or abandoned altogether, and some other means adopted for dealing with 

the dust question. Another matter which will have to be attended to, is the velocity of the air-

current at the working-faces. This will have to be maintained as high as possible, consistent with 

safety. Men cannot work efficiently in a sluggish current at a high temperature. 

I believe that, as mines get deeper, it will be found necessary to convey the air inwards in ways 

exclusively used for that purpose, and no hauling or other work done on them, only the necessary 

work of maintenance, so as to arrest the use of any water, and prevent the air from becoming 

impure. With such a pure supply of air, men will be able to work at a temperature higher, and with 

greater humidity, than can be done when the ventilation is not so good as I have indicated. 

 

Mr. John Morris' paper on "The Unwatering of the Achddu Colliery, with a Description of the Riedler 

Express Pump," was read as follows: — 
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THE UNWATERING OF THE ACHDDU COLLIERY, WITH A DESCRIPTION OF THE RIEDLER EXPRESS   

PUMP. 

By JOHN MORRIS. 

I. The Unwatering of the Achddu Colliery. 

Introduction.—The difficulties encountered in the unwatering of the Achddu colliery, being 

somewhat out of the ordinary, and having also in view the fact that one of the pumps used (the 

Riedler Express pump) is a comparatively new departure in pumping machinery, the author thought 

that a description of the operation, and of the performance of this pump in actual work, would be 

interesting to the members. 

The Achddu colliery (owned by the Achddu Colliery Company, Limited) is situate at Burry Port, 

Caermarthenshire. A slant or day-drift is driven from the surface in the Gwscwm coal-seam, about 

3¼ feet thick and dipping about 1 in 3: the slant being driven down practically to the full dip. The 

slant forms the intake-airway of the colliery, while a small shaft* sunk about 120 feet to this seam 

forms the upcast. 



This mine had for several years been worked under the name of the Pemberton colliery, and the 

slant had been driven a distance of about 1,335 feet from the surface. An influx of water broke in at 

the bottom of the workings, and drowned out the colliery. On taking over the colliery, the Achddu 

Colliery Company, Limited, decided to unwater it by means of a portable electrically-driven Riedler 

Express pump. 

An  electrical power-plant was erected, comprizing a Crompton, 150 kilowatts, compound-wound 

continuous-current dynamo (its output being 300 ampères at 500 volts) driven trough eight cotton-

ropes,  1½ inches  in  diameter,  by  a  tandem  compound non-condensing engine with a high-

pressure cylinder 16 inches 

*    This old shaft has been in existence for many years.    Old miners, 120 years ago, referred to it as 

the pit of the "old men."   Wooden pump-trees have been recovered from it in a fair state of 

preservation. 
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in diameter, and a low-pressure cylinder 26 inches in diameter by 32 inches stroke. The power was 

taken through two copper-wire cables (39 wires of No. 16 wire-gauge), bitumen-insulated, and 

having a double armouring of steel-wire. 

All the electric motors were provided with rheostatic starters, having overload and no-voltage 

releases, and with shunt-regulators. 

Express Pump.— The  upper 300 feet of the slant was  unwatered by means of a steam-pump slung 

in the upcast shaft. And thence downward the colliery was to be unwatered, by following down the 

old slant, and pumping the water to the surface by means of the Express pump (Figs.   1,  2  and  3,   

Plate  IV.). This pump was designed to deal with a quantity of 375 gallons of water per minute 

against a head of 500 feet.    It was driven through single-reduction gearing by a Crompton   open-

type compound-wound   motor of 75 brake-horsepower at 450 volts. The pump, motor and starter 

were mounted together on a steel-girder carriage having wheels of 2½ feet gauge:  the same gauge 

as the colliery tram-road.    The tram-rails weighed 12 pounds per foot.    The pump worked on a 

road laid on one side of the slant, while the tram-road was laid on the other side, so that the trams 

could pass the pump on their way to and from the face. This arrangement necessitated the 

widening-out of the old slant to a width of 14 feet:   the original width being 6 feet.      The 

arrangement   of   mounting   the   motor-starter   on   the   pump-carriage, soon proved 

unsatisfactory, as, owing to the vibration of the pump, the starter continuously cut out the current.    

The starter was then taken to the power-house (the shunt-lead then extended from the motor to 

the starter in the power-house) and the engineman in the power-house had to stop and  start the 

pump, as signalled by the pumpman.    An ordinary switch was put on the pump-carriage, so that, in 

case of an emergency, the pump could be stopped by the pumpman. 

This pump was introduced in May, 1903. When the author took charge of the colliery in November 

of the same year, the slant had been reopened for a distance of 450 feet, that is, 750 feet from the 

surface, with this pump. The average rate of opening-out was about 22½ feet per week, but six 

weeks previous to this, the pump had failed to cope with the water (the 
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make being about 175 gallons per minute) and it was being gradually drowned out, It was only a 

question of a stoppage of about two hours before the water would be up to the pump.    The pump 

and carriage was off the road, and it was a question of more than two hours' stoppage before it 

could be got right; so that nothing could be done (as the valves of the pump could not be got at in 

the position where it was) but let it work as long as it could, as another pump was expected to 

replace it. 

Scott-Mountain Pump. — This pump arrived a few days after the author took charge of the colliery. 

It was a three-throw pump, having rams 7½ inches in diameter by 12 inches stroke, running at 40 

crank-revolutions per minute, driven through double-reduction machine-cut gearing by a shunt-

wound open-type motor of 65 brake-horsepower at 500 volts : its capacity at this speed being 200 

gallons per minute. The motor was fitted with a raw-hide pinion. The carriage for this pump, built at 

the colliery, consisted of four pitchpine balks, suitably braced and bolted together, and fitted with 

wheels for a road of 2½ feet gauge, the axles being 3 inches in diameter, with four pedestals fitted to 

each axle. 

This pump weighed, when ready to work, mounted on its carriage, about 16 tons; and it was 17 feet 

6 inches long, 6 feet 6 inches high and 6 feet 8 inches wide. It was got ready to work in about 14 

days, and worked splendidly. (The Express pump had been drowned out a week previously, the 

motor only being removed, and the water had risen about 180 feet in the slant.) In working it rested 

against two stout props, which were put up in front of it, and it was also fastened to another prop 

put up behind it, After being lowered (before being started to work)  it was always chocked  up by 

wooden  wedges,  so as  to relieve the wheels of part of the weight. 

The suction- and delivery-pipes were 6½ inches in diameter, the suction-pipe having (next to the 

pump) a length of 20 feet of indiarubber hose-pipe attached, and it proved a great convenience in 

the handling of the suction-pipes. Attached to the hose-pipe, were ordinary wrought-iron pipes, 6½ 

inches in diameter with a snore-piece attached at their lower end. The suction-pipes were always, if 

possible, pushed down through the old slant in advance of the point that was being opened  out, 
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The old slant was in many places almost closed; and, when this was the case, the men had to work in 

a depth of, perhaps, 2 feet of water, in order to clear out a place for the snore-piece, just as in the 

case of a sinking pit; but every effort was made to push the suction-pipes downward in advance of 

the face of the widened slant. When the snore-piece of the suction-pipes was a few feet below this 

point, the pump got its water quite clear, and it could keep the water down, as far as the suction-

pipes extended. The operation of opening out the old slant would then proceed until within a few 

feet of the snore-piece, then another pipe would be added to the suction-pipe, which would then be 

pushed downward through the old slant for a distance equal to the length of the inserted pipe, 

which varied from 3 to 15 feet. In this manner, the opening-out was continued regularly until a point 

was reached from 65 to 70 feet below the pump : this represented a vertical suction-lift of about 25 

feet. The pump was then lowered for a distance of from 30 to 45 feet, and the opening-out of the 

slant then proceeded as before. The pump was never nearer than 25 feet, nor farther than 70 feet 

from the face. 

In addition to the men engaged in the actual work of opening out, another set of men were engaged 

in laying the pump-road, which had to be substantially laid; they erected at a measured distance, the 

two props against which the pump would rest after lowering it; and, generally, they prepared 



everything ready for lowering the pump (which was done by the winding-engine) so as to delay as 

little as possible the work of opening out the slant. 

The electric cables were carried along the side of the slant, on horizontal pieces of wood fixed for 

the purpose. A length of about 450 feet of both cables was coiled on the side of the slant. When 

lowering the pump, sufficient cable would be uncoiled, and easily dragged down the distance that 

the pump would be lowered. 

The time taken to disconnect the cables, suction-pipes and delivery-pipes, lower the pump, connect 

together again and start, was generally about 3 hours. There was not much time to lose, as the 

water rose in the slant about 10 feet an hour when the pump was stopped. The suction-pipes and 

delivery-pipes were both provided with expansion-pipes, which proved of great convenience. 
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The only difficulty found in working this pump, was, that the suction valves sometimes stuck:   this 

being due to the fact that the pump was designed to work horizontally, while it had to do its Work 

on an incline of 1 in 3. 

With this pump, the slant was opened out for a distance of 360 feet at the rate of about 36 feet per 

week. The road was 14 feet wide and 7 feet high, and supported every 3 feet by sets of timber, 

about 10 inches in diameter. 

At this point, about 1,110 feet from the surface, it was decided to discontinue driving the slant 

downward, until some very extensive flooded workings (which were being bored to, in a road driven 

towards them) were tapped. These workings (which formed part of another old colliery) had been 

closed for about 50 years. The Burnside boring apparatus* was used, and by its use, the old workings 

were successfully tapped at a pressure of 152 pounds per square inch: the bore-hole being 48 feet 

long. The Eiedler Express pump was put down in a lodge-room, to deal with this water, and 

preparations were again made to continue the driving of the slant. 

For this purpose, a small three-throw pump was put down. It was designed to work on an incline of 1 

in 3, and had a capacity of 200 gallons per minute, when running at 50 crank-revolutions per minute. 

It had trunk-plungers, 7 inches in diameter by 10 inches stroke, and was driven through double-

reduction gearing by a Bruce-Peebles shunt-wound motor of 15 brake-horsepower at 500 volts. This 

pump being only 4 feet wide and 4½ feet high, the road was reduced to 10 feet wide and 6 feet high. 

With this pump, the remaining 225 feet of the old slant was reopened in 24 days. At the bottom of 

the old workings, a sump was driven; and all the water being caught at this point, the slant was 

driven further downward, in the coal, quite dry. 

The operation of reopening was the same with this pump, as with the Scott-Mountain and Express 

pumps.    It delivered its water to a sump, from which either the Express pump, or the Scott-

Mountain pump, pumped it to the surface;  both of these pumps were connected to the sump, to 

which would flow also the water from the bore-hole already referred to. 

*Trans. Inst. M. E., 1902, vol. xxiii., page 74. 
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These two pumps did nol work together at the same time; while one would be working, the other 

would be standing idle and the flow of water from the bore-hole would have to be regulated 

according to which of the two pumps was in use. Tho total amount of water made, apart from that 

from the bore-hole, was about 175 gallons per minute. The reasons for keeping one of the pumps 

idle, were, that the cable was of insufficient capacity, and there was only one line of delivery-pipes, 

6½ inches in diameter. Further, the motors of the two pumps were not built for the same voltage; 

the Express pump gave its ordinary speed of 200 crank-revolutions per minute, at 450 volts, while 

the Scott-Mountain pump developed its ordinary speed of 40 crank-revolutions per minute at 500 

volts. 

While using these portable pumps, it was found advantageous to dispense with the foot-valve 

usually put in the suction-inlet, as, sometimes, the snore-piece became blocked by dirt, chips, etc., 

gathering round it; when this happened, all that was necessary to be done, was to stop the pump, 

open a valve fitted on a pipe that formed a bye-pass from the delivery to the suction, and the 

pressure of water that flowed through, cleared the debris from the snore-piece in a few seconds. 

This bye-pass arrangement was also very convenient when starting the pumps, as, on opening the 

bye-pass valve, the pressure on the pump was relieved and the pump started against a light load, 

and the relief-flow of water was conducted back to the suction-pipe. 

II. The Riedler Express Pump. 

Riedler Express Pump.—The Riedler Express pump (Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4, Plate IV.) was designed for a 

capacity of 375 gallons of water per minute against a head of 500 feet. It is a two-throw pump, 

having rams, 6⅜ inches in diameter by 9 inches stroke, running at 200 crank-revolutions per minute, 

and driven through single reduction machine-cut cast-iron gearing by a Crompton open-type 

compound-wound motor of 75 brake-horsepower running at 500 revolutions per minute. The 

motor-pinion, U, gears into a wheel, V, on the crank-shaft, A, actuating the rams, B, which pass 

through the suction-chamber, C, into the barrels, D. E and F are air-vessels fitted with gauge-glasses, 

in order to show the height of water in each,    E is the 
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suction air-vessel fitted on the suction-chamber, C. F is the delivery air-vessel, fitted on the delivery--

pipe, G, on which, also, is placed a retaining-valve H, fitted with a bye-pass valve; the retaining-valve 

is hinged on a spindle (working through a stuffing-box) by means of which it is laid full open when 

working, giving a clear passage to the water, the valve being closed only when necessary. I is the 

inlet, 8 inches in diameter, to the suction-chamber, C. 

A small compound air-charger, R, having a low-pressure plunger 3 inches in diameter by 2.7 inches 

stroke, and a high-pressure plunger 1½ inches in diameter by 1.8 inches stroke, is bolted to the side 

of the pump. The air-charger is actuated by a rod, J, worked by a small crank-pin, screwed into the 

end of the crank-shaft. The air-charger exhausts the air through a small sponge-filter from the 

suction air-vessel, and delivers it into the delivery air-vessel: the air-charger runs at the same speed 

as the pump. Should the supply of air in the suction air-vessel be insufficient, air can be let in by 

means of a small cock: also, should the supply of air from the charger be too great, air can be let out 

of the delivery air-vessel; it is found best to keep about 1 inch of water showing in the gauge-glasses. 



A displacement-lubricator, K, for the forced lubrication of the rams, was bolted to the pump-bed; it 

was attached to a small pipe from the delivery-pipe of the pump, the water from which displaced 

the oil from the lubricator and forced it through a pipe, L, on the rams. 

The carriage of the pump was provided with four pairs of clamping jaws; by means of which it was 

fastened to the rails on which it stood when working on the slant, in order to steady it in working. 

The body of the pump consists of two main castings: the suction-chamber, C, and the two outer 

barrels, D, which are made in one casting. 

Fig. 4, a section on the line YZ of Fig. 3 (Plate IV.), shows the construction of the barrels, rams, valves, 

etc.    Each outer barrel, D, contains an inner barrel, a;   and the outer end, b, forms the seating of 

the delivery-valve, c.    The inner end of the inner barrel contains a gunmetal guide-ring,  d, in which 

works the annular suction-valve, e.    Each ram passes through a stuffing box, f, which passes through 

the suction-chamber, C. 
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The inner end of the stuffing-box forms the seating, g, of the suction-valve. The stuffing-box, f, is a 

separate casting for each ram, and is held in place by the cast-iron ring, h. The ram is attached to the 

cross-head by the steel-rod, i, which passes through it. The inner end of the steel-rod carries a 

gunmetal buffer, j, which, at each stroke, closes the suction-valve. 

The suction-valve is constructed of birch-wood, fitted, with the grain end-on, into a channel-section 

annular brass-ring. The ram passes through the suction-valve. Into the guide-ring, d, in which works 

the suction-valve, e, is inserted an india-rubber ring, l, against which, in opening, the suction-valve 

may strike. The buffer, j, also carries an indiarubber-ring, m, which is the part of the buffer that 

strikes the suction-valve in order to close it. Interposed between the ram and the buffer are a 

number of stencil-brass liners, n, for the purpose of adjusting the buffer, in order to take up any 

wear in itself, or in the suction-valve. From the construction of the buffer, it will be seen that it is not 

rigidly fixed to the steel-rod that carries it, but is kept in position by a brass-bush, o, and the 

indiarubber cylinder, p, the brass-bush being secured to the rod by the box-nut, q, so that any shock 

that would occur by the buffer striking against the suction-valve, would be taken up by the 

indiarubber-cylinder. 

The delivery-valve consists of two annular brass-rings, c1 and c2, let into a gunmetal frame, c, the 

whole being kept against the seat by means of the bolt, r, which is screwed into the end of the inner 

barrel, and transmits its pressure, on to the valve, through the indiarubber-cylinder, s, against the 

resistance of which the delivery-valve opens. The delivery-valve is provided with leather sealing-

rings, t, which further secure its efficient action. 

The action of the pump is as follows: The water enters the suction-chamber, C, and on the opening 

of the suction-valve, e, on the outstroke of the ram, enters the inner barrel. At the end of the 

outstroke, the buffer closes the suction-valve ; and on the instroke, the water is forced out against 

the resistance of the indiarubber-cylinder of the delivery-valve; again, at the commencement of the 

outstroke, the indiarubber-cylinder being in compression, instantly closes the valve ; and, at the 

same time, the suction-valve would open, and more water would enter into 
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the inner barrel.  It will be noticed that the suction-valve is both opened and closed on the outstroke 

of the ram. 

On being forced out of the inner barrel, the water fills the annular space between the inner and 

outer barrels, and thence enters the  delivery-pipe;   so   that the   outer  barrel   is   always subjected 

to a bursting strain, while the inner barrel is subjected to a compressive strain, except on the 

instroke of the ram, when it is subjected to a very slight bursting strain : the whole bursting strain 

being only that required to open the delivery-valve. 

Each outer barrel is fitted with a starting-valve, M, 2 inches in diameter, so that in starting the pump, 

the pressure can be relieved and the pump started light. These valves are gradually closed as the 

pump attains its working speed. There is a small passage, u, fitted with a small cock, through which, 

before starting, any air that may be in the inner barrel can be let out. 

P is a small spindle stop-valve, screwed through the cover of the outer barrel, while its inner end, 

which forms the valve, closes a small port, v. On unscrewing this valve, water can re-enter the inner 

barrel; so that, if from any cause the water cannot enter the suction-chamber fast enough, then on 

unscrewing this valve, sufficient water can re-enter the inner barrel, so as to enable the pump to run 

without shock. 

For the lubrication of the rams, the oil-pipe from the lubricator enters a small ring, w, in the stuffing-

box; and the oil flows to the rams, through small holes in this ring. The writer did not see the 

lubricator in use, it was stated to him that it was very uncertain in its action, and it was consequently 

thrown out of use. 

The Causes of the Failure of the Pump. — When the writer took charge of the colliery he found the 

condition of affairs as previously stated:  the pump and carriage was off the road, the commutator 

was sparking and was grooved nearly ⅛ inch deep, new carbon-brushes were worn down in a few 

hours, the cranks were kept cool only by having a stream of water constantly flowing on them, and 

the pump was gradually being drowned by a quantity of water not equal to 50 per cent. of its  

designed capacity. 

After the pump was recovered, it was found, on examination, that the leather sealing-rings   of the   

delivery-valves   were  in 
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fragments; some of the pieces were wedged tightly beneath the valves, thus allowing part of the 

water to re-enter at each stroke; and the seatings were in fair condition. About ¼ inch of the wood in 

the suction-valves was worn down, so that the buffers could not close the valves properly. The 

seatings of the suction-valves were eaten away into grooves and holes: some being ¼ inch deep. The 

immediate cause of the failure of the pump, was due, no doubt, mainly, to the bad state of the 

suction-valves and their seatings: and it was doubtless an error of judgment to provide a pump with 

cast-iron valve-seatings to pump out old-mine water. The armature of the motor was soaked with 

oil, and one of its coils was grounded to the core; and this was undoubtedly the chief cause of the 

sparking at the commutator, although the grooving of the commutator was probably in great part 

due to the vibration of the pump. The air-pump was also out of order, and the pump ran with 

considerable shock. 



After being brought out of the mine, the pump and the motor were thoroughly overhauled. The 

seatings of the suction-valves were bored out, and gunmetal seatings inserted and secured by 

countersunk brass-screws, g (Fig. 4, Plate IV.). 

The pump was then placed in a pump-room, the pump being arranged in relation to the sump, so 

that the water flowed into the pump; the circumstances now being such as to give it every possible 

advantage in working. Under these conditions, the pump did its work efficiently, and the water 

flowed out of the delivery-pipe in a perfectly steady stream. Several test-runs of 6 hours' duration 

were made, but in ordinary working, the pump was stopped every 2 hours for oiling and 

examination. The pump ran for about four months, and as far as the quantity of water delivered, and 

the freedom from shock was concerned, it gave satisfaction. 

The chief disadvantages in working the Express pump were: It created great noise; it used a large 

amount of oil; it required constant examination, as there was a tendency for various parts to work 

loose; and, owing to the vibration of the pump, the brushes had a tendency to jump on the 

commutator, causing grooving and sparking. 

After four months' running, one of the connecting-rods broke. On overhauling the motor, it was 

found that the excessive dampness of the mine had considerably affected   it.    Every part   of 
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the motor was well dried before restarting it, About six weeks later, the series-coils of one of the 

field-magnets fused, and a ground occurred in the armature : these were put right at the colliery, 

and the pump was running when the author gave up charge of the colliery at the end of last year.   

When used as a stationary pump, many of the defects in this class of pump could easily be remedied. 

By making it a rope-driven pump, the motor would be free from vibration, and the great noise would 

be removed. A system of forced lubrication with recovery and re-use of oil-could also easily be 

adopted. 

The small size of the Express pump, in comparison with its capacity, gives it a decided advantage in 

mining work; but, on the other hand, the great vibration militates considerably against its use as a 

portable pump. 

Experiments.—The following are particulars of a test taken by the author, of the efficiency of the 

Express pump. The sump from which it drew its water was slightly higher than the pump, so that the 

water flowed into the pump at a pressure of about 1 pound per square inch. The sump was 61 feet 

long, 12½ feet wide and 5½ feet deep. No water was made in the sump, and all the water that 

flowed into it could be diverted. For the purposes of the test, the sump was allowed to become 

three-quarters full, and then all further water was prevented from entering it. A stick was fixed 

vertically in the sump, and the time that the pump took to lower the water 2 feet vertically was 

noted, the stick having on it two notches 2 feet apart. This time was found to be 25 minutes. 

The body of water removed was (61 feet x 12½ feet x 2 feet =) 1,525 cubic feet, or 61 cubic feet or 

380.79 gallons or 3,807.9 pounds of water per minute. 

During this time, readings were taken at intervals of 2 minutes of the volt and ampere-metres, at 

both the generator and the motor; and the speed of the pump was taken. The average of twelve        

readings at the generator was 470  volts and 101 amperes; and of twelve readings at the motor, 451 

volts and 101 amperes.     This showed a pressure-drop of 19 volts or about 4 per cent. 



The pump had a speed of 200 crank-revolutions per minute. 
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The pressure of water at the pump was 196 pounds per square inch;   and, deducting 1 pound due to 

the  sump being placed higher than the pump, there was a pressure of 195 pounds per square inch 

against the pump. 

The work done in the water delivered  was, consequently (3,807.9  pounds x 195  pounds per   

square   inch x 2.31   feet = ) 1,715,267 foot-pounds per minute. 

The power received by the motor (101 amperes x 451 volts x 44.2359 foot-pounds = ) 2,014,939 

foot-pounds per minute.   The efficiency of the pump and motor was about 85 per cent. 

The theoretical displacement of the pump per revolution (the two rams being 6⅜ inches in diameter 

by 9 inches stroke) was 574.5 cubic inches ; the actual displacement (taking the foregoing figures) 

was 527.7 cubic inches, and the displacement-efficiency was nearly 92 per cent. 

The water, delivered during the test, was also measured on the surface, by its flow through a 

triangular gauge-notch at the end of a long horizontal trough, 3 feet wide and 15 inches deep. The 

notch was cut in thin sheet-iron, and with the apex of the notch 3 inches from the bottom of the 

trough, the height of water flowing through the notch was 8.208 inches or 0.684 foot. According to 

Prof. James Thomson, the actual discharge of water through a triangular gauge-notch with an apex-

angle of 90 degrees, is 2.635√H5 cubic feet per second: H being the height of the water in feet 

flowing through the notch. According to this formula, the quantity of water was 1.01957 cubic feet 

per second or 381.9 gallons per minute. So that, practically, the same quantity of water delivered 

was got by both methods of measurement. 

The President (Mr. T. W. Benson), in moving a vote of thanks to Mr. Morris for his paper, said that it 

contained the record of the difficulties encountered in re-opening an abandoned mine. 

Mr. J. H. Merivale seconded the resolution, which was cordially approved. 

Mr. D. G. Kerr's paper on " Corundum in Ontario, Canada : its Occurrence, Working, Milling, 

Concentration and Preparation for the Market as an Abrasive," was read as follows : — 

[000] 

The Institution of Mining Engineers. Transactions, I905-1906. 

To illustrate Mr. John Morris’ Paper on "The Unwatering of Achddu Colliery,’ etc; 

Vol. XXX., Plate IV 

The Riedler Express Pump 

Figs. 1. – 4. 

[Diagrams] 
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CORUNDUM in ONTARIO, CANADA: ITS OCCURRENCE, WORKING, MILLING, CONCENTRATION AND 

PREPARATION FOR THE MARKET AS AN ABRASIVE. 

By D. G. KERR. 

Introduction.—The discovery of corundum in economic quantities in 1897 and 1898 by Prof. W. G. 

Miller, in the counties of Peterborough, Hastings and Renfrew, province of Ontario, Canada, 

attracted considerable attention at that time. The corundum was found in more or less quantity 

along a belt of rock, about 50 miles long and from ½ mile to 3 miles wide (Fig. 1).* 

The most important occurrence is in pink syenite, an acidic rock: felspar being the principal 

constituent, with a little white and dark mica, iron-pyrites, hornblende, 5 per cent. of magnetite, a 

small quantity of rubies, sapphires and garnets. The next occurrence in importance is in nepheline-

syenite along the York Branch river, and it is stated that in no other country has corundum occurred 

in nepheline-syenite. The pink syenite carries the best corundum-ore, of a higher percentage and 

less impurities. 

The corundum-bearing rock occurs in layers running almost east and west, dipping to the south 25 

degrees from the horizontal, and at some points lying on the face of a hill exposed by glacier-action, 

the glacier having cleaned off the overburden, and at other points the corundum-bearing rock also, 

as large corundum-boulders are found many miles to the south-west, some in the valleys, while 

others have been left on the top of the hills. There is only a portion along a dyke exposed in this way 

at another point, as the overburden was too great or a greater dip of the dyke prevented it from 

being all exposed. 

*Reproduced from Dr. W. L. Goodwin's paper on "The Mining, Concentration and Analysis of 

Corundum in Ontario, Canada," Trans. Inst. M. E., 1902, vol. xxiii., page 447. 
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Mines.—There are two companies working on this dyke: the Ontario Corundum Company, in Carlow 

township, Hastings county, and the Canada Corundum Company, in Raglan township, Renfrew 

county, the last-mentioned company having taken over the wellknown Craig-mine and other 

deposits, covering an 

Fig. 1. – Index-map of Corundum district.  Scale, 26 miles to 1 inch. 

[Diagram] 

area of 2,000 acres in the counties of Renfrew and Hastings. At present, the works are confined to 

Craigmont, where the crushing and concentrating plant is situated, and corundum-ore is quarried 

from the southern face of the hill, 500 feet high.    In 
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some places,  considerable stripping is done, of sand and gravel to the depth of 5 feet; at some 

points, the corundum-bearing rock crops out, showing the corundum-crystals imbedded in the rock 

and polished down level with the rock by glacier-action. At other points, where the corundum-

bearing rock has been exposed to the weather, the corundum-crystals stand out boldly. The mineral 

is quarried in a series of benches up the hill, the faces running 1 foot to 15 feet thick, and it varies in 



richness from 8 to 17 per cent.   There are rich zones in the dyke going down diagonally south-east; 

in these zones, rich pockets of big nodules of almost pure corundum are found associated with 

crystals of white mica. Cutting through this deposit, a number of dykes are observed carrying 

hornblende in the same form as the corundum-crystals and readily mistaken for corundum. This 

dyke varies in thickness from 2 to 10 feet, when the corundum comes in again higher up the hill. In a 

series of little pockets of corundum-bearing ore, the width will run from 40 to 100 feet, and the ore 

is found in layers or in benches. The surface-rock will be ore; beneath this is a thickness of barren 

gneiss-rock, varying from 1 foot to 6 feet; beneath this occurs another layer of corundum-bearing 

ore, 3 to 4 feet thick; another layer of waste and corundum-ore follows in succession, until a depth 

of 25 to 30 feet is attained. A granitic rock occurs below, but it has only been penetrated in three or 

four places: at one place, within a distance of 32 feet, no sign of corundum-ore was found. 

On the property of the Ontario Corundum Company, 6 miles to the west of Craigmont, the 

occurrence and composition of the dyke are practically the same, with narrow bands of black 

micaceous   schist   and   coarse   pink pegmatite   in   the   syenite. A rock-bluff is worked with a 

perpendicular face going in east on the dyke, with an average of 10 per cent. of corundum-crystals in 

the face. 

The   following   analyses    of   corundum-crystals    show    the purity of the mineral: -     

[Table]        

The assay-tests are made for crystalline alumina and magnetic 
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iron and for loss on ignition. In clean corundum-crystal a small percentage of iron, from 0.5 to 2 per 

cent., is found combined with the corundum. 

On the property of the Canada Corundum Company, the mining is done in the usual way by means 

of air-drills and dynamite. The holes are drilled (Fig. 2) 14 and 15 feet deep, and a series of as many 

as twenty holes are sometimes fired off by 

Fig. 2.—Rock-drilling. 

[Photograph] 

means of the electric battery. A large quantity in big pieces is thrown down, and they are block-

holed (Fig. 3) and bull-dosed with dynamite down to suitable sizes for handling by the cullers, as it is 

very necessary to cull or select the ore. The percentage of corundum does not run high enough to 

allow of milling all the ore coming from the mine, without sorting out the low grade, as the lowest 

grade of ore fed to the mill requires to be higher than 
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The amount which is lost in the tailings; it is also necessary to prevent as much as possible large 

pieces of magnetite, iron-pyrites, or hornblende, from going to the mill, as they are difficult to 

remove when concentrating to 95 per cent. 



In the very fine fissures, thin splashes of molybdenite (running high in molybdenum sulphide) are 

found, but this ore does not occur in any quantity, enough for samples only.    It is stated that there 

is a vein of molybdenite in the neighbourhood. 

Fig. 3.— Block-holing, with a Hand-drill. 

[Photograph] 

The drilling of tne corundum-bearing rock, either by hand or by rock-drills, is not difficult; but the 

diorite or crystalline limestone offers greater resistance to fast drilling. 

From the open quarries on the face of the hill, the ore is brought down in stone boats and trucks by 

teams to the tramway where it is loaded on to cars, carrying 3 to 4 tons.    The 
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cars run on a tramway into the top of mill (Fig. 4); before entering the mill the car-load is weighed 

and an exact tally kept of the number of tons which go into the mill every day (in wet weather, an 

allowance is made for the moisture in the ore). The cars are drawn by horses, and can handle 150 

tons in 10 hours. 

Mill.—The mill (Figs. 5 and 6) is situated at the east end of the southern face of the hill on which the 

corundum-ore is quarried. The tramway, already  mentioned, comes from the weighing-machine and 

enters at the top of the mill: the cars are of the flat-top type and tip on both sides into the bin 

below. The bin is square 

Fig. 4. -Tramway from the Quarries to the Top of the Mill. 

[Photograph] 

and flat-bottomed, with a capacity of 400 tons. The shute for feeding the crusher is near the centre 

of the bottom of the bin, and comes out to the ore-crusher; and alongside of this shute, a man 

stands and feeds the crusher, of the Farrell type of Blake crusher, 15 inches by 24 inches, running at 

250 revolutions per minute and crushing down to 2½ inches. The ore, after being crushed, drops on 

to a Robbins conveyor-belt, 18 inches wide and 85 feet long, travelling at a speed of 300 feet per 

minute, with 20 per cent. of an elevation to the delivery-end. 

The stream of ore coming from the conveyor-belt is divided into three, and fed by short shutes into 

three smaller crushers, two of them being the Farrell type of Blake crushers, 6 inches by 
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20 inches, and one a Gates gyratory type A crusher.    These three crushers reduce the ore to ¾                                 

inch and less, and drop it into another large bin underneath of 400 tons capacity.  

From the underside, at the face of the bin, the ore is fed into coarse rolls by means of a Challenge-

feeder, the ore dropping from the disc of the feeder into the screen-shute and straight into the rolls:  

the screen taking out all fines allows the rolls to do better work.    The Challenge-feeder stood below 

the centre of the ore-bin,  and the ore was carried to the rolls by a belt-conveyor; but this was 

discarded, owing to the amount of ore spilled, and in order to permit of the attendant getting to the 

back part of the rolls so as to tighten the springs. 



Fig. 5.—View of the Mill from the South, shewing the Quarries at the Left-hand Side. 

[Photograph] 

The ore, after passing through the coarse rolls, drops down, and is divided between two trommels, 

13 feet long and 3 feet in diameter, running at 20 revolutions per minute, sloping 1 inch to the foot, 

the screens having 4 millimetre holes.    The under-size passes downward into the vertical elevator, 

and the over-size passes to two sets of rolls and then into the same elevator. The elevator is an 

indiarubber-belt with buckets bolted on (the buckets being 18 inches long, 6 inches wide and 6 

inches deep), running at 350 feet per minute.    All the crushed ore is raised by this elevator in the 

form of a watery pulp to the top of the 
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mill, where it is divided into two sets of five trommels in each set. Each trommel, 3 feet in diameter 

and 13 feet long, 20 revolutions per minute and slope 1 inch to the foot, is driven by a sheave-pulley 

and rope-drive on the over-size end. 

The pulp enters the two coarse trommels, the first 6 feet being covered with screens perforated with 

4 millimetres holes, 4 feet with 6 millimetres holes, and 1½ feet with 8 millimetres holes. All pulp 

passing through the 4 millimetres holes goes to the next trommel, that passing the 6 millimetres 

holes goes downward to two sets of double three-compartment iron Hartz jigs; and that passing 

through the 8 millimetres holes passes downward 

Fig. 6.—View of the Mill from the East. 

[Photograph] 

through wooden spouting lined with steel-plate to a set of double two-compartment wooden Hartz 

jigs. The over-size, from these two trommels, goes downward to the roll-floor and, being recrushed, 

comes back through the same elevators. The pulp passing through the 4 millimetres holes on the 

first set of trommels passes to the second trommels, covered for the first 6 feet with screens having 

2 millimetres holes, the pulp passing through the 2 millimetres holes goes on to the next set of 

trommels, and that passing over the 2 millimetres holes is sized on the next 5 feet of the trommel 

with 2½ millimetres holes ; the pulp passing through the 2½ millimetres holes is treated on 
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six Overstrom tables : this size is a little large for these tables, but it is done in the meantime for lack 

of jigs. The over-size of the 2½ millimetres holes goes downward to a double three-compartment 

iron Hartz jig. The pulp passing through the 2 millimetres holes on the second set of trommels then 

passes to a third set, of which the whole length is covered with screens having 1½ millimetres holes; 

the undersize goes to the next set  of trommels and the over-size to three Overstrom tables. The 

fourth set of trommel-screens has 1 millimetre holes, the under-size going to the fifth set and the 

over-size to the concentrating-tables. The pulp passing through the fifth trommel and the ¾ 

millimetre holes goes into a V box, and (the heavy particles settling) is fed to a concentrating-table 

and the surplus water is run into the tail-race. The twenty Overstrom and four Wilfley concentrating-

tables, the two sets of double three-compartment iron Hartz jigs, and the double two-compartment 

wooden Hartz jigs, are placed on the floor below the trommels. The screen-area of the iron jig is 24 



inches by 36 inches, and the screens are of the same sizes in the hole as the trommel which supplies 

the material, but the top of the screen has 1½ inches of over-size material for a head. The speed of 

the jigs is 220 revolutions per minute; for the fines, up to 170 revolutions per minute; for the coarser 

sizes, the stroke is ¾ to 1 inch.  

The product of the jigs' first hutch goes to the finishing-rolls on the roll-floor below,  where  it  is  

crushed  and  goes  to  bin, being finished in the crushing part of the mill:   the second and third 

hutches of the jigs, not being so clean, go to the rolls again and are crushed finer, and, owing to the 

want of a separate elevator and screen, they have to go back into the main elevator where, if fine   

enough, they will go to concentrating-tables, and if coarse, will be returned to the jigs.    Tests made 

on the product of the jigs showed that the first hutch cleaned it to about 50 per cent. of corundum, 

and the second and third hutches to 35 or 45 per cent. of corundum:  that is,  from an ore which 

carries 10 per cent. of corundum and 6 to 7 per cent. of magnetic iron. The tailings from the jigs 

showed a loss of 3 per cent., but, as they were much overloaded, this did not give a fair showing; 

and, no doubt, with ample jig-capacity, the losses would be reduced by 50 per cent.                                                                    
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The following is about the average percentage of corundum in the end-products: — 

Per Cent.  

Ore fed to mill  ...                   ...        ...        ...        ...            10½ 

Jig-concentrates           ...         ...        ...        ...        ...           50 

Jig partial-concentrates          ...                  ...        ...            40 

6 millimetres screen, jig-tailings      ...        ..,        ...             3 

4 millimetres screen, jig-tailings      ...        ...        ...             3 

2½ millimetres screen, jig-tailings    ...        ...        ...           3 

Table-concentrates       ...        ...        ...         .,        ...           60 

2½ to 2 millimetres, table-tailings    ...                   ...            2 

2 to 1½ millimetres, table-tailings    ...        ...        ...           2 

1½ to 1 millimetres, table-tailings    ...        ...        ...           2 

1 millimetre to zero, table-tailings   ...        ...        ...          2 

Magnet-tailings, coarse          ...        ...        ...        ...           7 

Magnet-tailings, fine   ...         ...        ...        ...        ...         3 

Average  ...         ...         ...        ...        ...        ...        ...           5 

Rewash-table tailings ...        ...        ..         ...        ...              5 

Total mill-tailings        ...        ...        ...        ...        ...              5 

The corundum is cleaned to 90 or 95 per cent. 



On the same floor as the jigs, are the Overstrom and Wilfley concentrating-tables; and on an 

intermediate floor are six more Overstrom tables, to treat the middlings from the preceding 

Overstrom tables. 

The losses from the concentrating-tables vary from 1½ to 2 per cent., principally carried off floating 

in the water; as, in the crushing of the corundum-crystals, owing to the hardness and the strain 

which is required to crush it, a percentage of the corundum goes to very fine powder and floats off 

in the water. The product from the concentrating-tables and the finishing-rolls is spouted into a 

small elevator, which raises it to another trommel for sizing, before being run into storage-tanks. No. 

12 mesh is the size of screen on this trommel, and all coarser than this to No. 10 mesh is rejected, 

and goes back to the finishing-rolls and is crushed smaller. The corundum-concentrates are now 

deposited in the five storage-tanks; they are also used as filter-tanks to take off the moisture, and 

are fitted with a little false bottom for drainage. The corundum-concentrates, which now run about 

50 per cent. of corundum, are then sent from the crushing department to the grading room. 
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In the crushing part of the mill, there are four sets of heavy rolls, 14 inches by 40 inches, with shafts, 

10 inches in diameter, fitted with brass slieves, which slip on to the shafts and take all wear. The roll-

shells are made of Hadfield manganese-steel, and do the work with very little wear, and the jaw-

plates on all the crushers are made of the same material. 

The Gates rolls, 14 inches by 24 inches, crush the product from the second and third hutches of the 

jigs.    Adjacent are the Colorado or finishing rolls, 6 inches by 30 inches.  There is another set of 

smaller rolls, but they have not been set to work yet. 

The intention, when this part of the mill was built in 1903 and finished in the beginning of 1904, was 

to crush everything in the rolls small enough to concentrate on the Overstrom and Wilfley tables. 

This was found to be impossible, owing to the high percentage of fines, and the large amount carried 

off in the tailings in the form of fine slimes: the demand for the very fine sizes is small, and they are 

not so easily cleaned as the coarser sizes. 

The crushing part of the mill containing the aforesaid machinery is a building 145 feet long, 36 feet 

wide, and 85 feet high, with five floors. On the second main floor is the machine-shop, equipped 

with a lathe, drilling-machine, and two small shearing-machines worked by hand. 

The engine-house is equipped with a Corliss engine of 225 horsepower, a Corliss engine of 125 

horsepower, and an auxiliary engine of 20 horsepower. 

The first engine transmits power by means of six cotton-ropes, 1½ inches in circumference, to the 

main shaft on the same floor for driving all the jigs and concentrating-tables, trommels and the   

large elevator in the top  of the building,  also  driving all the  grading machinery in  the grader-

building by a rope-drive from the same shaft.    The other six grooves on the engine-pulley drive the 

main shaft for the the roll-floor by means of one continuous rope with a tightener-pulley and a 

balance-weight. This arrangement is being taken out, as in the event of this rope breaking, all the               

machines on this engine are stopped until the rope is straightened out and replaced.     This means a 

lengthy 
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stoppage of several hours, whereas, if the ropes were all single drives, the breakage of a rope would 

cause no stoppage, as the other five would have sufficient power to drive the full load until the first 

stop, when another rope could be slipped on to it, having been prepared and spliced over the two 

shafts. From the main shaft of the jig and table floor, a rope-drive goes back into the engine, room to 

drive a small dynamo of 220 lights of 16 candlepower capacity. The little auxiliary engine runs this 

dynamo by means of a belt and countershaft, in the event of any stoppage of the large engine, and 

at the same time it runs the machine-shop for repairs. 

The second engine, of 125 horsepower, runs the crushers and a small Root pump. The power is 

transmitted from the engine to the countershaft by a continuous manilla rope, 1½ inches in 

circumference, with a tightener-pulley: this also is being changed to single ropes. 

In the same room as the engines, is a cross-compound air-compressor with intermediate and after-

coolers, condenser, and air-receiver, having an air-capacity of 1,700 cubic feet of free air per minute 

and compressing it to 100 pounds per square inch, thus providing the quarries with sufficient air to 

run about thirty drills. 

Steam is supplied to the engines from three return tubular boilers, 5 feet in diameter and 18 feet 

long, built up with bricks. Wood fuel is used, dry pine, maple, birch and poplar being the principal 

woods, the consumption amounting to 25 to 30 cords per 24 hours. The boilers are placed in a 

building apart from the mills. 

The water to supply the crushing and concentrating part of the mill, is pumped by a Root pump from 

the basement of the grader-building, to a tank placed behind the first set of coarse rolls. This pump 

lias a capacity of 1,000,000 gallons per 24 hours, and throws it against a head of 60 feet. From this 

tank, the water runs to the rolls, tables, jigs and launders. A jet of water is used to feed the ore into 

the rolls, and to keep down any dust. 

Grader-building.—The grader-building is 135 feet long, 60 feet wide, and 80 feet high.    The 

concentrates are brought into this building by a conveyor, and dropped on to a dryer. 
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The double-decked dryer, made of iron-pipes, 1¼ inches in diameter is heated by exhaust and live 

steam. The wet concentrates are distributed from the conveyor upon a No. 4 mesh wire-screen and 

as the stuff drys it drops through, on to a conveyor-belt, thence to an elevator, and is raised to the 

top of the building. The stream of concentrates is then divided over magnetic separators, one being 

of the cone and the other of the drum type. The concentrates contain 12 to 15 per cent. of magnetic 

iron:  the non-magnetic  concentrates  go  down  to  the  splitter on the floor below and the 

magnetic iron, containing 4 to 5 per cent. of corundum, is dropped outside of the building for further 

treatment. 

Roughing splitters, with three screens, divide the concentrates into three sizes: No. 1 takes all sizes, 

from 8 to 24 meshes inclusive, and sends them to No. 1 graders; No. 2 takes all sizes, from 30 to 70 

meshes inclusive, and sends them to No. 2 graders: and No. 3 takes all sizes from 80 to 200 meshes 

inclusive, and sends them to No. 3 graders. 

The roughing grader gives sizes passing through the screens: No. 1 is divided into sizes 24, 20, 16, 14, 

12, 10 and 8 is over-size: No. 2 into sizes 70, 60, 54, 46, 36, 30 and 24 is over-size; and No. 3 into 200, 

180, 150, 120, 100, 90, 80 and 70 is over-size. These products all go into bins above the rewashing 



tables and Hooper air-jigs. Steel-wire screen-cloth is used, from 8 meshes to 30 meshes; and silk 

screen-cloth is used for all of the other sizes, from 36 meshes to 200 meshes. 

The Hooper air-jig is a good machine for concentrating dry-sized concentrates; it works well on 

concentrates from 24 meshes to 70 meshes, and gives four grades of produce from 50 per cent. 

corundum, as follow: Firsts or heaviest portion, magnetite and pyrites which have escaped the 

magnetic separators are extracted and sent to piles outside of the building. Seconds or lighter 

portion, is clean corundum 90 to 95 per cent. pure. Thirds or middlings, are held for retreatment, 

until a quantity is accumulated. And fourths, tailings or waste carrying off 4 to 6 per cent. of 

corundum. The clean corundum passes from the Hooper jigs to an elevator, which raises it to the top 

of the building. 

Five Wilfley rewash-tables are used for cleaning up the coarse and the fine sizes.   The Wilfley tables, 

running at   250 
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revolutions per minute, treat the fines, and the Wilfley table treating the coarse sizes runs at 215 

revolutions per minute; the coarse tables have a stroke of ¾ inch and the finest table a stroke of ⅜ 

inch. The products are: Firsts, on the high side of the table, a little magnetite and pyrites. Seconds 

are clean corundum, 88 to 90 per cent. Thirds or middlings are retreated on the same table. And 

fourths, tailings or waste containing 5 per cent. of corundum. 

The clean corundum from the rewash-tables is carried to the second deck of the dryer, dried and 

dropped down to the conveyor, taken to the clean elevator, and goes to the top of the building 

along with the corundum from the Hooper jigs; then it goes over the finishing magnetic separator, 

drops through the floor, and passes the final magnetic separator. The process leaves a corundum 

carrying from 1 to 2½ per cent. of iron, in the form of combined iron in the crystal corundum. 

The corundum leaving the magnetic separator goes to the finishing splitters, of the same type as 

those already mentioned. This last operation must be carefully effected, as the exact sizing is very 

important to wheel-makers and users of loose corundum. 

From the finishing-grader, the product drops into bins in the floor, from which it is drawn into bags 

containing 100 pounds. Samples are taken from all the sizes each day, before the bags are sewn up, 

and as soon as the results are sent from the assay-office, the grade of quality is marked on each bag, 

and it is then ready to be sent to market.                                                                     . 

Three grades are made to suit the wheel-maker. The vitrified wheel requires the highest grade, the 

silicate-wheel takes the next grade, and the third grade goes to the cement-wheel maker and the 

polishing trade. The corundum for vitrified wheels varies from 90 to 95 per cent. pure. The silicate or 

chemical wheel is made with silicate of soda as the binding material. The binding-materials used in 

the cement-wheel arc shellac, indiarubber, linseed-oil, etc. 

The cost of producing finished corundum, including mining, milling, concentrating, sizing, packing, 

office-expenses, insurance and general charges, has not yet been reduced below £8 (40 dollars) a 

ton;   but with a well-equipped mill, crushing 150 tons 
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per 24 hours of a grade of-ore containing 10 to 12 per cent. of corundum, the cost should not exceed 

£6 to £7 (30 to 35 dollars) per ton. 

 

The President (Mr. T. W. Benson), in moving a vote of thanks to Mr. Kerr for his interesting paper, 

said that the institute was frequently indebted to colonial members for contributions to the 

Transactions. 

Prof. H. Louis seconded the resolution, which was cordially approved. 
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THE   NORTH   OF   EXGLAND   INSTITUTE   OF   MINING AND   MECHANICAL   ENGINEERS. 

EXCURSION   MEETING, November 15th, 1905. 

DAWDON    COLLIERY.* 

The boring of the holes for the freezing-tubes, to a depth of 484 feet, Avas commenced in May, 

1903. 

The freezing-plant was connected to the Castlereagh shaft on April 22nd, 1904, and to the Theresa 

shaft on June 10th, 1904. 

Castlereagh Shaft.— Sinking in the frozen ground was commenced on November 1st, 1904, at a 

depth of 203 feet 2 inches.     (Table I., and Plate V.). 

Table I.—Section of Strata sunk through in the Castlereagh Shaft, Dawdon Colliery. 

[Table] 

* Trans. Inst. M. E., 1904, vol. xxviii., page 145. 
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Table  II  records the cribs laid in this shaft, in ordinary and frozen ground.  The   brine   was   cut   off   

from   this   shaft   on October 19th, 1905. 

Table II.    Account of the Cast-iron Tubbing in the Castlereagh Shaft, Dawdon Colliery. 

[Table] 

The "fish-bed," 12½ inches thick, was found at a depth of 369 feet 11½ inches. 

The "sand," 92 feet 4 inches thick, was struck on July 22nd, 1905, at a depth of 371 feet, and was 

sunk through into the Coal-measures on September 2nd, 1905. 

During the six weeks occupied in sinking through the sand, the seventh and eighth crib-beds, with 

their lifts of tubbing, were laid in the frozen sand. 

Table III.-Section of Strata sunk through in the Theresa Shaft, Dawdon Colliery. 

[Table] 



The ninth crib-bed, through the sand, was laid on September 9th, 1905, and the lift of tubbing making 

the sand secure was completed on September 19th, 1905. 
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Theresa Shaft.— This shaft had been filled up with marl, concrete, etc., to a depth of 288 feet. 

Sinking through the concrete was commenced on August 22nd, 1905. The limestone was struck in 

the shaft-bottom on October 4th, 1905; bore holes were then put down into the sand, which was 

found to be frozen hard (Table III., and Plate V.). 

Table IX. records the cribs laid in this shaft, in ordinary and frozen ground. 

Table IV.—Account of the Cast-iron Tubbing in the Theresa Shaft Dawdon Colliery.  

[Table] 

 

Prof. H. Louis (Newcastle-upon-Tyne) proposed a hearty vote of thanks to the owners of the colliery, 

and to Mr. V. W. Corbett, Mr. F. Coulson and Mr. E. Seymour Wood for so kindly entertaining them 

that day. 

Mr. B. Dodd (Bearpark Colliery) seconded the motion, which was carried with acclamation. 

 

[000] 

Vol. LVI., Plate II. 

To illustrate Description of “Dawdon Colliery”. 

Sections of strata sunk through at Dawdon Colliery. 

[Diagram] 
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THE  NORTH  OF   ENGLAND  INSTITUTE   OF   MINING AND MECHANICAL ENGINEERS. 

GENERAL   MEETING, 

Held in the Wood Memorial Hall, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 

December 11th, 1905. 

Mr.   T. W. BENSON, President, in the Chair. 

DEATH OF MR. WILLIAM LOGAN.  

The President (Mr. T. W. Benson) said that the members had to deplore the death of a very popular 

and esteemed colleague, the late Mr. William Logan. He was very well known to the members as an 

eminent mining engineer and as one who took a great interest in public work. To his more intimate 

friends he endeared himself by the kind way in which he was always ready to assist the younger 



members of the profession. He moved that a letter of condolence be sent to the daughter of the 

deceased gentleman, expressing the great regret of the members at his death, and conveying their 

sympathy with her in her bereavement. 

 

The vote of condolence was adopted. 

 

The Secretary read the minutes of the last General Meeting, and reported the proceedings of the 

Council at their meetings on November 25th and that day. 

The following gentlemen were elected, having been previously nominated: — 

Members —  

Mr. Ormsby Gore Adams, Director, School of Mines, Thames, New Zealand.  

Mr. George Augustus Burton, Mining Engineer, Liverton Grange, Loftus, R.S.O., Yorkshire. 
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Mr. Thomas Lewis FryaR, Engineer to Jondaryan Shire Council, Toowoomba, Queensland, Australia.                                                                                        

Mr. Thomas Hindson, Colliery Manager, Framwellgate Colliery, Durham. 

Mr. Bennet Johns, Manager of   Slate-mines and Quarries, Station Road, Keswick.                                                                                                               

Mr.   Edward Johnson, Mining   Engineer,  Redworth  Road,   New Shildon, R S.O., County Durham.                                                                                      

Mr.   John   Morgan, Mechanical   Engineer,   Stanley Villa,   Crook    R.S.O., County Durham.                                                                                                    

Mr.   Arnold   Carl    Louis   Olsen,    Mechanical   Engineer,   Crown   Deep Limited, P.O. Box 102, 

Fordsburg, Transvaal.                                              

Mr.    Glanville   Reah,   Mining   Engineer,    13,   Linden   Villas,   Gosforth, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.  

Mr. John Roberts, Mine Manager, Laxey, Isle of Man.  

Mr. William Pitt Welton, Mining Engineer, Glasllyn, Elm Road, Wembley R.S.O., Middlesex. 

Associate Members —  

Mr. George Ainsworth, The Hall, Consett, R.S.O., County Durham.  

Mr. William Henry Cope, The University, Birmingham.  

Mr. Edward James George, Beech Grove, Consett, R.S.O., County Durham.  

Mr. Charles Hall, 196, Gresham House, London, E.C.  

Mr. Joseph Hunter, Royal Insurance Buildings, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.  

Mr.  Henry   Pickering,   13, South Parade,   Whitley Bay,  R.S.O., Northumberland.  

Mr. Richard Henry Prior-Wandesforde, Castlecomer House, Castlecomer, County Kilkenny, Ireland.  



Mr. Henry Williams, Llwyngwern, Pontardulais, R.S.O., Glamorganshire. 

Associates – 

Mr.  William Cockburn, Under-manager, Railway Terrace, New Lambton, Fence Houses.  

Mr. Robert Crombie, Under-manager, Hollin Hurst House, Rowlands Gill, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.  

Mr. Mark Hudson, Under-manager, 115, Gurney Valley, Bishop Auckland.  

Mr. Thomas Johnson, Under-manager, Grange Villa, Chester-le-Street.  

Mr. William Rochester, Under-manager, 1, Office Row, Netherton Colliery, Nedderton, Newcastle-

upon-Tyne.  

Mr. Robert Rolfe, Under-manager, Felkington Colliery, Norham, R.S.0., Northumberland.  

Mr. Richard Summerbell, Under-manager, Preston Colliery, North Shields. 

Students—  

Mr.   Rollo Samuel Barrett, Student Mining Engineer, Whitehill Hall, Chester-le-Street.  
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DISCUSSION OF MR. DONALD M. D. STUART'S PAPER ON "THE DEVELOPMENT OF EXPLOSIVES FOR 

COAL-MINES.”* 

Mr. Donald M. D. Stuart wrote that, apparently, his paper embodied records not readily accessible, 

and, therefore, did not offer-the usual favourable field for discussion. The figures, however, had 

been extracted from official documents with great care, and could only be given in the condensed 

summaries represented by the tables, as the schedules of detail were much too voluminous for a 

place in the Transactions. He thought that there was room for difference of opinion as to the 

deductions from some of the records, but others scarcely admitted of divergent views. He referred 

particularly to the following summaries:—Table I.:—Colliery-explosions caused by modern 

explosives, showing that they had caused explosions not distinguishable from those due to 

gunpowder.† Table II.:—Fatal and non-fatal explosions caused by shot-firing, showing an increase 

during the regime of the permitted explosives compared with the antecedent period.‡ Table III.:—



Quantity of coal won per gaseous ignition due to shot-firing, showing a yield of, say, 18,000,000 tons 

during the regime of the Explosives Order compared with, say, 24,000,000 tons in the previous 

period.§ And Table V. :— Blasting accidents showing increases of 22 per cent. and 30 per cent. in 

fatal and non-fatal accidents respectively, since the Explosives Order had been in force.¶ 

These facts of experience showed that modern explosives had not fulfilled the anticipations  of 

security from  explosions and blasting  accidents: but, on the contrary, explosions had increased with 

their compulsory adoption, increasing the cost in mortalities and mutilations, in winning the 

production of coal. 

*Trans. Inst. M. E., 1905, vol. xxix., page 299 ; and vol. xxx., page 122.  

† Ibid., vol. xxix., page 301.                   ‡ Ibid., vol   xxix., page 311 

§ Ibid.,   vol. xxix., page 312.                 ¶ Ibid., vol. xxix., page 314. 
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He (Mr. Stuart) found that Mr. H. Hall appeared to question the correctness of the number of fatal 

explosions in Table II., resting his objection upon the diminished loss of life by explosions in the three 

decades, 1875-1904, and giving the annual averages of the first and last periods at 256 and 60 lives 

respectively. These figures evidently referred to explosions from all causes, and the gratifying 

improvement was obviously due to many changes, including the use of improved safety-lamps and 

their more general adoption; more perfect ventilation, the substitution of the fan for the furnace, 

and a better knowledge of the functions of coal-dust in colliery-explosions, with methods for 

rendering it more or less inocuous. The paper under discussion was limited to explosions by shot-

firing, and, while the records confirmed Mr. Hall's observation that explosions had diminished in 

destructiveness, they did not confirm his opinion that explosions had diminished in number. The 

official figures for the periods named were:—First decade, 1875-1884, 37 fatal explosions; second 

decade, 1885-1894, 27 fatal explosions; and third decade, 1895-1904, 32 fatal explosions. The third 

decade embraced seven years of permitted explosives under the Explosives Order, but it showed a 

material increase over the preceding period, confirming the deductions from Tables II. and III. of the 

paper. 

He (Mr. Stuart) also noticed Mr. Hall's pertinent question as to how many of the explosions in the six 

years, 1898-1903 (Table II.), were due to gunpowder; unfortunately, the question could not be 

answered from the published records, as the information which they contained was imperfect. It 

was not possible to allocate the non-fatal explosions to permitted explosives and gunpowder 

respectively from the official records, as the name of the explosive used in the shot that caused the 

explosion was too frequently omitted. Referring to the 16 fatal explosions, 4 causing 12 deaths were 

attributed to gunpowder, and the remaining 12 (with 32 deaths) to other explosives: so that 75 per 

cent. of these explosions were attributed to modern explosives, although they were hedged round 

with statutory rules as to quality, custody and use: precautions wholly absent with gunpowder. 

He (Mr. Stuart) felt some difficulty in understanding Mr. Hall's objection to the deduction in the 

paper that the diminished 
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loss of life in explosions was due to arrest of propagation, that was to say, to conditions distinct from 

the shot or explosive used; or Mr.  Robert McLaren's objection on the same point.    It was surely 

obvious that, if the gaseous ignition at the shot occurred under conditions that disallowed its 

extension into the workings, the only men wno  could  suffer  were  those  in  the  immediate vicinity 

of the ignition;  but, if the conditions were favourable to extension to other workings, the explosion 

was propagated to ther places,  killing  the  men   in  these   also.    The  number  of lives lost, that 

was to say, whether the men at the point of origin only, or at more remote places, therefore 

depended upon the area of propagation, and this area was manifestly independent of the shot or 

explosive used, and dependent upon the condition of the workings.      For  example,  the  explosions  

at  the  Apedale  and Albion   collieries   were   originated   by   shots   charged   with   the same 

typical explosive;  in the former 10 lives were lost and 290 in the latter, where there were miles of 

propagation.    Did Mr. Hall and Mr. McLaren suggest that the awful disparity in the loss of life was 

due to the explosive used in the shots?    Or that this disparity was due to any other cause than 

propagation? 

He (Mr. Stuart) agreed with Mr. Hall that copious watering was the practical  panacea   for 

propagation  of  explosions,   and urged it many years ago in the publications referred to in the 

paper, but felt unable to agree with him as to the relative safety of explosives, except in 

condemnation of inferior gunpowder to which explosions had been traced, and which was still 

allowed to be used in mines outside the Explosives Order, notwithstanding the powers conferred by 

the Coal-mines Regulation Act, 1896, to exclude it.    He could not resist the conviction that, if high-

grade gunpowder (the standard, which surely ought to be made compulsory for every coal-mine in 

which gunpowder was used) were capable of producing calamities that Mr. Hall thought were too 

awful to contemplate, the  marvellous fact that  there  had not been such an explosion by  a   

gunpowder-shot   since   the Seaham colliery calamity five-and-twenty years ago (although in this   

interval not less than 200,000,000 to 300,000,000 shots had been fired) must be ignored, depriving 

actual experience of its practical value.    Even in the past  fifteen years,  since  the Morfa disaster 

wnich was attributed to gunpowder upon doubtful evidence,   the most  disastrous   explosion  by  a   

gunpowder- 
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shot was at Brancepeth colliery, in 1896, with a loss of 20 lives; but, in this same period, there had 

been the Tylorstown colliery-explosion with a loss of 57 lives attributed to a shot of ammonite; the 

Albion colliery-explosion with its death-roll of 290 lives, attributed to charges of gelatine-dynamite 

or gelignite ; and recently the National colliery-explosion attributed to a shot of gelignite, with a roll 

of 119 deaths, and this, in the opinion of Mr. J.T. Robson and Mr. F. A. Gray, H.M. inspectors of 

mines, would have been propagated into the Two-feet-nine seam workings containing 606 men, 

causing a calamity that would have  dwarfed all previous explosions, but for the wet condition of the 

intervening-lengths of the shafts.*    When these facts were recognized ;  also that gelignite and 

ammonite had passed the original Woolwich test; further, that the latter explosives with many of 

the same type were still on the permitted list,  it was difficult to understand why Mr. Hall offered no 

objection to these explosives.    Even now he spoke of them as "almost flameless," and limited 

condemnation to gunpowder, to which no explosion approaching that at Albion colliery, had been 

attributed:   surely this was taking a position dangerous to future coal-mining. 

He (Mr. Stuart) thought that Mr. McLaren's suggestion that the higher explosives were safer than 

gunpowder because "none of the higher explosives emitted flame to the same extent as 



gunpowder,"† was due to a misapprehension of the facts given in the paper; but the facts were 

recently expressed with such clearness by Capt. J. H. Thomson, H.M. chief inspector of explosives, 

that he ventured to quote again:—" Flame    .    .     .   may be  only the glow of incandescent dust, or 

may be a true flame of burning gases from the explosive.       In the former case  it  may  be harmless, 

while in the latter case it would certainly be capable of   igniting   gas   and   even   coal-dust.    It   is   

not   possible   to distinguish   by   eye   between   the    different    kinds    of   sparks and flames, nor 

is brightness always an indication of high temperature.    It is well known that the faint blue flame of 

a Bunsen burner is much hotter than the bright flame of a gas-lamp.     In the same way the invisible 

gases coming from a shot of an 

* Reports to His Majesty's Secretary of State for the Home Department on the Circumstances 

attending the Explosion which occurred at the National CoIliery, Wattstown, on the 11th July, 1905, 

by E. Milner-Jones, Barrister-at-Law, and by F. A. Gray and J. T.  Robson, H.M. Inspectors of Mines, 

page 21. 

† Trans. lnst. M. E., 1905, vol. xxx, page 123. 
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explosive like gelignite, are hotter and more capable of igniting gas than the visible glow given off by 

bobbinite."*    He agreed with Mr. McLaren  that  it  would  be  very  unwise  to  fire  any explosive  

yielding   spark   or   glow   in   "an   atmosphere   of   an explosive nature;"† but he would go further, 

and say that it would be criminal to fire any explosive whatever in such an atmosphere, and a 

distinct violation of General Rule 12, clauses (f) and (g). 

In conclusion, he (Mr. Stuart) observed that his paper was prepared as a resume of the facts of 

experiment and experience, and he felt sure that everyone,  who took personal  interest  in the very 

important subject of minimizing the dangers incident to blasting in coal-mines, would deal with the 

facts in a purely scientific spirit, and if experience did not support the theory that he had advanced 

from experiment, he would willingly welcome the discovery, for the purpose of pursuing his quest of 

the safest  all-round explosive for coal-mining. 

 

DISCUSSION OF MR. M. F. HOLLIDAY'S PAPER ON "AN OUTBREAK OF FIRE, AND ITS CAUSE, AT 

LITTLEBURN    COLLIERY.''‡ 

Mr. M. F. Holliday wrote that he had made the following supplementary experiments with electric 

lamps of 16 candle-power at 110 volts. The thermometer only registered from 90⁰ to 430° Fahr. : — 

Experiment III.—An electric lamp was placed in a can containing 20 ounces of water, at 60° Fahr.; 

and in 2 hours 20 minutes after the current had been switched on, the temperature of the water had 

increased to 180° Fahr. 

Experiment IV.— An electric lamp was covered to a depth of 2 inches in a pail containing 15¾ pounds 

of coal-dust (Busty and Brockwell seams) gathered from the disintegrator. In 5 minutes, after the 

current had been switched on, the coal was smoking. In 9 minutes, the electric lamp exploded, and 

the hand could not be held near the top of the coal. The coal was on fire at the end of 63 minutes. 

*Memorandum on the Testing  of  Explosives for   Coal-mines   and   on   the behaviour of explosive 

Bobbinite,  by Capt. J. H. Thomson, H.M. Chief Inspector of Explosives, March 1904, page 2.     



† Trans. Inst. M. E., 1905, vol. xxx, page 124. 

‡ lbid., 1905, vol. xxix., page 294. 
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Experiment V.- An electric lamp was laid on the top of a pail filled with small coal (Busty and 

Brockwell seams) gatherde from the disintegrator. In 7 minutes, after the current had been switched 

on, smoke was rising. In 20 minutes, the heat was so intense that the hand could not be held within 

½ inch of the lamp. In 30 minutes, the temperature of the coal was 330° Fahr. The lamp was 

removed at the end of 45 minutes. The temperature of the coal where the lamp had been placed, at 

50 minutes was 420° Fahr. ; at 55 minutes, it had fallen to 385° Fahr.; and at 60 minutes, to 360° 

Fahr. In 65 minutes, the coal, at a depth of 3 inches, had a temperature of 430° Fahr. And within 85 

minutes, the coal took fire. 

Experiment VI.- An electric lamp was laid on the top of a piece of ordinary greasy waste. In 2 

minutes, after the current had been switched on, smoke began to rise; and in 17 minutes, there was 

a strong fire. 

Experiment VII.— An electric lamp was covered with a piece of flannelette. In 2 minutes, after the 

current had been switched on, smoke began to rise: and in 3 minutes, the flannelette was charred. 

In 8 minutes, the material was in flames, and the lamp exploded. 

Experiment VIII.— An electric lamp was covered with a piece of cotton. In 4 minutes, after the 

current had been switched on, smoke began to rise: and in 11 minutes, the cloth was charred. In 31 

minutes, the cloth took fire; and in 36 minutes, it was in flames. 

Experiment IX.— An electric lamp was covered with a piece of chiffon. In 4 minutes, after the current 

had been switched on, smoke was seen; and in 15 minutes, the cloth was charred. In 40 minutes, the 

chiffon was removed from the lamp, as it would not take fire. 

Experiment X.— An electric lamp was covered with a piece of white flannel. In 2 minutes, after the 

current had been switched on, smoke was seen; and in 30 minutes, the cloth was removed as it 

would not take fire. 

Mr. W. Walker (H.M. Inspector of Mines) wrote that the thanks of the members were due to Mr. 

Holliday for having given them the results of his experience and experiments; for therein their 

attention was drawn to the great danger arising from un- 
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protected incandescent electric lamps and combustible materials being placed in contact with each 

other; and similar fires would be thus prevented in the future. The danger was probably known to 

electricians and many others, but the majority of persons employed in and about mines were, 

undoubtedly, under the impression that electric lamps were absolutely safe under all conditions and 

in all positions; and, if this feeling of false security were removed, a much desired result would have 

been attained. It was perhaps surprising that more fires had not been traced to this cause; but it 

must be remembered that it was extremely likely that some fires, for which it had hitherto been 

difficult to account, might have been caused in the same way as the dust was ignited at Littleburn 

colliery. 



Dr. P. Phillips Bedson wrote that, whilst one could not be surprised that coal-dust should be ignited 

under the conditions set forth, still there could be little doubt that coal-dust in contact with an 

electric lamp must have acquired a higher temperature than 150° Fahr., before.it ignited.* Some 

years ago, Prof. Henri Fayol, in his work on the spontaneous inflammation of coal, shewed that the 

temperature of ignition of coal-dust was 356° Fahr. (180° Cent.),† and in the report on the explosion 

of the air-receiver at Ryhope colliery in 1883, he (Dr. Bedson) had described experiments in which he 

had successfully ignited coal-dust heated in an air-bath at the lowest recorded temperature of 284° 

Fahr. (140° Cent.):‡ a temperature which must have been readily reached by the coal-dust 

surrounding the incandescent electric lamp in the experiments described by Mr. M. F. Holliday. 

Mr. J. B. Atkinson (H.M. Inspector of Mines) quoted the following passages, written by his brother 

(Mr. W. N. Atkinson) and himself, some years ago: — 

The coal-dust collecting on the higher parts of the haulage-roads appears to undergo some change, 

and becomes more readily combustible than fresh coal-dust.  Thus, the writers have found that 

upper dust collected from dry collieries in the North of England has the property of burning en 

masse; that is, if flame 

* Trans. Inst. M. E., 1905, vol. xxix., page 295.  

† ”Étude sur l'Altération   et   la   Combustion   Spontanée   de   la   Houille exposé à l’Air” by Mr. 

Henri Fayol, Bulletin de la Société de I'Industrie Minérale, 1879, series 2,  vol. viii., pages 487, 490 and 

621. 

‡    Trans. N. E. Inst., 1888, vol. xxxvii., page 211. 
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is applied  to  it  so  as  to heat a small portion to redness,  combustion gradually spreads itself 

through the mass, no flame being visible.    Ordinary coal-dust has not this property.    Upper dust 

would appear to have undergone some chemical physical change.    It is possible that absorption of 

oxygen from the air may have taken place.* 

The inflammable nature of dust on the roadways of collieries is well known, and has been the cause 

of several fires.    The dust has been ignited by shot, or by the "snot" from a lamp being thrown 

amongst it.      In some collieries, nothing but safety-lamps are allowed to be used on the haulage-

road in order to prevent the ignition of the dust. † 

Mr. Holliday had performed a very useful task in calling attention to the danger arising from the use 

of incandescent electric lamps. At first sight, one would have thought that it was a perfectly safe 

light for use in mines, but the ready inflammability of coal-dust, particularly the very finest which 

collected in the upper parts of the roadways, was a dangerous element in connection with these 

lamps. 

Mr. W. C. Blackett thought that a word might be said from the other side. Members had expressed 

their surprise that they had not known before that incandescent electric lamps could create so much 

heat. Personally, he was equally surprised that a member could conceive anything to the contrary, 

for it must be evident that the filament, at a white heat, placed so near to the outside of the lamp, 

must impart a great deal of heat to whatever was near to it. Only the other day, a fitter laid an 

incandescent electric lamp on a carriage-cushion, and, in a very short time, it was burnt through and 

destroyed. 



Mr. C. C. Leach said that the only experiment that he had made with an incandescent electric lamp 

was to take hold of one, and he was glad to remove his hand speedily. 

Mr. A. Andrews said that, no doubt, there was much want of thought shewn on the part of some 

people who used electric lamps.    Only the previous week, he saw an electric lamp placed upon a 

creosoted prop, and he pointed out that the prop would speedily take fire.    He was informed that 

they had no idea that an incandescent lamp would cause fire.     He suggested that the bulb might, 

with advantage, be enclosed within another globe for use in places where there was any risk of fire. 

* Explosions in Coal-mines,  1886, by Messrs.   W.  N. and J.  B.   Atkinson, page 21. 

† Ibid., page 22. 
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Mr. W. C. Blackett said that Mr. Holliday mentioned that an electric lamp burst on being enclosed in 

coal-dust, but he (Mr. Blackett) believed that this was not quite correct.    He thought that the lamp 

would not burst, but that it would collapse.    He had seen the glass of an incandescent lamp bulge 

inwards without collapsing. 

Mr T. E. Forster said that, when electric lighting was first adopted in collieries, it was always the 

practice to enclose the bulb in an outer casing. It was only after a number of years that some 

dispensed with the outer cover, and now many of the members seemed to be surprised that an 

electric lamp placed on cotton waste would ignite it. 

Mr. C. C. Leach suggested that the outer casing was dispensed with, because it now cost more than 

the lamp. 

Mr. H. Lawrence said that the heat of an electric lamp was accumulative, and ultimately it was 

sufficient to set fire to the coal-dust. It appeared that engineers had grown so accustomed to the use 

of electric lamps that they were somewhat astonished to find that they constituted a grave danger 

with coal-dust, but the members must not be too ready to attribute fires to the electric lamp. The 

topic was a very interesting one, and required further discussion for the benefit of mining engineers 

and coal-owners. 

Mr. Sydney F. Walker (Bath) wrote that the further experiments, which Mr. Holliday had carried out, 

were of great interest. Principally, as he understood the matter, because they showed that the 

heating effect in the coal-dust was largely due to oxidation. There appeared to be two distinct 

operations: firstly, heat was communicated by the lamp to the coal in its immediate neighbourhood; 

and secondly, at a certain temperature, oxidation of the carbon in the coal was set up, leading to a 

further and much larger liberation of heat    This was clearly shown by the results of the third and 

fourth experiments, in which the quantities of   water and coal heated, as well as the times, were 

given. 

In the third experiment, 20 avoirdupois ounces of water, raised from 60o to 180° Fahr., would absorb 

150 British thermal units.  A 60 watts, 16 candlepower lamp received 3.45 heat-units per minute, 

and a 50 watts lamp, 2.8 units per minute.    In the two 
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hours during which the experiment continued, a 60 watts lamp, therefore, would receive 514 British 

thermal units, and a 50 watts lamp, 336 units; as only 150 units remained in the water the other 

heat-units were evidently lost by radiation and convection. If the can had been enclosed within a 

good thermal insulator, the water would have been raised to a much higher temperature in 2 hours, 

or if 180° Fahr. had been determined upon as the limit, that temperature would have been attained 

in about one hour with a 50 watts lamp, or in about 45 minutes with a 60 watts lamp. 

In the fourth experiment, there was a very different state of things. Taking the specific heat of coal 

at 0.377, the ignition-point of coal at 366° Fahr., and the initial temperature of the coal (for 

convenience in calculation) at 56° Fahr., the heat delivered to the coal (if the whole mass were at 

ignition-temperature) would be 1,781 units. As the lamp was only left in contact with the coal for 63 

minutes, the total heat delivered by the lamp in that time, would be, with a 50 watts lamp, 176 

units, and with a 60 watts lamp, about 214 units. Hence, there must have been another source of 

heat available, and this would be the oxidation of the coal, which would possibly increase with the 

temperature. 

The remaining experiments on different materials were also of considerable interest, though they 

merely confirmed what was already known, with reference to some of the materials, while they 

apparently gave flannelette a better character than it had received from the general public. In Mr. 

Holliday's experiments, it took 8 minutes to produce flame with flannelette, while greasy waste took 

17 minutes, and cotton 31 minutes. The general idea had been that flannelette would burst into 

flame instantly. 

Prof. Henry Stroud (Armstrong College) wrote that, as the ordinary method of producing light is by 

raising a substance, such as the carbon-filament of an incandescent electric lamp, to a very high 

temperature, one must, therefore, not be surprised that heat is produced in connection with that 

source of light.  In some of Mr. Holliday's experiments, such as the first, where the lamp was covered 

with coal-dust, practically all the energy expended in the lamp was absorbed by the coal-dust; and it 

was only a question of time, as Mr. S. F. Walker had pointed out, 
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before ignition must occur.       Ordinarily speaking, the incandescent electric lamp was perfectly 

safe, but when absorbent materials were placed near the lamp, danger of course might arise.  Even   

in the ideal case of producing light, in which the luminous radiation was obtained without any 

proportion of non-luminous, such as the glow-worm practically accomplished, the luminous 

radiation when absorbed produced heat. 

There could be no doubt that Mr. Holliday's paper and experiments would do a large amount of 

good, by reminding members who used incandescent lamps, of the dangers that might arise if it 

were supposed that the radiation of the lamp could not by its absorption, produce heat.    At the 

same time, it would be unfortunate if the impression were produced that there was any danger of 

fire,  in  the  slightest  degree,   when  an  electric lamp was used with ordinary care, due attention 

being paid to the general phenomena of heat. 

Mr. M. F. Holliday, replying to the discussion, wrote that Dr. P. P. Bedson's remarks as to 

temperature were quite correct. The instrument used in the first and second experiments was 

incorrect; and, as shown in the fifth experiment, the temperature acquired by the coal-dust varied 



from 350° to 400° Fahr.; and he had no doubt that the same temperature obtained in the first and 

second experiments. 

He (Mr. Holliday) was positive that the lamps were burst in the first and seventh experiments, as the 

fragments of the lamps were thrown outwardly; and if the lamps had collapsed, as Mr. Blackett 

suggested, this could not have taken place. He, therefore, adhered to the assertion that "the lamp 

exploded." 

DISCUSSION OF MR. G. C. WOOD'S PAPER ON THE "DETERMINATION OF THE SPECIFIC ELECTRICAL   

RESISTANCE   OF   COAL,   ORES,   ETC."* 

Mr. P. Kirkup (Birtley), with regard to his remarks at the previous discussion on this paper, wrote 

that it might be of interest to members to have the full facts of the case there quoted. The cement-

floor   had   the   following   composition:—Crushed common red brick,   36   per cent.;    ordinary 

fire-brick,   36   per 

*Trans. Inst. M. E., 1905, vol. xxx., page 99 
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cent.; and pure cement, 28 per cent. The switchboard was made of first-class slate, so far as purity 

was concerned, but of rather a soft nature, 1 inch in thickness, and the distance between the live or 

contact parts of the switch was 5 inches. The fact that the attendant, when handling the switch-gear, 

received a severe shock proved that: (1) Although under extremely dry conditions, such as might be 

found in a generating-station, where the conditions are such that the concrete would soon be freed 

of all its moisture, concrete of the above composition might be regarded as a safe insulation. But, 

situated underground, where the concrete was built on a damp floor and was itself composed of a 

very porous material, and where there was no artificial heat to expel the moisture that was certain 

to be present in the concrete, it was evident that concrete could not be depended on as an insulator. 

(2) Even the good normal slate on which switch-gear were mounted could not be said to be a perfect 

insulator, under the damp conditions usually found in underground workings. 

He (Mr. Kirkup) had found that samples of concrete, tested on the surface, gave excellent records of 

insulation resistance, and that concrete of exactly the same composition had, after having been 

underground a short time, given quite a reverse record : the insulation having partially broken down. 

All the current-carrying parts of the switch-board, after the shock mentioned was received, were 

bushed with ebonite, and this practice was now being carried out throughout the collieries under his 

charge. Porcelain was being largely utilized for the same purpose; and some makers were using iron 

as the material for the switch-boards, and the current-bearing parts were bushed with porcelain. 

Mr. H. W.  G.  Halbaum's paper on "The Great   Planes of Strain in the Absolute Roof of Mines," was 

read as follows:- 
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THE GREAT PLANES OF STRAIN IN THE ABSOLUTE ROOF   OF   MINES. 

By H. W. G. HALBAUM. 



Introduction.—In a recent paper,* dealing with the roof-phenomena in normal longwall mines, it 

was premised that the force of the total roof-action was the oblique resultant of two components: 

the one acting vertically downwards, and the other acting horizontally and contrary to the direction 

of working. The line of action being thus defined, it was inferred that the line of reaction upon the 

roof itself was of equal obliquity but of opposite direction. It was therefore averred that the principal 

planes of fracture (incipient or developed) in the roof, viewed from the mine below, must be 

projected over and towards the solid like the hade-lines of faults having their upthrows in the 

direction of working. Proof of these fundamental propositions was not tediously laboured, the writer 

regarding them as postulates, the axiomatic character of which would be readily and generally 

granted, as undisputed premises, in fact, from which conclusions might be safely deduced, and by 

means of which the phenomena might be satisfactorily accounted for and explained, or even 

predicted. 

Subsequent discussion, however, showed that the writer had been rather too sanguine in this 

respect; and what he had considered as an unexceptionable lemma was regarded by others as an 

original proposition requiring much proof. The theory, however, clearly explained and accounted for 

many roof-phenomena mch would otherwise be most inexplicable. In order to meet certain 

objections which have been made, therefore, the writer now proposes to justify, if possible, the 

premises adopted in his previous paper and re-stated in the opening paragraph of the present 

contribution.    The existence of a vertical force in roof-action will be questioned by nobody.    The 

object and scope of this paper are made sufficiently plain by the mere statement of 

* “ The Action, Influence and Control of the Roof in Longwall Workings."  Trans Inst. M. E., 1904, vol. 

xxvii., page 205.    
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the following proposition:   Contained in the total force of the roof-action, there is a horizontal 

component, the action of which is contrary to the direction of working, and the power of which is 

sufficient to deflect the roof-action from the vertical line.     If this proposition can be maintained, 

the validity of the entire theory previously propounded follows as a matter of course. The proof 

herewith submitted is of the cumulative type. 

Definitions of Terms.—The following terms are employed and defined, in order to secure clearness 

of idea and brevity of expression. "Mined strata" form that sub-cylindrical column of strata the 

perimeter of which is that of the excavation proper. "The dead zone" is that portion of the mined 

strata which has settled through the maximum subsidence. "The motive zone" is that portion of the 

mined strata which, being still in process of sinking, goes far to furnish the motive power producing 

the phenomena. "The littoral zone" embraces the disturbed strata lying immediately outside the 

sub-cylinder of mined strata. "The prime strata" are the strata beyond the littoral zone, and as yet 

absolutely undisturbed by the action of the motive zone. "The absolute roof" is the entire body of 

overlying strata. "The nether roof" is the immediate roof of very limited depth such, for instance, as 

timber might be expected to support. "The vertical face" is the vertical plane of the line of working-

face in longwall, or that of the goaf-line in bord-and-pillar systems. This vertical face is the 

conterminous face of the motive and littoral zones. "The prime face" is the face of the prime strata, 

or the conterminous face of the littoral zone and the prime rocks in situ. " Forward,'' "backward," 

"behind," ''beyond,'' etc., are to be construed with reference to the direction of working, which is 

"forward," and at right angles to the vertical face. "Resilience" is the elasticity of traction and 



pressure. "Stress” is intensity of force.  "Strain" is any alteration of figure produced by the 

application of force. 

The  Draw.- The  term   "draw"   is   associated   with   a   subsidence of the littoral zone as observed 

at the surface.    The draw itself is simply a measurement across the littoral zone of subsidence and is 

taken at right angles to the vertical face, but the term is sometimes used as the name of the 

essential disturbance 
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which it is associated. In this paper, the, essential disturbance itself will be called the littoral 

disturbance, and the term an “draw" will signify the measure abovenamed. In the writer's view, the 

draw is simply the distance by which, at the surface, the vertical face and the prime face are 

separated. In other words, it is the surface-width of what is herein called the littoral zone. (Fig. 1, 

Plate VI). 

A certain paper,* published nearly twenty years ago, may be referred to.    Mr. J. S. Dixon carried out 

a series of experiments extending over a period of two or three years.    It was demonstrated that 

the wave of maximum subsidence (the forward limit of the dead zone) regularly followed the 

advancing face at a stated distance;   and not only so,   but also that the wave of littoral disturbance 

was just as regularly projected in advance of the vertical face.      Whilst the vertical face advanced, 

the littoral   disturbance   continually preceded   it;    and   when   the further advance of the face 

was arrested for good, the littoral disturbance   also   ceased to   project   its   forward   limits.  The 

positive draw varied from 83 to 100 feet, and the relative draw from about one-eighth to two-

thirteenths of the depth from the surface. 

In two other cases mentioned more recently by Mr. J. P. Kirkup, † the draws extended from 66 to 

200 feet, representing from about one-fourth to one-third of the depth from the surface. Mr. Kirkup, 

moreover, alludes to the fact that in one ease the subsidence was inappreciable, although the draw 

was considerable.    This observation is very suggestive, and yet it is precisely what the theory of the 

former paper would lead one to predict. The draw evidently represents an excess of area in the 

surface-subsidence beyond the area of the excavation proper; and, whatever the subsidence may 

gain in area at higher horizontal planes, it must correspondingly lose in the matter of depth.    Where 

loss of depth and increase of perimeter are observed on higher planes, it can only be inferred that 

the whole volume of subsided strata approximates to the shape of an inverted conic frustum;   and 

this is perfectly in accordance with the theory of planes of strain which project over and towards the 

solid (Fig. 2, Plate VI.). 

*”Some Notes on Subsidence and Draw," by Mr. J. S. Dixon, Trans. M. I. Scotland,  1885, vol. vii., 

page 224.  

†Trans. Inst. M. E., 1904, vol. xxviii., page 320. 
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The foregoing authoritative figures furnish practical examples of draw as  measurable  by the  

methods  of the  surveyor:   the absolute draws are possibly somewhat greater; but, in any event the 

well-ascertained fact of draw at all obliges one to look upon the littoral zone as a zone of 

disturbance—at least so far as if surface is concerned. 



The   Under-draw.—It   is   a   matter of   common   observation (where observation is possible) that 

the coal-bed adjacent to the face-line (or goaf-line) is less than its normal thickness.    The descent of 

the roof on the coal-stratum is a maximum at the face-line, and runs out to nothing at some little 

distance beyond that line.    The measured distance of this zero-point from the line of face   may   be   

called   the   "under-draw."    Just as the draw measures the visible disturbance across the surface of 

the littoral zone, so the under-draw measures the visible disturbance across the base of the zone;   

namely, at the level of the coal-stratum. The  absolute under-draw,  again,  is  possibly  greater than 

the measurable quantity.    This thinning, or compression of the coal cannot be easily demonstrated 

in a system of longwall-advancing, but it may be readily observed in a system of longwall-retreating, 

and in the second working of a bord-and-pillar system.    In both of   these   latter   systems,   the   

under-draw   is   probably   greatly extended  by  reason  of  the  greater  intensity   of  roof-pressure 

sustained, and by reason of the excessive lateral freedom enjoyed by the coal :  both of these in turn 

being due to the cutting-up of the seam by the roads and cross-roads made in the first working.    In 

a system of longwall-advancing, however, we#cannot see into the uncut ground beyond the face-

line, and therefore we cannot observe the length of under-draw normal to that system. We may be 

very sure, however, that actual under-draw obtains even here; although, on the other hand, we may 

be equally sure that the under-draw here obtaining is very much shorter than that observed in the 

two other systems mentioned.  The difference is one of degree (probably of considerable degree), 

but still one of degree only.    That absolute, if not actually measurable, under-draw exists adjacent 

to the face-line of even a system of longwall-advancing is proved by the changed economic 

condition, if not by the visibly altered form of the coal at the face, which is now easier to work than  

when  the face was  in process of formation 
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near the shafts.    From the fact of draw at the surface, and from that of under-draw at the base, it is 

therefore inferred that the entire littoral zone has moved bodily (never mind how much) from its 

original place in situ.    And if it has moved bodily by ever so small a distance from its place in situ, 

whilst the prime strata at ever so great a distance remain absolutely in situ, there must be a 

deformation of figure produced in each stratum of the absolute roof    and   that   deformation   of   

figure   is   essentially associated with what the engineer calls “strain”. 

The Plane of Elementary Strain.— We may now take, at right angles to the vertical face, an imaginary 

section of the littoral zone.    This section will be a figure of not less than four sides :- (1) The top 

horizontal line is furnished and measured by the draw; (2) the bottom horizontal line is the line of 

underdraw; (3) a third line is the profile of the vertical face; and (4) the fourth line is either a straight 

line or a composite line, and it is furnished by the profile of the prime face. If the absolute 

dimensions of the draw and of the under-draw were known, it is evident that the mean path of this 

fourth line could be determined. But whatever be its mean path, it is perfectly clear that {it is a line 

of strain, for it lies im the prime face, that is to say, in the conterminous face of the littoral strata 

which, by hypothesis, are strained, and of the prime strata which are not. It is a line of strain, for it 

lies on the face of the littoral strata; it is a line of initial or elementary strain, for it lies on the very 

face of the prime strata. Moreover, it must presently become a line of principal strain, since it is 

already become a line of reduced resistance, along which every subsequent application of force will 

seek to act, as the face of work advances. Here, then, is the elementary line of strain which may or 

may not eventually become a line of actual fracture according to circumstances.    This profile of the 

prime face may be referred to as the “elementary line" (of strain); and the prime face itself is in 

reality a plane of strain or incipient fracture.    What is now wanted is some kind of evidence with 



respect to the direction of this line.    Is the elementary line a vertical line, a   composite llne, or 

what? 

Improbable Verticality of the Elementary Line.-- It is improbable that the elementary line is a vertical 

line.     Because, 
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(1) it can be vertical only on the supposition that the entire roof-action is exerted only in the vertical 

line;  and this, in turn, can be a  mechanical truth only on  the further  condition that the vertical 

force of gravity on a longwall-face is hemmed in on all sides  by  lateral  resistances,  which  are  

absolutely  equal.   It will presently be shown that such is not the normal case, although it may 

occasionally form an exception to the general rule.   And (2) the practical common-sense deduction 

from absolutely vertical lines of strain and eventual vertical planes of fracture is surely that they  

would  make  any moderately  clean   system  of  coal-extraction   an   economic   impossibility.       

Consideration   of  the weight of strata overhead and of the strength of pit-timber shows that miners 

must always be largely dependent on side-thrust for the main support of the absolute roof, and this 

efficient side-thrust can only be generated when the great lines of strain and principal planes of 

fracture make an angle with the  vertical.  No one really believes that any wooden prop or any 

system of timbering can sustain either the dead or the live load of the absolute roof.    On the 

contrary, it is a matter of frequent experience that the roof will subside bodily at a sluggish rate, that 

can neither be delayed by the setting of props nor accelerated by their removal.    As pointed out in 

the previous paper, the office of the timber is merely to conserve the comparative integrity of the 

nether roof, and its efficiency is established when it performs this office successfully.    All of which 

irresistibly leads to the inference that the great lines of strain in the absolute roof nre deflected from 

the vertical by angles which throw the bulk of the weight either back on the packs and dead strata, 

or forward  against  the face  of the prime strata.    But if, from  any abnormal cause, they swing into 

the vertical line,  the results are vertical slips of strata which may either smother the face of work,    

or    superinduce   those    violent,    though    happily   rare phenomena known as " bumps," 

outbursts of coal, liberation of large volumes of gas,  with  possible explosions of  fire-damp, and  

wholesale  disaster to life,  limb  and property.       Such, at least, is the opinion of the writer, not that 

he supposes "bumps” and their coincident phenomena to be invariably due to vertical slips of strata, 

but that he believes such slips to be entirely competent to produce such effects.       Sudden slips of 

the absolute roof, or of a portion thereof are unquestionably most liable to 
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occur when the lines of roof-strain are vertical;  and that such slips are of rare occurrence  in  mining  

experience  is, in the writer’s view, strong presumptive evidence that the normal elementary line is 

not a vertical line. A vertical elementary line is an abnormal line, and produces abnormal 

phenomena. 

Obliquity of the Elementary Line.- In this instance, there are two conceivable cases of obliquity. 

Although in either case the obIique line will probably make a less angle with the vertical than with 

the horizontal line, it seems more convenient to take a horizontal datum. Thus, we may conceive 

that the elementary line either rises or dips (at a large angle) in the direction of working. If it rises, it 

is an ascending line, its angle is a superior angle, and its obliquity will be considered normal. If the 



elementary line dips in the direction of working it is a descending line, its angle is an inferior angle, 

and its obliquity will be considered as reversed (Fig. 3, Plate VI.). What we now have to consider is 

whether there are any factors capable of creating either or both of these obliquities. 

The  Horizontal  Motive   Force.—If   the   elementary   line   be oblique,  there  must  of  physical  

necessity  be  some  horizontal force which is able to deflect the force of gravity from the truly 

vertical line.    In the former paper, the writer alluded to the fact that strata in situ were in a state of 

high compression, and suggested that a horizontal force was set up by the relief of this compression.   

That idea did not appear to meet with the absolute approval of the members.    Yet it appears to the 

writer to be thoroughly sound.    If we take a block of sandstone, say 1 cubic foot, and if we subject 

this block to a total pressure of 100 tons, are we to infer that the block suffers no strain?     And if 

this pressure be removed, can we imagine that there will be no sensible relief from compression?    

Yet it is very possible that this same block was subjected to much greater compressive forces in situ, 

not merely by reason of the weight of strata under which it lay buried, but also by reason of the 

lateral forces which have from time to time crumpled and folded the crust of the earth like so much 

tissue-paper.    Is the earth not still a cooling body? Are slow subsidence and elevation of the land 

only ancient, or are they also modern natural phenomena?    There have been no 
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violent geological phenomena in the North of England for ages (so far as the writer knows), but are 

we to suppose that the compressive forces due to the secular cooling of this part of the earth have 

been suspended and inactive during that time ?    Have the forces which caused the   thrust-planes   

of Scotland   absolutely ceased to exist?    Have the forces which produced the cleavage-planes in the 

coal-seams of Northumberland and Durham left the strata in a state of high compression or not?    Is 

resilience a property of metals only?    The writer has heard Prof. H. Louis speak of the flexible 

sandstones met with abroad, and Prof. Ganot, in his Elementary Treatise on Physics, proclaims the 

resilience of sandstone to be less than that of whalebone by 10 per cent. only. The writer, in face of 

these facts, cannot but believe that the relief of high compression in mining strata provides a 

reservoir of horizontal force sufficient to impart the obliquity of the ascending line of strain. 

The case of "creep" is homely but suggestive.    If there is no real horizontal motive force, creep is an 

effect without a cause. For creep means either the true horizontal extension of strata, or else it 

means the bodily translation of matter in the horizontal plane.      In creep-phenomena, all agree, 

however, that force is actually transmitted from beneath the under-draw to the floor of the   mined   

area.    Speaking   broadly,   this   force   is   derived from the weight of the littoral strata which, 

compressing the strata below the under-draw, either crushes them, or else transmits a lesser  stress 

which  obliges  them  to  extend  themselves horizontally towards the mined area.    If the crushing 

stress be applied (as many engineers appear to think), the crushed rock must be forced, after the 

manner of a semi-fluid, across the face-line, and under the floor of the mined area, which is 

thereupon forced upward to make room for the transported debris.    If, on the   other hand,   the  

force   merely  extends   these   strata   horizontally, without "crushing" them, they will extend 

themselves along the line of least resistance, namely,  towards the mined area, where the result, as 

before, is the bursting of the floor-stratum.    The   creep   must   certainly   be   explained   on   one   

or other of these hypotheses.    But which?    A moment's reflection will show the absurdity of any 

idea which assumes the force to transmit a stress sufficient to crush the strata in question.    For 

whatever the stress transmitted, it must of necessity be trans- 
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mitted through  the  coal-stratum:   a   stratum   enjoying  lateral freedom.  The ultimate resistance 

of the coal to crushing is less than that of the rock below, and, obviously, the coal cannot transmit     

any stress   greater than   its   own   crushing stress without being itself destroyed in the process.    

But since the coal is not destroyed, we know that the strata below are not crushed.    The creep, 

therefore, is due to the true lateral extension of the strata beneath the under-draw.      And this 

lateral extension is due, evidently, not so much to the vertical force transmitted through the coal-

stratum as to the pre-disposition (induced by super-compression in situ) of the strata to extend 

themselves in the horizontal plane.    You cannot break rock with a hammer whose head is   formed   

of   coal, neither   can   you   transmit   crushing stresses to rock through a coal-medium enjoying 

lateral freedom.  

And, after all, it requires no heroic credulity to believe in the existence of a practical horizontal 

motive force.      Very small factors may deflect the force of gravity from the normal vertical line.    

Although this force undoubtedly acts in the truly vertical line, it is well known that the motion, 

ostensibly due to gravity, may take place along a line distinctly oblique unless the vertical force be 

hemmed in on all sides by horizontal resistances which are absolutely equal.    Any excess on one 

side becomes a factor of deflection, and, indeed, it is postulated of all forces whatever that they will 

seek to act along the line of least resistance. Hence, wherever there is a region of greater resistance  

contiguous to a region of lesser resistance, we obtain an effective motive force the magnitude of 

which is equal to the difference of the resistances, and the direction of which is from the region of 

greater towards the region of lesser resistance.    To recognize a horizontal motive force, therefore, 

is merely to recognize a difference of horizontal resistances.    Such a force causes a bore-hole to 

swerve from the vertical line in which the rods are directed. By means of a rotary machine, we can 

drill a hole through a block of stone, but we cannot drill a groove on its surface.    A vehicle runs 

downhill on ever so slight a slope, in obedience to gravity, yet   the   horizontal   component   of   the   

motion   is   far greater than the vertical component.    The horizontal component is due to the 

difference of the horizontal resistances;   in other words, to the horizontal motive force.     And the 

same kind of force causes the motion of the disturbed roof-strata at a long- 
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wall face  to  be deflected  from   the  vertical and towards  the region of lesser resistance.    This 

region of lesser resistance is obviously furnished by the excavation and its superjacent shaken strata;   

the region   of  greater  resistance  being  furnished   and occupied by the prime strata beyond the 

littoral zone.    It is also quite obvious that the motive zone must, owing to the force of cohesion, 

exert a continuous pull on the littoral zone, backward into the mined area. 

Can anyone indicate any force that neutralizes this pull? Or can anyone name an opposite force that 

neutralizes the horizontal motive force due to the abovenamed difference of horizontal resistances? 

Unless such opposite forces can be very clearly shown to exist, it may be confidently asserted that 

the action of the roof is downward in obedience to gravity, and backward in obedience to the 

horizontal motive force. But if the line of the roof-action be downward and backward, the line of 

reaction on the roof itself must, of physical necessity, be upward and forward; and hence the 

elementary line of strain is an ascending line which projects over and toward the solid. 

So far as any general case is concerned, the writer is unable to believe that the horizontal motive 

force ever acts in the direction of working, and hence he is unable to believe that the elementary 



mean line is a descending line of reversed obliquity. Nevertheless, it must be admitted that this idea 

probably represents the popular conception. Mining engineers commonly say that the roof "arches 

itself." But they never stop to enquire why it does so; nor do they consider whether the arching 

process represents much or little in the whole series of phenomena, or whether it extends to the 

absolute roof or is confined to the nether roof. Let us, however, study the case briefly. Here is an old 

road used as a return airway. It will arch itself, whether it runs in the same direction as the working 

or at right angles thereto. Why? Simply because the roof of the road is a bridge across the road: a 

beam supported at both ends. Below the neutral surface, all the strains in the strata are tensile; 

above, all are compressive. When the bridge collapses, the roof arches itself. The widest portion of 

the arch is at the roof-line where the tensile strain is greatest; and the apex of the arch is at the 

neutral surface or near it, where the strains are a minimum (Fig. 4, Plate VI.).       The so-called 

arching of the roof, there- 
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fore, merely illustrates the  fact  that  the  greater  stresses pro-pagate their strains further than  the 

smaller stresses propagate theirs.  This is true for this particular case, and in a subsequent section it 

will be shown that it is also true for the wider case.  Observations of roof-arching are confined to the 

nether roof,  no one has ever observed that it takes place in the absolute roof.  If it did, there would 

probably be no such manifestation as surface-subsidence, and certainly no such phenomena as 

those associated with the draw. The arching of the nether roof is a very superficial process: the 

evidence for the great horizontal motive force which deflects the action of the absolute roof must he 

sought for in the study of more massive phenomena. 

The Action and Influence of Unstable Strata.—It has been suggested that any attempt to generalize 

on the probable character of strain-lines in the absolute roof must be attended with almost 

insuperable difficulty, owing to the presence therein of subsoils, clays, gravels, sands, etc. If such an 

objection could be sustained, it would be little use proceeding any further with this enquiry. The 

case of these unstable strata, therefore, will now be examined. 

There are evidently four conceivable cases of unstable strata in the roof:   (1) Where the whole of 

the  unstable  strata  are superjacent to the whole  of the  firmer  strata;   (2)  where  the whole of 

the unstable strata are subjacent to the whole of the firmer strata;  (3) where the unstable and 

stable strata are inter-stratified;   and  (4)  where  the  entire  absolute  roof  consists  of unstable 

strata.    The last case appears to furnish the key to all. If the whole absolute roof is formed of 

unstable strata, the whole mass will tend to slide downwards on its angle of repose; that is to say, on 

a plane or planes of fracture, which, according to common knowledge, invariably project over and 

towards the solid or prime strata; planes of fracture or separation which never by any chance 

overhang the excavation.     Hence, in this case, the area of subsidence as measured on the surface 

will exceed the area of the excavation as measured below. 

Again, if the whole of the unstable strata are superjacent to the whole of the firmer strata, the 

alleged difficulty vanishes by merely recognizing that in the absolute roof we have a natural bridge 

of rocky strata bending, not only by reason  of its own 
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huge weight, but also by reason of the load of unstable matter which nature has distributed 

uniformly along its entire length. Now, in any case of this kind, whilst we are bound to take into 

account the weights of the bridge and its load combined, it will evidently be sufficient for all 

practical purposes to investigate the strain of the bridge only:   it being seldom necessary to 

investigate the strain of the load.    But supposing the bridge of firm strata to collapse, it is evident 

that the now unsupported matter of the unstable strata above will immediately slide on its angle of 

repose, and the area of subsidence as measured on the surface will again be greater than the area of 

the excavation below. 

Yet again, let the whole of the unstable strata underlie the whole of the firmer strata. Then the 

nether roof and the whole of the unstable matter will tend to slide downwards on its angle of 

repose, leaving the bridge of superjacent firm strata (let us suppose) in situ for the time being. For 

one moment let us study this bridge. Since the fractured edges of the subsided loose stratum slope 

away from the excavation below, the bridge must span a wider but somewhat shallower chasm than 

that due to the excavation proper. Then again, this bridge of rocky strata reposes on the yielding 

piers furnished by the broken and unstable stratum below. Hence, when the bridge finally collapses, 

it will in all probability fracture on the heads of its piers rather than at those faces defined by the 

angle of repose appropriate to the subjacent unstable stratum. That is to say, the yielding character 

of the piers on which the bridge reposes entitles us to believe that the bridge itself will propagate its 

strains further in the direction of the prime strata than would be the case if the piers were firmer. 

Hence, whether we consider the strains of the unstable stratum itself, or those which it 

superinduces in the rocky bridge above, we still get an area of subsidence which continually extends 

itself as viewed on higher and higher horizontal plaices. 

Finally, let it be supposed that the unstable strata of the absolute roof are repeatedly interstratified 

with the firmer strata. This is but the repeating form of a case already alluded to. That was the case 

of a rocky bridge of strata carrying a uniform load of unstable strata. This is the case of a series of 

such bridges superposed one above another in the absolute roof.    Then 
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taking the roof-strata in ascending order, it appears clear that as each  firm stratum collapses, the 

unstable superstratum will slide on its angle  of  repose,  and  also  superinduce  the  propagation 

towards the solid of the strains in the firm stratum next above (as described in the previous 

paragraph).    And so the repetitive phenomena proceed to the very surface, each succeeding 

stratum, nether   stable   or   unstable,   propagating   its   strains   further foward the solid than did 

the stratum below, and each, as it gives way, continually enlarging the area of subsidence.      Thus 

the whole volume of subsided material finally assumes the approximate shape of an inverted conic 

frustum, whose lower and smaller radius is x, and whose upper and larger radius is equal to x + y; 

where x is the radius of the excavation proper, and y the length of the surface-draw as measured 

across the littoral zone. 

On the one hand, therefore, it appears to the writer that the presence of unstable strata in the 

absolute roof tends to simplify rather than to complicate the problem of roof-strains; whilst, on the 

other hand, the study of such unstable strata tends entirely to fortify and establish the position 

postulated in the former paper. For, evidently, the influence of unstable strata in the mine-roof is 

invariably to throw the mean strain-line over and towards the prime strata. 



The Cantilever Idea and its Corollary.—It has been suggested that the conception of an ascending 

line of strain projecting over and towards the solid is incompatible with the idea of a cantilever-

action of the roof-strata.    So far from being able to accept this  view,  the  writer  thinks  that  the  

one  idea  is  the natural corollary of the other.    It is, perhaps, generally agreed that the action of 

the absolute roof is that of a cantilever whose load consists primarily of its own huge weight.    If this 

be so, the cantilever will be like other cantilevers in certain particulars.  For instance, it possesses a 

neutral surface.    Above this surface all the stresses in the beam of strata are of the tensile order; 

below it,   all are   of the   compressive   order.      The   uppermost tensile   stress   and   the   

lowermost   compressive   stress   are   the maxima of their respectlve orders;   and both orders  of 

stress regularly diminish as the planes on which they act approach nearer to the  neutral  surface,  at 

which plane both  kinds  of stress are reduced to zero. 
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Other things being equal, the magnitudes of the strains vary as the magnitudes of the stresses that 

produce them. So far however, as the great bulk of the absolute roof is concerned, it is commonly 

held that these strains seldom or never result in fracture. Fractures (it is believed) extend through 

but a few feet of the lower roof, the greater bulk of strata being strained to some point below the 

point of fracture. Now, so long as actual fracture is avoided, the strain is propagated: and the 

magnitude of the stress is reflected in the distance to which the strain is propagated. Thus, when the 

roof of a road (supported at both sides) collapses, the roof arches itself, and the wider parts of the 

arch occur where the tensile stresses are greater. And speaking generally, it may be stated as a 

truism that the greater the stress in any given plane, the greater will be the distance through which 

the resultant strain is propagated towards the solid. 

Thus, in the cantilever of roof-strata, seeing that the maximum compressive stress obtains at the 

roof-line, the strain in the immediate roof-stratum must be propagated further towards the solid 

than the strain in the stratum next above will be propagated. The compressive stress in the third 

stratum is again less than that in the second, and the strain is propagated to a distance which again 

falls short of that obtaining in the stratum below; and so on, till we arrive at the neutral surface 

where stress and strain alike vanish. So far as the lower roof is concerned, then, it tends to arch 

itself, but in this instance, the arching is clue to the difference of compressive stresses and to the 

difference of the distances through which the compressive strains are propagated. 

Similarly, above the neutral surface; as we ascend, the tensile strains on successive horizontal planes 

are, owing to the increasing magnitudes of the tensile stresses, continually propagated further and 

further in the direction of the solid until, at the terrestrial surface, we find the maximum 

propagation of tensile strain along the line of the draw. Here, again, we find that the upper roof 

arches itself in obedience to the differential tensile stresses in the cantilever, but the arch is now an 

inverted one. 

Hence, viewed from the plane of the neutral surface of the cantilever, all the lines of tensile strain 

finally abut against a plane of normal obliquity, which projects over and toward the solid.     And,   

viewed   from   the   same   standpoint,   all   the   com- 
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pressive lines of strain below finally abut against a plane of reversed obliquity which dips under the 

solid strata beyond. These two planes form an angle at a line in the neutral surface; and, taken 

together, they form the prime face which marks the uttermost limits of strain. The profile of this 

prime face is the absolute line of elementary strain. For it is clear that all the strains in the cantilever 

must finally abut against the prime face, since the prime face is also the interface between the 

littoral strata which are disturbed and the prime strata which are not disturbed. 

The absolute line of elementary strain, the line of reduced resistance to fracture, the future line of 

principal strain and possibly of ultimate fracture, is therefore a composite line formed by two 

shorter lines which start from the same point in the neutral surface. One is the line of superior angle 

against which are abutted all the tensile strains in the upper layers of the cantilever. It will be 

convenient to call this line the "tensile component" (of the absolute line of elementary strain). The 

other and lower portion of the composite line is that line of reversed obliquity against which are 

abutted all the compressive strains in the lower layers of the cantilever. It will be convenient to call 

this line by a definite name also. Let that name be "the compressive component" (of the absolute 

line of elementary strain). Then the mean elementary line of strain is that straight line which joins 

the forward ends of the tensile and compressive components of the absolute line (Fig. 5, Plate VI.). 

Now it is evident that if the cantilever were homogeneous, and if the neutral surface were at half-

depth, and if the efficiencies of the compressive and tensile stresses to propagate their respective 

strains were equal, we should, under such conditions, obtain a mean line which would be vertical: 

for the tensile and compressive components would be equal in length, and equal though opposite in 

obliquity. The obliquity of one component would thus exactly balance the opposite obliquity of the 

other, and the mean line would be vertical as stated. This ideal case is illustrated in Fig. 5 (Plate VI.). 

It is easy, however, to see that such a balancing of the components is most unlikely, and if it ever 

really occurs, the conditions must be abnormal, for the resistance of ordinary coal-measure  strata   

to   compression   is   usually   greater   than   their 
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resistance to tension. Just now we look only at the intrinsic nature of the cantilever, and at once 

perceive that its neutral surface must lie below the half-depth of the beam. And in the second place, 

the beam is not homogeneous. The influence of the unstable strata has already been discussed from 

certain standpoints; and from the present standpoint their influence must be quite obvious. That 

influence is wholly in the direction of depressing the neutral surface. For whilst, in the absence of 

lateral freedom, the unstable strata oppose considerable resistance to compression, their resistance 

to tension is, under any conditions, practically nil. And, apart from their own inherent weakness in 

this direction, they exert a further influence on the cantilever which will be presently noted. 

Then, in the third place, we must look not only at the intrinsic nature of this cantilever, but also at 

the character of its environment. Its inherent properties are such that the cantilever is obviously and 

measurably stronger to resist compression than tension, but its environment is such that the 

resistance of the beam to compression straightway becomes immeasurably greater than its 

resistance to tension can ever be. This enormous disparity of the two opposite resistances is due to 

the practically infinite lateral resistance of the natural casing in which our cantilever is "fixed.'' This 

lateral resistance of the "casing" places no obstacle in the way of the tensile stresses producing their 

duly effective strains; if anything, it assists them to do so, since lateral pressure naturally tends to 

longitudinal extension. At any rate, the tensile stresses, in order to produce their effective strains, 



require longitudinal freedom only, and this is provided for them in the mined area behind. On the 

other hand, the compressive forces require, as a condition of efficiency, a certain amount of lateral 

freedom, and of this there is absolutely none, as the lateral resistance is practically infinite. The 

compressive stresses are so relentlessly hemmed in on all sides by this inexorable resistance that 

their efficiency to effect strain (in the practical sense of that word) must be next to nothing as 

compared with the efficiency that might reasonably be expected in the case of any cantilever of 

similar intrinsic nature, but with ordinary artificial environment. Human skill might conceivably "fix" 

a cantilever of similar composition, but it could never supply the cantilever with such 
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A “casing” or endow it with so marvellous an extraneous resistance to its own compressive stresses. 

Viewed from this broader standpoint of internal nature and external environment combined there 

must be little or no exaggeration in the statement that our cantilever is immeasurably stronger to 

resist compression than it is to resist tension; and, hence, we are bound to infer that its neutral 

surface is very low down indeed; and probably not many feet above the roof-line itself (Fig. 6, Plate 

VI.). 

Now, if the above views of the intrinsic nature of the rocky cantilever, of the influence of the 

unstable strata, and of the influence of the unique environment of the cantilever be at all sound, it 

follows that by far the greater portion of the absolute line of elementary strain is supplied by the 

tensile component, that by far the greater portion is projected over and towards the solid, and that 

the mean elementary line must therefore possess a normal obliquity little less in magnitude than 

that of the tensile component itself. In all probability, the compressive component with its opposite 

obliquity is confined to the first few feet of, or above, the roof-stratum. The fact that it exists at all 

explains why careful timbering is requisite for safety, and the exceeding superficiality of its extension 

explains why such timbering is sufficient to ensure that safety. 

Probable Degradation of the Neutral Surface.—In many cases, some of the uppermost strata are 

specially liable to severe strain, even to partial disintegration, and, on the other hand, they are also 

specially amenable to any force of reconsolidation.       In process of time, it is conceivable and even 

probable that such strata come to form more and more of a load on the true cantilever, and less and 

less any effective portion of the beam itself. This may easily occur, although the mining engineer fails 

to find fractures in the upper absolute roof.    It is here assumed that these strata really possess 

some original definite resistance to tension, and it is not necessary to assume their ultimate definite 

fracture.    It is sufficient to allow that these strata, lying, as they do, along the planes of the greater 

tensile stresses, may receive severe strain amounting to   what   is   called   permanent   "set." Either 

actual fracture or permanent   set   must have the  effect suggested   above.       Fracture   destroys   

the   tensile   resistance 
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entirely;   permanent set destroys whatever resilience the bowed strata may have originally 

possessed.    In both eases, the nature of the effects is the same; their degree only is different. In 

either case, the weight of the upper strata is less appreciably sustained by their own original tenacity 

and resilient power, and is more fully thrown in the nature of a dead weight on the strata beneath. 

Stated in brief, the idea is this : We start with a thick unloaded cantilever, and we end with a thinner 



but loaded beam : thinner because from the standpoint of their efficiency, the upper layers are gone  

; and loaded, because from the standpoint of their dead weight, the upper layers remain only as a 

true load on the effective beam beneath.    This simultaneous thinning and loading of the effective 

cantilever seems probable for several reasons:  the principal one, perhaps, is to be found in the fact 

that the original beam is a composite beam formed by an aggregation of smaller beams (strata) in 

superposition.    The whole of the composite beam is an effective beam, only so long as its several 

layers firmly adhere at their conterminous horizontal planes or boundaries. As soon as the 

uppermost layer (or series of layers) separates from its subjacent layer, or tends to slide thereon, it 

ceases at once to form any part of the effective cantilever, to which cantilever it must 

thenceforward sustain the relation of a load only.  

Now, if any fixed beam be thinned by removal of its upper layers (Figs.  7 and 8, Plate VI.), it is clear 

that the neutral surface of the diminished beam will occupy a plane lower in space than that 

occupied by the neutral surface of the original beam.    Continual thinning of the beam must, 

therefore, result in the continual degradation (through space) of the neutral surface.    We may, if 

we prefer, say that this really represents a series of different beams, each with its own neutral 

surface; but the writer prefers to consider the case as that of a single beam, the neutral surface of 

which is liable to shift through the material of the original beam.    If equally effective planings were 

coincidently taken from the underside of the beam, the position of the neutral surface would, of 

course, be constant.    But it is not so; here we have a cantilever practically invulnerable to 

compressive stress;   and, although it finally fails altogether, it fails first at its upper surface, as 

suggested by the continual projection of draw in advance of the vertical face.     This idea of a 

shifting of the neutral surface of beams is not, so far as the writer knows, 
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mooted in mechanical text-books, but it is highly probable that the principle applies with more or 

less force to all beams, and especially to those which, like that now under review, are built up of 

distinct layers in superposition. In considering the case of a beam, never likely to receive 

irrecoverable strain of any of its layers, it is no doubt legitimate to take the position of the neutral 

surface as constant. But in considering the case of beam wherein successive layers in turn are liable 

to receive strains exceeding the elastic limit, it appears to the writer that by the position of the 

neutral axis we should understand merely its position for the time being. 

With regard to the effect of this degradation of the neutral surface through the material of the 

original cantilever, it must be absolutely clear that each and every shift of the neutral plane will be 

accompanied by a complete reversal of stress throughout that portion of the beam through which 

the shift takes place. It has, besides, already been shown that the compressive stresses in the 

cantilever are practically futile forces, owing to the immeasurably great lateral resistance. But it is 

obvious that, at every shift of the neutral surface downwards, these previously futile forces must 

rebound and develop violent reactions in the opposite direction. Probably we can hardly appreciate 

the magnitude of the phenomena when the tensile and compressive stresses thus "join hands" as it 

were. It is very likely that the "bowks" or thuds, resembling muffled cannon-reports, which we hear 

in the upper roof, are due to these sudden reversals of stress; and it is suggestive to remember that 

these sounding thuds are far more frequently heard in a thick sandstone-roof than in one composed 

chiefly of shale. In the sandstone, the difference of the tensile and compressive strengths is probably 

much greater than in the case of the shale, and the depression of the neutral surface is more likely 

to be of frequent occurrence. It may here be pointed out that the writer deduced the phenomena of 



intermittent and reversing stresses from the theory set forth in the former paper.    It will now 

appear that they are strongly in evidence from other points of view.     Whether we view the 

situation backward or forward along the line of the  direction of working, or across that line;   

whether we view it from the standpoint of the natural compression of the prime strata in situ, or 

from  that  of  the  cantilever-action  of  the   disturbed   strata 
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behind;   or  from  that  of the  immeasurable  resistance of the lateral strata on either side ; we are 

irresistibly led to the recognition of these same reversing stresses. 

From general experience, it is found that variation in the amount of stress,  and reversal  of the  

direction  of stress,  are potent   factors   in   the   wear-and-tear   of   machinery   and  most 

destructive of the life of material generally.    This law has its own analogy and exemplification here.    

It was pointed out in the former paper that reversing stresses probably accounted for many of the 

otherwise mysterious accidents from falls which so suddenly and unexpectedly occur under good 

roofs.    It may here be added that these so-called good roofs, sandstones more than others perhaps, 

are peculiarly liable to those instantaneous reversals of stress which  accompany any  shift of the 

neutral surface;  and this is so by reason of the peculiarly immense disparity of the respective 

resistances offered to tension and compression by any cantilever associated with an absolute roof 

the lower layers of which are chiefly furnished by strong sandstone-strata, or by other strata of a 

similar nature. 

To sum up the points in this argument relating to the cantilever idea: (1) It is agreed that the action 

of the absolute roof at a longwall-face is that of a cantilever. (2) In any cantilever, the tensile stresses 

act above, and the compressive stresses act below the neutral surface. (3) The tensile stresses 

persistently increase as they act along higher and higher planes. (4) On these higher planes, 

therefore, taken in ascending order, the tensile strains are persistently propagated further and 

further towards the solid. (5) From which it follows that the tensile component (of the absolute line 

of elementary strain), against which all the tensile strains are finally abutted, is persistently 

projected over and towards the solid. (6) But, by reason oi its nature and its environment combined, 

this cantilever of roof-strata is seen to be one the compressive strength of which is many times 

greater than its tensile strength. (7) Hence, the distance of the neutral surface from the terrestrial 

surface above is many times greater than its distance from the roof-line below. (8) Consequently, 

the tensile component must be many times greater than the compressive component of the 

absolute line of elementary strain. And, therefore (9), the obliquity of the mean line of elementary 

strain   must   be   very nearly   the same   as   that of 
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tensile component itself:  the obliquity being such as to project it over and towards the solid.    The 

writer, therefore, submits that the conception of a line of strain projecting over and towards the 

solid is the  distinctly natural  and  perfectly  symmetrical corollary of the cantilever idea, as applied 

to the absolute roof of longwall workings. 

The Incipient Hade-line.—It is certainly allowable to compare like things with like. Therefore, it is 

proper to study the strains produced by mining subsidences in the light afforded by the known 

strains produced by subsidences the factors of which are essentially natural. Hence, the writer has 



sometimes referred (in his former paper) to the elementary line of strain as the incipient hade-line 

of the embryonic fault created by mining-subsidence. It was subsequently objected that such a 

comparison was inadmissible. The writer would very much like to know why? The geological 

philosophy of faulting is very simple. There are two classes of faults in nature. One is the normal 

fault, due to subsidence or upheaval; and the other is the reversed fault, due to plication or folding 

of the strata (Figs. 9 and 10, Plate VI.). The reversed fault is but the final effect of plication; and 

mining subsidence has no analogy whatever with that class of fault. The strains and dislocations in 

the absolute roof are due to subsidence resulting from mining operations. The normal fault is due to 

subsidence resulting from purely natural causes. It is difficult to perceive why the analogy fails with 

regard to the ultimate phenomena. By whose practical experience, or by what process of reasoning, 

has it been established that mining subsidence must follow a law different from that universally 

obeyed by natural subsidences? Both are primarily due to gravity, both evidence the action of a 

horizontal motive force; both, so long as they are in the active stage, proceed by waves; and both 

develop their lines of strain along the path of the oblique force that produces them.  Then, after the 

active subsidence has come to an end in both cases, why should one develop the inevitable hade-

plane of the normal fault, whilst the other develops something quite different? Until these questions 

are answered, the writer is bound to believe in the immutability of natural law; and bound, 

therefore, to believe that the ultimate phenomena developed by mining sub- 
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sidence are essentially of the same class as those which we daily prove to have been developed by 

natural subsidence.  It is perfectly competent to compare like things with like, and perfectly 

legitimate to study the obscure phenomena of mining subsidence during its transitional stage, in the 

light afforded by the fully developed features displayed by natural subsidence in its ultimate stage. 

An imaginary   case   may suggest   much,   though   it   proves nothing.      Here, at a depth, say, of 

1,000 feet is the goaf of a coal-seam, 6 feet thick, which has been worked out over a square area, 1 

mile on the side.    A seam, 2 feet thick, lying 100 feet above, has been abandoned.    Two centuries 

later, shafts are put down to win this thin upper seam.    The question is whether this seam will be 

found faulted at some plane proceeding from the goaf-boundary below.       We may be very sure 

that it will. The throw of this fault will be less than the subsidence of the nether roof below, but it 

will be greater than the subsidence of the surface vertically above.    Then, will the fault be of the 

normal, or of the reversed type?    We can safely predict that it will not be a reversed fault; for all the 

conditions associated with the reversed fault found in nature are absolutely absent. It can, with 

almost equal confidence, be predicted that the fault will be normal; for, as far as our information 

goes, all the conditions usually associated with the normal fault, found in nature, are present.    In 

predicting the normalization of the fault, we merely predict that the subsidence in this particular 

case will follow the   same law   as that followed by subsidences   in the general   case.       But  if  the  

fault   be   normal,   its   hade-line  is normal,   and  it  is  projected  over  and  towards  the  solid;   

and it evidently follows the line of reduced resistance furnished by the elementary line of strain in 

the roof of the seam  below; which line, in the long ago, must have been projected in the same 

direction.    As already stated, this imaginary case proves nothing either one way or the other; but it 

is suggestive, and enables one to form a pretty good idea as to whether or not theory   of an 

ascending line of strain   is   consistent   with accepted canons of modern physical science.    It rests 

with those who do not accept this very natural theory to explain away, if they can, the salient fact of 

this rising line forming the profile of every normal hade-plane found in nature. 
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Synopsis and Conclusion—The present paper merely gives the argument for the general case, apart 

from modifications due to local causes.  But, since the entire action of the absolute roof can never 

be displayed in our actual physical view, the case is obviously one of that numerous class where 

direct absolute proof is impossible.  The available proof is therefore presumptive and cumulative. 

Yet every argument herein adduced is a natural and not a far-fetched argument.     For purposes of 

ready reference,   these arguments are summarized below. 

(1)   Subsidence at the surface and subsidence at the nether roof-line prove that the absolute roof is 

disturbed throughout its entire depth. 

(2)  But the efficiency of the mining timber proves that the greater bulk of   the   absolute   roof  is   

sustained  by   horizontal thrust. 

(3)   The radial projection of the surface-draw across the annular littoral zone suggests that the 

whole volume of subsided and subsiding strata approximates in shape to the frustum of an inverted 

cone. If this be so, the entire slant surface of the inverted conic frustum is coincident with a great 

plane of strain which projects over and towards the solid on all sides of the excavation. 

(4)  The known properties of the less stable strata contained in the roof imply that, as subsidence 

takes place, they will tend to slide on their appropriate angles of repose; and thus tend to project 

the great planes of strain over and towards the solid. 

(5)  By common agreement, the more stable strata act as a cantilever hanging over the face of work. 

The neutral surface of this cantilever is very low down, and since the propagation of the several 

strains is proportional to the magnitude of the several stresses, it is inferred that the mean line of 

strain at the face of the prime strata is, by the action of this cantilever, projected over and towards 

the solid. 

(6)   From the history of the earth, and from orthodox geological science generally, we know that 

strata in situ, both stable and unstable, possess a large amount of potential horizontal force, as well 

as a large amount of potential vertical force.  

(7) From the fact that the mining operations create a region of lessened resistance, we infer that 

both these forces, originally potential,   become   eventually   kinetic:    the   liberation    of   the 
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vertical force setting free the potential horizontal force inherent in the strata. 

(8) Both of these kinetic forces act towards the region of least resistance, and the region of least 

resistance is furnished by the excavation and by the disturbed mined strata.      The vertical force of 

gravity acts downward towards the mined area; and the horizontal motive force, created by the 

difference of the horizontal resistances, acts backwards from the prime strata and towards the 

mined strata. 

(9)   The vertical force, acting downward, is one component of the total roof-action; and the 

horizontal motive force, acting oppositely to the direction of working, is the other component 

Hence, the total roof-action proceeds in the oblique direction denoted by the geometrical resultant 

in the parallelogram of those forces. This direction is evidently downward and backward (Fig. 11, 

Plate VI.). 



(10)   From the physical law that action and reaction are equal and opposite, it is deduced that the 

line of total reaction upon the roof itself is equal and opposite to the line of total action exerted by 

the roof. Thus: the line of vertical action, the line of horizontal action, and the line of total reaction, 

taken in order, form the perpendicular, the base, and the hypothenuse [sic] of a triangle of forces in 

equilibrium (Fig. 12, Plate VI.). The line of reaction is therefore upward and forward, and the great 

planes of strain in the absolute roof are projected over and towards the solid. 

(11) When we examine the case of natural subsidences of the earth's crust, we find again that the 

great (hade-) planes of strain, in the normal case, are always projected over and towards the solid 

(or unsubsided) strata. 

Thus,   whether  we  consider  the  projection  of  draw  as  set forth in the third argument, or 

whether we consider the action of the less stable strata as set forth in the fourth,  or whether we 

consider the cantilever-action of the more stable strata as set forth   in  the  fifth,  or  whether  we  

consider the  natural   forces inherent in the entire roof-body as set forth in the sixth to the tenth, 

we are irresistibly led to the following intensely natural conclusion that : 

(12)   During   its   comparatively obscure   transitional   stage, mining subsidence constantly obeys 

(in the present) the same general rule as that known to have been obeyed (in the past) by 
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natural subsidences, the ultimate stages of which are now manifest all over the globe.    This rule is 

the law of the normal fault as set forth in the eleventh conclusion, and mining subsidences with 

natural subsidences alike project their great planes of strain over and towards the solid. 

Hence, in this paper, the obliquity of the ascending line of strain has been called the normal 

obliquity. It is the obliquity of a normal hade-plane. In natural faults, we may observe the ultimate 

strain: the plane of fully-developed fracture. In the case of a mine, however, the phenomena are not 

yet fully developed, and the "hade-plane" is merely a plane of strain without being necessarily a 

plane of actual fracture. Hence the term "incipient hade" has been employed in this and the former 

paper. It is incipient only, because, in the practical case of a mine the wave of subsidence is still in 

motion. Scarcely is one hade-plane incipient than the strata beyond it also begin to subside, and a 

further embryonic hade-plane is created at the newer face of prime strata. But whether these hade-

planes be developed or be merely in embryo, they finally form the typical "great planes of strain" in 

the absolute roof of the mine. For each successive incipient hade-plane is evidently an initial plane of 

reduced resistance, and must, in the natural order of things, eventually develop into a principal 

plane of strain as the wave of subsidence continually flows onward in the direction of working. 

The writer respectfully submits that this theory of the normal obliquity of the great planes of strain, 

induced by the subsidence of the absolute roof, is a perfectly natural and an entirely reasonable 

theory.  As to the practical results which follow therefrom, and as to the otherwise obscure mining 

phenomena which the theory accounts for and explains, some of these were indicated in the former 

paper, and others may be indicated in the future. Members are cordially invited to re-examine the 

previous paper after they have accorded to the present one their kind and valued consideration.    

Both papers are chapters from the same book of nature; but, owing to the reasons given in the 

introduction to the present paper, the mental or natural sequence  of the two papers is the reverse 

of their chronological order; and this paper, the last one written, should therefore be read first. 
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List of Illustrations (Plate VI.). 

The aim of the drawings is to illustrate the principles rather than the details of the writer's paper.    

In order to avoid having recourse to unduly large drawings, the coal-seams are drawn much too 

thick.     They are drawn thick enough to be conspicuous, but, except in Figs. 9 and 10, they are too 

thick to harmonize with the rest of the drawing.      In effect, it may be considered that the absolute 

roof is drawn to a smaller vertical scale than the coal-seam below. 

Fig. 1.—Profiles of the Surface.-  ABCD is a profile of the original surface, and EFGC a profile of the 

subsided surface:   the subsidence being exagerated for clearness.      The arrow shows the direction 

of working.      EF is the surface of the dead strata; FG is the surface of the motive zone; GC is that of 

the littoral zone, and CD lies on the surface of the prime strata.    The vertical line BH lies in the 

vertical plane of the face-line; and BC is the draw beyond the vertical face 

Fig. 2.—Frustum of Subsided Strata.- AB and CD lie on the surface of the prime strata.   The broken 

line BC is the original level of the surface now subsided to BSC.    BEFC is the inverted conic frustum 

of subsided strata, and GH is the coal-seam, which is being worked in all directions on a circular line 

of face. 

Fig. 3. — Diagram of Obliquities.—VL is the vertical line: and AD shows the horizontal direction of 

working. AB is an ascending line of normal obliquity and of superior angle, Θ; whilst AC is a 

descending line of reversed obliquity, and of inferior angle, Φ. 

Fig. 4.—Arching of the Roof. — The plane at A is the plane of maximum stress and maximum 

propagation of strain in the original bridge-structure, hence A is in the widest part of the arch 

subsequently formed. At E and F, the stresses are less; the propagations of strain are less, and the 

arch is less wide at these planes as a consequence. 

Fig. 5. Stress-diagram of an Ideal Homogeneous Cantilever. —The neutral surface is at NS, at half the 

depth of the beam. The stresses in the upper section, a, are tensional, and attain a maximum at the 

surface-line, A. The strains propagated by the tensional stresses finally abut on the tensile 

component, AB. The stresses in the lower section, b, below the neutral surface, NS, are compressive; 

their maximum is found on the roof-line, C ; and they finally abut against the compressive 

component, BC. ABC is the absolute line, and AC is the mean line of elementary strain: in this case, 

vertical. 

Fig. 6.—Stress-diagram of a Cantilever, with a Low-down Neutral Surface. The neutral surface lies in 

the plane NS.    The propagations of the strains are again shown by the double arrows in (a) and (b).    

AS is the tensile component; SC the compressive component;  and the broken line,  CA, represents 

the  mean elementary line of strain projecting over and towards the solid. 

Figs. 7 and 8. —Degradation of the Neutral Surface.—Fig. 7 shows a thick cantilever (of 

homogeneous composition)   the neutral surface of which is in the plane NS.    In Fig. 8, the 

cantilever has been shorn of its upper layers to half the depth of the beam; and the cuttings have 

been left as a load, L, on the beam.    The neutral surface   of   the   diminished   beam   is   now   on   

the   plane ns;   and   it   has shifted through a distance equal to Sn.     In the original beam (Fig. 7) all 

the layers between N and s were in compression; in Fig. 8, the same layers are in tension.      Hence,   

all the layers between   N and  s  have  undergone  a   complete reversal of stress, as the result of 

thinning the original beam (Fig. 7). 



Figs.  9 and   10.— Faults.— The figures illustrate typical cases ; but it is not pretended that there is 

no variety of cases in each class.    The figures are, however, intended to portray the essential 

conditions which differentiate the one class of 
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fault from the  other.      AB   represents the normal hade-line of a normal fault (Fig. 9); and AC the 

abnormal hade-line of a reversed fault (Fig.  10). 

Fig. 11.-- Parallelogram of Forces.    AB is the force of gravity; BC is the horizontal motive force; and 

AC the resultant obtained by the compounding of these two forces.   The arrow-heads on the lines of 

the triangle show the direction of motion of the forces, and the arrow, a, shows the direction of 

working.    In nature, the superior angle ACB of the hade-line  is  sometimes less than that shown in 

the figure, and sometimes greater.    In mining, it is sufficient if the angle of the elementary line be 

superior, and less important, whether  it   be large or small. 

Fig. 12.—Triangle of Forces in Equilibrium.    AB is the gravitational force of the roof-action; BC is the 

horizontal force of the roof-action ; and CA, the total force of the reaction upon the roof itself, is 

equal and opposite in direction to AC of Fig. 11.    The arrow-heads on the lines of the triangle again 

show the direction of the linear forces, and the arrow, a, the relative direction of working. 

 

The President  (Mr. T. W. Benson) moved a vote of thank-to Mr. H. W. G. Halbaum for his interesting 

and valuable paper. 

Mr.   T.   E.   Forster   seconded   the   resolution,   which   was cordially approved. 
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THE NORTH OF  ENGLAND   INSTITUTE   OF  MINING AND    MECHANICAL    ENGINEEKS. 

                              GENERAL  MEETING, 

Held in the Wood Memorial Hall, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, February 10th, 1906. 

Mr. BENJAMIN DODD in the Chair. 



The Secretary read the minutes of the last General Meeting, and reported the proceedings of the 

Council at their meetings on January 27th and that day. 

The following gentlemen were elected, having been previously nominated: — 

Members— 

Mr. William Bawden, Mine-manager, Pillar House, Keswick. 

Mr. Robert John Browne, Colliery Manager, Jharia, E.I.R., Bengal. India. 

Mr. Miles T. Carroll, Mine-owner and Consulting Engineer, Tananarive, Madagascar. 

Mr. Harry Augustus Couves, Engineer, 25, Rosebery Crescent. Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

Mr. Frederic James Edge, Engineer, 124, St. George's Terrace, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

Mr. Sydney George Redman, Electrical Engineer, 15, Osborne Terrace, Gosforth, Newcastle-upon-

Tyne. 

Mr. Peter Scholer, Lecturer in Mining, Transvaal Technical Institute, 117, Frances Street, Bellevue, 

Johannesburg, Transvaal. 

Mr. Reginald Thomas Enfield Southwood, Engineer, c/o Messrs. Lewis and Marks, Johannesburg, 

Transvaal. 
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Associates—  

Mr. Herbert Durham Allan, Overman, Rewah   State   Collieries, Umaria, Central India, Bengal Nagpur 

Railway.                                                 

Mr. Robert Lancelot Gore-Langton,   Under-manager, c/o Mr.   T. Caplin, Manganese Mines, 

Chipumpalle, Vizagapatam District, India. 

Mr. Thomas Hughes,   Master Shifter,   Fan Terrace, Urpeth Busty, Birtley S.O., County Durham.                                                                              

Students— 

Mr. Hugh  Clarkson   Annett,  Mining  Student,  Widdrington,  Acklington S.O., Northumberland.  

Mr. Ralph Huggup,   Mining   Student, 66, Queen's Road,   Newcastle-upon-Tyne.  

Mr. Charles Gordon Sharp, Mining   Student,  Riding  Mill   S.O.,  Northumberland.  

Mr. Francis Mathwin Weeks, Mining Student, 3, St. Mary's Terrace, Ryton S.O., County Durham.  

Mr. William Hall Welch, Mining Student, Ravensworth Colliery Office, Low Fell, Gateshead-upon-

Tyne. 

Subscriber—  

Messrs. Siemens Brothers and Company, Limited, 39, Collingwood Buildings, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 



The Chairman (Mr. B. Dodd), on behalf of the Institute, presented Mr. H. F. Bulman with a handsome 

oak chiming clock, in appreciation of his services as engineer to the Committee upon Mechanical 

Coal-cutting. 

DISCUSSION OF MR. M. F. HOLLIDAY'S PAPER ON "AN OUTBREAK OF FIRE, AND ITS CAUSE, AT   

LITTLEBURN   COLLIERY."* 

Mr. W. C. Blackett regretted the absence of the writer of the paper, as he would have liked to argue 

out the question as to whether the electric bulb, which was the cause of the fire, had burst or 

collapsed. He thought that he could conclusively shew that it must be the latter, from one or two 

simple experiments: (1) He had taken a bulb and nipped off the fine-pointed end, while it was 

immersed in water, and the bulb immediately filled with water: this was one means of 

demonstrating that the bulb did not contain air. He had also demonstrated the same fact by heat, 

and he exhibited a bulb, which was considerably indented, having been heated with a Bunsen   

burner.       He   contended 

* Trans. Inst. M. E., 1905, vol. xxix., page 294 ; and vol. xxx., page 167 
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that, when a bulb collapsed, there was such a sudden inrush of into the vacuum that the rebound, 

carrying with it the broken particles of glass, gave the semblance of what Mr. Holliday mistook for 

explosion. By preventing the violent inrush of air, this apparent explosion would not be seen. (Mr. 

Blackett here placed a bulb in a small bag, and on breaking the bulb it was seen that the violent 

effect was avoided owing to the protection afforded by the bag from the sudden inrush of air and its 

rebound.) 

Prof. P. P. Bedson (Armstrong College, Newcastle-upon-Tyne) confirmed Mr. Blackett's view. He 

thought that the result would be correctly described as an "implosion," the inverse of an explosion, 

as the bulb really collapsed. He remembered giving an involuntary demonstration of this, some years 

ago, in the present meeting-room, when it was used as the chemical lecture-room of the Armstrong 

College. 

DISCUSSION OF MR. H. W. G. HALBAUM'S PAPER ON "THE GREAT PLANES OF STRAIN IN THE 

ABSOLUTE   ROOF   OF   MINES."* 

Mr. J. B. Atkinson (H.M. Inspector of Mines) said that the paper was an extremely interesting one, 

and well worthy of study by all who were connected with the working of coal-seams. The part that 

had most interest for him, as an inspector of mines, was the question of safety, which depended 

almost entirely upon the "nether roof," or the strata lying immediately above the coal. The falls from 

this nether roof were due to previously formed fractures and partings, that was to say, the partings 

and fractures formed long before the working of the coal commenced, and as soon as the coal was 

taken out below it, the falls took place; and, in order to prevent such falls, artificial support had, of 

course, to be used.    He had no doubt that the working of the coal did affect the nether roof to 

some extent, by opening the old fissures and partings, and in some cases  formed  new  fractures,  

especially  those  a  little  in advance of the coal-face.   With regard to the action of the great forces 

to which the writer referred, he (Mr. Atkinson) did not 

*Trans. Inst. M. E.,  1905, vol. xxx., page 175. 
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think that they were really as great a source of danger as the smaller matters.   The great forces 

worked quietly and gradually, and, although they caused great trouble, and sometimes closed 

mining excavations, they did not come on suddenly.   He was certainly not previously aware that a 

coal-seam at the face of a   longwall   working   (and   of   broken   working)   was   rendered thinner 

by pressure.    He did not know how the writer of the paper had arrived at the conclusion that the 

pressures to which he referred had actually reduced the section of the coal at the working-face. 

Mr. H. W. G. Halbaum wrote that he agreed with Mr. Atkinson that, from the standpoint of safe 

working, the nether roof had the greater interest. It would, however, be evident that the study of 

the absolute roof possessed much interest from the standpoint of mining economics of a more 

purely commercial character; and the latter was the point of view from which both of his recent 

papers were written. 

He would say, however, that he was particularly struck with the last couple of sentences in Mr. 

Atkinson's remarks, and would, therefore, explain how and why he had arrived at the conclusion 

which Mr. Atkinson appeared to question. Those two sentences showed how a statement, deemed 

beyond question by one individual, might appear in quite a different light to some one else. 

So far as his (Mr. Halbaum's) imagination would carry him, there were two distinct physical factors 

which more or less facilitated the getting of the coal by the hewer. One was the pressure of the roof 

on the coal-head, and the other was the pressure of gases within the coal: he did not think that the 

latter factor was always taken sufficiently into account. He had previously shown* at some length 

that, if we could advance into the solid coal, the gaseous pressure would increase with the square 

root of the distance from the face, or other effective area of the surface of exudation. He had further 

shown that, by advancing a pair of narrow places with sufficient rapidity, tney might continually 

penetrate successive areas of higher and higher gaseous pressure with ultimate disastrous results, 

such as the 

* "Notes on the Bord-and-pillar System of Work," The Colliery Guardian, 1898, vol. Ixxvi, pages 197, 

241, 288, 336, 395 and 438. 
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bumps and  coal-explosions that occurred at Hamstead  colliery a few years ago.    That was theory, 

no doubt; but, as a matter of fact, Mr. W. Wardle, at another colliery, found that by driving wide 

places, he got rid of the bumps experienced in driving narrow places.    That success, in his (Mr. 

Halbaum's) opinion, was due to the greater exudation-surface and slower advance of the wider 

places.    The point to which he now wished to draw attention was that all such experiences proved 

gaseous pressure to be a very powerful factor in the getting of coal. 

Consequently, in bord-and-pillar systems, where the first working largely drained the gaseous 

pressure from the coal, thev would naturally conclude that, if no compensating factor stepped in, 

the coal would actually be more difficult to get in the second than in the first working. And in his 

own practical experience he had come across at least one instance where that condition really 

obtained. But, for the great majority of cases (probably 99 per cent. of the total), it was well known 

that in the second or broken working the coal was easier to get; and the hewing price in the broken 

was commonly 25 or 30 per cent. less than the price paid in the whole or first working. It appeared 

to him, therefore, that the great loss of the gaseous pressure must not only be compensated but, for 



the great generality of cases, must be completely overbalanced by some other factor which the 

broken working itself brought into being. To his mind, that new agency could be nothing else than a 

great increase of pressure on the coal-head, due to the liberation of the absolute roof. And if so, 

they could only conclude that the increased pressure would produce its natural result, namely: 

increased compression of the coal. That, again, might be called theory, but he would now bring 

evidence from ordinary practice: — 

(1) He would point out that at all bord-and-pillar collieries within his knowledge, it was an 

agreement between men and master that a certain area (usually, 4,500.square feet) must be “laid 

down in the broken” as sheer adjacent goaf before broken price was paid; and until this area of goaf 

was obtained, the men received the higher whole price.  Here, then, was a practical proof that, by 

common consent, the broken working set up an increase of roof-pressure, and that it did not 

produce it in effective quantity until a certain time had elapsed, or until a sufficiently large fall had 

unlocked the absolute roof. 
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(2)  He would further state that another common agreement between master and men was that, 

even after the broken working and broken price were fully under way, any man working in a place 

distant from the goaf-line by so many feet (usually, from 150 to 200 feet) must be paid the higher 

price which obtained in the first or whole working.    Here was a practical proof that by common   

consent,   the   increased   pressure   existed   only   in   th neighbourhood of the goaf-line—that 

what he had called underdraw found a vanishing point at some little distance from the face- or goaf-

line. 

(3) He had generally found, in a long experience, that in any system of bord-and-pillar working 

where the whole was "followed up by the broken," the props which fitted the height of the whole 

working were, as a general rule, a little too long for the broken. Even in any given "broken lift" or 

slice of coal, say 18 to 21 feet wide, it was usually found that the prop exactly suitable for the "fast 

side " was a little too long for the "loose end." 

From what he had stated, he thought that Mr. Atkinson would see that the under-draw was not only 

deducible from theory, but was also recognized in practice as possessing a tangible value in the 

economic working of all bord-and-pillar systems. He was, of course, prepared to admit that under-

draw could not easily be proved to exist in a longwall system; he had pointed out so much in his 

paper. He was not, however, prepared to say that under-draw had absolutely no existence in 

longwall, although it would be clear that whoever proved such under-draw to be non-existent would 

thereby fortify the argument of the paper that the lines of strain project over and towards the solid. 

For, if the surface-draw were admitted as a fact, and the under-draw were pronounced a delusion, 

no other direction of the line of strain would be conceivable. 

Mr.   H.   F.   Bulman (Burnopfield) wrote that he had read with much appreciation Mr.  H. W. G.  

Halbaum's   carefully-reasoned and able exposition of the great planes of strain in tne roof of mines, 

showing that "the plane of elementary strain" is not vertical, but that in its average direction it is 

inclined over the solid coal away from the goaf, being determined  by combination of vertical and 

horizontal or lateral forces. 
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A brief review of previous observations on this point may be of interest.   It is rather   remarkable   

that   some   eminent authorities in the past, e.g., Mr. J. Callon, "inspecteur-général des mines " 

writing about 1870, and Mr. Gustave Dumont,* who about the same date made a full investigation 

and report for the Municipal Council of Liége on damages to that city from under-ground workings, 

were both of opinion that in longwall working the plane of fracture occurred at right angles to the 

planes of stratification, except in strata of a soft running nature. They maintained that the bed 

immediately above the seam would break at the line of solid support at the coal-face, and that the 

fracture would be extended through each succeeding bed upwards, always at right angles to the 

bedding-plane of the bed below. This "law of the normal," as it has been termed, was disputed by 

other authorities: e.g., Mr. H. von Dechen, a chief inspector of mines in Prussia, thought that it held 

good with seams lying at moderate inclinations and with regular strata, but not with highly inclined 

seams or contorted strata. This theory now receives little if any support, having been discredited by 

further experience, and may serve as an instance of the danger of rash generalization. 

In 1885, Mr. Henri Fayol, director of the Commentry mines, gave the result of numerous 

observations of the working of the Commentry mines at various depths, thicknesses and gradients, 

and also of experiments made by himself on the manner of subsidence of artificial strata. † His 

conclusion is that in stratified deposits, the zone of subsidence is generally limited by a sort of dome, 

which has for its base the area of excavation. In other words, the planes of fracture will be inclined 

away from the goaf into the solid strata for some distance above the seam. This is not, however, 

extended indefinitely in height, as a point is reached, where the broken or expanded strata fill the 

excavation, and the movement ceases. At a certain height above the excavation, varying according 

to its extent, the planes of strain curve over  

*Des Affaissements du Sol produits par I'Exploitation houillère, by Mr. G. Dumont, 1871. 

† (1) “Note sur les Mouvements de Terrain provoqués par l'Exploitation des Mines,” by Mr. Henri 

Fayo1,  Bulletin de la Société de l'Industrie Minérale, 1885, second series, vol. xiv., page 805.  

(2)   "Effects produced on the Surface   by Mine-workings,' by   Mr.   Henri Fayol, Trans. N.E. Inst., 

1886, vol. xxxv., abs. page 62.  

(3)  "The Effect of Coal-working on the Surface,'' by Mr. H.F.  Bulman, The Journal of the British 

Society of Mining Students. 1889, vol. xii., pages 34 and 130: the second portion containing an 

abstract of Mr. H. Fayol's paper. 
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towards its centre, forming a dome-shaped roof to the zone subsidence.     Whether, in any given 

case, the subsidence reaches to the surface, or not, depends on the extent of the excavation and on 

the nature of the strata.    With highly inclined strata, the planes of fracture will lie usually 

somewhere between the vertical and the normal (that is, the perpendicular to the plane of bedding), 

cutting the boundaries of the excavation. 

Mr. Fayol founds this theory largely on the results of experiments that he made with artificial beds of 

earth, sand, clay, plaster, and other materials placed in a wooden box, one side of which was made 

of glass, for purposes of observation. The seam was represented by wooden blocks, which could be 

withdrawn at will. 



Mr. Halbaum, assuming that the action of the roof is that of a cantilever, argues that the stresses on 

the beds immediately above the seam are compressive, greatest in the bed next the seam, and 

diminishing through each succeeding bed, until a neutral surface is reached, "where stress and strain 

alike vanish. So far as the lower roof is concerned, then, it tends to arch itself."* He also argues that, 

above this neutral surface, the stresses are all tensile, increasing in magnitude through each 

ascending bed, so that the area of subsidence increases in proportion to the height above the 

excavation. Presumably, Mr. Halbaum does not imply that this movement always extends to the 

surface, whatever the depth. It is well known that expanded or broken strata occupy a considerably 

larger space than when in situ, and the general tendency of disturbed strata above an excavation of 

limited space will be to block themselves and prevent further movement. 

If the compressive stress propagates itself furthest in the bed immediately above the seam, as Mr.  

Halbaum suggested, it would seem that the break should take place some distance over the  solid   

coal-face.    But,   in   ordinary   longwall   working, the roof usually breaks a few feet back from the 

face, over the goaf. It is much more rare, fortunately, for the roof to break over the solid coal.    

When this does occur, it is generally with a strong sandstone-roof falling for the first time over a 

considerable area.    It can hardly be accepted as "a common observation" that the thickness of a 

coal-seam adjacent to the goaf line is  less  than  its  normal  thickness.       In   undersized coal-  

 *Trans. Inst. M.E., 1905, vol. xxx., page 188. 
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pillars,  which have stood for some time between a strong roof and floor,  a reduced thickness 

(owing to the heavy squeeze) may sometimes be noticed;  but, in scores of longwall faces, there is 

no measurable diminution of thickness due to roof-pressure. 

Although there is some discrepancy between Mr. Halbaum's and Mr. Fayol's views, yet the practical 

outcome is much the same, namely, that where subsidence reaches the surface, the area of surface-

subsidence will be larger than the area of goaf.  The damage to the surface extends beyond the line 

of coal-face.  This fact of horizontal draw is now generally recognized, having been practically proved 

in so many instances. 

In the recorded observations of Mr. J. S. Dixon, referred to by Mr. Halbaum, the wave of maximum 

subsidence followed, or rather preceded in point of position, the working-face of a seam, 5½ feet 

thick and inclined 1 in 20 at an average horizontal distance of 186 feet. The average depth being 670 

feet, the inclination of the plane of fracture, or "plane of elementary strain" was about 1 in 3½, away 

from the goaf over the solid coal. 

In a case that came before the House of Lords, the horizontal draw of the surface was proved to be 

over 900 feet from the working-face.    The seam was 5   feet thick,   steeply   inclined, and   worked   

by   a   slant   from   the   outcrop,   and   the   buildings damaged were situated just about where a 

line at right angles to the inclination of the seam at the working-face cut the surface, the length of 

this line being 990 feet.    The buildings stood upon an alluvial deposit of sandy subsoil, which 

probably accelerated the damage.*  

Mr.   Halbaum's   paper   corroborated,   from   the   theoretical point of view, the results that had 

been frequently observed in practice.  



DISCUSSION OF   MR.  G.  C.  WOOD'S    PAPER ON THE "DETERMINATION OF THE SPECIFIC 

ELECTRICAL   RESISTANCE   OF   COAL,   ORES,   ETC.'†  

Mr. D. Burns (Carlisle) wrote that, in the discussion on this Paper, it was somewhat remarkable that 

so much notice was taken of the Barton limestone as a suitable ballast for electric lines,  

* "Notes on Subsidence," by Mr.   R. W. Dron, The   Journal of the  British Society of Mining Students, 

1889, vol. xi., page 122.  

† Trans. Inst. M. E., 1905, vol. xxx., page 99. 
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while Lazonby sandstone, with over eight times the resistance was ignored.    Lazonby sandstone is 

comparable with limestone for hardness and general suitability.    He hoped that Mr. Wood would 

extend the test to granite, whin and Threlkeld stone 

It is interesting to glance at the bearing of these resistance measurements on the theories that have 

been put forward regarding metalliferous veins. Mr. John Leithart, an Alston mine-agent, as far back 

as 1838, argued that mineral veins were formed bv the disruptive discharge of electricity, and there 

is much in the appearance of veins to recommend this view. But he makes use of these unfortunate 

words :—" The calcareous strata, being earthy salts, are better conductors of electricity than the 

siliceous; and the siliceous are, in general, better conductors than the argillaceous. " *  Mr. Wood's 

values of the specific electric resistances scarcely bear out this statement; but, with blue shale 

varying between 13,000 and 432,900 ohms, sandstone between 20,300 and 8,375,000 ohms, and 

limestone between 1,014,000 and 2,900,000 ohms, it seems difficult to state a general rule. 

It would be very interesting to have a cross-section plotted out of one of the best known and richest 

veins, and a test made of the resistance of each bed as shewn by specimens taken from the mine on 

the line of the section. 

Mr. Leithart argued that the vein-matter had been carried by weak galvanic currents into the vein, 

but surely such high electrical resistances would be fatal to that theory, even if there was nothing 

else against it. 

 

 

Mr. J. Stewart MacGregor read the following paper on "The Alumino-thermic Welding Process, and 

its Application to General Engineering" : — 

* Practical Observations on the Mechanical Structure, Mode of formation, the Repletion or Filling up, 

and the Intersection and Relative Age of Mineral Veins; with the Application of Several New 

Theoretical Principles to the Art of Mining, 1838, page 24. 
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THE   ALUMINO-THERMIC   WELDING   PROCESS,   AND ITS APPLICATION   TO   GENERAL  

ENGINEERING. 



By  J.  STEWART MACGREGOR. 

Introduction.—The subject of this paper may be somewhat unattractive, but no one interested in 

engineering would be inclined to question its importance. It is not the writer's intention to enter into 

the scientific elements of the various metals and alloys that are produced in connection with Dr. 

Hans Goldschmidt's alumino-thermics,* or to the history and developments of thermit iron and 

metal alloys. 

The two elements of most frequent occurrence are oxygen and aluminium. By producing, in a 

suitable manner, their chemical combination, a temperature is created, that is about equal to that of 

the electric arc. On this discovery, is based the new metallurgy, called "alumino-thermics." The 

proper manner of combining aluminium with oxygen is not by taking atmospheric oxygen, but the 

solid oxygen contained in oxides of the metals; and these are mixed with finely granulated or 

pulverized aluminium. The resulting mixture is the heat-producer called "thermit." 

The next aim was to produce this intense heat in the most simple and efficacious manner, and then 

to discover the fields to which it could be applied to the best advantage. An important discovery was 

made, in the course of observing the properties of thermit when ignited in one spot, that the 

combustion continued throughout the whole mass without any supply of heat from outside. The 

thermit is placed in a crucible, which is not in contact with any external source of heat, and the 

combustion, once started, embraces the whole mass in a very short time. In the crucible, after the 

reaction, there are two layers: The bottom 

* "Practical Applications of the Process for the Production of High Temperatures by the Combustion  

of   Aluminium,"  by   Dr.  Hans Goldschmidt,   Trans.  M. E., 1901, vol. xix., page 411. 
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one is pure metal of equal weight to, but occupying only third of the space of, the top layer of oxide 

of aluminium, or so-called corundum.    These two layers, when the reaction has taken place, are 

rapidly poured over the rim of the crucible, if it be desired to pour out the slag first; or, if pure   iron 

be desired, the crucible is tapped at the bottom.    It is not difficult to distinguish between the slag, 

which flows first, and the bright over-heated metal.    Many years ago,   attempts   were   made to 

apply the reducing properties of aluminium; but, without execution, the experimenters heated their 

compounds externally, the reaction being so violent that they could only operate with very small 

quantities.    It will be easily seen that to arrive at alumino-thermics on a commercial scale, from 

such   a   starting point required patient and assiduous study. 

Thermit is not an explosive, and, when thrown on the fire, it will not burn. The heat created by the 

reaction, 5,400° Fahr. is so great that if a wrought-iron plate, 1 inch thick, be placed under the 

crucible when tapped, the liquid metal will burn a hole straight through it, and leave a perfectly 

smooth edge. 

In all exo-thermic processes, the physical properties of the ingredients, in this case particularly those 

of the oxides of the metals, require consideration; and, then, the methods of manufacture must be 

worked out, in detail, for each case. 

The applications of the alumino-thermic process may be roughly divided into two divisions, the one 

(a) concerning the metallurgist, and the other (b) the engineer, the latter being summarized in the 



word "welding." The study of the metallurgical application preceded that of the other by a few 

years. 

Metallurgy.—Among   the   pure    metals    produced    by   the aluminogenetic reaction,  the  writer  

may  mention   chromium, free from carbon, as having already found a large market in this country.    

It is used in the manufacture of particular qualities of chromium-steel, with a limited percentage of 

carbon.    It is considerably used for self-hardening tool-steels, containing 5 to 6   per   cent.   of   

chromium,   about   double   that   percentage   of tungsten,   and   from   0.6   to   0.7   per   cent.   of   

carbon.      Pure manganese, also produced by this process, finds employment in the manufacture of 

copper and nickel, and in the production various kinds of manganese-steel of great strength. 
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Welding. -The application of thermit that is receiving the widest attention and practical utilization, is 

the alumino-thermic welding process     The   most  important  of  these   welding  processes is the 

one by which a continuous  rail,  a  necessity for electric-tramway   track-construction,   is   simply,   

cheaply   and effectively    obtained.      Engineers     speedily     recognized     the advantages to be 

obtained from the thermit-welded rail-joint, and, in the first year, 20,000 joints were welded in  

about 40 cities.  Welded rail-joints were first used, in this country, on the Leeds tramways, since 

when Glasgow, Manchester,  Nottingham and many other towns have adopted thermit-welding;   

and, at 

Fig. 1.— Outfit for Welding Rails. 

[Photograph] 

present, tramway-rail welding is being carried out in the principal towns in Great Britain, U.S. 

America, South America and many of the British colonies, embracing a wide range of temperatures. 

The advantage of the thermit system of welding is the absence of any bulky equipment: all that is 

required (Fig. 1) being a crucible and some mould-cases, and, if a complete butt-weld of the rail be 

desired, a rail-clamp; and the full welding-equipment can be transported in an ordinary hand-truck. 

The material required for each weld is supplied separately, and, according to the section of the rail 

to be welded, varies from 14 to 23 pounds. 
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Under ordinary conditions, two men will make a complete joint in from 30 to 40 minutes: rather less 

than the time required to complete an ordinary joint, with fish-plates and bonds. The moulds (Fig. 2) 

vary according to the section of rail to be welded; they are made by filling a sheet or malleable cast-

iron case, after it has been fixed upon a model of the rail, using a fine loamy sand, and drying it in an 

oven (Fig-. 3) for about 2 hours. 

Fig. 2.—Models and Moulds. a, Model for the Lip-side of Rail, with Shell of Mould. b, Appliance for 

Ramming in Sand. c, Model for Tread-side of Rail. d, Half-mould for Lip-side of Rail.  e, Shell of Half-

mould for Tread-side of Rail.  f, Half-mould for Tread-side of Rail. 

[Photographs] 



In making a rail-joint, the rails must be placed in true alignment, the clamps must be fixed, if they are 

to be used, but this is not absolutely necessary. The rail-ends must be slightly warmed, all rust and 

foreign matter must be removed, and the rail-heads must be painted with some refractory material. 

The mould-cases are then applied, all joints and intersections being carefully luted with sand or clay, 

and the moulds are lightly packed round with sand, so as to prevent any escape of molten metal.   

The crucible is fixed in a perpendicular position, with the 
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tapping-hole placed over the runner provided in the mould. The thermit in the crucible is ignited, 

and, so soon as the reaction is complete, which demands about 15 seconds, the crucible is tapped 

(Fig. 4) and the weld is made by the iron that flows out of the bottom of the crucible, and round the 

web and foot of the rail, melting them and forming one homogeneous mass, in the form of a band or 

shoe. The liquid slag, which follows the metal, is diverted to the top of the rail and brings the latter 

to a welding-heat: the whole section of the rail being thus heated equally. The rigidity of the joint is 

particularly great, and, under hydraulic pressure, the break occurs outside the welded zone, as with 

the shoe, welded on to the section of the rail, the joint is really stronger than the rail. 

Fig. 3.- Oven for drying Moulds. 

[Photograph] 

It is wellknown that there are hundreds of mechanical joints of rails, none of which have given entire 

satisfaction.      The demand for a really continuous rail, that is to say, having everywhere practically 

the same section, and undergoing, in all parts, the same wear and tear, is justified;   and, on electric 

tramways and railways, using the rails for conducting the return current, the  welding  has   an   

additional   advantage,   because   the   rails, then,  form a perfect electric conductor.    Copper 

bonds, when new and well fixed,  give every satisfaction;   but, in  course of 
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time, the skin-resistance increases, causing leakage of current and leading to  electrolysis   and  

interruption   of  gas-pipes and water-pipes.    Welded rail-joints greatly reduce the maintenance 

cost of the track, rolling-stock and equipment. 

Before leaving the question of tramway rail-welding,  the writer may briefly refer to the question of 

linear expansion which is so often raised, and seems to scare many engineers.   Tramway- 

Fig. 4.—Welding Rails, with Clamps, at Doncaster. 

[Photograph] 

rails, buried in the street, are distinct from the rails, on main lines of railways, that are exposed over 

their entire surface to the air, and are not exposed to a wide change of temperature; and the annual 

range of temperature is very much less than that of the atmosphere. With a rise of temperature, the 

tramway-rail of course tends to expand, and with a fall to contract.  These forces are, however, 

insignificant when compared with the 
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tensile strength of the steel of a tramway-rail, being only about 300 pounds of tension per square 

inch for every degree Fahr. that the temperature varies: consequently this bogey may be dismissed 

as of no importance. 

The third or conductor-rails of electric tramways have been weIded by the thermit process.    In 

Paris, many miles of track with the third rail welded (Fig. 5) are in operation, and giving every 

satisfaction.    In the surburban railway, from Berlin to Grosslichterfelde, the third rail has been 

welded over a length of 13½ miles; and on several other railways to a greater or less extent.    The 

welding of the third rail can be   done  with  or without a crucible (Fig. 6). 

Fig. 5— Welding the Third Rail on the Metropolitan Railway, Paris. 

[Photograph] 

The question of the continuous rail, as exposed on railways, is practicable within certain limits.    In 

France, the welding of the rail-joints on bridges and viaducts is being carried out, to lessen or 

prevent vibration;   and the question is being investigated, at the present time, in this country.    

Steel-girders,   for   constructional   work,   can,   of   course,   be welded in the same way as rails; 

and, for really solid jointing, equal to the strength of the girder,  thermit-welding is, necessarily, 

cheaper than riveting. 
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In all cases of welding, with the exception of welding hollow iron, the thermit-iron is first drawn from 

the crucible. 

The writer proposes to give a practical demonstration of welding, which will, he has no doubt, 

interest the members more than any further explanations. 

Repairs.—The next field of application is the repair of solid iron and steel objects. Thermit produces 

50 per cent. of mild steel with 0.1 per cent. of carbon; it can be hardened, if desired by the addition 

of manganese, and faulty castings can be corrected, and broken or worn-out parts of machinery 

repaired. When the distance from the construction-shops is a consideration, and in all outlying 

districts, this is of particular value. For   instance,   a  regular   supply  of   thermit   is   sent   to   South 

Fig. 6.—Welding of the Third Rail, without a Crucible. 

[Diagram] 

Africa for the repairs of machinery (Fig. 7) in the mining districts. Certain rules must be observed on 

repair-work, and especially the slag must not be allowed to get mixed with the iron; a little 

experience in the construction of the mould and in the proper position of the runner and riser will 

prevent this. 

Shafts, up to 12 inches in diameter, and the stern-posts an propeller-shafts of steam vessels, have 

been repaired by the thermit process with remarkable success and in an incredibly short time. 

Recently, the broken spokes of driving-wheels of locomotives (Fig. 8) have been successfully repaired 

at the Darling engineering-works of the North-eastern Railway Company. 
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The s.s. "Rockton" entered the Mort dock, Sydney, on January 5th, 1905; and, on examination, the 

keel of the cast-steel stern-frame shewed three distinct fractures, each about 6 inches apart: the 

first fracture being about 12 inches from the stern-post. These fractures were opened out to a width 

of 1 inch by drills and chisels, until solid metal was found. The stern-post was heated, the necessary 

moulds were placed in position, and 1,200 pounds of thermit and 120 pounds of steel-filings were 

used. The metal was applied as a homogeneous collar to the stern-frame, 24 inches long, 2½ inches 

thick at each 

Fig 7.—Repairing a Large Shaft in the Transvaal. 

[Photograph] 

side, 2 inches thick at the top and ¾ inch thick at the bottom, thus forming a complete 

amalgamation of the thermit-steel and the cast-steel of the fractured stern-post. This repair was 

pronounced to be perfect by the officers of the New South Wales Government and Lloyd's 

surveyors. This repair was satisfactorily accomplished by thermit, within 3 days from the time that 

the steamer floated into the dock until she was ready for leaving again. 

Welding Pipes.—The application of the process to the welding of wrought-iron   pipes   is  somewhat  

different,   because  the 
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heat of the iron, if applied direct, would destroy the thin walls of the pipe.    In this case, the 

corundum-slag, formed on th top of the liquid in the crucible, comes into practical use; being poured 

out of the crucible, it has the properties of adhering instantaneously, in a thin layer, to any object 

with which it comes in contact, and of being impervious to the liquid thermit-iron.    The sequence of 

operation is, therefore, changed, and the slag is made to flow out of the crucible before the iron. 

To butt-weld pipes, the ends must be made to fit accurately to each other, and must be made bright 

with a file or emery-paper. The two pipes are then firmly pressed together by a clamp, and an iron-

mould is attached.    After pouring off the 

Fig. 8.—Repairing a Spoke in the Driving-wheel ok a Locomotive. 

[Photograph] 

contents of the crucible, the welding-temperature will be attained in about 2 minutes; the clamps 

must then be tightened, and with one turn of the screw the weld is completed. The surrounding 

mass of slag and iron can be easily removed, and such welds will stand any amount of pressure. 

Many thousands of pipe-welds have been made and tested with satisfactory results. The operation 

can be made anywhere and in any position, and costs much less than a solid flange-joint. The 

dimensions of the moulds and the quantity of thermit required have been carefully tabulated, for 

every size of wrought-iron pipe from 1 inch to 6 inches in  diameter. 
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Annealing.—A special application of the alumino-thermic process has been found in the annealing of 

armour-plates. The face having been hardened by carburization, it is quite impossible to work such 

plates with chisel or drill, and the “spots,” up to the present time, had been heated by an oxy-

hydrogen flame or electricity. Both methods are exceedingly slow, as the application of the flame 

must be altered repeatedly, with the work of drilling; and, with electricity, a special and rather 

complicated apparatus is required, The plate is annealed right through by pouring liquid thermit 

over the rim of a flat-bottomed crucible, so as to leave a layer, about 1½ inches thick, on the spot; 

this is left to cool for about an hour, and is then removed. The annealing is absolutely local: the 

material outside the annealing-zone remaining perfectly hard, the operation can be made on every 

part of the plate, and the annealing can extend to large spots, and to the entire length of the edges. 

The operation is based on the wellknown property of the alumino-thermic reaction, the two layers 

formed in the crucible, after the compound has been burned down, being perfectly distinct, the 

lighter slag floating on the top and the heavy liquid metal resting at the bottom. The slag will coat 

with a thin layer, any metal object with which it comes in contact, and is so refractory that the 

highly-heated liquid steel cannot melt through it. The thermit may not be ignited on the plate, 

because part of the thermit-steel would melt on the plate during the reaction, and damage it. 

Heating Metals.—In addition to ordinary thermit,  amongst, others,  is  the  so-called  "sinter-

thermit,"   which  does  not  get fused by the reaction, it only sinters, and the particles of iron and  

slag   remain  intermingled.    The  temperature   of   reaction of this thermit is a full white heat, and 

it differs from welding-thermit, in so far as it is not ignited in a crucible, but put in a layer, about 1 

inch thick, on the object to be heated; and is there ignited.    Of course it must be kept from 

spreading by placing a sort of mould, if only a piece of sheet-iron, around the object to be heated.    

Sinter-thermit is used principally to heat metal-pieces to red heat, and, in particular, it is used to 

hard-solder copper with iron, or copper with copper.    The general preparations are the same as for 

any other kind of hard soldering;   but this process effects the operation more quickly than a 

charcoal-fire or a blow-pipe.  
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Castings.—A compound of thermit, containing an admixture of oxide of titanium, is used for the 

purpose of preventing blow-holes in  castings,  driving  out  the  gases  and   impurities, and 

rendering the metal more fluid.    This compound yields an alloy of iron, with titanium, which   enters   

the   liquid   metal;   the reaction takes place throughout the contents of the ladle and thoroughly 

stirs them up in the space of a minute.    Fig.9 shews a ladle of molten metal, as taken from the 

cupola, containing the tin of titan-thermit attached to an iron rod, the molten metal ignites   the 

thermit, and   causes the reaction to take place in the ladle. 

Fig. 9. – Titan-thermit Treatment of Castings. 

[Diagram] 

The gases and the particles of slag are driven upwards, so that the fluidity of the iron is increased. 

The effect of the titanium is to bind small quantities of nitrogen, to increase the fluidity of the cast-

iron, and to produce a finer grain; and, for this purpose, it is supplied in tins of various sizes, 

according to the quantity of metal to be treated. Two open-sand plates cast from the same ladle, 

one before the addition of titanium and one after, will at once show the value of the treatment. The 

process is equally applicable to small steel castings. 



Anti-piping thermit has found a very important application in the prevention of the familiar 

phenomenon of piping, when casting large steel ingots (Fig. 10). In the heads of such blocks, hollow 

spaces are found, mostly causing 30 to 40 per cent. of loss. A tin of the thermit is introduced, of 

course, only after the piping has been formed; and the head-layer, which has already become solid,  

is broken through for this  purpose.    Immediately after 
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the reaction  is completed,  molten  steel,  held  in  readiness  for this purpose,   is  poured   into  the   

open   hole.    This   method   is really very simple, and one learns very quickly thg proper time for 

introducing the box containing the thermit.    Moreover, the application is very cheap, only about 10 

pounds of thermit being required for blocks weighing about 20 tons.    After the treatment, relatively 

very small flaws are to be  found,  and these only occur in the upper part of the block, so that the 

loss is very small.    This method has also been applied to revive steel, which has become plastic in 

the runners or risers of steel castings. 

Fig. 10 shows, on the left-hand, a steel-ingot, A, and the dark space in the centre represents piping. 

Three parts of this ingot would require to be cut away so as to leave a solid ingot, as indicated by the 

lines.    The drawing in the centre shows the 

Fig. 10.—Anti-piping Thermit Treatment of Castings. 

[Diagrams] 

method of treating the ingot, B, with anti-piping thermit, when the steel is getting cold. The 

remaining drawing, C, shows the result of the treatment, only very small flaws can be seen, and 

there is very little waste in the ingot. 

Repairs.—Thermit may be applied to special kinds of repair-work, such as the replacement of broken 

bosses on rolls. The surface, on which the new boss is to be welded, is brought to fusion-heat, by 

pouring a little liquid iron on it, and this is then covered by a quantity of thermit. This is ignited, and 

enables the liquid metal, which is then poured on it, to weld evenly the 
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roll.    On account of the possibility of using large quantities thermit, and obtaining, at a moment's 

notice, any quantity of liquid steel, the process is particularly useful for very large welds. 

In the   Russo-Japanese war,   thermit played an   important part, especially on the Russian side.    

After the first attack of the Japanese on the Russian fleet in Port Arthur, several tons of thermit were 

delivered to the Russian Government, and the speedy repairs of the Russian ships were, in many 

cases, due to the use of thermit for welding.   The Japanese also used thermit but before the war, 

thermit was less known in Japan than in Russia. 

Moulds.—The writer may state that, in all instances of welding, with the exception of standard rail or 

tube sections, all mould-cases and moulds require to be made suitable for the work to be executed. 

It is necessary to study carefully the pattern, when making moulds, to adjust the pressure of 

ramming, and to consider the disposition of the runners and risers. 



The sand requires to be refractory, so as to withstand the high temperature. Generally, there is little 

difficulty in obtaining a good steel moulding-sand. It is not advisable to use sand with too fine a 

grain; while sand of a coarse nature serves to open up the pores, and provides a ready means of exit 

for the gases formed during the running. The strength or toughness of the sand should be such that, 

on squeezing some of it in the hand, the lumps, so formed, will retain their shape and sustain a slight 

pressure between the finger and thumb before breaking. 

Conclusion.—Of course, some practical experience is imperative before large quantities of thermit 

can be successfully handled. This experience, however, is not difficult to acquire by the engineer or 

mechanic; and the whole operation, when seen from a spectator's point of view, is so simple that it 

has a tendency to lead the clerical individual to believe that he can operate as successfully as the 

engineer or mechanic. Some quill-drivers are inclined to underrate the mechanic, and most of the 

failures in this country can be traced to the operator not being experienced, or having to come 

under the influence of the layman. 

The lantern-slide pictures show work that has been done in all parts of the world.       The writer has 

no doubt that they will 
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interest  the  members,  and  emphasize  the  developments  and capabilities of the alumino-thermit 

welding process, as applied to engineering generally. 

Mr T. E. Forster asked whether thermit had been applied to the continuous welding of railway-rails. 

The difficulty had always presented itself to his mind, as to how the linear expansion and contraction 

could be overcome; but if the rail was covered, as in the case of tramway-rails, this difficulty was 

minimized to a considerable extent. 

Mr. J. S. MacGregor said that it was quite practicable to weld tramway-rails to any length, but the 

same length of exposed railway-rails could not be united. The application of welded railway-rails in 

tunnel-work and bridge-work was under consideration, by some British railway-engineers, but the 

length that could be safely welded into one piece had not yet been determined. Expansion-joints 

would, of course, have to be placed at certain distances, where the rails were exposed. In France, 

lengths of 180 to 300 feet or so were welded, and then expansion-joints were used. 

Mr. J. B. Atkinson (H.M. Inspector of Mines) said that the welding process might with advantage be 

applied to steel rail-guides in shafts. A continuous rail from the top to the bottom of a shaft would 

materially lessen the friction, and assist the running of the cage. As regarded the welding of rails on 

ordinary railways or tramways, it occurred to him that considerable trouble in cutting the rail would 

be incurred, when they were to be replaced; and it might counterbalance any advantage 

experienced in using a continuous rail. 

Mr.  MacGregor said that welded  tramway-rails  could  be taken out much faster than rails fitted 

with the ordinary fishplate  and  sole-plate  joints,  made  with   18  bolts,  which  were generally all 

rusted and required considerable time to unscrew.  The continuous rail could be easily cut by the 

ordinary nicking process.    The welding process had not been applied to the repairing of boilers.    

Boiler-plates,   in his   opinion,   were relatively thin;  and there would be considerable chance of 

over-heating the metal and making another break. 
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Prof.   Henry  Louis  asked   whether  any  test-pieces of the metallic iron, constituting the welding 

material, had been  made, and, if so, what was the tensile strength, the elongation and the 

contraction of area of such iron. 

Mr. W. C. Blackett said that, taking boiler-repairs as an illustration, it was easily understood that the 

boiler-plate was too thin for the application of the process;   but, if the method could be applied, 

would the writer expect the metal to be elastic and as strong as the original plate? 

Mr. MacGregor replied that the weld would be the strongest part of the article welded; and, if 

another break took place it would be made in the original metal. For instance, in a tramway-rail, the 

weld would not break, as it was much thicker than the original metal. The base of the rail and the 

web was welded and a certain open space was left at the head; and the break occurred below the 

head of the rail and extended to the base of the rail, beyond the weld. 

Mr. T. E. Forster proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. MacGregor for his extremely interesting paper and 

the demonstrations of the process. He thought that the process might be usefully employed at 

collieries, in the repair of heavy machinery, flywheels, etc. The process might be extremely useful 

and much cheaper than the older methods, which entailed considerable delay. 

Prof. Louis, in seconding the vote of thanks, said that the process was a valuable and interesting one. 

The motion was cordially approved. 

 

DISCUSSION  OF   MR.   J.   H.   PIFFAUT'S   PAPER   ON "THE    USE    OF    CEMENT-CONCRETE    IN    

THE WORKING OF THICK   COAL-SEAMS."* 

Dr. J. R. M. Robertson (Sydney, New South Wales) wrote that the idea of forming an artificial roof of 

concrete for the lower workings was ingenious and worthy of commendation. It was one, however, 

which, while it might be applied with advantage at a particular colliery where all the conditions were 

specially 

* Trans. lnst. M.E., 1905, vol. xxix., page 274; and vol. xxx., page 1210. 
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favourable, was not one that could be adopted universally, even where the thickness of the coal-

seam admitted of its application.  

He knew of coal-seams where the condition of the roof and of the seam would contra-indicate its 

adoption;  where the roof would require special support before even a limited space could be  

cleared for the layer of concrete ; where the refuse in the seam as so abundant that space for the 

successive bands of concrete could not be obtained, except by an expenditure that would be 

prohibitive. 

In the Maitland coal-field of New South Wales, the Greta seam (the lowest workable seam in the 

series) was being, and had been, opened out at several collieries. It is a thick coal-seam, as a rule, 

freely interlaminated with stone-bands, and varies in thickness from 4½ to 26 feet. It is prone to split 

into two or more seams, or to coalesce by the thickening and diminution or disappearance of one or 



more of these partings or refuse-bands. At the collieries where the thick section prevails, several 

bands of stone or refuse are interlaminated. The quality of the coal in the upper division differed 

from that in the lower portion of the seam, and as the New South Wales markets were few, and as 

buyers would only accept the finest quality obtainable, so far as he could see at present only about 8 

or 9 feet of this great seam was likely to be won. The conditions of the New South Wales markets 

militated against the adoption of systems of working calculated to win the whole or the maximum 

possible quantity of coal. 

If the pillars in the upper horizontal slice of the coal-seam at the Perrecy collieries were recovered 

before the lower horizontal slice in that part of the colliery was attacked, the advantages of a 

concrete roof under the old bords were apparent. 

Regarding the cost of this work at the Perrecy collieries, he (Dr. Robertson) was inclined to think that 

the actual cost had been   underestimated,   and   that   the   cost   might   exceed   2¼d. per ton.    

No allowance appeared to be made for (a) breaking the slag into sizes suitable for concrete work 

only 9 inches in thickness;   (b)  for lowering  and  conveying,  and handling the materials 

underground;   (c) for lifting the 12 inches of floor referred to;   (d) for collecting and spreading the 

coal-dust;   (e) for laying the stone-layer of new packing;  (f) while the cost of laying and ramming 

(1d.) was in his opinion totally inadequate. 
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Similar work in New South Wales would be done at the following rates:—Labourers at the surface, 

7s. to 7s. 6d. per day; enginemen, 10s. per day; shiftmen below, 10s. per day; wheelers or hauliers, 

7s. to 7s. 6d. per day, and horse extra; cement, £3 12s. per ton; sand, 3s. per ton, on the surface; 

broken stones, 5s. per cubic yard, at the surface; and from these, worked out into the hours and 

work done by New South Wales workmen, the concrete would cost there in a seam, 9 feet thick, 

upwards of 2s. per ton. 

As their finest coal was being sold at 4s. 6d. per ton in the wagons at the pit-top, the cost of this 

ingenious method of forming an artificial roof, if it were adopted or thought of in New South Wales, 

would be prohibitive. The system was, therefore, not suitable for general application. He (Dr. 

Robertson) was afraid that the favourable conditions prevailing at the Perrecy collieries did not apply 

to other countries, where thick coal-seams were extensively worked, of sufficient thickness to be 

won by successive horizontal slices working from above downward. 

It would be interesting to receive the opinions of experienced engineers who have the control of the 

thick-coal collieries of Staffordshire and Warwickshire in England, Fifeshire and Renfrewshire in 

Scotland, or Pennsylvania in America, or in India, where exceptionally thick coal-seams are also 

worked, upon this method; and whether, in their opinion, it could be introduced into those countries 

with advantage. Personally, he entertained a suspicion that in all those districts the system of 

recovery that long experience had induced them to adopt and pursue would be retained, and would 

not give place to the Perrecy system. 

DISCUSSION OF MR. E. O. FORSTER BROWN'S PAPER ON "A METHOD OF PACKING EXCAVATIONS IN 

COAL-SEAMS BY MEANS OF WATER"* 

Dr. J. R. M. Robertson (Sydney, New South Wales) wrote that this system of packing by running sand 

or granulated clay, with a sufficiency of water, from the surface by means of pipes to fill 



underground goafs, so lucidly described by Mr. E. O. Forster Brown, as practised at some large 

Continental collieries, must be, where applicable, a perfect protection from serious general 

* Trans. Inst. M.  E.,   1904, vol.  xxviii.,  page 325 : and  vol.  xxix., pages 3 and 599. 
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movements of the overlying strata, as well as from underground  fires.  The method was not, 

however, new, as many years ago, in the anthracite-regions of Pennsylvania, the goafs of some 

favourably situated collieries were filled with small coal and pit-refuse, which was run down by 

means of pipes and carried by water exactly as described by Mr. Forster Brown. In those cases the 

water that carried down the small coal ran off "level free''.  It appeared to him that this system of 

packing could only be applied within comparatively narrow limits. The presence of unlimited loose 

material contiguous to, and above the level of, the colliery and of sufficient water was a sine qua 

non. It was manifestly inapplicable if the colliery was heavily watered, or where the floor or 

pavement was soft, or would swell with water. He (Dr. Robertson) could not see how it could be 

applied to fill up wastes lying to the rise of the shafts down which the pipes were led. He did not see 

how any one accumulation of pit-debris would be sufficient to supply the requirements of several 

large collieries, if practising this system; and in addition, conveniently situated sand-hills would be 

necessary. The cost and never-ending trouble, arising from pumping large quantities of gritty water 

had, he was afraid, been underestimated, while the sloppy and uncomfortable condition of the road-

ways had not been fully described or appreciated. In New South Wales, where all the conditions 

present for an application of this system were not present, where the saving of labour and money to 

an employer was disregarded by the labourers, where the wet roads that this method would entail 

would not be tolerated by the workmen, while the Arbitration Court, if invoked, would not lend a 

deaf ear to serious claims for compensation from this cause by pampered workmen. 

Many mines in New South Wales are dry, and none have anything like the quantity of water 

necessary to convey the clay and sand into the workings. During the too frequent droughts, 

occurring in New South Wales, many of the collieries do not give off sufficient water to raise steam, 

and are obliged, at great expense, to convey water, for steam-raising, by train. 

He was, therefore, inclined to think that this system of packing goafs had many disadvantages, and 

did not admit of general application. 
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THE  NORTH  OF   ENGLAND  INSTITUTE   OF  MlNING AND   MECHANICAL   ENGINEERS.           

GENERAL MEETING, 

Held in the Wood Memorial Hall, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, April 7th, 1906. 

Mr. C. C. LEACH, in the Chair. 

The Secretary read the minutes of the last General Meeting, and reported the proceedings of the 

Council at their meetings on March 24th and that day. 

THE COURRIÈRES  DISASTER. 



The Chairman (Mr. C. C. Leach) moved a vote of condolence with their mining friends in the terrible 

explosion at the Courrières collieries. It was interesting to recall that The North of England Institute 

of Mining and Mechanical Engineers was formed in 1852 as the outcome of an explosion at Seaton 

colliery, and their sympathies must go out to the relatives of those who had been lost; and also to 

the managers of the pits and to the inspectors of mines. The number of persons killed in a mine-

explosion was in a great measure due to chance, for it depended on how many men were in the pit 

at the time. ln the present case, all the pits were connected, with the view of securing better 

ventilation; but this seemed to have caused the accident to affect all the pits instead of being 

confined to one. There was a feeling that special apparatus should be provided for use in exploring 

the mine after an explosion: but he thought that much might be said in favour of the British method 

of the explorers taking the pure air in with them, and being hindered by encumbrances as little as 

possible. He moved vote of sympathy with the sufferers, the mine-managers, ant the inspectors of 

mines. 

Mr. J. B. Atkinson (H.M. Inspector of Mines), in seconding the proposal, said that the number of lives 

lost in this explosion 
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exceeded that  of any previous  colliery accident.    He thought that the greatest mining fatality in 

this country was that which occurred at the Oaks colliery, on December 12th, 1866, when 334 

persons lost their lives, a second explosion, on the following day, caused the death of 27 explorers, 

making a total of 361 deaths; there had never been anything approaching in numbers the French 

catastrophe, and, as the Chairman had said, the number of shafts seemed to have added to the loss 

of life. He remembered on the occasion of the Seaham explosion, in 1880, that a good deal was said 

about the necessity of providing more shafts, and it was urged that there should have been more 

shafts for the area that was worked. At the French colliery, however, the mining royalty, he would 

imagine, was larger than that at Seaham, and with a larger number of shafts; and yet, instead of 

making the mine any safer, this had apparently led to greater loss of life. The occurrence was 

extremely sad, and their sympathies, as representing one of the leading mining districts in Great 

Britain, must go out to the sufferers. 

The vote was agreed to. 

The following gentlemen were elected, having been previously nominated: — 

Members— 

Mr. Rudolf Rodewald, Manager, Nenthead Mines, Nenthead, Alston. S.O.,  Cumberland. 

Mr. Peter Vilhelm Tuxen, Mining Engineer and Surveyor, 60, Market Street, Melbourne, Victoria, 

Australia. 

Mr. Henry Widdas, Colliery Manager, Beechburn Grange, Howdon-le-Wear, S.O., County Durham. 

Associates—  

Mr.  Edward Baty   Forster,   Mechanical   Engineer,   28,  Dene Terrace, Ryton, S.O., County Durham.  

Mr. Benjamin Richardson, Deputy, 1, Davy Street. Deanbank, Ferry Hill.  

Mr.   Hugh Lishman Yielder, Master-shifter, 14, Moor View, Ryton, S.O.,  County Durham. 



Student—  

Mr.  William Calland, Mining Student, Hedley Hope Colliery, Tow Law. S.O., County Durham. 

Mr. Léon André’s paper on "A Conveyor for filling Coal at the Face" was read as follows: — 
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A  CONVEYOR  FOR   FILLING  COAL   AT   THE   FACE* 

By   LÈON   ANDRÈ. 

This conveyor, now working at the Marcinelle-Nord collieries was designed by Mr. P. Fontenelle, 

mining engineer to the above collieries. Its application is becoming general there, and has given very 

satisfactory results in coal-faces, where the inclination is insufficient for the coal to slide down under 

the action of gravity. Its great simplicity and strength make the appliance satisfactory for the 

conditions required for working belowground. 

Fig. 1 – Cross-section of the conveyor. 

[Diagram] 

The conveyor (Figs. 1, 2 and 3) consists of wrought-iron troughs, C, about 10 feet (3 metres) long, 

fastened together end to end, making a continuous trough, suspended, from the crown-trees, by 

means of chains provided with hooks (Fig. 1). The conveyor, placed parallel to the working-face, is 

carried far enough into the road to enable the coal to be loaded direct into the tubs, when the road 

is cut sufficiently deep into the thill of the seam (Fig. 2). 

The conveyor, thus erected, has been worked up to the present time by the hand of the loader, who 

simply gives it an oscillating movement, the effect of which is to cause the material in it to move in 

the direction of the inclination. 

When the slope is zero or insufficient, a bumping block is attached to one of the troughs, which at 

each forward stroke 

*  " Note sur un Transporteur des Charbons abattus dans les Tailles, " by Mr. Léon André, Annales 

des Mines de Belgique, 1905, vol. x., pages 903 to 906. 
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strikes against  a  spring fixed  to  the  timbers.     The trough   is placed as near as possible to the 

floor, in order to enable the hewers to fill it as easily as possible, and in order to diminish 

Fig. 2.—Longitudinal-section of the Conveyor. 

[Diagram] 

the exertion required to work the appliance, this exertion being less for equal outputs in proportion 

as the suspending chains are longer. A man can work a conveyor, from 50 to 70 feet (15 to 20 

metres) long, discharging 30 tons of coal per day in a 

Fig. 3.—Plan of the Conveyor. 



[Diagram] 

seam 30 inches to 36 inches (0.8 to 0.9 metre) high, having an inclination of 10 to 15 degrees. 

Experiments for working the conveyor by power have given satisfactory results.    Each conveyor will, 

in a short time, be 
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provided with a  motor-cylinder,  M,  driven by compress air, fitted  upon a drill-stand, A (Figs.  1,  2 

and 3).    The cylinder is oscillating, and the movement is conveyed by  means of a link, B.    A 

crosshead, fixed to the end of the piston-rod works in the link, B, in such a manner as to give to the 

trough, C, the requisite length of stroke according to circumstances. 

The   percussive rock-drill,   being inactive during the time when coal is being taken down, can be 

utilized to actuate the conveyor to the limit of its capacity. 

It is possible, by means of the motor, to obtain a movement of the coal or of the stone in any desired 

direction, whatever may be the inclination of the trough; thus, the stone, cut in making height, can, 

in case of need, be carried up the face for stowing. 

The conveyor is placed in position during the night-shift and is ready for work at the commencement 

of the coal-fillng shift.          

                                                                                        

The Chairman (Mr. C. C. Leach) said that the thanks of the members were due to the writer of the 

paper, for drawing attention to a device which would save back-bye stonework in thin seams. It 

would be necessary to adopt conveyors in the thinner seams, which were every day becoming 

dearer to work. 

Mr. M. Walton Brown seconded the resolution, which was cordially approved. 

 

DISCISSION OF  MR.   H. W. G.   HALBAUM'S  PAPER ON    "THE   GREAT   PLANES   OF   STRAIN   IN   

THE ABSOLUTE ROOF OF MINES.'* 

Mr  Philip Kirkup (Birtley) wrote that, in many respects, he agreed with the views that Mr. H. W. G. 

Halbaum had expressed in his paper.     The absolute "under-draw" varied according to the depth of 

the seam and the weight of the superincumbent strata.    He had observed in a seam, 5½ feet thick, 

of a soft nature that the "under-draw" was easily noticeable, while in a thin hard   seam   it   was   

scarcely   discernible.    He   agreed   with   Mr. 

* Trans. Inst. M. E.,  1905, vol. xxx., page 175; and 1906, vol. xxxi., page 3. 
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Halbaum that  the  absolute  "under-draw"  could not   be  easily demonstrated  in  a   system  of 

longwall  advancing,  nor   did   he consider that the true inclination of its length could be 

ascertained from retreating longwall workings or bord-and-pillar brokens. To his mind, the best 

method of obtaining the exact length of the "under-draw" was when a narrow place, driven in solid 



coal, was holed into longwall or bord-and-pillar goaf. Long-wall goaf was to be preferred, as owing to 

the coal being extracted along the whole length of face at one and the same time the roof could be 

imagined as settling down more evenly than in the extraction of pillars in the second working of 

bord-and-pillar. 

With regard to "surface-draw,'' this was a very important point in cases of surface-damage, and 

clearly showed the desirability of careful calculation when approaching valuable buildings. The 

amount of "draw," as quoted by Mr. Halbaum from Mr. J. P. Kirkup's remarks* on a recent paper 

pertaining to this subject, was very variable; and it was a delicate question as to how near one might 

approach surface-buildings without risk of causing subsidence, and at the same time get all the coal 

possible in proximity to such buildings. 

In unfaulted strata, he (Mr. Kirkup) had observed that, in the absence of hard panels of post or 

sandstone in the subjacent strata contiguous to coal wrought to goaf, there was less likelihood of 

lateral subsidence, and the contrary where the superincumbent roof-stone was of hard and 

unbreakable sandstone: so that, in approaching houses and other buildings, a careful study should 

be made of the character of the strata, and an adaption of this principle applied to approximate to 

safety and reliability. The character of the absolute roof-stone, whether it were hard on the one 

hand or soft and friable on the other, greatly influenced the rapidity with which the subsidence 

would take effect and showed itself at the surface after the coal was removed. The "surface-draw," 

before mentioned, would be in direct proportion to the hardness of the various beds of intervening 

rock, lying between the excavated area and the surface above. 

The   "surface-draw"   or   lateral   disturbance   was,   in   some measure, influenced by the contour 

of the ground, the tendency to draw being greatest in those cases where the natural ground 

*Trans. Inst. M.E., 1904, vol. xxviii., page 320. 
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fell away from the building required to be left undisturbed The natural tendency of the laterally 

subjacent strata so disturbed by an excavated seam was, in such cases, to assume an angle of rest, 

as in loose material making up a railway embankment; and, therefore, in all cases where the surface 

of the ground approximated to this angle, the line of break over unwrought coal would be more or 

less parallel to the inclined contour of the surface.    The inclination of the strata subjacent to the 

excavated portion was also a factor to be considered, as when beds dipped from the object to be 

supported, the tendency to slide and affect the surface laterally was considerably aggravated. 

From an economic standpoint, the study of the question in its various phases was most important. 

Mr. Edward Watson (Cannock) wrote that the subject of longwall working was so large and the 

behaviour of the roof, observed when working minerals by any of the various methods most 

frequently adopted, so erratic, that those working-mines on this general principle (longwall) would 

be only too glad to welcome a theory, which would account for the more common results found in 

practice. 

During some years' experience in the Cannock Chase district, where longwall proper was the only 

method adopted in working seams varying from 4 to 7 feet in thickness and at depths varying from 

600 to 1,200 feet, he had found that a hard-and-fast method of working could not be fixed, even for 

one seam, throughout a colliery; and further, the methods of systematic timbering and packing must 



be altered to suit the varying conditions in each district. The success or otherwise of any system of 

long-wall work appeared to depend more upon the efficiency of the pack-walls, and the withdrawal 

of all timber from the wastes and goaf, than upon anything else. 

He (Mr. Watson) agreed with Mr. Halbaum that a main road could not be continued, without great 

expense,   when made parallel and within a few feet of solid coal;   and, in practice, he had found it 

advisable to keep the second road, say 75 or 100 feet distant from solid coal, for use as a main 

return-airway, and if this could also be used as a main drawing-road, so much better.    The short 

cross-roads, A and B, could be left open for stowing the materials from falls (Fig. 1). 
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Very good evidence of the compression of a seam could be obtained by taking careful sections in an   

advance   heading, marking the places, and remeasuring the seam, when the face has reached that 

point. In a seam, 600 feet below the surface, the section in a heading was:—Top coal, 2 feet 5 

inches; soft seggar-clay, 7 inches; and bottom coal, 2 feet 1 inch; a total of 5 feet 1 inch. The section 

of the seam when the face had reached that point, with 120 feet of gob behind, was as follows: — 

Top coal, 2 feet 4 inches; soft seggar-clay, 5 inches; bottom coal, 2 feet; a total of 4 feet 9 inches. 

In working the Shallow seam, varying from 6 to 7 feet in thickness and 60 feet above the Deep seam, 

over the goaf in the Deep seam, distinct breaks or "slimers" are often found in 

Fig. 1.—Plan of Longwall-faces and Dbawing-boads. Scale, 200 Feet to 1 Inch. 

[Diagram] 

the coal, and occasionally drops of from 6 inches to 2 feet are observed in the floor and roof. And, 

when working the Bass seam, 5 feet thick and 60 feet above the Shallow seam, the old roads in the 

Shallow seam, and even in the Deep seam below, are very seriously affected, more so than are the 

roads in the Bass seam when the Shallow seam is being worked below them. This seems to prove 

that the strata below a seam are subjected to severe strain, as well as the overlying strata. 

The fact that the subsidence, which takes place after a working-face has been stopped, as at a 

boundary, is much more serious than that produced by an advancing working-face is most marked in 

this district, for, where all the coal is worked out, claims for damage to property are few; but where 

houses are situated on an  estate-boundary,  they  are,   almost  without 
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exception,  affected.    A case,   where property was  damaged  20 years after the workings had 

ceased, proved that the subsidence, in some instances, went on for a very long period. 

Mr.  Halbaum appeared  to  imply* that  the   draw  was affected by unstable strata near the surface.    

This opinion was contrary to what was usually found in practice, namely, that where the subsoil 

consisted of water-bearing sands or boulder clay, if a disturbance were once started, the draw would 

extend to an abnormal distance. 

Mr. Halbaum stated that a normal fault was caused by "subsidence or upheaval,"† and then argued 

that the draw, from colliery-workings, followed the same lines as the hade of a normal fault; but, 

surely, if the fault was caused by upheaval this argument could not apply. 



The assertion that " contained in the total force of the roof-action, there is a horizontal component, 

the action of which is contrary to the direction of working, and the power of which is sufficient to 

deflect the roof-action from the vertical line "‡ seemed to be one upon which members would be 

glad to receive more practical information. One could readily imagine, when the first fall, in a new 

area of goaf, occurred, that there would be a horizontal force tending to bring together the sides of 

the cavity, so formed; but, as the face advanced and successive subsidences occurred, surely this 

horizontal force would decrease until finally it would disappear. Otherwise, one would expect to find 

signs of such a force at the base of high cliffs, as on the east coast, the shore being likened to the 

goaf and the face of the cliff to the line of draw or direction of least resistance. 

 

Mr.   C.   Dinoire's   paper   on   "The   Application   of   Direct Cementation in Shaft-sinking " was read 

as follows: — 

* Trans. Inst. M. E., 1906, vol. xxx., page 185. 

† Ibid., page 195.                                  ‡ Ibid., .page 176. 
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THE    APPLICATION    OF   DIRECT   CEMENTATION   IN SHAFT-SINKING.* 

By C. DINOIRE. 

The Société des Mines de Lens decided, in October, 1904, to sink simultaneously two shafts, Nos. 15 

and 16; No. 15 shaft, by the freezing method, on account of serious water-difficulties encountered 

during the sinking of Nos. 9 and 11 shafts, which are about 4,920 feet (1,500 metres) distant from 

this shaft; and No. 16 shaft, by the ordinary method, as the Company had only one freezing plant, 

and the strata, in which it was to be sunk, were considered not to be highly water-bearing. 

No. 15 Pit. 

This pit was sunk by the freezing method, which has given every satisfaction, both from the point of 

view of rapidity as well as of economy, considering the nature of the ground traversed. The sinking 

commenced in October, 1904, and the Coal-measures were entered in October, 1905, or within 

twelve months. Within this period, the provisional installations had been completed, as well as a 

railway-line, store-houses, buildings, offices, winding-engine, boilers, freezing-machine, heap-stead, 

the boring and the freezing, together with the excavations, and putting in the tubbing and masonry 

of the pit down to the Coal-measures at a depth of 492 feet (150 metres). 

The expenses of sinking were practically the same for the two pits, Nos. 15 and 16 (see Table VI). It 

will be noted, however, that the expenses of the wooden tubbing of No. 15 shaft were greater than 

those of the cast-iron tubbing of No. 16 shaft. 

No. 16 Pit.  

Contrary to what had been expected, traversing the water-bearing rocks in this shaft gave rise to 

serious difficulties in 

*  "Une Application du Cimentage direct dans le Creusement d'un Puits," by Mr. C. Dinoire, Comptes 

rendus mensuels des Réunions de la Société de l’Industrie Minérale, 1906, pages 11 to 19. 
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pumping.    The feeders of water were so great that the ordinary method of sinking with the aid of 

pumps had to be modified; pumping had to be abandoned, and the feeders of water had to be 

plugged by direct cementation of the strata.    In spite of delays, all the plant was erected within the 

twelve months from October, 1904, to October, 1905, just as in the case of No. 15 shaft. 

The sinking was carried on without difficulty down to a depth of 126.3 feet (38.50 metres), of which 

81.2 feet (24.75 metres) were walled with masonry in the upper part of the shaft, and 45.1 feet 

(13.75 metres) tubbed below it in a single length (Fig. 1, Plate II.). The rock is very solid. The water-

level occurs at a depth of 105 feet (32 metres). 

At 139.4 feet (42.50 metres) at A, water poured in abundantly through four shot-holes (Fig. 3, Plate 

II.). Two suspended pumps, immediately put into action, discharged 15,400 gallons (70 cubic metres) 

of water per hour. At 142.7 feet (43.48 metres), at B, a thin bed, cut by the lower ends of the shot-

holes, gave off water through three large channels, which converged and united towards the middle 

of the shaft. No. 1 pump was replaced by a more powerful one, and the discharge of water increased 

to 55,000 gallons (250 cubic metres). At 146 feet (44.50 metres), at C, a wedging curb was inserted, 

and the length from 146 feet (44.50 metres) to 126.3 feet (38.50 metres) was tubbed. The feeders of 

water were thus confined behind the tubbing, the flow of water was cut off, and the sinking was 

recommenced in dry ground. 

At 150.9 feet (46 metres), at D, the side of the shaft, on the side nearest to the channels, showed 

suddenly a wide fissure, which communicated above with the channels and in depth ran towards the 

centre of the shaft. An abundant stream of water poured from this fissure. No. 2 pump was replaced 

by a more powerful pump, and the flow of water increased to 110,000 gallons (500 cubic metres) 

per hour. At 160.8 feet (49 metres), at E, a wedging curb was inserted, and the length from 160.8 

feet (49 metres) to 146 feet (44.50 metres) was tubbed. The flow of water from below the fissure 

was thus cut off, and sinking was resumed. The fissure widened in depth, and seemed to continue 

down to a bed of sandy millstone 29.8 feet (9 metres) lower down. The flow of water gradually 

increased. At 166 feet (50.59 metres), at F, or 5.2 feet (1.6 metres) below the wedging curb, a 
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fresh flow of water came  in through a thin   bed, which opened widely at G.   A third pump was put 

to work in the winding compartment.     The flow of water was thus increased to 132, 000 gallons                                                                               

(600 cubic metres) per hour.     Finally, the sinking was stopped, the flow of water being greatly in 

excess of the pumping capacity. 

Table I.—Section of Strata sunk through in No. 16 Shaft, Lens Collieries. 

[Table] 

At this point, the problem arose as to whether pumping should be resumed, after still further 

increasing the pumping capacity by the addition of a fresh pump, or whether the method of sinking 

should be modified. The first solution was at once discarded, on account of the great complication of 

all the machinery for sustaining the pumps and of their pipes at the mouth of the shaft, together 

with the practical impossibility of introducing another pump into a pit of this section. The second 

solution had therefore to be investigated. Under these conditions, Mr. E. Reumaux, who had already 

in 1882 applied with remarkable success the process of direct cementation to stopping a large 



feeder of water, so as to put in a curb at the No. 6 pit, decided to apply the same process at No. 16 

pit, and he adopted the following general arrangements : —(a) To run cement into the fissure and 

into the opening of the flat seam, G, by means of pipes; (b) to assist the penetration of the cement 

into the strata, by pumping from bore-holes, to be put down outside the shaft; and (c) to cement the 

bore-holes, and then to wait until the cement had set completely. 

First Cementation.— The operations preparatory to the cementation lasted several days. At first, the 

pumps were kept at work at an excessive speed, in order to keep the level of the water as low down 

as possible, and thus to enable the pipes for the 
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cement to be inserted. Two columns of pipes, 1.97 inches (50 millimetres) in diameter were 

inserted, throughout the full depth of the pit of 165.5 feet (50.45 metres), of which 105 feet (32 

metres) were out of the water and 62.3 feet (19 metres) within the water (Figs. 1 and 3, Plate II.). 

The first pipe, H, was placed in front of the opening of the bed, G, the lower end being 0.5 foot (0.15 

metre) from the bottom; the second pipe, I, was placed in the middle of the pit, the lower end being 

driven about 9.8 feet (3 metres) into the fissure. Four bore-holes 7.9 inches (0.20 metre) in diameter 

and 196.9 feet (60 metres) deep, were bored down to the bed of sandy millstone at a distance of 

13.1 feet (4 metres) from the circumference of the shaft (Fig. 2, Plate II.). A hand-pump was placed 

upon each of these bore-holes, and these were worked as a preliminary in order to remove the 

sludge produced in boring and to clear the bore-holes. Cement was then run in under the conditions 

recorded in Table II.* 

Table II.—Cement run into the various Pipes and Bore-holes. 

[Table] 

* A sack of cement weighs 110 pounds (50 kilogrammes) and occupies cubic feet (33 litres). 
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The first period of cementation in the pit was stopped, so as to give the cement that had been run 

in, time to set in the bottom of the fissure. Nos. II. and III. periods were terminated by the pipes H 

and I becoming closed at their lower extremities. Throughout the whole of these operations it was 

found that the pumps upon the bore-holes gave the results recorded in Table III. 

Table III.—Appearance of Water pumped from the Bore-holes. 

[Table] 

The first cementation was carried out on July 10th, under somewhat disadvantageous conditions. 

Numerous air-bubbles rose to the surface of the water in the shaft, bringing up with them a large 

quantity of cement, which settled afterwards upon the ribs of the tubbing, upon the scaffolds and 

buntons, and upon the bottom of the shaft, in the form of mud. Its slow ascent and descent 

deprived it of all its setting power. Nevertheless, the greater portion of the cement had penetrated 

into the strata, and the remainder, minus the slimes, set, at the bottom of the pit, into a hard block 

having a thickness of 2.6 feet (0.80 metre), and it was sufficient to block the opening into the bed, G. 

Altogether, 750 sacks of cement were used; about 250 sacks (27,500 pounds) or 282.5 cubic feet (8 

cubic metres) were injected into the strata, and 450 sacks (49,500 Pounds) or 530 cubic feet (15 



cubic metres) set in the shaft-bottom. Furthermore, if it be calculated that the bore-holes absorbed 

35 sacks (3,850 pounds) in order to fill them, a volume of 282.5 cubic feet (8 cubic metres) will have 

been run into the fissure through the bore-hole, M, and 70.6 cubic feet (2 cubic metres)  into the  

channels  of  the  bed,  G,  by the  bore-hole,  N, 
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or   altogether   635.7   cubic   feet   (18   cubic   metres)   of   cement was   absorbed   by   the   strata   

through   these   two   bore-holes.  Nineteen   days   after   running   in   the   cement,   the   water 

was pumped out and the sinking was resumed. 

The block of cement was sunk through, so as to leave, around the pit, a protecting ring in front of 

the opening of the bed, G. The temperature of the cement was found to be 86° Fahr. (30° Cent.). On 

sinking down to the strata, no more water was met with, and the fissure was found to be strongly 

cemented. At 170.6 feet (52 metres) at S, a wedging curb was inserted, and the length from 170.6 

feet to 160.8 feet (52 metres to 49 metres) was tubbed. Sinking was resumed, the flow of water 

being 1,320 gallons (6 cubic metres) per hour. At 185.7 feet (56.60 metres), the fissures had reached 

the opposite side of the shaft, at O; the strata were more and more fissured towards the side and 

towards the centre of the pit, at R. The strata close to the fissure and the side of the shaft nearest 

the bore-hole, R, burst in, and water charged with sand, clay and marl, broke into the pit. All the 

pumps were started, but they could not lower the water, the flow of which considerably exceeded 

132,000 gallons (600 cubic metres) per hour.    The sinking was then stopped. 

Second Cementation.—As in the first case, the level of the water was lowered as far as possible, so 

as to enable the pipes for carrying the cement to be put down, and also to admit of the sludge being 

removed from the fissure. It was found that the pumps had discharged a volume of 353.2 cubic feet 

(10 cubic metres) of sludge, which had come from the fissure. Two columns of pipes, P and Q, 2.76 

inches (70 millimetres) in diameter beneath the water-level and 1.18 inches (30 millimetres) in 

diameter above the water-level, were put in for the full height of the pit, their lower ends being 

driven about 5.9 feet (1.80 metres) and 2.6 feet (0.8 metre) respectively into the fissure (Fig. 3, Plate 

II.) 

The concrete-mixer, which in the case of the first cementation   was placed   at the   top   of   the   

shaft,   was   removed   and replaced by a high and narrow tank.    The mixer was connected to this 

tank by a trough furnished with inclined gratings of small mesh, the object of which was to remove 

air from the liquid.  Finally, an indicator was placed at the bottom of the shaft. Cement was then   

run into the pipe, P, as recorded in Table IV. 
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Table IV.—Cement run into the Pipe, P. 

[Table] 

Running in the cement was then stopped, in consequence of the pipe, P, becoming closed at its 

lower end. 

Throughout these operations, the indicator, constantly observed, showed the results recorded in 

Table V. 



Table V. – Appearance of the Water. 

[Table] 

The second cementation was executed on August 14th, under favourable conditions. The first half of 

the cement penetrated into the fissure, and the second half formed, in the bottom of the shaft, a 

hard block about 3.3 feet (1 metre) thick, sealing up the burst-in wall at R. 

It was about the fifth hour, when the cement began to appear in the water of the indicator, that the 

fissure was blocked and that the flow of cement reached the shaft-bottom. Altogether, 900 sacks 

(99,000 pounds) of cement were used, of which 400 sacks (44,000 pounds) or 459.1 cubic feet (13 

cubic metres) were introduced into the strata, and 500 sacks (55,000 pounds) or 565 
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cubic feet  (16  cubic  metres)   into  the   shaft-bottom     Twenty-eight days after the cement was 

run in, the water was pumped out, and the sinking was resumed. 

The   operations   of sinking were the   same   as   in   the first cementation.    The block of cement 

was cut through, and was found to be harder, in consequence of longer time having been given it for 

setting.    A layer of sludge, T, 1 foot (0.30 metre) thick,   uncemented,   was found   beneath the   

block of cement between the latter and the solid strata.    This sludge had been carried in by the 

inrush of water, and spread over the bottom of the pit and upon the sides of the fissure. On getting 

down to the rock, no more water was found:   and the second cementation of the fissure was found 

to be complete.    At 189.5 feet (57.75 metres) a thin open stratum was found and cemented.     

Numerous vertical fissures were cemented.    At 190.3 feet (58 metres), at U, a wedging curb was 

inserted, and the length from 190.3 feet to 170.6 feet (58 to 52 metres) was tubbed.    At 199.1 feet 

(60.70 metres), a bed    of    millstone,    fissured    and    but    little    cemented,    was cut through.    

The vertical fissures were cemented.    At 204.4 feet (62.30 metres), an open seam was cut through 

and cemented. At 214.9 feet (65.50 metres), greenish-grey chalk;   and at 218.2 feet (66.50 metres), 

bluish-grey chalk was cut through.    At 234.6 feet (71.50 metres), a wedging curb was laid; and the 

length from 234.6 feet to 190.3 feet (71.50 to 58 metres) was tubbed.    The sinking then   continued   

its   regular   course,   without   any new difficulties and without water. 

Notes and Remarks.—In performing the first cementation, through pipes 1.97 inches (50 millimetres) 

in diameter, it was noticed that, despite the enormous output of 1,059.5 cubic feet (30 cubic metres) 

of cement from the mixer, air was carried down, this being, in every respect, injurious to the running 

of cement under water. Moreover, in the shaft and in the bore-holes, the pipes of small diameter 

were very rapidly closed at their lower ends: and finally the pipes embedded in the cement had 

either to be abandoned, or were withdrawn only with great difficulty. 

These observations caused the arrangements to be modified for the second cementation.       The 

diameter  of the  pipes  was diminished to 1.18 inches (30 millimetres) instead of 1.97 inches (50  

millimetres)   throughout   the   length   above   water,   say,   105 
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feet (32 metres), and was increased to 2.76 inches (70 millimetres) from 1.97 inches (50 millimetres) 

for the length of 82 feet (25 metres)   through   the   water,   so   as   to   diminish   the rapidity of 



outflow. Furthermore, the method of running in the liquid cement at the surface was altered and 

improved. During these operations, the opening of the outflow-valve from the concrete mixer was 

regulated, so as to keep the tank constantly filled with slurry up to the level of the trough. Thus, 

without cutting off the flow it was possible to maintain the full height of the pressure in the pipe 

which conveyed the cement, and to note, by means of the indicator, the moment when the fissure 

refused to absorb any more cement. The time allowed for the setting of the cement was increased 

from 19 to 28 days. 

Finally, it will be noticed that the large proportion of cement suspended in the water was caused by 

the necessity of plugging openings, which were very wide and close to the shaft. 

It may be added that the different stoppages caused by the successive mounting of pumps, by the 

installation of new boilers, by the strengthening of the head-gear, by the time necessary for the 

setting of the cement, and by the repeated drowning-out of the pit has not increased the cost of 

labour, for the 45 workmen employed daily upon the sinking, and laid off in consequence of these 

stoppages, could always be returned to the pit from which they had been drawn. 

Conclusions.— The first cementation was incomplete, on account of the presence in the bottom of 

the fissure of a quantity of marl-boulders, which ran into the shaft when the sinking reached the bed 

of grit, and were slimed and discharged by the pumps. The fissure, thus cleaned out, was completely 

cemented by the second cementation. The results obtained by these two applications of direct 

cementation led to the following conclusions:—(1) Fissures can be cemented, even by bore-holes 

(bore-hole M, where 320 sacks or 35,200 pounds of cement were used). (2) Sand, marl, boulders, 

clay, chalk-slimes and boring-sludge cannot be cemented. (3) Inclined fissures, communicating ln 

their upper portion with the flow of slurry, can be cemented. (4) Thin  beds, presenting continuous 

openings not very tortuous, can be cemented by a current of the slurry produced by the action of 

pumps placed upon the bore-holes (bore-hole K). 
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Table VI. records the cost of sinking Nos. 15 and 16 shafts by the freezing and cementation-methods. 

The cost in each was £24 8s. per foot (2,000 francs per metre) over a depth of 492 feet (150 metres). 

Table VI.    Comparative Costs of Sinking Nos. 15 and 16 Shafts, down to the Coal-measures at a 

depth of 492 feet (150 metres). 

[Table] 

Mr. J. B. Atkinson (H.I. Inspector of Mines) suggested that the cementation-method of plugging 

water-feeders could only be applied to solid strata; and that it could not be adopted in the case of 

sand, such as that which had been dealt with by the freezing  method  at Washington  colliery. 

Mr. Mark Ford (Washington) said that at Washington, where a shaft was sunk by the freezing 

process,* the walling was not water-tight, and Mr. Portier offered to inject cement, behind the so-

called "water-tight "' walling. He did not care to run the risk of that process, and eventually the shaft 

was lined with cast-iron tubbing. 

Mr. T. E. Forster said that, in this country, the chalk often formed a water-tight bed, and if there was 

only one fissure, the flow of water might be stopped by the cementation-process; but the freezing 

method could be used for gravels, sands and strata through which water was exuding generally. The 



cementation-process seemed to be one following out the old practice of 100 years ago, when the 

fissures were closed by wedges, and then a plank-tubbing 

*   Trans. Inst. M. E., 1003, vol. xxiv., page 293. 
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was placed   in   front.     He   presumed,   when   they   had   to   start cementing the fissures, that 

the water was allowed to rise to its normal level, and then  the  cement  was  forced  down  through 

the pipes into the fissures, the head of water at the surface being  sufficient   for   that   purpose.        

This   method   had   been adopted in the case of a reservoir in that neighbourhood, the bottom of 

which was considerably damaged by fissures due to old workings; and it was repaired by cement in a 

similar way. There seemed to be a great deal of risk in this cementation-method, for in putting down 

cement through water, the finer particles of the cement were liable to be washed away and only the 

heavier particles were deposited; and probably the finer particles formed the sludge found in the 

shaft. 

The Chairman (Mr. C. C. Leach) proposed a vote of thanks to Mr. Dinoire for his interesting paper. 

Even if the method was only successful in one instance, it was a bold experiment, and seemed to 

have answered its purpose. 

Mr. J. B. Atkinson seconded the resolution, which was cordially approved. 
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THE   NORTH   OF   ENGLAND   INSTITUTE   OF   MlNlNG AND   MECHANICAL   ENGINEERS. 

GENERAL  MEETING, 

Held in the Wood Memorial Hall, Newcastle-upon-Tyne 

June 9th, 1906. 

Mr.  T.  W.  BENSON, President, in the Chair. 

The Secretary read the minutes of the last General Meeting and reported the proceedings of the 

Council at their meetings on May 20th and that day, and of the Council of The Institution of Mining 

Engineers. 

The Secretary read the balloting list for the election of officers for the year 1906-1907. 

The following gentlemen were elected, having been previously nominated: — 

Members— 



Mr. Ambrose Cubitt Casebourne, Mechanical Engineer, 43, Grove Street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

Mr. Richard   Goninon,   Mine-manager,   Menzies   Consolidated Gold-mines, Limited, Menzies. 

Western Australia. 

Mr. Friedrich Senstius, Mechanical Engineer, Hofstrasse, 4, Gelsenkirchen, Germany. 

Mr. Oswald  Ricketts  Swete,   Mining  and   Mechanical   Engineer,   Argosy Mine, Ngobevu, via 

Greytown, Natal, South Africa.  

Associate Member— 

Mr. Arthur Herbert Gray, 27, Mayfair Road, West Jesmond, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

Subscribers —  

The  Charlaw and  Sacriston  Collieries Company, Limited,  34,  Grey Street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

 

Mr. William Archer read the following paper on '" Improved Dampers for Coke-oven Flues ": — 
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IMPROVED   DAMPERS   FOE   COKE-OVEN   FLUES. 

By WILLIAM ARCHER. 

The two dampers described in this paper are especially intended for use in the main flues conveying 

waste-gases from coke-ovens and steam-boilers to the chimney or stack. 

I.--This damper (Figs. 1, 2 and 3, Plate III.) consists of a 

cast-iron solid-backed frame, A, constructed to hold a suitable number of square or rectangular 

lumps or quarls, B, of similar size and thickness, made of fire-clay or any other refractory material. 

The frame is open at the top and is provided with flanges at the bottom, a, and the sides, b. The side 

flanges, b, are arranged with half-bulb-shaped projections on the inner side, and the bottom flange, 

a, is flat. For use in large flues, the frame is fitted with two intermediate ribs, c, extending from the 

top to the bottom, of the same height as the side flanges, b, and provided with bulb-shaped heads. 

Holes are provided at the upper ends of the side-flanges, b, and of the ribs, c, for the insertion of the 

eye-piece or bridle, C, used for lifting and   lowering the damper. 

The lumps or quarls, B, of refractory material are suitably shaped and fitted between the side-

flanges, b, and the ribs, c and are inserted from the top downwards. The lumps are made thicker 

than the width of the ribs and flanges, and are joined together over the bulbs, c, so that the metal is 

not directly exposed to the hot gases in the flues. The edges of the side-lumps project over the side-

flanges, b, and the bottom edges of the lowest lumps also project beyond the bottom-flanges, a. 

The lower edges of all of the lumps are made of the same shape as the bottom edges of the lowest 

lumps; and if a bottom lump is broken, it is taken out and the one above falls into its place, another 

lump being put on at the top of the damper. The top edge of each lump is shaped so as to fit the 

bottom edge of the upper lump. 
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When in place in the flue, the cast-iron frame of the damper faces the stack or chimney. 

The frame, with its ribs, and size and number of lumps can be arranged so as to suit any special 

requirements. 

II.—This damper (Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8, Plate III.) is composed of a number of square or rectangular 

lumps or quarls, A, of similar size and thickness, made of fire-clay or other refractory material. For 

use in large flues, the damper may be built up of several rows of lumps, A, with three or more lumps 

in each row. In the lowest row of lumps, a recess is provided of suitable depth in the bottom-surface, 

but the recess does not extend to the outer edges of the two outer lumps. A flat bar of iron or steel, 

B, is fitted in this recess, and flat bars, C, of similar size are also fitted in the horizontal joint-faces of 

the lumps, the upper and lower faces of the joints both being recessed for the bars. A similar bar, D, 

is also let into the upper surface of the top row of lumps. A vertical metallic tube, E, passes from top 

to bottom through the middle of each of the three or more vertical sets of lumps and through the 

bars, B, C and D. The ends of the tubes, E, which pass through the bottom and top bars, B and D, are 

screwed and provided with nuts, and when the latter are tightened, the tubes in conjunction with 

the horizontal bars fasten and key all the lumps firmly together. 

One or more eye-pieces, Gr, by means of which the damper can be lifted or lowered, is or are fixed 

to the brackets, F, and the top bar, D. 

In order that there may be a free circulation of air through the tubes, E, so as to keep them cool, 

holes or openings, a, are provided on the chimney or stack side of the damper, opening into the 

recess in the underside of the bottom row of lumps. 

For other sizes of dampers, the size and number of lumps, bars   and   tubes,   can   be   arranged   so   

as   to   suit   any   special requirements. 

In this form of damper, no metallic part is exposed directly to the hot gases in the flue. 

The writer has had considerable experience   in   the   use of various kinds of dampers of different 

forms,   and   he has not 
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found any damper so durable as those described in this paper. Both of the dampers are durable and 

efficient, and maintain their rigid form, making a complete movable stopping, with the result that 

practically all of the gases from the coke-ovens are available for heating the boilers. 



The   dampers   have   withstood   temperatures   varying   from 1,400° to 2,100° Fahr. 

The President (Mr. T. W. Benson) moved a vote of thanks to Mr. W. Archer for his very practical 

paper. 

Mr. W. Cochran Carr seconded the resolution, which was cordially approved. 

 

Mr. John Shanks' paper on "Undersea Extensions at the Whitehaven Collieries, and the Driving of the 

Ladysmith Drift," was read as follows: — 
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UNDERSEA    EXTENSIONS    AT    THE    WHITEHAVEN COLLIERIES, AND THE DRIVING OF THE LADY- 

SMITH DRIFT. 

By JOHN  SHANKS. 

Introduction.—In August, 1888, the Whitehaven Colliery Company was formed, and took on lease 

the Whitehaven collieries of the Earl of Lonsdale. At that time, there were two groups of collieries 

drawing coal:—(a) Whingill, comprizing the William and Henry pits; and (b) Howgill, comprizing the 

Croft and Wellington pits. For convenience, the mines are now divided into three groups, known 

respectively as the Croft colliery, the Wellington colliery and the William colliery. 

Coal-seams.—The Bannock-band, Main-band and Six-quarter coal-seams have been worked at the 

respective depths of 480 feet, 600 feet and 840 feet. 

The Bannock-band and Six-quarter coal-seams have only been worked to a limited extent by the 

present company, and the Main-band seam is most generally worked. The sections of this seam at 

the different collieries are detailed in Tables I., II. and III. 

At the time of the transfer of the collieries to the present company, the workings in the Main-band 

seam had reached, on the line of the main roads, the points X1, X2, X3, X4, X5 and X6 (Fig. 1, Plate IV.). 

Table I.—Section of the Main-band Coal-seam at the Croft Pit. 

[Table] 
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Table II. - Section of the Main-band Coal-seam at the Wellington Pit. 

[Table]                                                               

Table III. -Section of the Main-band Coal-seam at the William Pit. 

[Table] 

 

The Main-band seam dips, practically, due westward, the gradient varying (where not adjacent to 

large faults) from 1 in 8 to 1 in 15. The main developing fore-heads, Z1, Z2 and Z3 (Fig. 1, Plate IV.), 

have now reached, measuring on the line of the engine-planes, a distance of 4 miles from the 



William pit, 3¼ miles from the Wellington pit and 2½ miles from the Croft pit. The cover at these 

points is approximately 1,200 feet thick, and is likely to increase, as the fore-heads are still dipping 

westward, and the sea-bottom is practically level. 

The depth of the sea between Whitehaven, Scotland and the Isle of Man varies from 100 to 175 feet. 

Method of Working.—The method of working adopted is pillar-and-stall. The pillars are formed, 75 

feet square, and the bords and pointings are driven 15 feet wide. Three parallel roads, A, B and C, 

are driven to the full dip, and at intervals levels are set out to the left-hand, D and E, and to the 

right-hand, D1 and E1. The pillars are formed between the barriers, 150 feet thick on each of the 

main roads, and 120 feet thick around each district (Fig. 2, Plate IV.). This method of working was 

agreed upon by the engineers of the lessor and of 
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the  Whitehaven  Colliery  Company:   the   idea   being  that  the barriers would facilitate the 

extraction of the pillars, and that by this method, a fire could be easily isolated. 

Of recent years, at the request of the Whitehaven Colliery Company, permission has been granted to 

slightly modify this panel system. 

Haulage.—When the present company took over the collieries the system of haulage at the 

Wellington and Croft collieries was direct-acting, the empty tubs taking the rope inbye. At the 

William colliery, owing to a series of upthrow faults being encountered, the engine-plane is 

practically level from the shaft for a distance of about 2 miles inbye, thus necessitating the adoption, 

by the old company, of the main-and-tail-rope system of haulage. The present company has installed 

the endless-rope system of haulage at the three collieries. 

In order to improve the haulage arrangements and to increase the ventilation, some 10 years ago, 

the colliery company started to drive a series of cross-cut drifts, not less than 100 square feet in area 

and usually 12 feet wide and 8½ feet high, inside the timbering (Fig. 1, Plate IV.). 

The cross-cut drift, AB, at the William colliery, is a little over 1 mile long from the shaft, and cuts off 

about six turns on the old engine-plane. The drift, BC, about ½ mile in length, is driven parallel to the 

old engine-plane in the solid stone, instead of by ripping the old road. The drift, CD, is in progress. It 

has a grade of 1 in 16½, and is being driven to cut off the road, CE, which in some parts has a grade 

of 1 in 5. This drift joins the main engine-plane beyond D; and, in order to get into line, it has been 

bent round a curve, with a radius of 10 chains, on which a special arrangement of pulleys will be 

fixed. 

At the Wellington colliery, a new eye, or hanging-on, has been formed between the Main-band and 

Six-quarter coal-seams at a depth of 762 feet, and a level-drift, FG, 1,200 feet long, has been driven 

out to join the engine-plane at G. By this means, the pit-bottom siding-accommodation will be 

increased. A shaft, 12 feet in diameter, has been sunk from the surface to the Main-band seam, for 

use as an upcast shaft only. A double-inlet Walker fan, 30 feet in diameter, has been erected, 

capable of giving on the mine 106,000 cubic feet of air per minute with a water-gauge of 8 inches. 
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At the Croft colliery, the Ladysmith shaft, 10 feet in diameter, has been sunk to a depth of 1,080 

feet. From the bottom of this shaft a drift, HI, over 1 mile in length, has been driven, intersecting the 

Jubilee district engine-plane at J, crossing a riser south-west fault at K, and cutting the coal, which 

dips slightly to the south-west at I (Figs. 1 and 3, Plate IV.). The Jubilee district has been developed, 

between the lines of two faults, in a south-easterly direction, the workings passing under the 

Permian strata that form St. Bees Head. In this direction, the Main-band seam has risen 

considerably, and the workings have approached within ¾ mile of the Croft coal-drawing shaft, 

whereas the distance from the workings of the Jubilee district to the shaft along the line of the 

haulage-road is about 2¼ miles. 

The Croft coal-drawing shaft is small in area, being elliptical in shape (10 feet by 7½ feet), and is 

fitted with wooden guides. In order to improve the winding arrangements and to help the 

ventilation, the new Ladysmith shaft was sunk alongside the present one, and a drift, HL, was driven 

to shorten the haulage-road by about 1½ miles, and to tap a large area of land-coal lying to the 

southward. It is intended that the whole output, both from the land and from the undersea districts, 

shall be brought out through this new drift. The sinking of the Ladysmith shaft was started in 1900; 

and, about the same time, a drift was started from the Jubilee district, at L, to join the shaft, H. This 

drift was driven to M, about 1,200 feet from L, where it was stopped, owing to ventilation difficulties 

and to the excessive cost of trailing and stowing the metal (Fig. 3, Plate IV.). 

Ladysmith Drift.—As, soon as the Ladysmith shaft reached a depth of 1,080 feet, a large drift was set 

out from the bottom to join the drift, LM, coming from the inbye-workings (Fig. 3, Plate IV.). The 

setting-out of this drift gave the writer a rather interesting problem in surveying to solve. The drift 

was ultimately set out from a magnetic base-line, and when the drifts were connected it was found 

that the divergence of the lines was less than 3 inches. Since the use of the magnetic needle for such 

work has recently been the subject of much adverse criticism, the writer thinks that the details of 

this survey will be interesting to the members. 

The distance   along the   line   of  the   theodolite-survey,   NO 
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PQRSL,    is    about    2¼    miles,    comprizing    38    stations: the longest sight being 754 feet, and 

the shortest sight 96 feet     The longest portion of the survey was down-grade, varying from 1 in 8 to 

1 in 12, while from S to L, there was an up-grade   varying from 1 in 7 to 1 in 4½.    Repeated surveys 

were made from N to L, until the position of L was correctly determined within 0.2 foot (Fig. 3, Plate 

IV.). 

The difference of level between each station was taken by a dumpy level, the horizontal distances 

were carefully calculated and the drifts, HM and LM, joined exactly level at the point M (Fig. 4, Plate 

IV.). 

When the inbye drift, LM, was stopped, the writer had to determine: (a) whether he would 

undertake the risk of driving the drift, HM, from the Ladysmith shaft from a magnetic baseline, or (b) 

whether he would connect the underground survey up the Croft shaft by means of wires to the 

surface, survey from them on the surface round to the Ladysmith shaft, and connect the lines down 

the Ladysmith shaft by means of wires. It must be understood that there is no direct underground 

communication between the Croft and Ladysmith shafts. 



The longest base-line that could possibly be taken up the Croft shaft was about 4½ feet, and, when 

the fan was standing, there were about 10,000 cubic feet of air per minute travelling, due to natural 

ventilation. 

On fixing a wire down each shaft for the purpose of starting the survey, and connecting the two 

shafts on the surface from a magnetic base-line, the writer had considerable difficulty in getting 

them to keep steady, although each plummet was immersed in a bucket of water. After carefully 

considering the chances of error due to this cause, and the chances of error due to using a specially 

prepared dial and compass-needle, the writer adopted the latter plan. 

For this purpose, Messrs. White & Sons, constructed to specification a dial-head, having a bevel-

edge graduated circle 12 inches in diameter (this circle being divided into degrees and 0.1 degree), 

and the needle carefully balanced and finely pointed. The dial had two levels placed upon it at right 

angles, and short sights, fitted with catgut, were fixed 14 inches apart. This dial was arranged so that 

it could be fixed on ordinary compass-legs.     The dial, by means of a small microscope, could 
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be read to 1 minute, in fact, the writer's assistant in check-reading on an independent swing 

invariably came within 1 minute.                                     

The method adopted was as follows:—A magnetic bearing taken on one of the theodolite survey-

lines underground and on one of the theodolite survey-lines connecting the two shafts on the 

surface. In this way, the surface-survey was mined to the underground-survey, and the angle of the 

line, HL was calculated. The inbye-drift was set away in this direction to join the shaft. 

When the drift was started from the shaft, the line LM, in the inbye-drift, was used as a base-line, to 

which the magnetic bearing was carefully checked. In order to counteract diurnal variation, this was 

done, say, on Saturday morning, between 10 and 11 a.m.; and then on the Sunday morning, at about 

the same time, a line on this bearing was put into the drift from the shaft. After the drift had been 

driven a short distance, a new line, from a fresh magnetic base, taken on LM, was put in about every 

150 feet. In every case, the dial was set at or near the face, and a view taken back to the starting 

point and new lines hung. In this way, the drift was driven for a length of about 1,200 feet. The 

writer found that the series of lines practically formed one straight line. The new lines being fixed, 

checking on to the starting point and the old lines previously fixed, the line at this point was 

accepted as correct and afterwards extended by means of the theodolite. The lines in the two drifts 

joined, as previously stated, within 3 inches. 

The surveys for this drift and for all the drifts in the William and Wellington collieries were made 

with a Stanley transit-theodolite, with a circle 6 inches in diameter, and a steel-tape, divided into 

feet, tenths and hundredths of feet. 

The drifts, AB and BC, in the William colliery, were driven from both ends and joined to within 2 

inches: the lines being set out from a theodolite base-line. 

The writer may, however, state that under no circumstances would he suggest the use of a magnetic 

needle where a theodolite could be conveniently set up; but, under circumstances similar to those 

prevailing at the Croft and Ladysmith shafts, he thinks 
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that the use of the magnetic needle would be justified,  as against the possible error due to the 

difficulty of getting two wires short base-line, in correct alignment. 

The President (Mr. T. W. Benson) asked the writer to give further information as to the size and cost 

of the drift and whether it was worked entirely by manual labour or whether mechanical means 

were adopted. There was considerable difference of opinion among mining engineers as to whether 

anything was to be gained by employing mechanical means for driving large drifts. It was even 

contended that the work could be done by ordinary hand-drills just as cheaply; but, where time was 

of consequence, mechanical means might be used with advantage. 

Mr. T. E. Forster believed that about half of the long drift from the bottom of the Ladysmith shaft 

was driven with the Grant electric drill, but if a change was made it would be interesting to know the 

cost of driving by the two methods. The seams dipped fairly heavily seaward; but, owing to there 

being a succession of rise faults, the depth of the seam was only about 1,200 feet at 4½ miles from 

the shore. The paper was particularly interesting, as shewing what could be done in the way of 

working long distances from a shaft, and that it was necessary to keep the roads as straight as 

possible. The great difficulty, with which they had had to contend, was with regard to ventilation. In 

thick seams, with old roads, where the pillars were not left too large, there was perhaps a little 

pressure on the pillars and the air scaled away. The driving of the drift would probably improve the 

ventilation and facilitate their haulage arrangements. The distance travelled by the workmen was 

also an important matter. 

The President (Mr. T. W. Benson) observed that the method of haulage had been changed from the 

main-and-tail-rope to the endless-rope system. The endless-rope method was not, however, 

adapted for conveying the men, and he would be glad to know what arrangements they had with 

regard to getting the men inbye. 

[000] 

Vol. LVI., Plate VI. 

To illustrate Mr. John Shanks’ Paper on “Undersea Extensionms at the Whitehaven Collieries”, etc. 

Figs. 1 – 4 
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Mr. T. E. Forster believed that, at one time, the haulage was effected by means of reciprocating 

engines, placed one at each end of the plane.    The original idea was to make a drift more like a 

tunnel, and to ride the men all the way inbye ;   but he believed that this proposal had not been 

carried out, and he did not know whether it would be, although when the distance was some 4 miles 

or more from the shaft it seemed that it would be necessary to ride the men in. 

Mr. W. Cochran Carr said that it would be interesting to know what had been the practice in that 

district with regard to the men travelling to their work. 

The President (Mr. T. W. Benson) said that the question as to travelling was an important one, more 

especially as workmen raised objections to walking much less than half the distance referred to by 

Mr. Shanks. 



Mr. John Shanks wrote that the dimensions of the Ladysmith drift are 15 feet by 8 feet. The 

contractor's price was £2 3s. 4d. per foot, including timbering, explosives, and the conveyance of all 

material to and from the shaft-bottom. For this purpose, the contractor fitted an electric haulage-

set, electric lights were used at the face, and, where it would- do the work, the Grant electric drill 

was used. The best week's work done by the Grant drill was 42 feet, cut in 18 shifts of 8 hours, with 

six men in a shift, in shales. For 480 feet inbye, where the feeder of paraffin-wax was cut, the Grant 

drill could not be used, and the rock had to be bored by hammer and jumper. 

In the William pit, a drift of similar dimensions was driven, in similar measures, 42 feet in an equal 

number of shifts, but with ten men in a shift, using hand-boring machines. The contractor worked 

the drift at two fore-heads. Four men were driving in the solid stone, 12 feet by 6 feet; and 120 feet 

behind, six men worked a top and a side canch and did the timbering. This contractor had £1 16s. 8d. 

per foot, the explosives being provided by the company. 

The endless-rope method of haulage is in use at all the collieries. At the William and Wellington 

collieries, the men are conveyed inbye and outbye, and they will also be ridden inbye and outbye at 

the Croft collieries by the new road.      The riding 
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sets  are  in  charge  of  set-riders,  who  sit on  the  clutch-bogies. The sets are run inbye and outbye 

on the endless-rope   without making any special arrangements and without stopping the 

conveyance of coal.       The speed of the rope varies from 4 to 5 miles per hour.  All the men ride   

inbye,   but   about 5 per cent. of them walk outbye, rather than wait for the riding set to be filled 

up.                                                                             

Mr. W. Cochran Carr moved a vote of thanks to Mr.  J. Shanks for his interesting paper. 

Mr.   T.   E.   Forster   seconded   the   resolution,   which   was cordially approved. 

 

DISCUSSION OF MR. H. W. G. HALBAUM'S PAPER ON "THE GREAT PLANES OF STRAIN IN THE 

ABSOLUTE ROOF OF MINES."* 

Mr. H. W. G. Halbaum said that he had greatly appreciated Mr. H. F. Bulman's review of the 

deliverances of previous writers on the subject, which left no ground for adverse criticism. There 

was, however, one little misunderstanding that should be cleared up. Mr. Bulman thought† that the 

theory suggested that the break in the roof should occur beyond the solid coal, which, he rightly 

averred, was contrary to the bulk of experience. The theory, however, did not exactly lead to that. 

What the theory really stated was that the plane of elementary strain, or the incipient hade, 

preceded the working-face; that this plane created a line of reduced resistance, along which a line of 

actual fracture might eventually be developed. But the theory was far from suggesting that fracture 

must occur on the coal-head, or even that fracture must necessarily occur at all. It merely suggested 

the direction in space of the strain-line, and did not attempt to predict its position, relatively to the 

face, when strain merged into actual fracture. In order to avoid this misconception, he had given a 

set definition of "strain" in the last sentence the third paragraph of his paper. 

* Trans. Inst. M. E., 1905, vol. xxx., page 175; and 1906, vol. xxxi., pages 3 and 108. 

† Ibid.,  1906, vol. xxxi., page 8. 
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It was a matter of satisfaction to know that the paper met with the approval of Mr. Philip Kirkup.*    

That gentleman had afforded some valuable information, especially in the third paragraph of his 

printed remarks, which most be new to most of the members,  and  it  was  certainly  new  to  him   

(Mr.   Halbaum), although its soundness must be evident to all, as it had been to himself after a little 

reflection. 

He was indebted to Mr. Edward Watson for his contribution to the debate, † supplying indubitable 

proofs of the theory for which he (Mr. Halbaum) had long been waiting. Mr. Watson's method of 

proving and illustrating the fact of " under-draw '" left absolutely nothing in doubt so far as that 

phenomenon was concerned, and he was entitled to the hearty thanks of the members for that 

alone. 

Mr. Watson's description of breaks and "slimers" produced in an upper seam by the working-out of 

the seam below was no less valuable and instructive. If it had any defect at all, it was that of a too 

severe brevity. Such a system of faulting was not often observed, but special local conditions might 

bring it about. He (Mr. Halbaum) had observed what was, in his opinion, a similar case at Bewicke 

Main colliery. A large area of the Low Main seam there was broken up by a system of small, non-

persistent faults, showing that the seam had subsided in sections of no very large magnitude. The 

vertical displacement varied from 1 to 4 feet. The hades varied from 40 to 50 degrees from the 

vertical, showing that the lateral displacement had been considerable. From the base of each fault, 

the seam rose sharply, and from the higher side the bed fell away just as rapidly, so that the vertical 

displacement of the seam, by the fault proper-was in each ease just about compensated by the 

opposite displacement due to the abnormal dip on either immediate side. Consequently, the 

successive small faults were not so many successive steps in a larger fault, which had split into 

branches. Thus, a place set away in the now normal course of the seam, and kept in that course, 

would lose the seam either wholly or partly when approaching a fault, and regain the seam on the 

other side of the fault proper. It must not be supposed from this that the so-called faults were   

really "rolls"   or "horse- 

* Trans. Inst. M. E.,  1906, vol. xxxi., page 108.  

† Ibid., 1906, vol. xxxi., page 110. 
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backs."    They were  all  true  dislocations  of  the   strata.  The majority of these faults ran north and 

south, in short lines from 30 to 150 or more feet long, and every one of these was a riser west.   

These were often connected by still less persistent faults at right angles, but he could not say 

whether these were all persistent risers in one direction like those at right angles.  The whole system 

formed a series of zig-zag lines of faulting, of which all the lines lying approximately north and south 

were associated with faults rising west, while the strata immediately contiguous dipped west on 

both sides of the fault to such an extent as to keep the bulk of the seam at a fairly constant course. 

Now, some 40 or 50 feet below the Low Main seam, was the goaf of the Hutton seam, which was 

worked out many years (30 or 40) previously. The singular circumstance was that he had been totally 

unable to find any evidence that this system of faulting obtained in the Hutton seam. Mr. Philip 



Kirkup, the chief agent, had kindly assisted him in his search for such evidence, but none had so far 

been forthcoming. On the contrary, colliery plans, "oldest inhabitants," and local tradition, generally 

and alike testified that the old Hutton seam was singularly free from such impedimenta to successful 

working. 

The obtainable evidence showed that the old Hutton seam, under the area of present faulting in the 

Low Main, had a proverbially strong roof, which remained suspended for long periods and over 

comparatively large areas after the removal of the coal and timber. Then, at intervals, tremendous 

falls occurred in the goaf. Consistently with the strength of the roof-strata, these sections would fall 

almost bodily, causing little breakage, and consequently not choking up the cavity above them as a 

more friable roof might have done. Hence, it was reasonable to suppose that the Low Main, lying 40 

feet above, would be affected, that dislocations would result, and that, consistently with Mr. Philip 

Kirkup's practical observations on hard rock,* the lateral displacement effected by such dislocations 

would be considerable. 

In contradistinction to the hard strata, lying between the Hutton and Low Main seams, the Low Main 

seam was directly overlain by the Six-Quarter seam, and this again overlain by a rotten roof 

containing stray boulders,  pebbles,  and pockets  o 

* Trans. Inst. M. E., 1906, vol. xxxi., page 109. 
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sand and water.    For aught the writer knew to the contrary, this villainous roof might be described 

as largely consisting of glacial drift, resulting from the action which occurred during the Ice age.    

However that might be, it was certain that the hard roof of the exhausted Hutton seam lying below, 

and the friable roof of of the Low Main seam lying above, combined to favour the theory that the 

faulting of the upper seam was due to the working-out of the underlying Hutton seam. 

He had offered this solution to a few of his acquaintances; but they almost without exception had 

flouted the idea, although they had absolutely no alternative theory to offer in explanation. He had, 

however, secretly wondered whether the proximity of the "Team wash," about 600 or 900 feet east 

of the area of faulting, could have had anything to do with the shift of the Low Main strata. This 

seemed feasible, since the bottom of the wash and the Hutton seam were much about on the same 

level, so far as his information went. Hence, any lateral shift of strata due to the presence of the 

wash would be far more pronounced at the level of the Low Main seam, than at the level of the 

Hutton seam. But, whilst these thoughts were passing through his mind, he fortunately observed 

Prof. W. Boyd Dawkins' remarks on the geology of some puddle trenches in connection with the 

Derwent Valley Water-scheme.* He had asked Prof. Boyd Dawkins for his views on the faulting at 

Bewicke Main colliery, and that gentleman stated that, in his opinion, the wash might be left out of 

account, and that the faulting in the upper seam would be due to the working-out of the lower 

seam, provided (1) that the coal in the Hutton seam had been pretty cleanly extracted, and (2) that 

the general direction of the working in the Hutton seam had been from east to west. 

Now, although the old Hutton seam was worked by bord-and-pillar, the favourable conditions 

undoubtedly permitted of the coal being cleanly extracted. The first condition laid down by Prof. 

Boyd Dawkins was therefore realized; and (2) the main haulage-road of the old way in the Hutton 

seam undoubtedly ran south from the shaft, in a line lying west of the region of faulting in the 



overlying Low Main seam. From this haulage-road, it was almost equally certain that the whole 

workings  

* Trans. Inst. M.E., 1904, vol. xxviii., page 300. 
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were projected   under the  region  of faulting right  up to the boundary   of   the    district,    whence   

the   broken   working was worked back westward to the haulage-road of the old way.  The face-line,    

or   goaf-line,   therefore,    would   be a zig-zag line travelling from east to west, and passing under 

the whole region of present faulting in the Low Main seam.    Hence any system of faulting, due to 

the aforesaid big falls in the Hutton-seam goaf, would be a system of zig-zag lines of faulting 

following the general directions of the zig-zag goaf-lines obtaining at the successive times of such big 

falls. 

In the Hutton seam, the roof fell in successive sections; in the Low Main seam, the area had also 

subsided in sections. In the Hutton seam, the roof-sections fell to a fairly constant level; in the Low 

Main seam, the faults again permitted of the bulk of the seam subsiding in sections to a somewhat 

constant level on both sides of the actual dislocation. In the Hutton seam, the height was 4½ to 5 

feet; in the Low Main seam the faults, never exceeded the height of the Hutton seam below. In the 

Hutton seam, the goaf-line was zig-zag; in the Low Main seam,, the fault-lines were zig-zag.         

With regard to the components of this zig-zag line, he would first   speak   of   those   components   

of   the   goaf-line   which   lay approximately north and south.    All these components advanced to 

the west as the Hutton seam broken working advanced.    In the Low Main seam, all the lines of 

faulting lying approximately north and south denoted risers west.    The strong strata of the Hutton-

seam roof formed the effective cantilever of his theory; the heavy ground above the Low Main seam 

formed little else than the dead load on the effective beam.    Hence, the tensile-stresses in the 

effective  cantilever would  find their maximum near the Low Main floor; and, according to the 

theory, the great planes of strain in the Hutton-seam roof would be projected over the  solid coal  

and towards  the west so far as the north-and-south components of the goaf-line were concerned. 

With regard to the other components of the zig-zag goaf-line-and fault-line, it was impossible to say 

whether their planes had struck over the solid or not, and this was so because one did not know 

which wing of the old Hutton broken working was leading the other. But it was quite clear that all 

the fractures lying north and south had struck over the solid as soon as they got a 
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little distance beyond the nether roof of the Hutton seam. For everyone (to all intents and purposes) 

knew (1) that the old broken working must have been worked back westward to the main haulage-

road in the old way;   and (2) that all the faults running north and south in the Low Main seam above 

were, without a single exception, risers westward.    He had, at any rate, been totally unable to 

obtain evidence that could in any way be held to invalidate that view. 

He was glad, therefore, to have Mr. Watson's testimony that he (Mr. Halbaum) was not alone in 

thinking that the working of a lower seam might induce faults, breaks, and "slimers" in an upper 

virgin seam. He thought that he knew what Mr. Watson meant by the expressive term "slimers." He 

had seen them in the Low Main seam at Bewicke Main colliery. They were slimy breakers in the 



seam and contiguous strata, sometimes showing an open vent up to 1 inch wide: true dislocations, 

but dislocations that seldom exhibited much relative vertical displacement between the broken ends 

of the strata. Mr. Watson's experience also afforded corroboration of the theory of horizontal force 

in the strata, since he described strains in lower seams effected, apparently, by the working of seams 

above; and strains which, in view of their severity, could hardly have been altogether effected by a 

downward force without pulverizing the laterally free coal through which the stress must, in such a 

case, have been transmitted. These disturbances in seams beneath the working seam, were due to 

the temporary relaxations of pressure effected by the removal of the upper seam, setting free the 

super-compressions in the beds below, and allowing them to exercise that property of resilience for 

which he had so much contended in his papers. 

He did not know, however, how Mr. Watson had got the idea that he (Mr. Halbaum) supposed 

unstable strata near the surface to be without influence on the draw. As a matter of fact, he held 

quite an opposite view. On looking up the reference* given by Mr. Watson, however, it would be 

seen that what was really  implied was that the presence of such strata did not complicate the 

question to so hopeless an extent as a previous speaker had  supposed.    The   real influence   of 

such   strata   on 

* Trans. Inst. M. E., 1905, vol. xxx., page 185. 
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the draw was described immediately after, and was certainly not shown to be zero, or even 

unimportant. 

As to the same argument not being applicable to subsided and upheaved strata alike, he was afraid 

that he hardly under stood Mr. Watson's position just there. Mr. Watson said "surely . . . this [same] 

argument could not apply," but he did not say why it could not. It would seem as if Mr. Watson's 

contention told against geological authority generally quite as much as it told against his (Mr. 

Halbaum's) individual position. To his mind, the hade-line of a fault due to subsidence would differ 

from that of a fault due to upheaval, just about as much as a south-west line differed from a north-

east line. Would Mr. Watson state his reasons for thinking otherwise? 

Mr. Watson thought that "as the face advanced, and successive subsidences occurred, surely this 

horizontal force would decrease until finally it would disappear. Otherwise, one would expect to find 

signs of such a force at the base of high cliffs....."*      He   (Mr.   Halbaum)   held   the   contrary   view 

namely, that it was only by the continual advance of the face that the horizontal force could be kept 

alive; for it was only by constantly advancing into new ground that fresh reservoirs of force could be 

successively tapped. At the base of the high cliffs (to borrow Mr. Watson's figure) the advance of the 

face has been arrested for the time being, no new reservoir of force is being tapped, and for this 

very reason the cliff is stable. But let the sea, in its everlasting cycles, again encroach on its present 

limits ; let its waves once more attack and wear down the face at the base of the cliff; then will the 

occurrence of a landslip become a mere matter of time, and when at last it actually takes place, the 

plane of fracture (if past experience of landslips be any guide) will, in all probability, be projected 

over and towards the solid, thus demonstrating the completed action of that oblique force of which 

one component is necessarily a horizontal force. 



Mr. J. P. Kirkup (Burnhope colliery) wrote, with reference to his remarks upon the "draw " caused by 

underground goafs, referred to by Mr. Halbaum in his last contribution to the Transactions, that he 

(Mr. Kirkup) gathered from the remarks 

*   Trans. Inst. M. E., 1906, vol. xxxi., page 112. 
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upon the paper that the general opinion was that the contour of the surface, and the nature of the 

superficial deposits, greatly 

Fig.  1. —Plan of Workings in the Hutton and Busty Coal-seams. Scale, 132 Feet to 1 Inch. 

[Diagram] 

influenced the surface-effect of underground subsidence. He (Mr. Kirkup) had recently experienced 

an effect of "draw," which,   to   his   mind,   conclusively   proved   the truth   of   Mr. 

Fig. 2.--Cross-section on Line A B of Fig. I. Scale, 132 Feet to 1 Inch. 

[Diagram] 

 

Halbaum's theory in this respect, especially as it was absolutely free of any surface-influences. 
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While working the Top Busty seam, about 22 inches thick, by the longwall system, he (Mr. Kirkup) 

observed that the roads in the Hutton seam, 279 feet above, were considerably affected beyond the 

edge  of the underlying  goafed  area  in  the  Busty seam.    This movement was most evident in the 

stables:   the brick walls, in almost every stall, being fractured in a direction inclining towards   the   

goaf.       On   the   engine-plane,   running parallel to the stables, and separated therefrom by a pillar 

of coal, 30 feet thick, the heaving of the floor was considerable, and even 150 feet beyond the 

stables and, within 30 feet of the Fell shaft, a slight movement was evident by the  opening of the 

cement-joints on a line of earthenware-pipes. 

The relative positions of the workings and goaves in the Hutton and Busty seams were determined 

by a survey from the adjoining shaft. The plan (Fig. 1) shews the position of the goaf in the Busty 

seam in relation to the workings in the Hutton seam, the positions of the stables and of the engine-

planes in the latter seam being indicated by dotted lines. The cross-section (Fig 2), plotted from the 

same survey, shews the limit of the line of "draw," or fracture, and except by the movement of the 

pipes it was not traceable beyond the stables. The small fault, intervening between the stables and 

the Fell shaft, may have prevented the movement from extending to and injuring the shaft. 

The Hutton seam, 4 feet thick, is situated at a depth of about 321 feet; the Harvey scam, 2 feet 4½ 

inches thick, lies below, at a further depth of 180 feet: and the Busty seam (top coal, 1 foot 10 

inches; post band, 3 feet 6 inches; and bottom coal, 3 feet 2 inches), at a further depth of 99 feet 

below the Harvey seam, and about 600 feet below the surface. 



Both sections of the Busty seam are worked out in the area indicated on the plan (Fig. 1.). The 

Harvey seam has not been worked in the vicinity. The goaf in the Hutton seam practically coincides 

with that in the Busty seam, so as to protect, as far as possible, the engine-plane in that seam. 
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THE   LANDER   ANEMOMETER 

This instrument is designed to indicate or record, with great accuracy, air-pressures such as the 

draughts in chimneys or furnaces and the velocity of air in mines, etc. Hitherto, air-pressure has 

been measured by means of an ordinary U tube partly filled with water, a depression of ½ inch in 

one limb and a consequent rise of ½ inch in the other limb being equal to a pressure of 5.2 pounds 

on a square foot, or a velocity of 45 miles per hour. 

The  pressure   is   conducted  by   means   of  flexible   or   other tubing,  a,  to  the  interior  of  a  

thin  bellows,   b,  so   delicately 

Fig.  1.—The Ladder Anemometer. 

[Photograph] 

counterpoised that it rises with the faintest breeze or draught. Attached to the disc or plate of the 

bellows is a lever, c, carrying a pen, d, which records on a drum, g, revolved by clockwork. The 

oscillations of the lever, c, are damped by means of the float,   e,   suspended from the lever,   and   

floating   in   glycerine 
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contained  in  a vessel.    The  weight,  f,   is  used  to  adjust the position of the pen,  d,  on  the  

anemogram, g.    The  screw,   h, supports the pen when the instrument is not in use (Fig. 1) The   

Lander   anemometer   is   simple   in   action,   it   has a minimum of moving parts, and there is 

absolutely nothing to get out of order.    The mechanism is contained in a small case and, with an 

eight-day clock, it gives a continuous record of pressure for a week or any other desired period.      

The instrument records every variation in the air-movement and the time when it occurred;   and   it   

is   consequently  superior  to   velocity-instruments, which revolve at a great speed for some time 

after the air-movement has  decreased,  and,  therefore,  at  the  best,  give only a very approximate 

total velocity for a given time. 
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APPEND I C E S. 

I.— NOTES OF PAPERS ON THE WORKING OF MINES, METALLURGY, ETC FROM THE TRANSACTIONS 

OF COLONIAL AND FOREIGN SOCIETIES AND COLONIAL AND FOREIGN PUBLICATIONS. 

 

PALLADIUM AND PLATINUM IN BRAZIL.  



Ueber das Vorkommen von Palladium und Platin in Brasilien.    By Eugen Hussak. Sitzungsberichte der 

Kaiserlichen Akademie der   Wissenschaften, Wien, 1904, vol. cxiii., pages 379-466, with 2 plates and 

6 figures in the text.  

A century has gone by since Dr. W. H. Wollaston announced the discovery of native palladium in the 

platiniferous and auriferous placer-deposits of the Serra do Espinhaco, and now the present author 

records the occurrence of the metal in the native state in the itabirites of Itabira do Matto Dentro. 

Far more frequently,  however,  does palladium  occur in  Brazil  in  the  form of an alloy with  gold,  

as,  for  instance,  at the  Gongo  Socco   mine,   and  in the contact-altered  limestone   of  Candonga,   

Minas   Geraes.    The   percentage of palladium in this alloy varies from 5 to 8.      Besides giving 

copious extracts from the earlier   literature,   the   author   describes   the results   of the careful   

mineralogical   and   chemical   investigation   which   he   conducted   on Brazilian specimens 

obtained in 1900 from the Munich and Vienna museums. The Candonga   mine   is   now   

abandoned,   although   it   seems   to   have   been actively worked,   or at least explored,   for gold 

at   one   time.       Palladium-gold, of a pale copper-red colour, has also been traced in the tailings 

from the Itabira-do-Matto-Dentro mine (now closed on account of inflows of water and other 

difficulties).    Besides the copper-coloured variety, there is a rarer dark-brown gold, rich in 

palladium, and further an almost silver-white gold similarly rich in palladium. 

The occurrence   of   these native   alloys had   not   until   quite   lately been recorded from any other 

country than Brazil, but palladium is now said to have been found associated with the gold of certain 

Russian placer-deposits. 

The existence of native platinum in some   of the Brazilian gold-placers was known as long ago  as 

1801, but probably  at  that time palladium-gold was often mistaken  for platinum.      The researches 

carried out during the last   30   years have   lengthened   greatly   the   list   of   Brazilian   localities   

for platinum.       That   found   in   the   rio   Abacte   and   its   left-bank   tributaries, probably 

derived from peridotites, is strongly magnetic, contains much iron, and is free from palladium.      

The platinum from Conceição and that from Condado,   Serro,   is   in   both   cases   non-magnetic,   

but   the   latter   variety   is rich in palladium,   while   the   former   is free   from   it.       Along the   

eastern slopes  of  the  Serra   do  Espinhaco   platinum   occurs   in   association   with   diamonds, 

derived from conglomeratic  quartzites,  but in  such  singular  shapes that it must have been 

redeposited from solution—the outcome probably of the decomposition of platiniferous pyrites 

(such as are known to occur in the United   States   and   Norway).    Platinum   has   also   been   

found   in   the   auriferous quartz-veins which traverse the crystalline schists of the rio Bruscus, 

Pernambuco.                                                                                           L. L. B. 
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ORE-DEPOSITS   OF   ORURO,   CHILE. 

Memorandum sobre el Mineral de Oruro.    By Carlos G. Avalos     Boletin de la Sociedad National de 

Mineria, 1904, series 3, vol. xvi., pages 311-315, with 1 figure in the text.                                                                         

This district furnishes an example of those rare cases where the ancient traditions of mineral   

wealth   are found to hold   good even   in   our own day.   Silver-ores   were   mined   there   long   

before   the   Spanish    conquistadores  set foot on American soil,  and during the seventeenth and  

eighteenth centuries Oruro  disputed  with   Potosi  the  silver-mining  primacy  of   the   world.     



Then the industry decayed,   only to be   revived in   1868.    Between that   year and 1886 the single 

mine of Atocha produced 174 tons of silver, and neighbouring mines in proportion. 

The greatest depth to which the workings have been carried so far does not exceed 1,300 feet, and 

as the eruptive rocks with which the metalliferous veins are chiefly associated continue in depth, the 

author holds that a brilliant future awaits really deep-level workings. He points out that in Pulacayo, 

mining has been pushed down to a depth exceeding 2,300 feet without any noticeable 

impoverishment of the metalliferous veins, and he adduces similar examples from analogous silver-

bearing deposits in Bolivia. 

The Oruro veins are mineralized with invariably argentiferous pyrite and with masses of tinstone and 

quartz. In the Socavon-de-la-Vírjen mine, the proportion of silver amounts to 1 per 1,000, and that of 

tin to 5 or 8 per cent. of the crude ore; but there are richer portions of the deposit containing as 

much as 1 to 5 per cent. of silver. Since 1898, great progress has been made in the chemical 

treatment of the ores by the lixiviation-process (as practised in the United States and Mexico), but 

the mechanical part of the treatment is still capable of improvement. The amount of ore in sight, 

containing the smaller percentages mentioned above, is estimated at many hundred thousand tons, 

and the author calculates the probable net profit at about 30 per cent.                                                                  

L. L. B. 

MINERAL RESOURCES OF CHIAPAS AND TABASCO, MEXICO. 

Recursos Minerales y Aguas Minerales de Chiapas y Tabasco. By Emilio Böse [Boese]. Boletin del 

Instituto geológico de México, 1905, No. 20, pages 70-75.  

But few data are forthcoming on this subject, and so far the only mine that is permanently at work 

anywhere in the two states is that of Santa Fé, in the department of Pichucalco. The principal ore 

here is an auriferous and argentiferous bornite, with which are associated the decomposition-

products, malachite and azurite. Around Santa Fé are various other occurrences of copper- and iron-

ores, but nothing apparently is known as yet in regard to their industrial importance. South of 

Ocozucuautla, exploration-work has been done on the bornite-mine of La Alicia, and in the district of 

Tonalá, there is yet another copper-mine, known as La Aurora. From the neighbourhood of Las 

Chicharras, Tapachula, the author received specimens of bornite, native copper, galena, limonite and 

pyrites. In the northern portion of the Sierra Madre, and in various other localities, silver-ores are 

known to occur; and a small quantity of native gold is found in all the streams and rivers that run 

down from the Sierra Madre, but no single instance of a gold-washing can be cited. Haematite has 

been found near San Cristóbal, and magnetite,  as  well  as  kaolin   on  La  Razón   farm,   in the 
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Cintalapa district.    Native sulphur,   deposited   from   thermal   springs,   occurs in small quantity in 

various localities of the state of Chiapas.  

Lignite-seams occur in the Tertiary beds, but they are of small importance. Bitumen is of very 

frequent occurrence in both the states of Chiapas and Tabasco, though largely in districts that are 

still unexplored, geologically speaking. In many cases, it is regarded by the author as being one of the 

products of petroleum, which latter is found all along the northern border of Chiapas, and in the 

Macuspana district of Tabasco. In the last-named area, boring operations were being carried on at 

the time of writing. A fossil resin, simulating amber, occurs in small quantity in the Simojovel district 



of Chiapas, and appears to fetch a high price, in view of its utilization for the manufacture of fancy 

goods. 

A   fine, easily worked   ornamental   marble   is   furnished   by   some   of   the Cretaceous 

limestones, and pottery-clays occur all over the country, especially in the region of the Tertiary 

marine deposits. The dolomites of Chiapas would provide excellent road-metal if worked for that 

purpose: at present, such roads as do exist are very bad. Certain mineral-springs in the same state 

are of importance, on account of the large percentage of salts which they contain. In some cases, 

artificial heat is used to evaporate the water, in other cases the direct heat of the sun's rays is found 

sufficient. Sulphurous thermal springs are also fairly numerous. On the whole, the two states will 

probably derive their future prosperity from the agricultural, and not from the mining industry.                                                   

L. L. B. 

MERCURY-ORES OF CHIQUILISTLAN, JALISCO, MEXICO. 

Description de los Criaderos de Mercurio de Chiquilistládn (Jalisco). By Juan D. Villarello. Memorias de 

la Sociedad cientifica "Antonio Alzate," 1904,. vol. xx., pages 389-397. 

In his preliminary remarks, the author points out that the failure, which has so often dogged the 

endeavour to work at a profit such mercury-ore deposits as exist in Mexico, is not due to the 

supposedly-low grade of these ores, but to the often primitive and always wasteful processes of 

extraction applied to them. As a matter of fact, he claims that the average assay of the Mexican, ores 

will bear comparison with those of, Almaden, Idria and Huancavelica. 

The deposits to which he   calls attention in  this  memoir occur  between the villages of Tapalpa and 

Chiquilistlán, in the state of Jalisco,  118 miles south-west of Guadalajara, in somewhere about 20 

degrees of north latitude, and 5 degrees of west longitude (of the capital city of Mexico).    The 

nearest railway-stations are distant about a day's journey on   horseback.    In   1843, a company 

began   working   the   deposits,   but   suspended   operations   in   the following year;   since then  

various  isolated,   spasmodic   attempts  have  been made   to   work   some   of   the   mines,   but   

now   a   new   company   is   about   to re-open  the workings  on  a  fairly large   scale.    They occur 

at the   foot of   a sierra,   which   ranges   south-eastward   and   north-westward:    the   slopes   are 

forest-clad,   watered   by   perennial streams,   and   the   climate   is   healthy   and temperate.    The 

ores are chiefly found at the meeting-points of the fissures which traverse in all directions the hard, 

grey, Middle Cretaceous limestones of the district;    these   limestones   are   in   places   overlain   

by   comparatively thin sandstones, clays and marls.      Eruptive masses of hornblende-andesite bear 

witness   to   the   volcanic   activity   which   prevailed   in   Tertiary   times, after the deposition of 

these sedimentary beds. 
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The   general   structure   of   the   region   is   monoclinal:   there   are   no great faults or fracture-

lines:  but the horizontal thrust which folded the limestone determined   a series of   "conjugate   

fractures" normal   to its   direction and parallel   to   the   axis   of   upheaval,   as   well   as   (in   

combination   with   lateral pressure)   another   system   of   fractures   perpendicular   to   those   

above  mentioned.    These   fractures   have   not   displaced   the rocks   sufficiently   in   the 

Chiquilistlán   district   to   be   dignified   with   the   appellation   of   "faults." The first  system  of 

fissures,  contemporaneous  with  the   andesitic  eruptions, allowed   of   the   downward   

percolation   of   the   surface-waters   into   the   limestones,   as   well   as   of   the   upward   



percolation   of   thermal   waters   carrying metalliferous particles in solution.    The fissures are 

mineralized with cinnabar, azurite, malachite, chalcopyrite and limonite, associated with calcite and 

a little gypsum.    There is no banding such  as to indicate  various periods of deposition,   or  

anything  to  show  that  the   deposits  have   been   subjected  to movement  since  the  original  

infilling.    The average   percentage of metallic mercury contained in the ores is 0.80. 

Occasionally the deposits assume the form of strings of pockets, simulating true beds by their 

horizontal extension. The distribution of the ores appears to have been conditioned by the physical 

character, rather than by the chemical or mineralogical composition of the country-rock. The 

thermal waters appear to have enlarged the original cavities in the rock, and to have largely 

deposited their metalliferous constituents by metasomatic replacement: these were precipitated as 

sulphides, partly altered later on, by the action of the downward percolating surface-waters, into 

carbonates and oxides. Much exploration-work remains to be done, but the author regards the 

prospects which await judiciously-conducted mining operations as highly favourable.                                                                           

L. L. B. 

IRON-ORE DEPOSITS OF   THE   CARRIZAL,   COAHUILA AND   NUEVO LEON, MEXICO. 

Los Yacimientos de Fierro del Garrizal, Estado de Nuevo Leon. By Gustavo de J. Caballero. Memorias 

de la Sociedad cientifica "Antonio Alzate," 1905, vol. xxii., pages 183-186. 

The Carrizal is a small sierra trending from north-west to south-east along the border between the 

states of Coahuila and Nuevo Leon, rather more than 6 miles west of Golondrinas, a station on the 

National railway-line. The iron-ores are intercalated between a poorly fossiliferous Cretaceous (?) 

limestone and a diorite, which forms part of the eruptive series of the district. This series, in addition 

to diorites, includes diabases and porphyntes, all more or less ferruginized at the surface. The 

limestones are the predominant rocks of the region, and vary in character and colour from black 

marble to green and red marly stone. So far as they have been laid bare, they fail to exhibit any 

considerable folding. Geodes lined with garnet-crystals occur frequently at the contact between the 

iron-ore and the limestone. The ore is traced all round the sierra, at an altitude of about 2,000 feet 

above sea-level, in the form of a reef varying in thickness from 6½ to 26 feet or more. It consists 

chiefly of oxides of iron with which are associated limonite, marcasite, iron- and copper-pyrites, etc, 

while haematite occurs more especially at the contact   with   the diorite. 

The author describes some of the more interesting mineral-specimens obtained from the reef, 

including a piece of fossil wood metamorphosed into 
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magnetite,   still showing the rings of growth  and portions of bark.    Typical samples of ore have   

yielded   the   following   analyses:    haematite,   69.2   per cent. of iron and 30.6 of oxygen;   

magnetite,  72.1  per cent., of iron  and 17.2 of oxygen; pyrites,  46.2 per cent.  of iron  and 52.9 of 

sulphur.  

West   of   the   sierra is   a   valley,    some   25   miles   broad,   in   which   is an ancient crater, 

known as El Volcán; the basalts, trachytes, pumice, and obsidian associated with this ancient crater 

extend up to the slopes of the Carrizal.  Seeing that these rocks cover in part the Quaternary 

deposits, the crater must have been active at a comparatively recent date. The diorites, on the other 

hand, which traverse, dislocate, and marmorize the Cretaceous limestones are probably of Upper 

Cretaceous age, and with them we   may   perhaps   associate the   genesis   of   the   ore-deposits. 

L. L. B. 



SANTIAGO   Y   ANEXAS   GOLD-   AND   SILVER-MINES,   MICHOACÁN, MEXICO. 

Descripcion de las Minas "Santiago y Anexas" del Estado de Michoacán.     By Juan D. Villarello.   

Memorias de la Sociedad cientifica "Antonio Alzate," 1905, vol. xxii., pages 125-140, with 1 figure in 

the text and 3 plates. 

The mining concessions of the Santiago y Anexas Company are  situated among the hills  of San  

Martin,  Palo  Gacho,  and  La  Peña,  some 3¾  miles south-west   of   Tlalpujahua,   in    the    

Maravatio    district   of    the    state    of Michoacán,  and  were  visited  by  the  author  about   the   

middle   of   the  year 1899.      From  El  Oro,  whence there  is  a  branch-line  to  Tultenango  on  the 

National railway, it is a 2½ hours' drive by road to the mines. 

The oldest rocks of the district arc the Cretaceous black clay-slates and limestones, highly contorted, 

fractured, and dislocated, with a general westerly dip. They are cut off and, in places, overwhelmed 

by andesites, of which the author distinguishes two varieties: (1) an intrusive rock, occasionally 

silicified by the action of thermal waters in the neighbourhood of the metalliferous veins; and (2) an 

effusive rock, petrographically similar to the intrusive, occupying a considerable superficial extent, of 

extremely variable thickness, and much broken up by weathering. Of later date than the andesites 

are the rhyolites and rhyolitic tuffs, the last-named of which in part mantle over all the previously-

mentioned rocks. No strictly sedimentary deposits of later date than the Cretaceous occur 

hereabouts, except those derived from the disintegration of the aforesaid rocks, which have been 

laid down in depressions of the surface. Hence it is inferred that ever since the time of the folding of 

the Cretaceous slates, etc., the country has been dry land. 

Three   principal   fault-systems   are   recognizable,   in   two   of   which   the fissures are nearly 

vertical, while in the third case they have a variable dip to the westward.      Two of these systems, 

cutting each other obliquely, date from before the eruption   of   the   andesites   (Miocene?),   and   

are   themselves dislocated by the   later (Pliocene?)  system   of   faults   which   traverses   both the 

andesites  and  the  Cretaceous  clay-slates.      The fissures vary somewhat in breadth, and so the 

mineralization rather presents the   appearance of   a series   of   lenticles   sometimes   isolated,   

and   sometimes   connected   by   thin and sinuous "stringers."      The vein-stuff   may   be   

described as   a breccia, and on the whole the average thickness of the veins is stated at 16 inches. 

Locally the term  mantos  or seams   is  applied to  the   deposits   formed   from 
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the   weathering   of   the   outcrops   of   the   metalliferous   veins:    these   débris together   with   

fragments   of   slate    have   been    laid   down    in   neigh bouring depressions   of   the   surface.       

The   mantos   contain   a   certain   proportion of free  gold,   and  in  the  rainy  season   a   small   

quantity  of  the   precious  metal is collected from  the  streams  which   flow  west  of  the  Santiago   

mine.        The primary ore is pyrites in a gangue of quartz, and the secondary ores are iron oxides,   

together with   native   gold   and   native   silver   in   large   grains     Enrichment in the 

neighbourhood of the intersection of the two older systems of fissures is a noticeable feature.      

There seems to be little doubt that the mineralization of these fissures is due to the percolation of 

thermal waters the origin of which is not unconnected with the vulcanicity represented in part by 

the intrusion and effusion of the andesites.      When, as a consequence of organic   movements,   

etc.,   the   later   fissures   were   opened   up,   there was again an upward percolation of thermal  

waters,  containing,  however,  much less  gold   than   the   older   mineralizing   solutions.    Assays   

are   tabulated   of ores taken from the Dolores, Animas No.  1 and No. 2, Murciélago, La  Luz, Santa  



Cruz,  and other veins,  and from the  mantos.    The maximum  amount of gold  obtained  from  any  

of these  samples  is  68½ parts  per million,  and of silver 226½ parts per million  (say 2.20 and  7.25 

ounces Troy  respectively per  metric  ton),   and   the   average   amount   is   10   parts  per  million   

of gold and 33½  parts per million of silver (0.32 ounce  and 1.07 ounces respectively per metric ton). 

A short description is given of the various workings, many of which were abandoned and had fallen 

in at the time of the author's visit. On the whole, it cannot be said that much exploration-work has 

been done on the veins of this district, and mining operations have been of a superficial, and in 

places of a wasteful character. The clay-slates form so insecure a country-rock, that timbering is a 

necessity. Fortunately, timber is easily procurable locally and is also cheap. The permanent water-

level of the country is only 180 feet below the surface, and the continuance of mining operations 

involves drainage of the water at the rate of 66 gallons a minute, a quantity which increases pari 

passu with the depth. Labour is abundant and by no means dear. The climate is healthy and 

pleasant, and there are waterfalls capable of furnishing power. That of Labastida is already in part so 

utilized. 

The Juana-de-Arco works for the treatment of the ores are situated some 2½ miles south of the 

Cerro San Martin, and communicate with the mines by means of a broad road suitable for wheeled 

traffic. The stamp-batteries can deal with about 30 tons of vein-stuff daily. There are six 

electroplated amalgamators, and the entire plant is set in motion by a Pelton wheel. A well-

equipped assay-office is attached to the works. The assays show that, by the system of 

amalgamation without the use of heat or any chemical, in vogue at Juana de Arco, only 50 per cent. 

of the silver and 55 per cent. of the gold are got out of the ore. Cyaniding has not as yet been tried 

there.                                                                                                       L. L. B. 

IRON-ORE   DEPOSITS   OF   TATATILA,   VERA   CRUZ,   MEXICO. 

Los Yacimientos de Fierro de Tatatita.    By Alberto Capilla.    Memorias de la Sociedad cientifica 

"Antonio Alzate," 1904, vol. xix., pages 341-346.  

These   deposits   occur   in   various   ravines   running   down   from   the   great central   plateau,   in 

the canton   of Jalapa,   in   the   state   of Vera   Cruz.   The country   is   very   broken,    constantly    

veiled   in    thick   mists,    and   watered 
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by abundant  rains,  discharged  by  the   winds   blowing  in  from   the   ocean  as they beat against  

the  scarps  of  the  central   plateau. 

The most actively  worked  deposit  is that  of   La  Providencia, whence the ores are carried by a  

recently completed wire cable-way to the  terminus of a branch railroad,  which connects  with  the 

main Interoceanic  railway  at  the station of Las Vigas (8,036 feet above sea-level).    The cable raises 

a maximum of 30 tons of ore per hour to   a great 500   tons tippler,   whence   the   stuff can be 

tipped   direct   into   the   railway-trucks,   and   thus   the   total   cost   of transport to Las Vigas is 

very low.      The scarcity of water for industrial purposes  at   that   locality   accounts   for   the   

establishment   of  the   smelting-works   elsewhere,   at   Tepeyahualco,   31   miles   distant,   on   

the   same   line   of railway. 

The great number of outcrops of ore of identical composition originally led prospectors to imagine 

that the entire mass of the Providencia ridge was built up of iron-ore, and to estimate the amount in 



sight at many millions of tons. As a matter of fact, the ore-deposit consists of a number of 

contemporaneous dykes which traverse, and at the zone of contact have marmorized, the Middle 

Cretaceous limestone that forms the greater part of the massif. The dyke-rock is defined as a 

quartziferous biotite-diorite or tonalite, containing oxides of iron and pyrites. In some places, there 

are also outcrops of labradorite-gabbro and pyroxene-dacite. 

The iron-ore has been separated out by magmatic differentiation, forming thick bands or reefs 

(maximum thickness, 60 feet) between the tonalite and the marmorized limestone. Its specific 

gravity is 4.9, it contains in selected specimens 63 per cent. of metallic iron, 2.7 per cent. of sulphur, 

1.5 per cent. of silica, and 0.9 per cent. of manganese; and it is described as a haematite with a small 

admixture of magnetite, mica and iron-pyrites. Nests of biotite-mica occasionally occur in the mass 

of the ore. Taking all the grades of ore into consideration, the true average percentage of metallic 

iron would hardly exceed 55. The immediate probable output from La Providencia alone is about 200 

tons per day, but it was expected that this would be doubled in the course of six months. 

What the author says in regard to La Providencia, is also applicable, he thinks, to the neighbouring 

deposits of Santa Ursula, Los Palacios, Granadina, etc.; and, when all these are regularly worked, 

they will doubtless form a very important factor in the development of the iron-industry of Mexico.                                                                                               

L  L. B. 

MINERAL RESOURCES OF THE PROVINCE OF CAJABAMBA, PERU. 

La Provincia de   Cajabamba y sus Asientos minerales.      By Fermin Málaga Santolalla.     Boletin del 

Cuerpo de Ingenieros de Minas del Perú, 1905, No. 19, pages 1-90, with 1 figure in the text, 7 plates 

and a map. 

This province forms the southern portion of the department of Cajamarca, and  its  capital  city  (of 

the   same  name  as   the   province   itself)  lies  at   an altitude   of   9,370   feet   or   so   above   

sea-level,   in   7   degrees   30   minutes   50 seconds of latitude south, and 80 degrees 31 minutes 20 

seconds of longitude West of Paris.    The climate is extremely salubrious   and   equable,   and   the 

Province is traversed from north to south by the Western Cordillera of the Andes     The streams and 

rivers all flow ultimately into the Crisnejas, which is a tributary  of the   great   rio  Marañón.    At 

present,   the   nearest   railway-station is Trujillo,   at least   110 miles   distant   by   various   roads 

from   Caja- 
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bamba;    but   from    Trujillo   to   the   harbour   of   Salaverry,    on   the  Pacific seaboard, the 

distance is only 9½  miles.    There is telephonic communication between Cajabamba and Trujillo, 

among other places. 

Geologically  the  province consists  of a  great   sedimentary system, made  up  of limestones,   

shales,  sandstones,  and  the  corresponding  conglomerates: these take up the entire area,   with   

the  exception  of a  great  trachyte-dyke which  enters the province from  the south  and  ranges  

through  it  for about 19 miles,  terminating in the southern flank of the  mountain of Algamarca on 

the  right  bank  of  the  rio  Chimin.       The orogenic movements connected with the uplift of the 

Andes have greatly plicated and contorted the stratified rocks, and fissured them in many places as 

well.    Many of these fissures have    been   subsequently   infilled    with   metalliferous   ores.    The   

trachytic eruption   is   shown   to   be   of more recent   date   than   these   phenomena,   and dykes 

originating from it cut the metalliferous veins at right angles;   moreover, the veins have in places 



been faulted by the movements resulting from the eruption.     The age of the stratified rocks, 

according to the available palaeontological evidence, ranges from Neocomian (or Infra-Cretaceous) 

to Supra-Cretaceous.  

In  addition  to  native  silver,   the  ores  which   occur   in  the  mineral-veins are   chiefly   

argentiferous   sulphides   of   antimony,   copper,   zinc,   iron,   lead and  arsenic.    The 

mineralization   is not   of the   same   character   throughout the   province,   but   the   veins   of   

Algamarca   may   be  regarded   as   classic examples;   and   there   the   Descubridora   vein,   for   

instance,   has   a   uniform thickness  and  yields   an   average  assay  of  6½   dwts.   of gold,   160   

ounces  of silver,  and   14 per cent.  of copper per metric  ton.    In the  veins  of Capán, Cochas,   and  

Sayapullo,   the  mineralized  zones   alternate  with   barren  zones, and   they   are   as   variable   in   

thickness   as   in   quality.    The   metalliferous particles  were  evidently  deposited   by  

hydrothermal   action:   at   Algamarca, the waters percolated  from  below  upward,  but  in other 

districts  there was also  a secondary concentration  or  enrichment,  due  to  the  downward  

percolation   of  meteoric   waters.    Proceeding   to   the   detailed   description   of   the deposits,  

the  author points  out  that gold  in  the  free state  does  not  occur in the province, but where it is 

found in the metalliferous veins, it is combined with other minerals. 

At Algamarca, the daily output of ore amounts only to 2 tons, the number of persons employed at 

the mine being 47 all told. The amount of ore in sight would, however, justify the sinking of sufficient 

capital to conduct operations vigorously on a large scale. Much the same may be said of the 

Sayapullo deposits, but those of Cochas are of small industrial importance. 

Intercalated among the shales which alternate with the sandstones of the great sedimentary series 

are sundry coal-seams which crop out at the surface at various localities in the Coudebamba river-

basin. They range in thickness between 1½ and 2½ feet, and exhibit different physical properties: 

thus, in the north-west, the coal is crumbly and schistose, while in the south-east it is tough and 

compact. The following are typical analyses of the respective varieties: — 

[Table] 
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These coals both belong to the same  geological  formation, but  the south-eastern coal-seam has 

undergone a sort of natural  distillation, due to contact-metamorphism set up by tne great trachyte-

dyke previously mentioned. The north-western coal-seam is unsuitable for industrial purposes, 

owing to its excessive pulverulence: kneaded up into balls with 10 to 15 per cent. of plastic clay, it 

furnishes a fuel of very middling quality. 

The coal-bearing belt extends within the province of Cajabamba for some 10 miles from north to 

south, and it has been traced beyond that southward and south-westward   into   the   neighbouring   

provinces   of   Huamachuco   and Otzuco. 

The author describes the various methods of working the metalliferous mines adopted in 

Cajabamba, and one gathers that, on the whole, they are very old-fashioned, not to say primitive. 

Both the ore and the waste are brought to bank on the miners' backs; and the inclination of the 

galleries is so very steep, that these would have to be remodelled before tram-rails could be laid 

down in them. 



With regard to the treatment of the ores, they were, from 1899 until May 1904, sent to the 

lixiviation-works of Araqueda, rather more than 9 miles by a good cart-road from the Algamarca 

mines. Since then, the former difficulties in regard to fuel having been overcome, recourse has once 

more been had to reverberatory furnaces. 

The author considers that a prosperous industrial future awaits the province of Cajabamba, in view 

of the fertility of its soil, the diversity of its products, the abundance of its water-supply, the 

equability of its climate, the wealth of its mineral resources, and the plentiful amount of labour 

which is available. It should be noted that, in addition to the ore that is still unworked, a vast mass of 

old tailings in the Sayapullo mines would repay working. The two great needs are the provision of a 

system of good roads, and the influx of judiciously applied capital.                           L. L. B. 

MINERAL RESOURCES OF THE  PROVINCE  OF  CAJATAMBO,   PERU. 

La Provincia de Cajatambo y sus Asientos minerales.    By Fermin Málaga Santolalla.    Boletin del 

Cuerpo de Ingenieros de Minas del Perú, 1904, No. 10, 80 pages, with 2 figures in the text, 3 plates, 

and 1 map.  

This  mountainous   province  occupies   an   area   of  1,936   square   miles   between 10 degrees 57  

minutes and  10  degrees  10  minutes  of  latitude  south, and between  78   degrees  and   79   

degrees  56   minutes   of   longitude  west   (of Paris).       It   is   estimated   that   the   population   

amounts   to   about   30,000, spread along the banks of the rivers, the  three principal of which  are 

the Pativilca,   Supe,   and   Huaura,   all,   of   course,   debouching   into   the   Pacific ocean        The   

climate   is   variable   but,   on   the   whole,   healthy.    There   is well-marked season of rains (from 

October to April) and a dry season (from May to September).      At such localities as Chanca and 

others, 16,000   feet or more above sea-level, the precipitation of water is generally in the form of 

snow or hail. 

Apart from mining, the principal industry of the province consists in rearing sheep and cattle, which 

arc sent down to the coast. Cereals and other provisions are dear, although they could be easily 

raised in the province itself, if the inhabitants were less afraid of work than they generally are. The 

distances westward by road, to the harbours of Supe and Huacho on the Pacific  seaboard,   are  

respectively   103  and  112   miles;   and   eastward 
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to the famous mineral-district of Cerro de Pasco, 73 miles.      Concessions have lately  been   granted   

for  the   construction   of   railways,   which   will   soon become a potent factor in the economic 

progress of this region.                        

The   formations   of   which   it   is   built   up   are   limestones,   sandstone-shales,   with   associated   

coal-seams,   highly   folded   and    dislocated    by the earth-movements   which   originated   the   

upheaval   of   the   main   Cordillera;    amid them eruptive bosses of porphyry and diorite rise, 

forming the isolated links   of   a   broken   chain,   generally   aligned   south-south-east    and   north- 

north-west,  that is,  parallel  with the main axis of  upheaval,  at a  distance of 18 miles or so from it. 

The useful minerals include native gold and silver, ores of silver copper, lead, zinc, iron, manganese, 

antimony and arsenic (the sulphidic ores are generally auriferous); also native sulphur, graphite, and 

coal of various types. The mining district of Chanca (15,500 feet above sea-level) 12½ miles distant 

from the provincial capital, Cajatambo, has long been famed for its metalliferous veins: these 



represent the outcome of the precipitation which took place, ages ago, from thermal waters 

percolating through the fissures in the eruptive rocks of which the mountain-ranges thereabouts are 

built up. The infilling (counting from the centre towards the sahlband) generally consists of 

symmetrically-disposed bands of pyrar-gyrite and tetrahedrite-spangled quartz or calcite, followed 

by bands of fine or coarse-grained pyrite (the former being richest in silver), then again by quartz or 

calcspar, and finally by thick bands of pyrite. To these, in some cases, must be added bands of 

galena, blende and chalcopyrite, so that the total thickness of such a vein may exceed 40 inches. 

Such working as has been done on the Chanca metalliferous deposits hitherto has been 

unsystematic, not to say wasteful and improvident. There is an enormous deposit of galena in the 

Raura district, the importance of which is enhanced by the vicinity of good coal-outcrops. A brief 

description is also given of the ores of the districts of Quichas, Uchush-Chacua, Izgues, Pomahuain, 

Auquimarca, etc. 

The existence of coal in the province of Cajatambo has been known for about a generation, and coke 

was made from it and applied to industrial purposes as long ago as 1881; but the true extent and 

value of the outcrops has only been ascertained quite recently, that is, in 1903. No time has been 

lost since then in obtaining concessions from the Peruvian Government for the construction of 

railways which are destined to open up the new coal-fields. It may be said that throughout the 

province wherever the sandstones are exposed, there too the coal-seams and the associated shales 

crop out; from north to south the coal-bearing belt stretches for 50 miles, and beyond that into the 

province of Chancay; while its breadth from east to west, from the Cerro de Pasco to Andajes, 

exceeds 30 miles. Owing to the high dip and compressed folding of the strata, the mass of coal in 

places attains a gigantic thickness, being built up of seams which may be anything from 16 to 260 

feet thick, separated by very thin partings of shale and sandstone. In the vicinity of the eruptive 

massifs, the seams are anthracitized, but farther away from these massifs (as at Conocpata, 

Saquicocha, etc.), the average character of the mineral is illustrated by following analysis:—Fixed 

carbon, 67 per cent.; volatile matter, 25 per cent.; hygroscopic water, 4 per cent.; ash, 4 per cent.; 

heating power, 6,505 calories. With this may be compared an analysis of the anthracite: fixed 

carbon, 79 per cent.; volatile matter, 9.8 per cent.; hygroscopic water 3.2 per cent.;   ash,  8  per  

cent.;   and   heating   power,   7,371   calories.    Excellent 
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coke is yielded by the bituminous coals of Saquicocha. At Andajes, a coal which in character lies 

midway between these and the anthracites, contains less volatile matter than the former, burns 

with a shorter flame, and yields a heavier coke.  

The coal-seams of Oyón are worked on a small scale, in the south-eastern district nearest the great 

mining region of the Cerro de Pasco (31 to 37 miles distant), whither the soft coke (obtained by 

burning small hillocks of coal, much after the primitive fashion in which native sulphur was roasted 

in the open at one time by the Sicilian miners) is taken by pack-llamas.  Even so, the coke obtained in 

this rudimentary fashion, is of sufficiently good quality.                                                                

In conclusion, the  author opines  that there  is  enough   excellent  coal  in sight,   in the province of 

Cajatambo alone, to supply the needs of the entire continent of South America for years to come, 

and to shut out completely the further importation of European or other foreign coal. 



A description is given of the smelting-works of Gasuna, Quichas and Otuto and an alphabetical index 

of place-names facilitates reference to a carefully compiled memoir such as this is.                                       

L. L. B. 

MINERAL RESOURCES OF THE CHACAS AND SAN LUIS DISTRICTS, HUARI, PERU. 

Recursos Minerales de los Distritos de Chacas y San Luis.   By Enrique J. Dueñas.  Boletin del Cuerpo 

de Ingenieros de Minas del Perú, 1904, No. 15, pages 1-142, with 21 figures in the text and 3 plates. 

The districts   dealt   with   in   this   elaborate   memoir   are   situated   in   the province of  Huari,   

which   occupies   an   area   extending   from   the   summits of the Cordillera Blanca  eastward down 

to the  banks  of the  rio  Marañon.  The mineral-occurrences include auriferous quartz-reefs, gold-

placers worked since time immemorial, veins of argentiferous galena and cupriferous ores, 

molybdenite,   rock-salt,   coal,   graphite,   kaolin,   fire-clays,   etc.       Moreover, there is an 

abundance of a particular variety of timber, especially suitable for pit-props, etc, growing right up to 

the snow-line. 

The district of Chacas is higher lying than that of San Luis, and consequently the climate is colder;   

the altitudes mentioned in the geographical description range from 10,000 to 15,000 feet above sea-

level.    From Casma, on the Pacific   seaboard,   by   what   is known   as   the   "central   route,"   the 

distance to Chacas is 120½ miles;   and, under favourable  conditions, the up-country  journey   is  

performed   in   about   5   days.    During   the   rainy   season (from October to May) the roads, such 

as they are, lie in part under water or are mere stretches of swamp.    Freights are consequently 

heavy, and the only method of transport is by pack-horse or pack-mule.    It has not been found 

possible   to   acclimatize   the   llama   in   this   part   of   Peru.    About   15 pages are devoted to a 

description, both geographical and geological, of the "central route,"   from   Puerto   de   Casma   to   

Chacas,   before   the   author plunges into medias res,   namely,   the   petrology,   stratigraphy   and 

palaeontology of the region. 

The predominant rock exposed in the mountain-summits and at the heads of the valleys is a 

quartziferous hornblende-mica-diorite. Resting upon or abutting against this are seen bluish-black 

slates (which are, however, in many places highly metamorphosed, such varieties as quartz-schist, 

talc-schist, etc.,   being noted), seamed in every   direction   by venules 
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of   milky   quartz.       Next   above   the   slates   or   schists   comes   the sandstone-formation, the 

mass of which is fine-grained, ashen-grey, with an argillaceous cement:   it is much altered at the 

junction with the slates.      Locally,    other varieties of sandstone are found, exhibiting differences in 

colour, structure and composition.      Among the sandstones,  which,  by the way,  conformably 

overlie  the slate-series,   occur  the celebrated coal-seams,  and  many  thermal springs, which (at 

the surface) deposit limonitic iron-ore and calcareous tufa can be traced to  the  same  formation.       

The approximate total thickness of the slate-series   is   14,000   feet;   the  general   strike   of  all   

the   sedimentaries is north-north-west and south-south-east, and the dip is northerly or north-

easterly.      Their age is considered to be Upper Liassic, between Sinemurian and Toarcian.      The 

eruptive rocks (dioritcs, porphyries, and trachytes) are post-Cretaceous, with the exception of the 

granitic masses which seem to be at any rate pre-Cretaceous, if not Jurassic. 

The rocks of the Chacas and San Luis districts are traversed in every direction by innumerable 

fissure-veins, among which three principal systems can be disentangled. In the first group, the ores 



(in order of abundance) are well-crystallized galena, yellow and black zinc-blende, stibnite in very 

fine needles, pyrite, erubescite (containing a good proportion of silver), and very rarely bournonite 

and mispickel. In the second group, galena is again the principal ore, but it is more markedly 

associated with cupriferous minerals, such as amorphous chalcopyrite. The galena is highly 

argentiferous. In the third group, most of the ores mentioned as characteristic of the first recur. The 

veins are equally well mineralized in the sedimentaries and in the eruptive rocks. A lengthy 

description is given of the principal metalliferous mines, and one gathers that, in many, the method 

of working is unsystematic and wasteful. Areas still unworked are undoubtedly rich in silver-bearing 

and even gold-bearing ores, but the industrial future of these deposits is intimately associated with a 

necessary reform in the methods of working. 

The   author   then   deals   at   some   length   with   the   coal-deposits   of   the Chacas   and   San   

Luis   districts.    The   anthracitic   formation   extends   right through these districts,   from north   to 

south,   parallel with   the main axis of   the   Andes.    Contact-metamorphism,   due   to   the   

eruptive   masses   which crop up in the middle of the sedimentary anticline, is held to be the cause 

of the anthracitization   of the coal in this case;   where the metamorphism has  been  most   intense   

lenticles   of   graphite   are   observed,   both   among sandstones and among slates.   Dr. Raimondi's 

analyses of the Uchusquillo and Archuay anthracites are quoted;   the latter is very similar to that 

from the Pluton  mine,  analysed  by  the  author,  and  yielding  the  following  results: fixed carbon, 

86.70 per cent.;   volatile matter,  10.24 per cent.;   ash, 3.06 per cent.;   specific  gravity,   1.6;   

heating  capacity,   6,633  calories.      The coal is lustrous,   black,   sometimes   shot with   grey,   

with   conchoidal   fracture,   and specks of ochre.      The Cuchiguaganam coal is of jet-like 

appearance, with occasional   iridescence,   irregular fracture,   and   very   compact   structure. It 

yielded to the author the following analysis:   fixed carbon, 86.15 per cent., volatile matter, 11.85 per 

cent.;   ash, 2 per cent.;   specific gravity, 1.5; and heating power, 6,670 calories.    At the Vulcano 

mine, a seam of semi-anthracite, never less than 2½ feet and often more than 4¼ feet thick, is 

worked:  its average heating power is equivalent to 6,700 calories,   it contains 85.44 per cent. of 

fixed  carbon,  12.30  per cent.  of volatile  matter,   and yields 2.26 per  cent.   of  ash.       The   

specific gravity varies   between   1.72   and   1.65. On the whole,  all   these coals  are  comparable  

with  those  mined  at  Wilkesbarre 
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in Pennsylvania. Semi-bituminous and bituminous coals are not altogether absent from the Chacas 

and San Luis districts, but their occurrence is comparatively rare.  At present,   only   two   collieries   

are   at   work   there   (the Volcano, previously mentioned, and the Proserpina y Plutón):  the 

method of working is by pillar-and-stall. 

A long chapter (35 pages) is devoted to a description of the present condition of the   mineral   and   

metallurgical   industries   in   those   districts.    Of the total number of mines   officially   recognized,   

only about   a   quarter   are being actively worked.      The author thinks that the San Luis district will 

in the future derive its chief importance from coal-mining, and that metalliferous ore-mining, long 

decadent there, will never be revived on any considerable scale.      It is otherwise with the Chacas 

district.      Full details are given of the smelting-works situated in the Checchipampa valley (13,000 

feet above sea-level), 6¼ miles distant from Chacas and about 125 miles from the Pacific   seaboard.       

The   products   are   chiefly   pig-lead   (containing   a   little gold, and much silver and copper) and 

copper-matte (containing 4 to 5 per cent. of silver and 30 to 36 per cent. of copper).      The manner 

in which the ores got on the Pompei and Contadera estates are treated, is also described at length. 



With regard to the future industrial prosperity of these regions, it is bound up with the provision of 

rapid and economical means of transport. Next in importance comes the question of labour-supply; 

and thirdly, the inflow of capital. The author designedly places this requisite last, as he does not 

agree with the endless repetition of the dictum that before everything the Peruvian mineral industry 

needs capital; he says, in effect: "let us but have roads and railways, and the rest will come of itself." 

He uses some very strong language in regard to the invincible laziness of the great mass of the 

population, and advocates the passing of laws which would make work obligatory.                                                                          

L. L. B. 

COAL-DEPOSITS OF THE CHECEAS DISTRICT, CHANCAY, PERU. 

Yacimientos carboniferos del Distrito de  Checras.      By  E. A. V.   de   Habich. Boletin del Cuerpo de 

Ingenieros de Minus del Perú, 1904, No. 18, pages 1-32, with 10 figures in the text and 3 plates.  

This district forms part of the province of Chancay, and the lowest altitude mentioned by the author 

is 10,000 feet above sea-level, the highest being apparently  reached  in  the  Cumbre  de   Yaru   

(19,024   feet).       It is divisible mineralogically into two distinct areas: one comprizing the coal-belt, 

which stretches for at least 10 leagues (31 miles) from beyond Chiuchin to the villages of Puñun and 

Tongos; the other being the area of eruptive rocks with metalliferous deposits. From the harbour of 

Huacho, on the Pacific seaboard, to Parquín (within the coal-belt), the distance is 121 miles, a dis-

tance which, under present conditions, is generally covered in three days. From Lima, by a different 

road, it is a five days' journey.  

Some of the best exposures of coal-seams are within the boundaries of Parquín township: four 

seams can be traced thence south-eastward for a distance of 8 miles. In point of fact, coal-outcrops 

are traceable over double that distance.      The author specially investigated the area (covering 40 

square miles) comprized between the mountain-ridges of Polvorillo, Pucayacu, Yanamá, and 

Huancho.  No.  1 seam   shows  a  thickness  of at  least  13 feet of coal,  dips  62  degrees,  strikes  

north-east   and  south-west,  and  can  be 
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followed up for 8 miles.    No. 2 seam, also about 13 feet thick, 130 feet north-east   of   No.    1,   

strikes   parallel   with   it,   and   dips   56   degrees.  No. 3 seam,    with    a    similar   strike    and   a    

dip    of   39    degrees,    barely 33 feet north-east of No.  2,   is about 5 feet thick.       At Huancho    

the thickness of No. 3 seam is found to have increased to 6½ feet or more.      In some places the 

outcrops are masked by forest-growth, in others by the debris tumbled from the crests of the ridges, 

or by snow.    But there is no question, either as to the general strike, or as to the existence of other 

seams besides those just described. 

The coal-bearing formation, consisting of a succession of sandstones and shales, is underlain   by   

diorite   and   overlain   by   dark-grey   limestones   full of characteristic   Cretaceous fossils.    All the   

stratified rocks of   this region have been ridged up into enormous folds.    In the shaly band which 

generally intervenes between a coal-seam   and the sandstone, abundant impressions of a fern-like 

plant are found (?Echinostrobus). 

It is estimated that water-power equivalent to 16,600 horsepower could be obtained at Parquín, by 

making use of the mountain-streams which flow through the neighbouring ravines. The amount of 

coal contained in the workable deposits is estimated by the author at 3,969,000,000 tons. At the 

outcrop, the mineral presents the characters of a soft, pulverulent anthracite but it is much tougher 



directly one cuts into the seam below the surface. Analyses made of two specimens, obtained from a 

depth not exceeding 82 feet at Parquín, yielded the following average result:—Ash, 3.50 per cent.; 

fixed carbon, 83.70 per cent. ; volatile matter, 8.05 per cent.; hygroscopic water, 4.75 per cent. :   

and heating capacity, 7,870 calories. 

L. L. B. 

AURIFEROUS DEPOSITS OF CONDESUYOS AND CAMANÁ, PERU.  

Yacimientos auriferos de Condesuyos y Camaná.     By Lisandro U. Alvarado. Boletin del Cuerpo de 

Ingenieros de Minas del Perú, 1905, No. 20, 49 pages and 5 plates. 

The province of Condesuyos has for its capital Chuquibamba, and most part of it is at least three 

days' journey distant from the nearest harbour on the Pacific coast. The country is rugged and 

mountainous, and is watered by one important river, the rio de Ocoña, which will, sooner or later, 

be made available for motive power in connection with mining operations. The climate is, on the 

whole, of Andean character, that is, rather cold than otherwise. But that of the gold-mining district 

of San Antonio or Andaray, 2,755 feet above sea-level, is described as warm, and paludean fevers 

are endemic, the miners often being disabled by simultaneous attacks of tertian ague. The mines are 

22 leagues distant from the Pacific seaboard, and the distance to be travelled is 62 miles or so, by 

heavy roads, in the opposite direction to Chuquibamba. 

Mining   operations,   suspended   since   1858,   were   actively   resumed   forty years later.    The 

gold occurs  in fissure-veins,   some  of  which   were  initiated by  the  eruption  of  the  columnar  

basalts,   which,   with   the  altered   granites, make up most of the solid geology of the district.    

The infilling of the veins consists chiefly of quartz, pyrites, and a sort   of consolidated clay derived 

from the decomposition of felspars.    The basalts arc overlain by lavas, tuffs and   volcanic   ashes,   

together   with   deposits   of   rock-salt   and   gypsum.  At the  present  day,  the  district  is  still   

one  of  considerable   seismic  instability. 
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The author devotes some space to the description of Chira bay, a roadstead with a sandy bottom,   

but  of  comparatively   exiguous   dimensions,  which   he thinks will presently assume importance in 

connection with the traffic to and from the gold mines  of both  the  provinces  dealt  with   here.  

He then describes in detail the six veins which are now the property of the Sociedad Aurifera de 

Andaray. He says that exploration-work and fore-winning, in the proper sense of the term, have so 

far been confined to the Mercedes vein. Here ten horizontal adits have been driven one above the 

other from the base of the mountain up to a height of 820 feet. "Horses" or barren areas are not 

infrequent, and the tenour in gold as well as the thickness of the vein is variable.    It occurs native in 

the quartzose gangue, and also in combination with pyrites.    Where the sulphides (invariably 

auriferous) have been decomposed to  oxides, visible  gold may be looked for;   near the surface in 

fine spangles, and at 650 feet or more from the surface in grains and  nodules.  The   workings are   

extremely   dusty,   and   the   miners   suffer much inconvenience thereby. 

In the Charhuani ravine, a tributary of the Chorunga ravine, wherein occur the veins just described, 

prospecting-work has been done on several very promising gold-quartz reefs; and the comparative 

proximity of the rio Grande, the principal affluent of the rio de Ocoña, is a favourable factor, on 

account of the water-power which could be made available for smelting-works, etc. Farther south, 



the auriferous veins of Huaca and Iquipi, which occur among the black columnar basalts of the Cerro 

de Yanacaca, are at present untouched. Turning north again, we come to the Mina del Rey, in the 

glen of Alpacay, where many varieties of gold-quartz are worked, among them one of an alabastrine 

whiteness, apparently barren, yet uniformly yielding from 0.384 to 0.480 ounce of gold per ton. 

A description is given of the works where the output from the Mercedes mine of Andaray is treated, 

and a brilliant future is predicted for the gold-mining industry in the province of Condesuyos, 

provided the necessary capital is forthcoming, backed by adequate technical knowledge and 

administrative ability. 

The coastal province of Camana is then described. Cupriferous veins have been the object of 

prospecting-work in the ridges that abut on the Pacific in the vicinity of the mouth of the rio de 

Ocoña. Numerous gold-quartz reefs are known to exist, the richest of which occur in the Cerro de 

Posco, far inland, bordering on the district of Andaray. Capital is being sought, in order to work the 

Posco reefs on a large scale, and reasons are assigned for the expectation that the industry would 

prove highly remunerative. The results of various assays, made in 1896 and 1897, are tabulated, and 

it is estimated that £33,000 would represent the value of the output of gold for every 1,000 feet of 

reef worked.                                                       L. L. B. 

MINERAL RESOURCES OF THE PROVINCE OF OTUZCO, PERU. 

La Provincia de Otuzco y sua Asientos minerales.     By F. Málaga Santolalla.  Boletin del Cuerpo de 

Ingenieros de Minas del Perú, 1905, No. 22, 70 pages, and 4 plates.                                                                    

This province, bounded on the east by the western Cordillera, the divortium aquarium between the 

Pacific and the Atlantic, with its capital city 51½ miles distant from the coast of the former ocean, is 

in parts very mountainous. Its products are as varied as its climate, and, mirabile dictu, it is 

possessed of a network of fairly good  roads  (apparently  not,   however, 
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suitable for heavy wheeled traffic).    Consequently the port of Truxillo can be reached   in   a   day   

and   a   half's   journey   from   the   above-mentioned city of Otuzco.                                                                 

The rocks which constitute the  solid geology  of the region  are  described at sufficient length,  

under the heading  of (1)  sedimentaries,  including sandstones,  conglomerates,   slates,   limestones   

and  clays;   (2)   eruptives,   including  petrosiliceous  porphyries,   rhyolites,   porphyrites   and   

hornblendic   granites; and (3) metamorphic  rocks.       The  strike  both  of  the   sedimentary and  

the metamorphic formations throughout the province is east and west, but veers somewhat round 

to north-west and south-east on approaching the Cordillera; and   the   dip,   variable   in   amount,   

is   northward   or  southward   according to which   limb   of   the   anticline   the   strata   belong.       

Generally   speaking, the northern portion of the province is occupied by sedimentary rocks, the 

central portion by the   metamorphics,   and  the  southern  portion   by  the  eruptives - but this 

must not be understood too literally. At Huaranchal, near Choquisongo, a chalybeate thermal spring 

issues from the sandstone at a temperature of 167° Fahr. 

The useful minerals of the province are found in five districts out of eight, and include gold-quartz, 

native silver, silver-ores, copper-, lead-, manganese-, iron-, and antimony-ores, and anthracitic coal. 

Near the northern border is the mining-district of Carangas, where the sedimentaries, folded and 

fissured in the process of uplift of the Andes, have been altered by contact-metamorphism due to 



the eruption of the hornblendic granites. A later infilling of these fissures has transformed them into 

a system of metalliferous veins, the principal and best explored of which is the Santa Catalina vein. 

The infilling, sulphidic where the vein traverses slates, is oxidic where it traverses sandstones, even 

at the same level, and the different permeability of the rocks makes this easily explicable. The metals 

hitherto extracted are gold, silver, and copper, and it would appear that the mere fringe of the 

deposit has so far been touched. 

West of Carangas lies the mining-district of Malín, on the right bank of the rio de Huancay, within 

comparatively easy reach of the railway that runs to Truxillo and Salaverry. Here the fissures, which 

were opened up in every direction in the sedimentary rocks, are variously infilled with argentiferous 

galena, chalcopyrite, iron-pyrites, quartz and metallic oxides. The richness in silver of some of them 

is remarkable. This district, too, will bear a considerable amount of prospecting. 

The account given of the Tambillo and Igor deposits is not very encouraging; and those of Salpo and 

Milluachaqui, although of considerable importance, are from the industrial point of view, in a state 

of suspended animation. 

With  the  exception  of  the  coal-seams  of  Callacuyan,   some  31   miles  east of the city of Otuzco, 

all the coal-deposits of the province are concentrated in its northern portion.      In thickness the 

seams vary between 6½ and 26 feet, and they occur invariably   amid the   sandstones,   with   a   

roof and   floor of carbonaceous   black   shale.    They   are believed   to   be   of Jurassic age.     The 

coal of Huayday, on the extreme north-eastern border of the province, crops out  about  6,500   feet  

above  sea-level,   towards  the  left  bank  of  the   rio  de Chicama.       It  is  of  a  brilliant   black,  

very   hard  and   heavy,   compact,   does not   blacken   the   fingers,   and   in   a   chimney   with   a   

good   draught,   burn easily,  yielding a  great   deal  of heat.       Its calorific power is estimated   at 

7,015   calories.       Analysis   gives   the   following   results:—Hygroscopic   water, 5.66 per cent.;   

volatile matter, 4.74 per cent.;   fixed carbon, 79.74 per cent.; 
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and ash, 9.86 per cent. The Shalcoal, Pinchaday, Huaranchial and Canibamba coals are also described 

by the author, although from the tabulated analyses, it may be gathered that they are not quite of 

such good quality.  But the Lagunas seam, about 20 feet thick, near the north-western border of the 

province, and only 6 miles distant from the Pampas railway-station, yields a greyish-black anthracitic 

coal of the following composition :—Fixed carbon, 82 per cent.: volatile matter, 9.5 per cent.; and 

ash, 8.5 per cent. Its heating power is   equivalent   to   7,039   calories,   and,   although   it   ignites 

with some difficulty, it burns well without crepitating.  

In regard to mining operations generally in the province  of  Otuzco,   the author criticizes adversely 

the want of method, foresight, and economy with which they are (with extremely rare exceptions) 

carried on. He describes at length the metallurgical treatment of the ores, including amalgamation 

and lixiviation, and concludes with a prophecy of the brilliant future which awaits the mineral-

industry of the province, whenever mining operations shall be methodically conducted, under skilled 

management, backed by ample capital.                                                                               L. L. B. 

MINERAL RESOURCES OF THE PROVINCE  OF  PATAZ,  PERU. 

Recursos é Importancia de la Provincia de Pataz.     By Felipe de Lucio.     Boletin del Cuerpo de 

Ingenieros de Minas del Perú, 1905, No. 21, 60 pages and 8 plates.  



After a geographical description   of this   mountainous province,   part   of which lies within the 

watershed of the great rio Maranon, the  author proceeds to consider the question of ways of 

communication.      On the very first page  of   his   memoir   he   warns   the   reader   that   " no   

progress,   moral   or material"   has  been   achieved   in   this   region   since   it   was   first   

described by Don Cosmo Bueno in the year 1771;   and the roads, bad  or non-existent in so many 

provinces  of  Peru,  are  in perhaps  a   sorrier  plight   in   remote Pataz  than  elsewhere.       All   the   

tracks   at present   in   use   pass   over   very steep gradients, and the only one that it would be 

possible to convert  into a good road  for  wheeled traffic   meets   the   line   of  the   projected   

Marañón railway: the province of Pataz would then be placed within five days' journey of the Pacific  

coast.       The   entire   mountain-massif which   forms   the right bank of the Marañón hereabouts is 

built   of   Upper Cretaceous   limestones, which reappear on the left bank. 

Where   erosion   has   carved   deep   ravines   within   them,   the   underlying gneisses and schists 

are exposed.    On the north, the limestones extend halfway  up   the   great   wall   of   the   Andes,   

the   core   of   which   here   seems   to consist   of   a   pseudostratified   quartz-porphyry,   amid   

which   are   seen   great intrusive   masses   of   hornblende-andesite.       The   argentiferous   ores   

of   San Lorenzo and Chontacocha occur in the last-named rock, while the schists and the porphyry   

are   the   matrix   of   the   gold-bearing   minerals.    These latter contain a higher percentage of 

silver, in proportion as they occur nearer an andesite-intrusion.       The   southern   area   is   covered   

by   a   boulder-clay   and glacial conglomerate,   here called   colorado,   while   a   more   recent   

period   of glaciation has given rise to the placers of the Rio Cajas. 

Of all the gold-producing districts in the province, the most celebrated is that of Parcoy and La 

Soledad, where the deposits have been worked from time immemorial.       The   auriferous veins,   

striking parallel   with   the joints of the porphyry, have rather the aspect of bedded deposits, but 

may perhaps be more   correctly   described   as   lenticles.       A   description   is   given   of   the 
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El Gigante mine, where the mineral consists of auriferous arsenical pyrites more or less abundantly 

dispersed through barren   quartz.       Including this mine, it is estimated that the amount of gold still 

to be got in the Parcoy district from the deposits which have been prospected is 209,811 ounces.   

This leaves  out   of   account   several   mines   which   have   not   been   recently  investigated,   and  

there   are,   too,   abundant   occurrences  where   the  gold-tenour is high but the extraction 

unprofitable;  unless sufficient capital be embarked in the venture to permit of  working  on a  large  

scale,  and  unless  good  roads be  made.       At  El  Gigante  the  amount  of oxidized  mineral  is  

very  small; generally,  refractory sulphides  predominate,  and, by  means of the cyanid-treatment a 

little over 40 per cent. of the gold can be extracted.    Labour is cheap,  although  of poor  quality;   

fuel  is  scarce,  but  the   rio  Llacuabamba would furnish sufficient motive power;   provisions are 

cheap and good;   and as before mentioned,  the means of communication are  difficult. 

In the neighbourhood of the town of Pataz, on one of the spurs which come down from the Eastern 

Cordillera, there are five or six distinct metalliferous " beds " of great thickness and extent, 

occurring, some in the blue slate which here overlies the porphyry, some in the porphyry itself and 

some in a black crystalline rock which is intrusive within the last-named. Although mined in former 

times, these deposits are by no means worked out, and the author estimates the amount of ore still 

in sight as superior to that of the Parcoy district. The local conditions are, on the whole, favourable 

(roads always excepted), but the necessary labour would have to be imported. A passing reference is 



then made to the San Lorenzo mine, but the author refrains, for reasons which are duly set forth, 

from recommending the resumption of mining-operations there. Nor can he say much in regard to 

the Zarumilla mining-district, beyond advising those who may take up the Pataz workings to 

prospect in Zarumilla also. 

A lengthy description is given of the placer-deposits of the rio Cajas, which appear likely to give rise 

to a prosperous mineral-industry. 

An appendix is devoted to the semi-anthracite-deposits of Ancos in the province of Pallasca. These 

occur among slates, quartzites and limestones, in an area which has evidently undergone 

metamorphism; and the meta-morphism is not alone regional, for an igneous dyke traverses the 

sedimentary rocks on the north-eastern flank of the Cerro de Cocabal, and to its influence the author 

attributes the anthracitization of the Ancos coal. The mineral is hard, makes very little small, burns 

with difficulty, does not cake or crepitate, and yields about 14.2 per cent. of ash. The fixed carbon 

amounts to 72.3 per cent., volatile matter to 8.2 per cent. ; and hygroscopic water to 5.3 per cent. 

Experimental use of 20 tons of it on railway-locomotives with appropriate boiler-furnaces has given 

satisfactory results. The amount of workable coal in sight is estimated to average at least 4,000,000 

tons, and this in one limb of the anticline alone: it appears probable that as much again will be found 

in the other limb of the anticline. The seams are separated in all cases from the schistose slates 

among which they occur by thin bands of a compact clay, varying in colour from white to bluish and 

reddish-grey and black. 

The  conditions  for  working  are   extremely   favourable,   ventilation  being natural and easy, the 

evolution of marsh-gas being here out of the question, the coal  can   be got   by  adits  driven  (? one  

above the  other)   at appropriate intervals in   the  sides of the ravine  of Ancos.    As usual   in Peru, 

the great difficulty is that of transport.                                                             L. L. B. 
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AURIFEROUS   DEPOSITS   OF   SANDIA,   PERU.  

Informe sobre los Yaciamientos auriferos de Sandia.    By Luis Pflücker [Pfluecker].    Boletin del 

Cuerpo de Ingenieros de Minas del Perú, 1905, No. 26, pages 1-40, and 6 plates 

The placer-mining   industry   in   the   province   of   Sandia,   flourishing   in bygone ages,    seems   

destined   to   re-emerge   shortly   from   the   depression   in which it has long been plunged.    This 

depression has been chiefly due to the lack of cheap labour, in sufficient abundance to work the 

deposits profitably by the primitive methods hitherto in vogue. The introduction of modern 

processes will eliminate this economic factor ere long, and thereby possibly inaugurate the hoped-

for renascence of the industry.  

The province is divided into two unequal portions, the smaller being the southern one by the snow-

capped Cordillera which encircles the Titicaca plateau. From the high summits which reach an 

altitude of 15,000 feet, there is a steep descent to the provincial capital of Sandia (7,000 feet above 

sea level) and thence a more gradual slope northward. The southern portion forms a great pastoral 

district; while the northern, seamed by the narrow ravines which the mountain-torrents have carved 

deep in the slates, is given up (according to altitude) to the cultivation of maize, coca, coffee and 

indiarubber. Of the 20,000 inhabitants of the province, all but 800 are illiterate: from among them 

ordinary peones ("boys") are recruited for the alluvial workings, but the better class of labour has to 

be looked for in other provinces. From the seaport of Mollendo, the traveller who wishes to reach 



Sandia, may use the Southern railway to take him 293 miles on his way as far as Juliaca, whence it is 

five days' journey by either of two roads up to Sandia. Apart from these, the ways of communication 

in the province are described as mostly execrable, some of them being mere self-worn tracks dating 

from before the advent of the white man. 

A transverse section of the above-mentioned Cordillera, from south to north, shows sandstones, 

quartzites, glacial deposits, slates (forming the highest peaks), then the central core of granitic rock, 

followed in reverse order by slates, quartzites and sandstones. The bedding of the two last-

mentioned rocks is generally vertical, while the dip of the slates (which constitute four-fifths of the 

eastern Cordillera, and are supposed to be of Silurian age) is extremely variable. The drift-deposits 

extend over almost the whole of the southern portion of the province, in the shape of loosely 

cemented conglomerates, the chief elements of which are quartz, sandstone, slate and ironstone. 

Upon them rest in many places erratic boulders of huge size. Nearly everywhere the presence of 

gold has been proved in these deposits, but the tenour in gold bears no relation to its proximity to 

the bed-rock, thus showing that concentration by water-action is here out of the question as an 

originating factor. That the deposits are largely of glacial origin admits of little doubt, although no 

striae have been as yet observed in the few places where the underlying rock is exposed. At the 

Ananea glacier, where a frontal moraine is actually in course of formation, the moraine itself is now 

worked as a gold-placer. 

Three varieties   of auriferous   deposits   are   recognizable in   the   province of Sandia:   (1) the gold-

quartz-reefs;   (2) the glacial and fluviatile drifts, and (3) the alluvia deposited by the existing rivers.    

The first-named must,   in former days,   have been the   object   of active   mining-operations,   but 

hardly any of them have been worked for a long time, and the author declines to predicate   

anything   as   to   their   present   extent   or   value.       To   the   Glacial 
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Drifts proper belong the enormous placer-deposits of Poto, which are certain to yield a considerable 

output of gold whenever they are worked on   a   Iarge scale.      The Aporoma placers are assigned to 

the older fluviatile drifts, and they also admit of working on a large scale.      The small  and  sparsely 

distributed  placers,   built  up  from   the   alluvia   of  the  existing   rivers   do  not, on the  other  

hand,  admit  of working  on a  large  scale.       In   a   small way, however, they are worked at a 

profit, and their accumulated output bulks considerably in the total gold-production of the province. 

These alluvial placers are called aventaderos, and the gold is nearly always concentrated at the 

bottom, above the slates or a stratum of clay. Nearly all the water courses in the province carry gold, 

and the two great rivers, the Inambari and the Tambopata, considering their ample breadth and 

comparatively tranquil flow (the velocity of the current does not, as a rule, exceed 3 miles an hour), 

would form appropriate sites for gold-dredging operations. Electricity for power-purposes could be 

generated from the numerous tributary torrents. 

In the fifth chapter of the memoir a detailed description is given of the glacial placer-deposits south 

of the Cordillera, including those of the mining-district of Poto. The entire area is situated at an 

altitude exceeding 15,000 feet above sea-level, and consequently the climate is what the Peruvians 

term "cold," but the country affords abundant pasturage for sheep and goats. Hydraulicking plant is 

or has been at work at San Antonio de Poto and Ajollani. The rich placers of Laca and Huancantira, at 

present worked by the Cuyucuyu Indians, would repay working on a large scale. Works for the 

treatment of the gold derived from the quartz-reefs of the district, few of which are at present 



mined, have been lately established at the foot of the Ananea range, near the lakelet of Rinconada. 

In this way reef-mining will probably revive in this area, as hitherto the miner has been obliged to 

leave untouched the low-grade ores, abandoning the workings so soon as the high-grade ores have 

been exhausted. The sixth chapter is devoted to the Aporoma placers (the total volume of auriferous 

gravel, etc., in these being estimated at 1,595,500 cubic yards), and to the gold-washeries along the 

rio Pulipuli (Infiernillo), and the rio Azunta. Then a short description is given of the mining-districts of 

Cotani, Monte Bello, and the rio Chailluma. 

The ninth and last chapter embodies a synopsis of the present condition of the mineral industry 

throughout the province.      The government records of the year 1904 show that 115 mining 

concessions had then   been granted, but in the vast majority of cases no prospecting-work even had 

been done on them.       The   total   output   of   gold   from   the   province   of   Sandia   for   that 

year  amounted to  3,826  ounces  Troy,   whereof  1,350  ounces  came  from   San Antonio   de   

Poto,   483   ounces   were   got   from   the   quartz-reefs,   and   1,993 ounces represent the yield of 

the labour of some 520 Indians working various drift- and alluvial-placers  on their own  account.      

The Cotani district contributed nothing to these   totals.       The causes which   have   so   far checked 

the successful development of the industry in the province are (1) the general inaccessibility of the 

deposits, since with   the exception of Poto,  the roads (as aforesaid) are execrable;  (2) the absence 

of such  detailed investigation as would  form  a   basis for  fresh  prospecting-work;   and  (3)   the   

lack   of   local capital.    To these  may  be  added the  general backwardness  of  the  province, and 

the  scant encouragement  given  to  enterprizing  prospectors  or  other  investigators.       There   

being no proper   cadastral   plan   of   landed   properties, 
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the question of boundaries remains delightfully vague and confused. When these difficulties have 

been overcome, the mineral resources of the province will justify it in looking forward to a brilliant 

future.                   L. L. B. 

 

GOLD-PLACERS AND  LIGNITES   OF  TIERRA  DEL  FUEGO,   SOUTH AMERICA. 

Lavaderos de Oro de Tierra del Fuego.   By Jerman Brain.    Boletin de la Sociedad National de 

Mineria, 1905, series 3, vol. xvii., pages 69-74. 

Rather more than  half (10,800  out  of 18,500  square  miles)  of  the  great island  of   Tierra   del   

Fuego   lies   within   Chilian   territory.       The   numerous gold-placers which occur there have been 

worked for some time;  but the full extent  of  their   importance   appears  to   have   been   

appreciated   only   within the last three years,  and it  is now  proposed to  introduce into the  

country the   system   of   steam-dredging   which   will   enable   mining-operations   to   be 

conducted on a much larger scale than hitherto. 

A short historical summary is given, beginning with the year 1880, when an officer of the Chilian 

Navy published a description of the auriferous deposits. This is followed by details of the primitive 

fashion in which the alluvia have been worked, in localities where water is easily accessible: much 

precious metal is washed away in the tailings, and accurate statistics of the output are not 

forthcoming. Now and then, big nuggets have been found, and a list of these is given. One obtained 

in 1900, weighed no less than 590 grammes or 18.88 ounces Troy. 



The geological structure of the country is not very complicated: along the western coast runs a 

prolongation of the Andes, of which the basement-rocks are schists and granites. East of this 

stretches a vast succession of clays, sandstones and conglomerates of Tertiary age, with a general 

northeasterly dip. These sedimentary deposits, although sufficiently compact and tough, are  easily 

disintegrated  by  atmospheric  agencies. 

In the earlier (Miocene) portion of the succession occur several seams of lignite of fairly constant 

thickness, measuring each from 3 to 5 feet.    They have been proved at several localities at some 

distance apart, and their composition appears to be as constant as their thickness.    The following 

analysis of a specimen of lignite of Rio Oscar may be regarded as representative of the average:   

hygroscopic water,  25.85  per  cent.;   volatile matter,  34.35  per cent.;   fixed  carbon,   36.75  per  

cent.;   and  ash,   3.05  per cent.    The   heating power is equivalent to 3,868 calories.      When 

exposed to the free air, the mineral   crumbles   with   rather   disconcerting    facility,   on   account   

of   the rapidity with which its large percentage of contained water evaporates.    It needs to be dried 

slowly in stacks protected from the wind.  

The author assigns reasons for believing that, at one time, all the above-described   formations   

were   mantled   over by a poorly-auriferous gravel, whence the placers have derived the gold which 

is now accumulated in them.  He then   expatiates   on   the   future   industrial   importance   of   the   

extensive Peat-deposits,   8   to   10   feet   thick,   which lie   along   the   valleys   of   a   great many 

rivers.       In these same rivers gold is   found apparently everywhere, coarse in the upper reaches, 

finely divided in the lower.      It is associated with ironsands,   mainly   consisting   of   magnetite   

and haematites.    Occasionally, fragments of platinum and garnets are discovered among these. 

The veins  from   which   the  gold   was  originally  derived,   would   seem   to 
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have existed  at  a  great distance  from   the present deposits,  judging by the rounded   and   

polished   character   of   the   fragments   of   altered   sedimentary rocks constituting the gravel and 

by the fact that none of the rocks represented are to be found in the neighbouring mountains. 

The gold, accompanied  by oxides of iron and occasionally pyrites   assays from 850 to 920 fine and is 

generally in the form  of laminated  particles  of varying sizes, which only amalgamate with difficulty,  

owing, probably, to a coating of iron   oxide,   which  prevents  intimate  contact   witli   the   

mercury. Platinum has been found in small quantities. 

H. D.  and L. L. B. 

KLEINITE, A QUICKSILVER-MINERAL FROM TEXAS.  

Der Kleinit, ein hexagonales Quecksilberoxychlorid von Terlingua in Texas.    By A. Sachs.     

Sitzungsberichte der königlich [koeniglich] preussischen Akademie der  Wissenschaften, 1905, No. 52, 

pages 1091-1094. 

At  the mineralogical  Institute  of  the  University  of Breslau  a  specimen of a mineral  designated   

as  " terlinguaite "  was   lately  received,   which,  on careful investigation, proved to be another and 

hitherto undescribed mineral. In the papers published in 1904, by Dr.   A.  J.  Moses, terlinguaite was 

described as a monoclinic mercury oxychloride, corresponding to the chemical formula Hg2ClO.      

Now, the mineral examined by Dr.   Sachs  undoubtedly crystallizes   in   the   hexagonal   system;   it   

contains   about   87   per   cent.   of mercury,   from   7   to   8   per   cent.   of   chlorine,   and   about   



5¼   per   cent.   of oxygen,   a  composition  almost  exactly  expressed  by  the  formula   Hg4 Cl2O3 

(or HgCl2 + 3HgO).      It occurs in small crystals, 1 to 2 millimetres only in length, in a highly 

argillaceous gangue, often raddled by iron oxides.    It is soluble   in   moderately concentrated   

hydrochloric   acid,   and   in   nitric   acid. In the purest variety, the crystals are sulphur-yellow, which 

gives place to an   orange   tinge   where   the   gangue   shows   signs   of   decomposition.       The 

lustre is comparable with that of the diamond, the cleavage is good, hardness, 3 to 4;   and the 

specific gravity, 7.441 (less than that of either eglestonite or terlinguaite).    The locality where it has 

been found is Terlingua, in the state of Texas.      The proposed name kleinite is given in   honour of 

Dr. Carl Klein.                                                                                                   L. L. B. 

AURIFEROUS AND CUPRIFEROUS DEPOSITS OF GLOBE, ARIZONA. 

Das Kupfier-Gold-Lager von Globe, Arizona.     By W.  Graichen.     Zeitschrift für [fuer] praktische 

Geologie, 1905, vol. xiii., pages 39-40, with 1 figure in the text. 

Some 10 miles west of Globe in Gila county, Arizona, almost precisely at the boundary of Pinal 

county, the Queen creek issues from the mountains, through a gorge cut in limestone at a point 

defined by a fault-fissure. In the steep walls of the gorge, a gold- and copper-ore deposit is exposed; 

several adits were driven in the hillside in 1903, and still more recently a shaft has been put down 

due north of the creek. 

The deposit strikes nearly due north and south, and dips 32 degrees eastward.      A band of dark 

quartzite  about 70 feet thick courses  through the limestone, and from  70 to 90 feet above this 

comes the ore-body,  both that and  the   quartzite   being  traversed   by   numerous   faults   which   

all   but   cut 
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the strike  of  the   rocks  at  right   angles.       Both the   quartzite  and  the   ore-may  be   traced   for  

several   miles,   the   former   uninterruptedly   and of generally uniform thickness, the latter in its 

northern and southern parts only at intervals  and  then   of  extremely  variable  extent;   the  

thickness   of the ore deposits, too, which in the middle portion of the belt averages from 6 to 7 feet,  

northward and southward varies between a few inches and 9 feet.  

At the outcrop, the deposit consists of a bedded ferruginous quartz, containing   a   small proportion   

of   gold,   but   little   copper.       Sometimes   the whole mass of   the   deposit   is   made   up   of 

carbonate   of   the   latter   metal.  On     the   whole,   the   ores   of   copper   predominate   near   

the    hanging-wall, while the ferruginous quartz is more restricted to the foot-wall, and there it is 

much richer in gold.      Narrow veins a few inches thick, presumably of secondary formation   and   

infilling,   yield   very   high   assays.       Between   the hanging-wall and the country-rock there is 

generally a geodic space of varying breadth, the walls of which are encrusted with gypsum. 

The prospects of a great yield of both gold and copper are favourable. The author regards the 

deposit as being of sedimentary (bedded) origin, but points out that waters percolating from above 

probably dissolved away the limestone in places, forming hollows which were subsequently in part 

infilled with carbonates of copper.                                                             L. L. B. 

TITANIFEROUS  IRON-ORES  OF  THE  LARAMIE  RANGE,   WYOMING. 



Die Lagerstätten [Lagerstaetten] titanhaltigen Eisenerzes im Laramie Range, Wyoming, Ver. Staaten. 

By J. F. Kemp. Zeitschrift für [fuer] praktische Geologie, 1905, vol. xiii., pages 71-80, with 7 figures in 

the text. 

The author visited the deposits here described in the month of July, 1902, his interest in them having 

been aroused by their reputed similarity to the titaniferous magnetites of the Adirondacks. The 

results of his investigations regarding these latter were published in 1899, in the Nineteenth Annual 

Report of the United States Geological Survey. 

The Wyoming deposits are located in the south-eastern portion of that state, in a section of the 

Rockies known as the Laramie range; this forms a belt striking north and south for some 20 miles, 

and consisting mainly of much-weathered pre-Cambrian granites overlain by Carboniferous 

Limestones; these again are overlain by red Triassic rocks, which in turn are succeeded hy the 

Jurassic and Cretaceous formations. Through the southern portion of the range the Union Pacific 

railway is cut, reaching its summit-level at Sherman, 8,271 feet above the sea. 

The existence of extensive magnetic iron-ore deposits in the hills northeast of the now populous 

town of Laramie was announced as long ago as 1849-1850; but their enormous extent was only fully 

realized by Dr. Hayden in 1868, and they were described as interbedded among the red felspathic 

granites, with the folding and fi8ssuring of which they coincided. Thousands of tons of a boulder-

gravel made up of the ore lay strewn about in Chugwater creek. These wonderful deposits were 

redescribed by Mr. Arnold Hague in the Reports of the Survey of the Fortieth Parallel in 1877, but it 

was reserved for the present author to prove by microscopic as well as macroscopic investigation 

that the actual country-rock of the ore is anorthosite, a rock closely allied to the labradorite-rock of 

the Adirondacks, of Canada, and of Norway.    The   anorthosite   (and the ore-body itself)   is   

traversed   by 
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granite-dykes, frequently of granophyric character; these are more refractory to weathering 

influences than the anorthosite which they traverse, and stand out for distances of many hundreds 

of feet like low wall (3 feet or so in height). The titaniferous magnetite crops out near Shanton ranch 

in lustrous black wall-like masses, the biggest of which is about ⅓ mile long, and averages 20 feet in 

breadth. It contains about 50 per cent. of titanic oxide and 34.3 per cent. of metallic iron. The 

surfaces of both the ore and the neighbouring rock have been rounded, smoothed and polished by 

wind-erosion. Occasionally a crust of rusty-brown limonite is found coating the fissures, but, on the 

whole, the ore is quite black and fresh-looking. In microscope-slides the magnetite is seen to contain 

numerous inclusions of green spinel, an association which vividly recalls the magnetite-spinellite of 

Rutivaara and the mineral of the Peakskill mines, in the Hudson river-valley (New York). The most 

considerable outcrops of ore are found in a ridge through which the Chugwater creek cuts its way, 

6¼ miles north of Shanton ranch. This ridge is known as Iron Mountain, and trends northwestward, 

the major portion being on the north side of the creek. The ore rises like a black wall out of the 

anorthosite, and is traced over a distance of at least 2 miles: it contains from 51 to 53 per cent. of 

metallic iron, and rather more than 23 per cent. of titanic oxide. The main mass is at a level of 1,000 

to 1,300 feet above the neighbouring valleys, but two secondary dykes of ore may be traced half 

way down the hill. On the south side of the Chugwater-creek ravine, there is an outcrop some 16 

feet broad, exhibiting an intimate intermixture of titaniferous iron-ore and olivine; at all other points 

the ore is absolutely free from admixture with foreign minerals. 



The author discusses the mineralogical and chemical evidence, with the view of showing that all 

these ore-bodies are true eruptive dykes, the unmistakable result of separate intrusion, and they 

differ in that respect from the deposits studied in the Adirondacks.                                       L. L. B. 

PHOSPHATE-DEPOSIT AT MARTINIQUE, WEST INDIES. 

Sur un Gisement de Redondite à la Martinique.     By A.  Lacroix.    Bulletin de la Société française de 

Minéralogie, 1905, vol. xxviii., pages 13-16. 

Many of the smaller islands  dotted  about in  the  Pacific  ocean   and  the Caribbean   sea   contain   

guano-deposits,   which   have   undergone   considerable changes under the influence of such 

agencies as saturation by tropical rains or by sea-water, both of these causes sometimes acting 

simultaneously.   The soluble   salts   thus   leached   out   of   the   guano   are   in   some   instances   

lost entirely, but in others they are absorbed by the soil of the island;   and, if this be of coral-reef 

origin, more or less compact masses of a tricalcic phosphate are the   result.      Such is the case in 

the   island   of Redonda   in   the Lesser Antilles,   whence   the   mineral-name redondite   has   been   

derived.    At Clipperton Atoll, in the Northern Pacific, a similar phosphatic deposit   has been formed 

by the progressive alteration of a trachyte—due to the chemical action of ammonium phosphate on 

silicates of alumina. 

In the course of his journey to Martinique, to investigate the conditions of vulcanicity there on 

behalf of the French Government, the author discovered on the islet of La Perle, off the north-

western coast, a little way north   of   the   now   abandoned   village   of   Prêcheur,   a   phosphate-

deposit  of 
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the author.    Here   the   precious   stones   have   been   got   from   the   river-bed and from the 

alluvial deposits by which it is fringed:   these are quartzite-gravels   not   exceeding   8¼   feet   in   

thickness,   which   lie   immediately upon Triassic   and Cretaceous   rocks.    There   is   a   good   deal   

of   pyrites   in these diamond-bearing   gravels,    and   black   mica    and   gold    also   are   

invariably present.       The   so-called   lebur,   small,   very   hard,   blue,  grey, brown and black  

rounded  pebbles,   are  said  by  the  Malays  to   be   infallible   indicators of   the  presence   of  

diamonds.    Many   of  these   pebbles   are   undoubtedly of corundum,   and  others  are  probably  

of jasper  and  other  varieties  of  silica. 

The Landak diamonds have very often a fine   crystalline   form, and are flawlessly   water-clear;   but   

there   are   also   many   pale-yellow   stones.     Most weigh less than a third of a carat, and   stones 

heavier than 2 carats exceptional.      It is thought, however, that bigger diamonds were got here in 

former   days:    the   output   has   diminished   greatly   within   the   last   twenty years. 



The author believes that the diamonds date from an older period than the gold. He suggests that the 

dioritic and noritic rocks which solidified from their molten condition in Triassic times, gave rise to 

corundum as a contact-mineral (as at Klausen in the Tyrol), and that the diamonds originated in 

connection with the olivine-bearing rocks. 

Cinnabar, with which gold is invariably associated, has been found in half-a-dozen localities, in the 

neighbourhood of quartz-porphyry outcrops. From these rocks, too, are doubtless derived the 

sulphidic ores of copper, lead and iron reported as occurring in various districts. The mention of 

molybdenite and bismuth-ore occurrences closes a somewhat unsatisfactory catalogue: 

unsatisfactory, that is, from the miner's point of view, as, of all the useful minerals found in Western 

Borneo, gold alone occurs in quantity sufficient to make it of industrial value. To the quartz-

porphyries may be traced directly or indirectly the genesis of all these minerals, with the above-

mentioned exception of the diamonds.                                 L. L. B. 

POSIDONIA BECHERI IN PRODUCTIVE COAL-MEASURES. 

Ueber das Hinaufgehen von Posidonia Becheri in das produktive  Karbon.     By Fritz Frech.     

Centralblatt für [fuer] Mineralogie, Geologie und Paläontologie [Palaeontologie] , 1905, pages 193-

195.  

The author points out that hitherto all writers seem to have agreed in regarding   this   lamellibranch   

as   one   of   the   most   characteristic   fossils   or the upper portion of the Lower Coal-measures;   

but in 1899, Dr.   Holzapfel mentioned   the significant fact   that he   had collected Posidonia   

Becheri   in the   Coal-measure   shales   which   overlie   the   lowest   coal-seam   of   the   Inde basin 

(the Wilhelmine seam) in the Probstey Wood, near the railway station of Stolberg, Aix-la-Chapelle.      

The Breslau museum has lately acquired new material, which removes all doubt as to the upward 

range of this Posidonia into   the   Lower   Coal-measures   at   any   rate.        One   such    specimen 

from the   Lower   Coal-measure   clay-slate   of   Alnwick   corresponds   precisely   with Prof.  Frech's 

own figures of German examples.      Other specimens obtained in great abundance from Upper 

Silesian collieries and from the Lower measures of Mons are slightly different, and are described by 

the author as mutations   from   the   typical   Posidonia   Becheri,   as   defined   by   Dr.   Bronn. The   

mutation   is   distinguished   by   its   finer   costation   from   the   type; but 
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both the fine-ribbed and  the  coarse-ribbed  shells  are   found together  in  the same hand-

specimen,   as   at   Bordeira   in   Portugal   and   Lough   Shinny in Ireland. The inevitable conclusion 

is that   Posidonia Becheri undoubtedly ranges high up in the Coal-measures, in   these   islands   as 

well   as   on   the Continent, and can no longer be regarded as especially characteristic of the Lower 

Coal-measures.       L. L. B. 

MAGNETIC PHENOMENA IN BAUXITES, ETC. 

Magnetische Erscheinungen an Gesteinen des Vogelsberges, insbesondere an Bauxiten.  By – Köbrich 

[Koebrich].    Zeitschrift für [fuer] praktische Geologie, 1905, vol.  xiii., pages 23-36, with 1 figure in 

the text.  

A   chance   observation   led   the   author   to   establish   the   fact   that   the bauxites    etc.,   of   

the   Vogelsberg   are   undoubtedly   possessed   of   magnetic properties;   and he regarded the 

pursuit of the investigation as of practical importance from the point of view of the mining industry 



of Upper Hesse. One consideration,   of  course,   was  that  the  knowledge  that sundry  basalts and 

associated rocks  were  capable  of  influencing the  compass-needle  would impose   caution   on   

those   entrusted   with   surveys,   etc.,   in   and   about   the mines (in the course  of  which  the  

compass  would  be  utilized),   and  would help to  account  for certain  erroneous  results.       

Another consideration was that the demonstration   of a   given   degree   of magnetism, in certain   

rocks which   sometimes   occur   in   association   with   the   practically   non-magnetic brown   

haematite,   might   possibly   lead   to   the   elaboration   of   a   magnetic separation-process for 

industrial purposes.      For instance, it is not improbable that it may be found practicable to separate 

magnetically the bauxites rich in iron from those that are comparatively free from it.      More 

speculative still, perhaps,   is   the   hope   that   the   bauxite   and the   basalt   may   be eliminated 

from the brown haematite on the same principle. 

The bauxites  of the Vogelsberg  are  undoubtedly  of  basaltic  origin,  and may  be  defined  as  

lateritic   decomposition-products   of   the   surface-rocks—a decomposition which may have been 

due either to tropical climatic conditions in former ages, or to " post-volcanic exhalations," most 

probably the latter. In view   of the   genetic   connection   of   the   bauxites   with the   basalts,   the 

author   extended   his   investigation   to   these,   and   to   the   "basaltic   brown haematites" of   

the district.       He   tabulates   the   results   of   magnetic   tests applied to   212   rock-specimens,   

and   points   out   that   the   so-called   "black basalts,"   or   "older   flow-basalts"   of   Dr.   A.   

Streng,   probably   owe   their magnetic properties to the presence of magnetite among their 

constitutents: this applies   also   to certain   nephelinites,   dolerites,   and   gabbros.    The   so-called 

"blue and grey basalts" show little magnetism when fresh, but far more when decomposed.       As 

decomposition progresses, however,   the magnetic properties   vanish,   instead   of increasing   

proportionately.    As   to   the brown haematite, the purer it is, the freer from basalt-residue, the 

less does it show of magnetism.      The bauxites, especially those that possess a deep-red coloration,                 

are characterized   by magnetic properties.      To   which   constituent these   properties   were   due,   

was   a problem which   the   author   set himself to solve, and he found that the seat of the 

magnetism lay in certain red grains, which were  tiny  crystals  of  olivine  (derived  from   the  

basalts) enveloped in a  crust  of   iron-oxide   of varying  thickness,   the  crystals  being in part     

quite   fresh   and  in   part   completely   altered   into   iron-oxide.       He observed this alteration in 

all its stages.                                                L. L. B. 
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IRON-ORES   AT NEUMARKT IN   UPPER   STYRIA.  

Das  Eisenstein-Vorkommen bei Neumarkt in Obersteiermark.     By August Aigner. Österreichische 

[Oesterreichische] Zeitschrift für [fuer] Berg- und Hüttenwesen [Huettenwesen], 1903, vol. li., pages 

337-339 and 352-355.                                                                         

The deposits of iron-ore at Pöllau [Poellau], about 4 miles from Neumarkt, are of considerable 

extent.    The ores contain from 60 to 64 per cent. of iron and 0.16  per  cent.  of titanium;   they  

resemble   Swedish   ore,   and   the   magnetic ironstone and haematite are always intimately mixed.    

Their richness   and the small   but   valuable   proportion   of   titanium   make   these   ores   suitable   

for enriching   the   charge in   a   blast-furnace. 

The mines were bought, in 1460, by the Convent of St. Lambrecht, and worked by them until about 

1850. The ore was reached by a vertical shaft about 500 to 600 feet deep, and the workings 

extended horizontally for about 2,200 feet. Although the mines have been worked for nearly 500 



years, they cannot be exhausted, and plenty of good ore may exist in the abandoned workings, as 

well as in the parts still intact. 

As the demand for iron-ore is greater than the supply, it appears probable therefore that many 

abandoned mines, among them those at Neumarkt, might with advantage be re-opened.                                                 

E. M. D. 

HALLSTATT   SALT-WORKS   IN   PREHISTORIC   TIMES. 

Der Hallstätter [Hallstaetter] Salzberg  in  seiner   Bearbeitung  zur prähistorischen [praehistorischen] 

Zeit.    By August Aigner.      Österreichische [Oesterreichische] Zeitschrift für [fuer] Berg- und 

Hüttenwesen [Huettenwesen] , 1903, vol. li., pages 399-402, and 1 plate.  

The remains indicating that salt was worked by prehistoric races, are of two kinds, above and below 

ground.   The former and the most ancient, consist of fragments of pile-dwellings, with four clearly 

marked strata of civilization, wood, pottery, pieces of bronze and iron, burnt stones, wooden planks 

and water-gutters.    The whole site, overgrown with a thick layer of peat, affords clear evidence that 

a brine-spring flowed in the neighbourhood, and that the workers collected the brine and 

evaporated it by the aid of red hot stones. Elsewhere in the   district,   in the   neighbourhood   of   

brine-springs,   calcined heaps   are   found   of little   clay-bricks,   kneaded   by   hand,   and   

supposed to be   directly   connected   with   the   ancient   salt-works.       The   settlement   at 

Hallstatt was probably abandoned 2,900 years ago.      The  inhabitants  were content  to  extract   

salt  from  the   brine,   and  did  not  quarry  the  rock,   because   polyhalite,   an   invariable   

accompaniment   of   rock-salt,   has   not   been found   here.    The rude   character of the   remains   

and   the thickness of   the peat overlying them prove that they date from a very remote age. 

The   presumably Celtic race,   which   had   left   thousands   of graves,   containing weapons, utensils 

and ornaments, belonged to a later period, about 600 B.C.       They   penetrated   into   the   salt-

mountains,   and   traces   of   their workings abound to a depth of 590 feet.       The   miners certainly   

possessed some knowledge of ventilation, otherwise they could not have penetrated so great a 

depth, by the aid of artificial light. 

The "Celtic shaft" extended vertically at least 800 feet.    The mine seems to have   been   worked   

dry,   and only the richest rock-salt   was   mined.  The progress of the   shaft   was evidently stopped   

by an   inrush   of water. The remains include   a   wedge-head   of black serpentine,   fragments of   a    

bronze 
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drill, bone awls,   broken   pottery,   wooden   cups,   horns,   skins,   furs,   woven stuff, coloured 

leather, a  leathern case or bag,  etc. 

After the working of the mine was stopped,   a   long  period  of  inactivity supervened, until   the   

appearance   of   the   Romans   in   the   district.        It   is supposed thet they merely evaporated the 

brine, and of this there must have been a vast supply,   because,   the   older   workings   having   

probably   broken down the protecting roof, the water rushed in, and dissolved the salt, and an 

outflow of brine was the result.  

 The present system of salt-mining dates   from   1308.              E. M. D. 

 



SALT-MINING AT ISCHL, STYRIA. 

Über [Ueber] den Kaiser Franz Josef-Erbstollen in Ischl. By August Aigner. Mittheilungen des 

Naturwissenschaftlichen Vereines für [fuer] Steiermark, 1904, vol. xli., pages 119-132, and 1 plate. 

Although the salt-mining industry in this district dates as far back as 1563, it cannot compare in 

antiquity with that of other regions of the Eastern Alps. This comparative juvenility is, however, all to 

the advantage of the Ischl miners, as they have been enabled to profit by the accumulated 

experience of their perhaps less fortunate neighbours, and the progress of modern science has 

placed at their disposal more powerful weapons wherewith to overcome the hostile forces of nature 

than could be wielded by those who worked the older mines. 

The salt-formation at Ischl, moreover, in contrast with the other Alpine deposits which tend to 

assume the shape of a dome or a cupola, may be likened to a reef, and consequently the serious 

accidents connected with the roof of those deposits are of unlikely occurrence here. Fault-fissures 

running down to depths of 1,000 feet or so in those other districts have also proved a great 

hindrance to the workings, while the rich Haselgebirg salt-mass of Ischl (opened up below the 

Leopold adit) has remained untouched until the recent advances in the science of mining should 

permit of its being worked without difficulty. Looked at as a whole, the Ischl "reef" is really an 

elongated lenticle, striking east and west, thinning out towards the surface and widening out in 

depth, while its pitch is almost perpendicular. 

The Kaiser Franz Josef deep-level adit, visited by the author in September, 1904, has proved a 

considerable north-westerly extension of the rock-salt deposit towards Pfandl. It opens up a 

completely untouched mass of mineral, which has not yet been bottomed, although the depth of 

1,128 feet has been reached, and containing 68 per cent. of pure salt. The deposits overlying the 

Leopold adit, which have been worked for well nigh three centuries and a half, will probably be 

exhausted at the present rate of output by the year 1918. It is calculated, on the other hand, that 

the mass opened up by the new deep-level adit will take several centuries to exhaust, even when an 

increasing output is reckoned with. The adit is to be completed in the year 1906; electricity is being 

used as the driving-power. Once mining begins, it is proposed to crush the rock-debris into a sort of 

sand, and, mixing it with a suitable quantity of water, to pour it through iron pipes, in the form of a 

liquid "packing," into the cavities which will be left by the extraction of the salt.                         L. L. B. 
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GOLD-MINING AT BRÁD, TRANSYLVANIA.  

Der Goldbergbau der Rudaer Zwölf-Apostel-Gewerkschaft [Zwoelf-Apostel-Gewerkschaft] bei Brád in 

Siebenbürgen [Siebenbuergen].  By  Julius Bauer.    Berg-  und  Hütttenmännisches  

[Hütttenmaennisches] Jahrbuch   der k. k. montanistischen Hochschulen zu Leoben und Přibram,  

1905,  vol. liii., pages 85-204, with 28 figures in the text and 4 plates.                                   

In the neighbourhood of the headwaters of the White Körös [Koeroes],  hidden away among the  

andesite-domes of  the  old  county of Zaránd,  lie  the  most considerable  gold-mines and  stamp-

batteries  to  be  found  within  the  limits of the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy.      They are the 

property of the "Twelve Apostles"   (co-operative)   syndicate   of   Ruda,   and,   in   view   of   their   

large output and up-to-date installation, they are ahead of any other gold-mining enterprise in 

Europe.                                                                                              



The mines occupy an area which may be described as an elongated quadrangle, extending from east 

to west along the Kristyor-Ruda or Muncsel range in the Csetrás mountains. There appears to be no 

doubt that the deposits were worked as far back as the times of the Romans; and indeed palpable 

evidence of the fact is forthcoming to the present day, in the shape of old galleries and stairways, 

wooden wheels used in draining the workings inscribed mortars, and other Roman relics. The 

mineral-industry in that region was apparently far more prosperous and active then than it is even 

now, but it is supposed that the Romans got the greater part of their gold from the placer-deposits 

and river-alluvia. No records survive as to what happened to the workings in the Middle Ages; in the 

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries the mines were worked on a comparatively small scale, 

but they were laid waste during the civil war of 1848-1849, and it was only in 1884 that they passed 

into the possession of their present owners. 

The rocks of the district consist of eruptive basalts (melaphyres) of Triassic age; reef-limestones 

(Klippenkalke) of Jurassic age; eruptive porphyrites, probably post-Triassic and certainly pre-

Cretaceous; Carpathian sandstones, of Cretaceous age; sedimentary deposits belonging to the 

Mediterranean division of the Miocene; and eruptive andesites, also of Tertiary age. These are 

overlain, in places, by various drift and alluvial deposits. The andesites, orographically the 

predominant rocks of the neighbourhood, are also industrially of extreme importance, since it is 

with them that the gold-occurrences are intimately associated. Four varieties of andesite are 

recognized among them, and these, in the presumed chronological order of eruption, are: (1) 

pyroxene-hornblende-andesites; (2) hornblende-andesites; (3) dacites, or quartziferous biotite-

hornblende-andesites; and (4) garnetiferous dacites. The auriferous veins, coursing through 

sometimes both the sedimentary rocks and the eruptives, occupy fissures which were probably 

originated by a contraction of the earth's crust, proceeding from north-east to south-west, at an 

epoch subsequent to the eruption of the andesitc-volcanoes.  

The difference of level between the Ruda valley and the main valley of the district, that of the White 

Körös [Koeroes], appears to represent the workable heigh of the gold-mines. Still, as exploration-

work in the deep levels is by no means at an end, it would be premature to assert that the veins will 

not prove gold-bearing to a depth far greater than is at present admitted. Generally speaking, the 

increased amount of visible native gold is in this district a good indicator of enrichment of the reefs 

or veins; and, conversely, when the veins show an increased percentage of the precious metal, 

native gold in the free state may be looked for with some confidence. The occurence   of  barren   

breccia-veins,   locally  known   as  glauche  or  glam,   of   earlier 
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formation   than    the    metalliferous   veins,   appears    to   be   characteristic    of Transylvania. 

The entire   output    of   the   various   mines    belonging   to   the    "Twelve Apostles"   syndicate 

converges   on   the   Viktor   deep-level   adit,   constituting the main haulage-way:  this also drains 

off the water from two districts out of the three into which the mines are grouped.      A detailed 

description is given of   the methods   of   working,   ventilation,   haulage,   etc.,   also   of   the great 

central stamp-batteries at Gurabárza. With regard to power, it is distributed from three electrical 

stations, electricity being used for every conceivable purpose connected with the mines, and for 

lighting the villages which have grown up round them. The output of gold is tabulated, from the 

beginning of 1885 to the end of 1904: that for the whole period was 450,244 ounces, and for the 

year 1904 alone 45,411 ounces. The yearly increase has been very marked and uninterrupted since 



1899, and indeed the share of the Ruda (Brád) mines in the gold-output of the whole Austrian 

Empire is not far off one-third. There is a certain amount of leakage due to theft, despite the 

presence of a detachment of gendarmerie specially stationed at the mines. 

With the modernization   of the   methods   of   working,   the necessity for a more abundant fuel-

supply than that furnished by the timber of the neighbouring forests made itself felt;   and, luckily for 

all concerned in the prosperity of the mines, extensive brown-coal deposits have been proved near 

at hand.      The seams   occur in the Tertiary beds   which   overlie   the   Jurassic reef-limestones;   

the two thickest at present known measure respectively 3¼ and 10 to 13 feet.    It is quite possible 

that further workable seams will be ultimately found at depths greater than the lower and thicker of 

these two. Experimental borings and geological surveying are still in progress.    Meanwhile, a 

colliery is in active work at Czebe, on the thick seam, which has here a blackband parting from 6 to 

12 inches thick.    The output for 1904 amounted to 10,540 tons.      Work in the Mesztákon colliery, 

on the 3¼ feet seam, was finally stopped in 1897.      The brown coal is used without   any 

preliminary   hand-picking   or   preparation   of   any   kind,    and   its   heating power lies 

somewhere between 4,000 and 4,500 calories.      The mineral from the thin seam is really of better 

quality than that from the thick.      The author is very hopeful as to the future extension and 

industrial importance of the coal-field.    He  concludes  with  a  lengthy   argument   in   favour   of   a 

much more active development of gold-mining in the Austrian Empire,  and points out incidentally 

that the cost  of extraction at  Ruda  is  only 40  per cent. of the average cost of extraction in the 

Transvaal.                   L. L. B. 

 

THE OUTPUT OF PRECIOUS METALS IN RUSSIA. 

Die Edelmetallgewinnung Russlands.     By F. Thiess.    Zeitschrift für [fuer] das Berg-, Hütten- 

[Huetten-] und Salinen-wesen im preussischen Staate, 1905, vol. liii., Abhandlungen, pages 1-6.                                                                                     

Of the total output of gold in the Russian Empire more than 70 per cent. is produced by Siberia, 

mostly in the form of placer-gold. The latest statistics, which give the results for the year 1901, 

declare a total 39,142.15 kilogrammes (1,258,420 ounces) for Siberia, the Urals and Finland 

combined, an increase of 359.93 kilogrammes  (11,571.75  ounces)  as  compared  with the 
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preceding   year.    Eastern Siberia  produces, perhaps, ten times as much gold as Western Siberia, 

the Olékma-Vitimsk deposits being in all probability the richest in the whole of that stretch of Asia.    

These deposits fall within the  mining district  of Irkutsk,  and their maximum   output  was  reached 

in 1880,   although  rich  finds  are  still  reported   from   there.    Despite the severe penalties 

enacted  by  Russian  law,   much  of the  gold  got   from  the  smaller mines in Siberia is smuggled  

across the  frontier  into  China,  some  authors estimating  the   amount   thus   smuggled   as  being   

equivalent   to   one-fifth of the total Siberian  output.    The farther east one goes in that part of 

Asia, the worse do the means of communication (in the matter of roads)   become, and the higher 

are the wages that have to be paid to the miners. 

The gold-mining districts of the Urals lie within the governments of Perm and Orenburg, a continual 

decrease in output from Perm having been recorded since 1899. The gold-output from Finland or 

Finnish Lapland is comparatively insignificant. The total number of workpeople employed in the 

gold-mining industry of Siberia, the Urals and Finland, during the year 1901 amounted to 86,720. 



Platinum is got exclusively in the Urals, from mines which lie along the slopes of a range some 87 

miles long, in the government of Perm. The deposits of the western slope (Nizhni Tagilsk) are said to 

be more productive than those of the eastern (Blagodat). In the year 1901, no less than 120 

platinum-washings were at work, producing between them 6,371.81 kilogrammes (204,853.69 

ounces) of raw metal. On the whole, it is considered that the platinum-output of Russia has 

increased, despite the temporary set-back in 1900, caused by the unfavourable conditions of the 

weather which hindered the working of the mines. Very little of the output (which is mostly 

exported to Great Britain and America) is refined locally. Such valuable associates as iridium, 

osmium, and palladium are practically always present in the unrefined ore. 

Argentiferous lead-ores are got in the Altai, in the Nerchinsk district of Transbaikalia, in the Kirghiz 

steppes of the Semipalatinsk district, and in the district of Viborg in Finland. The output of silver 

from Siberia has continuously diminished since 1890, various causes for this diminution being 

assigned, such as the increasing poverty of the ore, the absence of fuel, the freedom of the peasants 

from bondage (corvée ?), etc. Since the liberation of the serfs, wages in the Altai have gone up year 

by year, while the hours of labour have been shortened. The forests in the neighbourhood of the 

mines have been gradually cleared away, and fuel can only be brought from great distances, over 

bad roads, at a prohibitive cost.                      L. L. B. 

 

PETROLEUM-INDUSTRY IN RUMANIA.  

L’Exploitation du Pétrole en Roumanie. By — Aron.  Annales des Mines, 1905, series 10, vol. vii., 

pages 380-464, with 6 figures in the text and 3 plates. 

In the list of the world's petroleum-producers Rumania occupies the fifth place, below Galicia and 

above India. The annual output from that small kingdom has increased from 3,000 tons in 1860 to 

410,000 tons in 1904, and the expansion is continuing at an accelerated pace. Yet exploration-work 

has been confined to a comparatively restricted area, the oil-industry being chiefly concentrated in 

the district of Prahova, which itself accounts for nine-tenths   of   the   total   output.    Thus   it   is   

that   but   a   small   portion   of 
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the petroliferous belt can be regarded as thoroughly known. Mr. Aron's memoir is largely based on 

the data accumulated in the course of a journey which he made to Rumania   in   1903,   in   order   

to   study   the   petroleum-question there in all its bearings. 

Broadly speaking, Rumania is orographically divisible into three distinct regions, sensibly coincident 

with three geological divisions. These are, proceeding from south to north: (1) the plains, made up of 

Quaternary alluvia and Neogene sediments, extending from the Danube up to Bukharest;  (2) the 

hill-country,   or  sub-Carpathian  region,   extending   from  the  western province of Oltenia 

northward to the Bukovina, built up of Miocene and Pliocene sediments; and (3) the mountains, 

forming the natural frontier between Rumania and Hungary; these, throughout the Moldavian 

province, built up of the Flysch, a system which includes deposits ranging in age from the Neocomian 

to the Oligocene. West of the Dambovitza, and locally in the extreme north of Moldavia, the 

mountains are formed of eruptive rocks and crystalline schists, amid which recur a few outliers of 

Mesozoic sediments (reef-rocks). All these rocks have been more or less affected by the Carpathian 

uplift. By this term, not one movement, but repeated movements are implied, which are supposed 



to have taken place in the interval between the deposition of the Sarmatic and that of the Pontian 

sediments (Meotic epoch, equivalent to a part of the Miocene). 

The oil-bearing strata appear to be confined to the Flysch-belt in the mountains and to the sub-

Carpathian region, as petroleum in workable quantities has not been struck in the plains or in the 

region of the reef-rocks (klippen). The petroliferous belt attains its maximum width of 25 miles or 

thereabouts in the Prahova district. The oil occurs in strata of different ages: thus, unworked 

petroleum-deposits of Cretaceous (Senonian) age are found in the districts of Prahova and the 

Dambovitza, while the Paleogene formation (Eocene and Oligocene) includes most of the oil-bearing 

horizons of Moldavia and a good many of those of Muntenia. These Paleogene belts are not 

generally of very great extent, but the oil is of good quality and the flow is constant. At Doftaneti it is 

richer in paraffin than elsewhere. The oil-belts in Muntenia range sensibly parallel 'with the 

mountains, but in Moldavia their strike makes more or less of an angle with the trend of the 

mountains. The Neogene oil-belts (for the most part Miocene) occur exclusively in the sub-

Carpathian region, among strata which have suffered extreme disturbance. They are generally 

longer than the Paleogene belts, one of them measuring 22 to 25 miles from Baikoi to Gura-Oknitza. 

They are very clearly concentrated about the great bend of the Carpathians; and, on account of their 

greater proximity to the surface, they have been far more actively investigated than the older oil-

belts. The flow of petroleum would seem to be somewhat irregular, but this may quite possibly arise 

from the technical conditions of working rather than from any deficiency in the natural supply. 

The association of rock-salt with petroleum is magnificently exemplified in Rumania; the former 

generally occurring in the central portion of the anticlines, while the latter lies near at hand, but a 

little lower down. The presence of oil in the Neogene sediments is an almost invariable indicator of 

the existence of a mass of rock-salt along the same line of dislocation.  It is true that the richest 

deposits of either one do not occur in immedlate association (that is, in strata of the same age) with 

the richest deposits of the other,   but this   does not   invalidate   the   undoubted   general 
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relationship between   the  two.    Petroleum,   according   to   the   favouring conditions  of   

pressure  and   permeability,   migrates  easily  from   one   stratum to another,  and  chronological  

considerations  are  in  such  a  case  peculiarly ineffectual arguments.                                                                                              

The  author  visited  in  greatest  detail  the  region  of  Campina-Bustenari, which includes the  most 

actively worked oil-belt in the whole of Rumania.  This belt extends eastward for 8¾ miles from Gura 

Draganesi to Bustenari, and    lies    all    but    completely    within    Meotic    beds    (uppermost    

Sarmatic or   lowermost   Pontian).       The   Meotic   here   forms   an   anticline   which  is slightly 

bent  over to  the  north,  and is  separated  on  that  side  by  a   fault from the barren Helvetian 

(otherwise known as saliferous Miocene).    At time, it was thought that the northern limb alone was 

oil-bearing, and most of  the   borings  and  shafts  were  put  down on  that   side,   not  far  from  

the summit   of   the   anticline.       Borings   recently   put   down   on   the   southern limb have 

shown equally good results, and the workable breadth of the belt may   be   estimated   at 2,000   to   

2,625   feet.    The   axis   of   the   anticline   dips slightly from east to west,   with the result that,   

while the depths of the shafts around Bustenari rarely exceed 260 to 390 feet, round about Campina 

and Poiana the oil cannot be got from depths of less than 820 to 1,970 feet. The flow is by no  means  

constant  from  one  end  to  the  other of the belt and  the  duration  of  a   given  well  varies  

considerably.    Some  have  yielded oil  for many years on  end,  while   others  were  necessarily  



abandoned  after a  few months.    In 1903, this belt alone accounted for 87 per cent. of the total 

petroleum-output of Rumania. 

The crude oil is generally very dark in colour, olive-brown or blackish brown, and exhibits a 

characteristic greenish fluorescence. It emits usually a slight odour of ether, and, except in the case 

of the very dense varieties, boils between 77° and 140° Fahr. The Rumanian petroleum is 

comparable with that of Baku, rather than with the Pennsylvanian oil. The percentage of paraffin is 

extremely variable, ranging from nil at some localities to 5 or 6 in others. The crude oil contains 

practically no oxygen, and very small proportions of sulphur. 

During three or four centuries the Rumanian peasants appear to nave worked the oil-deposits in the 

most primitive fashion, and the start of the modern industry may be held to date from the Paris 

Exhibition of 1867, to which samples of the Pacuretzi petroleum were sent. 

A  description  is  given  of  the  former  system  of working,   by  means  or comparatively  shallow   

diggings   and   quadrangular  pits.    Then,   the   shafts, which form the transition between these 

and the more modern methods of boring, are described.    They rarely exceed 600  feet  in  depth,   

are  of  quadrangular  form,   usually  lined  with   oaken   or  beechen  logs,   and   are   poorly lighted  

by means  of reflectors.    The ventilation is defective,   and   many of the   workpeople   perish   from   

suffocation.        Explosions   and   falls   of   rock, attended with disastrous results, are sufficiently 

frequent to have called for the intervention of the Government;   but the workings are so 

disseminated as to make thorough   administrative inspection difficult. 

The first mechanical boring   apparatus   used   in   Rumania   was set   up in 1887 in the Campina 

district.    The Canadian  type of borer  is  almost   invariably the pattern  selected,  and  is likely to  

remain  so,  as the stratigraphical conditions in nearly all the districts here  described preclude the  

use of the Pennsylvanian   type  of  boring-tool.    But,   as the   borings increase in   depth, the   

slowness   inherent   in   the   Canadian   system,   suggests   the   necessity of 
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discarding   it   in   favour   of   one   of   the   various   hydraulic   systems   (Raky, Vogt, Trauzl, Rapid, 

etc.).    Statistics of cost of plant, labour, etc.,  are  discussed in detail,   together with  the  average  

annual  output in  the  Campina-Bustenari belt,    and   it   is   shown   that   the   prime   cost   of   a   

ton   of   crude petroleum there is 14s. 

The fourth, and perhaps the longest, chapter of Mr. Aron's memoir is devoted to a consideration of 

the outlets which can be secured for Rumanian petroleum   when   placed   on   the   market.    In   

1903,   the   home-consumption amounted to something over 132,000 tons (of which 97,000 tons 

were residues), while the output of crude petroleum for that year was 384,000 tons. It is believed 

that this consumption could be enormously increased (in a country of 6,500,000 inhabitants) if 

greater facilities in the way of village-stores and more uniformly-refined oil were offered to the rural 

purchaser. Moreover what with state and municipal taxes, and what with the plundering instincts of 

the middleman, the retail-price is prohibitive. In order to favour the small refineries the flash-point 

has been fixed at a dangerously low figure (73° Fahr.) for a country where the summer is very hot. 

The residues, the calorific power of which is shown to be 30 or 40 per cent. greater than that of 

Cardiff coal, are by way of being used on a large scale for driving the locomotives of the Rumanian 

State railways: it was expected that, at the end of 1905, more than 92 per cent. of the engines would 



be using liquid fuel. Petroleum-residues are also being more and more used on board the vessels of 

Rumania's infant navy and merchant-marine, and for heating the boilers in various factories. 

It is possible to paint with glowing colours, when we come to the exportation side of the picture. The 

statistics show an almost unbroken increase, especially marked of late years. Although Rumania 

plays still an insignificant part, in comparison with her gigantic rivals in the world's markets (the 

United States and Russia), her favourable geographical position in regard to the best European 

markets will prove an important factor in the near future. Curiously enough, the neighbouring 

Balkan States have allowed the petroleum from Baku to supplant the Rumanian article, but this is 

merely another symptom of the ridiculous racial hostility which paralyses the progress of South-

Eastern Europe. 

There is room for considerable improvement in the ways and means of communication. Pipe-lines 

have been laid down, but for comparatively short distances. Not only do the producers complain of 

the railway-rates, but the facilities for traffic are ludicrously inadequate (the line from the capital to 

the Black Sea is single-track). 

The fifth and last chapter deals with the legislative and economic conditions of the industry.    Laws 

quite recently promulgated, after investigation by specially appointed committees, are expected to 

obviate many difficulties.  The defects in technical organization, we are told, are in process of 

amelioration; but a satisfactory commercial organization is still to seek.    In regard to financial 

matters and the promotion of companies, etc., it is impossible to say anything here without libelling 

certain powerful trusts, but the reader will reap both instruction and amusement if he consults the 

original memoir.         L.L.B.                                                                                                 
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THE UZNACH BROWN-COAL WORKINGS,   SWITZERLAND 

Bericht über [ueber] die Excursion nach dem Rickentunnel, nach   Uznach und dem Toggenburg.    By 

Carl Schmidt.     Bericht über [ueber] die 38.   Versammlung des oberrheinischen geologischen 

Vereins, 1906, pages 39-45, with 3 figures in the text. 

 In going up   from   Güntonstall [Guentonstall] to   the "brown-coal   mine"   on the road from   

Uznach to Gauen, the abandoned   heapsteads of ancient coal-workings are seen   to be quite 

numerous.    According to the old   laws   of Canton St. Gallen, the minerals belong to the owner of 

the surface-soil, and thus, at as many as ten places  on  the  hillside,   coal  has  been   more  or  less  

vvastefully worked down  to  a  certain  depth,  by ten  different  landowners.  From the adits which 

have long fallen in, springs now flow, the waters of which in part used up by neighbouring 

communes. At present only one mine is at work, situated at an altitude of 1,652 feet above sea-

level, and duly indicated on the Swiss Ordnance Survey map. It was started in the year 1826 and 

comprizes an approximately horizontal adit about 2,235 feet in length, which winds about a good 

deal, since it practically boxes the compass The coal-seam is from 3¼ to 5 feet thick; towards the 

roof it gradually passes into what the pitmen term silber (silver), that is, it becomes more 

argillaceous, flaky, softer, and paler. This silber, which may attain a thickness of 20 inches, is used for 

packing: when exposed to the air outside the mine, it very soon crumbles away. The author had a 

good opportunity of examining a section of the floor in one of the working-places, and thereby 

confirmed the observation, made some years ago by a Zurich geologist, that the coal-seam is 

underlain by moraine. This moraine consists of yellowish sandy clays and gravel, containing polished 



and striated boulders of limestone and verrucano, varying in size from that of a man's fist to that of a 

man's head. 

The workings are very dry on the whole, and they are ventilated by two shafts. The output is on the 

downgrade. A close examination of the coal shows it to consist largely of compressed and twisted 

branches and roots of plants, with occasional pine and fir-cones, etc. Very different views have been 

expressed as to the age of this brown-coal. According to some geologists, it is inter-glacial, and 

according to others undoubtedly post-glacial. 

L. L. B. 

GUADALUPANA MERCURY-MINE, SAN LUIS POTOSI, MEXICO. 

Breves Anotaciones sobre la Mina de Mercurio "La Guadalupana," San Luis Polosi.  By  Alberto  

Capilla.     Memorias de la  Sociedad  Cientifica  'Antonio Alzate,’ 1904, vol. xiii., pages 423-427. 

This  is  said  to  be  one  of the  richest  mercury-deposits  that  are  worked in Mexican territory, and 

the author's data were collected on a recent visit.  The mine is about 19 miles distant by a good cart-

road from the Moctezuma station of the   Mexican   National railway,   and this distance will   

presently be diminished, by means of a new short cut, by fully 5 miles.    The climate is   healthy,   

labour   is   at   once   plentiful,   skilled   and   cheap,   and   all the conditions   are   favourable   to   

easy   and   economical   working.    The   smelting works are about 1¼ miles distant from the small 

borough of Moctezuma (and, consequently, 11¼ miles distant from the  mine),  as  the  works could  

not be set up in the neighbourhood of the mine itself owing to the deficiency or water-supply.    On 

the other hand, transport is cheap, on account of the road being level practically all the way, and of 

the abundance of pasturage available for cattle. 

There   is a good   patio at the mine,   as   well   as   assay-laboratories,   store- 
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houses, etc., all compactly arranged. The deposit occurs among highly folded calcareous slates (or 

marls), and forms a belt from 20 to 33 feet broad, having  much the appearance of a vein that strikes 

generally north and south, with an average dip of 55 degrees westward.    But there is no precise 

evidence of the existence of a fissure, of which such a vein might be said to form the infilling.  The 

ore consists entirely of cinnabar, which either impregnates the marls or shoots out in small leaders 

among them, and is associated with calcite and a certain amount of finely crystalline gypsum. The 

absence of all other sulphides but those of mercury is characteristic of this deposit, and is (on the 

whole) another circumstance which favours the working, even of low-grade ore. At the time of the 

author's visit a depth of nearly 500 feet had been reached, and the deposit had been followed for 

over 650 feet along the strike. So far as could be ascertained from exploration-work there was no 

diminution in the richness of the ore. The sump of the deepest shaft is pumped dry by means of a 

gasoline-motor which vitiates horribly the atmosphere of the mine. Here the author takes occasion 

to point out that both the State and the municipalities appear to be quite indifferent to matters 

affecting the health and even the lives of the labouring-classes. The output, for reasons which are 

detailed, varies extremely, the mine producing sometimes in a single week what at other times it 

takes two months to get; and perhaps the next week the output will barely cover the expense of 

working. The average weekly output is 10 tons, assaying 10 per cent. of metallic mercury (at least 

other 10 per cent. being lost in the process of treatment).                       L. L. B. 



EXPERIMENTS   WITH   SAFETY-EXPLOSIVES   AT THE   FRAMERIES EXPERIMENTAL STATION, 

BELGIUM. 

Sur Ies Résultats obtenus au Siêge d'Expériences de Frameries avec les Explosifs de Sûreté: Rapport 

presenté a la Commission du Grisou.     By G. Chesneau.  Annales des Mines, 1905, series 10, vol. viii., 

pages 407-419.  

This   memoir   constitutes   the   official   report   presented   to   the   French Fire-damp 

Commission.    The  author points  out   that the   Frameries  experiments   have   not   imported   any   

new   element   into   the   question   of   safety-explosives, as they are  fundamentally a  mere 

repetition of the experiments carried out between 1894 and 1897, at Gelsenkirchen in Westphalia, 

although they have, of course, been so extended as to include more recently-invented explosives.    

The consequence is, that the most important results obtained at Frameries are all but identical with 

those  previously   obtained   at Gelsenkirehen.    But,   in   the   German   experiments,   much    

lower   limiting-charges (that   is, the   charge up   to   which   an   explosive   will   certainly   fail to 

ignite fire-damp)  were   obtained   by   firing  cartridges   in   the   free   attmosphere, and the French 

Fire-damp Commission itself had previously pointed at detonation in the open air was a far more 

rigorous criterion of the safety  of  explosives  than   detonation   in   a   mortar.    Now,   in   the   

Frameries experiments, the cartridges were always detonated in a steel cannon, with a   hole 2.6 

inches in diameter.    Certain   marked   discrepancies   between   the results of those experiments 

and other experiments conducted with   safety- explosives at Sevran-Livry   and   Liévin   are   

pointed   out,   and   reasons   are adduced for preferring   the   basis   from   which   the   French   

experimenters start.  Then it   is   observed that not   a   single   one   of the   explosives 

manufactured and   used   in France   was   tried   at   Frameries,   and this   may  help 
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in part  to explain  the  rather  sorry   figure  cut   at  the  Belgian station   by   nitrate-of-ammonium   

explosives.    On   the   other   hand, there is reason   to   believe that   the   very   high   limiting-

charges   obtained   by Mr. V. Watteyne at   Frameries with complex mixtures would have yielded far 

less favourable   results    under   conditions   assuring    more    complete    detonation.   For 

instance, if the explosive had filled the mortar or cannon without  leaving any empty spaces, it would 

have detonated   more completely,    as the  experiments   of  the   French   Fire-damp   Commission   

have   shown;   and   this would have  been  more in  accord  with  the  usual  practice  of shot-firing 

in  mines. 

The Belgian   Ministerial Circular of January 31st,   1905,   which   sets the seal of official sanction on 

the Frameries experiments, is adversely criticized. These experiments, like the older series carried 

out at Gelsenkirchen, have, it is true, lengthened the list of safety-explosives, but hardly justify the 

omission from that list of certain compounds recommended by the French Fire-damp Commission. 

On the other hand, the fears expressed by that Commission in regard to the inflammability of 

mixtures containing wheat-flour, rye-flour, or sawdust, are shown by both the Gelsenkirchen and the 

Frameries experiments to be greatly exaggerated, if not unfounded. The author, however, traverses 

diametrically the opinion expressed by the Belgian experimenters, that such mixtures are really 

more effective than nitrate-of-ammonium explosives. So far from agreeing with that contention, he 

maintains that the former are very much less effective. He concludes that the Frameries experiments 

are not of such a nature as to entail the necessity of any administrative action on the part of the 



French Department of Mines, and the Fire-damp Commission, adopting his conclusion, simply 

recommended the publication of his report.     L. L. B. 

 

EXPERIMENTS   WITH   SAFETY-EXPLOSIVES.  

L'Expérimentation des Explosifs de Sûreté.    By J. Daniel.    Congrès International des Mines, de la 

Métallurgie, de la Mécanique et de la Géologie appliquées, Liége, 25 juin au 1er juillet, 1905 : Section 

des Mines, vol. i, pages 285-289.  

Prominent   among   the   problems   connected   with   the   use   of   explosives in the presence of 

fire-damp and coal-dust, is the experimental determination of the degree of security possessed by 

so-called safety-explosives;   but the results obtained at different testing stations,  with the same 

explosives, show many variations.    There can be no doubt that the appointment of an international 

commission   for   the   experimental   study   of   safety-explosives,   conducted   on uniform   and   

practical   lines,   might   render   great   service,   the   conclusions arrived  at  from   such  

experiments  having  sufficient   authority   to  show danger   of   some   explosives,   while   

permitting   the   classification   of   others.    The author proposes to make use of the testing-station 

at Frameries. 

J.W.P. 

TESTS OF EXPLOSIVES. 

Les Lampes de Sûreté et les Explosifs au Siège d'Expériences de Frameries.   By   V. Watteyne and S. 

Stassart.    Chapitre iii. : Les Explosifs.    Congrès national des  Mines, de  la MétalIurgie,  de la   

Mécanique et de la Géologie appliquées,   Liége,  25 juin au 1er juillet,  1905:   Section des  mines, 

pages 228-272, with numerous figures in the text.  

The tests   have   hitherto   consisted   in determining   (a)   the limit-charge, without stemming, of 

what were formerly regarded as safety-explosives and 
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of some others   submitted   for  authorization ;   (b)  the   extreme   charge,   with stemming, of 

some of these explosives;   and (c) their power.  

The lomit-charge was determined by ten   tests that failed   to ignite   an explosive mixture.      

Ignition   was   first   produced,   and   then   the   charge   was gradually   diminished   by   1.76   

ounces   (50   grammes)   for   those   above    7.04 ounces (200 grammes) and half for those below,   

until the limit-charge was reached. 

The power of the explosives  was  measured by  the  Trauzl  leaden   block, 7.76 inches   (197  

millimetres)  in  diameter  and  7.87  inches (200  millimetres) high, with  a   hole   0.98  inch   (25   

millimetres)   in   diameter   and   4.72   inches (120 millimetres)  long;   and   the   standard   was   a   

charge   of   0.35   ounce   (10 grammes)   of    dynamite    with    75    per    cent.   of   nitro-glycerine,   

chosen   on account   of   the   simplicity   and   constancy   of   its   composition.    The   power was 

measured by the equivalent weight, that is, the weight of the explosive tested that produces, under 

the same conditions, an enlarged recess equal to that formed by the standard charge.       The 

tamping was effected by   1.22 cubic inches (20 cubic   centimetres)   of fine,   dry   sand,   covered by   

slightly damped clay, and closed in by an iron plate with wooden wedges. 



The limit-charge being known, and the equivalent weight determined, it was easy to deduce the 

equivalent charge, expressed in a standard explosive (dynamite I.), of each explosive's limit-charge, 

which gives the true value of a safety-explosive. 

It was also considered useful to ascertain the mass of rock that could be brought down, in ripping 

roofs and floors, by a charge equivalent to the limit-charge. It was found, as the result of many 

experiments, that in compact rock charges of 10.58, 14.11 and 17.64 ounces (300, 400 and 500 

grammes) brought down about 26.48, 35.32 and 61.80 cubic feet (0.75, 1 and 1.75 cubic metres) 

respectively. By means of this ratio the approximate average quantities of rock that can be brought 

down by the limit-charges of the various safety-explosives were calculated. The favourable 

influence, as regards safety, of an increased percentage of ammonium nitrate is confirmed. The 

calculated temperature of detonation, although constituting a valuable element of investigation, 

cannot alone measure the degree of safety. The safety of an explosive does not depend upon its 

chemical composition alone, but also on the method of its manufacture. 

Stemming of slight length, lightly inserted, greatly increases the degree of safety, and this result 

varies with the nature of the explosive, being least with ordinary high explosives and relatively slight 

with mixtures of nitro-glycerine and ammonium nitrate; but, on the contrary, it is greatest in 

explosives containing a large proportion of ammonium nitrate without nitro-glycerine.                                                                                      

J. W. P. 

 

EXPERIMENTS   ON   THE   SENSITIVENESS   OF   NITRO-GLYCERINE EXPLOSIVES,   ETC. 

Versuche zur Prüfung [Pruefung] der Empfindlichkeit gefrorener und  halbgefrorener 

Nitroglyzerinsprengstoffe gegenüber [gegenueber] plastischen.    By Prof. W. Will [and others].  

Zeitschrift für [fuer] das Berg-, Hütten-  [Huetten-] und Salinen-wesen-im Preussischen Staate, 1905, 

vol. liii., pages 21-56, with 4 figures in the text. 

In hls first report, of March 28th, 1903, Prof.  Will states that  a  recent accident had suggested   once   

more   the   question   whether   nitro-glycerine explosives   became   more   dangerous   under   the   

influence   of   cold.        Many 
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attempts   had   been   made   in   former   years,   both   in   Germany   and in this country,   to solve 

the  problem,   and  it   is   not  claimed  that   the  experiments here   recorded   have   by   any   

means   exhausted   the   possibilities   of   the case, although, perhaps, they carry us a little way 

farther towards a definite solution. 

At the Central Research Laboratory at Neubabelsberg, the material forming the subject of 

experiment consisted of (1) guhr-dynamite containing 75 per cent. of nitro-glycerine; (2) gelatine-

dynamite, containing 65 per cent. of the same; and (3) blasting-gelatine, containing 8 per cent. of 

nitro-cellulose. The tabulated results confirm the generally received opinion that   guhr-dynamite,   

when   frozen   hard,   is   less   sensitive   to   all sorts   and degrees   of   rough   handling,   to   

impact   by   shock   or   blow,    than the same explosive in a thawed or unfrozen (plastic) condition. 

With regard to gelatine-dynamite and blasting-gelatine (although, on the whole, they prove to be 

less sensitive than guhr-dynamite, whether in the frozen or in the plastic state), when they are 

considered by themselves, the difference of sensitiveness as between the frozen and the plastic 



state does not come out quite so clearly. Thus, hard-frozen gelatine-dynamite, irrespective of the 

quantity with which the experiments were made, showed greater sensitiveness than the still plastic 

material at temperatures between 32° and 41° Fahr., but was less sensitive than the same explosive 

warmed up to a temperature of 77° Fahr. Moreover, in the course of thawing a given quantity of 

gelatine-dynamite, the sensitiveness was found to decrease first of all, and then to increase again. In 

comparison with this explosive, blasting-gelatine approximates in sensitiveness more nearly to guhr-

dynamite: when hard frozen, or even half frozen, it proved throughout less sensitive than when 

thawed or plastic. These last-mentioned results, differing somewhat as they do from those obtained 

in Great Britain with the same explosive, appear to require further investigation. It is noteworthy 

that guhr-dynamite freezes with great facility, gelatine-dynamite far more slowly, and blasting-

gelatine slowest of all. It would seem as if the rate of freezing is not altogether without influence on 

the ultimate sensitiveness of the frozen explosive. 

In a second report, dated June 11th, 1904, Prof. Will records a further series   of   experiments,   first   

of   all   with   nitro-glycerine   alone:    once   more was   it   proved   that   this   substance   is   less   

sensitive   to   any   shock   or   blow when   in the frozen state than it is   when fluid.    The further 

experiments with   guhr-dynamite   confirmed   the   results   obtained   in   the   first   series   of 

experiments.    Moreover,   the   attempt   to increase   the  percussive   energy  by kneading  the  

material  into  appropriate   shapes,  failed  of  its  effect,   as the frozen   dynamite   was   shattered   

to   bits   without   exploding.        Nor   did   a repetition   of thawing  and  freezing appear   to  

increase   the  sensitiveness  of the    explosive.    Experiments    conducted    with    blasting-gelatine   

containing 92   per   cent.   of   nitro-glycerine   showed   that   in   any   shape   or   condition   it is 

more sensitive than frozen, and less sensitive than unfrozen, guhr-dynamite; also, that the 

difference in sensitiveness between frozen and plastic  blasting-gelatine   is   considerably   less   than   

than   between   frozen   and   plastic   guhr-dynamite.    Repetition of thawing and freezing  had no 

perceptible influence in this case either;   but,  in  the  shooting-tests  with  a  rifle,   blasting-gelatine 

proved  unmistakably  more  sensitive  in  the   hard-frozen   than   in   the   plastic condition,   while   

experiments   made   with   falling   weights,   etc.,   led to the contrary inference.    Gelatine-

dynamite, of the same composition and manufacfure as that  tested in 1903, was shown to be more 

sensitive than blasting-gelatine   in   the   thawed   state;   but,   whether   frozen   or   unfrozen,   it   

proved less   sensitive   than   plastic   guhr-dynamite   or   hard-frozen   blasting-gelatine.  
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When frozen, gelatine-dynamite would appear to be more sensitive than in the thawed state; its 

behaviour, when frozen, is, however, very erratic. On the whole, the degree of   sensitiveness varies 

even less as between frozen and unfrozen gelatine-dynamite than between frozen and unfrozen 

blasting-gelatine. Experiments made, in order to see in how far the former explosiveis affected by 

being kept in store, showed that, owing to the hygroscopic properties of cellulose, the   material    

undoubtedly   absorbs   moisture   from the ambient atmosphere. 

Summarizing the results of both series of tests. Prof. Will concludes that the fear that these 

explosives are more dangerous in the frozen than in the thawed state has found no justification, and 

that the rules universally enforced in regard to the handling and packing of the different varieties of 

dynamite should apply equally well to them when frozen as when not.  



The Royal Mining Bureau of Saarbrücken [Saarbruecken] caused a succession of tests be made at the 

Neunkirchen experimental station in 1904 and 1905, with guhr-dynamite, gelatine-dynamite, 

blasting-gelatine, and gelatine-carbonite (the last-named containing 25.3 per cent. of nitro-glycerine, 

41. 5 of nitrates, and 25.6 of common salt). The first series of experiments  showed that, in the 

frozen state, nitro-glycerine explosives are generally far less sensitive to shock than when plastic. 

Also, that by freezing and then thawing the cartridges again, decomposition of a kind sets in—a fair 

amount of nitro-glycerine separating out. More extensive experiments, in 1905, showed that, at 

temperatures of 44° and 46° Fahr., guhr-dynamite freezes much more quickly than the gelatinous 

nitro-glycerine explosives. On the other hand, blasting-gelatine (consisting simply of gelatinied nitro-

glycerine) freezes with far greater difficulty than those gelatinized explosives which contain other 

constituents in the form of powder. At 44° or 46° Fahr., blasting-gelatine apparently will not freeze 

at all. Gelatine-dynamite of all kinds, if submitted over and over again to the freezing-process, would 

appear to solidify more quickly than when quite fresh made. At temperatures of 50° to 51° Fahr. and 

over, none of the explosives froze, nor did they show any sign of freezing after having been laid on 

the shelf for eleven days. Further experiments, directed to prove decomposition after successive 

freezing and thawing, only showed that a small quantity of a clear liquid sweated out of the nitrated 

explosives, which might contain a very small amount of nitro-glycerine. It was found that none of the 

explosives, once frozen, would thaw at a temperature of less than 51.8° Fahr. Tests in the Trauzl 

leaden mortar showed that gelatine-dynamite loses in shattering power as a result of freezing. 

Elaborate tables are given, embodying the results of experiments with the "falling hammer." the 

explosives being placed on a small anvil below it. In all cases the frozen explosives proved less 

sensitive than those in the plastic state, and it was very difficult to get any explosion at  all with the 

safety-explosives. 

L. L. B. 

THE FRENCH OFFICIAL REPORT ON THE EFFECT OF DETONATORS.  

Commission des Substances Explosives:  Rapport sur l‘Étude des Effets des Détonateurs en raison de 

leur Composition fulminante.    [Official.]    Annales des Mines, 1904, series 10, vol. vi., pages 125-

150, with 5 figures in the text.  

By a rescript under the date of May 23rd, 1903,  the French Minister of War submitted   the   

following   question   for   the   consideration   of   the   Commission   on   Explosives:—Whether   the    

detonators    supplied   in   the    usual 
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course of trade,  frequently containing  substances (such as  picric acid) other than  pure  fulminate,  

can  produce  effects  equivalent  to  those  obtain with detonators   consisting   of   pure   fulminate.    

A   letter   from    Mr. Henri  Le Chatelier,   one   of  the   members  of  the   Fire-damp  Commission,   

accompanied this rescript,   and drew  attention to  the  untoward consequences  which frequently 

result from miss-fires in fiery mines, pointing out that many of these miss-fires   are   attributable  to   

the  inferior  quality  of  the  detonators in use. 

The Commission proceeded to analyse, at the Central Gunpowder Laboratory, 15 varieties of 

detonators, with a view of determining their chemical composition. These belonged to the following 

four groups: (1) detonators made of pure fulminate; (2) German type of chlorated fulminate; (3) 

mixed type, pure fulminate with picric acid; and (4) German mixed type, chlorated fulminate with 



picric acid. Their effects were then compared in two series of experiments: (1) by detonating them in 

an unconfined atmosphere on leaden sheets, and (2) by detonating them within leaden blocks. 

Detailed descriptive tables are given, as also diagrammatic curves expressive of the results. Not 

content, however, with this theoretical comparison (as they term it in their report), the Commission 

proceeded to make a practical comparison of the same varieties of detonators, by using them to fire 

off cartridges filled with nitrate-of-ammonium explosives, and also leaden tubes containing nitrate 

of ammonium only. The reason for selecting this particular chemical compound was because Mr. Le 

Chatelier had especially mentioned ammonium-nitrate explosives as giving rise to frequent miss-

fires in fiery mines. The results confirmed those obtained in the theoretical experiments, showing 

that detonation on leaden sheets, preferably supplemented, perhaps, by detonation within leaden 

blocks, furnishes a fairly exact criterion of the efficiency of the detonators tested. The regularity of 

their effects is measured with sufficient accuracy by detonation within leaden blocks. 

With regard to efficiency, the experiments show that mixed detonators are by no means inferior to 

those which consist of pure fulminate. With regard to regularity, some detonators are very 

defective: those of the German mixed type (fulminate of mercury, chlorate of potassium and picric 

acid) proved irregular in all the tests, and even gave rise to one miss-fire. Those of the mixed type 

(pure fulminate with picric acid), and those containing only 12 grains or so of pure fulminate, 

exhibited but little regularity when detonated within leaden blocks, or when used to explode 

ammonium nitrate contained in leaden tubes. The Commission, therefore, concluded that, for 

practical purposes, it is of greater importance to have some check on the regularity of detonators 

rather than to prescribe any particular selection of fulminating mixtures. Every detonator, however, 

should bear a label indicating the weight and nature of the fulminating material, in order to obviate 

the unchecked introduction of mixtures the efficiency of which has not been previously tested.                           

L.L.B. 

SINKING TWO VENTILATING  SHAFTS  IN  THE  BRUCH COAL-MINE 

Ueber das Abteufen zweier Wetterschächte [Wetterschaechte] im Brucher Grubenfelde der 

Gewerkschaft Brucher Kohlenwerke in Bruch.      By  A.   Padour.      Österreichische [Oesterreichische] 

Zeitschrift für [fuer] Berg- und Hütten-wesen [Huetten-wesen], 1903, vol. Ii., pages 29-33, 46-49 and 

63-68, with 4 illustrations in the text and 2 plates.  

Work   was   begun in July and October,   1900.    The   upcast was sunk to a depth of 1,362 feet by 

December, 1901, that is, in 372 days.    The downcast 
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took much longer,     because,   for   200    feet,   water   percolated   through   the walling into the 

shaft.    It   was caught   by water-rings and pumped,   at first by hand, and afterwards by a duplex 

steam-pump.    At a   depth   of 70 feet, the walling was two bricks thick, the space left   between   

them   being filled with concrete, but it was not found effectual in keeping back the water.  

The shafts were sunk to a depth of about 1,260 feet through grey clay, four or five coal-seams, 6 feet 

thick, at a depth of 200 feet. The shafts were sunk by hand, and then by blasting. From six to eight 

holes, 1¼ inches in diameter, were filled with gelatine-dynamite, and fired with Bickford fuse. The 

total quantity used for the two shafts was 2,700 pounds, and bout 2,000 shots were fired in each. 

The shafts were provisionally fitted with iron or wooden cribs, about 3 feet apart, connected by 

props and bolts and backing deals. The shaft was lined with wedge-shaped bricks, to fit the 



periphery, and two cradles were used at a time. Naked lights were at first allowed, and safety-lamps 

were only used when within 12 feet of the coal-seams. Thirty-nine men were employed in the 

downcast, and thirty-six in the upcast shaft, working in shifts of 8 and 12 hours. The normal rate of 

work per day was 3.6 feet with single-brick, and 2.9 feet with double-brick, walling. The total cost in 

wages and material was £11 4s. in one, and £13 1s. in the other shaft, per foot of shaft sunk. 

The ventilation of the mines was produced by two double-inlet Schiele fans, 11½ feet in diameter, 

each delivering 140,000 cubic feet of air per minute at a water-gauge of 1½ inches. They were belt-

driven by electric motors, and their speed could be varied from 160 to 190 revolutions per minute 

according to the volume of air required. As a rule, one fan only is used, the other being held in 

reserve. The inlets of the fans can be closed by iron doors, mounted on a vertical shaft, and 

manipulated by means of a horizontal lever placed outside the building.                                                    

E. M. D. 

 

FALL OF SIDE IN A SHAFT IN UPPER SILESIA.  

Das Unglück [Unglueck] im Jelkaschacht des Steinkohlenbergwerks  Preussen bei   Miechowitz O.-

Schl. am 1. März [Maerz] 1905.     By —   Hohnhorst.     Zeitschrift für [fuer] das Berg-, Hütten- 

[Huetten-] und Salinen-wesen im Preussischen Staate, 1905, vol. liii., Abhandlungen, pages 502-507, 

with 4 figures in the text.  

The disaster occurred at the Preussen colliery, belonging to Count Thiele-Winckler,   at   Miechowitz,   

in   the   Beuthen   coal-field.    Three   borings,   put down in the years 1899-1900,  had  struck the 

Coal-measures at,  respectively, 544½,  662½  and  544½  feet  from   the   surface,   and  were   

stopped  respectively at the  depths  of  2,640   feet,  2,752   feet   and  3,122   feet.    In each   case,   

the Pochhammer coal-seam, the basement-seam of the Sattelflötz [Sattelfloetz] group (remarkable 

for the number, thickness and excellent quality of the seams included therein) was struck.    The lie 

of the strata being thus determined, it was resolved to start sinking at the southernmost boring, 

because at that point were found united the conditions most suitable for the purpose.    The 

Winckler shaft was sunk at the bore-hole itself, and the Jelka shaft (where the accident herein   

described   occurred)   213   feet   supposedly   due   west   of   it. Both shafts   are   circular   and   

intended   for   coal-drawing,   while   a   third shaft is projected in the northern district of the 

colliery. 

On March 1st, 1905, the walling (two bricks thick) of the upper portion of the Jelka shaft had   been  

completed:  but,   from   the   depth   of  967   feet to the sump below the 1,214 feet level, it was 

lined provisionally with 
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timbering;   and the masons were about to build the walling from the bottom of the shaft to below 

the 1,050 feet level,   when, at 9   p.m.,   heavy masses of rock crashed in, demolishing shaft-rings 

and scaffolding, hurling down the shaft and burying, among the debris, 18 human beings, no less 

than 15 of them being killed, while 3 suffered more or less severe injury.  The two pumps which kept 

the sump  free of water  were involved  in   the general ruin,   but   of   the   15   persons   who   were   

engaged   on   the   masonry-work, 6 managed to escape uninjured. 



The strata between the 1,050 feet and the 1,214 feet levels were of a very unyielding character, and 

blasting had to be resorted to in order to make progress through them; they dip from 18 to 19 

degrees northward. The shaft was rather wet, the inflow of water averaging from, say, 66 to 88 

gallons per minute. The water flowed along the 1,214 feet level to the Winckler shaft, through which 

it was drawn to bank. The timbering was of stout pine, and none had been used before for any 

purpose whatsoever. Cribs, consisting of twelve-segment polygons, were generally placed about 5 

feet apart: and, judging from the details given as to supports, fastenings, etc., every precaution that 

experience and knowledge could suggest seems to have been taken to make tubbing, staging, and 

other structures within the shaft as solid and safe as possible. In addition to ordinary pit-lamps, 

electric arc-lamps of 1,000 candle-power were used to light up the scene of operations. 

After everything had been made secure for the rescue-parties, the recovery of the bodies of the 

victims was proceeded with, and was completed on March 9th, 1905. 

The mass of clay-slate which had crashed into the shaft must have exceeded 70 tons, and it took 116 

wagon-loads of 24¾ cubic feet capacity to clear the stuff out of the sump. In the broken-down 

portion of the shaft, an argillaceous layer, not 3 inches thick, was detected in the strata, having now 

the character of a soft mud; whereas those who had observed it during the sinking operations 

averred that it was then tough and dry. Evidently the water-drip in the shaft had softened and 

disintegrated this layer. Dry or wet, however, this slippery layer played a part in the catastrophe, for 

it appears certain that the great loosened block of clay-slate glided along it, following the dip of the 

beds, and (striking the lining tangentially) twisted the crib-rings outwards, and thus deprived the 

staging of  its  supports,                                                                                                  L. L. B. 

 

FALL OF SCAFFOLDING IN A SHAFT IN WESTPHALIA.  

Der Bühnenabsturz [Buehnenabsturz] im Schacht   V der Zeche General Blumentlial am 28. 

September 1904.    By — Schnepper.    Zeitschrift für [fuer] das Berg-, Hütten- [Huetten-] und Salinen-

wesen im Preussischen Staate, 1905, vol. liii, Abhandlungen, pages 15-18, with 3 figures in the text.  

On   February   5th,   1904,   the    sinking   of   an   upcast-shaft    was   begun for the western   

district   of the General   Blumenthal colliery,   at Recklinghausen.    Down   to   a depth   of 287   feet,   

the   sinking   was   accomplished by hand-labour,   without   shot-firing,   and   the   shaft   was   lined   

with   watertight tubbing.     At the depth mentioned, the comparatively waterless, tough, grey marls   

were   entered,   and   thenceforward   it   was   found   necessary   to recourse to blasting in order to 

carry on the sinking.     As work progressed, the lining of the shaft was continued,  in the shape of a 

wall 1½  to 2 bricks 
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NEEDS RESCANNING 

 

 

Thick, with   a   clear   diameter   of   16½   feet:   at   every   interval   of   4¼   feet   or 



*bl    '      ollkeii  beams.   1(>.\   feet   long   and  1\   by   9}   inches   in   cross-section, 

s°'   .        lf  ,-,   l-;oii   angle,  were let  into  the  wall   for  the  length  of a foot at 

inning 

l      nds    leaving   a   clear   length   of   beam   of   14 V   feet:    they   were   used 

b0         ,^1-tr  a*  the   main   supports   for  the   wooden   scaffold   upon   which   the 

4*»xnporcLi-i-ij   "^                           j- *                                                               * 

-  worked  at  the   walling  of* the   shaft.    Meanwhile,,   the   sinking   bad 

m    1 ed a depth of  722 feet,  and  by  September 28th,   1904,  the  walling was 

1 '    Icted to within 20 feet.    The  third shift  of   13  masons  started work  at 

° n      m      and,   at   7-^0   a.m.,   a   kibble   laden   with   bricks   suddenly   crashed 

, .ouffn the northern oak-beam ; thereupon live out of the six sections of which 

,     scaff0ld was built gave way, hurling to the bottom of the shaft ten men, 

together   with   planks,   hods,   bricks,   and   other   materials.    Only   the   sixth 

emi-eii'cular,   or   rather  lunate   section   of   the   scaffold,   upon   which   three 

men were  standing,  remained in   place  undamaged.    A shower  of  fragments 

of marl kept falling from the still unwalled sides of the shaft, and a fairly 

large piece   of   walling   was   forced   inward   by   a   mass   of   rock   which   had 

fallen between it  and  the  side  of  the  shaft.    Owing  to   various  difficulties 

which are recited, the rescue-party was not abbs to bring to bank the bodies 

of the ten victims until 5'0 a.m. the next day. 

It is reckoned that the total weight resting upon the above-mentioned pair of oaken beams, 

immediately before the disaster, amounted to 102 cwts.; but it is pointed out that this figure should, 

in reality, lie halved, as the strain on the beams was relieved by certain flat-iron supports let into the 

wall, txpon which the scaffold was also carried. However, it seems probable that the actual margin 

of safety was a little less than that here calculated. On examination of the broken beam, it was found 

that it had been sawn against the grain, or transversely to the fibres of a given stem or trunk instead 

of parallel with them, and this undoubtedly constituted a source' of weakness. Official encpiiry 

showed that the management had always been very careful in the selection and testing of the 

timber, but with such rough-sawn beams it was by no means easy to detect the direction of the 

grain. Although no blame is attributed to the management, the Royal Mining Bureau at Dortmund 

has issued additional regulations as to the precautions which are to be observed in future when 

erecting scaffolding  in  shafts.                                                                                      L. L. B. 

A PROCESS   FOR  CONSOLIDATING   TUBBING   AND   RENDERING   IT WATERTIGHT BY  THE  

INJECTION  OF  CEMENT. 

¦Notice relative a un Proccde 'pour rendre etanches et consolider lea Cuvelages par 



Injections de Ciment.    By Henri Poktier, 1900. 

It  happens  frequently,   not   to  say   always,   in   spite   of   all  care   taken 

m the selection ,of material and the insertion of tubbing, that after a while 

infiltrations  of  water  show themselves,   either  in  the   form  of   sweating   or 

<>  more or less powerful jets of water.    These leakages of water can be stopped 

emporarily   by   wedging,   often   under   great   difficulties.    Their   unexpected 

appearance   renders   it   necessary   to   keep   special   workmen   always   on   the 

P° ,   and   causes   stoppages   during   working   hours,   and,   in   consequence, 

ecrease of output.    This water is added to that coming from the workings, 

n    lnv°lves the  employment  several  times  a  week,   and   often  daily,  of  a 

auig-engine  or  of  an  underground  pumping-engine. 
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The tubbing of No. 3 shaft of the Courrières collieries was in particularly   bad condition.    Frequent   

wedging   had   enlarged   the   joints in places   to   such   an   extent   that   it   had   become   almost   

impossible to close them,  and they had  been protected  with  plates bolted  to the tubbing and  

made  tight   by  sheets  of  indiarubber.       Fragments   often   flew off from the tubbing,   thus   

necessitating   the   complete   replacement   of   portions.  Such replacement always demanded a 

long and troublesome operation, accompanied by a heavy flow of water, and necessitated the 

cutting out of places in the concrete, and even in   the solid rock, in order to insert the new 

segments. As it was impossible to   multiply too greatly these hollows, the entire re-tubbing of the 

pit at an early period was being considered, although it would entail the consequence of laying the 

pit idle for about   a year and a very costly operation.                                                                                                  

Under these conditions, the writer proposed, in March, 1899, to try the injection of cement behind 

the tubbing.    After various trials to see whether it   might   be   possible   to   force   cement-slurry   

by   means   of   pumps   into   a space   where   the   pressure   exceeded   8   atmospheres,   the   

following system, which    demands    but    little    labour    and    a   simple    installation    without 

special   apparatus,   was   adopted.    It   enables   the   work   to   be   carried   out with   extreme   

rapidity   and   without   in any   way   interfering   with   regular winding operations. 

The static level of the water being about 39½ feet (12 metres) below the level of the   ground,   the   

apparatus   was installed   at the   surface.    It consisted   of   a   tank   of   about 33   gallons   (150   

litres)   capacity,   fitted with a continuous supply   of  water.    To  the   bottom   of  this   tank  was  

attached a column   of   iron   pipes,   1.18   inches   (30   millimetres)   in   internal   diameter, 

terminating    in    an    indiarubber    hose    of    sufficient    strength    to    resist an  internal 

pressure of 9  atmospheres,   and  screwed  to  a  tap fixed to the tubbing   at   the   point   where   

the   injection   was   to   be   made.    The   upper portion of the column of pipes was connected by a  

branch to the delivery pipe of a hand-driven force-pump; and another pipe was inserted so as to 

allow the air to escape.    The taps attached to the tubbing were fitted by means of straps and made 

tight by an indiarubber washer;   the other end of the tap terminated   in   a   screw-thread   with   



which  it   was   connected   to   the   india-rubber hose.      The hole through the tap was round, so 

that a drill, 0.6 inch (15   millimetres)   in   diameter,   could   go   through   it.      Once   the   tap   was 

fixed,  the  tubbing  was  pierced  by the  drill,  the  tap  was  then   closed and connected with  the 

column of pipes.    All the  taps  could then  be opened; the  air  escaped  through   the   escape-pipe,   

and   the   syphon   formed  by  the column  connecting the tank with  the  rear  part of the  tubbing  

was filled automatically. 

After   the   escape-pipe   and   the   delivery-pipe   of   the   force-pump   were closed, slow-settling 

Portland cement,  well screened,  was rubbed up  in  the tank, and it was kept constantly  stirred up  

so  as  to prevent  any  settling. The thickness of the slurry  thus formed was regulated  by  the  

rapidity  of the  current,   it   being   made   thinner  as  the   speed   diminished.    The   hand -pump, 

which was always kept full of water, was only used when  there was reason   to   fear   any   

obstruction   in   the   pipe   or   any   premature   stoppage behind the tubbing.    The tap  of the tank 

was then closed and that of  the pump opened, the hand-pump being worked for a few minutes.    It 

was only rarely necessary to have recourse to this operation.    When the current almost stopped on  

account of the  obstacle  to  the  passage  of the water, tap fixed to the tubbing was closed, and the 

pipe-column was detached from 
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it to enable a stream of clean water to be run through the latter. The same precaution had, 

moreover, to be taken every time that the work was stopped for any reason whatever, even if only 

for a moment. After 24 hours, the tap attached to the tubbing could be removed, without there 

being the least need of plugging the hole. 

This   operation   was   performed successively   at   the   head   of   each   ring of tubbing, in two 

places diametrically opposite, beginning at the bottom.  Altogether, 1,010   bags  of   cement,   

weighing   110   pounds   (50  kilogrammes) each, were used in a length of 282 feet (86 metres).     At 

times, especially at the commencement of operations, the current had sufficient velocity to allow 40 

bags to be introduced  per  hour.    The whole   work   took  20   days,   including   the erection and 

removal of the machinery.    The working time was 10 hours per day. 

Two labourers and two trained workmen were employed.    One labourer was engaged all the  time  

in stirring up  the  water in  the tank,   and was relieved by the other labourer and by one of  the  

workmen,  so  as to keep the cement well rubbed down.    The other workman was in the shaft, 

ready to work the taps  and to  detach the pipes  at the agreed   signal.    He   also watched for any 

jets of water, and plugged those that appeared. 

The cost of the work was about as follows:—  

[Table]                    

This cost was relatively insignificant compared with the results obtained. The flow of water, through 

the tubbing, which attained an average of 83,600 gallons (3,800 hectolitres) per 24 hours, had been 

entirely stopped to such an extent that holes have been drilled, near the top of the tubbing, of 

considerable length in order to get water sufficient to keep it damp enough for its good 

preservation. 

It will be understood, moreover, that the joints of the tubbing, the holes and crevices in the masonry 

of the surrounding strata have been  filled with cement; and, these various parts being thus closely 



connected together, the strength of the shaft is greatly increased. Finally, there is every reason to 

suppose that the results obtained will be permanent, for no change has been visible during the 

seven months since the work has been completed; on the contrary, it appears as though the pit, if 

possible, were becoming drier. A similar operation has been performed at three other pits of the 

Courrières collieries, and it will be undertaken at other pits when necessary. In each of these pits the 

flow of the water through the tubbing has been completely stopped. 

The following are the quantities of cement employed and the flow of water stopped in each shaft: — 

[Table] 

A. B. C. 
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THE  APPLICATION   OF   DIRECT-CEMENTATION  TO   SHAFT-SINKING. 

Cimentation   des   Terrains  aquifères  en   vue du   Creusement   des   Puits.  By  H. Portier.       Cong-

rès   International   des   Mines,   de  la   Métallurgie, de la Mécanique et de la Géologie appliquées, 

Liége, 25 juin au  1er juillet, 1905: Section des Mines, vol. i., pages 419-439, with 4 figures in the text 

and 1 plate. 

The   quantities  of  cement   injected   behind   the   tubbing   were generally greater  than   the   

probable   volume   of   the   spaces   in   the   concrete-backing, so that   a  portion   must   have  

penetrated  into  the  measures    as   was indeed manifested in many ways.    Various observations 

led to the supposition that, by forcing liquid cement into  the  fissures  of  the rocks  until no  more 

wouId penetrate,   a   sufficiently  extensive  zone  might   be  consolidated  so  as  to  be rendered 

watertight;   and this supposition  has been confirmed by the works of   consolidation   that   have   

been   carried   out   during   the   last   few   years. 

As a consequence, the cementation-method was applied in 1904, for the first time, to consolidate 

the water-bearing measures through which the No. 11 shaft of the Béthune collieries was being 

sunk. The shaft had clear diameter of 17.06 feet (5.2 metres); and, within this area, four holes for 

the cement-injection were bored, being distributed over two diameters at right angles, and about 5 

inches (12 centimetres) from the inside of the future shaft. The water-tightness of the top of the 

measures was ensured by boring a hole, 19.68 inches (500 millimetres) in diameter, to a depth of 

42.81 feet (13.05 metres) the upper part being tubed, and then, along the same centre-line, boring 

the definite hole, 11.81 inches (300 millimetres) in diameter, to a depth of 123.85 feet (37.75 

metres). Tubing, 46.59 feet (14.2 metres) long, was inserted at the top of the hole; and the annular 

space between the two tubes was filled with a mixture of sand and cement. 

The first injection of liquid cement was made at the bottom of the hole, on May 17th, 1904, but the 

water-level had not been reached. As the water of the cement might be rapidly absorbed by the 

chalk, so as to leave a cement-plug in the bore-hole, the measures were damped by sending down 

5,280 gallons (24 cubic metres) of water, after which cement was injected. At first, a mixture of 1 

part by volume of cement to 10 parts of water was employed; but, as the absorption diminished, so 

also did the cement-content, until it became only 1 part to 20 parts, the pump being used for 

continuing the injection. When the liquid cement rose so as to return to the tank on the surface, the 

injection-tubing was flushed with water and taken out for deepening the bore-hole, the cement-

deposit at the bottom of the hole being first removed by the bell. 



As a rule, the cement penetrated and set well in fissures of any importance, and chiefly in the 

vertical: but, on the contrary, in narrow, and especially horizontal, fissures it penetrated 

indifferently, or remained of a pasty consistence. The removal of the mud from these fissures may 

be effected by two methods, one by sending down a strong flush of water for driving it into the 

measures, as far as possible from the bore-hole; but reasons are given for rejecting this method. The 

other, which is likely to afford good results, consists in withdrawing the mud from  the  bore-holes by 

a pump. 

The  cementation-method  is  proposed,  not   as  superseding  others,   nor capable of solving all the 

difficulties due to water,  but as being economical of of  time  and  money.   J. W. P. 
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APPENDICES. 

I. NOTES OF PAPERS ON THE WORKING OF MINES, METALLURGY, ETC FROM THE TRANSACTIONS OF 

COLONIAL AND FOREIGN SOCIETIES  AND  COLONIAL AND  FOREIGN  PUBLICATIONS. 

REMOVAL OF PILLARS IN A BROWN COAL-MINE IN BOHEMIA. 

Über [Ueber] die Zulässigkeit [Zulaessigkeit] der Auskohlung des Braunkohlenflötzes 

[Braunkohlenfloetzes] im Eisenbahnschutzpfeiler des Nordwestböhmischen [Nordwestboehmischen] 

Beckens.     By Karl Balling.      Österreichische [Oesterreichische] Zeitschrift für [fuer] Berg- und 

Hüttenwesen [Hüttenwesen], 1903,   vol. li., pages 617-623 and 639-644, with 1 illustration in the 

text.                              

In a brown coal-mine in north-western Bohemia, the pillars supporting a surface-railway waste much 

coal.    Where the depth from the surface to the roof of the seam is 984 feet, the pillars must be at 

least 380 feet wide, and 475 feet if the depth be 1,246 feet.    With the present system of working by 

short stalls, 17 cubic feet or 0.549 ton of brown coal are removed per square foot of mine-area (5.2 

cubic metres or 6 tons per square  metre).    Thus the quantity wasted per mile of railway, on both 

sides of the line, is, in round numbers, 2,200,000 tons (5,280 feet x 2 x 0.549 ton x 380 feet) to 

2,700,000 tons. 

Successful attempts have been made to rob the coal in the pillars below the light railways serving 

two of the collieries, and observations have shown that under certain conditions, coal in pillars 

under passenger railway-lines can also be safely removed. The coal was taken out in 1898-1899, the 

subsidence of the ground had since been carefully noted, and its extent determined twice a year. 

Along the track of the railways, the subsidence takes place gradually, with no sudden changes of 

level.  The mean during a month is 4½ inches or 0.15 inch (3.8 millimetres) per day. From July, 1900, 

to March, 1902,  no subsidence was observed over a part of the line. Along a distance of about 1,080 

feet the subsidence in 2¾ years varied from 11 to 2 per cent. of the total subsidence observed over a 

distance of 3,280 feet (1 kilometre) from 1897 to 1903.                                              

In the Wilhelm  colliery, the robbing of the pillars  ended in  1899,  and the last observations were 

made in 1903.    The thickness of the strata above the roof is 1,266 feet.    The quantity of coal 

removed varied from 18.2 to 18.5 cubic feet per square foot of mine area.    Observations were 

made along the railway-line at points 164 feet apart.    In December, 1897, the distance of the 

working-face  from  the   railway-line   varied   from  223  feet   to  49  feet.    Subsidence  caused   by  

shrinkage   of   the  ground   was   now   first   noted.       From December, 1897,  to  September,  



1898,  the rate of subsidence at seven points gave an average of 3.6 feet.    From this date, the 

subsidence was due to the removal of coal  directly under the  line.    From  September,   1898,  to  

April,  1903, the  greatest subsidence at any one point was 3.9 feet, and this, in the writer's opinion, 

should be taken as the  mean.    Of this, the  greater  part, 3 feet, subsided during the first two years. 
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From observations made at this brown coal-mine, worked  on  the short-stall system, with an original 

thickness of the seam of 65 feet   and  a thickness of the rock above the roof of 1,266 feet, the writer 

considers it  possible, for  any  given   thickness  of  the   rock,   to   determine   approximately  the    

permissible   limits   of   robbing   the   coal   without   disturbing   the   surface     The data required 

are:   the thickness of the rock above the roof, the number of cubic feet of coal removed per square 

foot of mine-area,  the pressure  of the rock, and the coefficient of increase of the  broken fragments 

from the roof, namely,  their increase in  percentage  of the  mass  of rock  from  which they fall.    

The more solid the rock, the smaller will be the coefficient of increase. The writer estimates it at 3½ 

to 5 per cent.      If the coal removed be 18.368 cubic   feet;   the   maximum   subsidence,   3.9   feet;   

the   thickness   of the  rock above the roof, 1,266 feet;   the coefficient of increase 3½ per cent.:   

these are the conditions obtaining at the Wilhelm colliery.    As 18.3 cubic feet of coal were wrought  

per square foot  of mine-area  (that  is,  the pillar was worked to this extent), the falling-in of the roof 

will  extend (18.368 ÷ 0.35 or) 524.8 feet   upwards,   because   only   when   this   amount   has   

come   down   will   the cavity produced  by the original removal of the coal and  by the fall of the 

roof  be filled.    The  whole  space   to  be filled  will  thus be (524.8 + 18.368 or) 543.168  feet,  

leaving  the  unbroken  overlying  rock  723   feet  thick.    At this point,   the   broken   fragments   

cease   to   fall,   and   their   compression   begins. The   subsidence   being  3.937   feet,   they   will 

be   compressed   to   this   extent, and   the   coefficient   of   increase   reduced   to   [(18.368 – 

3.937) ÷ 524.8 x 100   or] 2.75 per cent.      Theoretically, the greater the pressure of the rock the 

greater will be the compression, and, therefore, the subsidence.    But as the friction of the broken 

fragments increases  with their compression,  the ratio  of the pressure   to   the   subsidence   will   

be   increased,   and   the   theoretical   will  be greater   than   the actual   subsidence.    The   writer   

tabulates   the   coefficients of increase from 3½ to 5 per cent., and for thicknesses of the rock from 

787 to 1,462 feet. 

The writer next considers the subsidence of the ground in the neighbourhood of this mine. Let the 

angle of inclination α be that made with the horizontal by a straight line connecting a point in the 

boundary of the working level with a corresponding point at the edge of the subsidence. The extent 

of the subsidence from the boundary of the working level, projected at the surface, is calculated 

from E = H cot α, E being the extent of the subsidence; and H, the depth of the working level. In the 

Wilhelm colliery, where the ground sank over a wide area, the angle of inclination was 68 degrees. 

Under similar conditions, taking the depth of the floor of the level at 984 feet, the extent of the 

subsidence may be determined with an angle of inclination of 72 degrees at the boundary, and 68 

degrees at the working-face. The greatest subsidence, due to contraction of the ground, was at 

distances of 98 to 147 feet from the working-face. 

In   this  mine,   there   has   been   no sudden   formation   of   hollows   at the surface, but they have 

been observed in other mines with thicknesses of the overlying  rock   of 180  to  295   feet.    If  the  

clay-rock   be   firm,   the   angle  of repose of the fragments will be from 83 to 87 degrees.      Where 

several   stones are thrown into one by taking out the pillars,  such  hollows  may  be formed. If the 

rock is thick, the broken fragments will fill each working to a height depending on the  area of the 



floor (if four-sided),  the thickness of the thill, the    angle    of    repose   β,   and   the   coefficient   of   

increase   of   the   fragments. 
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In many short-stall  workings,   when  the   intermediate  pillars  can   no   longer support  the   

weight   of  the   roof,   they   give   way,   the  rock  falls  up   to   the diluvial  strata,   and   a  hollow  

is formed   at the  surface.    The  more  rapidly the coal is got out the less is this danger, because the 

area of broken fragments  increases   more   rapidly   than   the   cubic   capacity   of   the   space   

from which the coal has been removed. 

Assuming, as in this mine, that the rock above the roof is 1,246 feet thick: the diluvial strata, 19.68 

feet; the angle of repose of the broken fragments, 86 degrees; the coefficient of increase, 3½ per 

cent.; and that the floor of the working is rectangular, and the length of the shorter side, upon which 

the maximum pressure of the rock falls, 372.28 feet; 18.37 cubic feet of coal being removed per 

square foot of mine-area. All the coal in the pillars having been wrought, there will be a large space 

into which the broken fragments will fall, in conformity with their original angle of repose. The rock 

may fall up to the diluvial strata, if the shorter side, S, of the rectangular floor is approximately equal 

to 4h2cotβ: (h2 being the thickness of the rock up to the diluvial strata), and if the cubic capacity of 

the space from which the coal has been removed on the side, S2 , is greater than 0.7854 x (S/2)3  x VC 

÷ cotβ: VC being the coefficient of increase of the falling fragments. The writer works out these 

formulae numerically, and proves that with these values the falling-in of the rock may reach to the 

diluvial strata. There will then be 10,350 cubic feet of space left, which will be filled by the diluvium 

falling in, and a hollow will be formed at the surface, the depth and circumference of which will 

depend on the gradient and coefficient of increase, and the cubic capacity and consistency of the 

surrounding rock.    As a rule these hollows are  slowly formed. 

The above values of the angle of repose and the coefficient of increase apply for thicknesses of the 

rock above the roof varying from 684 to 1,246 feet. If no hollows are formed, the ratio between the 

coal won per square foot of mine-area and the thickness of rock may be reduced. Instead of 18.368 

cubic feet there may be [18.37 - (10,350 ÷S2 or 10,350 cubic feet ÷138,613 square feet or] 18.29 

cubic feet or a ratio of 1 to 68. This gives 9.61 cubic feet with a thickness of 656 feet of rock, and 

19.25 cubic feet with a thickness of 1,312 feet. The total thickness of the seam of coal being 65.6 

feet, to remove 18.368 cubic feet per square foot, or 28 per cent., is not sufficient. With a relatively 

greater thickness of the upper strata, the ground cannot break up if the coal is more rapidly 

wrought, and if no pillars are left between the short stalls; it is these pillars alone which cause the 

ground to fall up to the surface. If all the coal be removed, the height of a working should not be too 

great. Taking the rock at 1,069 feet, the height of the first level 9.8 feet, and the coefficient of 

increase, at 3½ per cent.;   the fallen fragments will reach to  a height of 281 feet. The pressure of 

the rock will then act upon the roof, and the coefficient of increase will fall to 2.7 per cent. When all 

the coal has been removed, the fragments will reach to the intact rock.    As the area from which the 

coal has been removed is enlarged, the pressure will increase, the   fragments   will   fill   up   the   

hollows,   and   their   gradient   will   become smaller until  their resistance is  as  great  as the 

pressure  exerted on them.  When  the  next   short-stall   working,   below   the   floor   of  the   first   

level,   is begun,  the broken  fragments will   fall  lower,   and  a   space of 7.6  feet  will be left 

between them and the intact rock;  216.8 feet of rock will now break up, and the thickness of the 

remaining rock will be (1,069.2 - [281 + 216.8] or 
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571 feet.    After  removing the coal  from  these two  levels,  the  ground will subside 5.1 feet.    If a 

third lower 3 feet level is worked, the falling of the rock will extend 105  feet further upwards;   the  

thickness  remaining intact will be 466 feet; and the total subsidence will be 8 feet.                  E. M. D. 

 

COST  OF  COLLIERY  SINKING  AND  EQUIPMENT  IN   BELGIUM  

Le Bassin houiller du Nord de la Belgique:   Coupe des Sondages de la Campine.  Annales des Mines de 

Belgique, 1906, vol. xi., page 361.  

[Table] 

M. W. B. 

 

ACCIDENTS IN SAXON  COLLIERIES,  WITH  ESPECIAL  REFERENCE TO FALLS OF STONE AND COAL. 

Die  Unfälle [Unfaelle]  beim  Steinkohlenbergbau  im   Königreich [Koenigreich]  Sachsen   im   

Vergleich zu anderen Ländern [Laendern],   unter besonderer Berücksichtigung [Beruecksichtigung] 

der  Verunglückungen [Verunglueckungen] durch Stein- und Kohlenfall.    By Chr. O. Hirsch.    

Jahrbuch für[fuer] das Berg-und Hüttenwesen [Huettenwesen] im Königreich [Koenigreich]  Sachsen, 

1906, pages A161-A174.  

As  was  inevitable,   this  paper  consists   essentially   of  a   series   of  comparative tables, fourteen 

in number, the general effect of which is to present the risks attending the  average  miner's  

occupation in  Saxony  in   a   by no 
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means unfavourable light.    Until lately, it would seem that hardly sufficient attention has been 

devoted to measures of precaution against falls of stone and coal,  the  wide-reaching nature  of the 

disasters  ensuing  on  explosions, fires,  overwinding,   etc.,   having  attracted   preventive   

ingenuity  mostly   in their direction.    All this has been changed, in large measure thanks to the 

labours   of   the   Royal   Prussian   Commission,   set   up   in   1897   to   enquire generally into  the  

subject  of  falls   of   stone  and  coal  in the  mines of  six selected  countries.    The   Report  of  this  

Commission  was  published   in  six parts   in   1901-1903,   and   is   full   of   extremely   valuable   

information,   being supplemented in 1906 by the recommendations finally drawn up by the 

Commission  (in  their  sittings  of  December,   1905),   for   the   avoidance   of   such falls. 

The present paper compares, in the matter of such accidents, the Saxon mines with those of Great 

Britain, France, Belgium, Austria and Prussia, during a period chiefly limited to the decade 1895-

1904, as a comparison based on earlier periods would seem to be of little practical use. 

Parenthetically, it may be noted that the official statistics of Prussia and Saxony only take into 

account fatal accidents, while other countries, such as Great Britain and Austria, enumerate non-

fatal accidents also. Unfortunately, the conception of the precise importance of a non-fatal accident 

differs so greatly from country to country, that it becomes useless for the comparative statistician. 

Even in the case of fatal accidents, there is a difference, a fatality only being reckoned in Belgium as 

such, if death ensues within 30 days; whereas the Saxon statistics take account of all fatal accidents, 



however long the victim may be in dying. In the present paper comparisons are based on the 

number of persons killed, and not on the number of accidents. 

The coal-output of Saxony approximates very closely to that of Lower Silesia, being about 4½ per 

cent. of the total coal-output of the German Empire; and the number of workpeople employed is 

about 6 per cent. of the total, or about 3 per cent. of the number employed in Great Britain. In the 

proportion of people killed every year in the collieries, Saxony compares favourably with Great 

Britain, and still more favourably with Prussia. The comparative tables show clearly, however, that 

fatalities in all the six countries considered diminished continuously from 1895 to 1904. Taking 

fatalities from falls of stone and coal alone, Saxony occupies a sufficiently favourable position in 

showing again a smaller proportion to the number of workpeople employed belowground than 

Prussia and Great Britain, though somewhat higher than France and Belgium. However, for every 

hundred deaths below bank in coal-mining during the years 1900 to 1904, falls of stone and coal 

caused in Great Britain 54.7, Saxony 53.7, Prussia 45.7, Belgium 44.9, and France 44. In regard to 

fatalities from such falls, Saxony has not shown any marked improvement since 1892 (in fact, rather 

the contrary), when compared with the improvement in respect to mining fatalities generally. Local 

conditions have much to do with this, as can be seen by looking at the statistics from various coal-

fields within the same country. For instance, the Plauensche Grund in Saxony is one of the most 

dangerous coal-mining districts in this respect, its evil reputation being only surpassed in recent 

times by Upper Silesia. Fortunately, only one-eighth of the miners of the kingdom  are  employed 

there. 

L. L. B. 
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WATER-FLUSH STOWING IN MINES.  

(I) Versatz   mittels    Wasserspülung [Wasserspuelung] vom   Tage   aus  am   Dreifaltigkeitsschachte 

Polnisch-Ostrau.     By Carl Cizek.      Österreichische [Oesterreichische] Zeitschrift   für [fuer] Berg- und 

Hüttenwesen [Huettenwesen] , 1903, vol. li., pages 293-297, and 1 plate.  

The   Trinity   collieries   in   Ostrau   run   under   factories,    railways and dwelling-houses,   and 

large   pillars   must  be   left   to   support   the   workings, otherwise  exorbitant  claims  for  

damages  are  made.    Two  pits  are   working under  the   town   of  Ostrau,   which,   since   1840,   

when   the   mines   were   first worked,   has  grown   from   a   small   village   into   an   important   

market-town. The   church,   built   when   the   mineral  wealth   beneath   it   was   unsuspected 

greatly hinders the development of the mine.    It stands 1,000 feet from the main   shaft,   and   a  

safety-pillar,   at  least   650   feet  long,   is   required.    The method hitherto  followed   of  stowing,   

partly  with  deads,   partly  with   stuff brought in trucks from the waste-heaps on the surface, was 

not satisfactory. Material   stowed  by  hand  always   crushes  together,   it   may  give   way    and it 

is not perfectly safe.    To fill in the excavations with  gob-stuff deposited by a current of water  sent  

down the  shaft  at  high pressure  will  probably create a revolution in the present system of working 

mines. 

At the Trinity mines, loam, coke-dust, and detritus are mixed with sand. Waste-heaps of sand and 

loam, about ¼ mile distant, are washed into the mine through pipes, and a narrow-gauge railway is 

also used to convey the stuff. The water is drawn from a pumping-engine in the mine, delivering 675 

gallons per minute, to a reservoir formed of an old boiler, and passes thence through pipes 5 inches 



in diameter to the ventilating shaft, 14½ feet in diameter. At about 24 feet below the surface, a 

branch drift, slightly inclined upward, is led from the shaft to a pit, 15 feet deep, outside the 

enginehouse, into which the funnel to receive the stowing is fixed. The funnel is about 2½ feet wide 

at the top, and 1⅓ feet at the bottom. About 1½ feet below the top of the funnel, a perforated plate 

is placed with 2⅓ inches meshes, and beneath this is a shut-off slide driven by worm-gear. The water 

from the reservoir is conveyed through pipes, 2 inches in diameter. Two pipes pass round and below 

the funnel, and the water is injected at right angles through nozzles on to the stuff, falling through 

the plate, washing it down into the mine. The flow is regulated by valves. A third pipe passes 

vertically down the funnel. The object of bringing the water from various directions is to wash the 

entire plate, and to play thoroughly upon the stuff. Below, and connected to the funnel, is a jointed 

steel pipe, 5½ inches in diameter, extending down the shaft to the seventh level; and calculated to 

sustain a pressure of 338 pounds per square inch. At this depth, a strong elbow-pipe forms the 

connection between the vertical pipe and a length of about 1,000 feet of horizontal pipes laid to the 

different workings. The stowing passes thence into open wooden boxes, and is directed wherever 

needed. The openings of the valves admitting the water to the funnel are determined according to 

the stuff used: if it consists of sand or fine coke, an equal quantity of water suffices; and if of loam 

and detritus, from one and a half to twice as much water should be used. When stopping work, 

water alone should be run through the pipes for a few minutes, to prevent them from clogging. A 

reservoir is provided for the same reason. Should the water-supply from the pump be suddenly 

interrupted, the slide-valve must be run under the plate, and water from the reservoir used to wash 

down the gob-stuff. The wooden boxes are laid near the roof of the seams, an as soon as the water 

here has been run off, the stowing becomes firm. 
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The distribution depends on the inclination of the strata.    At the Trinity mine, in an  excavation  24  

feet  wide,  the  pipes,  laid  upon  props below  the roof, were   passed   into   cross-cuts,   running   

through   the   middle,   and   the stuff deposited  to   about   10  feet  on   either  side.    As  the  

slope   was  slight, the  stowing  was  fed  in  simultaneously  in  different  places,   and  the   water 

divided    to   secure   a   uniform   deposit.    With   a   greater   inclination,   the stowing  can  be   

evenly laid   in   regular   layers   from   one   box   only.    Below every 30 feet of cross-cutting, a pillar 

10 feet wide is left, and each end of the space timbered, the upper end being boarded up as the 

stowing settles.  If the roof is fairly good, most  of the timber can afterwards be  removed. Care must 

be taken not to make the coal round the  stowing dirty,  unless, as in  some   mines,   it   is  all 

washed.    Otherwise   about  3   feet   of   coal   are left along  the   gob-wall,   and  the rest  worked   

before   stowing  takes   place.  Afterwards, the remainder is robbed and washed.    The water, run 

off from the  stowing,   deposits   any  stuff   it  contains  either   over   small   dams   or   in the sump. 

At the Trinity colliery, from 2,100 to 2,450 cubic feet of packing material can be sent into the 

workings per hour. In 7 hours, a space of 15,000 to 17,300 cubic feet can be filled. An average of, 

say, 16,000 cubic feet would yield 440 tons of coal. With two shifts of 9 hours per day, 74 tons could 

be mined. Thus it would take six days to win the coal, and 7 hours to stow the excavation; in other 

words, the method could serve six workings per day. The Ostrau mines contain many safety-pillars, 

especially under a park of 8½ acres; with a 12 feet seam this would require about 5,000,000 cubic 

feet of stowing, which, by hand, would be too costly. One-fourth of the mine is supported on pillars 

estimated to contain several million tons of coal, and there are other seams, at present untouched, 

which, if worked, would require more than three times as much coal for the pillars as  at  present 

sacrificed. 



The   advantages   of   the   system   above   described   are:    greater   ease   in winning the coal; 

saving in wood for timbering;  preservation of the ground-surface, and ultimate recovery of all the 

coal.                                E. M. D.  

 

(2) Application du Procédé de Remblayage par l’Eau à l’Exploitation d'une Veine de un Mètre, a la 

Fosse No. 1 de la Société des Mines de Lens.    By Henri Lafitte.      Congrès   International   des   

Mines,   de   la   Métallurgie,   de   la Mécanique et  de  la   Géologie appliquées,  Liége,  1905:   

Section des Mines, vol. i., pages 121-140, with 12 figures in the text and 2 plates.  

Water-conveyed packing was tried during August, 1904, in the Omérine seam, 3¼ feet thick, and 

dipping 21 degrees, a length of 656 feet (200 metres), being selected for the experiment.    The 

material,  shale, in  pieces  of about ¼ inch (4 to 10 millimetres) and more than double that gauge, 

was taken directly from the washery.    It was loaded into sheet-iron tubs, holding 20½ cubic feet 

(580   litres)   and   let   down   by   the   winding-engine    (after   the   men    had descended) to the 

797 feet level (243 metres), whence it was hauled to a space accommodating 100 tubs, adjoining the 

upper haulage-road.  

Water, drawn from lodges at the same  level, is forced into a reservoir holding 72,600  gallons  (330  

cubic  metres),  whence   a  pipe,  4.72  inches   (120 millimetres) in inside diameter and 558 feet 

(170 metres) long, terminates in the material-hopper at the top of the old incline.    A tippler and a 

turn-table allow the full tubs to be handled very easiiy.    The shale fal]s on to a plate, at a slope of 40 

degrees, and a slide-valve,  worked by a wooden lever, regulates 
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the passage  of the pieces,  which thus arrive  evenly in the  mixing funnel. Water from  two pipes,  

each having 56 holes,  0.47 inch  (12  millimetres) in diameter, drives forward the material as it 

leaves the slide-valve.    The shale and water fall into a funnel terminating in a pipe, a grating at the 

bottom intercepting any pieces that are too large. 

Between   August,    1904,   and   January,   1905,   inclusive,   with   a   single water-pipe,   118  tub-

loads  were tipped  per  hour,   with  a   water-consumption of  5  gallons  per  cubic  foot  of   

material;   but  in   February,   while   stowing the forward stalls, a second water-pipe was added, and 

the number of tubs tipped per hour increased to 189, with a water-consumption of 7 gallons per 

cubic foot. 

The packing costs about 0.125d. per cubic foot of material, including loading into tubs at the surface, 

hauling to the depot, tipping, placing and removing the panels, pipes, etc., cleaning the boxes, water 

consumed, boards and cloth. 

Tests  with  an  hydraulic  press,   as  regards  the   compressibility  of  the various  materials  

employed,   led   to   the  conclusion  that  the   best  material is constituted  by an intimate mixture 

of fine shale from  0.16 to 0.39 inch (4 to 10 millimetres) gauge and large pieces from 0.39 to 0.98 

inch (10 to 25 millimetres) gauge;  or by a mixture of sand and shale.    A minimum compressibility 

was found to exist with 60 per cent. of sand and 40 per cent. of large shale, and also with 40 per 

cent. of sand and 60 per cent. of fine shale, these mixtures being less compressible than sand alone.    

In practice, as the stowing was effected with a  mixture of fine and coarse shale, it was admitted that 

the best proportion to be adopted was equal volumes of shale and of sand.  Inasmuch, however, as 



this mixture would cost about 0.33d.  per cubic foot, owing  to  the  difficulty   of procuring  sand,   a  

mixture  of  90  per  cent.   of shale and 10 per cent. of sand was eventually adopted.    The results 

obtained show that a very small proportion of sand suffices to diminish greatly the compressibility of 

the shale.                                                               J. W. P. 

(3) L'État actuel et l’Avenir du Remblayage hydraulique. By Fritz Jungst. Congrès International des 

Mines, de la Métallurgie, de la Mécanique et de la Géologie appliquées, Liége, 1905: Section des 

Mines, vol. i., pages 141-163. 

Water-flush   stowing   must   be   considered   from   the   following   standpoints:—(1) The working 

of the mine,  (2) the supply of materials, and (3) the  plant  for mixing  and  distributing  them.      The  

working-places should receive the form best suited to this method of stowing for utilizing to the 

fullest extent the advantages due to the more complete packing together of the goaf, so as to 

uphold the roof and thus reduce cost.    If the system is not very suitable  in forward stalls,  the 

conditions are more favourable in rising stalls.      It is in the working of horizontal seams that it 

affords the most advantage, while with rising stalls there is the disadvantage that the roads have to 

be kept up in the middle of the goaf.     When difficulty occurs in procuring material, there is reason 

to enquire whether, under some circumstances, the stowing may not be performed to advantage in 

the ordinary manner and be completed by water-flushing. 

The advantages of the method are:—(1) Diminution of the pressure of the measures over the spaces 

formed by working; and (2) the possibility of getting coal that would otherwise be lost. Connected 

with the former, there is the facility of drawing timber and the use of metal props, thus appreciably 

diminishing the cost of the new method. 
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As  to  the   coal   now   left,   that   may   be   worked   by   the   application   of water-flush 

stowing:—(1) Coal left in for safety, including that for protecting surface-buildings, etc.; and this may 

be so extensive as to constitute a question of profit or loss at some collieries. (2) Shaft-pillars, 

increasing in dimensions as working is carried deeper. 

It   is   evident   that   finely   subdivided   material   will   always   have   the advantage  as regards the 

prevention  of subsidence,  and  consequently,  that sand, clay   and   marls   are   to   be   preferred,   

the   first-named   especially,   on account of its ready separation from water, and the  small volume 

necessary carry   it   along.    But   these   materials   cannot   always   be   procured   in sufficient   

quantity,   or   at   moderate   cost;    and   besides,   the   advantage   of filling  up   the   smallest   

spaces   applies   equally   to   the   interstices,   so   that sand is often used mingled with the large 

pieces of material.    When clay is employed, precautions must be taken so that it shall be drawn 

along, undissolved, in pieces, or there will be too great a difficulty in separating it. The  refuse  from  

coal-washers,   boiler-ashes,   and   rubbish   from  the   screens, broken to a suitable size, may be 

used.    Granulated blast-furnace  slag may be employed; but it has the disadvantage of wearing the 

pipes, and too large a proportion must not be used, because it is porous and brittle. 

Local circumstances will determine whether it is preferable to mix the material upon the surface or 

underground; but, when the conditions are such as prevail in Westphalia, the latter plan appears 

advisable. 

J. W. P. 



TESTING  OF WINDING-ROPES. 

Die Beanspruchung der Litzen-Seelendrähte [Litzen-Seelendraehte].     By Julius Divis.      

Österreichische [Oesterreichische] Zeitschrift für [fuer] Berg-  und Hüttenwesen [Huettenwesen],  

1903,  vol.  li., pages 297-300 and 307-310, with 3 illustrations in the text. 

The usually received idea is that the central wire-strand of a rope does not take any weight, and to 

disprove this the writer has demonstrated by experiment that the core,  as well as the  outer 

strands, participate in any strain thrown upon the rope.    All rope-manufacturers calculate  the 

bearing weight  with  reference  to the  outer  strands   only.    The  core  is  usually  of wire, but 

sometimes, if great lightness or ductibility is required, hemp  is used;   but wire-cores must always be 

carefully greased. 

Tests were made at a shaft near Pribram in Bohemia, when two seismographical stations, one 

aboveground, the  other 3,300  feet below,  were connected by an insulated low-current electric 

cable.    As the lower end  of the cable hung loose, it was feared that the two  thin copper 

conducting-wires forming the core might be broken by the weight of the cable,  about 3,500 pounds.    

The  writer  undertook to  prove  that  the   wire  would   sustain  no injury.     The   two   central   

wires,   each  1/24  inch   in   diameter,   were   covered with   linen,   a   leaden   pipe   formed   the   

armouring,   this   was   covered   with hemp, and the outside was covered with twelve wire-strands.    

One end of the cable was held between cheeks in a testing machine;   and at the other end the 

copper wire was laid  bare,  and connected to a Leclanché  battery  and galvanometer.    By watching 

the latter, the moment when the central wires gave way could be determined  from  the  rupture  of 

the   current,  and  the corresponding pressure noted  at  the  other  end.    With loads  of  7,300  and 
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7,200 pounds  the   other  parts  of  the   cable   gave   way,   without  interrupting the current,  and 

therefore without breaking the central wires.    The experiments were continued until the final 

fracture of the latter.                             

Other   tests   were   made   on   ropes   with   cores   of   copper,   an elastic material, and of steel, 

which does not stretch.    The cores were carefully insulated, and connected to a battery and 

galvanometer at  one end,  and fixed in   the   testing-machine   at   the   other,   in   the   same   way   

as   before.  Five tests, made on the rope with a copper-wire  core, ½ inch   in  diameter rounded by 

seven strands of iron wire,  showed  that the  copper wire never broke before the iron wires;  and 

that it did not stretch, under the influence of the  weight,   as  much  as  if naked,  because  it was 

held  in  place by the outer iron strands.    Thus the core of a rope stretches, not  according to its own 

elasticity, but according to that of the whole rope.    The inner wire broke before all the outer wire-

strands had parted.    In four out of five tests on the same   rope,   with   an   additional   outer   set   

of   thirteen    twisted   iron-wire strands, all the outermost strands broke, without affecting the 

copper core. In experiments on a rope with a  steel-wire core, 1/16  inch in  diameter, with seven  

steel strands of equal  strength twisted round it,  four  or five  of the outer   strands   gave   way,   the   

steel   core   remaining   intact,   and   the   same result followed, when fourteen more iron-wire 

strands were twisted round it. Thus  the wire-core  of  a rope,  whether  elastic or rigid,  does not  

give way before the outer strands. 

In these tests the wire-core was packed with greased linen, and as the load was applied to the rope, 

the lubricant was forced in between the strands so as to counteract the friction. Ropes in which the 



friction caused by internal pressure is not lubricated, may, if the strands are twisted at a normal 

angle, be of the same strength as the tensile strength of their different parts. But in internally 

greased ropes, such as winding-ropes, the strands of which are twisted at a sharper angle, the angle 

of twist should be taken into account in calculating their strength. 

The elasticity of the inner core of a rope should also be known. A cast-steel-wire rope, composed of 

six outer wires and one steel-wire core, all of the same diameter, was permanently elongated 1⅛ 

inches with a load increasing up to 1,160 pounds. For an average load of, say, 280 pounds, the 

elongation would be about 7/16 inch. The strain on the central wire tends to stretch it longitudinally, 

whereas the strain on the outer strands is torsional, and the external load would thus appear to be 

equally divided between them.                                                                                       E. M. D. 

 

A    BROKEN    WINDING-ROPE    AT    THE    ROBINSON    DEEP    MINE, TRANSVAAL. 

Accident at the Robinson Deep.     Transvaal Mines Department: Annual Report of the Government 

Mining Engineer for the  Year ending 30th June, 1904, part ii., Appendix B.  

A serious accident, due to the breaking of a flat winding-rope, occurred in the east compartment of 

the No. 2 shaft, at the Robinson Deep mine, and resulted  in  the  death  of  44  natives.    The  

accident  happened   at  4.30  p.m. on Monday, April 25th, 1904.    The last trip but one was being 

drawn to   bank when,   on   getting  within  300  feet   of   the   surface,   the   rope   broke   at the 

pulley, and the cage was precipitated down the shaft. 
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The flat ropes  in use were made  of best plough-steel,  and  had been on hardly 5 months;   the  

ropes which they  replaced  had lasted  two-and-a-half years.  Their   construction   is   as   follows:— 

Date   of   manufacture,   August, 1903; description and make of rope, best plough-steel, flat, old lay;   

length,  2,500 feet;   size, 6 inches by ⅝ inch;  number of strands, 14 ropes each  of 4 strands; 

number of wires  per strand,  6 or 336  wires  altogether;   diameter of wire 0.061 inch;   breaking 

strain  of rope,  113.12 tons;   weight per foot, 5.2 pounds;   cost per foot,  4s. 6d. 

The ropes had hoisted 47,170 tons of ore, and had been at work practically all the 24 hours every 

working day.    They were periodically treated with a rope mixture (recommended by the makers), by 

passing them through a box containing   the   lubricant.    A   daily   examination   was   made,   and   

a   more thorough   examination   every   Sunday,   when   portions   of   each   rope   were cleaned 

with  paraffin   to  expose  the  wires  for   inspection:   this   took   about ½ hour for each rope  and  

was performed  by the rope-rigger,  although the engineer  himself  was  often   present.    No   

defects  had  been  noticed,   except that a loose strand had been found about a month previous to 

the accident. 

The factor of safety required by the Government is 6,  and these ropes when new had a factor of  

safety of 14.    But,  with reference to  this, it is noticeable that if the rope is going to break, it will 

happen  when men are being ridden, as the cage, which is a three-decker, is attached below the skip, 

and when  loaded  with  men,  the  rope  has  to  pull  12  tons   as  against  the 9 tons, which is the 

normal load when pulling ore. The weight on the rope at the point where the accident occurred was 

about 8½ tons.  



The shaft, where these ropes are running, is divided into compartments and fitted with rail-guides; it 

is 2,045 feet deep, and has no less than 19 hanging-on places in it. Fumes from some smiths' fires for 

drill-sharpening pass up it. The shaft is thoroughly examined once a week by two timbermen. It was 

in good order, and after the accident was found to be all right, except just at the bottom where the 

cage landed. The shaft is wet, and three analyses of the water were made by the Government 

chemist; the most reliable, from water coming direct down the shaft, gave per gallon: — Free 

sulphurous acid, 13.7 grains; acid salts, calculated as sulphuric acid, 21.3 grains; total acidity, 44.8 

grains. Much ferric sulphate is present. It may be noted that the portion of the rope next the cage 

gave good results under test, which rather negatives any idea that the water in the shaft had 

seriously attacked the ropes.  

The sheaves over which these ropes passed shewed considerable scoring in the tread, due to the 

rubbing of the ropes. This, in the opinion of the chief inspector of machinery, is chiefly caused by the 

varying speed of the engine due to the diameters of the drum changing as the ropes coil upon 

themselves: the tendency being for the sheaves to run at a uniform speed, but for the rope-speed on 

them to be continually changing. 

The winding-engineman reported that he  had felt no jar  or  jerk when rawing the  fatal  cage,   and  

that he knew  nothing was  wrong  until  the rope broke. 

After the accident, both ropes were taken off and examined, they were found  to be about equally 

worn, and had many broken wires in them, some being worn to a paper thickness,  such that they 

would break when prized  up with  a knife.    Both  sides  of   the  ropes   seemed  equally  worn.    

Various portions of   the   rope   had   the   following   breaking   strains:—Drum-end   of rope,   115.3  

tons;   110   feet   from   break,   21.45  tons;   at   break,   49.056   tons; 
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5   feet   from   break,   16.12   tons;   400   feet   from   break,   43.68   tons; and   10 feet from skip,  

102.3 tons;   in every case, a ton means a short ton of 2,000 pounds.    It will be noticed that the 

portions of the rope that either  never came off, or never went on to the drum, were practically 

equal to new.        

The inspector, after reviewing the evidence, reported that the accident was due to the use of a rope 

which was so much worn as to be of insufficient  strength.    The   engineer   was   subsequently  

charged   at   the   Criminal Sessions with culpable homicide, and a verdict of "not guilty " was 

declared.                                       C H. M. 

 

STUCHLIK  ACETYLENE   SAFETY-LAMP. 

Acetylen-Gruben-Sicherheitslampe: System Stuchlik. Anon. Österreichische [Oesterreichische] 

Zeitschrift fur Berg- und Hüttenwesen [Huettenwesen] , 1903, vol. li., pages 15-17, with 2 illustrations 

in the text. 

This lamp comprizes a glass cylinder, a top and a burner, and below a movable circular water-vessel 

surrounding the carbide-box. The latter carries a vertical groove, in which the water-vessel slides, 

and a flexible siphon-tube connecting the two. By means of a spring and catch, the water-vessel can 

be raised or lowered as required. The bottom of the lamp, when screwed on holds the different 

parts together. 



To use the lamp, the glass cylinder is taken off, the burner-screw loosened, and the carbide-box two-

thirds filled with calcium carbide. The screw is then tightened, the top replaced, and the water-

vessel pushed down to its lowest position and filled. As it is raised, water flows through the flexible 

tube into the carbide-box, and acetylene gas is generated; the more rapid the flow of water the 

larger is the quantity of gas produced. In its lowest position, the level of the water is below the 

opening into the carbide-box; and the production of gas to feed the lamp is regulated by raising or 

lowering the water-vessel. The gas passes to the burner through a small pipe inside the flexible tube 

and a hollow screw, and burns with a white pointed flame, which remains vertical even if the lamp 

be held horizontally. Blackening or breaking the glass cylinder is thus avoided. The flame is lowered 

when testing for firedamp by turning a screw on the water-vessel, which acts on the section of the 

gas-nipple. Any excess of gas in the lamp is carried back into the water-vessel, and thence to the 

open air, the flexible pipe with a hydraulic joint forming a safety valve. This arrangement is an 

improvement on the usual system in which, if the burner is stopped, the gas cannot escape. Even if 

the lamp is upset, the pressure of the gas cannot exceed 0.15 pound per square inch. There are no 

cocks or stuffing-boxes, which often leak and cause trouble. 

Experiments in  mines with  this acetylene safety-lamp  have given satisfactory results, and it has 

been found especially useful to indicate the quality of the air.    In air poor in oxygen, the flame lasts 

longer, and is difficult extinguish;  in foul or noxious air it goes out at once.    One per cent. of fire-

damp is immediately detected by the green halo which forms inside the lamp, and increases with the 

foulness of the air;   when the percentage of fire-damp becomes dangerous, the products of 

combustion extinguish the flame. With ⅓ pound of calcium carbide and the water-vessel  once filled,  

the  lamp will burn for 8 hours.    The cost is less than that of benzine,  with  a light ten times as 

powerful; brighter, in fact, than electricity.    For a shift of 12 hour , the carbide-box must be rather 

larger.    The lamp weighs about 3 pounds. 

E. M. D. 
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TESTS   OF   SAFETY-LAMPS.  

Les lampes de Sûreté et les Explosifs au Siège d'Expériences de Frameries.    By V. Watteyne  and  S.   

Stassart.     Chapitre ii.,   Les  Lampes.     Congrès International des Mines, de la Métallurgie, de la 

Mécanique et de la Géologie appliquées, Liége, 1905 : Section des Mines, vol. i., pages 205-227.  

The experiments at the Belgian  Government testing-station, Frameries, were carried out with 

natural fire-damp.    It is passed  through lime-water, by which the percentage of carbon dioxide is 

reduced to 1½, differing little from that of the gas given off from working-places. 

For ascertaining whether the substitution of a volatile for a vegetable oil greatly influences a lamp's 

safety, various types of lamps, including not only new lamps, but also those that had long been used 

practically in fiery and dusty mines, were subjected to identical tests, carried out in the most 

explosive atmospheres and with the most dangerous currents. The concordance of the results 

afforded by lamps fed with vegetable oil and with benzine was remarkable; and the few apparent 

discordances noticed in some cases were, after new and more stringent tests, acknowledged to be 

due to causes unconnected with the oil, the only difference being a slightly greater heating in the 

spirit lamps, and sometimes a greater tendency of a glass to crack, but in no way involving a passing 

of the flame or deterioration of the lamps. In consequence, the obligation to use none but vegetable 



oil was considered no longer necessary. Photometric observations showed that, while the average 

lighting-power of the best oil-fed safety-lamp is only 0.4 candlepower, that of the benzine lamp with 

air-supply from below is 0.87 candlepower, or more than double. 

As regards internal relighting, the results of tests confirmed those obtained in other countries, 

namely, that the explosion relighter gives rise, though rarely, to external explosions, but that the 

phosphorus relighter does not (practically) cause them. Considering the many thousand experiments 

and the very stringent conditions under which they were made, with the incomplete condition of the 

lamp, the practical freedom from danger of internal relighting is considered proved, provided that 

the lamps remain in good condition. 

While internal relighting cannot be applied without danger to the Mueseler lamp, the safety of the 

latter is proved to be very problematical in ascending currents, so that its use should even be 

forbidden in decidedly fiery mines, seeing that other lamps (named) possess a higher degree of 

safety. 

Besides testing lamps that have long been used in mine-workings, and with coal-dust added to the 

most explosive air-current (always used for the experiments), investigations were made as to the 

behaviour of lamps fitted with  gauzes  of various  metals;   and  the  following  special  information  

was obtained:—(1)  The addition of coal-dust  only exerts  a very  slight,  if any, influence on the 

degree of safety.      (2) The testing of lamps that have been in use underground for several weeks 

gave results  differing but little from those with new lamps; but the safety of the gauzes diminished if 

they were often raised to a red heat, being thus more or less worn out, while perfectly new gauzes 

are  less  safe until their oily coating  has  entirely  disappeared.  (3) Brass and copper gauzes are less 

safe than those of iron, owing to greater fusibilty of the metal, copper gauzes,  however,  standing 

better than those of brass.    Accordingly, no gauze, liable to become red-hot, should be made of 

brass;  and the use of copper gauzes should be restricted to surveying lamps, in which iron might 

influence the magnetic needle. 
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The results of a few tests as to the influence of thickness and annealing on glasses, show that a 

reduction of the thickness within certain limits increases resistance to the thermic action that tends 

to crack a glass; and, though glasses are more brittle in inverse ratio to their thickness, the strength 

of a well-made glass, not less than 0.16 inch (4 millimetres) thick is sufficient, provided the thickness 

be uniform. Annealing, though its influence is very variable with the manufacture, reduces the 

proportion of broken glasses to the insignificant figure of 0.26 per cent.    J.W.P.                                                  

 

DIRECT   MEASUREMENT   OF   THE   VELOCITY   OF    GAS-CURRENTS WITH   PITOT  TUBES.                                 

Die direkte Messung der Geschwindigkeit heisser Gasströme [Gasstroeme] mit Hilfe der Pitot-Röhren 

[Roehren].    By R. Vambera and F. Schraml.    Berg- und  Hüttenmännisches [Huettenmaennisches] 

Jahrbuch der k.k. montanistischen Hochschulen zu Leoben und Pribram, 1906 vol. liv., pages 1-98, 

with 9 figures in the text, 2 tables and 2 plates. 

After a brief introduction, wherein the comparative difficulty which attends the measurement of the 

velocity of flow of a gas is contrasted with the facility with which a similar measurement can be 

conducted in the case of liquids, the authors describe the various methods in vogue for directly 



measuring the velocity of gas-currents, as follows: (1) Determination of the distance traversed within 

a given time by a substance floating in the gas, such as fine charcoal-dust or gunpowder-smoke. (2) 

Measurement by anemometers, instruments empirically graduated in still air, with an indicator 

which registers the number of revolutions accomplished in a given time. The ease with which this 

appliance can be set up, and with which observations are taken by its means, accounts for its almost 

universal utilization for the measurement of the velocity of air-currents in mines. Nevertheless, it is 

only suitable for atmospheric air and cold pure gases. Where the velocity is very high, the fan-blades 

are apt to bend and beat against the casing, thereby vitiating the recorded results. (3) Measurement 

by Pitot tubes, which can be used indifferently whether the gases be cold or hot, pure or soiled with 

dust and acidic vapours. Curiously enough, the Pitot tube has been so far but seldom utilized by the 

metallurgist, although when the proper precautions have been observed, it has yielded excellent 

results. (4) The Krell disc (stauscheibe) method, a description of which was published by the inventor 

in 1904, but the authors have had no opportunity of experimenting with it. 

A full description is given of the action and theory of the Pitot tube, devised by Mr. Pitot in 1732 for 

the measurement of water-velocities, and joined up with a straight tube by Prof. Darcy in 1856.      

Under this heading the authors consider the action of a straight measuring-tube.     Among the 

points thus dealt with are the influence which the diameter may have, the influence of the  velocity  

of  the  measured  current,  that  of  the  form   of the   opening or mouth of the tube, etc.;   and the 

conclusion is arrived at  that the straight measuring-tube is not applicable to the measurement or 

elimination of static pressure in  a given  cross-section of the conduit  which  carries the  current. 

Then the action of a measuring-tube bent at right-angles is considered:  this includes suction-tubes 

and pressure-tubes (so-called,  because  they transmute the velocity of the current into pressure, 

being so placed in the path of the current as to be directed against it).    The effect of the diameter, 

length and comparative  strength of the walls of a suction-tube is discussed,  as also the 
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influence  of  the   velocity  of  the  current   and  the   position   of  the  horizontal limb of the tube in 

relation to the direction of the current.    Turning then to the pressure-tube (defined as the Pitot 

tube proper), the authors discuss the effect of the diameter, length, comparative wall-strength, and 

position of the aforesaid tube.    They  then   describe   the  results   achieved  by  experimenting with 

a measuring-tube, bent at right-angles, having lateral apertures but its mouth stopped up.    The next 

section of the memoir is devoted to a description  of comparative experiments carried out with 

eleven different arrangements of tubes, and the endeavours to eliminate the factor of statical 

pressure as near the mouth of the Pitot tube as possible.    This is followed by a detailed description 

of measurements of velocities in gas-conduits of various character nd under various conditions.    It 

is pointed out that, in practice, the measurement of the velocity of a current of hot gas includes the 

determination of the Pitot pressure, of the temperature, and of the specific gravity of the hot gas. 

The most appropriate appliances for the purpose and the best method of handling them  are 

described at  some length under the following headings:—(a) The manometers used for the 

measurement of comparatively low pressures; (b) the  registration  and  calculation  of the   Pitot   

pressure;   (c) temperature-measurement;   and (d) specific-gravity determination of gases in 

conduits. 

Finally, the arrangements for graduating Pitot tubes are discussed, and stress is laid on the necessity 

of graduating a normal Pitot tube and on the advantage of using a tube thus graduated in velocity-

measurements. A bibliography consisting of 21 entries is appended to the memoir. 



L.L.B. 

 

FIRE-DAMP   IN  THE   WIELICZKA   SALT-MINE,   POLAND. 

Kohlenwasserstoffgase   in   der   Salzgrube   in    Wieliczka.      By   Felix   Piestrak.  Österreichische  

[Oesterreichische] Zeitschrift für [fuer] Berg- and Hüttenwesen [Huettenwesen], 1903, vol. li., pages 

122-124. 

In old writings mention is often made of a gas called saletra (sal nitrum), and of the accidents caused 

by it in Polish salt-mines. A writer in the sixteenth century described cavities in the salt hollowed out 

by water, from which this gas was sometimes discharged. If a light was brought near, it burnt with a 

flickering flame, fatal to the miner unless he threw himself on the ground. Three hundred years ago 

noxious gases were known to be present in these mines, doubtless carburetted hydrogen (marsh 

gas), which, being of light specific-gravity, collected in the roof of the mine, and later writers 

mention the same phenomena. In December, 1796, an, overman and his assistant were badly burnt; 

while, about 1850, this gas was suddenly developed in a district of the mine containing spiza salt; it 

exploded, and the whole level burned for 173 days. Sometimes the gas escaped through a fissure, 

and could be ignited.          

It occurs chiefly in the roof of the Wieliczka salt-mine, more often in spiza than in green salt,  and its 

appearance  is  accompanied  by  a  hissing noise.  Coal or bituminous substances are sometimes 

found embedded in spiza salt, and are known to give off carburetted hydrogen, if the air be cut off, 

and water is at hand.    Nevertheless,  this kind  of  salt  has long been worked without accidents, in 

many places.    The appearance of the gas is consequently accidental, and is only due to organic 

substances when exposed. 

In May, 1901, three workmen entered a level, and one of them mounted 
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on a scaffolding to set up his light, when the gases took fire, and burnt and his comrades, but there 

seems to have been no explosion, since some cartridges lying on the ground were untouched. This 

part of the mine had been worked for many years without any gas being detected in it. Carburetted 

hydrogen may also be liberated by the miners' picks laying bare clefts and fissures in which it has 

collected. 

Crackling salt is found in various places in this mine,  and carburetted hydrogen has been observed in 

it.    If it be dissolved in water it cracks and explodes, and air-bubbles, formed by this gas, rise to the 

surface. Formerly the gas used to be burnt in lamps kept alight for the purpose.    It is now dispersed 

by better ventilation.    During the sinking of a shaft, bore-holes are made, to detect any dangerous 

accumulation of gas, as well as to show the nature of the rock.                                                                                                  

E. M. D. 

 

FIEE-DAMP   INDICATORS  AND   SAFETY-LAMPS. 

Les Mesures préventives contre le Grisou.    By Paul Razous.    Revue Scientifique, 1906, series 5, vol. 

v., pages 395-398. 



The recent disaster at the Courrières collieries has suggested to the author a general survey of the 

means which are calculated to secure the utmost attainable degree of safety in fiery mines. He 

considers these under four headings, the first of which refers to the control and checking of the 

ventilation of mines. He describes the Vicaire indicator, which is so arranged as to close an electric 

circuit and set an alarm-gong in motion when the air-current is not sufficiently strong; as also Mr. Le 

Châtelier's anemometric indicator, which depends on the observation of levels in the two columns of 

a water-gauge. Under the second heading come the various kinds of fire-damp indicators. Among 

those which are portable, attention is more especially directed to the Chesneau lamp (fed with 

methyl alcohol), which is an improvement on the Pieler, and the Clowes hydrogen-flame lamp: these 

are all based on the observation of flame-caps in a presumably mixed gaseous atmosphere. 

As to the appliances facilitating the rapid investigation in the laboratory of samples of suspected air, 

the Le Châtelier and the Coquillon combustion-methods  are  described.    They  are  both  based  on  

the  known   circumstance that fire-damp,  even when  present  in  very small  proportions  in the  

atmosphere, is completely burnt in a few seconds by a platinum-wire made incandescent  by the  

passage  through  it  of  an  electric  current.    The  amount  is ultimately determined in one method 

by the measurement of volumes, and in the other by the measurement of initial and final pressures.    

There is also another method, introduced by Mr. Le Châtelier:  in a test-tube, so arranged as to 

measure accurately the quantity of coal-gas necessary to make a total volume of 12¼ cubic inches of 

a mixture of that gas with air inflammable, a known volume of coal-gas is led in over water, and then 

sufficient of  the air, which it is desired to analyse, to make up the total volume.    The test-tube, 

turned upside down,  closing the orifice with the thumb, is shaken so as to mix up the gases, and 

then a lighted match is quickly thrust into the mouth of the test-tube.    Five experiments of this kind 

are sufficient to determine the amount of fire-damp present within about 0.1 per cent. 

Under the third heading, dealing with safety-lamps, due praise is given to the Mueseler, Marsaut and 

Fumat types, but the author is desirous of direct- 
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ing special attention to the Horwitz and Gülcher [Guelcher] electric safety-lamps. The Horwitz 

system includes two incandescent lamps with an electric commutator, by means of which, when one 

lamp goes out, the other can be brought  into circuit. The Gülcher [Guelcher] apparatus consists of 

an incandescent lamp which receives the  current  from an   accumulator  at   8  volts   enclosed in a 

cylinder above it. This is sufficient to supply a lamp of 1 candlepower for 10 to 12 hours. The lamp is 

surrounded by strong glass, and cannot be opened under any circumstances by the miner. The 

circuit is opened and closed by revolving the upper part on the lower. 

Under the fourth heading, the author deals very briefly with explosives supposedly incapable of 

igniting fire-damp;   and, in conclusion, he refers to the belief, expressed both by Mr. Ernest Van den 

Broeck and by Prof. Laibach, that there is an undoubted relationship between certain atmospheric 

changes and sudden outbursts of fire-damp.    He admits the probability of this contention, but holds 

that at present, until such a relationship is more thoroughly known and studied, the surest 

precaution   against fire-damp  will consist  in ensuring the most thorough  ventilation   of  

underground  workings.    In  proportion as the  barometric  pressure  diminishes,  so  the  amount  

of  pure air to be drawn through the pit should be increased.                           L. L. B. 

 



COAL-GAS AND FIRE-DAMP INDICATOR.  

Avertisseur de la Présence des Gaz d'Eclairage on du Grisou. By - Hauger and - Pescheux. Comptes-

rendus hebdomadaires des Séances de l’Académie des Sciences, 1905, vol. cxl., pages 1100-1101.  

This apparatus consists of an extremely sensitive balance, carrying at one end of the beam a vessel 

filled with normal air, and at the other end a tray of equal surface, which preserves an exact 

equilibrium so long as the ambient atmosphere retains its ordinary respirable properties. If the 

composition of the ambient atmosphere be modified in any degree, its density will vary according to 

the proportion of gas which has invaded it; and then, the air enclosed in the absolutely air-tight 

vessel remaining of course unaffected, the equilibrium of the balance is destroyed. If the invading 

gases are lighter than atmospheric air, the vessel will pull down the beam on its side; and, 

conversely, the beam will be pulled down on the other side, if the invading gases are heavier than 

air. With the apparatus is connected a needle dipping in a cup filled with mercury, which, 

immediately on disturbance of the balance, closes an electric circuit that may be made to set a bell 

ringing, or to set any other danger-signal in action, even at some distance. It is claimed that this 

arrangement should prove very useful in mines. The needle may be so adjusted as to respond to any 

degree of sensitiveness that may be required, according to the dangerous proportions of the 

gaseous mixtures. 

In order to allow for the disturbing influences of variation in atmospheric pressure and temperature, 

two compensators are attached to the beam. One of these consists of an aneroid barometer which 

acts on a multiplying lever, this in its turn displacing a rider which slides along a thread. Then, as to 

temperature, a bimetallic spiral acts similarly on a lever, which in its turn displaces a movable rider.                                                                  

L. L. B. 
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GRÉHANT   EUDIOMETER   AS   A   FIRE-DAMP   INDICATOR,   ETC. 

Perfectionnement apporté  a   l'Eudiomètre:   sa    Transformation   en   Grisoumètre.  Recherche  et 

Dosage  du   Formène et  de l’Oxyde de   Carbone.    By Nestor Gréhant.     Compter-rendus 

hebdomadaires des Séances de  I'Académie  des Sciences, 1906, vol. cxliii., pages 813-815.                                              

The author has introduced certain improvements in the water-eudiometer which make it completely 

gas-tight, and he adds that experience shows that the eudiometer is best placed within one or two 

cylindrical recipients filled with water, which will catch any splinters of glass flying about, in the 

event of an explosion. 

Making up a mixture of methane and air in the proportion of 6 per cent. of the first named, and 

passing the electric current 200 times through it, the author obtains a result which is within a tenth 

per cent. of the calculated volume. If a mixture be made of air, oxygen, and 5 per cent. of methane a 

single passage of the current fails to produce any flame (a noiseless flame was produced by a single 

passage in the previous case), but there is a slight reduction indicative of the presence of a 

combustible gas. The current has to be sent through 600 times to obtain a diminution corresponding 

to 4.8, that is very nearly 5 per cent. of methane. In a mixture of 1 per cent. of methane with air 600 

passages of the current are also necessary to show a corresponding diminution in volume. But then 

it is well known that the presence of a hundredth part of fire-damp in the air of a coal-mine is of very 

little consequence, though it is quite another matter when the proportion reaches 5 per cent. and 

approximates to the dangerous percentage of 6. In practice, the use is recommended of instruments 



not exceeding 20 cubic centimetres (1¼ cubic inches) in capacity, graduated in fifths: in these, with a 

mixture containing but 1 per cent. of methane, 200 passages of the current will suffice to obtain an 

exact titration. 

Another use to which the author has applied his eudiometer is to the study of poisoning of the blood 

by carbon monoxide. He finds that, in the case of very dilute mixtures of air with that gas (0.02, or 

even 0.01 per cent.), the amount of gas absorbed by the blood is practically the same at the end of 9 

hours as at the end of 5. Consequently, a curve expressive of these results would show a flattening 

akin to that seen in the curve which represents the effects of alcoholic poisoning.                                                                

L. L. B. 

DETERMINATION   OF   FIRE-DAMP   IN   FRENCH   MINES.  

L'Organisation actuelle  de la   Grisoumétrie  dans les  Houillères  Françaises.    By  G. Chesneau.      

Congrès International des Mines, de la Métallurgie, de la Mécanique et de la Géologie appliquées, 

Liége, 1905 : Section des Mines, vol.i., pages 165-198, with 5 figures and 1 diagram in the text.  

The fire-damp content is taken in each separate ventilation-split, before admixture with the main 

return air-current, and in this latter also. In addition, observations are made periodically in some of 

the working-places, with the Chesneau lamp (now used exclusively in France for this purpose) and in 

some districts, not classed as fiery, in proximity to fiery districts or unworked. In addition to the 

obligatory periodical observations in the return-airways, all the working-places, classed as fiery, are 

tested daily by the Chesneau lamp, and   other   working-places   are   tested   with   the   ordinary   

safety-lamp.        The 
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officials also, in most cases, are charged with taking the regulation air-samples,  and sometimes with 

their analysis,  and  also  (though  rarely) with   measuring the air-currents. 

Since Chesneau lamps have been introduced into mines, the officials have gradually become more  

expert  in   reading the indications given   by ordinary   safety-lamps.    With the Fumat lamp fed with 

oil, on depressing the flame by the  pricker, practiced observers can detect fire-damp from 1 per 

cent. upwards; and lamps fed with   spirit at the   Liévin   colliery permit  of determining contents 

above 0.5 per cent. with sufficient exactitude, while the indications are very exact for those 

exceeding 0.8 per cent.    Mining engineers consider that spirit-fed lamps may form part of the gas-

testing apparatus, so as to limit the daily use of the Chesneau lamp to return air-currents. 

The inspection, before shot-firing, is made with ordinary safety-lamps.  

As a  check   upon   fire-damp  in working-places where  electric  lamps   are used   a daily inspection 

is made with the Chesneau lamp. 

J. W.P. 

DETERMINATION   OP   CARBON   MONOXIDE   IN   MINE-AIR. 

Kohlenoxydbestimmung in Grubenwettern. By Dr. A. Fillunger. Österreichische [Oesterreichische] 

Zeitschrift für [fuer] Berg- and Hüttenwesen [Huettenwesen] , 1903, vol. li., pages 216-217, with 1 

illustration in the text. 



To detect even the smallest amount of carbon monoxide in coal-mines may sometimes be of much 

importance, as a test of the ventilation. A minute quantity shows that coal is smouldering, and if 

dealt with at once much mischief may be saved, while if a fire has already broken out, the 

proportion of carbon monoxide in the gases should be known. 

Hitherto it has been determined by qualitative analysis with palladium chloride or some other re-

agent, but an instrument giving better and more reliable results has lately been brought out by 

Messrs. Karl Molterski and Romuald Nowicki. It is based upon the principle of passing a measured 

quantity of a gaseous mixture containing carbon monoxide over iodine pentoxide (I2O5 ), at a 

temperature of 248° to 302° Fahr. (120° to 150° Cent.). The iodine will be separated, and the carbon 

monoxide oxydized to carbon dioxide, according to the formula: I2O5 + 5CO=5CO2 + 2l. If any light or 

heavy hydrocarbons are present, they will not be decomposed, owing to the low temperature. The 

iodine is absorbed by silver, the carbon dioxide by a titrated solution of barium, and from the 

amount of the carbon dioxide, the original proportion of carbon monoxide can be determined. The 

residue of the gas may be tested for methane by burning it over cupric oxide, according to the well-

known Winkler method. 

The new instrument consists of the usual measuring-vessel, two absorption-pipettes containing 

solution of barium, drying-tubes, a combustion-vessel for the iodine pentoxide and silver, and a 

Winkler apparatus to burn the methane with cupric oxide. Various experiments made with 

atmospheric air, fire-damp containing 93 per cent. of methane, and a mixture of carbon monoxide 

and air, with and without the addition of 1 per cent. of methane, have yielded results agreeing 

substantially with those obtained with the Winkler apparatus. It is claimed therefore for the new 

instrument that, while equally efficient, it is  more   easily   and   rapidly   manipulated   than   the   

Winkler  apparatus. 

E. M. D. 
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CARBON DIOXIDE IN THE GARD COAL-FIELD, FRANCE 

Note sur les Dégagements instantanés d'Acide Carbonique dans Ie Bassin houiller du Gard.     By — 

Dougados.     Annales des Mines, 1904, series 10, vol. vi., pages 217-248.                                                                                             

Two particular areas in the Gard coal-field have been repeatedly the scene of serious accidents, due 

to the spontaneous evolution of carbon dioxide. In this respect the Fontanes colliery especially 

enjoys an unenviable notoriety: the first accidents of the kind occurred in April and July, 1879,   in 

the eleventh seam of that pit, 805 feet or more below the surface. The sinking of the pit was carried 

on down to the depth of 1,312 feet, where it reached the basement-conglomerate of the Coal-

measures. In passing through the fourteenth seam, at 1,184 feet, the evolution of carbon dioxide 

was especially abundant and interfered greatly with the work. Up to December 31st, 1903, on no 

less than 125 occasions was a similar evolution of carbon dioxide recorded in this colliery; the effects 

were sometimes disastrous, as, for instance, on June 2nd 1896, when 300 tons of coal and rock were 

hurled into the workings by the outburst of gas, and 24 persons lost their lives. 

The increasing severity of the regulations, decreed every few years by the Government authorities, 

according as fresh accidents have illustrated the necessity of extending those regulations, is 

explained in detail by the author. The most recent edition of those regulations dates from March 

13th, 1901, and prescribes, among other precautions, that shot-firing shall only take place by 



electricity, in districts temporarily cut off from the rest of the workings by airtight doors, and then 

only in the intervals between shifts, in such wise that those persons alone whose duty it is to carry 

out, direct, and supervise the shot-firing shall be present in the mine. The colliery-management 

have, however, improved upon this by firing the shots from above bank, and not a single miner is 

allowed to remain in the pit at the time. The necessity of keeping a special plan, on which are 

indicated the different places where evolution of carbon dioxide has occurred, is also prescribed. 

On March 8th, 1900, at the Arbousset pit, 7½ miles distant, as the crow flies, from the Fontanes 

colliery, an outburst of carbon dioxide took place which cost 16 lives. Although, in 1881 and 1882, 

abundant evolution of firedamp had occurred in this mine, the presence of carbon dioxide had not 

been hitherto suspected; and the feeling aroused throughout the Gard coal-field was such that the 

Government undertook a special investigation, from May 1st, 1901, to May 1st, 1902, of the 

atmosphere of all the mines in that coalfield, with particular reference to the presence therein of 

carbon dioxide in greater or less abundance. 

The  methods adopted   are  described,   and  the  results  tabulated,   by the author:   they   revealed   

nothing   very   unexpected.    The   evolution   of   carbon dioxide is shown to be  highest at the  

Fontanes colliery,  then  at   the   Rochebelle colliery, and in decreasing order at the Laval and Mas 

Dieu mines and the Arbousset pit.    In the last-named case, however, it must be borne in mind that 

although the normal  evolution of the gas is much less than at   Fontanes, the workings are 

approaching areas where sudden and violent outbursts are of likely occurrence.    Throughout the 

coal-field, indeed, mining engineers would be well advised when about to undertake forewinning, 

etc., in  unknown areas, to be prepared for the possible eventuality of such outbursts, more 

especially    when exploring the geological  horizons in the neighbourhood of  the Nameless seam, 

between the base of the  Bessèges series and the Feljas series. 

The author adds that, on  September 8th,   1904,  a   spontaneous  outburst 
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took place in the Descours pit of the  Rochebelle company,  for the  first   time in the history of the 

mine, and  resulted in  the loss of 5 lives.    The pit  is 1½ miles south  of  the   Fontanes  colliery,   in   

a   region   hitherto   regarded   as  free from carbon dioxide.                                                                               

L. L. B. 

 

EXPLOSION    OF   INFLAMMABLE   GAS   AT   MODLAN,    BOHEMIA. 

Die Brandgasexplosion  auf dem Doblhoff III-Schachte in   Modlan am 30. April 1902.     By  Adolf  

Hummel.    Österreichische [Oesterreichische]  Zeitschrift für [fuer]   Berg-  und Hüttenwesen 

[Huettenwesen], 1903, vol. li., pages 73-78 and 90-93, and 1 plate. 

On April 30th, 1902, at 4.30 a.m., an explosion of gas and coal-dust occurred in the Doblhoff III. shaft  

in the Brüx [Bruex] brown-coal-field,  Bohemia.    Thirteen men were killed,  and two  severely  

injured.    This  mine  had  four  shafts, the main winding, or Doblhoff 111. shaft, 10.5 feet in 

diameter and 430 feet deep; a ventilating shaft 7.2 feet in diameter and 400 feet deep;  an auxiliary 

shaft and the new Doblhoff III.  shaft,  of similar  dimensions.    The  first  and last were downcast and 

pumping  shafts, the second and third were upcast, and at the last-named was a Schiele fan, 10 feet 

in diameter, delivering 84,740 cubic feet of air per minute. 



The seam of brown coal is deposited in a fold, the lowest part of which, under the Aussig-Teplitz 

railway is 4.1 feet thick, but thins rapidly to the north. The strata are mostly horizontal, but in some 

places perpendicular, and much fissured. The mine is divided into four districts: in the south and east 

districts, the coal is worked along the roof in single short stalls, about 20 feet high, and each 2,000 

square feet in area ; a pillar is left 12 feet thick. In the west and north districts, the coal is worked in 

levels from 10 to 16 feet high; there are three levels in the former and two in the latter district. At 

the time of the accident the mean quantity of air discharged from the north and west pits was about 

31,800 cubic feet per minute, and 10,600 cubic feet from the south and east pits. The mean 

temperature in the mine in April, 1902, was 69° Fahr. The Doblhoff III. was ranked as a dangerous 

mine. On account of the fire-damp and loose coal-dust, Wolff benzine safety-lamps were used in the 

north district, but elsewhere naked lights were allowed. Analysis of the mine-air showed 0.05 per 

cent. of marsh gas, and 0.12 per cent. of carbon dioxide. A water pressure-main, nearly 12,000 feet 

in length, was laid in 1898. The mine was worked in two shifts of 10 hours for the men underground, 

and of 11 hours for those aboveground, and 680 men were employed. 

The explosion took place in a haulage-road, 2,600 feet long, 7 feet high, and 8 to 9 feet wide, which 

also formed an air-course to the north pit from the old shaft. At about 1,000 feet from the latter, this 

level was crossed by two ventilating currents, carried by two air-crossings over the roadway. Midway 

between the air-crossings, in the east side of this level, which had been worked for eleven years, a 

local heating of the coal was observed in August, 1900.      Two openings being made in the wall, the 

coal was excavated to a dept of  15 to 20 feet and a height  of 12  feet,  the  space being  walled and 

filled with ashes;  and a small staple was made in it.    The level between the two  air-crossings   was  

then   walled   on   both   sides   and   at   the   roof,   and the thill was covered with ashes to a depth 

of 18 inches.      In  February, 1902, heating at the  same spot being again  observed,  the  charred 

coal  was  dug out, the wall was underpinned, the foundation was carried down to a water-bearing   

stratum,   and   a   pipe   connected   to   the   water-main,   through   which 
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water continually flowed, was put in behind the wall. At the end of March, 1902, another part of this 

east wall became hot, and the same process was repeated, and again on April 13th and 27th, 1902: 

the openings being closed with wooden covers, but not made tight each time. On the latter day the 

fire was thoroughly dug out, and the overman of the night shift found the place cool and free from 

smoke.                                                                             

It was intended to excavate the east wall for a considerable length, and to brick it up; but, as no 

difficulty was experienced from the heat, it wss only considered necessary to put three men on the 

work, from 4 to 7 a.m  on April 28th and 29th.    After work on April 29th, the excavation was clear of    

smoke, and the overman found all seemingly in order. At 6 p.m., two night-shift men, passing 

through the level, perceived fire-stink at the opening. At 1 p.m. on April 30th, miners, several 

hundred feet from the danger-spot, could not work for smoke. The overman said that it would be 

put right on the following day, and brought a hose for playing water on the place. At 4 a.m., when 

the night-shift went out, the overman and two miners were in the level, preparing to water the 

excavation, in which three men had begun work, as usual at that hour, and ½ hour later, the 

explosion occurred. The six men were all killed, as well as seven others in the neighbourhood; two 

more were severely injured, and three at the pit's mouth were burned. As the shift had just been 

changed, only a few were yet at work, but fourteen others in different parts of the mine felt a shock, 

and their lamps were extinguished. 



The effects of the explosion extended almost throughout the mine. The roadway was damaged 

between the two air-crossings, and both the latter were damaged. Most of the timbering was blown 

out, and materials, tubs, planks and props were piled one above the other, especially at the bottom 

of the old shaft, to a depth of 3 feet. Flames shot out of the shaft, the roof of the engine-house was 

blown off, and one of the buildings caught fire. 

A rescue-party was at once organized, and most of the bodies of the unfortunate men were found, 

three only were recovered later. The breach was made tight, and an opening left for the gas to 

escape; water under pressure was provisionally laid on, the ventilation diverted for the time, and 

short air-ways established. By the second day, it was found possible to begin clearing away the 

debris, and especially the still glowing coal in the centre of the explosion-area. 

The cause of the accident was undoubtedly the spontaneous ignition of an inflammable mixture of 

air and gas in the excavation, generated by the long-smouldering  and imperfectly-burnt coal.    

There   was  no  fire-damp   in  this level,   although   all  the   men   working   there   had   safety-

lamps,   which   were  found intact beside the bodies.    The violence of the explosion  is attributed to 

the ignition of the coal-dust that had been produced when the wall was excavated.    This was blown 

into a cloud, probably gasified  by the great  heat, and extended over the area of the explosion.    

The overman who was killed had made all arrangements to open up the excavation and extinguish 

the fire, which was supposed   to   be  small.    Probably,   the   moment   the   opening   was   

uncovered, and before the fire could be seen, on account of the smoke, the explosion occurred.    

The overman acted independently, although the mine regulations prescribed  that,  in  case   of   fire,   

action   was  only to  be  taken   by   order  of the authorities.    Possibly he underestimated the 

danger, but it  is also conceivable that he realized the peril,  and was proceeding to do his duty,  at   

the risK his own life.                                                                                              E. M. D. 
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FIRE-DAMP    EXPLOSION    AT THE    EIME    SALT-MINE,    HANOVER. 

Die Schlagwetterexplosion auf dem Kaliwerk der  Gewerkschaft   Frisch  Glück [Glueck] bei Eime  im    

Bergrevier   Hannover  am  23.   August 1904.    By   -- Michels.  Zeitschrift für [fuer] das Berg-, 

Hütten-  [Huetten-] and Salinen-wesen  im preussischen Staate, 1904, vol. lii., Abhandlungen, pages 

564-573, with 2 figures in the text and 1 plate. 

After a brief history of the various bore-holes put down in this neighbourhood since 1896, the 

author states that the shaft sunk in the Frisch Glück [Glueck] property had reached, on March 1st, 

1904, a depth of 2,250 feet, when it was determined to make a level at the depth of 2,214 feet and 

drive a cross-cut in order to get at the potassium-salts proved in another bore-hole to the dip. The 

cross-cut goes through anhydrite for a length of 65 feet or so, then through rock-salt for about 138 

feet, anhydrite coming on suddenly again, but this time seamed with fissures containing potassium 

salts. During the morning shift of April 8th, 1904, gases in great volume were for the first time 

observed issuing from these strata, and at the beginning of the afternoon shift of the same day they 

caught fire at the naked lights, whereby one overman and four miners sustained a few, happily not 

severe, burns. In view of the uninterrupted evolution of gas, the driving of the cross-cut was 

provisionally stopped. It was, in fact, dammed off, and the first dam not proving gas-tight, a second 

dam, two-and-a-half bricks thick, was built. Just as the finishing touch was being given to this, in the 

morning shift of April 30th, a hitherto unaccountable explosion took place, burying two labourers 



under the debris of the masonry. It appears just possible that the gases caught fire at a safety-lamp 

hanging in front of the last aperture left in the dam. 

By the middle of July, the masonry-lining of the shaft was completed, a Capell fan started and the 

ventilation system in full working order. The absence of any trace of fire-damp being now considered 

assured, fore-winning operations, after an interruption of well nigh four months, were restarted on 

July 28th. Shot-firing was done with dynamite, and only safety-lamps were allowed.                                                                

On the morning of August 23rd, from a hole driven in the neighbourhood of the cross-cut, a small 

blower of gas issued, but as no fire-damp was indicated by the safety-lamps not much account was 

taken of it. About 5 p.m., an overman came to bank with a man to whom he was to entrust a certain 

amount of dynamite from the store at the surface. The, man went down the pit again with his quota 

of dynamite, shortly afterwards. At 5.45 p.m., a dark cloud of smoke shot up from the shaft, 

accompanied by a prolonged, muffled rumbling. Splinters of wood and masses of salt-dust were 

whirling around in the shaft, and much damage was done to brattices, etc., although the fan was 

unharmed. The rescue-parties were at first checked by the enormous evolution of explosive gases, 

but, with the help of portable electric lamps, they were ultimately enabled to reach the victims of 

the disaster. Of the 21  men below bank, 4 were killed on the spot, 8 died subsequently in hospital 

from the effect of burns, and the remainder all sustained more or less severe injuries. On the 

following morning the, shaft was full of fire-damp, and six weeks elapsed before it became possible 

to investigate thoroughly the scene of the disaster. Shot-firing with dynamite was being carried on 

on the afternoon of August 23rd, and it seems plain that the fourth shot opened up a fissure 

occluding gases under enormous pressure. On swept a cloud of dynamite-smoke, salt-dust, and 

gases: the miners were too panic-stricken to obey universally the order to extinguish their lamps, 

and a general rush was made 
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for the rungs let into the walls of the shaft, as the kibble could not be let down to  the  bottom-level.    

In   the  turmoil,  one   rung  was torn   down, making it almost impossible for those behind to 

clamber up, and then the flames leaping fiercely upward checked all further attempts at escape.    

Barely 4 to 5 minutes had elapsed between the evolution of the imprisoned gases and their ignition. 

It seems clear that they caught fire at one of the lighted benzine safety-lamps. The author concludes 

with a discussion of the tectonic structure of the district, and the relation of the fissures proved in 

the salt-mines to the great cross-fauIt which, a few miles north of Eime, cuts the longitudinal faults 

of theLeine valley.                                                           L. L. B. 

 

REVIEW OF FIRE-DAMP ACCIDENTS IN FRANCE, 1898 TO 1903. 

Analyse des Rapports Officiels sur les Accidents de Grisou survenus en France pendant let Années 

1898 à 1903. By Bès de Berc.  Annales des Mines 1905, series 10, vol. vii., pages 603-654.  

Up to 1901, French official statistics did not take cognizance of accidents wherein the injuries 

sustained by the victims incapacitated them for work for less than 20 days; but, since then, all such 

accidents have been included as involve incapacitation for more than 4 days. Consequently, an exact 

comparison with the official statistics of previous years is hardly feasible. However, the elaborate 

tables published by the author are constructed on the principle of the newer official statistics; even 

so, comparison with the years previous to 1898 is, to some extent, vitiated. In the six years under 



review, 35 persons lost their lives, and 79 others were injured, as the result of fire-damp accidents in 

French mines. In regard to the deaths, averaging 6 per annum, the improvement is considerable in 

comparison with the septennial period 1891 to 1897 (average 12), while in the years 1876 to 1884, 

the annual average amounted to 42. The comparison is equally favourable when the figures of 

output and the number of persons employed are considered: 0.18 death per million tons wrought in 

1898 to 1903, and 0.36 per 10,000 work-people, as compared with 0.43 and 0.88 respectively in the 

septennium 1891 to 1897. This improvement is, in the author's opinion, due to the continual 

progress accomplished in the ventilation of mines, to the extension of the use of safety-lamps and 

safety-explosives, and to the increasingly stringent inspection of fiery mines. A ministerial decree of 

December 8th, 1899, forbidding the use of tinder and steel for igniting fuzes, has further diminished 

chances of disaster by abolishing what the tables show to have been a fairly-frequent originating 

cause. These tables occupy about 34 octavo pages of small type, and include succinct descriptions of 

the accidents enumerated therein. 

A few accidents were due to the ignition of gases other than fire-damp properly so called, and two 

accidents (which both happened in 1898) were due to the ignition of coal-dust. 

The author also deals with cases of suffocation by the spontaneous evolution of carbon dioxide, by 

the smoke resulting from fires in underground workings, and by the fumes arising from explosives 

used for shot-firing in such working. 

He concludes that, if the number of deaths be taken into account,   firedamp has lost its fatal 

primacy  in  the atmosphere of mines,  since 47 deaths were caused (in 1898 to 1903) by the various 

categories of accident just enumerated, in comparison  with the 35 deaths due to fire-damp  in those 

years. 
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Spontaneous  evolution   of  carbon   dioxide   has   been   an   increasing   source of danger within  

the last   few years,   more especially  in   the  mines of Central France; but  it   is hoped  that  the  

new  regulations,   prescribing that,  in   the case of such mines, shots shall be fired  by electricity 

from the surface, will at least attenuate the risk, if not remove it entirely.                              L. L. B 

 

EXPLOSIONS    IN     PRUSSIAN    COLLIERIES    IN     1904.  

Mitteilungen über [ueber] einige   der   bemerkenswertesten   Explosionen   beim preussischen 

Steinkohlenbergbau im Jahre 1904.     Official.     Zeitschrift für [fuer] das Berg-, Hütten- [Huetten-] 

und Salinen-wesen im preussischen Staate, 1905, vol. liii., Abhandlungen, pages 344-358, with 6 

figures in the text.  

I.  The first accident dealt with  is that  which  took place  on  March  2nd,  1904   at the Schlesien 

colliery, Chropaczow, in the South-Beuthen district of the  Upper   Silesian  coal-field.    The   strata   

here   are   greatly   disturbed,   and are cut in every direction   by  numerous   faults   into   sixteen   

separate   blocks, wherein  the   coal-seams   lie   at  various   horizons.    The   explosion  occurred   

at the 853 feet level (bottom-level), in the workings of the Sattelflötz-Niederbauk [Sattelfloetz-

Niederbauk] (otherwise Reden-Pochhammer) seam, in the northern  district of the colliery, close to 

the boundary of the Florentine concession.    The seam, 16½ to 18 feet thick, dips here gently to the 

northward, and is folded into  miniature anticlines and synclines.    The floor is therefore so  uneven 



that the haulage-way could not everywhere be laid directly upon it, but upon small coal which filled 

up the inequalities.    This small coal became gradually trampled into fine dust by the ceaseless 

traffic, and some of this dust, deposited itself on the timbering, etc., without reckoning what 

remained on the floor.    Generally speaking, the coal of this seam is fairly hard, possesses the 

properties habitually associated with Upper Silesian coal, exudes no fire-damp, and,  under normal 

conditions, gives rise to a very moderate amount of dust.   Twice to three times a month water-

spraying operations were carried out in the haulage-ways. 

The portion of the workings with which we are specially concerned had for a long time been 

dammed off, on account of gob-fires, and had only been opened up again in October, 1903. The gob 

being walled off, every effort was made to work out this district of the colliery as quickly as possible. 

About 8 p.m. on the evening of the disaster, a column of black smoke suddenly shot up from No. 2 

shaft (one of the two upcast shafts; there being also a third or downcast shaft): as the shaft-head is 

lighted by electric arc-lamps, this smoke was noticed at once, but no appearance of flame was 

observed. A rescue-party descended by the downcast shaft, and was able, with precaution, and 

thanks to the use of the Giersberg apparatus, to reach the site of the disaster. The appearance and 

position of the bodies of the victims showed that they must have met their death by the direct 

breathing of flame: no particles of coal were burned into the skin, nor were any but the minutest 

traces of carbon monoxide found in the blood. The full violence of the explosion seemed to have 

spent itself on damage to coal-tubs, timbering, and the like. 

Since all the eye-witnesses of the actual disaster were killed, its proximate cause must be left to 

conjecture, fortified, however, by circumstantial evidence.  By the method of elimination, the 

conclusion  is reached that an overcharged shot was fired  (with  dynamite  which  had  been 

surreptitiously  stored  by the overman):   thereby some of  the  coal  brought  down   was  

pulverized,   and the flame from the shot ignited the dust. 
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II.   In the Dortmund I.  mining district of Westphalia an explosion place on March 16ith,  1904, 

whereby 3 men lost their lives,   at No. 2 pit of the Konigsborn  colliery.       At   the   level   where   

this   occurred   a   seam   is worked which is,  on the whole,  remarkably  free from  fire-damp,   but  

makes a good deal of dust.     Four men were at work in  the place, the  ventilation of which was  

ascertained  to   be  in   good order  before   the  shift  started;   and the sole survivor  of the  four  

states that  one  of  his  mates  had  drilled  a  shot-hole 2 inches in diameter through 6½ feet of 

strata into an airway,   had completed it,  and was just resuming  his work  after  breakfast,  when  an 

explosion  occurrde and a sheet of flame shot  out of the shot-hole.    A good deal   of damage was 

done to timbering, etc.    The prescribed water-spraying- had been carried  out in the workings  with  

such  precision that  the coal-dust  had  been  completely laid, and no beads of coke were found 

anywhere.    A considerable accumulation of fire-damp was found, and the evidence seems to show 

that one of the hewers had  accidentally split   the  gauze  of  his  lamp  with  a  blow  from   a   pick   

and thus   caused   the   ignition   of   the   pit-gas,   of  the   presence   of  which   he   was unaware. 

III.   At the Carolus Magnus pit, in the West Essen mining district, an explosion took place on April 

1st, 1904, in a cross-cut wherein work had been suspended for some days on a previous occasion, on 

account of the invasion of fire-damp. Seven shots had been fired by an overman with Faltin safety-

igniters, but one failed to go off. After a little time, he went up to the face to apply a fresh fuze to 

the shot, having taken the precaution (as he averred) to test the atmosphere once again for fire-



damp; but it must be remembered that the fumes given off by the six previous shots had not yet 

dispersed. As a hewer was in the act of applying the safety-igniter to the fuze in the regulation-

fashion, he found himself suddenly enveloped in flames, which did not, however, touch his mate 

who was about 33 feet behind him. The unfortunate overman succumbed within a fortnight to the 

burns which he suffered on this occasion, but the two hewers escaped injury: they did not hear any 

sound resembling the actual report of an explosion. It was afterwards found that the last 60 feet of 

the cross-cut lie within a zone of disturbance, and that fire-damp was streaming out of a narrow 

fissure in the northern face. Doubtless, the first six shots had laid open this fissure, and the fumes 

arising from them had, at all events, helped to mask the inrush of fire-damp, which was exploded by 

the ignition of the fuze for the seventh  shot. 

IV.  and V. There is an undoubted connection between the two fire-damp explosions which took 

place at the Werne colliery, in the Hamm mining district, on April 16th and April 28th, 1904, 

respectively. In the first case 5 persons suffered more or less serious injury from burns, and in the 

second case a haulier succumbed to his injuries. The first explosion occurred (as the result of shot-

firing with gelatine-dynamite) a few seconds after two shots had been successfully fired in strict 

accordance with the regulations. No report, but only a sort of hissing sound accompanied it, and 

coal-dust appears to have played a more important part in the disaster than pit-gas. It is thought 

that in this instance far too much dynamite had been used for bringing down stone in the immediate 

neighbourhood of a coal-seam; and, as a matter of fact, the seam caught fire, and that portion of the 

workings had to be immediately dammed off. A fresh explosion, starting from the site of the 

conflagration twelve days later, burst the dam, and workmen were in the very act of rebuilding it, 

when they heard a noise like thunder, and ran for their lives into a cross-cut; while a sheet of flame 

swept past them, with clouds of coal-dust and dangerous 
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gases on to the ventilating shaft, where an  unlucky haulier was overtaken by it.    Here again coal-

dust considerably aided the propagation of the explosion.  

VI.   In  the General   Blumenthal  colliery at  Recklinghausen,  a   fire-damp coal-dust explosion   took  

place  on  July   12th,   1904,   in   the second  level, where   No. 1 seam is worked.   Both roof and 

floor consist of very brittle clay-slate, the coal itself is very soft and crumbly, dusty and fiery. No 

shot-firing is permitted in its neighbourhood; benzine safety-lamps with magnetic locks and double 

gauzes are alone used in the mine; and water-spraying arrangements are at hand. It would appear 

that a very slight disturbance in the ventilation suffices in this colliery to bring about the 

accumulation of combustible gases, and there seems to be no doubt that a fall of roof had 

temporarily throttled the air-current, about 2 or 3 hours before the explosion. The proximate cause 

of the disaster was, however, the defective condition of one of the miners' lamps: a circular hole was 

found piercing both gauzes, it was only 0.16 inch in diameter, and so close to one of the poles, that 

the most careful scrutiny was needed to detect it. The crusts of coke found at various points show 

that coal-dust played a part in the explosion, probably less mischievous, however, than if the water-

spraying apparatus had not been in regular use. One man was killed, and several were more or less 

severely injured.                                                                                                    L. L. B. 

 

FIRE-DAMP  EXPLOSION  IN  A  SULPHUR-MINE AT LORCA, SPAIN. 



Las Minas de Azufre de Lorca: Sobre una Explosion de Grisú ocurrida en la Mina de Azufre San Juan  

Bautista.    By Vicente Kindelan.    Revista Minera, Metalúrgica y de Ingenieria, 1905, vol. lvi., pages 

161-164. 

Many years have passed since the first  prospecting for sulphur began on this property;  but, after a 

long interval of complete cessation, mining operations were resumed somewhere about the middle 

of the year 1903, and have been pursued with uninterrupted activity since then, about 150 persons 

being employed in and about the mine. 

The ridge of Lorca is built up of Upper Miocene deposits, and at the top a bed of gypsum, some 65 or 

70 feet thick, crops out. It is underlain by another with which are interbedded more or less 

magnesian limestones, slaty marls (much decomposed at the surface), and clay-slates, of a dark-

grey, almost black, colour, and among these occur some venules of mineral resin. Below this series 

occur the workable group, consisting of three bands of marly limestones, with which are intimately 

associated small lenticles and pockets of native sulphur; these lenticles and pockets at some points 

coalesce into a single mass. Between the three sulphur-bearing limestone-bands are intercalated 

barren marly limestones and clays. All the beds strike nearly due east and west, and dip from 20 to 

25 degrees north-westward. The average assay of sulphur is 20 per cent., a maximum of 40 per cent. 

being rarely attained. At less than 8 per cent., the deposit is regarded as unworkable. Beneath the 

beds above described, a deposit of tripoli. or diatomaceous earth occurs. All the deposits, and more 

especially the clay-slates, exhale a strong odour of bitumen, with a substance resembling which they 

are impregnated. 

The author assigns at length his reasons for regarding the sulphur, which is a mere accidental 

accessory in the great gypsum-formation of Lorca, as of sedimentary origin, primarily derived from 

the decomposition of animal and vegetable organisms on the floor of the shallow lagoon which in 

Upper Miocene times covered that  area. 
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In the San Juan Bautista mine, only the uppermost of the three sulphur-bearing   marly   limestone-

beds  is  worked.    Mining  operations   are  conducted under somewhat  disagreeable  conditions,  

as the  galleries  are  very  low, and even  when  ventilation  is good,  the  emanations of sulphurous  

gas  from the working-face are troublesome.    At   1.30 p.m.  on January  12th,   1905   without any 

premonitory  sign,   a  violent   detonation  took  place   in  the  deepest  level (558 feet), 

accompanied by flames which lasted only a few moments.    Several persons,  out of  the 23 who 

were in that  level, suffered such  grievous  injury from  burns that six of them  died in hospital  

within  the next few  days     No one died from suffocation.    The first man who heard the cries of the 

injured was about 1500 feet away in the same level, and as he ran towards them with his lighted 

candle another detonation occurred. 

A preliminary investigation of the mine was made two days later, but a sufficient number of safety-

lamps not being available, work was suspended until it was certain that ventilation was thoroughly 

restored and that no more gas was coming off. It was not until January 29th, that the site of the 

explosion was reached, and then it was found that the dynamic effects were not on the considerable 

scale which is associated with the sudden outburst of great volumes of gas accumulated under high 

pressure. Samples of air were taken and analysed, and in no case was carbon dioxide, sulphur 

dioxide, carbon monoxide, hydrogen sulphide, or any hydrocarbon found in sufficient quantity to be 

measurable by the volumetric methods of gasometry. On the other hand, samples of the pit-water 



were found to contain sulphuretted hydrogen in the free state, as well as other compounds of 

sulphur, also much chlorine, magnesia, lime, soda, and some potash. Samples of the clay-slate, on 

careful distillation, yielded a highly inflammable gas containing 31.10 per cent. of methane, 6.4 of 

carbon monoxide, 4.7 of oxygen, 46 of nitrogen, and 11.8 of unsaturated hydrocarbons. We have 

here a probable explanation of the cause of the disaster. In consequence of the internal heat of the 

earth's crust hereabouts, some of the rocks which form the Lorca ridge have undergone slow 

distillation, and have thus given rise to the formation of inflammable gases. To the internal heat 

above mentioned, the numerous thermal springs which abound in the province, yielding waters at a 

temperature of 104° Fahr., bear   witness. 

The inflammable gases make their way upward through fissures in the rocks, and are slowly diffused 

through the mine-workings. They are much diluted, thanks to the excellent ventilation which is 

maintained, and also to their slow diffusion. But, if on their way, the gases meet with a favourable 

cavity wherein to accumulate, they may go on massing within that cavity until the pressure is 

sufficient to burst its walls asunder. Contact with the naked lights carried by the miners explains the 

rest.                         L. L. B. 

 

THE VANGINOT AND GUGLIELMINETTI-DRÄGER [GUGLIELMINETTI -DRAEGER]  APPLIANCES   FOR 

USE   IN   UNBREATHABLE   ATMOSPHERES. 

(1) Sur l’Appareil Vanginot pour l’Exploration des Milieux remplis de Gaz irrespirables:  Rapport 

présenté a la Commission du Grisou.  By F. Lebreton. Annales des Mines, 1905, series 10, vol. vii., 

pages 655-666, with 3 figures in the text.  

The Vanginot  apparatus, devised  by  an  officer of  the City-of-Paris  fire-brigade, consists essentially 

of three parts:  (1) An air-reservoir;  (2) a releasing 
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manometer;   and (3)  a respiratory helmet.    It is claimed that, provided with this apparatus (as 

recently improved), a   man  can remain  in an unbreathable atmosphere for 50 to 55 minutes.    The 

reservoir consists of two steel cylinders containing air under a  pressure of  about  150 atmospheres, 

the volume of air thus stored  up approximating to 39 cubic feet.     Each  cylinder,  when empty, 

weighs little more than 8 pounds.    The  releasing manometer (Mandet  type) is a brass recipient, 

one wall  of it  consisting of a flexible  membrane against which  the  regulating  spring  presses.       

The  respiratory   helmet,   built   up  of brass plates,  has two eye-pieces  (2.2  inches  in  diameter)  

of  mica, and  is  so constructed that the ears remain  free, the wearer being thus able to  speak and 

to hear without any difficulty.    An alarm-whistle indicates automatically the approaching 

exhaustion of the air-supply.    The tests made by the author were exhaustive, but were entirely 

favourable to the apparatus.    Once again, however, the need is shown of careful selection of the 

men who are to constitute a rescue-party, as some can work better and longer than others in the 

special circumstances which the use of such an apparatus implies.  

2) Sur I'Appareil Guglielminetti-Dräger [Guglielminetti-Draeger] pour l’Exploration des Milieux 

remplis de Gaz irrespirables :   Rapport  présenté à  la  Commission   du   Grisou.      By F. Lebreton.    

Annales des Mines, 1905, series 10, vol.  vii., pages 667-678, with 4 figures in the text.  



The  Guglielminetti-Dräger [Guglielminetti-Draeger] apparatus   is   based   on   the   regeneration   of 

the expired air, by absorbing the carbon dioxide given off and replacing the oxygen consumed.    It  

consists  essentially  of  four  parts:   (1)   An  oxygen-reservoir (two steel cylinders, each of 61 cubic 

inches, or 1 litre, capacity;  (2) a regulating releaser;   (3)  a breathing-mask;   and (4) a  regenerator 

of the inspired gas.    The  oxygen is stored at  a pressure of 110 atmospheres,   and is reckoned to 

last for 2 hours.    The cylinders are attached horizontally across the back, a little  above the loins,  

and, being rather long,  project   on  both sides beyond the body, which is a distinct disadvantage 

when the rescuer has to make his way through narrow or obstructed pasages. The entire aparatus 

weighs very nearly 29 pounds, but it is found that the wearer easily accustoms himself to carrying 

this weight, which is, moreover, well distributed. The author did not have the opportunity of making 

tests as thoroughly exhaustive and prolonged as he could have wished; but the officers and men of 

the City-of-Paris fire-brigade, who had been experimenting with the apparatus for several months, 

expressed great confidence in it, and declared that it had always worked without  a hitch.                                                            

L. L. B. 

EXPERIMENTS  WITH  AIR-BREATHING  APPLIANCES IN  SAXONY.  

Versuche   mit   Atmungsapparaten   im   Königreich [Koenigreich]   Sachsen.      By  K.  Seebohm. 

Jahrbuch für [fuer] das   Berg-  und Hüttenwesen [Huettenwesen] im  Königreiche [Koenigreiche]   

Saehsen,  1906, pages A75-A189.  

Although during recent decades the coal-mines of Saxony have been happily exempt from 

considerable explosions of fire-damp, the lie of the strata and the inflammable character of the 

seams have facilitated the occurrence of pit-fires somewhat frequently, many lives being lost 

through the gases of combustion thereby evolved. Consequently, in remodelling the administrative 

decrees in regard to the conduct of mining operations within the kingdom of Saxony, it was enacted 

on January 2nd, 1901, that "in all  underground coal-workings 
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air-breathing- appliances and portable electric lamps, or other lamps suitable for use in 

unbreathable gases, are to be held in readiness for immediate use.” With the single exception of the 

regulations issued by the Mining Bureau of the Breslau district, this enactment is so far unique in the 

German Empire. It will be observed that no particular type of breathing-apparatus is prescribed as it 

was held desirable to encourage inventors to improve on, or at least perfect, the appliances already 

in existence. As soon as the Giersberg apparatus became known, experiments were made with it in 

the Zwickau and Lugau-Ölsnitz [Lugau-Oelsnitz] district, also at the Zauckerode colliery; and in the 

summer of 1904 the Saxon Mining Department resolved to make experiments on its own account, 

both above and below bank, in order to ascertain whether such progress had been made as would 

justify an official recommendation to employ the apparatus in all mines. A doctor was present at 

every experiment, and examined the wearers of the appliances most thoroughly beforehand, 

besides observing them throughout; none of the men selected but were of generally slender build, 

with hearts in perfect condition. The results are tabulated at the end of the paper, where details are 

given of each of the 40 experiments. 

The Giersberg 1901 type did not prove particularly satisfactory; and, with the improved type of 

1904, a period of work exceeding 100 minutes in duration was only obtained once, when, after 109 

minutes, the experiment was brought to a conclusion, owing to the complete exhaustion of the man 

who was wearing the apparatus. 



The Dräger [Draeger] type was tried simultaneously with the Giersberg, and it was found that the 

experimenters could do more work, and for a longer time, with the former than with the latter; 

moreover, the workpeople showed an unmistakable preference for the former. In six experiments 

with it, the wearers worked without difficulty for 2 hours on end. 

The experiments made with the pneumatogen, which is characterized by its portability, were, on the 

whole, satisfactory. A couple of experiments made simultaneously, one with the old Walcher-

Gärtner [Walcher-Gaertner] pneumatophore and the other with the helmeted Dräger [Draeger] 

apparatus, proved the immense superiority of the latter. 

The unsuitability of nose-clips generally was shown; and, among the various anti-smoke goggles 

experimented with, the new Dräger [Draeger] type proved the best and was preferred by the 

workpeople themselves. 

On July 11th, 1906, at the instance of one of the miners' provident associations, it was resolved to 

establish a rescue-station at the Hedwig shaft, Ölsnitz [Oelsnitz] collieries, which should be equipped 

with breathing-appliances of the latest pattern and of various types ; further, to train under a 

suitable leader a permanent rescue-corps, which should remain day and night at the disposal of any 

colliery requiring its services. This rescue-corps would ultimately train all the officials and men of 

every mine in Saxony.                     L. L. B. 

FIRE IN A COLLIERY AT PETRZKOWTTZ, SILESIA. 

Der Grubenbrand im  Rothschildflöz  [Rothschildfloez] der  Oscar-Schächte [Oscar-Schaechte]  des 

Steinkohlenbergwerks Cons. Hultschiner Steinkohlengruben zu Petrzkowitz (Kreis Ratibor) am 3. März 

[Maerz] 1905.    By   —  Triebel.     Zeitschrift für [fuer] das   Berg-, Hütten- [Huetten-]  und Salinen-

wesen im preussischen Staate, 1905,  vol.  liii., Abhandlungen, pages 575-581, with 2 figures in the 

text and 2 plates. 

The Consolidated Hultschiner collieries in the district of Ratibor include two entirely separate pits, 

between  which there is no underground communi- 
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cation.  The westernmost of these has been opened up by three shafts: No. 1 Oscar is a downcast 

shaft used for haulage, 1,000 feet deep; No. 2 Oskar, equipped with two Guibal-and-Hasbach fans, 

through each of which over 140,000 cubic feet of air can be passed per minute, is an upcast shaft, 

623 feet deep; and No. 3 Oskar, rather more than 85 feet deep, dammed off both above and below 

bank with fireproof material, has not been in use for 7 years. From the first-mentioned of these 

shafts three haulage-levels have been driven at the depths of respectively 338 feet, 597 feet and 958 

feet. Six seams are won, belonging to the lowest group of the Mährisch-Ostrau [Maehrisch-Ostrau] 

series, the Fanny seam (20 to 27 inches thick) being regarded as the bottom or farewell seam of the 

entire formation hereabouts. The general strike is north and south, and the dip is eastward, but the 

seams are highly contorted, overfolded, and yet in places almost horizontally bedded. The working 

thereof presents, as a consequence, many difficulties, and methods must needs be continually 

altered to meet the changing stratigraphical conditions. The coal is a somewhat tough, meagre 

coking-coal. Fire-damp occurs in small quantity, and shot-firing is rarely, if ever, carried on in the 

workings; when, there is any blasting done, the explosive used is waterproof gelatine-dynamite. It 

cannot be said that the coal has a marked tendency to make dust; but dust is found to accumulate at 



those points where the coal is much thrown about and trodden down. Consequently, water-spraying 

arrangements have been set up in the workings of No.  3  deep  level. 

The Rothschild seam, the fourth in the series reckoning from the Fanny seam upwards, varies in 

thickness from 2 to nearly 9 feet, has a roof of argillaceous sandstone, and has been largely worked 

from No. 2 deep level on the bord-and-wall system. On the morning of March 3rd, 1905, two hewers 

(engaged at a point near where the coal had been practically worked out) heard a sudden crash as if 

roof had broken in and a prop had snapped, and then became aware that the dry timbering at the 

lower face of the crushed pillar was in flames. They fled, but meanwhile the air-current was 

sweeping the gases of combustion through the workings with fatal effect. About 9 a.m., rescuers 

equipped with the Dräger [Draeger] apparatus made a valiant attempt to reach the victims of the 

disaster, but the heat was so great and the smoke so dense and blinding that they were beaten back. 

Recourse was then had to stopping off that district of the mine where the fire had burst out, and to 

cutting off all channels by which the air-current could reach it. As the stopping-dam had to be built 

of masonry, it was not completed until 8 p.m., the difficulties of transport of material and 

constructional work being considerable. By that time, the chemical analyst reported an alarming 

increase in the proportions of carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide in the gases of combustion 

which were still coming off. It was then determined to reverse the ventilation: this necessitated, 

among other measures, the building of four separate stoppings, which were completed by 3 a.m. on 

March 4th, and the reversal immediately followed thereupon. The rescue-parties were then able to 

go boldly forward, with the result that of the 14 missing men, 6 were got out alive and the bodies of 

the other 8 were recovered. One of the 6 survivors died in hospital 10 days later, as he proved 

unable to recover from the effects of carbon-monoxide poisoning.  

It seems clear that the cause of the disaster was the breakdown of roof already mentioned, whereby 

the, combustible material at the site of the breakdown was ignited. It is possible that there was a 

small accumulation of fire-damp at hand in some convenient hollow, which was set aflame by a 

vagrant spark when the pillar crashed down, and thereby further combustible 
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material  was ignited.    About the end of July,  1905,  openings  were made in the stoppings, with 

the view of working the remaining pillars still standing in the neighbourhood of the fire; but the 

inflow of air fanned the smouldering embers  into flame  again;   the stoppings  were  necessarily  

reclosed, and the district was finally abandoned                                                 

L. L. B. 

MODERN  PUMPING-ENGINES. 

(1)  Les Machines d'Épuisement modernes.    By F. Schulte.  Congrès International des Mines, de la 

Métallurgie, de la Mécanique et de la Géologie appliquées, Liége, 1905: Section des Mines, vol. i., 

pages 441-478, with 9 figures  in the text and 5 plates. 

As pumping must now be effected from ever-increasing depths, the only engines that can be 

regarded as meeting present requirements are those erected underground. An underground triple-

expansion pumping-engine of 3,150 indicated horsepower, exhibited also at Düsseldorf 

[Duesseldorf], is in regular work at the Gneisenau colliery. The steam-pipes are so effectually lagged 

that the temperature in the shaft is only 77° Fahr. (25° Cent.). For so considerable a duty as 5,500 

gallons (25 cubic metres) per minute, raised to a height of 1,263 feet (385 metres), this pumping 



plant is satisfactory, so far as its motor is concerned; and the saving is considerable, £1,680 per 

annum, as compared with the cost of working the six pumps that it has superseded. Comparison of 

the expense attending each of these six pumps shows that the steam pumping-engine is the most 

economical when the duration of its daily working is considerable, for instance, 22 to 23 hours out of 

the 24. 

When, however, pumps have to be erected at depths of 2,000 feet (600 metres), steam working 

must be abandoned, because the water passing through the condenser would become too hot as 

compared with the power given out by the engine. In other words, the quantity of water would be 

insufficient for obtaining a good vacuum, even with the most economical engines. For such depths, 

electric or hydraulic driving is imperative; and the most economical is the electric pump, supplied 

with current by a generating station that also serves the other departments of the mine. When the 

quantity of water to be raised is slight, and it is possible to effect the pumping during the night shift, 

electric driving is to be preferred, even for slighter depths than that named above. The steam-engine 

is also less economical when the quantity of water can be pumped in a few hours daily, so that it is 

specially suitable for large quantities, while in every other case the electric pump is to be preferred. 

Although it is economical to run electric pumps at a high speed, the number of revolutions must be 

determined by attentive examination ol each individual case. For volumes of 1,800 to 2,000 gallons 

(8 to 9 cubic metres) per minute, the speed should not exceed 60 to 70 revolutions. For volumes not 

exceeding 1,100 gallons (5 cubic metres), the speed may be 70 to 80 revolutions per minute; and for 

less than 700 gallons (3 cubic metres), 100 revolutions may be adopted without fear of difficulties 

with the pump's working. Riedler pumps may attain 180 revolutions; but they are not suitable for a 

daily working of long duration. 

As regards protection against water-inbursts, hydraulic  driving is  better than all the others;   and  it   

is the only one admissible for great depths, when sudden   inbursts are to be  feared.     Compared 

with electric driving it has the 
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great advantage of higher efficiency, due to the direct application of the power; but electric driving 

is generally to be preferred, owing to the great facility for transmitting the current, 

High-pressure centrifugal pumps have come into use so rapidly, and so great progress has been 

made in their construction, that they may now be regarded as sanctioned by practice. Centrifugal 

pumps may be used as a reserve plant, in which case the first cost is slight. Their great disadvantage 

is low efficiency, and consequently large steam-consumption. Direct driving by electro-motor or 

steam-turbine is the only one practicable; but the turbine, which thus competes with the 

reciprocating steam-engine, is only suitable for driving pumps of the Sulzer and Escher-Wyss types. 

A turbo-pump at the Courl pit of the Harpener colliery raises 2,200 gallons (10 cubic metres) to a 

height of 1,312 feet (400 metres), when running at a speed of 1,500 revolutions per minute. The 

Kögel-Gelpke [Koegel-Gelpke] centrifugal pump, driven directly by a Zoelly steam-turbine, carries, at 

the other end of the shaft, a turbo-condenser, to which the exhaust steam is led by pipes; and the 

mixture of steam with the condensation-water, led up by an injector, is effected in a chamber before 

it passes into the revolving wheel. 

(2) Pompes Centrifuges, Systeme Sulzer, à haute Pression, considérées au Point de Vue de leur 

Résultat pratique. By M. Ziegler. Congrès International des Mines, de la Métallurgie, de la Mécanique 



et de la Géologie appliquées, Liége, 1905: Section des Mines, vol. i., pages 491-501, with 5 figures in 

the text. 

The small size of the Sulzer high-pressure centrifugal pump permits of its being shifted from place to 

place, and, when erected underground, of reducing the size of the engine-room as compared with 

that of the steam pumping-engine, while not interfering with the ventilation. 

In 1900, the Horcajo Mining and Metallurgical Company erected a Sulzer pump with a lift of 1,181 

feet (360 metres), and in January, 1905, increased it to 1,575 feet (480 metres), the volume varying 

from 550 gallons (2.5 cubic metres) to more than double that figure per minute, according to the 

speed of the pump. 

After a year's working, the pumps showed an efficiency of 75.94 per cent.; and after five years' 

continuous working, day and night, with stoppages not exceeding an average of 15 hours per month, 

the maximum efficiency was found to be 76.01 per cent. This result is remarkable, as the centrifugal 

pump, which had never required repairs of any consequence, raised mine-water highly charged with 

fine quartzite-sand, while during 3 months it pumped large quantities of quartzose-clay mud; but the 

only parts found to be worn were shaft-sockets, easily replaced. The cost of the horsepower-hour in 

water raised was less than 1d., although the coal burnt for firing the boilers was of low calorific 

power. 

The centrifugal pump, owing to the small space occupied, can be used successfully in sinking shafts, 

and it is gradually replacing other types, especially in metalliferous mines.                                                               

J. W. P. 

THE   SELTNER   CIRCULAR   JIGGER   SCREEN.  

Der Kreiselrätter [Kreiselraetter]: Patent Seltner.    By A. Lehinant.     Österreichische [Österreichische] 

Zeitschrift für [fuer] Berg- und Hüttenwesen [Huettenwesen], 1903, vol. li., pages 57-58, and 1 plate. 

The Seltner jigger screen consists of two sieves, one above the other, set in frames resting on ball 

bearings at the four corners, and fitted with return 
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trays. It is driven at either side by a shaft with two cranks at an angle of 180 degrees, and as the 

frames are set at the same angle, the crank-shaft imparts a circular motion to them. The sieves are 

enclosed in a strong iron frame connected to the brackets supporting the ball bearings arid driving 

gear, and both sieves and return trays are accessible, and can be easily cleaned and interchanged. 

The frame is slightly curved, so as to allow the lower jig to be removed by loosening the supports, 

without removing the crank-shaft or taking the whole screen to pieces. 

The results hitherto obtained with the Seltner screen have been satisfactory; and the cost for repairs 

is trifling. Screens, with from 21 to 54 square feet of sieve-area, will treat from 20 to 120 tons of coal 

per hour, and require from 2 to 4 horsepower to drive them.                                                          E. M. D. 

A    BYE-PRODUCT   COKING-PLANT   IN    AUSTRIAN    POLAND. 

Die neue Cokesantalt am Theresienschachte in Polnisch-Ostrau. By Dr. August Fillunger. 

Österreichische [Oesterreichische] Zeitschrift für [fuer] Berg- und Hüttenwesen [Huettenwesen], 

1903, vol. li., pages 115-118 and 131-134, and 2 plates. 



To recover the bye-products from coke-ovens costs little, and as they are of considerable value, the 

tar and ammonia at least are usually recovered in modern plants. A new plant has been installed at 

the Theresa mine, and the gases from the coke-ovens, instead of being burnt under boilers to 

generate steam, are directly utilized in large gas-engines. 

The plant is placed close to the Theresa shaft. The ground has a fall of 32 feet, and the plant is built 

on four different levels; the loading-station, the railway for the trucks, the coal-hopper, the 

weighing-machine, and the turning platform are on the highest level; on the next, the coke-oven 

batteries and separator; below are the workshops, smithy, store-house and power-station ; while 

the condenser, ammonia-recovery plant (consisting of three Tischbein boilers), and the gas-purifiers 

are at the bottom. 

The coal is raised to the hopper by an elevator. The washer delivers 1,000 tons in 24 hours, which 

are conveyed to the washed coal-hopper, and thence to the ovens. The coal contains 16 per cent. of 

ash ; this is reduced to 6 or 7 per cent. in a Baum washer, driven by an electro-motor of 100 

horsepower, and there are three other electro-motors for working the centrifugal pump and the 

coal-elevators. The four batteries contain 120 Otto-Hoffmann coke-ovens, each 33 feet long and 6 

feet high, with a capacity of 8 tons of coal, and a delivery of 6 tons of coke. The coke is loaded on to 

trucks by two dischargers, electrically driven from the central power-station. 

The gas from the ovens is led to the condensing-plant, comprising two Suess purifiers, four 

exhausters, a cooler and four washers, with pumps and reservoirs. The water-space in the purifiers is 

divided into four vertical compartments at different levels, and the overflow from one into the other 

is so arranged that the pipes conveying the gas increase in length as the level of the water 

diminishes. The water for the whole plant is supplied from a pumping-station erected at the 

confluence of two rivers. There are two electrically-driven three-throw pumps with a delivery of 220 

gallons per minute, against a head of 250 feet. The cooling water for the engines and condensers is 

used continuously, the rest is run to waste. 

The condenser and the fan delivering hot air to heat the ovens are each driven   by  two  electro-

motors  of  80   horsepower.  The gases are conveyed   to 
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a holder, whence part of them are drawn to heat the coke-ovens and the boilers supplying steam for 

the ammonia-plant. The remainder arc purified in coke-scrubbers, passed through sawdust to 

remove the tar, and led to the gas-engines. 

Three gas-engines, each of 300 horsepower, are coupled direct, together with an auxiliary steam-

engine, to dynamos. 

The economy obtained by the direct combustion of the coke-oven gases in an engine is considerable. 

Assuming that 120 coke-ovens will treat 630 tons of coal in 24 hours, and yield 78 per cent., or 492 

tons of coke, about 6½ millions of cubic feet of gas will be generated. Of these, 60 per cent. are used 

to heat the ovens. If the remainder are burnt under steam-boilers, they yield about 1,365 

horsepower. Taking the heating value of the gas at 326 British thermal units per cubic foot, if the gas 

be utilized directly in engine-cylinders, it produces 3,944 horsepower. When putting down a new 

coke-oven plant with recovery of bye-products, preference should therefore be given to gas-power 

as both cheaper and more efficient than steam, provided that the engines run with sufficient 

steadiness. 



Instead of having a number of small gas-engines in different parts of the works, as originally 

proposed, it was found desirable to provide three large gas-engines in a central station, and 

generate electric piower. The four-cycle gas-engines, with two cylinders, 26.3 inches in diameter and 

29½ inches stroke, run at 150 revolutions per minute. The valve-gear is worked from the auxiliary 

shaft in the usual way; gas-admission is on the Letouche system, and the time of admission and 

proportions of gas and air are varied by the governor according to the load. Gas and air enter 

through the same valve, and by varying the lead, either less gas for a longer period, or more gas for a 

shorter period, is admitted, and the degree of compression is thus affected. The engines are started 

by a mixture of gas and air compressed to from 56 to 100 pounds per square inch, and the gas is 

delivered to them at a constant pressure of 0.4 inch of water. With a mechanical efficiency of 83 per 

cent., the consumption of gas, having a heating value of 291 British thermal units per cubic foot, was 

24.7 cubic feet per indicated horsepower-hour, and the heat-efficiency of the engines was 29 per 

cent. A later test gave a heat-efficiency of 32 per cent. Variations in uniformity of running were 

determined by a Horn tacheometer at 1 in 196. The difficulty of driving dynamos from gas-engines in 

parallel is always considerable; moreover, in a coke-oven plant with recovery of bye-products all the 

moving parts must be very steadily worked: modifications were therefore made in the electric 

machinery, after which a degree of uniformity in the gas-engines equal to that of a steam-engine 

was attained. 

E. M. D. 

PRODUCTION  AND  LOSS  IN  COPPER-SMELTING. 

Über [Ueber] Produktions- und Verlustberechnungen bei der Kupfergewinnung. By Ed. Juon. 

Österreichische [Oesterreichische] Zeitschrift für [fuer] Berg- und Hüttenwesen [Huettenwesen] , 

1903, vol. li., pages 411-414 and 430-433. 

To study the processes of copper-smelting, and the losses in working, the writer takes as a typical 

example the copper-mines at Bogoslowsk in the Ural mountains, which have been worked for a 

hundred years. About 32,250 tons are smelted yearly, and 1,600 tons of refined copper obtained, 

but the yield might be greatly increased. The ore occurs as chalcopyrite, and contains minute 

quantities of gold and  silver.      It   is sorted  by hand, and  roasted  at 
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the  mines, where samples are analysed,  and the percentage of copper calculated.      It is next 

conveyed to the smelting-works, classified according to the analysis,  and  mixed so  as  to   contain   

an   average   of  5  per cent.   of  copper. There are nine furnaces, six generally working, each of 

which treats 21  tons per day.       For every  ton  of copper-matte containing 28  to  38 per cent 

copper, 4 Ions of slag are produced.       After smelting, the metal  is   run  into eight converters, 

resembling small   Bessemer  pots.       Here  the  30  per  cent. of copper-matte is treated for ½  

hour, and a white metal  obtained, which  is exposed to an intensely hot blast in the Bessemer pots 

for 35 minutes,  yield ing coarse copper-metal with 98 per cent. of copper.      This is refined in gas 

furnaces,  and the product is exceedingly pure copper.    Wood  and  charcoal-fuel is exclusively used. 

There are laboratories at the mines and at the smelting works, and also a main laboratory. A rough 

analysis is made at the mine; in the smelting laboratories, the mixture of ore and flux only is 

analysed and the value of the ore calculated from the output of the furnaces, on the assumption 

that there is no loss of copper in them. From the proportion of copper in the metal and the slag, the 



amount in the original ore is determined, but these results have never agreed with those at the 

mines. In 1901, experiments were undertaken to solve the question whether the waste was really in 

the smelting process. A sample taken from each truck was sent to the main laboratory, and also an 

average of all the samples. From these 1,500 determinations were made, without obtaining 

satisfactory results. As the copper-ore is almost wholly pyrites, its toughness causes it to crush and 

fly asunder before the rest of the ore. Hence during the loading and movement of the trucks, the 

richest and heaviest ore sinks to the bottom. The trucks were not unloaded when the samples were 

taken, and therefore coming only from the top these were not fairly representative. 

The copper-metal in the furnaces is run off every 4 hours; the percentage of copper in it varies from 

24½ to 29. As the copper cools in belts according to its specific gravity, samples should be taken 

while it is liquid, and each sample tested for copper and weighed. During 36 hours therefore samples 

were taken from the charge for each furnace. The copper-metal run off from the furnace and the 

slag were analysed at the same time, and a loss was found of 2.9 per cent. of copper in the furnaces. 

To verify these results, samples were taken from one furnace only, the ore being previously tested 

for moisture, and 104 tons (containing 6.9 per cent. water and 4.7 per cent. copper) were sent to the 

experimental furnace. By the drying-out of the moisture, the percentage fell to 5.9 per cent. and the 

total weight to 103 tons. The experiments lasted 5½ days, and in this time about 100 tons of ore 

were smelted, and 4 tons left in the residuum. From these 100 tons, 4½ tons of pure copper were 

obtained, and the loss was shown to be 3.7 per cent. in the volatile dust, or 7 per cent. including that 

produced by scorification. To ascertain the loss of copper in the converters, 14 tons of copper-metal 

were smelted, reduced to white metal, and worked up into coarse copper. From twelve charges, 

eight of white metal and four of copper-metal, the percentage of copper was determined and, when 

compared with that in the charge leaving the furnace, showed a loss of 11.26 per cent. in the volatile 

dust. Attempts to arrest it proved fruitless. This dust contains from 76 to 80 per cent. of copper, and 

iron objects, such as rails, at a considerable distance, are sometimes finely coppered. 

Owing to the severity of the climate, the poorer ore cannot be treated by washing, as the  mean  

temperature in   winter is about -40° Fahr. 

E. M. D. 
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A QUICK  METHOD   FOR THE  DETERMINATION   OF  COPPER  IN COPPER-MATTES. 

El nuevo Método para el Ensayo de Ejes Cobrizos.    By Julio Schneider.    Boletin de la Sociedad 

Nacional de Mineria, 1903, series 3, vol. xv., pages 346-348. 

In the method described, a weighed quantity of the powdered sample is treated with dilute 

hydrochloric acid and gently warmed in order to extract iron, manganese and zinc, if present; 

aqueous hydrogen sulphide is afterwards added, to ensure the retention in the residue of all the 

copper. If nickel and copper are present in the matte, stronger hydrochloric acid should be used and 

the heating sustained for 5 or 10 minutes. The residue, after filtering and washing with aqueous 

hydrogen sulphide, is wrapped up in the filter-paper, and (without previously drying) is carefully 

ignited in a porcelain crucible. Arsenic, if present in the sample, is volatilized during this operation. 

The ignited residue contains, according to the author, the copper in the form of copper oxide, lead 

sulphate and antimony and tin oxides, if these three last-named metals were originally present. The 

copper is obtained in solution by treatment, in the same crucible, with nitric acid. The solution is 



filtered into a titrating flask, and (after dilution and the addition of ammonia in excess) is titrated 

with standard cyanide solution. 

An alternative method of procedure is given, in which the ignition is omitted. In this case the residue 

from the extraction with hydrochloric acid is transferred direct to the titrating flask; and, after 

treatment with fuming nitric acid, the liquid is diluted, ammonia added, and the titration performed 

as before. 

The author states that, with practice, and by using filter-pumps to hasten the filtering operations, a 

bare hour suffices for a complete determination. 

H. D. 

SILVER-GOLD   RECOVERY   PROCESS.  

A  New Process for treating Silver Sulphide and Gold Ore.    By M.  VAYGOUNY. The Engineering and 

Mining Journal [New  York], 1904, vol. Ixxviii., pages 1033-1035.  

The writer's attention was called to the difficulty of handling ores of the Mexican type, namely, 

those carrying their values chiefly as silver sulphides with some gold.    The patio process and 

ordinary smelting are both too costly and clumsy to be considered anything like a solution of such a 

great problem. Reflection made it obvious that the process sought for would have to be a wet one, 

and a cyclic one.      It was thought that chloride or sulphate would be the most practicable re-

agents, provided that they possessed decided oxidizing properties and were capable of ready  

regeneration,   preferably  in  connection with electro-deposition.    Of the salts that best fulfil these 

conditions, those  of elements with  variable valencies,  such as manganese,  iron,  copper, etc., 

were, of course, thought to be most promising. 

In preliminary experiments with artificial silver sulphide, it was soon found that ferric chloride is the 

most convenient re-agent. It acts vigorously, can be easily electrolized, is cheap and readily made. 

Compared with the sulphate, it has the advantage of furnishing the more active chlorine radical 

rather than the sulphate radical. Free chlorine, under the influence of the electric current, acts more 

energetically upon the sulphides, and especially upon the free gold (notwithstanding the statements 

of some authorities), and 
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also tends to hold in solution some silver chloride, according to the reaction: Sag2 +2FeCl3 =2AgCl + 

2FeCL2+S.    It was difficult   to   overlook   the striking reaction between silver sulphide  and ferric 

chloride,  which went on visibly, especially when warmed in the presence of a little free acid.    It was 

further observed that the presence of much common salt increases the effect. 

A stock solution was therefore made up of 1 to 2 per cent. of ferric chloride, 15 to 20 per cent. of 

common salt, and a little free hydrochloric acid, and charged with free chlorine. The writer 

proceeded to make various tests on ore obtained from Tonopah, which contained galena, pyrite, 

calcite, silver silver sulphide and gold, in a gangue consisting mainly of quartz. It also contained a 

notable proportion of iron, introduced through grinding. 

In the first experiment, the ore was ground to 80 meshes, and instead of treating it directly with the 

stock solution, the influence of a certain amount of ferric sulphate was first studied. Enough 

sulphuric acid was therefore added to dissolve the free iron in the ore, thus giving ferrous sulphate; 



this being chlorinated by electrolysis or by means of chlorine gas, gave ferric chloride and ferric 

sulphate in the ratio of 2 to 5 (160 to 400). The total volume of the solution, containing also common 

salt and a little free sulphuric acid, was about 1 quart for 2.2 pounds of ore. The mass was warmed 

and kept boiling for 3 hours, care being taken that it was always well chlorinated. It was then filtered 

and well washed with a saturated solution of common salt. This being done, the mass was further 

washed with pure water to remove excess of salt solution, then dried and sent for assay. The results 

corresponded to a 56 per-cent. extraction of gold and a 94.4 per-cent. extraction of silver, leaving 

much room for improvement as regards the extraction of the gold. A second test under similar 

conditions gave similar results. 

In the second experiment, the object was to ascertain the effect of finer crushing. Half a pound of 

ore was crushed to 120 meshes and treated with the corresponding amount of solution, the 

treatment otherwise being identical with that of the first experiment. The result showed an 88 per-

cent. extraction of gold, and a 98.7 per-cent. extraction of silver. It may be noted that a good deal of 

the gold in this particular ore is locked up in the gangue, thus requiring fine crushing, although the 

silver-result is practically as good with the 80 meshes as with the 120 meshes crushing. 

The third experiment was carried out in the cold: time of treatment, 2 days. The results were 

extractions of gold amounting to 44 per cent., and of silver to 79 per cent. 

The fourth experiment simply extended the time of the cold treatment to three days, and the result 

showed a 69 per-cent. extraction of gold, and a 92.4 per-cent. extraction of silver.                                           

Besides the ores above used, others were tested with a view to studying the effects of varying the 

concentration of ferric chloride and confirming the above results. These ores ran from 8s. to nearly 

£8 (2 to 38 dollars) total value per ton, with crushing of 20, 40 and 60 meshes. From all the data, the 

writer concludes that silver-ores, carrying gold, can be effectively treated with a solution of the 

following composition: 1 to 2 per cent. of ferric chloride, 15 to 20 per cent. of common salt, and 1 

per cent. of hydrochloric or sulphuric acid. The treatment may be cold or warm, according to 

facilities; and the process is cheap, it is essentially cyclic, and the real agent (ferric chloride) of the 

reaction is readily regenerated.                                              X. Y. Z. 
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TREATMENT  OF   ORES   CONTAINING   GOLD,   SILVER   AND   COPPER IN   CAJABAMBA,   PERU.      

La provincia de  Cajabamba  y sus  Asientos  Minerales.      By  Fermin Malaga Santolalla.     Boletin del 

Cuerpo de Ingenieros de Minos del Peru, 1905, No. 19, pages 57-89.  

The author sketches briefly the  metallurgical history  of the province  of Cajabamba, in which it 

appears that amalgamation, lixiviation and smelting processes  have  each  been  employed  and  

abandoned several times during a period the commencement of which dates earlier than 1771. 

At the present time, there is only one of the ancient amalgamating mills working, and that on a very 

small scale. The ores treated are the oxidized ores (pacos) encountered near the surface, and which, 

since the mines have been worked for over 130 years, are now scarce. The process (arrastra) gives 

an extraction of 70 to 75 per cent. of the silver-contents, at a cost of £1 16s. per ton (45.80 dollars 

per cajon), the quantity of ore treated monthly being 24 to 30 tons. From 10 to 12 days are required 

for the treatment, and 12 workmen are necessary for the operations. At one time, the sulphidic ores 



were treated by a process analogous to the Freiberg barrel-amalgamation process, but this, under 

the most favourable conditions, resulted in the recovery of only 66 per cent. of the silver. 

In 1898, the lixiviation process, which  in  earlier periods had not proved altogether satisfactory, was 

again  started in  the hope of recovering at least half of the 14 per cent.  of copper contained in  the  

ores.      The Von  Patera method was adopted, and the author describes the plant and conduct of 

the operations in great detail, but gives no  account of the working costs.    The ore is first subjected 

to a dry crushing in a No. 3 Grusonwerk ball-mill provided with screens (No. 20 copper wire) of 20 

meshes, and then to a chloridizing roasting with the addition of 5 per cent. of common salt.    In this 

operation from 8 to 10 per cent. of silver is lost.    The ores on being transferred to the lixiviating vats 

arc washed, and when this was done by the method originally adopted, that is, by filling the space 

between  the filtering  medium   and the bottom of the vats with water, charging the vats with the 

roasted ore, levelling the surface of the latter  and then  filling the  vats with water from   a valve at 

the top, a loss of about 18 per cent. of the silver-content resulted. The causes of this loss are very 

fully investigated, the author citing cases where similar  losses  have  occurred,   and  in  this  case  

attributes  the  cause  to   the dissolving of silver chloride in the concentrated solution of the other 

metallic chlorides present.    The loss is avoided by limiting as far as possible the production of these 

chlorides in the roasting, by strongly heating the ores just previous to the addition of the salt, with 

the object of converting the sulphates, formed during the  earlier stages  of the  roasting,  into  

oxides;   and also by adopting a different method of procedure in the subsequent washing. The vats 

arc first charged, and the water admitted at the bottom;   when the surface of the ore is completely 

covered, the valve at the bottom of the vats is closed and water admitted from above until the vats 

are completely full, this dilution of the solution resulting in the precipitation of silver chloride, which 

remains on the top of the mass of ore.    After this washing water has been drawn off, it is treated to 

a further dilution, more silver chloride is thrown down, and this is collected and added to the 

hyposulphite solution when in the precipitating vats. 

The question  of the deterioration  of the hyposulphite  solution, which  is used over and over again, 

is also gone into very fully.    To maintain the solu- 
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tion in proper working order,  tlic  author adopts  several  precautions; the requisite amount of 

precipitant (sodium sulphide) to throw down the silver actually present, is added, excess being 

avoided by testing the liquor from time to time for silver in solution (by means of a solution of 

potassium iodide). After the hyposulphite solution has been in use for some 50 or 60 days,   it is 

regenerated  by substituting,  as precipitant  for one  operation only, calcium sulphide in place of the 

sodium sulphide ordinarily employed, and using it in excess. 

The sulphide obtained, on an average, contains, after refining, 60 per cent. of silver, 0.125 per cent. 

of gold and 10.12 per cent. of copper. The extraction of silver from ores containing 0.2583 per cent. 

amounts to 82.966 per cent., the losses in the various operations being: roasting, 10 per cent.; 

washing, 0.15 per cent., refining of sulphides, 2 per cent.; while the silver remaining in the tailings 

represents 5.154 per cent. of the original contents of the ore. About 70 per cent. of the gold is 

extracted. 

The anticipations with regard to the copper were not realized; and in fact, although the necessary 

provisions were made for the lixiviation with ferric chloride, the treatment was never carried out, 



owing, it is stated, to the difficulties, chiefly transport, of obtaining iron necessary for the 

precipitation. 

At the present time, the ores are being smelted in reverberatory furnaces, fed with gas obtained 

from anthracite, each furnace being constructed with its own producer, the air for which is supplied 

by a No. 3 Roots blower. The treatment, as described, is performed in three operations, resulting 

finally in the production of metallic copper containing 96 per cent. of copper, 1.73 of silver and 

0.0132 of gold, the weight of the copper obtained representing 14.13 per cent. of the mineral 

treated.                                                               H. D. 

CALCINATION  AND  DISTILLATION  OF  MERCUEY-ORES,  ALMADEN, SPAIN. 

Minas de Almadén:  Hornos de Calcinacion y  Destilacion de  Mercurio Sistema Cermak-Spirek.      By  

Angel   Herreros   de  Tejada.      Revista   Minera, Metalurgica y  de  Ingenieria,   1904,  vol.  lv., pages  

493-496,  505-507  and 517-520, with numerous illustrations in the text and 2 plates. 

The new furnaces at Almaden are altogether five in number and consist of two Cermak-Spirek 

furnaces, with double chambers, each of 20 tons capacity, treating 12 tons daily;  one Cermak-Spirek 

furnace, with a single chamber, of 12 tons capacity, treating 6 tons daily;   and a double-tower 

furnace, of the Spirek type, each compartment of which has a capacity of 12 tons and treating 6 tons 

daily.    The condensing apparatus in connection with each of the furnaces is identical in 

construction, but has a capacity corresponding to its respective furnace. 

The Cermak-Spirek furnaces are fitted at the top with plates perforated with holes 1.38 inches (3½ 

centimetres) in diameter through which the furnace charges are screened, the material treated in 

these furnaces consisting of the pulverized ores, soots, etc., the tower-furnaces treating ores varying 

in size from 1.38 inches (3½ centimetres) up to 7.87 inches (20 centimetres). The ores of Almaden 

contain on an average 8 per cent. of mercury. A detailed description and method of operation of one 

of the double Cermak-Spirek furnaces is given, together with dimensioned diagrams; and similar 

attention is given to the condensing plant. 
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The cost of the Cermak-Spirek furnace is stated to be between £200 and £300 for a single-chamber 

furnace, and between £600 and £700 for one with double chambers. 

An exhaust fan is provided for assisting the passage of the air and gases when the chimney-draught 

is found to be insufficient.              

References are given to other installations on this system, and to other articles published which also 

give a description of the furnaces.                                                                                                                   

H.D. 

ELECTROLYTIC DETERMINATION OF TIN.  

Electrolisis del Estaño. By Julio de la Escosura y Tablares. Revista Minera, Metalurgica y de Ingenieria, 

1904, vol. lv., pages 169-171.  

The author, following up the method adopted by Prof. Classen for determining the amount of tin in 

the double chloride of tin and ammonium, has made investigations with the object of finding a quick 

method of actually preparing this salt, in order to widen the practical application of the method. He 

takes as his starting point metallic tin. The electrolyte is then prepared by dissolving the metal in 



boiling hydrochloric acid (concentrated). When solution is complete, a quantity of ammonium 

chloride (equal to twice the weight of the tin taken), dissolved in distilled water, is added, and the 

whole is then evaporated to complete dryness on a water-bath. The double salt is taken up with 

water, oxalic acid is then added, and afterwards tartaric acid. The electrolyte thus prepared is 

submitted to a current of 5½ volts passing 1½ amperes. Winckler electrodes are used, and the liquid 

is maintained at a temperature between 140° and 158° Fahr. (60° and 70° Cent.). The time required 

for complete deposition is about 4½ hours.    The colour of the deposited tin is pearl-grey. 

The results of four determinations were as follows: taking quantities of pure tin of 3.09, 2.78, 3.08 

and 2.39 grains (0.20, 0.18, 0.1985 and 0.155 grammes), the quantities deposited corresponded to 

99.60, 99.97, 99.84 and 99.36 per cent. respectively.    The conditions in each case were identical. 

H. D. 

ROASTING  ZINC-BLENDE, AND CONVERSION   Oh THE SULPHUROUS ACID INTO SULPHURIC ACID.  

Die Röstung [Roestung] der Zinkblende mit Rücksicht [Ruecksicht] auf die Verarbeitung der dabei 

entwickelten schwefligen Säure [Saeure] auf Schwefelsäure [Schwefelsaeure] .    By Friedrich 

Kellermann.     Österreichische [Oesterreichische]   Zeitschrift für [fuer]   Berg-   and   Hüttenwesen 

[Huettenwesen] ,   1903,   vol.   li.,  pages 606-608, and 1 plate.  

The difficulty in roasting zinc sulphide is to eliminate the sulphur. Zinc has a strong tendency to form 

basic zinc sulphide, which at a high temperature is decomposed into zinc oxide and sulphide. In 

Hungarian furnaces, the production of basic zinc sulphide is due (1) to shaking down the fresh ore on 

to the grate, where it mixes with that already roasted, and sulphur is given on; (2) overheating, 

especially near the fire-bridge: this can only be avoided by constantly turning the ore; and (3) by 

direct contact of the hot gases with the charge. As the smoke and flue-gases are allowed to mix with 

the sulphurous acid, the latter cannot be recovered. 

To improve the process of ore-roasting,  the   formation of basic zinc sulphide should  be  prevented,  

combustion  accelerated,  a   better  heat-utilization 
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obtained,  and  the  sulphurous  acid  turned  to  account.    Stepped   grates  fulfil these conditions, 

and have been successfully employed to roast various metallic sulphides.    With  several grates,  one  

above  the other,  the  grate-area   is increased, but not the ground-space, and the heat is better 

divided,   the lowest grate being naturally the hottest, and the uppermost the coolest.    The ore   is 

fed in at the top, and is gradually roasted as it passes down to the low grate, where it is completely 

burnt.    As the grate-area is increased, the charge is less shaken, and is easily and quickly sent down 

from one grate to the next. Fresh  air  should be  freely  admitted,  to   burn   the  sulphur and  

oxidize the blende, and the smoke and gases of combustion should not come into contact with the 

charge.    During the final roasting, steam should be played on to the lowest grate, to decompose 

any residuum of sulphur. 

The writer describes such a furnace for roasting brown Bohemian zinc-blende. It consists of three 

superimposed grates, each 11 feet, long, 6 feet wide and 1 foot high, and having a grate-area of 66 

square feet or a total of 198 square feet. The blende is charged on to the upper grate, and remains 

12 hours on each, that is 36 hours in the furnace altogether; it is sent from one grate to the next 

through holes at the four corners, and finally drawn out through openings at the bottom. The 



furnace where combustion takes place has a horizontal grate of 11 square feet area, with a fire-brick 

arch above it. The gases of combustion are led round the three grates before passing up the 

chimney, thus increasing the total grate-surface without allowing the flue-gases to come into 

contact with the charge. The cast-iron grates are enclosed in frames with projections to take the 

bars, and openings for the charging holes on to the next grate. They are revolved through doors at 

the side, and there are also openings in front through which air is blown in to oxidize the zinc and 

iron, burn the sulphur to sulphurous acid, and draw it off into the collector, where it is usually mixed 

with steam. Thus both the ore and the acids are in contact only with fresh air, and both are thus 

obtained in a purer condition than with ordinary methods of roasting. 

E. M. D. 

A  ZINC-DISTILLING   FURNACE. 

Kontinuierlicher Schachtzinkdestillierofen mit direkter Verarbeitung der Rückstände [Rueckstaende]. 

By — Schmieder. Österreichische [Oesterreichische] Zeitschrift für [fuer] Berg- und Hüttenwesen 

[Huettenwesen] , 1903, vol. li., pages 229-231, with 1 illustration in the text.  

Zinc smelting is one of the least profitable of metallurgical processes, because it requires a relatively 

large quantity of fuel, and constant renewal of the fire-proof material, especially the muffles, while 

much of the metal is lost. With the usual methods the furnace is not continuously worked, and time 

is wasted both in putting the fuel into the muffle, and in withdrawing the burnt residuum; the 

muffles and furnace are cooled, and the former soon wear out. Further, the residual products, which 

are more than half the weight of the original charge, say 55 per cent., contain, when thrown away, 4 

per cent. of zinc. In a zinc furnace, working daily 250 tons of ore with 125 tons of fluxes, etc., 8 tons 

of zinc are thrown away with the 200 tons of residuum, or in round numbers £125 per day, if zinc is 

worth £15 10s. per ton. Zinc is also taken up by the muffles, and if they are defective part escapes 

through them with   the  gases of  combustion.                                                          

The writer describes a new furnace consisting of a central vertical column, where  the   ores  are  

distilled   and   oxidized,  the   upper  part   of   which   is  sur- 
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rounded by an outer concentric shaft filled with flame and hot air, and supplying the heat,  both 

being enclosed in an external shell or casing.    Below the outer shaft are two annular passages,  the 

upper one admitting the hot gases to it,  the other  the  air  for combustion.    The  inner  cylindrical 

retort  has  a bell-mouthed cover, and the upper part is pierced in several places by small fire-proof 

pipes which connect it through the outer shaft  with the external casing.  The lower part is open at 

the  bottom, for withdrawing the slag, and has openings through which air is blown in, and above 

these discharge apertures. Wherever the flames circulate fire-proof material is used, the furnace is 

strengthened where necessary with iron plates, stays and rings, and special care is taken to make 

the inner retort perfectly tight with packing-rings. 

The charge is introduced into the hopper at the top of the inner retort, into which it is admitted by 

degrees; it sinks down slowly, giving off air and water vapour, being heated in its passage by the 

outer column, and gradually reaches the proper temperature for reduction. The zinc vapours 

generated escape into the outer shell through the pipes already mentioned, and are condensed as 

from an ordinary muffle-furnace; the gases are passed into a collector, through dust-catchers, and 

discharged. The charge finally reaches the hottest part of the retort, where the air for combustion 



mingles with the hot gases, and distillation is here completed. The residuum sinks still lower, till it 

meets the air blown in through the openings at the bottom. The zinc still left in it is oxidized, a little 

may be recovered as metal, and the remainder is led off, and precipitated as oxide of zinc. Both the 

air for combustion and that for oxidation should be heated. The flames enter the outer of the two 

columns, and play upon the inner retort. Thus two different processes are here carried out, 

distillation and reduction of the zinc in the upper part, and oxidation in the lower, the charge itself 

serving to keep the two separate. 

The advantages of the process are that it is continuously worked, muffles are not needed, less 

attention is required, and much more zinc, both metallic and oxidic, are recovered than in the 

ordinary furnaces. As the charge sinks gradually from the cold to the hottest part, no cooling takes 

place, and a uniform temperature, suitable for reducing the ore, is maintained. As the zinc vapours 

are carried off at once, and are not allowed to come into contact with the water, air, and carbon 

dioxide in the fresh charge, they cannot be oxidized. None of the air blown in at the bottom can 

reach the distilling chamber, because of the high temperature, much above 1,800° Fahr. (1,000° 

Cent.) of the burning charge, and it could not pass the discharge-openings under slight suction. The 

charge being both automatically fed in and the residuum withdrawn, the escape of noxious gases is 

prevented. 

E. M. D. 

ELECTROLYTIC DETERMINATION  OF ZINC. 

Determinacion cuantitativa del Zinc por Electrolisis. By Enrique Hauser. Revista Minera, Metalurgica 

y de Ingenieria, 1905, vol. Ivi., pages 112-113.  

The object of the author in adopting the method described is to obtain an electrolyte in which the 

zinc is in an alkaline solution, but the alkaline base present, being other than ammonium, by the use 

of which, he states, satisfactory results cannot be assured. 

The mineral, in a finely powdered state, is treated with nitric acid (fuming itric acid must be used if 

the mineral is blende), and, after being taken to dryness, the nitric acid is displaced by sulphuric acid.    

The mass is taken up 
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with water and excess of ammonia added, the liquid being then filtered.  The filtrate is evaporated 

to a small hulk, and caustic soda or potash added, either in  the solid form  or in a very concentrated 

solution, and the liquid is again heated. When all the ammonia has been driven off, sufficient acetic 

acid is added to make the liquid slightly acid.    The preparation of the electrolyte is completed, by 

the addition of a definite quantity of a solution of potassium cyanide of known strength, and also of 

a solution  of caustic soda of known strength, and making the whole up to a convenient bulk with 

distilled water. The author recommends the use of a weak current, giving the time  of deposition at 

20 to 24 hours.    By this means, the deposition of the zinc is said to be complete:   the metal being 

deposited in a compact form, an important point in  this  determination. 

The modifications necessary when interfering impurities are present and also for the treatment of 

siliceous zinc-ores, arc given.                         H. D. 

PEAT-MOSSES AND THE INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION  OF NITRATES. 



L’Utilisation des Tourbières pour la Production intensive des Nitrates. By A. Müntz [Muentz] and E. 

Lainé. Comptes-rendus hebdomadaires des Séances de I'Académie des Sciences, 1906, vol. cxlii., 

pages 1239-1244. 

The authors have made experiments with peat from Holland, from Picardy, and from the borders of 

Burgundy, varying in character from the spongy surface-peat to the compact bottom-peat, by 

dividing the material into small fragments, mixing it with an appropriate amount of calcium 

carbonate, sprinkling it with living micro-organisms, and finally adding ammonium sulphate. The 

material thus treated becomes the seat of extraordinarily active nitrification, surpassing anything of 

the kind that the authors had observed in the course of previous experiments with other substances. 

The quantity of nitrate which an acre of peat (3¼ feet thick) would produce in a year, according to 

their results, would exceed 19,425 tons. The phenomenon is remarkable for the rapidity with which 

it takes place, this nitrification of peat being comparable with tumultuous alcoholic fermentation. 

On the whole, the light and spongy, less decomposed varieties of peat are more active in this 

respect, perhaps because air circulates therein more freely, liquids are displaced more methodically, 

and the vastly increased surface presented by the filaments affords multiplied points of lodgment to 

micro-organisms. It is shown, then, that with a comparatively simple installation enormous 

quantities of ammoniacal salts can be transformed within a very short time into nitrates. One 

drawback which the authors at first found was the necessity of using a very dilute solution of 

ammonium sulphate, in order not to hamper the action of the nitrifying micro-organisms. This was 

subsequently obviated by passing the same liquid over a succession of peat-surfaces, adding 

ammonium sulphate as it passed from each to the next in succession. The liquid became gradually 

charged with nitrate, the proportion of ammonia remaining always insufficient to counteract the 

action of the nitrifying organisms. At the fifth passage of the liquid, the amount of contained nitrate 

was more than five times what it was at the first, and even that does not represent the utmost 

possible degree of enrichment. Consequently, the authors consider that the use of peat solves the 

problem of the industrial production  of saltpetre, with economy and  rapidity, on a large scale. 
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Heat is an important factor in  nitrification, and the authors found that most favourable temperature 

was about 86° Fahr.    If the nitrate-factory set up in  the immediate  neighbourhood   of  a peat-

moss,  obviously  the peat itself would, under the circumstances, be the cheapest and most readily 

available  fuel.    Only  one   point   remained   to   be   settled,   that  was,   whether a sufficient 

quantity of ammoniacal salts could be extracted from the peat itself to furnish the nitrifiable matter.    

In the dry distillation  of peat, a large proportion  of the  nitrogen   evidently remains  in   the coke;   

but,  if peat  be  distilled in a  current  of superheated  steam,  almost  the whole  of  the contained 

nitrogen can be obtained in the form of ammonia.    The peat-mosses of France alone could, on this 

hypothesis, yield millions of tons of nitrate, and vie in their output with the great nitrate-deposits of 

Chile.    Still greater is the yield to be expected from the peat-mosses which cover so vast an extent 

in many countries of Northern Europe, and therefore we can afford to contemplate with equanimity,   

either   the   possible   cessation   of   nitrate-imports    from    South America, or the exhaustion of 

the Chilian deposits.                           L. L. B. 

 

FRENCH OIL-SHALE INDUSTRY.  



Note sur l’Industrie française des Schistes bitumineux. By A. Aron. Annales des Mines, 1906, series 10, 

vol. ix., pages 47-75, with 1 figure in the text.  

The system of Government bounties, inaugurated in 1893 in order to help the French oil-shale 

distillers to face the intensified competition of American and Russian petroleum (favoured as that 

was by a 50 per-cent. reduction in the import-duties), came to an end on July 11th, 1905. Wherefore 

the author takes occasion to review the changes which have come over the industry in France during 

the past twelve years. 

The essential characteristic of the French method of dealing with the oil-shale is distillation at a 

moderate temperature, without the use of any foreign substance as fuel.  The Scottish method of 

distillation at high temperatures involves the use of coal, burnt in gas-producers.  Messrs. John Fyfe 

and William Young in 1900 introduced changes such as to combine the advantages of both the 

French and the Scottish systems with the view of increasing the output and diminishing waste.     A 

battery of sixteen retorts, on the Young-and-Fife plan, was set up for the first time in France in 1903, 

at the Ravelon factory. This type of retort is described and figured by the author as the "modified 

Scottish retort," and is of much greater capacity than the older type.    Details are given as to the 

process of distillation with  this retort, and as to the economies effected thereby, both in regard to 

fuel and in regard to the output of bye-products. The amount of crude oil, extracted every year from 

sensibly the same quantity ot shale (roughly 200,000 tons per annum) has increased by 40 per cent. 

between 1893 and 1905.    The output from the Allier basin has increased during the same period in 

much greater proportion than that from the Autun basin (88 per cent. in the former, as compared 

with  18 per cent. in the latter).    The number of persons employed in the industry in the former 

basin now amounts to 322, and in the latter to 512.    The distillation-plant has been modernized in 

every case, except that of one refinery which still boasts 60 retorts of the French ype.    The statistics 

which exhibit the great improvement in output, both of oil and of bye-products, attained by the 

utilization of the new retorts, furnish at the same time striking evidence of the inferiority of the 

French oil-shale in itself, as compared with the Scottish:   the yield of oil from the former averag- 
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ing 7.7 per cent., and that from  the latter 12 per cent.    Moreover, while the Scottish   oil-distiller   

reckons   on   obtaining   24   lbs.   of   ammonium   sulphate as  a bye-product from   every ton  of 

shale,  the  French   distiller  can   at  most average 15 pounds per ton of the same bye-product. 

Further, the French oil-shale industry cannot be said to have succeeded in parrying the blow struck 

at it by the 50 per-cent. reduction in the import duties.    In  order to  do  that,  it  would  have  been   

necessary  to   increase the profits by something like 7d. per cubic foot of shale treated;  but 

conditioins, both as to prime cost and as to selling-price, have changed considerably within the last 

twelve years: the prime cost of extraction alone has increased by about 10d. per ton, while the 

selling-price of the various products yielded by the shale has diminished all round by about 1s. 5d.    

The improvements in  methods of extraction, plant,   etc.,  just  about compensate  for the  

enhanced  prime cost and diminished selling-price,  and the effect of the reduction in the import-

duties has to be faced in its entirety.    The comparatively small scale of the French oil-shale industry 

may be gauged from the statement that it provides only about one-fiftieth or one-sixtieth of the 

mineral oil-consumption of France and there seems, for reasons which are cited at length, to be little 

hope of any considerable development of the industry in the near future. 

L. L. B. 



 

BOILER-ACCIDENTS IN FRANCE IN 1903 AND 1904. 

(1) Bulletin des Accidents d'Appareils à Vapeur survenus pendant l’Année 1903. Official. Annales des 

Mines, 1904, series 10, vol. vi., pages 638-649, and 4 plates. 

In the course of 1903, the number of boiler-accidents which took place in France amounted to 32, 

resulting in the death of 16 persons and serious injury to 31 others. In about half the number of 

these accidents the cause is traced to faulty maintenance, and in 8 cases to original defects in the 

installation. In 7 instances, careless handling resulted in disaster, and the original cause of 4 

accidents has not been precisely determined.    

Only two happened in connection with mines and quarries. On July 6th, 1903, at the St. Just 

antimony-mine, near Brioude, Haute-Loire, a tube 4 inches in diameter, in a semi-tubular boiler, 

suddenly burst, with the result that one workman was killed. This tube was corroded along that 

portion of it which was submerged in water, and an indication of its faulty condition was given by an 

escape which took place before the disaster. At the phosphatic-chalk washery of Breteuil, Oise, one 

of the tubes, 4¾ inches in diameter, in a Roser boiler, comprizing 72 steam-tubes, burst, because of 

overheating due to surface-encrustation. The stoker was killed. At Lens, Pas de Calais, the 

locomotive-engine on a colliery-railway was completely overturned by the bursting of the boiler. The 

material damage was considerable, but there was no injury to life or limb; and the primary cause of 

the accident has not been determined, although there was evidently long-standing corrosion at a 

part where the boiler-plates were welded together. To railway-locomotive boilers 5 other accidents 

are debited, and one of the 4 accidents on board steamers cost 5 lives. On January 22nd, 1903, in an 

electric-power station at Dijon, an accident happened to a semi-tubular boiler, which has been 

traced to the insufficient flexibility and ductility of the metal forming one of its parts. Most of the 

other accidents took place in various factories. 
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Of the total number of accidents thus recorded, 7 happened to water-tube boilers, 13 to fire-tube 

boilers, 5 to non-tubular boilers, and 5 to various recipients.     Out of the 16 fatalities previously 

mentioned, 6 occurred in connection with water-tube boilers and 4 in connection  with non-tubular 

boilers. 

(2) Bulletin des Accidents d'Appareils à   Vapeur survenus pendant l'Année 1904.  Official.    Annales 

des Mines, 1905, series 10, vol. viii., pages 626-634, and 4 plates.  

The total number of such accidents in the course of the above-mentioned year amounted to 29, 

resulting in the loss of 18 lives, together with serious injury to 26 other persons. Of these accidents, 

5 occurred with non-tubular boilers, 12 with fire-tube boilers, and 3 with water-tube boilers. In 5 

cases, the cause was traced to defective installation, and in no less than 11 to defective   

maintenance;   while   11   other   cases   originated   in   misuse   or   careless handling. 

Only one accident took place at a colliery. This was at Montricq, in the department of the Allier, on 

December 20th, 1904, when one of the plates of a cylindrical horizontal boiler with an external 

furnace was ruptured for a length of nearly 5 feet. No one was injured. The accident is attributed to 

insufficient water-feed.  In a gypsum-quarry, at Argenteuil, on March 3rd, 1904, an escape of steam 



from a semi-tubular generator killed a workman who was engaged in cleaning out another semi-

tubular generator which was next to it. 

The most serious accidents of any in regard to loss of life occurred in connection with agricultural 

machinery. Most of the other accidents are distributed among various mills and factories, besides 4 

on railways and 3 on board steamboats.                                                                                   L. L. B. 

 

ELECTRIC   POWER-STATION   IN   MORAVIA. 

Elektrische   Kraftanlage am Simsonschacht  der   Rossitzer   Bergbau-Gesellschaft in Zbeschau bei 

Brünn [Bruenn].  By Jakoslav Jicinsky.      Österreichische [Oesterreichische] Zeitschrift für [fuer] Berg- 

und Hüttenwesen [Huettenwesen], 1903, vol. li., pages 225-229, and 1 plate. 

The plant serves the Simson, Anna and Franziska pits of the  Southern Rossitz mines in Moravia.    

There are Ringel and Kladrubsky coke-ovens, the waste gases from which had not hitherto been 

utilized.    As it was found that the fans  and pumps  could be cheaply driven  by  electricity,  this heat 

was utilized by burning the gases under boilers to generate steam, and power was thus obtained 

practically for nothing. 

The power-plant consists of two boilers and a steam-generator. The elephant boilers have each two 

upper, two middle and two lower tubes, and a steam-drum. The boiler pressure is about 160 pounds 

per square inch. The heating-surface of each boiler is 1,076 square feet. The feed-water is softened 

with soda in a Reichling apparatus. The coke-oven gases are led to the boiler-house through 

passages lined with fire-brick, and having fire-clay dampers to regulate the combustion. Iron 

dampers were found to burn through in a short time. 

There are sixty coke-ovens, in which about 110 tons of coal are treated in 24 hours; the gases from 

them are sufficient to heat three boilers, and to generate 600  horsepower,   at 215 revolutions  per   

minute.    The   vertical   compound 
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engine, with jet-condenser, develops 240 horsepower.  The high-pressure cylinder has a diameter of 

15¾ inches, the low-pressure cylinder is 23½ inches in diameter and has a stroke of 14½ inches. Both 

cylinders have piston valve gear  with variable cut-off in the high-pressure and fixed cut-off in the 

low-pressure cylinder. The  variation in  uniformity  of  running  does not exceed   1  in  250     The air 

pump for the jet-condenser is driven from the crank-shaft.    The condensation water is cooled, by an 

electrically-driven centrifugal  pump,  and  is used continuously.    The engine at 12 per cent. cut-off 

in the high-pressure cylinder, and developing 120 horsepower, consumed 17.3 pounds of steam per 

horsepower-hour,  and   17.6 pounds   at  32  per cent.   cut-off,   and  240  horsepower.       The 

Schuckert dynamo is directly coupled  to the engine:   it develops 330 horsepower when  running 

light, and 205 horsepower when the induction current is thrown on.       E.M.D.   

                                                                                        

ACCIDENTS iN CONNECTION WITH ELECTRIC APPARATUS IN PRUSSIAN   MINES   DURING  1903. 

Unglücksfälle  [Ungluecksfaelle] in elektrischen Betrieben der Bergwerke Preussens im Jahre 1903. 

Official. Zeitschrift für [fuer] das Berg-, Hütten- [Huetten-] und Salinen-wesen im preussischen Staate, 

1904, vol. lii., Abhandlungen, pages 557-564, with 2 figures in the text. 



The accidents included in this record number 17. That which took place at the Hedwigswunsch 

colliery, in the Gleiwitz district of Upper Silesia, on October 13th, 1903, appears to have been due to 

the ordinary recklessness of youth. On switching-on a motor (525 volts), the man in charge sustained 

a shock, and his hand was somewhat scorched. Rightly conjecturing that the switch was out of order, 

he went to the transformer in order to switch off the entire apparatus, warning meanwhile his 

assistant against touching the switchboard. That intelligent lad, being left alone, touched the 

metallic portions of the switch-lever with his index-finger, and received a strong electric charge in his 

body. Despite immediate expert assistance, he expired in the course of an hour. The primary cause 

of the mischief was traced to the defective construction of the switch, non-insulating material having 

been inserted where the use of insulating-material was imperative. 

At the Konsolidated Brandenburg colliery at Ruda, in the Beuthen district of Silesia, a man in charge 

of two dynamos working at 9,000 volts, was instantaneously killed through his own carelessness. 

Having switched off one machine in order to execute some trifling repair, he overlooked the fact 

that he was short-circuiting the current passing through the other, with his own body. 

On September 15th, 1903, at the Emanuels Segen colliery, in the Kattowitz district of Silesia, a man 

who was engaged in setting up a motor to work at 3,000 volts, connected it up prematurely (despite 

contrary instructions) with the switchboard. His hand is supposed to have slipped while he was 

polishing up an insulator, and his body being thereby brought into contact with live wires, he was 

killed on the spot. 

Three or four other fatal accidents in Silesian collieries are traceable to sheer carelessness on the 

part of the victims. 

In Westphalia, at the Scharnhorst colliery, near Brackel, in the Dortmund district, a  man, who was 

engaged in repairing a steam-pipe, lost   his balance in taking a forbidden short cut to get  to his 

work, instinctively grasped at live 
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wires (carrying current  from two  300 kilowatts generators),  and, when the current had been 

switched off, was picked up a corpse. 

At the Grille shaft of the Monopol colliery, in the district of Dortmund, there is a high-tension switch-

room  below  bank,  in  connection  with  a small pumping-engine worked by a current at 5,000 volts.    

On December 12th, 1903, the system had only been working experimentally, and was not yet 

regarded as quite ready for daily  use.    Special precautions were therefore considered necessary, 

and the  chief  engineman  was  supposed to retain the key of the high-tension switch-room, nor 

were his assistants allowed to make use of it without permission.    Even then, pumping was to be 

stopped, and the current switched off.    One of the assistants having stolen off with the key, and 

having attempted (for his own ends) to tear out of its place the wire connecting to earth,  short-

circuiting   ensued,   the   switch-room   burst  into   flame,   and   the unfortunate culprit was 

dragged out a half-roasted corpse. 

On the whole, this record seems to show that, if reasonable care be used, electricity is no more 

dangerous in mines than any other form of motive power. The details supplied in regard to most of 

the accidents imply either extreme thoughtlessness or wilful disregard of the regulations, if not 

momentary mental aberration, on the part of the persons concerned.                               L. L. B. 



COLOGNE   CONFERENCE   ON   ANKYLOSTOMIASIS.  

Bericht über [ueber] die am 25. August 1904 zu Köln [Koeln] am Rhein stattgehabte internationale 

Konferenz zur Abwehr der Ankylostomiasis:  Wurmkrankheit der Bergleute.  By Dr. Hugo Goldman. 

Excerpt from the Heilmittel-Revue, 1904, 47 pages.  

Dr. A. Looss, of Cairo, exhibited a number of stained microscopical preparations, illustrating the 

manner in which the larva of the Ankylostoma travels from the skin through the body into the 

intestines. He also showed that, contrary to the hitherto accepted views, the full-grown parasite 

derives its nutriment from the mucous membrane of the intestine. As it attains sexual maturity, its 

ravenousness increases, and pari passu therewith its power to give off toxic substances. These find 

their way into the arterial and lymphatic circulation through the perforations in the tissues made by 

the mandibles of the worm. The Ankylostoma often changes its place in the intestine, leaving 

everywhere slight lesions, not enough, however, to cause in any case much bleeding. 

Dr. Hugo Goldman read a paper on the measures to be adopted for eliminating the parasite from the 

system, and pointed out the inapplicability of the specific name duodenale, since the Ankylostoma 

by no means restricts itself to the duodenum. Moreover, it so shelters itself amid the folds and 

creases of the intestines that it often completely escapes the action of the medicaments which are 

employed to expel it, This difficulty is especially noticeable in the case of persons subject to chronic 

catarrh of the stomach, or who are addicted to intemperance—conditions which appear to be fairly 

common among the miners of Central Europe. The author discarded castor-oil and calomel as 

preliminary medicaments in the cure, and recommended the use of mild purgatives, such as tabloids 

containing 0.5 of phenophthaleine, for the first day or two. He discussed at great length the very 

serious objections to the use of extract of male fern, apart from the fact that it had not by any 

means proved uniformly successful in eliminating the parasite. He cited also cases where thymol, 

santonine and quinine had failed to effect a cure; but he had 
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been successful in no less than 2,500 cases with an extract prepared from a completely obsolete 

drug, used in the Levant as a vermifuge.    He refrained from saying more about this new 

medicament until the chemical analyses which he had undertaken were completed, when he 

proposed bringing it into universal use.    In conclusion, he asserted that the cure of the individual 

miner afflicted with ankylostomiasis would be so much labour lost; if at the same time efficient 

measures were not enforced for the sanitation and disinfection  of the mines. His statements in 

regard to the frequent inefficacy of the extract of male fern and of thymol were confirmed by other 

speakers, and they also (from personal experience)  testified to  the wonderful  effects  of  his  new  

medicament.   The time necessary for a complete cure was estimated at five or six years. 

Dr. Tenholt, of Bochum, dealt more especially with the subject of the disinfection of collieries in the 

Rhenish-Westphalian coal-field. He remarked that the truth of the proposition which he had 

originally laid down, that all other measures could be dispensed with, if only the mines could be kept 

completely dry, or if their temperature were universally maintained below 72° Fahr. (22° Cent.), was 

becoming daily more manifest. Of all the disinfectants with which he had experimented, he found 

milk of lime (quicklime) the most satisfactory, the most practical for use in mines, and, 

comparatively speaking, the cheapest: provided the solution was fresh and kept at the proper 

strength (that was, not unduly diluted), it never failed to kill the eggs and larvae of Ankylostoma 

within a few hours. He held that only those collieries need be disinfected where the conditions of 



temperature and moisture were favourable to the spread of the disease, and, even then, only those 

portions of the workings which were damp or soiled by the miners. He gave an account of the 

enormous success which had attended the use of milk of lime in the Graf Lothringen and other 

sorely-afflicted collieries, resulting in a marvellous diminution in the cases of ankylostomiasis among 

the miners. 

Dr. Hugo Goldman held that the whole of the workings should be sprayed with milk of lime, and said 

that this had been carried out for some years at the Brennberg mines, in Hungary, with considerable 

success. 

The questions of the effects of light, temperature, and dessication on the ova and encysted larvae 

were also discussed, and it was generally agreed that diffused daylight hinders development, but 

does not kill the ova; that the ova can develop into mature larvae even at temperatures lower than 

72 Fahr. (22° Cent.), but much more slowly and with considerable difficulty; and that complete 

dessication of even a portion of an encysted larva will infallibly kill it.                                                                                           

Dr. Thomas Oliver read a paper on the causes of anaemia in ankylostomiasis and the present state of 

the question of miners' worm-disease in Great Britain. He pointed out that the symptoms of 

anaemia were much less prominent in the case of some patients afflicted witli worm-disease than in 

the case of others. He did not consider that this anaemia was due to loss of blood by the patient, or 

to the inhaling of an unwholesome atmosphere, but to the absorption into the system of toxic 

substances generated, directly or indirectly, by the Ankylostoma. Although eosinophilia was 

symptomatic of many diseases to which the miner was subject besides ankylostomiasis, he 

recommended that a microscopic examination of the faeces should be proceeded with, so soon as 

eosinophilia was diagnosed in the case of a miner. He gave an account of the temperature 

conditions prevailing in some British mines, and a summary of the resolution, drafted by the Home 

Office committee on ankylostomiasis.                  L. L. B. 
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II.—BAROMETER, THERMOMETER, Etc., READINGS FOR THE YEAR 1905. 

By   M.  WALTON  BROWN. 

The barometer, thermometer, etc., readings have been supplied by permission of the authorities of 

Glasgow and Kew Observatories, and give some idea of the variations of atmospheric temperature 

and pressure in the intervening districts in which mining operations are chiefly carried on in this 

country. 

The barometer at Kew is 34 feet, and at Glasgow is 180 feet, above sea-level. The barometer 

readings at Glasgow have been reduced to 32 feet above sea-level, by the addition of 0.150 inch to 

each reading, and the barometrical readings at both observatories are reduced to 32° Fahr. 

The statistics of fatal explosions in collieries are obtained from the annual reports of H.M. Inspectors 

of Mines, and are also printed upon the diagrams (Plates XVI. and XVII.) recording the meteorological 

observations. 

The times recorded are Greenwich mean time, in which midnight equals 0 or 24 hours. 

Table I.—Summary of Explosions of Fire-damp or Coal-dust in the several Mines-inspection Districts 

during 1905. 



[Table] 
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Table   II.—List  of  Fatal   Explosions  of  Fire-damp  or  Coal-dust in Collieries in the several Mines-

inspection Districts during 1905. 

[Table] 

Table III.—List of Non-fatal Explosions of Fire-damp or Coal-dust in Collieries in the several Mines-

inspection Districts during 1905. 

[Table] 
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Table  III.— Continued. 

 [Table] 
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Table III.—Continued. 

[Table] 
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Table IV.—Barometer, Thermometer, etc., Readings, 1905. 

JANUARY-FEBRUARY, 1905. 

[Tables] 
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MARCH-APRIL, 1905 

[Tables] 
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MAY-JUNE, 1905 

[Tables] 
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JULY-AUGUST, 1905 

[Tables] 
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SEPTEMBER-OCTOBER, 1905 

[Tables] 
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NOVEMBER-DECEMBER, 1905 
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Vol. LVI., Plate VII. 

Diagram shewing the Height of the Barometer, the Maxima and Minima Temperatures and the 

Direction of the Wind at the Observatories of Kew and Glasgow, together with the Explosions of Fire-

Damp in England and Scotland,  January-June 1905. 
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Vol. LVI., Plate VIII. 

Diagram shewing the Height of the Barometer, the Maxima and Minima Temperatures and the 

Direction of the Wind at the Observatories of Kew and Glasgow, together with the Explosions of Fire-

Damp in England and Scotland,  July-December 1905. 
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THE  NORTH   OF   ENGLAND   INSTITUTE   OF   MINING AND   MECHANICAL   ENGINEERS. 

ANNUAL   REPORT   OF   THE   COUNCIL,   1905-1906. 

The Council regret to have to refer to the great loss that the Institute has sustained through the 

death of Mr. William Logan, a vice-president of the Institute, 1902-1905, and a member since 1867.                                                  

The sad and appalling explosion which took place at the Courrières colliery, the number of lives lost 

exceeding that of any previous colliery disaster, is greatly to be regretted, and appreciation can only 

be expressed of the arduous and valuable services that were rendered by the exploring and rescue-

parties. 

The following table shows the progress of the membership during recent years: — 

Year ending August 1st.                                                          1900.               1903.            1906. 

Honorary Members    ...        ...         ...        ...              30              26              25 

Members          ...............               883           921           931 

Associate Members     ...        ...        ...        ...            132           112           114 

Associates         ...............               108            161           190 

Students           ...............                   59               69              56 

Subscribers       ...............                  23               23              33 

Totals            ............                      1,235                    1,312        1,349 



Although 99 members of all classes have been added to the register during the past year, there has 

been a decrease of 3 members, owing to exceptional losses by death, resignations, etc. 

The deaths (15) include the following:—Members: Thomas Banks, Sir David Dale, Bart., Thomas 

William Davies, Edward Echlin, William Ratcliffe Ellis, Francis Hodge, William Logan, Herbert William 

Middleton, Henry Joseph Morton, Frederic Stephen Panton, Joseph Samuel Scott, Edward George 

Stoiber and Joseph Henry Woolcock. Associate Member: Charles Perkins.    Associate :   Robert 

Berkley. 

The resignations (40) include the following:—Members: Charles Aburrow, Robert Auton, Edward 

Trenholm Bailey, Myles Brown, John Seacome Burrows, John Alexander Chalmers, Herbert Wright 

Chapman, John Coulthard, Richard Stanley Davies, Leonard Ralph Fletcher, William Fryar, Charles 

Gregorie, John Johnson, Hugh Johnstone, Joseph Cook Nicholson, Frederic William North, J. S. 

Sparkes, Frederick Charles Swallow, Joseph Frederick Thomson, Edward Wadham, William Walker, 

Jun., William Henry Wight, Aubrey Percy Wilson-Moore and Wilson Worsdell. Associate Members: 

Jesse Gregson, Charles  Edward Hunter, Charles Reginald Pattinson, 
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Charles Albert Smith, William Stowell, John Weatherburn and George Henry Wraith. Associates: 

Joseph Finney, William Denham Harbit, Alexander Allen James, George Bailey Morris, Frank Douglas 

Murray, John Edward O'Keefe and John William Peel. Students: Andrew Kirkwood McCosh, Jun. and 

James Malcolm MacGregor.                                                                        

The following gentlemen (47) have ceased to be members during the past year:—Members: Gilbert 

Frederick Archer, Archibald Duncan Bailey, John Bibby, William Blakemore, Philip Bolam, Louis P. 

Bowler, Joseph George Bowles, Thomas Breakell, Charles Brent, Ian Cameron, Ronald C. Campbell-

Johnston, Arthur Thornton Champneys, Ralph Clough, Robert Richardson Dees, Charles Manning 

Donohoe, James Fletcher, William Griffith, Eugene Kinnaird Haselden, Moses Hobson, Reginald 

Thomas Hooper, Sydney Horsley, Axel Larsen, Henry Lakin Lawrence, Robert Linday, Gilbert Little, 

John James Muir, William Cuthbert Murray, William Oughton William Pile, Frank Holman Probert, 

Henry Baker Reynolds, Samuel Hulme Rhodes, Thomas Trowell, George N. Vitanoff, Joseph 

Fleetwood Wells and Samuel Herbert Williams. Associate Member : James Tonge, Jun. Associates: 

Hewan Archdale, John Dunn Barker, Joseph Hodgson, William Jones, Harold Sharpley, Harold 

Tarbuck, Joseph Henry Walker and James Wallace. Students: John Edward Ralph Herrison and 

George Teasdale, Jun. 

The Library has been maintained in an efficient condition during the year: the additions, by 

donation, exchange and purchase, include 390 bound volumes and 47 pamphlets, reports, etc.: and 

the Library now contains about 10,900 volumes and 337 unbound pamphlets. A card-catalogue of 

the books, etc., contained in the Library renders them readily available for reference. 

Members would render useful service to the profession, by presentations of books, reports, plans, 

etc., to the. Institute, to be preserved in the Library and thereby become available for reference. 

The following presentations have been received:—-Mr-William Armstrong, oil-painting by Mr. J. 

Hodgson Campbell,  entitled " Under the Coaly Tyne:" The London Lead Company, papers and plans; 

Mr. T. R. Maddison, papers and books: Mr. R. W. Moore, "Industries;"* and Mrs. Varwell, geological 

sections prepared by the late Mr. William Logan, and a number of Ordnance-survey plans.                                                                



Portraits of the late Mr. Thomas Emerson Forster, president 1866 to 1868, and the late Mr. George 

Baker Forster, president 1881 to 1884, have been presented by Mr. T. E. Forster, and the Council 

hope that portraits of other presidents will be presented to the Institute.                                                                          

Panels recording the names of the Presidents of the Institute have been  fixed at each  side of the 

west window of the Wood Memorial Hall.                                                                                  

* Excerpt from The Victoria History of the County of Cumberland, 1905, vol. ii., pages 331 to 418. 
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Exchanges of Transactions have been arranged, during the year with the Transvaal Institute of 

Mechanical Engineers; the Mining Bureau, Manila, Philippine Islands; the South Yorkshire 

Association of Mining Students; and the Sydney University Engineering Society, New South Wales. 

A complete set of the Annales du Musée royal d'Histoire naturelle de Belgique has been exchanged 

for the Transactions of the Institute.                                                                     

The courses of lectures for colliery-engineers, enginewrights and apprentice-mechanics have been 

continued at the Armstrong College, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. The lectures are delivered on Saturday 

afternoons, and the three years' course embraces the following subjects: — 

1906-1907. Michaelmas Term, (1) Mensuration, and (2) the Chemistry of Fuel. Epiphany Term, (3) 

Strength of Materials (with experimental illustrations), and (4) Experimental Mechanics. 

1907-1908. Michaelmas Term, (5) Theoretical Electricity, and (6) Electrical Engineering.    Epiphany 

Term, (7) Steam-engines and Boilers, and (8) Haulage and Winding. 

1908-1909. Michaelmas Term, (9) Transmission of Power, and (10) Pumping and Ventilation. 

Epiphany Term, (11) Metallurgy of Iron and Steel, and (12) Mining Machinery (mainly machinery 

used underground). 

Several colliery-owners have paid the fees (£1 10s. 0d. per annum) and railway expenses of pupils 

attending the classes from their collieries. During the past year, the lectures of the Michaelmas Term 

on Transmission of Power were attended by 13 students, and Pumping and Ventilation by 13 

students, 14 of whom sat for examination and 10 passed; and during the Epiphany Term, the 

lectures on Iron and Steel were attended by 10 students, and upon Mining Machinery by 17 

students; 14 of these were examined and 10 passed. Certificates have been awarded to the 

following students, who have completed the three years' course:—Messrs. J. Agar, T. Barrow, R. B. 

Gardner and H. Purves. To Messrs. S. Cadwallender and R. B. Gardner, who gained the highest 

aggregate number of marks, first and second prizes respectively have been awarded for the session 

1905-1906. 

The Council have decided to publish a supplementary volume to An Account of the Strata of 

Northumberland and Durham, as proved by Borings and Sinkings, and members are desired to send 

copies of any unpublished sections of strata in these counties, or their section-books, to the 

Secretary on loan. A small tracing from the 6 inches Ordnance map, showing the Position of any 

shaft or bore-hole, if not already fixed by previous Publications, will greatly facilitate the work 

Mr. John Daglish continues to represent the Institute as a governor of the Armstrong College, which 

was jointly founded in 1871 by the University of Durham and The North of England Institute of 



Mining and Mechanical Engineers; and Mr. T. E. Forster, in conjunction with the President (Mr. T. W. 

Benson), represents the Institute on the Council. 

Mr. M. Walton Brown will represent the Institute at the Conference of the Corresponding Societies 

of the British Association 
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for the Advancement of Science, to be held in York  commencing on August 1st, 1906.                                                        

Mr. George May represents the Institute upon the Board of Directors of the Institute and Coal Trade 

Chambers Company, Limited.                                                                                              

Mr. Frederick Charles Keighley of Uniontown, Fayette County, Pennsylvania, U.S.A., represented the 

Institute at the celebration of the two-hundredth anniversary of the birth of Benjamin Franklin, the 

founder of the American Philosophical Society. 

The representatives of the Institute upon the Council of The Institution of Mining Engineers during 

the past year were as follows:—Messrs. William Armstrong, John Boland Atkinson, Thomas Walter 

Benson, William Cuthbert Blackett, Bennett Hooper Brough, John Daglish, Matthew Heckels Douglas, 

Thomas Emerson Forster, Thomas Young Greener, George Clementson Greenwell, Reginald Guthrie, 

Philip Kirkup, Charles Catterall Leach, Henry Louis, George May, John Herman Merivale, John 

Morison, William Charles Mountain, John Hodgson Nicholson, Arthur Robert Sawyer,  John Simpson, 

Robert Foster Spence, John George Weeks and Richard Llewellyn Weeks. 

G. C. Greenwell gold, silver and bronze medals may be awarded anually for approved papers 

"recording the results of experience of interest in mining, and especially where deductions and 

practical suggestions are made by the writer for the avoidance of accidents in mines." 

G. C. Greenwell bronze medals have been awarded to Messrs. William Cuthbert Blackett and Robert 
Galen Ware for their paper upon "The Conveyor-system for Filling at the Coal-face, as practised in 
Great Britain and America;"* and to Mr. Donald M. D. Stuart for his paper upon "The Development 

of Explosives for Coal-mines." † 

 

Prizes for books have been awarded to the writers of the following papers, communicated to the 

members during the year 1904-1905: — 

"Observations on Water-sprayed or  Damped Air in Coal-mines."    By Mr. James Ashworth. 

"The Mickley Conveyor."   By Mr. John Wright Batey, M.I.M.E.        

"The Action, Influence and Control of the Roof in Longwall Working.      By Mr. James Thom Beard, 

M.I.M.E.                                                      

"Note  on  a  Natural  Paraffin  found  in   the   Ladysmith   Pit,   Whitehaven Collieries."    By Mr. 

Roger Dodds.                                                      

"Note on the Composition of Coal from the Faröe [Faroe] Islands.'     By Mr.   Roger Dodds.       
                                                                                        
"Notes on Safety-lamp Oils."    By Dr. George Percy Lishman, Assoc. M.I.M.E.  



"The Miners'  Worm-disease,  as  seen in Westphalian and   Hungarian  Collieries."    By Dr. Thomas 

Oliver.                                                         

"The Action, Influence and Control of the Roof in Longwall Working. "  By Mr. Edward Heton 

Roberton.                                                         

"The Development of Explosives for Coal-mines."     By Mr.   Donald M.D. Stuart, M.I.M.E.                                                                            

"Note on the Calorific Effect of Coal from the Faröe [Faroe] Islands.    By Mr. R. R. Thompson.                                                                     

"Note on the Composition of Dover Coal."    By Mr. R. R. Thompson. 

* Trans. Inst. M. E., 1905, vol. xxix., page 449.               †Ibid., page 299. 
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During the past year, the concluding part  of the Report of the Committee   upon   Mechanical  Coal-

cutting  was   issued  to the members,  who are greatly indebted to the members of the Committee 

for this exceedingly valuable report.    Mr. H. F. Bulman has received an honorarium   in   recognition   

of his  services  as  engineer to the Committee.                                    

A Committee has been appointed to enquire into the treatment of coal-dust in collieries, and the 

results of their investigations will be communicated to the members in due course. 

At  the  instance of  the Council,   Prof. Henry Stroud, instructed Mr. G. C. Wood, a research-student 

at the Armstrong College, to make measurements of the specific electrical resistances of the 

different substances found in mines, and the results of these investigations, communicated by Mr. 

G. C. Wood, have been printed in the Transactions. 

The papers printed in the Transactions during the year are as follows: —                                                       

"The Lander Anemometer." 

"A Conveyor for Filling Coal at the Face."    By Mr. Léon André. 
 

"Improved   Dampers   for   Coke-oven   Flues."     By   Mr.   William   Archer, M.I.M.E. 

"The  Application   of  Direct   Cementation   in  Shaft-sinking."     By Mr.   C. Dinoire.  

"A Mechanical Coal-cutter in Queensland."    By Mr. William Fryar.  

"The Great Planes of Strain in the Absolute Roof of Mines."    By Mr. Henry Wallace Gregory 

Halbaum, M.I.M.E.  

" Corundum in Ontario,  Canada: Its Occurrence,  Working,  Milling,  Concentration and Preparation 

for the Market as an Abrasive."     By Mr. David Gillespie Kerr, M.I.M.E.  

"The  Alumino-thermic   Welding   Process, and  its   Application  to General Engineering."    By Mr. J. 

Stewart MacGregor.  

"The Unwatering of the Achddu Colliery, with a Description of the Riedler Express Pump."    By Mr. 

John Morris, M.I.M.E.  

"Undersea Extensions at the Whitehaven Collieries, and the Driving of the Ladysmith Drift."    By Mr. 

John Shanks, M.I.M.E.  



"The Barton and Forcett Limestone-quarries."     By Mr.  Thomas Teasdale, M.I.M.E.  

"Determination of the Specific Electrical Resistance of Coal, Ores, etc."    By Mr. G. C. Wood.  

The rooms of the Institute have been used, during the year, by the Northumberland and Durham 

Provincial Committee of the Surveyors' Institution, London; and the Institution of Electrical 

Engineers, during the visit of the Foreign Societies of Electrical Trades to Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

Permission to attend and take part in the General Meetings has been granted to the Engineering and 

Mining Students of the Rutherford College. 

Excursions were made to Dawdon colliery in September, 1905, and to the Elswick works of Sir W. G. 

Armstrong, Whitworth & Company, Limited, in June, 1906. 

A  collection  of  safety-lamps  was  lent   to   the   Workington Art and Industrial Loan Exhibition held 

in October, 1905. 

The Institution of Mining Engineers has now completed its seventeenth year, and the members are 

to be congratulated upon its continued success.     Meetings have been held during the past year in 

Manchester in September, 1905, and in London in June, 1906. 
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ANNUAL REPORT OF THE FINANCE COMMITTEE. 

The Finance Committee submit herewith a statement of accounts for the twelve months ending June 

30th 1906, duly audited.                                                                                             

The total receipts were £2,888 1s. 3d. Of this amount £49 19s. was paid as subscriptions in advance, 

leaving £2,838 2s 3d. as the ordinary income of the year, compared with £2,740 16s. in the previous 

year. The amount received for ordinary current-year subscriptions was £2,249 1s. and arrears £287 

16s., as against £2,295 7s. and £186 6s. respectively in the year 1904-1905. Transactions sold 

realized £44 4s. 3d. as compared with £18 10s. 10d. in the earlier period, while the sum received for 

interest on investments was the same in both years namely, £317 10s.                                                      

The total expenditure was £2,544 10s. 10d., that for the previous year (which included a few 

exceptional items) being £2,733 18s. Decreases are shewn in the expenditure for furniture and 

repairs, salaries and wages, postages, incidental expenses, expenses of meetings, and prizes for 

papers. The sum of £52 10s. has been paid for work done in connection with the supplementary 

volume to An Account of the Strata in Northumberland and Durham, as proved by Borings and 

Sinkings, and £60 8s. 7d. for the fitting of panels in the Lecture Theatre. 

The figures given above show that the total income exceeded the expenditure by £343 10s. 5d., and 

adding to this the balance of £553 9s. 1d. in hand at the beginning of the year, there is a sum of £896 

19s. 6d. to carry forward. 

The names of 47 persons have been struck off the membership-list in consequence of non-payment 

of subscriptions. The amount of subscriptions written off was £203 18s., of which £115 16s. was for 

sums due for the year 1905-1906, and £88 2s. for arrears. It is probable that a considerable 

proportion of these amounts will be recovered by the solicitors, and will be credited in future years. 

Of the amounts previously written off, £94 8s. was recovered during the past year. 



John  B.  Simpson,   Chairman.  

August 4th, 1906. 
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LIST OF COMMITTEES APPOINTED BY THE COUNCIL 

1906-1907. 

Finance Committee. 

Mr. T. Douglas.                 Mr. T. E. Jobling.                Mr   J.B. Simpson 

Mr. T. E. Forster.              Mr. George May.                  Mr. J. G. Weeks 

Mr. T.  Y. Greener.           Mr. John Simpson.     

                                   

Arrears Committee. 

Mr. T.  Douglas.            Mr. T.  E. Jobling.                Mr. J. B.   Simpson 

Mr.  T. E. Forster.             Mr. George May.                   Mr.   J. G. Weeks 

Mr. T.  Y. Greener.           Mr.  John Simpson.  

                                  

Library Committee. 

Mr. R. S. Anderson.            Mr. J. P. Kirkup.                 Mr. John Simpson 



Mr. T. E. Forster.               Mr. George May.                   Mr. J. G. Weeks 

Mr. H.  Palmer. 

 

Prizes Committee.                            

Mr. R.  W. Berkley.          Mr. T. E   Forster.                Mr. F.  R. Simpson 

Mr. W. Cochran Carr.      Mr. C.  C. Leach.                   Mr. John Simpson   

Mr. H. Palmer. 

 

Borings and Sinkings Committee.  

Mr. J. B. Atkinson.             Mr. W. C. Blackett.            Prof. G. A.  Lebour 

Mr. R. Donald Bain.           Mr. F.  Coulson.                      Prof. H.  Louis. 

Mr. T.  E. Forster. 

 

Treatment of Coal-dust in Collieries Committee.  

Mr. J. B. Atkinson.              Mr. W. Cochran Carr.         Mr. John Morison. 

Prof. P. Phillips Bedson.     Mr.  Samuel Hare.                 Mr. J. C. Roscamp. 

Mr. W. C. Blackett.           Mr. Philip Kirkup.                Mr. R. L. Weeks. 

Mr. Henry Lawrence. 

 

Reference Committee for Papers to Read,  

(a) Coal-mining.  

Mr. W. C. Blackett.           Mr. C. C. Leach.                  Mr. John Simpson. 

Mr. Benjamin Dodd.         Mr. George May.                  Mr. A.  L. Steavenson. 

Mr. A. M. Hedley.              Mr. Henry Palmer.        

(b) Metalliferous Mining. 

Mr.  R. Donald Bain.         Mr.  J. H. Meriyale.          Mr. C. H.  Steavenson. 

       Mr. A. L. Steavenson.  

(c) Geological.  

Mr.  R. Donald Bain.       Mr. J. H.  Merivale.           Mr. Arthur N. L. Wood.  

       Mr. John Simpson. 

(d) Mechanical and Electrical Engineering.  



Mr.  W. C. Blackett.         Mr.  H. Lawrence.             Mr.  W. C. Mountain. 

Mr. J. P. Kirkup.               Mr. C. C. Leach.                    Mr. A. L. Steavenson. 

       Mr. J.  H.  Merivale.      

(e)  Civil Engineering.  

Mr. T.  E.  Forster.               Mr. M. W. Parrington        Mr.  A.   L.  Steavenson. 

Mr.  W.  C.  Mountain.       Mr.  J. B.  Simpson.            

(f) Chemical.  

Prof. P. Phillips Bedson.    Mr.  Benjamin Dodd.             Dr. G.   P.  Lishman. 

N.B. —The President is ex-officio on all Committees. 
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OFFICERS,     1906-1907. 

PAST-PRESIDENTS (ex-officio).  

Sir LINDSAY WOOD, Bart., The Hermitage, Chester-le-Street.  

Mr. JOHN DAGLISH, Rothley Crag, Cambo, S.O., Northumberland.  

Mr  JOHN BELL SIMPSON, Bradley Hall, Wylam, S.O., Northumberland.  

Mr. ADDISON LANGHORNE STEAVENSON, Durham.  

Mr. THOMAS DOUGLAS. The Garth, Darlington.  

Mr.  GEORGE MAY, The Harton Collieries, South Shields.  

Mr. WILLIAM ARMSTRONG, Wingate, S.O., County Durham.  

Mr  JOHN GEORGE WEEKS, Bedlington, S.O., Northumberland.  

Mr. WILLIAM OUTTERSON WOOD, South Hetton, S.O., County Durham.  

Mr. THOMAS WALTER BENSON, 24, Grey Street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

PRESIDENT.  

Mr.JOHN HERMAN MERIVALE, Togston Hall, Acklington, S.O., Northumberland. 

VICE-PRESIDENTS.  

Mr. RICHARD DONALD BAIN, H.M. Inspector of Mines, Durham.  

Mr. FRANK COULSON, Sherburn, Durham. 

Mr. THOMAS EMERSON FORSTER, 3, Eldon Square, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.  

Mr. THOMAS YOUNG GREENER, West Lodge. Crook, S.O., County Durham.  

Mr. HENRY PALMER, Medomsley, S.O., County Durham.  



Mr. MATTHEW WILLIAM PARRINGTON, Wearmouth Colliery, Sunderland. 

RETIRING VICE-PRESIDENT (ex-officio). 

Mr. JOHN HERMAN MERIVALE, Togston Hall, Acklington, S.O., Northum berland. 

COUNCILLORS. 

Mr. ROBERT SIMPSON ANDERSON, Benwell View, Bentinck Road, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

Mr. RICHARD WILLIAM BERKLEY, Marley Hill, Swalwell, S.O., County Durham. 

Mr. WILLIAM COCHRAN CARR, Benwell Colliery, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

Mr. BENJAMIN DODD, Bearpark Colliery, Durham. 

Mr. SAMUEL HARE, Murton Colliery, via Sunderland. 

Mr. ARTHUR MORTON HEDLEY, Blaydon Burn, Blaydon-upon-Tyne, S.O., County Durham. 

Mr. THOMAS EDGAR JOBLING, Bebside, S.O., Northumberland. 

Mr. JOHN PHILIP KIRKUP, Burnhope, Durham. 

Mr. HENRY LAWRENCE,  13, Devonshire Place, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

Mr. CHARLES CATTERALL LEACH, Seghill Colliery, Northumberland. 

Mr. HENRY LOUIS, 4, Osborne Terrace, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

Mr. WILLIAM CHARLES MOUNTAIN, The Hermitage, Gateshead-upon-Tyne. 

Mr. JOHN HODGSON NICHOLSON, Cowpen Colliery Office, Blyth. 

Mr.   FRANK  ROBERT   SIMPSON,   Hedgeneld   House,  Blaydon-upon-Tyne, S.O., County Durham. 

Mr. JOHN SIMPSON, Heworth Colliery, Felling, S.O., County Durham. 

Mr. ROBERT FOSTER SPENCE, Backworth, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

Mr. CHARLES HERBERT STEAVENSON, Redheugh Colliery, Gateshead-upon-Tyne. 

Mr.  ARTHUR NICHOLAS  LINDSAY WOOD, The Hermitage, Chester-le-Street. 

TREASURER. 

Mr. REGINALD GUTHRIE, Neville Hall, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

SECRETARY. 

Mr. MARTIN WALTON BROWN. Neville Hall, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

AUDITORS.  

Messrs. JOHN G. BENSON and SONS, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

BANKERS.  

Messrs. LAMBTON and COMPANY, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 
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L I S T    O F    M E M B E R S, 

AUGUST 4, 1906. 

PATRONS. 

His Grace the DUKE OF NORTHUMBERLAND. 

The Most Honourable the MARQUESS OF LONDONDERRY 

The Right Honourable the EARL OF DURHAM. 

The Right Honourable the EARL GREY.             

The Right Honourable the EARL OF LONSDALE. 

The Right Honourable the EARL OF WHARNCLIFFE 

The Right Reverend the LORD BISHOP OF DURHAM 

The Right Honourable LORD ALLENDALE 

The Right Honourable LORD BARNARD. 

The Right Honourable LORD RAVENSWORTH. 

The Very Reverend the DEAN AND CHAPTER OF DURHAM. 

 

HONORARY MEMBERS (Hon. M.I.M.E.). 

* Honorary Members during term of office only. 

Date of Election. 

1*JOHN    BOLAND    ATKINSON,    H.M.    Inspector   of   Mines, 2, Devonshire  

Terrace, Newcastle-upon-Tyne           ...          ..       Aug.    4   1888 

2*WILLIAM     NICHOLAS    ATKINSON,    H.M.    Inspector    of 

Mines,   Barlaston, Stoke-upon-Trent    ...         ...         ...         ...     Aug.    4, 1888 

3*RICHARD DONALD BAIN, H.M. Inspector of Mines, Durham    Dec.   12, 1896  

4* Prof.   P.   PHILLIPS BEDSON, Armstrong College, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.     

Transactions sent to The Chief Librarian, Public Library, New Bridge Street,  

Newcastle-upon-Tyne  ...        ...        Feb.   10, 1883 

5 THOMAS BELL, 16, Grosvenor Road, Scarborough        ......   Dec.  12, 1896 

6*Prof. GEORGE STEWARDSON BRADY, Armstrong College, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.  

Transactions, etc., sent to Mowbray Villa, Sunderland   ...         .................. Nov.    6, 1875 

7   JOSEPH DICKINSON, 3, South Bank. Sandy Lane, Pendleton, 

Manchester.................         .....       Dec.   13, 1852 

8   Prof.   WILLIAM GARNETT,   Education  Office,  Victoria   Embankment,  



London, W.C.             ......                     .....      Nov. 24, 1894 

9*SIR ARCHIBALD GEIKIE, Director-General of the Geological Survey of the United  

Kingdom, 28, Jermyn Street, London, S.W. Transactions sent to The Geological  

Class-room, University, Edinburgh     ...                     .............   June 11, 1898 

10*JOHN   GERRARD,    H.M.    Inspector    of    Mines,     Worsley, 

Manchester               ...         ...         ...         ...         ...                     ..      June 11, 1892 

11 *FREDERICK AUGUSTUS GRAY,  H.M.  Inspector of Mines,  7, Victoria Square,  

Penarth         ........         ......       June 14, 1902 

12*HENRY  HALL,    H.M.    Inspector   of   Mines,   Rainhill,   S.O., 

Lancashire                 ...............          .....      March 4, 1876 

13*Prof.   ALEXANDER   STEWART   HERSCHEL,  Observatory House, Slough           Aug.   3, 1872 

14*Prof.  GEORGE ALEXANDER LEBOUR, Armstrong College,  Newcastle-upon- 

Tyne        ...          ...         ...         ...                Nov. 1, 1879 

15*Prof. HENRY LOUIS, Armstrong College, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Transactions  

sent to The Librarian, Armstrong College, Newcastle-upon-Tyne   Dec     12,   1896 

16*ROBERT McLAREN, H.M. Inspector of Mines, 19, Morningside 

Park, Edinburgh     ..................              Dec.   13, 1902 

17*JOSEPH SAMUEL MARTIN.   H.M.  Inspector of Mines. The Vikings, 16,  

Durdham Park, Bristol      ............      Aug. 4, 1888 

18 Sir CHARLES MARK   PALMER,   Bart.,   37,  Curzon Street, London, W.      

Transactions sent to The Mechanics' Institute, Jarrow-upon-Tyne ...        ...         Feb. 12, 1889 
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Date of Election.  

19*JOSEPH THOMAS ROBSON,  H.M.   Inspector  of Mines,  80,Walter Road,  

Swansea     .................        Aug.    4, 1888 

20*JOHN MARTINE RONALDSON, H.M. Inspector of Mines, 44, Athole Gardens,  

Glasgow ..          ..............       Aug.   4, 1888 

21*ARTHUR HENRY STOKES, H.M. Inspector of  Mines, Greenhill, Derby.........  Aug.    4, 1888 

22*PROF.  HENRY STROUD, Armstrong College, Newcastle-upon-Tyne .........  Nov.    5, 1892 

23*JETHRO JUSTIMAN HARRIS TEALL, Director of the Geological Survey of the  

United Kingdom, 28, Jermyn Street, London, S.W.    ..............  ......  Aug. 3, 1901 

24*WILLIAM WALKER, H.M. Inspector of Mines, Doncaster    ...    Oct.   14, 1905  

25*Prof.   ROBERT   LUNAN   WEIGHTON, Armstrong  College   Newcastle-upon-Tyne.       

Transactions, etc., sent to 2, Park Villas, Gosforth, Newcastle-upon-Tyne  ......... April   2, 1898 

MEMBERS  (M.I.M.E.).     



Marked * have paid life composition.                                    Date of Election 

and of Transfer. 

1   Abbott,  Henry  Arnold,  H.M.   Inspector  of   Mines,   1, 

Highbury, West Jesmond, Newcastle-upon-Tyne        ...                Feb.   13, 1904 

2  Acutt,   Sidney,    The   Barrett     Gold-mining    Company, 

Limited, Kaapoche Hoop, Transvaal       ...         ...        ...               Dec.   10, 1904 

3  Adair, Hubert, Gillfoot, Egremont, S.O., Cumberland    ...               April   8, 1905 

4  Adams, George Francis, Inspector of Mines in India, 6, 

Dacres Lane, Calcutta, India         ...         ...        ...        ...                Aug.    5, 1905 

5  Adams, Henry Hopper, Takapuna, Auckland, New Zealand              April 10, 1897 

6  Adams,   Ormsby  Gore,   School  of  Mines,   Thames,   New 

Zealand            ...                 ...............                  Dec.    9, 1905 

7  Adams, Phillip Francis Burnet, Surveyor-General for the 

Orange River Colony, Government Office, Bloemfontein, 

Orange River Colony, South Africa          ...         ...         ...                Oct.   12, 1901 

8   Adamson,   Thomas,   Westwick   Villa,    Lady    Margaret's 

Road, Southall, Middlesex........        ......                 Feb.   10, 1894 

9  Ainsworth,   Herbert,   P.O.   Box   1553,   Johannesburg, 

Transvaal       .....................                   Feb.  14, 1903 

10   Ainsworth,   John    W.,   Bridgewater   Offices,    Walkden, 

Manchester    ...         ...         ...         ...        ...         ...         ...                Dec.   14, 1895 

11   Akerman,   Ernest,   Mo i Ranen, Helgeland, Norway     ...               Aug.    5, 1899 

12   Alger,   Charles   Ernest,   160,   Dock   Street,   Newport, 

Monmouthshire           ...         ...         ...         ...         ...        ...               Aug. 1,  1903 

13  Allan, John Frederick, Cia de Rio Tinto, Limited, Calle de    A.M. Feb.  10, 1883 

Valenzuela No. 4, Madrid, Spain              .........          M. June   8, 1889 

14  Allan, Philip, 1, Marlborough Gardens, Stanwix, Carlisle              June 10, 1905 

15  Allison,   J.   J.   C.,   Woodland   Collieries,   Butterknowle,    A.M. Feb   13, 1886 

S.O., County Durham           ..............             M. June  8,1889 

16  Andersen, Carl, Sandy, Lincoln County, Nevada, U.S.A.               Oct.     8, 1904 

17   Anderson, C. W., Cleadon Park, Sunderland           ......                Aug. 21, 1852 

18   Anderson, Robert Hay, Apartado Postal, 866, Mexico, D.F.               Aug.   4, 1894 

19  Anderson, Robert Simpson, Benwell View, Bentinck Road,          S. June   9,1883 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne (Member of Council)          ......    A.M.Aug.    4, 1888 

M. Aug.    3, 1889 

20  Andrews, Arthur, 20, Carlyon Street, Sunderland           ...               Aug.    2, 1902 

21   Angwin, Benjamin, St. Leonards, Bassett Road, Camborne, 

Cornwall         ....................                   Nov. 24, 1894 

22 Appleby, Harry Walton, c/o The New Kleinfontein Com- 

pany, Limited, P.O., Benoni, Transvaal             ......                 Oct.     8, 1898 

23 Appleby, William Remsen, Minnesota School of Mines, The 

University of Minnesota,Minneapolis, Minnesota,U.S. A.                April 14, 1849 [?] 

24 Archer, Thomas,   Mardale Parade,  Gateshead-upon-Tyne              July    2, 1872 

25 Archer, William, Victoria Garesfield, Lintz Green, County       A. Aug.    6, 1892 

Durham           ......        ...............            M. Aug.    3, 1895 

26 Armstrong, George  Herbert  Archibald, Castle View, 

Chester-le-Street       ..................                   April   8, 1905 
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27 Armstrong,  Henry, Collingwood Buildings,  Colling wood A.M. April 14      10 

Street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.........         ...      ]\j' j£        *> j°83 

28  Armstrong,   William,   Wingate,   S.O.,  County   Durham          S  Aoril 7   iqrS 

(Past-President, Member of Council)    .........       jj. iuo-    '/     - 

29   Ashmore,  George  Percy,  Calle  Andiencia,   L3,  Caceres,                  ° 

Spain.......................'            pek    ,.,      . 

30  Atherton, Thomas  William  Turner,  Rosslyn,   Elmers A.M. ,lime n'lonl 

End Road, Anerley, London, S.E.          ...        ...        ...        \j   jj        .,.' J  '^ 

31   Athron,  Harold  Vivian,   Laburnum  Cottage,   Hindley,             '   '"      '      '8 

Wigan.....................        ..'          peb    ,3  lqn 

32  Atkinson,   John  Boland,   H.M.   Inspector  of Mines,   2,                           ' 

Devonshire Terrace, Newcastle-upon-Tyne^    ...        ...             Oct    LI   iqoo 

33   Atkinson, R. Hugh M. Buddle        ...     "...       ......             April 10' 1SQ7 

34   Attwood, Alfred Lionel,  Remolinos, por Pedrola, Pro-                           ' 

vincia de Zaragoza, Spain   ...         ...        ...          ..         ...             x\Utf     -   ,,,... 

35   Aubrey, Richard Charles, Belgrave, Trent Valley Road, 

Lichfield          .....................             peb      -   |s-.() 

36  Axtell, Thomas, 5, Sea View, Ryhope, Sunderland                          Oct.    8   1904 

37   Bailes, Thomas, Jesmond Gardens,  Newcastle-upon-Tyne             Oct.     7   1S5S 3S  Bain, Harry 

Foster, Champaign, Illinois, U.S.A.            ...             Dec.   lo'  1898 

39   Bain, Richard Donald, H.M. Inspector of Mines, Durham        S. March l' 187:-! 

(Vice-President, Member of Council)    ...        ...        ...       M. Aug.    5   1876 

40   Bainbridge, Emerson, 4, Whitehall Court, London, S.W.          S. Deo.     3' 1863 

M. Aug.    L 1S68 

41   Bainbridge,  Emerson  Muschamp,  Ashbridge,   Sutton-in- 

Ashfield, Nottingham          ...............             Feb.    8, 1902 

42   Baldwin,   Ivo   William,   Oakleigh,   Ruardean,   Mitchel- 

dean, S.O., Gloucestershire            ...         ...        ....        ...             Feb.   10,1900 

43   Barber,   George Marriott, c/o Jardine,  Matheson  and 

Company, Kobe, Japan       ...         ...         ...        ...          .              April28, 1900 

44   Barnard, Robert, Bhalgora, Jharia P.O.,  E.I.  Railway, 

Bengal, India .....................             Dec.   11, 1897 

45   Barrass, Matthew, Wheatley Hill Colliery Office, Thorn-        S. Feb.    9, 1884 

lev, S.O., County Durham...............       A.Aug.    1,1891 

M. Dec.    8, 1900 

46   Barrett, Charles Rollo, Whitehill Hall, Chestcr-le-Street       S. Nov.    7, 1874 

A.M. Aug.    7, 1880 M. Dec.   11, 1886 



47   Barrow,  William,  Seaton Burn  Colliery,  Dudley, S.O., 

Northumberland        ..................             Feb.    8, 1902 

48*Bartholomew,   Charles  William,  Blakesley  Hall,   near 

Towcester, Northants          ...         ...        ...         ..,        ...             Dec.     4, 1875 

49  Barton, Henry, Central Bank Chambers, Leeds     ...         ..             Oct.   13, 1900 

50  Bates,   Matthew    John,   Highbury,    Stocksfield,   S.O., 

Northumberland       ..................             Feb.  11, 1905 

51   Bates,  Sidney,   The  Grange,   Prudhoe,   Ovingham,   S.O.,       A. Feb.     8, 1890 

Northumberland       ..................       M. June   8, 1895 

52   Bates, Thomas L.,  Station Street, Waratah, New South 

Wales, Australia       ..................             Feb.   12, 1898 

53  Bateson,   Walter Remington,  c/o  Penny  and  Duncan, 

Huanuni, Oruro, Bolivia, South America          ...                         Feb.   11, 190o 

54   Batey, John, St. Edmunds, Coleford, Bath.........             Dec.    5,1868 

55   Batey,   John   Wright,   Elmfield,   Wylam,   S.O.,   North- 

umberland       .....................             Feb     9, 1901 

56  Bawden, James Barnet, c/o The Indian Glenrock (Wynaad) 

Company, Limited, "Glenrock," Glenrock Mine, Pun- 

dalur, Nilgirio, India           ...............             Dec.   11, [89/ 

57   Bawden, William, Pillar House, Keswick.........             Feb.   10,   .« > 

58   Bayldon, Daniel Henry, Broad Street House, London, E.G.             Feb.     8, 18JI 

59  Bayliss, Ernest John, No. 12, Castello, Madrid, Spain ...             April 13, lwi 

60  Beard,    James    Thom,    640,    Clay    Avenue,    Scranton, 

Pennsylvania, U.S.A........,          ......             Feb.   14, W 
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61 Bell, Joseph  Fenwick,  Orchard House, North   Biddick, 

Washington, S.O., County Durham         .........                 April 12, 1902 

62 Bell,   Reginald, The Equitable Coal Company,   Limited,  Barakar, E.I.R.,  

Bengal, India     ......     ......                  Dec.   13, 1902 

63 Bell,  Walter, c/o Pyman, Bell and Company, Hull           ...           S.Oct.     8, 1889 

                                                                                                                  M. Feb.   10, 1894 

64 Bell,  William Ralph, Wearmouth Colliery, Sunderland             A. Oct.   13, 1894 

                                                                                                                           M. Dec.  12, 1903 

65 Bennett, Alfred Henry, Bedminster, Easton, Kingswood and   Parkfield   Collieries,    

Limited,   Easton   Colliery, Bristol.............. ..........         A.M. April 10, 1886 

          M. June    8, 1889 

66  Bennett, Henry, Rio Tinto Mines, Huelva, Spain......               Dec.    9, 1899 

67   Benson, Thomas Walter, 24, Grey Street, Newcastle-upon- 

Tyne (Past-President, Member of Council)      ..          ...               Aug.   2, 1866 

68   Berkley, Cuthbert, Highfield House, Durham      ......               Aug. 21, 1852 

69  Berkley,   Frederick,   Hamsterley   Colliery,   Ebchester,    A.M. Dec.  9, 1882 

S.O., County Durham           ...............           M. June   8, 1889 

70  Berkley,   Richard   William,    Marley   Hill,   Swalwell,          S. Feb.  14, 1874 



S.O., County Durham (Member of Council)        ......    A.M. Aug.  7, 1880 

M. June   8, 1889 

71   Bertram, Charles, 4, St. Nicholas' Buildings, Newcastle- 

upon-Tyne      .....................                    Oct. 14, 1905 

72  Bigg-Wither, Harris, The Mount, Gathurst, Wigan       ...              Jan.   19, 1895 

73  Bigge, Denys Leighton Selby, 27,   Mosley Street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne         June 10, 1903        

74  Bigland,   Hubert  Hallam,   The   Stones,   Whitley  Bay, 

S.O., Northumberland          ......      .........                  Dec.   14, 1901 

75  Bigland, John, Henknowle, Bishop Auckland        ......               June    3, 1857 

76  Binks,   John  Charles, Desford Coal Company, Limited, 

Bagworth, Leicester ...    ...............                  April 28, 1900 

77   Blackburn,   William   Stevenson,   Astley,  Woodlesford, 

Leeds........................                   Dec.   10, 1887 

78  Blackett,   William Cuthbert, Acorn   Close,   Sacriston,         S. Nov.   4, 1876 

Durham            .....................       A.M. Aug.  1, 1885 

M. June    8, 1889 

79  Blaiklock, Thomas Henderson, Manor House, Ferry Hill 

Village, Ferry Hill..................                   April 13, 1901 

80  Bonniwell,   Percival    Ormond,   Cardeeth,    32,   Rylett 

Crescent, Ravenscourt Park, London, W.           ...        ...               Dec.   12, 1903 

81   Borlase, William Henry, Greenside Lodge, Glenridding, 

Penrith             ....................                   Aug.    4, 1894 

82  Bowman,   Francis,   Ouston   Colliery   Office,    Chester-le-        A. June   8, 1895 

Street........................             M. Feb.   13, 1904 

83*Bracken,   Thomas  Wilson, 40,  Grey  Street,  Newcastle-upon-Tyne............   Oct.   14, 1899 

84   Bradford, George, Milbanke, Darlington.........                Oct.   11, 1890 

85   Braidford,    William,   Jun.,   South Garesfield Colliery, 

Lintz Green, County Durham       ...        ...        ...        ...                June 14, 1902 

86  Bramwell, Hugh, Great Western Colliery, near Pontypridd,         S. Oct.     4, 1879 

Glamorgan      ....................       A.M. Aug.    6, 1887 

M. Aug.    3, 1889 

87   Braschi,   Victor   Manuel,   Cadena    No.    2,    Apartado,    A.M. Feb.  12, 1898 

830, City of Mexico, Mexico           ............          M. Aug.    6, 1898 

88   Breakell,  John E., 17,  Broughton Road, West Ealing, 

London, W......................                    April 25, 1896 

89*Brinell, Johan August, Jernkontoret, Stockholm, Sweden              June   9, 1900 

90   Britten, Thomas Johnson, P.O.  Box 494, Johannesburg, 

Transvaal        .....................                  June 21, 1894 

91   Broad, Wallace, c/o Shanghai Club, Shanghai, China     ...              April 28, 1900 

92  Bromly, Alfred Hammond, Tasco, Guerrero, Mexico     ...              Nov. 24, 1894 

93   Broome, George Herbert, Westport, New Zealand        ...              Oct.     9, 1897 

94*Brough, Bennett  Hooper,  28, Victoria Street, London,    A.M. Dec.   10, 1887 

S.W.........................             M. June    8, 1889 
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95  Brough, Thomas, New Seaham Colliery, .Sunderland        ...       g_ -peh     l 

A.M. Aug.   2' 18*70 

96  Brown, Douglas Philip, The Old House, Sowerby, Thirsk          ' Jun"e n' jo89 

97   Brown, Jethro Lonoridge, Tudhoe Colliery, Spennymoor             \ntr     o' l8,98 

98   Brown,   Martin Walton,  10, Lambton Road, Newcastle-      S. Oct0'   7    a?! 

upon-Tyne (Secretary, Member of Council)     ...        .        jj;' ^.'     -V J^i1 

99   Brown, Richard Henry, 32, Kent Street, Halifax, Nova                           '     78 

Scotia........................             pel)     ()   . 

100   Brown, Robert Oughton,  E*wick Collieries, Newcastle-       S. Oct'    s' isqo 

upon-Tyne      .....................      A. Aug.   3| lgJ* 

„                                                                             M. Oct.  12  19m 

101   Brown,    Thomas   Forster,    Springfort,    Stoke    Bishop,                           ' 

Bristol.....................        ...            Aug.    1   1861 

102  Brown, W. Forster,  Cefn Coed, Malpas, Newport, lion-       S. Aug.    q' 1887 

mouthshire      ...        ...        ...         ...        ...        ...        ...      \i, Aug.    5' 1893 

103  Browne, Robert John, Jharia, E.I.R., Bengal, India      ...            Feb.   If)' 1906 

104   Bruce, John, Port Mulgrave, Hinderwell, S.O., Yorkshire      S. Feb.   14' IS74 

A.M. Aug.    7', 1880 

M. June    8, 1889 

105   Bryham, William, Bank House, Wigan      .........             Dee.     8  1900 

106   Buckle,    Christopher    Ernest,    45,   Worthing    Road, 

Southsea           .....................             Feb.   10, 1900 

107   Bull, Henry Matthews, Bengal Coal Company, Limited, 

Rayhara, E. I. Railway, Palaman District, India        ...            April   9, 1904 

108   Bulman, Edward Hemsley, The North Randfontein Gold- 

mining Company, Randfontein, Transvaal        ...        ...             Feb.   13, 1892 



109  Bulman,   Harrison   Francis,   Leazes   Hall,  Burnopfield,      S. May    2, 1874 

S.O., County Durham          ...............A.M.Aug.    6,1881 

M. June    8, 1889 

110   Bunning,   Charles   Ziethen,   c/o   The   British   Consular      S. Dec.     6, 1873 

Agent, Pandemia, Constantinople, Turkey        ...        ... A.M. Aug.    5, 1882 

M. Oct.      8, 1887 HUBurls,   Herbert   Thomas,    11,   Foulis   Terrace,   Onslow 

Gardens, London, S.W................           Feb.     9, 1889 

112*Burn, Frank Hawthorn,   Pattishall  House,   Towcester,       S. Feb.     9, 1889 

Northants......................      A. Aug.    4, 1894 

M. Aug.    3, 1895 

113   Burne, Cecil Alfred, Ranelagh Cottage, High Wycombe      S, Aug.   4, 1894 

M. Aug.   3, 1901 

114  Burnett, Cuthbert, Grange Iron Works, Durham            ...             June   8, 1895 115*Burns, David, 

Vallum View, Burgh Road, Carlisle           ...             May    5, 1877 

116   Burton, George Augustus, Liverton Grange, Loftus, S.O., 

Yorkshire        ...........        ......         ...             Bee.     9,1905 

117   Burton,    Joseph   James,    Rosecroft,   Nunthorpe,   S.O., 

Yorkshire       .....................             April 12, 1902 

118   Butt, Thomas Philip Edward, Randfontein Estates, Rand- 

fontein, Transvaal..................             I)ec-   ll> lhy7  • 

119   Butters, Charles, 220, Crocker Building,  San Francisco, 

California, U.S.A...................             Feb.   10, 1894 

120  Campbell,   Henry    Hunter,    444,    Produce    Exchange,                                    „ 

Manchester     ..................        -•             Jan-   19' lbJJ 

121   Carey,    Gaspard   Robert   de    Mussenden,    Khartoum,                                  m 

Sudan, Egypt             ...............r         •¦             Oct.    12' ,9°J 

122  Carey, Joseph AIacLeod, H.M. Inspector of Mines, 1 horn-                              10()o 

lea, Liberton, Edinburgh............        •••             APnl   4) ™ 

123   Carnegie,   Alfred   Quintin,   31,   Manor   House   Road,                                „()2 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne           ...............             Uct-    "' 

124   Carnes,    Charles    Spearman,    Howlish    Hall,     Bishop                  ^     ^   lg9, 



Auckland        ..................        •••             n"   to' 1S98 

125   Carroll, James, Charters Towers, Queensland, Australia               L«3C.       • ^^ 

126   Carroll, Miles T., Tananarive, Madagascar           ......             L,e,)-       ' 
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127  Casebourne, Samuel Ward Jackson, 9, Meldon Terrace, 

Heaton, Newcastle-upon-Tyne      ...        ...        ...        ...              Dec.   10, 1904 

128  Casson, William Walter, St. Bees, S.O., Cumberland   ...             Aug.   5, 1905 

129  Chambers,   Arthur   Leo,    c/o   The   Messina   Transvaal 

Development  Company,  Grenfell  Camp,   Pietersburg,Transvaal        ..........       Feb.    8, 1902 

130  CHAMBERS,     J. S.,    5,    Jorkovskaja,     St.     Petersburg,  Russia................. Oct.   10, 1896 

131  Chambers, R. E., The Nova Scotia Steel Company, Limited, 

Bell Island, Newfoundland           ............                June   9, 1900 

132  Channing,   J.   Parke,   11,   Broadway,  New  York   City,   U.S.A.................... April 25, 1896 

133*Chappel,   Walter   Richard   Haighton,   Ipok,    Perak, 

Federated Malay States       ...............                Feb.  14, 1903 

134  Charleton, Arthur George, 5, Avonmore Road, Kensington, London, W......... Aug.    6, 1892 

135  Charlton, William, Guisborough, Yorkshire        ......              Feb.   12, 1898 

136  Charlton, William, 10, Tynedale Terrace, Hexham        …             April   8, 1893 

137  Charlton, William John, Ashington Colliery, Morpeth, 

Northumberland        ..................                 April 25, 1896 

138  Cheesman, Edward  Taylor. Claravale  Colliery,  Ryton,         A. Aug.    2, 1890 

S.O., County Durham         ...............           M.Aug.    6, 1892 

139  Cheesman, Herbert, Hartlepool............            Aug.    6, 1892 

140  Cheesman, Isaac Taylor, Throckley Colliery, Newburn, 

S.O., Northumberland        ...............                Feb.     1, 1873 

141  Cheesman,    Nicholas,    Blucher    Pit,    Newburn,    S.O., 

Northumberland       ..................                 Dec.    8, 1900 

142  Chester, Edward Descou, 20, Copthall Avenue, London, 

E.C.........................                  Aug.    3, 1901 

143  Chicken, Bourn Russell, 41, Sunbury Avenue, Jesmond, 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne          ...        ...        ...        ...        ...              Dec.   12, 1903 

144  Childe, Henry Slade, 59, Westgate, Wakefield    ......    A.M. Feb.   12, 1887 

M. Aug.   3, 1889 

145  Claghorn,   Clarence   R.,    Northwestern   Improvement 

Company,    Headquarters    Building,   Tacoma,   Washington, U.S.A.       Aug.    5, 1899 

146 Clark, Henry, Inglenook, Norton, Stockton-upon-Tees ...             April  8, 1899 

147 Clark, Robert, Rothalie, Fife Road, Darlington   ......              Feb.   15, 1896 

148 Clark,  Robert  Blenkinsop, Springwell  Colliery, Gates-          S. May    3, 1873 

head-upon-Tyne        ...        ...         ...         ...         ...        ...         M. Aug.  4, 1877 

149 Clark, William, Cranbury Lodge, Park Lane, Wigan     ...              Dec.   10, 1898 

150 Clark, William Henry       ...............                April 28, 1900 



151 Claudet,   Arthur  Crozier,   6   and  7,   Coleman   Street, London, E.C.             Aug.   3, 1895 

152 Clifford, William, Jeanette, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.        ...              Feb.    9, 1895 

153 Clough, James, Bomarsund House, Bomarsund, Bedlington,         S. April   5, 1873 

S.O., Northumberland         ...............      A.M. Aug.    3, 1878  

          M. June   8, 1889 

154 Cochrane, Brodie, Low Gosforth House, Newcastle-upon-Tyne     ..............  Dec.    6, 1866 

155 Colley, John, Indwe Railway, Collieries and Land Company, Limited, P.O. Box  

4, Indwe, Cape Colony, South Africa........................              Feb.    9, 1901 

156*Collins, Hugh Brown, Auchinbothie Estate Office, Kil- 

macolm, S.O., Renfrewshire         ......        ...               April 14, 1894 

157  Collins, Victor Buyers, Lewis Street, Islington, via New- 

castle, New South Wales, Australia        ...         ..        ...              June 11, 1904 

158  Colquhoun, T. Grant, The Durban Navigation Collieries, 

Limited, Dannhauser, Natal, South Africa        ...        ...              Dec.   14, 1898 

159  Commans, Robert Edden, 6, Queen Street Place, London, 

E.C............         ............                   Nov. 24, 1894 

160  Comstock, Charles Worthington, Boston Building, Den- 

ver, Colorado, U.S.A..........               ...                June 10, 1905 
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161 Comstock,   Theo.   B.,   Prescott   Development   Syndicate, Limited, 535,  

Stimson Block, Los Angeles, California U.S.A.............         .........                      Feb. 13, 1897 

162  Cook,   Joseph,    Washington    Iron    Works,    Washington,                May 8,  1869 

S.O., County Durham          ...        ...        ......                    

163   Cook, Joseph, Jun., Washington Iron Works, Washington,            

S.O., County Durham          ...............                 Oct. 9, 1897 

164  Cook, James Falshaw, Washington Iron Works, Washington, S.O.,  

County Durham ...         ...        ...         ...            Feb. 12, 1898              

165   Cook, John Watson, Binchester Hall, Bishop Auckland...               Oct. 14, 1893 

166   Cooke,    Henry  Moore  Annesley,   The  Ooregum  Gold-mining Company  

of India, Limited, Oorgaum, Province of Mysore, India       ............        ......             Dec. 12, 1896 

167   Corbett,  Vincent,  Blackett Colliery, Haltwhistle, S.O.,          A. June 11, 1898 

Northumberland        ...        .........        ...        ...          M.Feb   13, 1904 

168   Corbett,  Vincent Charles   Stuart   Wortley,   Chilton 

Moor, Fence Houses ...         ...         ...         ...        ...        ...                Sept. 3,  1870 

169   Corlett, George Stephen, Wigan      ............                 Dec.   12, 1891 

170   Corning,   Christopher   Robert,   36,   Wall   Street,   New 

York City, U.S.A..................                   June 14, 1902 

171   Coste,   Eugene,  34,   Madison  Avenue,   Toronto,   Ontario, 

Canada........................                    June  9, 1900 

172   Coulson,   Frank,   Sherburn,    Durham    (Vice-President,         S. Aug. 1,   1868 

Member of Council)..................            M. Aug.  2, 1873 

173   Coulthard, Francis, The Result, Whitehaven      ......                June  8,   1889 

174   Couves, Harry Augustus, 116, Shortridge Terrace, Jesmond, 



Newcastle-upon-Tyne           ...         ...        ...        ...         ...                Feb.   10, 1906 

175   Cowper-Coles,   Sherard   Osborn,   Grosvenor   Mansions, 

Victoria Street, Westminster, London, S.W.   ...        ...                Dec.     9, 1899 

176   Cox, John H., 10, St. George's Square, Sunderland ...         ...               Feb.     6, 1875 

177   Craster,  Walter Spencer, P.O.  Box 216, Kopje, Salis- 

bury, Rhodesia, South Africa        ............                  Dec.     8, 1900 

178   Craven, Robert Henry, The Libiola Copper-mining Company, 

Limited, Sestri Levante, Italy      ...        ...        ...                 Feb.  11, 1905 

179  Crawford, James Mill, Fairlawn, Leasingthorne, Bishop 

Auckland         .....................                   Feb. 14, 1903 

180  Crofton,   Charles,  17, Albany    Gardens,  Whitley  Bay, 

S.O., Northumberland          ...............                   Oct. 11, 1902 

181   Crone, Charles Herbert. Croft View, Killingworth. New- 

castle-upon-Tyne       ............                     ...                 Oct.   14. 1899 

182   Crookston, Andrew White, 188, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow      .....................Dec.   14, 1895 

183  Crosby,   Arthur,   Douglas   Colliery,  Limited, Balmoral,    A.M. Aug.   7, 1897 

Transvaal        .....................             M. April 12, 1902 

184  Cross, William Haslam, 77, King Street, Manchester    ...               Feb.    8, 1902 

185   Croudace, Thomas, Lambton Lodge, Lambton, Newcastle, 

New South Wales, Australia          ............                  Nov.    6, 1862 

186   Cruz y Diaz, Emiliano de la, Malasaña, 3, Madrid, Spain              June 14, 1902 

187   Currie,    Walter,   P.O.   Box   2'20,   Bulawayo,   Rhodesia, 

South Africa....................                    April 25, 1896 

188   Curry, Michael, Cornsay Colliery, Durham            ......                Aug.   6, 1898 

189   Cutten,  William  Henry, Billiter Square Buildings. Lon- 

don, E.C.......        ...............                  Aug.    5, 1899 

190   Daggar  Henry  James,   The    Associated   Gold-mines   of 

Western Australia, Limited, Kalgoorlie, Western Australia     ......           Oct.    12, 1901 

191   Daglish, John,  Rothley Crag, Cambo, S.O., Northumberland ; 

and Branksome Court, Branksome Park, Bournemouth (Past-President,  

Member of Council)    ...        ...                   Aug. 21, 1852 

192   Daglish,   William  Charlton,   Littleburn  Colliery,   near 

Durham            .....................                   Dec.   12, 1896 

193   Dakers, William  Robson, Tudhoe Colliery,   Spennymoor    A. M. Oct.   14, 1882 

M. Aug.    3, 1889 
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104 Dan, Takuma,   Mitsui   Mining   Company,   1,   Suruga-cho, 

Nihonbashi-ku, Tokyo, Japan        ...         ...        ...        ...               April 14, 1894 

195 Daniel, Peter Francis, Greymouth, New Zealand           ...               April   8, 1893  

196 Danks, Andrew, Glendale, Normandien, Post Newcastle, 

Natal, South Africa..................                   Aug.    3, 1901 

197 Darby, John Henry, Pen y Garth, Brymbo, Wrexham    ...               Feb.    9, 1895 

198 Darling, Fenwick, Eldon Colliery, Eldon, Bishop Auckland              Nov.    6, 1875 



199 Darlington, James.  Black   Park Colliery, Ruabon, North          S. Nov.  7, 1874 

Wales   ...        .....................             M. Aug.    4, 1877 

200 Davey, George, 34, Carlton Vale, Maida Vale, London, W.               June 10, 1893 

201 Davies, David, Cowell House, Llanelly, South Wales                        Dec.     9, 1899 

202  Davies, William Stephen, The Poplars, Mountain Ash   ..              Feb.   14, 1903 

203  Davis, Charles Henry, 99, Cedar Street. New York City, 

U.S.A................    .........                    Oct.   13, 1900 

204 Davis, Kenneth, Bebside Colliery. Bebside, S.O., Northumberland    .............. April 13, 1889 

205  Daw,    Albert    William,    11,   Queen    Victoria    Street, 

London, E.C.....................                    June 12, 1897 

206  Daw,   John, Jun.,   Walreddon    Manor, Tavistock, Devon               Dec.   14, 1895 

207   Dean,   Harry,   Kenilworth  Road, Monkseaton,   Whitley 

Bay, S.O., Northumberland           ............                  June 10, 1905 

208  Dean, John, The Wigan Coal and Iron Company, Limited, 

Wigan.......................                    Feb.  13, 1904 

209   Dees, James Gibson, Floraville. Whitehaven           ...         ...               Oct.    13, 1883 

210   Denny, George A., 564, Salisbury House, London, E C.  ...               Dec.     8, 1894 

211   Dickinson, Arthur, Warham Road, South Croydon, Surrey              April 14, 1894 

212  Dietzsch,  Ferdinand,  652-655,  Salisbury House,  London 

Wall, London, E.C..................                   Aug.    5, 1899 

213*DINGWALL,   William   Burliston-Abigail, Apartado,   113, 

Matehuala, San Luis Potosi, Mexico       ...         ...         ...                Aug.    4, 1900 

214  Ditmas,    Francis    Ivan     Leslie,    Chindwara,    Central          A. June 11, 1898 

Provinces, India        ..................            M. June 14, 1902 

215  Dives,   Robert,  Industries   Office,   Saccharine    Buildings, 

Railway Street, Durban, Natal, South Africa ...        ...                Feb.     8, 1902 

216   Dixon, Arthur Edwin, Hampsons Collieries, Waschbank, 

Natal, South Africa ...           .............                   Dec. 12, 1903 

217   Dixon,   David   Watson,   Lumpsey  Mines.   Brotton, S.O., 

Yorkshire        .................          ...                   Nov.    2, 1872 

218   Dixon,   Jonathan,   Westport   Coal   Company,   Limited, 

Denniston, New Zealand     ...         ...        ......        ...                Oct.    13, 1894 

219   Dixon,  Joseph Armstrong, Shilbottle Colliery, Lesbury, 

S.O., Northumberland         ..............                  Dec.   14,1901 

220*Dixon, James Stedman, Fairleigh, Bothwell, Glasgow       ...               Aug.    3, 1878 

221   Dixon,   Robert,   Sankey   Wire    Mills    and   Ropeworks, 

Warrington     ...         ...         ...        ...         ...         ...         ...               June    5, 1875 

222  Dixon, William, Cleator, S.O., Cumberland          ......                April 10, 1897 

223   Dobb,   Thomas Gilbert,  Brick House,  Westleigh,  Leigh. 

Lancashire       ...         ...        ...        ...        ...        ..;        ...                Dec.     8, 1894 

224  Dobbs, Joseph, Jarrow Colliery, Castlecomer, S.O., County 

Kilkenny         .....................                   April 14, 1894 

225  Dodd,  Benjamin,  Bearpark Colliery, Durham (Member of         S. May    3, 1866 

Council)            .....................             M.Aug.    1, 1868 

226   Dodd, Michael, Rand Club, Johannesburg, Transvaal     ...         S. Dec.     4, 1875 

A.M. Aug.    7, 1880 

M. June    8, 1889 

227   Doise, Sosthenes, Chaton (Seine-et-Oise), France   ...                           June 14, 1902 



228  Donald, William E., Rhodesia Broken Hill, North Rhodesia, 

South Africa      ....................                  Oct. 14, 1905 

229*Donkin,   W.,   Mines Department, Macequece,   Portuguese         S. Sept.   2, 1876 

East Africa          ............                 ......      A.M.Aug.    1, 1885 

M. June    8, 1889 

230 Dormand, Ralph Brown, Cambois House, Cambois, Blyth         A. Dec.     9, 1893 

                                                                                                                         M. Aug.   3, 1901 

231 Douglas,  Arthur Stanley, The Garth, Darlington        ...               Feb.  13, 1904 
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232*Douglas, Charles   Prattman,  Thornbeck   Hill,   Carmel                       

Road, Darlington       ...        ...        ...        ...                                    March 6, 1869 

233  Douglas,    James,   99,   John Street,   New  York City,            

U.S.A.            ...        ...        ...        ...        ...                                   Oct. 14, 1899 

234  Douglas, Matthew Heckels, Usworth Colliery, Washing-    A.M. Aug 2, 1879 

ton, S.O., County Durham   ...        ...        ...        ...        ...         M. Aug. 3, 1889 

235  Douglas, Thomas, The Garth, Darlington (Past-President,                                 

Member of Council)   ...         ...         ...         ...        ...             Aug. 21, 1852 

236  Doyle,   Patrick,  Indian  Engineering,    6,  Mission   Row,                         

Calcutta. India.    Transactions sent to c/o F. E. Robertson,   8,   Great   George    

Street,   Westminster,   London        A. M. March 1, 1879     

...        ...        ...        ...        ...        ...        ...                    M. Aug.  3, 1889 

237  Draper, William, Silksworth Colliery, Sunderland         ...         A. Dec. 14, 1889 

M. Dec. 12, 1903 

238  Eastlake,  Arthur    William,   Grosmont,   Palace   Road, 

Streatham Hill, London, S.W.      ...        ...        ...        ...              June 11,   1892 

239  Ede,   Henry  Edward,   10,   Violet   Bank,   Nether  Edge, 

Sheffield          ...............        .....                 July 14, 1896 

240  Eden, Charles Hamilton, Glyn Dderwen, Blackpill, S.O., 

Glamorgan      ....................                 June 14, 1890 

241   Edwards, Edward, Maindy Pit, Ocean Coal Company, Ton 

Pentre, South Wales           ...        ...        ...        ...        ...              Feb. 9,   1895 

242  Edwards, Herbert Francis, 104, Stanwell Road, Penarth             Oct.   12, 1901 

243  Eliet,  Francis  Constant   André   Benoni    Élié   du, 
Compagnie   Lyonnaise   de   Madagascar,   à  Ambositra, Madagascar    ............  Aug.   3, 1901 

244*Elsdon, Robert William Barrow     ...        .........              April 13, 1901 

245 Eltringham,     George,    Eltringham   Colliery,    Prudhoe,         A. Dec.  8, 1894 

Ovingham, S.O., Northumberland            ...         ...         ...        M. Aug.  2, 1902 

246  Elwen,    Thomas   Lee,    Brandon   Colliery,   S.O.,   County 

Durham          ......     ...............                 Oct.   13, 1888 

247   Embleton, Henry Cawood, Central Bank Chambers, Leeds             April 14, 1894 

248  Engel, Konrad Ernst Richard, Friedrichstrasse, 2, Essen 

Ruhr, Germany        ..................                 April 28, 1900 

249 English,  John,   Broomfield,   Chopwell,  Ebchester,   S.O., 



County Durham        ..................                 Dec.     9, 1899 

250  Epton, William Martin, Langworth, Lincoln     ...        ...              Oct.   12, 1895 

251   Esmarch, Cecil August, 13, Westgate Road, Newcastle- 

upon-Tyne      .....................                 April   9, 1904 

252  Esuman-Gwira, John Buckman, Cape Coast Castle, West Africa.............           April  2, 1898 

253  Etherington,   John,  39a,  King William  Street,  London 

Bridge, London, E.C................                 Dec.     9, 1893 

254  Evans,  George Henry, Breckenridge, Colorado, U.S.A. ; 

and Bohemian Club, San Francisco. California,  U.S.A.              June   9, 1900 

255  Evans, Lewis, New Modderfontein Gold-mining Company, 

Limited, Mine Office, Benoni, Transvaal.........               Oct.   14, 1893 

256  Everard, John Breedon, 6, Millstone Lane, Leicester                     March 6, 1869 

257  Fairley, James, Craghead and Holmside Colliery, Chester-    A.M. Aug.  7, 1880 

le-Street         ...        ............        ......            M. Aug.   3, 1889 

258  Fangen, Stener August, Kroken No. 7, Bergen, Norway               April   9, 1904 

259  Favell, John Milnes, Sudan Survey Department,  Khartoum, Sudan, Egypt    Aug.   5, 1905 

260  Fawcett, Edward  Stoker, Battle  Hill  House,  Walker,         A. June 11, 1892 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne          .............            M. Aug.    6, 1904 

261  Fellows,   Alfred,   The  Bede Metal and Chemical Com pany,                       

Limited, Hebburn, S.O., County Durham         ...               June 13, 1896 

262   Felton, John Robinson, West Stanley Colliery, Stanley,          S. June   8, 1901 

S.O., County Durham         ...............            M. June 10, 1905 

263*Fenwick,   Barnabas, 37,  Osborne Road, Newcastle-upon-Tyne   Aug.   2,   1866 
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264  Fergie, Charles, P.O. Box 64, Sydney, Nova Scotia        ...               Dec.    9, 1893 

265   Ferguson,  Cornelius,   Walbottle   Colliery,    Scotswood, 

S.O., Northumberland         ...............                  Feb.  12, 1898 

266 Ferguson,    David,    140,    Hyndland    Drive,    Kelvinside,    A.M. Dec. 8, 1883 

Glasgow           .....................             M.  Aug.  3, 1889 

267 Ferguson, James, P.O.  Box 98, Johannesburg,   Transvaal              Dec.   12, 1896 

268 Fernau, John James Constant, Frank, Alberta, Canada                 Dec.   10, 1898 

269   Field, Edwin Richard, Daylesford, Victoria, Australia ...               April 28, 1900 

270   Fieuzet, Eugène, 4, rue Saint Blaise, Bagnières de Bigorre, 

Hautes Pyrénées, France     ...............                  Dec. 14, 1901 

271   Figari, Alberto, Apartado, 405, Lima, Peru           ......               April 25, 1896 

272  Fisher,    Edward    Robert,    Blaina    Lodge,    Llandebie,    A.M. Aug.  2, 1884 

S.O., Carmarthenshire          ..............           M. Aug.  3, 1889 

273   Fisher,   Gathorne   John,   Club   Chambers,   Pontypool, 

Monmouthshire          ..................                  April  9, 1904 

274   Fisher, Henry Herbert, Calle Once de Setiembre, 1912, 

Belgrano, near Buenos Aires, Argentine Republic       ...               Oct.  8, 1904 

275  Fleming,  Henry Stuart,  1, Broadway, New York City, 

U.S.A...................         ......                  June 10, 1905 



276  Fletcher, Harold, Rand Club, Johannesburg, Transvaal ..               Feb.   13, 1904 

277   Fletcher, James, Granity, via Westport, New Zealand   ...               Oct.    14, 1905 

278   Fletcher, Lancelot Holstock. Allerdale Coal Company,    A.M. April 14, 1888 

Limited, Colliery Office, Workington      .........           M.June    8, 1889 

279*Fletcher, Walter, The Hollins, Bolton, Lancashire       ...               Dec.   14, 1895 

280   Flint, John, Radcliffe House, Acklington, S.O., Northum- 

berland...         ...        ...        ...         ...      -...         ...         ...                Jan.   19, 1895 

281   Ford,   Mark, Washington Colliery, Washington Station, 

S.O., County Durham           ...............                 Aug.    3, 1895 

282   Ford, Stanley  Horace,   P.O. Box 2056,   Johannesburg, 

Transvaal        ......                ............                  June 10, 1893 

283  Forrest, John Charles, Holly Bank Colliery, Essington. 

Wolverhampton..................                   April 12, 1884 

284   Forster, Alfred  Llewellyn, 5, Haldane Terrace, Newcastle- 

upon-Tyne       ...        ...        ......        ...        ...                June   8, 1901 

285  Forster,   John   Henry    Bacon,   Cramlington    Colliery,          S. Nov. 24, 1894 

Cramlington, S.O., Northumberland       .........           A. Aug.    7, 1897 

M. Feb.   10, 1900 

286   Forster, Joseph William, New Kleinfontein Company, 

P.O., Benoni, Transvaal     ...............                  Feb,   13, 1904 

287   Forster, Richard Percival, Mount Pleasant, Spennymoor              Feb.  14, 1903 

288   Forster, Thomas Emerson, 3, Eldon Square,  Newcastle-         S. Oct.  7, 1876 

upon-Tyne (Vice-President, Member of Council)       ...     A.M. Aug.  1, 1885 

M. June   8, 1889 

289  Fox,  George  Charles,  P.O.   Box   1961,   Johannesburg, 

Transvaal        .................        ...                  Feb.   14, 1903 

290   Frecheville, William, 35, Queen Victoria Street, London, 

E.C.........................                    Feb.   15, 1896 

291   Fryar, John William, Eastwood Collieries, near Nottingham         A. June 14, 1890 

      ........................             M. June 12, 1897 

292  Fryar, Mark, Denby Colliery, Derby            .........          S. Oct.   7, 1876 

A.M. Aug.  4, 1883 

M. June    8, 1889 

293   Fryar, Thomas Lewis, Toowoomba, Queensland, Australia              Dec.     9, 1905 

294   Fryer, George Kellett, Bleak House, Broughton Moor, 

Maryport        ....................                   Dec.   14, 1901 

295  Futers, Thomas Campbell, 17, Balmoral Gardens, Monk- 

seaton, Whitley Bay, S.O., Northumberland    ......                Aug.    6, 1904 

296  Galloway,  Thomas   Lindsay,  175,  West  George   Street, 

Glasgow           .....................                   Sept.   2, 1876 

297 Galloway,   William, Cardiff..............                  April 23, 1887 

298 Gallwey, Arthur   Payne,    Rand   Club,   Johannesburg,           S. Oct.     2, 1880 

Transvaal        .....................             M. Oct.   10, 1891 
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299   Gardiner, Edgar Tom,   Hoppyland  House,  Albert  Hill, 

Bishop Auckland       ...         ...         ...        ...        ...            Dec. 8, 1894 

300  Gascon y Miramon, Antonio, Carranza, 8, Madrid, Spain                Aug. 2, 1902 

301   Gibson,   George  Douglas,  Vause  Road, Durban,  Natal,                   

South Africa.................        ...                   Feb. 11, 1905 

302   Gibson, James, c/o W. E. Robarts, Acutts Arcade, Durban,    A.M. Dec. 9, 1899 

Natal, South Africa..................            M. Feb.  13, 1904 

303   Gifford,   Henry   J.,   The   Champion   Reef   Gold-mining                            

Company, Champion Reef, Mysore State, India            ..                 Oct.  14, 1893 

304   Gillman, Gustave, Aguilas, Provincia de Murcia, Spain ...               Aug.  2, 1902 

305   Gipps, F. G. de Visme, Stannary Hills Mines and Tramway 

Company, North Queensland, Australia ...        ......                April 25, 1896 

306   Goninon,   Richard,    Menzies   Consolidated    Gold-mines, 

Limited, Menzies, Western Australia             ...         ...                June 10, 1906    

307   Goodwin,  Robert Harvey, Hill Cottage, Seaford, S.O., 

Sussex     ...                 .................                   Oct.   13, 1900 

308   Goodwin, William Lawton, School of Mining, Kingston, 

Ontario, Canada       ......        ...        ...        ...          ..                Feb. 11, 1899 

309  Gore, Henry, Victorian Gold Estates, Limited, 395, Collins 

Street, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia   ...         ...        ...               April 28, 1900 

310  Gough, George Henry, The Bengal Coal Company, Limited, 

Bank   Simila   Colliery,  Charanpur   P.O.,  via Asansol, 

E.I.R., India.....................                    Aug.   4, 1900 

311   Gouldie,   Joseph,   The  Gill,  Bromfield,   Brayton,   S.O., 

Cumberland    ...        ...         ...         ...        ...        ...        ...                Aug.  5,   1893 

312   Gowland,   Joseph   Edwin,   Luchana   Mining   Company, 

Limited, Apartado, 45, Bilbao, Spain      ...        ...        ...                June 11, 1904 

313   Graham, Edward, Jun., Bedlington Colliery, Bedlington, 

S.O., Northumberland         ...............                  Aug.    1, 1896 

314   Grave, Percy, Concepcion del Oro, Estado de Zacatecas, 

Mexico............        ............                   Oct.   13, 1900 

315   Greaves, J. O., Westgate, Wakefield              .........                Aug.    7, 1862 

316   Green,   Edwin  Henry,   P.O.   Box   1978,   Johannesburg, 

Transvaal        .....................                   Aug.   1, 1903 

317 Green, Joseph, Crag House, Ferry Hill...                 ......                Dec.  13, 1902 

318   Green,   John   Dampier,   P.O.   Box   340,   Johannesburg,    A.M. Dec.  14, 1901 

Transvaal        .....................            M. Aug.   2, 1902 

319   Greener, George Alfred, 6, Tyvica Crescent, Pontypridd, 

Glamorgan      ...............       ......                   Feb.   10, 1900 

320   Greener,   Thomas   Young,   West   Lodge,   Crook,   S.O.,         S. July    2, 1872 

County Durham (Vice-President, Member of Council)       A.M. Aug.   2, 1879 

M. June    8, 1889 

321   Greenwell, Allan, 30 and 31, Furnival Street, Holborn, 

London, E.C.............        .........                  Aug.   4, 1900 

322  Greenwell, George Clementson, Poynton, Stockport    ...         S. March 6, 1869 

M. Aug.   3, 1872 



323   Gregson,   George   Ernest,   11,  Chapel   Street,   Preston,    A.M. Dec.  8, 1894 

Lancashire       .....................             M. Feb.    9, 1895 

324  Gresley,   William   Stukeley,   Avenue   Road,   Duffield,    A.M. Oct.   5, 1878 

Derby........................             M. Aug.    3, 1889 

325   Grey,  Frederick William,  Cannon Street  House,  110, 

Cannon Street, London   E.C.............                  July 14, 1890 

326  Gribben,   Edward,   Durham,   Georgetown,   Queensland, 

Australia          .....................                 April 9, 1904 

327   Griffith,   Nathaniel  Maurice, Westminster Chambers,         S. Nov. 24, 1894 

Wrexham        .....................            M. Feb.   11, 1899 

328   Griffith, Thomas, Maes Gwyn, Cymmer, Porth, Pontypridd, 

Glamorgan      .................                   April   9,   1904 

329*Grundy,   James,   Roseville,   6,   Middle   Road,   Hastings, 

Calcutta, India          ..................                   June 13,  1896 

330  Gummerson,    James    M.,    35,    Birkbeck    Road,   Acton,   A.M. June 10, 1899 

London, W......................             M. Dec.   12, 1903 

331   Guthrie,  James  Kenneth,   Prudential  Buildings,   New- 

castle-upon-Tyne      ..................                   Aug.    3, 1889 
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332 Haddock, William Thomas, The Dundee Coal Company,          S. Oct.   7, 1876 

Limited, Talana, Natal, South Africa      .........     A.M. Aug.  1, 1885 

M. June   8, 1889  

333 Haggie,  David   Henry, Wearmouth Patent Rope Works, 

Sunderland      ...............         ......                   March 4, 1876 

334 Haggie, Peter Sinclair, Gateshead-upon-Tyne     ...        ...    A.M. April 14, 1883 

M. Aug.   3, 1889 

335  Halbaum, Henry Wallace Gregory, 3, Mitchell Street, 

Birtley, S.O., County Durham        ...........                  April   8, 1899 

336  Hall, Frederick, Fernleigh, Highheld, Workington        ...               Oct.    14, 1893 

337   Hall, John Charles, 72, Dundas Street, Sunderland       ...          A. Dec.   14, 1889 

M. Aug.    3, 1895 

338   Hall, Joseph John, Ashington Colliery, Morpeth, Northumberland      ...     Dec.   10, 1904 

339   Hall, Matthias Stokoe, Springwell Villa, Bishop Auckland              Feb.   14, 1874 

340   Hall, Tom, Ryhope Colliery,  Sunderland      ...        ...         ...               June   8, 1889 

341   Hall, William   Fairbairn,   Haswell   Colliery,   Haswell, 

S.O., County Durham           ...............                  May   13, 1858 

342   Hallas, George Henry, Huyton, Liverpool...        .......          S. Oct.     7, 1876 

A.M. Aug.    4, 1883 

M. June    8, 1889 

343   Hallimond, William Tasker, Crown Deep, Limited, P.O. 

Box 102, Fordsburg, Transvaal    ............                  Dec.  14, 1889 

344   Halse, Edward, 15, Clarendon Road, Notting Hill, London, 



W.      All    communications    sent    to    Boxgrove,    St. Margaret's  A.M. June 13, 1885  

Road, East Twickenham, Middlesex           ...           M. Aug.  3, 1889 

345   Hamilton, Edward, Rig Wood, Saltburn-by-the-Sea        ...        S. Nov.    1, 1873 

A.M. Aug.   2, 1879 

M. June  8, 1889 

346*Hancock, Henry Lipson, Wallaroo and Moonta Mining and 

Smelting Company, Limited, Wallaroo, South Australia               Dec.   14, 1895 

347   Hancock,   Henry   Richard,   Nalyappa,   Moonta,   South    A.M. Aug.     4, 1894 

Australia         ....................             M. Nov. 24, 1894 

348  Hann, Robert, Jun., Denehurst, Ferry Hill            ......                Oct.   14, 1895 

349  Hannah, David, Brynderwen, Ferndale, South Wales      ...               Feb.    9, 1895 

350  Hare, Samuel, Murton Colliery,  via Sunderland (Member         S. Aug.  2, 1879 

of Council)      .....................             M. Aug.    1, 1891 

351   Harle, Peter, Page Bank Colliery, County Durham          ...               Oct.     8. 1892 

352  Harle, Richard, Browney Colliery, Durham           ...                           April  7, 1877 

353  Harle, Robert Alfred, Alma Cottage, Campbells  Hill,          A. April 14, 1894 

West Maitland, New South Wales, Australia     .....          M.Oct.  12, 1901 

354  Harris, David, Elands Laagte Collieries, Limited, Elands    A.M. June 12, 1897 

Laagte, Natal, South Africa        ............           M. April 13, 1901 

355   Harris, Howard,  P.O. Box  752,  Durban,   Natal,   South 

Africa........................                    Aug.    7, 1897 

356   Harris, William Scorer, Kibblesworth, Gateshead-upon-          S. Feb.  14, 1874 

Tyne.........        ..............        A.M. Aug.    7, 1880 

M. June   8, 1889 

357   Harrison,   Charles  Augustus,  North Eastern  Railway, 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne           ............         ...                 June 21, 1894 

358   Harrison,   George  Brabbon,  H.M.  Inspector of  Mines, 

Swinton, Manchester            .....          .........                 Aug.    6, 1892 

359   Harrison, William B., Brownhills Collieries, near Walsall              April 6, 1867 

360  Hartley, Richard, 46, Lowther Street, Whitehaven       ...               Aug.    1, 1903 

361   Haselden, Arthur, Linares, Provincia de Jaen, Spain    ...    A.M. Dec.   11, 1897 

M. April   2, 1898  

362*Hawker, Edward William, 8, Alma Chambers, Adelaide, 

South Australia          .................                   Oct.    12, 1895 

363  Hawkins, Thomas Spear, Millpond House, Hayle, Cornwall              Aug.    6, 1904 

364   Hay, James. Jun., Widdrington Colliery, Acklington, S.O.,          S. Sept.    4, 1869 

Northumberland       ..................            M. Aug.    4, 1874 

365  Heads, Robert William, Langsuan, Siam.........                June   14, 1902 

366  Hedley, Arthur Morton, Blaydon Burn, Blaydon-upon-         A. Nov.   24, 1894 

Tyne, S.O., County Durham (Member of Council)        ...         M. Dec.   12, 1903 
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367   Hedley, Septimus H.,   Langholme, Roker, Sunderland     ...          S. Feb.   15, 1879    



A.M.  Aug. 1, 1885  

M. Aug. 3, 1889 

368   Hedley, William,  Eighton  Lodge,  Low  Fell, Gateshead-              

upon-Tyne       ......         ............                   Feb. 13,   1897 

369   Heinze, F. Aug., Trail, British Columbia     .........                Dec. 11, 1897 

370   Heise, Fritz, Hernerstrasse, 45, Bochum, Germany          ...               Aug.  5, 1905 

371   Henderson, Charles, Cowpen Colliery, Blyth     ......                Dec.  9, 1899 

372   Hendy, John Cary Baker, Etherley, via Darlington         ..               Oct.    14, 1893 

373   Henriksen,   Gudbrand, Inspector of  Mines,  Niels Juels 

Gade, 44, Christiania, Norway                  ...         ...        ...               Aug.    6,   1904 

374   Herrmann, Henry J. A., c/o Claude William Hill, Broad 

Street House, London, E.C.           ...         ...        ...        ...                Dec.   10,   1898 

375   Heslop,  Christopher,  Woodside,   Marske   Mill   Lane,          S. Feb. 1, 1868 

Saltburn-by-the-Sea ...         ...         ...         ...         ...         ...         M. Aug.  2,   1873 

376   Heslop, Grainger, North Moor House, Sunderland           ...               Oct. 5, 1872 

377   Heslop, Michael,  Rough   Lea  Colliery,  Willington, S.O.,        A. Feb.   10, 1894 

County Durham       ..................            M. June 21, 1894 

378   Heslop, Septimus, New Beerbhoom Coal Company, Limited, 

Asansol, Bengal, India        ...         ...         ...          ..         ...                Oct.   12, 1895 

379   Heslop,   Thomas,   Randolph   Colliery, Evenwood,  Bishop          S. Oct.     2, 1880 

Auckland        .....................         A.M.  Aug.  4, 1888 

M. Aug.    3, 1889 

380   Heslop, William Taylor, St. George's Colliery, Hatting 

Spruit, Natal, South Africa           ............                  Aug.    3, 1895 

381   Hewitson, Thomas,  Associated  Northern Company, Kalgoorlie,  

Western Australia ...         ...         ...                    ...                 Dec.     9, 1899 

382*Hewitt, George Colthurst, Serridge House, Coalpit Heath, 

Bristol............      ............                   June   3, 1871 

383   Hewlett, Alfred, Haseley Manor, Warwick           ..         ...               March 7, 1861 

384   Hewlett, Erne, Ammanford Colliery Company, Limited, 

Ammanford, S.O., Carmarthenshire        ...        ...         ...                Oct.    10, 1896 

385   Hewlett,   Howe,   Clock  Face  Colliery, Sutton  Oak,  St. 

Helen's             ...................                   Feb.  13, 1904 

386   Higgs,   Martin   Stanger,   Southern  Main   Reef  Estates, 

Limited, Venterskroon, Transvaal           ...        ...        ...                Feb.   13, 1904 

387   Higson, Jacob, 18, Booth Street. Manchester            ...                           Aug.    7, 1862 

388   Hill, Albert James, New Westminster, British Columbia    A.M. Dec.   10, 1898 

M. Dec.    8, 1900 

389 Hill, William, Hill Crest, Dordon, Tamworth       ......      A.M. June   9, 1883 

M. Aug.    3, 1889 

390*Hilton, James     ....................               S. Dec.  7, 1867 

M. Aug.   6, 1870 

391   Hilton, T. W. ,Wigan Coal and Iron Company, Limited, Wigan              Aug.   3, 1865 

392   Hindson,  Thomas,  Framwellgate   Colliery,  near   Durham              Dec.     9, 1905 

393   Hodgkin, Jonathan Edward, Shelleys, Darlington          ...               Dec.   13, 1902 

394   Hodgson, Jacob, Cornsay Colliery, Durham            ......               June    8, 1895 

395  Hogg,   Charles   Edward,  34  and   36,   Gresham   Street, 

London, E.C. ...        .................                   Oct.   12, 1895 



396   Hogg,  John,   Thornley  Colliery   Office,   Thornley,    S.O., 

County Durham         ...         ...............                  Dec.  12, 1903 

397   Holberton, Walter Twining, Copiapo, Chile       ...                       June    9, 1900 

398   Holliday, Martin Forster, Langley Grove. Durham       ...               May  1,  1875 

399   Holliday, Norman Stanley, Boyne Villa, Langley Moor,          S. April 10, 1897 

Durham           ......         ...                    ...        ...        ...           M. Feb. 13, 1904 

400  Holman, Frederick John, 76, Kerk Street, Johannesburg, 

Transvaal        ....................                   Dec. 9, 1899 

401   Homersham, Edwin  Collett,   19,   Broad  Street Avenue, 

Blomfield Street, London, E.C..........         ...                 Feb. 9, 1901 

402   Homersham, Thomas Henry Collett, Vulcan Iron Works, 

Thornton Road, Bradford...............                  Aug. 6, 1898 

403   Hood, William Walker, Glyncornel, Llwynypia, Pontypridd,                                    

Glamorgan      ...............         ...                   April 9,  1904 
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404 Hooper, Edward, Salisbury House, London Wall, London,    A.M. June   4, 1881 

E.C.........................              M. April 14, 1894 

405 Hooper, James,  Derwent, St.  Agnes,  Scorrier,  S.O., Cornwall            Feb. 13, 1904 

406  Hope, Charles Edward, Vancouver, British Columbia    ...               Aug.   1,   1903 

407   Hope, Edmund Louis, Abbottabad, N.W. Frontier, India ...               Oct.     9, 1897 

408   Hopkins, Edward, 13, Harrington Gardens, London, S.W.               Oct.     8, 1889 

409   Hopwood, William, Labuan Coal-fields,  Limited.  Labuan, 

via Singapore.....         .......         ......                  Aug.   3, 1901 

110 Horswill, Frederick J.,  1218, Chesnut Street, Oakland, 

California, U.S.A...................                   Oct.   14, 1899 

411 Hosking, James, P.O. Box 1617, Johannesburg, Transvaal                June 21, 1894 

412*Hoskold, Carlos A. Lynes, First Engineer, Inspector of 

the National Department of Mines and Geology, Calle 

Charcas, 1222, Buenos Aires, Argentine Republic        ...                June   8, 1895 

413  House, John, Rosebridge and Douglas Bank Collieries Company, Limited,  

Wigan         ...         ...         ...        ...          ..                 June 13, 1896 

414  Howells,   David,   12,   David    Price    Street,    Aberdare, 

Glamorgan      ....................                  Feb.  13, 1904 

415  Howes, Frank T., Hyderabad (Deccan) Company, Limited,         A. Dec.   10, 1892 

Secunderabad, India...         ...         ...          ..        ...         ...         M. Oct.   14, 1893 

416  Hulster,    Emile   De,   19,   rue   Maigret,   Saint   Ghislain, 

Hainaut, Belgium     ...         ...         ...         ...         ...         ...                June 10, 1903 

417   Humble,   John,    West   Pelton   House,    Beamish,    S.O., 

County Durham         ............      .....                  Feb.     8, 1902 

418   Humble,  William,  Lawson Street, Hamilton, Newcastle, 

New South Wales, Australia          ......                     ...                Oct.    14, 1893 

419   Humphris, Henry, Blaenau Festiniog, North Wales         ...               Oct.    13, 1900 

420  Hunter, Christopher, Cowpen'Cottiery Office, Blyth      ...          A. Dec. 10, 1892 



                                                      M. Dec. 12, 1903 

421   Hunter, Robert, Gympie, Queensland, Australia ...         ...               June 14, 1902 

422   Hurst, George, 9, Framlington Place, Newcastle-upon-Tyne         S. April 14, 1883 

M. Aug.    1, 1891 

423  Hutchinson, John William,   Llwyncelyn  House,    Porth, 

Pontypridd, Glamorgan      ...............                  Oct.   14, 1899 

424  Hutton, John George, Torbane, Mudgee Line, New South 

Wales, Australia       ..................                   Dec.   10, 1904 

425  Jackson, Edmund, Tangier Buildings, Whitehaven           ...              April  8, 1905 

426  Jackson, Walter Geoffrey, Prestwick, Witley, Surrey ...               June    7, 1873 

427   Jacob,   Frederick  Ernest,   Coed  Park,  Cwmavon, Port 

Talbot.......................                    Dec. 12, 1903 

428   James, John, Wady Sikait, via Assouan, Egypt     ......               Feb.  13, 1904 

429  James, Thomas, Ivy Cottage, Neath Abbey, Neath           ...              April 12, 1902 

430   James, William Henry Trewartha.  c/o  Hannans  Star, 

Limited, P.O. Box 84, Boulder, Western Australia    ...               Dec.   12, 1896 

431   Jamieson,    John   William,   Medomsley,    S.O.,    County 

Durham           ...................                   Aug.    2, 1902 

432  Janitzky,   Edward,   Pymble,   near   Sydney,   New   South 

Wales, Australia.........        .........                   Aug.    6, 1904 

433  Jefferson, Frederick, Whitburn Colliery, South Shields                  Dec.   11, 1897 

434  Jeffreys, James Henry, 32, Great St. Helens, London, E.C.               Oct.     8, 1904 

435   Jenkins,   Charles  Warren   Bowen,   Lucknow   Cyanide 

Works, Lucknow, New South Wales, Australia         ...                Oct.     9, 1897 

436  Jenkins,    Philip    Thomas,    Gwylfa,    Llansamlet,    S.O. 

Glamorgan      ...         ..................                   Dec.   10, 1904 

437   Jenkins, William, Ocean Collieries, Treorchy, Pontypridd, 

Glamorgan      ........        ...                    ...        ...                  Dec.    6, 1862 

438  Jennings,   Thomas   Bryant,   P.O.   Box   655,   Bulawayo, 

Rhodesia, South Africa        ..............                  Dec.   10, 1904 

439  Jepson, Henry, 39, North Bailey, Durham.........            S. July    2, 1872 

A.M. Aug.   2, 1879 

M. June   8, 1889 
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440 Jobling, John William, Clifton Cottage, Burnley, Lancashire      ................    June 13, 1896 

441*Jobling, Thomas Edgar,  Bebside, S.O., Northumberland          S. Oct.  7, 1876 

(Member of Council)......         ...........      A.M. Aug.  4, 1883 

M. June  8, 1889  

442 Johns, Bennet, Station Road,  Keswick        ...         ...         ...               Dec. 9, 1905 

443*Johns, John Harry (Henry), P.O. Box 231, Johannesburg, 

Transvaal        .........         .........         ...                 June 21, 1894 

444  Johnson, Edward,  Redworth Road,  New Shildon,  S.O., 

County Durham        .................                Dec.   9, 1905 

445   Johnson, Henry Howard, The Village Main Reef Gold- 



mining  Company, Limited, P.O. Box  1091, Johannesburg, Transvaal         .......... Feb. 13,   1904 

446  Johnson, James, Boldon Lodge, East Boldon, S.O., County        A. Aug.  6,   1898 

Durham.....................               M. Dec. 12, 1903 

447   Johnson, William           ..................           S. Feb.   14, 1874 

A.M.  Aug.   2, 1879 

M. June    8, 1889 

448  Johnston, J.  Howard, c/o   Backus   and   Johnston,  Lima, 

Peru, South America             ...         ...         ...         ...         ...                Feb.   10,   1894 

449   Joicey, William James, Sunningdale Park, Berkshire     ...               March 6, 1869 

450    Jones, Jacob  Carlos,   Wollongong,   New   South   Wales, 

Australia         .....................                   Aug.    6, 1892 

451   Jones, Percy Howard, Lynwood, Pontypool, Monmouthshire     ..............       Oct.    11, 1902 

452  Jones,   Thomas,   1,   Princes Street,  Great George Street, 

London, S.W.             ..................                   June 12, 1897 

453  Jordan, John Evan, P.O.Box 5355, Johannesburg, Transvaal              Feb. 13, 1904 

454  Joynes, John James, Ferndale, Lydbrook, Gloucestershire              Aug.    6, 1904 

455   Judd,   Henry  Alexander,  The  Merton's  Reward  Gold- 

mining  Company, Limited, Mertondale,  Western Australia  .....................             Oct.     8, 1898 

456   Kayll, Alfred Charles, Gosforth,  Newcastle-upon-Tyne          S. Oct.     7, 1876 

M. Aug.    3, 1889 

457   Kayser,    Henrich    Wilhelm    Ferdinand,   Launceston, 

Tasmania         ....................                    Nov. 24, 1894 

458   Kearney,   Joseph   Musgrave,  Wankie (Rhodesia) Coal, 

Railway and Exploration Company, Limited. Wankie, 

Rhodesia, South Africa       ...............                  Aug.   1,   1903 

459   Keighley,    Frederick    Charles,    Uniontown,    Fayette 

County, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.............                 Aug.    4, 1900 

460   Kellett, Matthew Henry, St.  Helen's Colliery, Bishop          S. April 11, 1891 

Auckland         ...................             M. Aug.    3, 1895 

461   Kerr, David Gillespie, Rowandell, Chryston, Glasgow ...               Aug.    4, 1900 

462   Kidd, Thomas, Jun., Linares, Provincia de Jaen, Spain   ...               Aug.    3, 1895 

463   Kirkby, William, c/o Aire and Calder Navigation, Leeds    A.M. April   2, 1898 

M. Aug.    6, 1904 

464   Kirkup, Austin, Manor   House, Penshaw, Fence   Houses         S. April   9, 1892 

M. June 12, 1897 

465   Kirkup, Frederic Octavius, Garesfield Colliery, Rowlands          S. April  9, 1892 

Gill, Newcastle-upon-Tyne..............      A.M. April 25, 1896 

                                                                                M. Feb.   14, 1903 

466   Kirkup, John   Philip,   Burnhope,   Durham (Member of Council)             April 11, 1891 

467   Kirkup, Philip,   Leafield House,   Birtley,   S.O.,   County          S. March 2, 1878 

Durham            .....................       A.M. Aug.  7, 1886 

M. Aug.    3, 1889 

468   Kirsopp, John, Jun., Lamesley, Gateshead-upon-Tyne      ...              June    9, 1900 

469   Kirton, Hugh, Kimblesworth Colliery, Chester-le-Street...         S. April   7, 1877 

A.M. Aug.  1, 1885 

M. June   8, 1889 

470   Kitchin, James Bateman, Woodend House, Bigrigg, S.O., 

Cumberland.....................                   Aug.    5, 1905 
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471 Klepetko, Frank, 307, Battery Park Building, 21-24, State 

Street, New York City, U.S.A.............                  Oct.   13, 1900 

472*Knowles, Robert, Ednaston Lodge, near Derby     ...        ...               April 10, 1886 

473 Kondo, R., c/o   Furukawa   Mining   Office,  1,   Icchome 

Taesucho, Kojimachi, Tokyo, Japan         ...         ...         ...                June 21, 1894 

474*Kwang, Kwong Yung, Lincheng Mines, Lincheng, Chemin 

de Fer Pekin-Hankow, ria Peking, North China          ...               June   8,1895 

475   Lamb, Robert Ormston, Hayton, How Mill, Carlisle        ...               Aug.    2, 1866 

476   Lancaster, John, Ashlawn, Rugby    ............                 March 2, 1865 

477   Lancaster, John, Auchenheath, S.O., Lanarkshire                              Sept. 7, 1878 

478*Landero, Carlos F. de, Apartado, 3, Pachuca, Mexico ...               Feb. 15, 1896 

479*Laporte, Henry, 35, rue de Turin, Bruxelles, Belgium     ...               May    5, 1877 

480  Larke, William James, 59, Hillmorton Road, Rugby     ...               Aug.    6, 1904 

481   Lathbury,    Graham   Campbell,   East    Indian    Railway 

Collieries, Giridih, E.I.R., Bengal, India            .....                 Feb.  14, 1903 

482  Latimer,  Hugh,  South  Durham  Colliery,  Eldon, Bishop          S. Feb.  15, 1896 

Auckland         .....................              A. Aug.    1, 1903 

M. Feb.   11, 1905 

483   Laverick,    John    Wales,    Thornley House,    Thornley,    A.M. Dec.  9, 1882 

S.O., County Durham          ...............            M. Aug.  3, 1889 

484  Lawn,   James   Gunson,    P.O.    Box   231,    Johannesburg, 

Transvaal        ....................                  July  14, 1896 

485   Lawrence,   Henry,    13,   Devonshire    Place,   Newcastle- 

upon-Tyne (Member of Council)     ............                 Aug.    1, 1868 

486   Leach, Charles Catterall, Seghill Colliery, Northumberland         S. March 7, 1874 

(Member of Council)..............       A.M. Aug.  6, 1881 

M. Aug.  4, 1883 

487   Lebour,   George   Alexander, Armstrong College,   New- 

castle-upon-Tyne       ...        ......        ...        ...        ...                Feb.     1, 1873 

488   Leck, William, H.M.  Inspector at Mines, Cleator Moor, 

S.O., Cumberland       ...........        ......                  Nov. 24, 1894 

489   Lee, John Wilson Richmond, Fuencaliente, por Veredas, 

Provincia de Ciudad Real, Spain   ...         ...        ...        ...                Aug.    5, 1893 

490   Lee,   Percy  Ewbank,   Pontop   Colliery,   Annfield  Plain, 

S.O., County Durham          ...............                 Feb.   11, 1905 

491   Lee, Richard Henry Lovelock, The Imperial University, 

Tai Yuan Fu, Shansi, North China, via Peking            ...               Aug.    5, 1905 

492   Leech, Arthur Henry, 11, King Street, Wigan    ......                Feb.    9, 1901 

493   Lewis, John Dyer,  H.M. Inspector of  Mines,  Glanrhyd, 

Sketty Road, Swansea         ...         ...         ...        ...         ...                Oct.     9, 1897 

494  Lewis,   Sir   William   Thomas, Bart.,   Mardy,   Aberdare              Sept.    3, 1864 

495  Liddell, Hugh, 14, The Avenue. Durham     .........                Feb.   11, 1905 



496   Liddell,   John   Matthews,   Togston   Hall,   Acklington,          S. March 6, 1875 

S.O.. Northumberland          ...............      A.M. Aug.  6, 1881 

M. June    8, 1889 

497   Lidster, Ralph, Laugley Park Colliery, Durham......                April   4, 1903 

498   Lisboa, Miguel Arrojado Ribeiro, Rua Costa Gama, Villa 

Japura, Petropolis, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, South America              Aug.    5, 1905 

499   Lishman, Robert Richardson, Bretby Colliery,  Burton-          S. June   9, 1883 

upon-Trent.....................             M. Aug.    1, 1891 

500   Lishman, Thomas, Hetton Colliery, Hetton-le-Hole, S.O.,         S. Nov.   5, 1870 

County Durham..................             M. Aug.    3, 1872 

501   Lishman, Tom Alfred, Harton Colliery, Tyne Dock, South         S. Nov. 24, 1894 

Shields...........        ............              A. Aug.    7, 1897 

M. April 13, 1901 

502   Lishman, William Ernest, 4, Field House Terrace. Durham              June 10, 1893 

503  Lisle,  James,  Kroonstad  Coal Estate  Company, Limited,         S. July    2, 1872 

P.O. Box 118, Klerksdorp, Transvaal      .........     A.M. Aug.  3, 1878 

                                                                                                                         M. June   8, 1889 

504   Littlejohn, Albert, c/o Scott, Henderson and Company,          S. Nov. 24, 1894 

Loftus Street, Sydney, New South Wales, Australia ...           A. Aug.    2, 1897 

M. Feb.   10, 1900 
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505  Liveing,  Edward   H.,   Langford,   Biggleswade,   Bedford-         S. Sept. 1, 1877  

shire........................        A.M. Aug.  2, 1884 

M. Aug.  3,   1889 

506   Llewellin,  David  Morgan, Glanwern Offices, Pontypool, 

Monmouthshire          ...        ..           ...        ...        ...        ...                May   14, 1881 

507   Lockwood,  Alfred Andrew,   46,   Marmora Road, Honor 

Oak, London, S.E...................                  June 12,   1897 

508   Lonsdale, Talbot Richard, Malton Colliery, near Durham              June 14, 1902  

509*Louis, David Alexander, 77, Shirland Gardens, London, W.              April   8, 1893 

510   Louis, Henry,   4, Osborne Terrace,  Newcastle-upon-Tyne 

(Member of Council)..................                   Feb.  15, 1896 

511   Lowdon, Thomas, Hamsteels, near Durham ...        ...        ...               Dec.   14,   1889 

512  Lupton, Arnold, 6, De Grey Road, Leeds.........                Nov. 6, 1869 

513   Lyall, Edward, 4, Vane Terrace, Darlington          ......              Oct.   14, 1905 

514   Mac Arthur, John Stewart, 74, York Street, Glasgow     ...               April  8,   1893 

515   McCarthy, Edward Thomas, 29, Royal Crescent, Holland    A.M. Oct.   8, 1887 

Park Avenue, London, W. ...         ...        ...        ...        ...         M. Aug.    3, 1889 

516   McCreath, James, 208, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow        ...               March 5, 1870 

517   McDonald, John Alexander, c/o James E. Macdonald, 4, 

Chapel Street, Cripplegate, London, E.C.           ...        ...               June   9, 1900 

518   McDowell, Benjamin Francis, Manica Copper Dev. Com-any, Limited,  

Umtali, Rhodesia, South Africa            ...                  Dec.   12, 1903 

519   McFarlane, James Alexander, Ferguson, British Columbia             April 12, 1902 



520   Macfarlane, Rienzi Walton, Cherokee (Mexican) Proprietary, 

Limited, San Julian, via Parral, Chihuahua, Mexico                April  9, 1904 

521   McGeachie, Duncan, West Wallsend, New South Wales, 

Australia         .....................                  Nov. 24, 1894 

522  McIntosh, Robert, Assistant Inspector of Mines, Dunedin, 

New Zealand......     ..............                   April  9, 1904 

523  Mackintosh,    James,   Burrea   Coal   Company,   Salanpur 

Colliery, Sitarampur, E.I.R., Bengal, India      ......                 Oct.   12, 1895 

524  Maclaren,   James   Malcolm,   Office   of   the   Geological 

Survey, Calcutta, India       ...............                 April 28, 1900 

525   McLellan, Neil, Idsley House, Spennymoor         ......                 Dec.   13, 1902 

526   McMurtrie, George Edwin James, Radstock, near Bath            S. Aug.   2, 1884 

M. Dec.   12, 1891 

527   McMurtrie, James, 5, Belvedere Road, Durdham Park, 

Bristol.......................                   Nov.    7, 1863 

528   McNeill, Bedford, 25a, Old Broad Street, London, E.C.                  Dec.  11, 1897 

529   Maddison, Thomas Robert, Durkar House, near Wakefield         S. March 3, 1877 

A.M. Aug.    6, 1881 

M. June    8, 1889 

530   Maddison, W. H. F., The Lindens, Darlington       ......                June 14, 1890 

531   Mallmann, Paul J., 116, Victoria Street, Westminster, 

London, S.W.            ..................                  Oct.     8, 1904 

532   Mammatt, John Ernest, 1, Albion Place, Leeds     ......               Aug.   3, 1865 

533   Manning, Arthur Hope, P.O. Box 88, Heidelberg, Transvaal              Dec. 11, 1897 

534   Markham, G. E., Gloucester Villa, Darlington       ......           S. Dec.  4, 1875 

A.M. Aug.  7, 1880 

M. June   8, 1889 

535   Marks, Herbert T., Bonmahon Copper-mines, Bonmahon, 

Kilmacthomas, S.O., County Waterford.........                 Oct.   12, 1904 

536   Marr, James Heppell, Castlecomer, S.O., County Kilkenny        A. Feb.  13, 1897 

M. Dec.   12, 1903 

537*Marriott, Hugh Frederick, c/o Wernher, Beit and Company, 1, London  

Wall Buildings, London, E.C.           ...                  Dec. 12, 1896     

538   Martin, Henry William, Sherwood, Newport Road, Cardiff              Oct.  9, 1897 

539  Martin, Tom Pattinson, Cumberland Coal Owners' Association,  

Workington.................                    April  4, 1903 

540   Mathieson, Alexander, Hetton Colliery, Carrington, near                                  

Newcastle, New South Wales, Australia...         ...             Nov.  5, 1892 

541   Matthews, John, c/o R.  and W.  Hawthorn, Newcastle-     A.M. April 11, 1885 

upon-Tyne       ...         ..................            M. Aug.  3, 1889 
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542 Matthews, R. F., Lartington Hall, Darlington       ...        ...             March 5, 1857 

543 Mawson, Robert Bryham, Bickershaw House, Bickershaw, Wigan.............       June 11, 1892 



544  May,    George,    The    Harton    Collieries,    South    Shields 

(Past-President, Member of Council)    ...        ...        ..                March 6, 1862 

545  Mein, Henry Johnson, Carterthorne Colliery, Toft Hill, 

Bishop Auckland       ..................                 Dec.   9, 1899 

546  Meldrum, James Jones, Timperley, near Manchester       ...             Nov. 24, 1894 

547  Mellon, Henry, Brook Lea, Askam, S.O., Lancashire     ...             April 25, 1896 

548  Menzies, Joseph Frederick, Roslyn, Washington, U.S.A.             June 10, 1905 

549  Merivale,   John   Herman,   Togston   Hall,    Acklington, 

S.O., Northumberland (Retiring Vice-President and President, Member of  

Council)     ...        ...        ...        ...                 May    5, 1877 

550  Merz, Charles  Hesterman, Collingwood  Buildings,  Collingwood Street,  

Newcastle-upon-Tyne        ...        ...                June 10, 1903 

551  Metcalf,   Alfred   T.,   United   Reefs   (Sheba),   Limited, 

Eureka City, De Kaap, South Africa      .........               June 21, 1894 

552  Meysey-Thompson, Arthur Herbert, Sun Foundry, Leeds    A.M. April  3, 1889 

M. Aug.    3, 1889 

553  Middleton, Robert, Sheep Scar Foundry, Leeds    ...        ...             Aug.    1, 1891 

554  Miles,  Hon.   Edward   David,   "Kinellan,"   New Farm, 

Brisbane, Queensland, Australia......                  ...               April  9, 1904 

555  Miller,  George Appleby Bartram, Blackwell Colliery, 

near Alfreton ...        ...        ...        ...        ...        ...        ...              June 13, 1896 

556  Miller, James, Minas de Sao Bento, Santa Barbara de Matto 

Dentro, Minas Geraes, Brazil        ...        ..         ...      ...              Aug.    4, 1894 

557  Miller, John Henry, South Hetton, S.O., County Durham         A. Dec.   8, 1894 

M. April  4, 1903 

558  Miller, J. P. K., H. C. Frick  Coke Company, Scottdale, 

Pennsylvania, U.S.A.          ...    ...        ...        ...        ...              Dec.   14, 1895 

559  Mitchinson,   Robert,   Catchgate  House,   Annfield Plain, 

S.O., County Durham         ...        ...        ...        ...        ...              Feb.    4, 1865 

560  Molengraaff, Gustaaf Adolf  Frederik,  43,  van Stolberglaan, The Hague      Oct.   14, 1899 

561  Montgomery, Alexander, State Mining Engineer, Department of Mines,  

Perth, Western Australia         ...        ...                Dec.    9, 1899 

562  Moore, Marshall Greene, 840, Napoleon Street, Johnstown, Pennsylvania,  

U.S.A.          ...        ...        ...        ...                 Feb.   11, 1905 

563  Moore, Robert Thomas, 142, St. Vincent Street, Glasgow...             Oct.     8, 1892 

564  Moore, Richard Walker,  Somerset House, Whitehaven         S. Nov.    5, 1870 

M. Aug.    4, 1877 

565  Moore, William, Loftus Mines. Loftus, S.O., Yorkshire   ...    A.M. Nov. 19, 1881 

M. Aug.    3, 1889 

566  Moreing,   Charles   Algernon,   20,   Copthall   Avenue, 

London, E.C.....................                  Nov.   7, 1874 

567  Morgan, John, Stanley Villa, Crook, S.O., County Durham              Dec.   9, 1905 

568  Morison, John, Cramlington House, Northumberland    ...    A.M. Dec.  4, 1880 

M. Aug.    3, 1889 

569  Morland-Johnson, Edward Thomas, c/o H. T. Johnson, 

Railway Road, Urmston, Manchester     ...        ...        ...              April 10, 1897 

570  Morris, John, Gwalia House, Gorseinon, S.O., Glamorgan        A. April  4, 1903 

M. Aug.  6, 1904 



571   Morris, William, Waldridge Colliery, Chester-le-Street ...             Oct.     8, 1892 

572  Morse, Willard S., Apartado, A, Aguascalientes, Mexico             June 13, 1896  

573*Mort, Arthur, Khost, N.W.R., Baluchistan, India         ...             Dec.    9, 1899 

574  Mount-Haes,   Andrew,   3,   Bellasis   Avenue,   Streatham 

Hill, London, S.W...................                 Dec.   10, 1904 

575  Mountain, William Charles, The Hermitage, Gateshead- 

upon-Tyne (Member of Council)     ...........                 April  9, 1892 

576  Mundle, Arthur, Murton Chambers, 8, Grainger Street,  Newcastle-  S. June   5, 1875             

upon-Tyne          ...        ...         ...         ...         ...          M. Aug.    4, 1877 

577 Mundle, Harry Arthur, Marley Hill House,   Swalwell, 

S.O., County Durham         ...        ...        ...        ...        ...              June 14, 1902 
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578   Ness,   William  Waters  van,  622-623, Salisbury  House,    A. M.   Aug. 7 , 1897 

London Wall, London, E.C......        ...                       M.  Dec. 11, 1897 

579   Nevin, John, Littlemoor House, Mirfield     ...                                  S. May 2, 1868 

          M. Aug. 5, 1871 

580   Newbery, Frederick, 230, Camden Road, London, N.W.      A.M. April 2, 1898 

          M. Feb. 13, 1904 

581   Newbigin, Henry  Thornton, 3, St. Nicholas' Buildings,       Oct. 13, 1894    

Newcastle-upon-Tyne          ...         ...         ...         ...                          

582  Nicholson, Arthur Darling, H.M. Inspector of Mines,          S. June 13, 1885    

2, Graingerville, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.........            A.  Aug. 4, 1894 

M. Feb. 12, 1898 

583  Nicholson, John Hodgson, Cowpen Colliery Office, Blyth         S. Oct. 1, 1881 

(Member of Council)..................            A. Aug. 3, 1889 

M. April 8,  1893 

584  Nicholson, Marshall, Middleton Hall, Leeds        ......                Nov. 7, 1863      

585   Nierses, J. W., Kendwadih Colliery, Kusunda  P.O., District Manbhoom,  

Bengal, India     ...        ...        ...        ...                  Dec.   10, 1904 

586   Nisbet, Norman, Houghton Colliery Office, Houghton-le-         S. Nov. 24, 1894 

Spring, S.O., County Durham       ...         ...         ...        ...          A. Aug.  3, 1901 

M. Aug.   6, 1904 

587   Noble, Thomas George, Sacriston Colliery, Durham        ...        A. Feb.  13, 1892 

M. June 8, 1895 

588   Nomi, Aitaro, Hojo Colliery, Province of Buzen, Japan ...                Aug.  5, 1899 

589  Northey,   Arthur   Ernest,   Frias,   c/o   Señor   Jose  M. 

Restrepo, Honda, Republic of Colombia, South America               June 10, 1903 

590  Oakes,   Francis James,  Jun.,   58,  Pearl  Street,   Boston, 

Massachusetts, U.S.A.         ...         ...        ...        ...        ...               Feb.   10,   1900 

591   Oates, Robert Joseph William, Rewah State Collieries,          S. Feb.  10, 1883 

Umaria, C. India, Bengal Nagpur Railway       ...        ...    A.M. Aug.  1, 1891 

M. Dec.   12, 1891 

592   O'Donahue, Thomas Aloysius, 72,  Swinley Road, Wigan    A.M. Dec.   14, 1895 



M. Oct.    9, 1897 

593  Oldham, George, 25, Western Hill. Durham             ......               Nov.    5, 1892 

594  Olsen, Arnold Carl Louis,  Crown Deep,  Limited, P.O. 

Box 102, Fordsburg, Transvaal     ............                  Dec.     9, 1905 

595  Ornsby,  Edward Thomas, 3,  St.  James' Road,  Benwell, 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne           ...         ...         ...        ...         ...                Dec.     8, 1900 

596   Ornsby, Robert Embleton, Seaton Delaval Colliery, Northumberland      June 11, 1898 

597   Osborne,   Francis  Douglas,   Gopeng,   Perak,   Federated 

Malay States     ...............                  ..                  Feb. 14, 1903 

598*Oshima, Rokuro, c/o Hokkaido Tanko-Tetsudo Kabushiki- 

Kwaisha, Iwamisawa, Hokkaido, Japan...        ...        ...                April 10, 1897 

599   Owens, William David, 239, Philadelphia Avenue, Pittston, Pennsylvania,  

U.S. A............        ...                   Feb.  11, 1905 

600  Page, Davidge, 17, Surrey Street, Strand, London, W.C.      A.M. Oct.   10, 1903 

M. Oct.   14, 1905 

601   Paley, George, De Beers Mines, Kimberley, South Africa              Oct.   12, 1901 

602   Palmer, Claude Bowes, Wardley Hall, Pelaw, Newcastle-    A.M. Nov.   5, 1892 

upon-Tyne      .....................             M. June   8, 1895 

603   Palmer,    Henry,    Medomsley,    S.O.,    County    Durham         S. Nov.    2, 1878 

(Vice-President, Member of Council)     .........     A.M. Aug.   4, 1883 

M. Aug.    3, 1889 

604  Pamely, Caleb, 22, Cromwell Road, Bristol            ......          S. Sept,   5, 1868 

M. Aug.   5, 1877 

605  Pamplin, Eliah George, Cherry Hinton, Cambridge        ...               Aug.    1, 1903 

606   Parish,   Charles   Edward,   31,    Hanger   Lane,   Ealing,                                 

London, W.............         ......        ...                  Feb.   10, 1900 

607   Parker, Thomas, Wellington Pit, Whitehaven      ......                June 10, 1899 

608   Parrington,   Matthew   William,   Wearmouth   Colliery,         S. Dec.  1, 1864 

Sunderland (Vice-President, Member of Council)       ...        M.Aug. 6, 1870 

609   Parsons, Hon. Charles Algernon, Heaton Works, New-    A.M. June 12, 1880 

castle-upon-Tyne       ..................             M. Aug.    3, 1889 
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610  Pascoe,   Thomas,   Mount   Boppy  Gold-mining  Company,    A.M. April 10, 1897 

Limited, Boppy Mountain, New South Wales, Australia         M. June 12, 1897 

611   Paterson, Andrew James, 24, Lambton Quay, Wellington, 

New Zealand..................                            June 11, 1898 

612   Payne, Francis William, Government Insurance Building, 

Dunedin, New Zealand        ...............                  Feb.   11, 1905 

613  Peake,  R. Cecil, Cumberland House, Redbourn, Herts    ...         S. Feb.  7, 1880 

A.M. Aug.   7, 1886 

M. Aug.   3, 1889 

614  Pearse, John Walter, 5, rue Robermont, Liége, Belgium              June 10, 1899 

615  Pearson, Clement Alfred Ritson,   South  End  Avenue, 



Darlington      .....................                  June 11, 1904 

616  Peel, Robert, New Brancepeth Colliery, Durham ...       ...              Aug.    6, 1892 

617   Peile,   William,   Southampton    Lodge,   Oakleigh   Park,          S. Oct.     1, 1863 

Whetstone, London, N................            M. Aug.  6, 1870 

618  Percy, Frank, Mining College, Wigan.    Transactions sent 

to The Librarian, Wigan Free Library, Wigan......                Dec.   12, 1903 

619  Phillips, Percy Clement Campbell, Wallsend Colliery, 

near Newcastle-upon-Tyne...............                 June 10, 1903 

620  Piercy,  William, 32,  Grainger Street West,  Newcastle- 

upon-Tyne                   ..................                  June 11, 1904 

621   Pingstone, George Arthur, P.O. Box 445, Bulawayo,    ...   A.M. June 11, 1898 

Rhodesia, South Africa        ...............            M. Dec. 10, 1898 

622  Plummer, John, H.M. Inspector of Mines, Bishop Auckland             June   8, 1889 

623   Pollitzer, Samuel Joseph, Terry's Chambers, 14, Castlereagh Street,  

Sydney, New South Wales, Australia    ...                 April 12, 1902 

624*Poore, Ceorge Bentley, c/o H.  Eckstein and Company,    A.M. Dec.  10, 1898 

P.O. Box 149, Johannesburg, Transvaal            ......           M. April 8, 1899 

625  Porter,   John   Bonsall,   McGill   University,   Montreal, 

Quebec, Canada         ......               .........                 Dec.    8, 1900 

626  Potter, Charles John, Heaton Hall, Newcastle-upon-Tyne              Oct.   3, 1874 

627   Potter, William Reginald, 17, Collingwood Street, New- 

castle-upon-Tyne      ..................                   Aug.   6, 1904 

628  Powell,  Charles Henry,  Whipstick, South Coast, New 

South Wales, Australia       ...............                 June 14, 1902 

629  Powell,   Henry   Rees,  P.O.   Box   4931,   Johannesburg, 

Transvaal        ..................                             Dec.   10, 1904 

630  Prest, John Joseph, Hardwick Hall, Castle Eden, S.O., 

County Durham         ................                   Feb.   9, 1901 

631   Price,   Francis   Holborrow   Glynn,   Longlands   Place, 

Swansea          .....................                  June 10, 1899 

632  Price, S. R., Dilston House, Corbridge, S.O., Northumberland           S. Nov.  3, 1877 

       ........................        A.M. Aug.  1, 1885 

M. Aug.   3, 1889 

633  Price, Samuel Warren, The Wern, Peterston-super-Ely, 

Cardiff........................                    Aug.    3, 1895 

634  Pringle, John Archibald, Minas de Passagem, Ouro Preto, 

Brazil........................                    Dec.   10, 1898 

635  Pringle, Robert William, c/o William Owen, 96, Bishops- 

gate Street Within, London, E.C.            .........                Aug.    1, 1903 

636*Prior,   Hon.   Edward   G.,   Victoria,   British   Columbia. Transactions   

sent   to   Thomas  R.   Stockett,   Western Fuel Company, Nanaimo, British  

Columbia      ...        ...                    Feb.  7, 1880 

637  Pullon, Joseph Thomas, Rowangarth, North Park Road, 

Roundhay, Leeds      ..................                   Feb.   11, 1905 

638  Rae, John Livington Campbell, 40, Church Street, New- 

castle, New South Wales, Australia        .........                 Oct.   14, 1899 

639  Ramsay,  John, Tursdale Colliery, Ferry Hill          ...         ..         A. April 27, 1895 

M. Feb.   13, 1904 



640   Ramsay,  John   Alsop,   Harperley   Hall,   Tantobie,   S.O.. 

County Durham        ..................                   March 6, 1869 

641   Randolph, Beverley S., Barkeley Springs, West Virginia, 

U.S.A.........................                    Aug.    4, 1894 
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642   Rankin, Thomas  Thomson,  Principal of the  Mining and 

Technical College, Wigan...............                  April   9, 1904 

643  Rateau, Auguste, 7, rue Bayard, Paris, France    ......                Aug. 2, 1902 

644  Ravenshaw,   Henry Willock, Rutland House, Hanwell,                            

London, W.    ...            ................                   Feb    15, 1896 

645   Redwood,   Sir    Boverton,    Wadham    Lodge,    Wadham                            

Gardens, London, N.W.      ...                     ...         ...         ...                June 21, 1894 

646  Rees, D. John Arthur, c/o Frederick Napier White, H.M.                        

Inspector of Mines, 12, St. James' Gardens, Swansea ...                Aug.  4, 1900 

647*Rees, Ithel Treharne, Guildhall Chambers, Cardiff       ...               April   4, 1903 

648   Rees, Robert Thomas, Glandare, Aberdare              ...        ...              Aug.    7, 1897 

649   Rees,   William  Thomas,   Maesyffynon,   Aberdare           ...   A.M. Oct.  9, 1897 

M. Feb. 12, 1898 

650   Reid, Arthur H., 20, South African Chambers, St. George's 

Street, Cape Town, South Africa ...        ...        ...        ...                June 21,  1894 

651   Reid, Francis, Riverside, Blackboys, S.O., Sussex......               April   9, 1892 

652   Renwick, Thomas Charlton, Lumley Thicks, Fence Houses              April 14, 1894 

653  Rhodes, Charles Edward, Lane End House, Rotherham              Aug.   4, 1883 

654   Rhodes,  Francis Bell Forsyth, United States Zinc Company, 

Pueblo, Colorado, U.S.A.............                  Feb.   10, 1894 

655  Rich,  Francis Arthur, Vincent Road,  Remnera, Auck- 

land, New Zealand    ...         ...        ...        ...        ...        ...                Aug.   5, 1899 

656   Rich, William, Trevu, Camborne, Cornwall            ......   A.M. June   9, 1888 

M. Aug. 3, 1889 

657   Richard, George Anderson, Mount Morgan, Queensland, 

Australia         .....................                  June 11, 1898 

658   Richards,    T.  J.,    53,    Strand,    Ferndale,   Pontypridd, 

Glamorgan.....................                    Oct.   10, 1896 

659   Richardson, Henry,   89, Ashley  Gardens,  Westminster, 

London, S.W......................                   March 2, 1865 

660  Richardson,     Nicholas,   Holywell    House,   Backworth,         S. Dec.   12, 1896 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne                       ...        ...        ...         ...         A. Aug.   3, 1901 

M. Dec.  14, 1901 

661   Richardson,   Robert,  Summerhill  House,  Blaydon-upon-        A. Feb.    8, 1890 

Tyne,  S.O., County Durham          ............          M.Aug.    3, 1895 

662  Rickard,  Thomas Arthur,   Mining and Scientific Press, 

330, Market Street, San Francisco, California, U.S.A.                Feb.   11, 1905 

663  Ridley, Norman Backhouse, 2, Collingwood Street, New- 

castle-upon-Tyne       ...        ...        ...        ...        ...        ...                June    8, 1895 



664   Ritson,   John   Ridley,   Burnhope   Colliery,   Lanchester,         S. April 11, 1891 

Durham           .....................       A.M. Aug.   3, 1895 

M. Feb.  14, 1903 

665   Ritson,  Utrick Alexander,  Milburn House, Newcastle- 

upon-Tyne      .....................                   Oct.     7, 1871 

666   Robbins, Percy Arthur, 60, Wall Street, New York City, 

U.S.A.....................        ...                    Oct.   12, 1901 

667   Robert, Philip Rhinelander, 618, Orchard Lake Avenue, 

Pontiac, Michigan, U.S.A................                  Feb.   10, 1900 

668   Roberts, James, Jun., Perran House, Perranporth, S.O., 

Cornwall         .....................                   Dec.   14, 1895 

669   Roberts, John, Laxey, S.O., Isle of Man     .........                Dec.     9, 1905 

670  Roberts, Robert, Plas Meini, Festiniog, Blaenau Festiniog              Oct.    12, 1895 

671   Roberts, Stephen, Luipaards Vlei Estate and Gold-mining 

Company, P.O. Box 53, Krugersdorp, Transvaal          ...                April28, 1900 

672   Robertson,   Andrew,   49,   Mining   Exchange,   Ballarat,                                   

Victoria, Australia...............                   Aug.   7, 1897 

673  Robertson,   Daniel   Alexander   Wilberforce,   Metro- 

politan    Colliery,    Helensburgh,   near    Sydney,   New                                  

South Wales, Australia       ...............                  Aug.    6, 1892 

674*Robertson,    James   Robert   Millar,   Linton,   Milson's                                  

Point, North Sydney, New South Wales, Australia    ...                Aug.  2, 1890 

675*Robins,   Samuel  Matthew,   Nanaimo,   British Columbia. 

Transactions  sent  to   Thomas   R.   Stockett,   Western                                   

Fuel Company, Nanaimo, British Columbia      ...        ...                Oct.   I2, 1895 
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676 Robinson, George, Boldon Colliery, S.O., County Durham              June 10, 1899 

677 Robinson, G. C, Brereton and Hayes Colliery, Rugeley..               Nov. 5, 1870  

678 Robinson, George Henry, Jun., Pena Copper-mines, Limited, 

Minas Peña del Hierro, por  Rio   Tinto,   Provincia  de          S. Dec.   9, 1899 

Huelva, Spain           ...............                    M. April 8, 1905 

679 Robinson,   John,   High   Hedgefield,   Blaydon-upon-Tyne, 

S.O., County Durham          ............                           Feb.   10, 1900 

680 Robinson, John,   1, Ashleigh Grove,  Benton,  Newcastle- 

upon-Tyne       .....................                   Dec.  12, 1903 

681   Robinson, J. B., Colliery Offices, Tow Law, S.O., County 

Durham           ................                    Aug.    5, 1893 

682 Robinson,   John    Thomas,   South Medomsley   Colliery, 

Dipton, S.O., County Durham       ...........                  Feb.   13, 1892 

683 Robinson, Robert Dobson, Tamworth Colliery Company, 

Tamworth       .....................                   Feb.     9, 1901 

684  Robinson, Timothy, Ryhope Colliery, Sunderland......                Feb.     8, 1902 

685   Robson, J. S., Butterknowle Colliery, S.O., County Durham              May   15, 1862 



686  Rodewald, Rudolf, Nenthead Mines, Nenthead, Alston, 

S.O., Cumberland      ..................                   April  7, 1906 

687   Ronaldson, James Henry, P.O. Box 5224, Johannesburg, 

Transvaal        .....................                  Aug.    6, 1892 

688  Ross, Hugh, Dean and Chapter Colliery, Ferry Hill           ...               Aug.    6, 1892 

689  Ross,   John   Alexander   George,    11,   Kingsley   Place, 

Heaton, Newcastle-upon-Tyne       .......                        July    2, 1872 

690  Routledge, William Henry, Woodfield Park, Blackwood,           S. Oct.     7, 1876 

Newport, Monmouthshire...............      A.M. Aug.  1, 1885 

                                                                                                       M. June   8, 1889 

691   Rowlands,   William   Edward,    16    Penmaesglas   Road, 

Aberystwyth              ......               .........                  June    9, 1900 

692  Rowley, Walter, 20, Park Row, Leeds......         ...                Aug.   5, 1893 

693  Rumbold,   William  Richard,  c/o   A. T. L.   Rumbold, 

47, Watling Street, London, E.G.             ......                         June 14, 1902 

694  Russell, Robert, Coltness Iron Works, Newmains, S.O., 

Lanarkshire.....................                    Aug.    3, 1878 

695  Rutherford,   Robert,   Axwell Park  Colliery,  Swalwell, 

S.O., County Durham         ...............                  Oct.   11, 1902 

696   Rutherford,   William, Lindum   House, Gateshead-upon- 

Tyne                ...                    ...              Oct.     3, 1874 

697   Rutherford,   William,   Jun.,   South   Derwent   Colliery, 

Annfield Plain, S.O., County Durham    .........                 Feb.    9, 1901 

693*Saise, Walter, Stapleton, Bristol      ............     A.M. Nov.  3, 1877 

                                                                                  M. Aug.    3, 1889 

699   Sam,  Thomas Birch Freeman, c/o  F.   and  A.   Swanzy, 

Cape Coast Castle, West Africa............                  Aug.    5, 1893 

700  Samborne, John Stukely Palmer, Timsbury House, Bath             Aug.    1, 1891 

701   Sample,  James  Bertram, Harraton  Colliery, Chester-le-          S.  Jan. 19, 1895 

Street........................               A. Aug.  4, 1900 

M. Oct. 10, 1903 

702*Samwell,    Nicholas,    c/o   Institution    of   Mining    and 

Metallurgy, Salisbury Hfluse, London Wall, London. E.C..               April 13, 1901 

703   Saunders, David William Alban, Worcester Chambers,    A.M. Feb   12, 1898 

Swansea          .....................             M. June 11, 1898 

704  Saunders,   William   Thomas,   c/o   Casceres   Hermanos, 

Recuay, Peru.....................                  June 12, 1897 

705*Sawyer, Arthur Robert, P.O. Box 2202, Johannesburg,           S. Dec.   6, 1873 

Transvaal        ......................       A.M. Aug.    2, 1879 

M. June   8, 1889 

706   Scholer, Peter, 117, Frances Street, Bellevue,  Johannes-    A.M. Dec.   13, 1902 

burg, Transvaal         ..................             M. Feb. 10, 1906 

707  Schwarz, Paul, Otto House, Fleet Street, Bishop Auckland              April  9, 1904 

708   Scorer, John, c/o J. Young, 8, The Woodlands, Hexham...               Dec.  12, 1903 

709  Scott, Anthony, Netherton Colliery, Nedderton,Newcastle- 

upon-Tyne       .....................                   April   8, 1905 
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710   Scott,   Charles   F.,   Newbell,   Leadgate,   S.O.,   County         S. April 11,  1874 

Durham           .....................             M. Aug.  4, 1877 

711   Scott, Elgin, Boryslaw, Galicia, Austria      .........                Aug. 4, 1894 

712   Scott, Ernest, Close Works, Newcastle-upon-Tyne           ...               April   9, 1892 

713   Scott, Edward Charlton, Woodside Cottage, Totley Rise,         A. Oct.  8,   1892 

Sheffield          ..................       ...            M. Feb.   11, 1899 

714   Scott, Frederick Bowes, 28, Queen Street, London, E.C.                 Dec.   14,  1895 

715   Scott,   Herbert Kilburn,   104,  Palmerston House,   Old 

Broad Street, London, E.C.           ...        ...        ...         ...                Oct. 11, 1902 

716   Scoular, George, St. Bees, S.O., Cumberland        ......                July  2, 1872 

717   Selby, John Baseley, Leigh, Lancashire     ...        ...        ...               April 25, 1896 

718   Senstius,   Friedrich, Wester holter Weg,  43,   Reckling- 

hausen, Westphalia, Germany       ...        ...        ...         ...                June  9,  1906 

719   Severs,    Joseph,    North    Walbottle,    Newburn,     S.O., 

Northumberland        ...         ...         ...         ..,         ...         ...               June  8,   1901 

720   Severs, William, Beamish, S.O., County Durham......         A. Nov.  5, 1892 

M. Dec.  8, 1900 

721   Shanks,    John,    10,   Church    Road,    Harrington,    S.O., 

Cumberland.....................                   Aug.    5, 1905 

722   Sharp, Jacob, Lambton House, Fence Houses        ...        ...               Dec.   14, 1901 

723*Shaw, James, The Terraces, North Adelaide, South Australia              Dec.  12, 1896 

724   Shaw-Duncan,   William,   Rio   Rimal   Copper  Company, 

Limited, 17, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C.   ...          ..                Oct.   14, 1905 

725   Sheafer,   Arthur   Whitcomb,   Pottsville,   Pennsylvania, 

U.S. A.........................                    Aug.    4, 1894 

726  Shewan, Thomas, Saint Hilda Colliery, South Shields      ...               Aug.    1, 1903 

727   Shiel, John, 6, Windsor Terrace, Newcastle-upon-Tyne ...               May    6, 1871 

728   Shipley, Thomas B., 252, Market Street, Jeppe, Transvaal. 

Transactions  sent   to  c/o  Andrew   Reid & Company,     A.M. Aug.   2, 1884 

Limited, Newcastle-upon-Tyne     ...        ...         ...         ...         M. Aug.    3, 1889 

729   Shute,     Charles     Ashley,     30,     Woodlands     Terrace, 

Darlington      .....................                   April 11, 1874 

730   Simon, Frank, P.O. Box 2986, Johannesburg, Transvaal ...              Dec.   14, 1895 

731   Simpson, Charles Liddell, Engine Works, Grosvenor Road, 

Pimlico, London       ...        ...............                  April   8,1893 

732   Simpson, F. L. G., Mohpani Coal Mines, Gadawarra, C.P.,    A.M. Dec.   13, 1884 

India........................              M. Aug.    3, 1889 

733   Simpson, Frank Robert, Hedgefield House, Blaydon-upon-         S. Aug.   4, 1883 

Tyne, S.O., County Durham (Member of Council)       ...         M. Aug.    1, 1891 

734   Simpson, Gilbert Pitcairn, 3, Cornwall Terrace, Regent's 

Park, London, N.W...............                   Oct.   10, 1896 

735   Simpson, John, Heworth Colliery, Felling, S.O.,  County           S.  Dec.    6, 1866 

Durham (Member of Council)         ............           M. Aug.    1, 1868 

736   Simpson, John Bell, Bradley Hall, Wylam, S.O., North- 



umberland (Past-President, Member of Council)       ...                Oct.   4, 1860 

737   Simpson, Robert Rowell, Department of Mines, 6, Dacres       S. Aug.    3, 1895 

Lane, Calcutta, India            ...............           A. Aug.    2, 1902 

M. Oct.   11, 1902 

738   Simpson, Thomas Ventress, Throckley Colliery, Newburn,         S. Dec.  14, 1895 

S.O., Northumberland          .............           A. Aug.    2, 1902 

M. Dec.   13, 1902 

739   Skertchley,  Sydney A. R.,  Burlington Drive, Beltinge, 

Heine Bay, S.O., Kent       ...............                  April 13, 1901 

740   Sladden,   Harry, P.O.   Box 2844, 6, Barnato  Buildings, 

Johannesburg,   Transvaal           Nov   24, 1894 

741   Slinn,   Thomas, 40,   Park   Avenue,   Whitley   Bay,   S.O.,                           

Northumberland        ........           ........                  July 2, 1872 

742   Smart,  Alexander,  c/o   Frazer  and  Chalmers,  Limited,                                   

Erith, S.O., Kent     ............        .......      Feb. 10, 1894 

743*Smith, Richard Clifford, Ashford Hall, Bakewell          ...               Dec. 5, 1874     

744   Smith, Robert Fleming, Hunter's Villa, Parkside, Cleator                                  

Moor, S.O., Cumberland     ...              Aug. 6, 1904 

745  Smith, William, P.O. Box 653, Johannesburg, Transvaal ...               Oct.  11, 1902 
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746   Smith, William Woodend, 3, Lonsdale Terrace, St. Bees, 

S.O., Cumberland      ...........           ......                 Aug.    6, 1904 

747   Sopwith, Arthur, Cannock Chase Collieries, near Walsall              Aug.    6, 1863 

748   Southern,   Edmund Octavius,   Ashington   Colliery, near         S. Dec. 5, 1874               

Morpeth          .....................       A.M. Aug.   1, 1885 

M. June    8, 1889 

749   Southern, John, Heworth Colliery, Felling, S.O., County         A. Dec.   14, 1889 

Durham            .....................             M. April 8, 1899 

750   Southern, R. W. A., 33, The Parade, Cardiff        ...        ....          Aug.   3, 1865 

751   Southwood, Reginald Thomas Enfield,  P.O. Box 1025, 

Johannesburg, Transvaal    ...        ...        ...        ...        ...                Feb.   10, 1906 

752 Spence, Robert Foster, Backworth, Newcastle-upon-Tyne         S. Nov.   2, 1878 

(Member of Council)......        .....      ...      A.M. Aug.  2, 1884 

M. Aug.    4, 1889 

753   Spencer,   Francis   H.,   Bonanza  Cold-mining   Company, 

P.O. Box 149, Johannesburg, Transvaal ...         ......                Dec.   13, 1890 

754  Spencer, John Watson, Newburn, S.O., Northumberland               May    4, 1878 

755   Squire, John Barret, 7, Clifton Hill, St. John's Wood, 

London, N.W...................                    June    8, 1895 

756  Stanley, George Hardy, Technical Institute, Johannes- 

burg, Transvaal         ...         ...        ...         ...         ...         ..                 April 12, 1902 

757   Stanton,  John,  11 and   13,  William  Street,   New   York 

City, U.S.A.......................       June   8, 1895 



758   Steavenson, Addison Langhorne, Durham (Past-President, 

Member of Council)   ...        ...        ...        ...        ...                 Dec.    6, 1855 

759  Steavenson, Charles Herbert, Redheugh Colliery, Gates-         S. April 14, 1883 

head-upon-Tyne (Member of Council)      ...        ...        ...         A. Aug.    1, 1891 

M. Aug.    3, 1895 

760   Steel, Robert, Woodhouse, Whitehaven     ...        ...        ...               Aug.   5, 1905 

761   Stephenson, Ralph, West Stanley Colliery, Stanley, S.O., 

County Durham.................                   Dec.   10, 1904 

762   Stevens, Arthur James, Uskside Iron Works, Newport, 

Monmouthshire          ...        ...         ...         ...        ...        ...                April   8, 1893 

763  Stevens, James, 9, Fenchurch Avenue, London, E.C.       ...              Feb.   14, 1885 

764  Stevinson, Peter B., Dunholm, Lesbury  Road, Heaton, 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne           ...        ...        ...         ...         ...                April   9, 1904 

765   Stewart, James, Garesfield Colliery, Rowlands Gill, New- 

castle-upon-Tyne       ...        ...        ...        ...         ...        ...                April  9, 1904 

766  Stewart, William, Foxwood, Kent Road, Harrogate      ...          S. Oct.     8, 1898 

M. April  9, 1904 

767   Stewart,  William,  Tillery  Collieries,   Abertillery,  S.O., 

Monmouthshire          ..          ...        ...         ...        ...         ...                June   8, 1895 

768   Stobart, Frank, Biddick Hall, Fence Houses          ......         S. Aug.  2, 1873 

A.M. Aug.  5, 1882 

M. June  8, 1889 

769   Stobart, Henry Temple, Wearmouth Colliery, Sunderland        S. Oct.     2, 1880 

A.M. Aug.     4, 1888 

M. Aug.     3, 1889 

770  Stobart, William Ryder, Etherley Lodge, Darlington   ...              Oct.    11, 1890 

771   Stoker, Arthur P., Ouston House, near Chester-le-Street           S. Oct.     6, 1877 

A.M. Aug.    1, 1885 

M. Aug.    3, 1889 

772   Stokoe, James, Herrington Lodge, West Herrington,  via        A. Nov. 24, 1894 

Sunderland     ...................              M. Dec. 10, 1904 

773   Stone, Arthur, Heath Villas, Hindley, Wigan      ......                June 13, 1896 

774*Stonier, George Alfred, 8, Bedford Road, Bedford Park, 

London, W......................                   June 11, 1904 

775 Storey,   William,   Urpeth Villas, Beamish, S.O., County 

Durham            .....................                   April 12, 1902 

776 Straker, J. H., Howden Dene, Corbridge, S.O., Northum- 

berland             ............     .........                   Oct.     3, 1874 

777  Streatfield,  Hugh Sidney,  Ryhope, Sunderland             ...    A.M.  June 8, 1889 

M. Aug.    3, 1889 

778 Stuart, Donald McDonald Douglas, Redland, Bristol  ...             June    8, 1895 
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779   Sulman, Henry Livingstone, 44,London Wall,London, E.C.               Feb.  11, 1899 



780   Sutcliffe, Richard, Horbury, Wakefield.........                  June 14, 1902 

781   Sutherland,   Edgar  Greenhow,   West   Rainton,   Fence                            

Houses             ....................                   Dec. 10, 1904 

782   Sutton, William, Grosmont, 46, Palace Road, Streatham                            

Hill, London, S.W...................                   April 28, 1900     

783   Swallow,   John,   East   Pontop   Colliery,   Annfield   Plain,                            

S.O., County Durham          ...        ...        ...        ...        ...                May  2,  1874 

784  Swallow, Ralph Storey, Langley Park, Durham......          A. Dec.     9, 1899 

M. Dec.   12, 1903 

785   Swallow,   Wardle  Asquith,   Tanfield    Lea,    Tantobie,          S. Dec.   9,   1893 

S. O., County Durham          ...        ...        ...        ...        ...          A.Aug.   3, 1901 

M. Aug.   2, 1902 

786   Swan, Henry Frederick,   Walker  Shipyard,   Newcastle- 

upon-Tyne       .....................                   Sept.    2, 1871 

787   Swinburne,    Umfreville    Percy,    Inspector    of   Mines,     A.M. Aug.  4,   1894 

Pretoria, Transvaal  ...         ...         ..          ...        ...        ...          M. June 14,   1902 

788   Swindle, Jackson, Swalwell, S.O., County Durham         ...               June 14, 1902 

789   Swinney, Alfred John  George, Lorne Villa, Elm Road, 

Sidcup, S.O., Kent..................                   June 11, 1898 

790   Symons, Francis, Ulverston, Lancashire        ..        ...          ..              Feb.   11,   1899 

791   Tallis, Alfred Simeon, The Rhyd, Tredegar, Monmouth- 

shire     .......................                    April  9, 1904 

792   Tallis, John Fox, The Firs, Ebbw Vale, S.O., Monmouth- 

shire      ........................                   Dec.   12, 1903 

793   Tate, Simon, Trimdon Grange Colliery, County Durham  ...               Sept. 11, 1875    

794  Tate, Walker Oswald, Upper Thorpe House, Black Boy          S. Oct.   12, 1895    

Colliery, near Bishop Auckland     ...         ...        ...         ...          A. Aug.   1, 1903 

M. Feb.  13, 1904 

795   Taylor, Alfred Henry, Ngunguru Coal-mines, Kiripaka, 

via Auckland, New Zealand           ............                  Dec.   14, 1901 

796   Taylor, Thomas, Chipchase Castle, Wark, S.O., Northum- 

berland             ...         ...        ...         ...        ...        ...         ...                July  2, 1872 

797   Teasdale, Thomas, Middridge, Heighington, S.O., County 

Durham             .........    ............                 April   9, 1892 

798   Telford, William Haggerstone, Hedley Hope Collieries,           S. Oct.    3, 1874 

Tow Law, S.O., County Durham  ...        .........       A.M. Aug.  6, 1881 

M. June   8, 1889 

799   Tennant, John Thomas, James Street, Hamilton, Newcastle, 

New South Wales, Australia          ............                  Dec.   12, 1903 

800   Terry, Arthur Michael, 23, Claremont Place, Gateshead- 

upon-Tyne      .....................                   Aug.   6, 1904 

801   Thom, Archibald, Jun., Moresby Parks, near Whitehaven             Aug.   5,   1905 

802   Thomas,   Arthur,   Chilecito,   Province   Rioja,   Argentine 

Republic          .....................                   Aug.    7, 1897 

803   Thomas, Ernest Henry, Oakhill, Gadlys,  Aberdare         ...               Feb.   10, 1900 

804   Thomas, Iltyd Edward, Glanymor, Swansea          ...        ...               Feb.   10, 1900 

805   Thomas, J. J., Hawthorn Villa, Kendal         ........                June 21, 1894 

806   Thomas,  Richard,  Cambria Villa,  Stockton,   New   South 



Wales, Australia       ..................                   Feb.  11, 1899 

807   Thomlinson, William, Seaton Carew, West Hartlepool ...               April 25, 1896 

808   Thompson, Alfred, Talbot House,   Birtley,   S.O., County 

Durham            ............         ...          .....                  Dec.  13,  1902 

809   Thompson, Charles Lacy, Farlam Hall, Brampton Junction,     A.M. Feb.  10, 1883 

Carlisle             ......                                   .........           M. Aug.  3, 1889 

810  Thompson,  Joseph,  North   Biddick   Colliery, Washington         A. April   8,  1893 

Station, S.O., County Durham      ............            M. Dec.   12, 1903 

811   Thompson, John G., Bank House, Collins Green, Earlestown,                                   

Lancashire       ...          ...          ...          ...         ...         ...                         June    8, 1895 

812 Thompson,   John    William,    Greenfield    House,    Crook,         A. June 10, 1893 

S.O., County Durham           ...............            M. Feb.   10, 1900 

813 Thompson,   William,   1   and 2,   Great   Winchester Street, 

London, E.G. ...          ...                 Aug. 4, 1888 
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814 Thomson, John, Eston Mines, by Middlesbrough   ...         ...               April  7, 1877 

815  Thomson, John Whitfield      ...        ...        ......        ...                Oct.   11, 1902 

816  Thornton, Norman Muschamp, Seaton Burn and Dinnington         S. April 27, 1895 

Collieries, Seaton Burn, Dudley, S.O., Northumberland         A. Aug.    2, 1902      

.........               M. June 10, 1903 

817   Tinsley, James, Bridge House, Ebbw Vale, S.O., Monmouth- 

shire     ..................     ......                   Dec.  12, 1903 

818   Tizzard,  John,  48,  Hyde   Terrace, Gosforth,  Newcastle- 

upon-Tyne      .....................                   Aug.    6, 1904 

819  Todd, John Thomas, Blackwell Collieries, Alfreton           ...         S. Nov.    4, 1876 

A.M. Aug.    1, 1885                                                                               

M. June    8, 1889 

820*Townsend, Harry Poyser, P.O. Box 927, Johannesburg, 

Transvaal        .....................                   April 12, 1902 

821   Trelease, William Henwood, Via dei Cattaneo, Novara, Italy; and  

Ceppomorelli per Macugnaya. Vall'Anzasca, Prov. di Novara, Italy         ..............  April   8, 1893 

822  Trevaille-Williams,  T.,  P.O. Box 6662, Johannesburg, 

Transvaal        ..................        ...                   Dec.   10, 1898 

823  Trevor, Earle Wellington Jenks, 78, Palace Chambers, 

9, Bridge Street, Westminster, London, S. W.......                 Aug.    2, 1902 

824  Trotman, Henry Leigh, Moorland House, Aspull, Wigan              Feb. 13, 1904 

825  Tulip, Samuel, Bunker Hill, Fence Houses ...        ...         ...               June 12, 1897 

826  Turnbull,   John   James,   East   Indian   Coal   Company, 

Limited,   Jherria  P.O.,   District  Manbhoom,  Bengal, 

India........................                    Feb.   12, 1898 

827   Turnbull, Robert, Usworth Colliery,  Washington, S.O., 

County Durham         ..................                   Aug.   2, 1902 

828  Tuxen, Peter Vilhelm, 60, Market Street,   Melbourne, 



Victoria, Australia..................                   April   7, 1906 

829  Tweddell,   George   Herbert,    "Edenholme,"   Beverley 

Gardens, Cullercoats, Whitley Bay, S.O., Northumberland      ........................          Feb.  13, 1904 

830*Tyers, John Emanuel, Rewah State Collieries, Umaria,    A.M. Dec.   10, 1877 

Central India.....................             M. Aug.    3, 1889 

831   Tyrrell, Joseph Burr, 1, Rusholme Road, Toronto, Canada             Feb.   10, 1900 

832  Tyzack, David, Bellingham, S.O., Northumberland           ...               Feb.   14, 1874 

833  Unwin,  Philip  Ibotson,  5, Great  George Street,  West- 

minster, London, S.W................                   Aug.   6, 1904 

834  Upton, Prescott, P.O. Box 1026, Johannesburg, Transvaal              June 12, 1897 

835  Varty, Thomas, Skelton Park Mines, Skelton-in-Cleveland, 

S.O., Yorkshire          ..................                   Feb. 12,   1887 

836  Vaughan, Cedric, Hodbarrow Iron-ore Mines, Millom, S.O., 

Cumberland.....................                   Dec.   10, 1892 

837   Vaughan, John, Balaclava House, Dowlais, Glamorgan     ...              Feb.   12, 1898 

838  Veasey, Harvey C, " Tetulmoorie,'' Sijua P.O., Manbhum 

District, Bengal, India        ...        ...          ..         ...         ...               June 21, 1894 

839 Verny, George, Directeur-Ingénieur des Hauts-Fourneaux 

de Saint Louis, Marseille, France............                  Oct.     8, 1898 

840  Verschoyle,   William   Denham,   Tanrago,   Ballisodare, 

S.O., County Sligo..................                   Dec.  11, 1897 

841   Waddle, Hugh,  Llanmore   Iron   Works,   Llanelly            ...               Dec.   13, 1890 

842  Wadham, Walter Francis Ainslie, Millwood, Dalton-in- 

Furness, S.O., Lancashire ...        ...        ...         ...         ...                Dec.   10, 1898 

843 Wales, Henry Thomas, Western Mail Chambers, Cardiff                 Feb.   11, 1893 

844  Walker, Henry Blair, Cassell Coal Company, Springs, 

Transvaal        .....................                   Oct,     9, 1897 

845   Walker, James Howard, Bank Chambers, Wigan            ...              Dec.    9, 1899 

846   Walker,    John    Scarisbrick,    Pagefield    Iron    Works, 

Wigan........................                   Dec.     4, 1869 

847   Walker, Sydney Ferris, Bloomfield Crescent, Bath       ...              June 11, 1898 
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848   Walker, Thomas A., Pagefield Iron Works. Wigan       ...               June 8,   1895 

849   Walker, William Edward, Lowther Street, Whitehaven              Nov.  19, 1891 

850   Wall, Henry, Rowbottom Square, Wallgate, Wigan        ...               June  8,  1895 

851   Wall, William Henry, 748, Burrard Street, Vancouver,                                   

British Columbia      ..          ........     ......                  June 14,   1902 

852   Wallwork, Jesse, Drywood, Worsley, Manchester           ...               Feb.   9,  1895 

853   Walsh,   George   Paton,  564,   Heirengracht, Amsterdam. 

Holland            .....................                   Nov. 24,   1894 

854   Walton,   Jonathan   Coulthard,    Writhlington  Colliery,         S. Nov.  7, 1874 

Radstock, Bath          .................       A.M. Aug. 6, 1881 

M. June   8, 1889 



 

855 Walton, William Henry, Bridgewater Offices, Walkden, 

Manchester     ..................                               June 10, 1903 

856 Ward, Alexander Houstonne, Raneegunge, Bengal, India              April 14,   1894 

857* Ward, Thomas Henry, Giridih, E.I.R., Bengal, East India    A.M. Aug.  5, 1882 

M. Aug.    3, 1889 

858   Waters, Stephen, Apartado No. 96, Pachuca, Mexico      ...               April   4, 1903 

859   Watkyn-Thomas, William, Workington     .........    A.M. Feb.  10, 1883 

M. Aug.  3, 1889 

860   Watson,   Claude   Leslie,   c/o The   Mysore  Gold-mining 

Company, Limited, Marikuppan, Mysore State, Southern 

India    ............                     .........                   Dec.   8, 1900 

861   Watson,   Edward,  The Cottage, Cannock, S.O.,  Stafford-         S. Feb.   13, 1892 

shire      ............         ..          .........            M. Aug.    4, 1894 

862   Watson, Thomas, Trimdon Colliery, S.O., County Durham              Oct.    11, 1890  

863 Watts, J. Whidbourne, P.O. Box 179, Barberton, Transvaal       ...................... Dec.   12, 1896 

864   Webster, Alfred Edward, Manton, Worksop     ......                June 12, 1897 

865   Wedderburn, Charles Maclagan, 8, East Fettes Avenue, 

Edinburgh      .....................                   Oct. 14, 1905 

866   Weed,  Walter Harvey,  U.S.  Geological Survey, Wash- 

ington, D.C., U.S.A.             ........       ......                  June 14, 1902 

867   Weeks,   John   George,   Bedlington,   S.O.,   Northumber- 

land (Past-President, Member of Council)      ......                Feb.    4, 1865 

868   Weeks,   Richard  Llewellyn,   Willington, S.O., County    A.M. June 10, 1882 

Durham            ....................             M. Aug.    3, 1889 

869*Weinberg, Ernest Adolph, 39, Queen Street, Melbourne,    A.M. Feb.  12, 1898 

Victoria, Australia..................            M. Oct.     8, 1898 

870  Welsh, Thomas, The Poplars, Ynyshir, Pontypridd, Gla- 

morgan.................      ...        ...                   Feb.   14, 1903 

871   Welton, William Pitt,  Glasllyn, Elm Road, Wembley, 

S.O., Middlesex         .................                   Dec.     9, 1905 

872   Welton, William Shakspeare, Elm Road, Wembley, S.O., 

Middlesex       .....................                  Dec.   14, 1901 

873   Western,   Charles   Robert,   Queen    Anne's    Mansions, 

Westminster, London, S.W.           ...         ...        ...        ...               June 10, 1893 

874   Westmacott,   Percy   Graham  Buchanan,   Rose  Mount, 

Sunninghill, Ascot..................                   June   2, 1866 

875   Whalley,   Edmund  Bessell, H.M.   Inspector  of  Mines, 

Edinburgh....................                    Aug.    1, 1903 

876   White, Charles Edward, Wellington Terrace, South Shields        S. Nov.    4, 1876 

A.M. Aug.    1, 1885 

M. Aug.    3, 1889 

877   White,   Frederick  Napier,   H.M.   Inspector  of   Mines, 

12, St. James' Gardens, Swansea               .........                 June 11, 1898 

878   White, Henry, Walker Colliery, Newcastle-upon-Tyne    ...        S. March 2, 1867 

M. Aug.    5, 1871 

879   Whitehead, John James,  P.O. Box 6407, Johannesburg, 

Transvaal        ............         .........              Oct,   10, 1903 



880   Widdas,   C.,   North   Bitchburn   Colliery,    Howden,   Dar- 

lington ........................                    Dec.    5, 1868 

881   Widdas,   Henry,   Beechburn   Grange,   Howden-le-Wear, 

S.O., County Durham           ...............                  April  7, 1906 

882   Widdas, Percy, Oakwood, Cockfield, S.O., County Durham               Aug.    6, 1904 
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883   Wight, Edward  Septimus,   Taupiri Coal-mines,  Limited, 

Mine  Manager's  Office,  Huntlv,  near Auckland,  New     A.M. Dec.   12, 1885 

Zealand.......................             M. Aug.    3, 1889 

884  Wight, Frederick William, 5, Bondicar Terrace, Blyth ..               Aug.    5, 1905 

885   Wight, Robert Tennant, Hallbankgate, Carlisle  ...        ...               Oct.   13, 1900 

886  Wilbraham,   Arthur George   Bootle,    Mina   de    San          S. Dec.   11, 1897 

Domingos, Mertola, Portugal         ............           M. Feb.    8, 1902 

887   Wilkins, William Glyde, Westinghouse  Building, Pitts- 

burg, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.            ...         ...         ...         ...                Dec.   11, 1897 

888 Wilkinson,  John Thomas,  Allerburn House,   Deaf  Hill, 

Trimdon, Trimdon Grange, S.O., County Durham ...                Dec. 8, 1900 

889*Wilkinson, William Fischer. Consolidated Gold-fields of 

South Africa, Limited, 8, Old Jewry, London, E. C.  ...                Oct.   10, 1896 

890   Williams, Alpheus Fuller, De Beers Consolidated Mines, 

Limited, Kimberley, South Africa            ...         ...        ...               Oct.   12, 1901 

891   Williams,   Gardner  Frederick,  De  Beers Consolidated 

Mines, Limited, Kimberley, South Africa          ...         ...                Oct.   12, 1895 

892   Williams, Griffith John, H.M. Inspector of Mines, Bangor              Aug.   2, 1902 

893   Williams, H. J. Carnegie, Bruce Mines, Algoma, Ontario, 

Canada......................                    Oct.   12, 1895 

894  Williams, John,   Queen's Terrace,  Llanrwst,  S.O.,   Den- 

bighshire          ............    .........                   Oct.     8, 1904 

895  Williams,   John  Richard, P.O. Box 149, Johannesburg, 

Transvaal       ...         ...                    ...         ...         ...         ...                June 11, 1904 

896 Williams, James Wilson, 15, Valley Drive, Harrogate   ...               April  4, 1903 

897   Williams, Luke, Moonah, Hobart, Tasmania         ...        ...               April 10, 1897 

898   Williams, Robert, 30, Clements Lane,  Lombard Street, 

London, E.C......................                   June 13, 1896 

899  Wilson,   Anthony,   Thornthwaite, Keswick           ......   A.M. Feb.  10, 1900 

M. Dec.  13, 1902 

900   Wilson, Archibald  Laurence,   The  New   Ravenswood,    A.M. June 12, 1897 

Limited, Ravenswood, Queensland, Australia   ...        ...         M. April  2, 1898 

901   Wilson, James, Wellington House, Edmondsley, Chester-le- 

Street........................                    April 13, 1901 

902  Wilson,   Joseph   R.,   606-607,   Commonwealth  Building, 

Twelfth and Chesnut Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, 

U.S.A.........................                    Oct.   12, 1895 



903   Wilson, Lloyd, Flimby Colliery, Maryport.........                Jan.   19, 1895 

904  Wilson,    Nathaniel,    East    Rand    Proprietary    Mines, 

Limited,   Mechanical  Engineering  Department,   P.O. 

Box 56, East Rand, Transvaal       ............                  Dec.     9, 1899 

905  Wilson, Peregrine Oliver, c/o F. F. Wilson, 7, Devonshire 

Square, Bishopsgate Street, London, E.C.          ...         ...                Dec.     9, 1893 

906   Wilson, Robert Gott, Battle Green, Pelton Fell Colliery,          A. Aug.    6, 1892 

Chester-le-Street       ..................            M. Dec.   12, 1903 

907   Wilson,  William  Brumwell,  Horden Dene, Easington,          S. Feb.     6, 1869 

Castle  Eden, S.O., County Durham         .........           M. Aug.    2, 1873 

908*Wilson,   William  Brumwell,   Jun.,   Usworth   Colliery, 

Washington, S.O., County Durham        .........                 Feb.    9, 1901 

909   Winchell,  Horace V.,  c/o Great Northern Railway Com- 

pany, St. Paul, Minnesota, U.S.A.           .........                 Nov. 24, 1894 

910   Winstanley, Robert, 42, Deansgate, Manchester......               Sept.    7, 1878 

911   Witt,   Otto,    Silbermannstrasse,   5,   Freiberg   i  Sachsen [sic], 

Deutschland....................                    April  9, 1904 

912   Wood,   Collingwood  L.,   Freelartd,   Forgandenny,   S.O., 

Perthshire        ....................                  Aug.    3, 1854 

913  Wood, Ernest Seymour, Dawdon Colliery, Seaham Harbour, 

Sunderland     .....................                   Oct.   10, 1891 

914   Wood, John, Coxhoe Hall, Coxhoe, S.O., County Durham            S. June    8, 1889 

A. Aug.    4, 1894 

                                                                                                                      M. Aug.    3, 1895 

915*Wood, Sir Lindsay, Bart., The Hermitage, Chester-le-Street 

(Past-President, Member of Council)     ...        ...        ...                Oct.     1, 1857 

916 Wood, Richard, P.O. Box 5550, Johannesburg, Transvaal                June 14, 1902 
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917   Wood, Thomas,  North   Hetton  Colliery Office,  Moorsley,          S.   Sept.  3, 1870     

Hetton-le-Hole, S.O., County Durham    ......                       M.   Aug. 5, 1871 

918   Wood, Thomas Outterson, Bunker Hill, Fence Houses               Feb. 14,  1903 

919   Wood, William Henry, Coxhoe Hall, Coxhoe, S.O., County                            

Durham            ...         ...         ...         ...         ...                                       Aug. 5, 1857 

920   Wood, William Outterson, South Hetton, S.O., County             

Durham (Past-President, Member of Council) ...        ...                Nov. 7, 1863 

921   Woodburne, Thomas Jackson, Bultfontein Mine, De Beers                  

Consolidated Mines, Limited, Kimberley, South Africa               Feb. 10, 1894 

922   Woodeson,  William Armstrong,  Clarke,  Chapman  and                    

Company, Limited, Victoria  Works,   Gateshead-upon- 

Tyne     ...        ...        ...        ...        ...        ...        ...                            Dec.  10,   1904 

923   Wormald, Charles Frederick, Mayfield Villa, Saltwell,    A.M. Dec. 8, 1883 

Gateshead-upon-Tyne           ...............           M.  Aug. 3, 1889 

924   Wright,   Abraham,   East   Indian   Railway,   Engineering                                    



Department, Giridih, Bengal, India         ...          ..         ...                Feb.   11, 1905 

925   Wrightson, Sir Thomas, Bart., Stockton-upon-Tees        ...               Sept. 13, 1873 

926   Yeoman, Thomas Pressick, Government Collieries, Warora, 

Central Provinces, India     ...         ...        ...        ...        ...                Aug.  1,   1903 

927   Youll, Gibson, South Waratah Colliery, Newcastle, New                         

South Wales, Australia       ...                     ...        ...        ..                 Oct.   12,   1901 

928  Young,  Harben  Robert,   P.O.   Box   78,   Potchefstroom, 

Transvaal        .....................                   Feb.    9, 1901 

929   Young,   James,  4,  Granville   Road,   Jesmond, Newcastle- 

upon-Tyne      .....................                   Oct.     9, 1897     

930   Young,   John   Andrew,  3, Fountain Avenue,  Gateshead-    A.M. Dec.   10, 1887     

upon-Tyne      ....................             M. Aug.  3, 1889 

931   Young, John Huntley, Wearmouth Colliery,  Sunderland              June 21, 1894 
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1   Ahier,   Philippe   Davidson,   Idaho-Alamo   Consolidated 

Mines, Limited, Three Forks, British Columbia           ...               Oct.   14, 1899 

2   Ainsworth, George,   The   Hall,   Consett,   S.O., County 

Durham            .....................                   Dec.    9, 1905 

3   Alder,  William,  3,  Beech Avenue,  Whitley Bay,  S.O., 

Northumberland       .................                  Oct.   12, 1901 

4   Armstrong, John Hobart, St. Nicholas' Chambers, New- 

castle-upon-Tyne       ...        ...         ...         ...        ...        ...               Aug.     1, 1885 

5   Armstrong, Thomas John, Hawthorn Terrace, Newcastle- 

upon-Tyne       .........                     .........                  Feb.   10, 1883 

6  Aspinall, John Eccles, Dundee, Natal, South Africa       ...               Feb.   13, 1904 

7   Atkinson, Alfred, Clarke, Chapman and Company, Limited, 

Victoria Works, Gateshead-upon-Tyne.........                 April 13, 1901 

8   Atkinson,     George    Blaxland,    Prudential    Assurance 

Buildings, Mosley Street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne           ...                Nov.   5, 1892 

9   Barrett,    William    Scott,   Abbotsgate,   Blundellsands, 

Liverpool          .....................                   Oct.   14, 1899 

10   Bates, Leonard J., P.O. Box  1024, Johannesburg, Trans- 

vaal      ..................          .....                   Aug.    6, 1904 

11   Beauchamp, Frank B., Woodborough House, near Bath ...               Oct.     8, 1901 

12*BELL, Sir Hugh, Bart., Middlesbrough-upon-Tees.....                Dec.     9, 1882 

13   Bird, Edward Erskine,   16, Great George Street,  West- 

minster, London, S.W..............                   Aug.    5, 1905 

14  Bishop,   Clarence   Adrian,    Kngineering   and   Building 

Works, Mooi River, Natal, South Africa......                 Oct.   10, 1903 

15   Broadbent, Arthur Cecil, Royal Societies Club, St. James' 

Street, London, S.W................                   Feb.     9, 1901 
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16*Broadbent, Denis Ripley, Royal Societies Club, St. James' Street, London,  

S. W. Transactions sent to The Library, Royal Societies Club, St, James' Street,  

London, S.W.                     Oct    14, 1899 

17   Brutton, P. M., 17, Sandhill, Newcastle-upon-Tyne           ..              Oct.   13, 1900 

18   Burdon, Augustus Edward,   Hartford,   Bedlington, S.O., 

Northumberland        ..................                   Feb.   10, 1883 

19  Burn, Charles William, 28, Fawcett Street, Sunderland                June 11, 1898 

20  Cackett, James   Thoburn,   24,   Grainger   Street   West, 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne           ...............                 Oct.   10, 1903 

21   Capell, Rev.  George Marie, Passenham Rectory, Stony 

Stratford......        ...                 ............                 Oct.     8, 1892 

22*Carr,  William   Cochran,  Benwell   Colliery,   Newcastle- 

upon-Tyne (Member of Council)     ............                 Oct.   11, 1890 

23 Chambers, David Macdonald, 23, St. Mary's Mansions, 

Paddington, London, W................                  Oct.     8, 1904 

24*Chewings, Charles, 85, Edward Street, Norwood, South 

Australia        .....................                   April 25, 1896 

25  Cochrane, Ralph D., Hetton Colliery Offices, Fence Houses. 

Transactions sent to W. Cochrane, Willington Colliery 

Office, Willington, S.O., County Durham           ......                June    1, 1878 

26  Collopy,   Charles   J.,    P.O.    Box   1212,   Johannesburg, 

Transvaal        .....................                   Dec.   10, 1898 

27   Cooper, R. W., Newcastle-upon-Tyne............                 Sept.   4, 1880 

28   Cope, William Henry, The University, Birmingham       ...               Dec.     9, 1905 

29  Cory,  Clifford  John,  c/o Cory Brothers and Company, 

Limited, Cardiff'         ..................                   Dec.   11, 1897 

30  Cruttenden,   William   Courtenay  Dawes,  23, Stirling 

Road, Edgbaston, Birmingham     ...        .........                 June 11, 1904 

31   Eccles, Edward, King Street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne         ...               Oct.   13, 1894 

32  Edwards, F. H., Forth House, Bewick Street, Newcastle- 

upon-Tyne      .....................                   June 11, 1887 

33   Ellam,     Albert    Spencer,    c/o    Mexican    Concessions, 

Limited, 138, Leadenhall Street, London, E.C.             ...                April 25, 1896 

34  Ellis, Oswald William, 49, Beaumont Fee, Lincoln       ...               Oct.   11, 1902 

35  Fairless, Joseph, Mineral Traffic Manager, North Eastern 

Railway Company, Newcastle-upon-Tyne           ......                June 10, 1899 

36  Ferguson, C. A., P.O. Box 1301, Johannesburg, Transvaal              July  14, 1896 

37  Foster, T. J., Coal Exchange, Scranton, Pennsylvania, U.S.A.              Dec.    12, 1891 

38   George,   Edward   James,   Beech  Grove,   Consett,   S.O., 

County Durham         ...........          ......                   Dec.   9, 1905 

39  Gibson,   Thomas  William,   Bureau   of   Mines,   Toronto, 

Ontario, Canada        ...        ...        ...        ...         ...        ...               June    8, 1901 

40*Graham, John, Findon Cottage, Sacriston, Durham          ...              Oct.      9, 1897 

41   Gunn, Scott, 18, John Street, Sunderland    ..........                Aug.    1, 1903 

42  Guthrie,   Reginald,  Neville   Hall,   Newcastle-upon-Tyne 



(Treasurer, Member of Council)   ...        ...        ...        ...                Aug.   4, 1888 

43  Haanel, Eugene, Department of Interior, Ottawa, Ontario, 

Canada.....................                    Aug.    1, 1903 

44   Hall, Charles, 196, Gresham House, London, E.C.          ...               Dec.     9, 1905 

45   Hampson,   Benjamin    Atherton,   Hampsons    Collieries, 

Dingley Dale, via Waschbank, Natal, South Africa    ...                Aug.   5, 1905 

46   Harris-Edge, H. P., Coalport Works, Shifnal        .....                June   8, 1901 

47   Haswell, William Spence, Beverley Gardens, Cullercoats, 

Whitley Bay, S.O., Northumberland       .........                April 13, 1901 

48   Hedley, John Hunt, John Street, Sunderland        ...         ...              June 13, 1891 

49   Heeley, George, East Avenue, Benton,  Newcastle-upon- 

Tyne     ......         ............            ...                   Dec.   14, 1895 

50   Henderson,    Charles    William   Chipchase,   c/o   John 

George Weeks, Bedlington, S.O., Northumberland     ...               Dec.     9, 1882 
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51   Henzell,  Robert, Northern Oil Works, Newcastle-upon- 

Tyne    ...        ...        ...        ...                           April 11, 1891                                          

52   Hildred, Willows, 43, Voltaire Road, Clapham, London                             

S.W.......         .........                                                                June 9, 1900 

53   Hodgetts,   Arthur,   c/o   A.   H.    Thornton,   " Overdale,"                          

Washwood Heath Road, Birmingham     ...        ...        ...                Oct. 9,  1897 

54   Hopper,   John  Ingledew,   Wire-rope   Works.  Thornaby-                          

upon-Tees       ...                     ...        ...        ...        ...                            Dec. 8, 1888 

55   Humphreys-Davies, George, 5, Laurence Pountney Lane, 

Cannon Street, London, E.G.          ...        ...                                        Oct. 8, 1892 

56   Innes,  Thomas Snowball,  Crown  Chambers,  Side, New- 

castle-upon-Tyne       ............        ......                  Dec.  10, 1898 

57   James, Henry M., Colliery Office, Whitehaven       ......                June 10,   1893 

58   Jarvis, Horace William, West Dyke, Coatham, Redcar                 June 14,  1902 

59  Jeans, James Stephen, 165, Strand, London,  W.C.          ...               April  2, 1898 

60  Jeffrey, Joseph Andrew, c/o The Jeffrey Manufacturing 

Company, Columbus, Ohio, U.S.A.      .........                Dec.  11,   1897 

61   Jeffries, Joshua, Hartley Street,  Lambton,  New South 

Wales, Australia      ...         ...         ...         ...         ...        ...                Dec.   10,   1898 

62*Joicey, James John, 62, Finchley Road, London, N.W. ...               Oct.   10, 1891 

63   Kidson, Arthur, c/o Glaholm and Robson, Limited, Rope 

Manufacturers, Sunderland             ...         ...         ...         ...               April   8, 1899 

64   Krohn, Herman Alexander, 103, Cannon Street, London, 

E. C.  ....         ......                     .........                  Oct.   14, 1893  

65   Lamb, Edmund George, Borden Wood, Liphook, S.O., Hants.               Feb.   12, 1898 

66   Lambert, Thomas, Town Hall Buildings, Gateshead-upon- 

Tyne.........         ...............                   Aug.    2, 1902 

67   Langslow-Cock,   Edward   Arthur,   H.M.   Inspector   of 



Mines,     Mine    Office,    Seremban,    Negri     Sembilan, 

Federated Malay States      ...............                  Aug.    2, 1902 

68   Latimer,   William, 3, St. Nicholas' Buildings, Newcastle- 

upon-Tyne; and Hollyhurst, Winlaton, Blaydon-upon- 

Tyne, S.O., County Durham           ......      ......                 Oct.   14, 1905 

69   Lishman, George Percy, Bunker Hill, Fence Houses       ...               Aug.    4, 1900 

70   Marshall, Patrick, University School of Mines, Dunedin, 

New Zealand.....................                   June 12, 1897 

71   Matchett, Richard John, 12, Hatton Terrace, Ilford, Essex             Oct.   14, 1905 

72   Minnow, Ishmael, Cape Coast Castle, Gold Coast Colony, 

West Africa.....................                    June 11, 1904 

73   Morris, Percy Copeland, 79, Elm Park Gardens, London, 

S.W.; and 1, Garden Court, Temple, London, E.G.    ...               Feb.   14, 1903 

74   O'Connor, Arthur, K.C., 26, Archbold Terrace, Newcastle- 

upon-Tyne       .....................                   Feb.     8, 1902 

75   Palmer, Alfred Molyneux,  John  Bowes and  Partners, 

Limited, Milburn House, Newcastle-upon-Tyne           ...                Nov. 24, 1894 

76  Pickering, Henry,  13, South Parade, Whitley Bay, S.O., 

Northumberland       ...............        ...                  Dec.     9, 1905 

77*Pickup, P. W. D., Rishton Colliery, Rishton, Blackburn ...               Feb.   12, 1898 

78   Postlethwaite,   John,   Chalcedony  House,   Eskin   Place, 

Keswick           ...         ......        ............                  Feb.  11, 1905 

79   Prior-Wandesforde, Richard Henry, Castlecomer House, 

Castlecomer, S.O., County Kilkenny       ...         ...         ...                Dec. 9,  1905 

80*Proctor,   John   Henry,  45,   Percy Gardens, Tynemouth, 

North Shields...      ..................                   June   8, 1889 

81 Quince, William John, P.O.  Box 297, Pietermaritzburg, 

Natal, South Africa.................                    April 8,  1905 
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82  Reid, Sidney, 26, Claremont Place, Newcastle-upon-Tyne               Dec.   13, 1902 

83   Ridley, James Cartmell, 1, Bentinck Terrace, Newcastle- 

upon-Tyne       ...         ..................                  Feb.   11, 1893 

84 Rogerson, John Edwin, Oswald House, Durham   ......                June   8, 1895 

85   Rosen, John, P.O. Box 1647, Johannesburg, Transvaal    ...               Dec.   10, 1898 

86  Rusett,  Charles Henry de,   40,  St.   Stephen's Avenue, 

Shepherds Bush, London, W.............                  June 10, 1905 

87   Russell, James, Westgate Road, Newcastle-upon-Tyne   ...               Feb.   13, 1901 

88 Sadler, Basil, Craigmore, Lanchester, Durham     ...        ...               Feb.  11, 1905 

89 Samuel, David, Ynyswen, New Road, Llanelly    ......                Dec.   13, 1902 

90 Sanders, Charles William Henry, Sherburn House, near 

Durham            .....................                   Dec.   14, 1901 

91   Saunders, George B., Saunders, Todd and Company, Mari- 

time Buildings, King Street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne     ...                Jan.   19, 1895 



92   Schumacher, Raymond William, P.O. Box 149, Johannes- 

burg, Transvaal         .................                   April  9, 1904 

93   Scott, John Oliver, The Glebe, Riding Mill, S.O., North- 

umberland       ...........      .........                   Dec.  11, 1897 

94   Smith, Arthur Herbert, Broad Street House, London, E.C.              June 14, 1902 

95   Steuart, Douglas Stuart-Spens, Royal Societies Club, St. 

James' Street, London, S.W..........                              June 10, 1899 

96   Stewart, Samuel, 16, Great George Street, Westminster, 

London, S.W.; and Parkhurst, Park Road, Wallington, 

S.O., Surrey...........     ...        ......                   Feb.   12, 1898 

97   Stokes, Henry Gilbert, c/o Tasmanian Copper Company, 

Limited, Blinman, South Australia          ...         ...         ...                Dec.   11, 1897 

98   Strange, Harold Fairbrother, Johannesburg Consolidated 

Investment Company, Limited. P.O. Box 590, Johannesburg, Transvaal        .........  Dec.   11, 1897 

99  Thompson, Oswald, Hendon Lodge, Sunderland     ......               June 10, 1899 

100   Thompson, Samuel, The Durban Breweries and Distilleries, 

Limited, Umbilo, Natal, South Africa    .........                 Aug.    1, 1903 

101   Todd, James, Cleveland Lodge, Darlington.........                Aug.    6, 1892 

102  Tunnington,   Albert,   Barberton  Far   East   Gold-mining 

Syndicate,  Limited,   Far   East Siding.   P.O.,   Hectors 

Spruit, Transvaal      ..................                  Oct.    9,    1897 

103   Turner,  Charles Edward,  Minas Herrerias, Puebla de 

Guerman, Provincia de Huelva, Spain    .........                 Aug.   6,  1898 

104  Valentine, James, 1, West View, Horwich, S.O., Lanca- 

shire      ...        ...                     ............       ...                 June 14, 1902 

105  Voskule, Gideon A., The Transvaal Gold-fields, Limited, 

P.O. Box 550, Johannesburg, Transvaal  ...        ......                Dec.   10, 1904 

106   Walker, Frederick Tillotson, 70, Pilgrim Street, New- 

castle-upon-Tyne        .................                   June 10, 1903 

107   Wall, George Young, Halmote Court Office, New Exchequer 

Building, Durham.................                   Nov. 24, 1894 

108   Walmesley,  Oswald,  2,  Stone Buildings,  Lincoln's Inn, 

London, W.C.             ..................                  June   8, 1895 

109   Welford, Thomas, Wallarah Colliery, Catherine Hill Bay, 

New South Wales, Australia          ............                  June 10, 1903 

110   Whitehead, Thomas, Brindle Lodge, near Preston, Lanca- 

shire      ...         ...         ...         ...         ...         ...         ...                         June 12, 1897 

111   Williams, Henry, Llwyngwern, Pontardulais, S.O., Glam- 

organ    ........................                   Dec.      9, 1905 

112*Wood, Arthur Nicholas Lindsay, The Hermitage, Chester- 

le-Street (Member of Council)         ...        .........                 July   14, 1896 

113   Wrightson,   Wilfrid Ingram, Neasham Hall, Darlington              Dec.     9, 1899 

114   Young, Mrs. H. E., Atlin, British Columbia            ......                April   4, 1903 
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1   Allan, Herbert Durham, Rewah State Collieries, Umaria, 

Central India, Bengal Nagpur Railway......                           Feb. 10,   1906 

2   Allport, Edward Aston, Lound House, Haxey, Doncaster          S. April 14, 1894 

A. Aug. 4, 1900 

3   Archer, Matthew William, High Priestfield, Lintz Green,          S.  June 8, 1895 

County Durham        ..................                A. Aug. 4,  1900 

4  Armstrong, Henry, South View House, Greenhill, Murton                          

Colliery, near Sunderland...............                  Dec.   12,  1903 

5  Armstrong, William, Jun., Cramlington Colliery, Cram-          S. June 11, 1898 

lington, S.O., Northumberland     ......          .....          A. Aug. 6, 1904 

6   Armstrong,   William P.,  Bewicke Main,   Birtley,   S.O.,                     

County Durham          .................                   Dec.  14, 1901 

7   Atkinson,   Bertram,   2,   Devonshire   Terrace, Newcastle- 

upon-Tyne       .....................                   Aug.  6, 1904 

8  Bamborough, Jacob, Preston Colliery, North Shields      ...               Oct.   8,   1904 

9   Bates, Johnson,  5,   Grange   Villa,   Chester-le-Street      ...               Feb.  11, 1905 

10  Battey, Thomas, Station Road, Shiremoor, Newcastle-upon- 

Tyne     ........................                    Oct.   13, 1894 

11   Bayldon, Harold Cresswell, Broad Street House, London,          S. April   2, 1898 

E. C. ..........................             A. Aug.  3, 1901 

12  Bell, Harold Percy, Brookwell House, Gilcrux, Bullgill,           S. Aug.   2, 1902 

S.O., Cumberland      ..................            A. Aug.   4, 1906 

13   Bell, William, Plashetts, S.O., Northumberland......           S. Feb.   13, 1897 

A. Aug.   6, 1904 

14   Benson,   Herbert  Sydney,   Shield   Row   Hall,   Stanley,          S. Feb.  11, 1905 

S.O., County Durham          ...         ...         ...        ,,.         ...          A. Aug.   5,   1905 

15   Bewick, George, Johnson Terrace, West Auckland, Bishop 

Auckland        .....................                   April 10, 1897 

16   Bewley, Thomas,  122, Tamworth Road, Newcastle-upon- 

Tyne     .....         ..................                  Aug.    5, 1905 

17   Blair, Robert, 6, Hamilton Terrace, Whitehaven   ...        ...              Aug.   2, 1902 

18   Booth, Frederic Lancelot, Ashington Colliery, Morpeth           S. Feb.   10, 1894 

A. Aug.    4, 1900 

19   Bowes,   Thomas,   Pontop  House,   Annheld   Plain,   S.O., 

County Durham         ..................                   Feb.   13, 1892 

20   Burt,    Thomas,    Engine   Square,    Washington   Colliery, 

County Durham     ............            ......                  April   9, 1904 

21   Carroll, John, Spring Bank House, Newfield, Willington, 

S.O., County Durham          ............     ...                 Feb.   12, 1898 

22   Charlton, William John, Jun., 17, First Row, Ashington, 

Morpeth           .....................                   April 12, 1902 

23  Cheesman,  Matthew Forster, Throckley Colliery, New-          S. Dec    13, 1902 

burn, S.O., Northumberland           ...         ...         ...         ...          A. Aug.    5, 1905 

24  Chipchase, John, Trimdon Colliery, S.O., County Durham              Dec.   13, 1902 

25   Clark, Nathaniel J., Belle Vue, Chester-le-Street         ...          S. April 13, 1901 

A. Aug.    1, 1903 



26  Clark, Thomas, Dipton Colliery, Lintz Green Station       ...               Oct.   11, 1890 

27   Clifford, Edward Herbert, Rand Club, Johannesburg,          S. Oct.   13, 1894 

Transvaal        .....................              A. Aug.    6, 1898 

28   Clive, Robert, Bentley Colliery, near Doncaster    ......           S. Feb.  10, 1900 

A. Aug.    1, 1903 

29   Clough, Edward Stokoe, Bomarsund House,  Bomarsund, 

Bedlington, S.O., Northumberland           .........                 Feb.  14, 1903 

30   Clough, John, 1, Melton Terrace, Seaton Delaval Colliery, 

S.O., Northumberland         ..............                  Feb.   13, 1897 

31   Coade, Samuel, Steel Green, Millom, S.O., Cumberland ...               Dec.   10, 1904 

32   Cockburn, Evan, Waldridge Colliery, Chester-le-Street   ...               Aug.    5, 1893 

33   Cockburn, John, Fatfield Road, Washington, S.O., County 

Durham            .....................                   April   9, 1904 
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34  Cockburn,   William,   Railway   Terrace,   New   Lambton, 

Fence Houses ...         ..................                   Dec.     9, 1905 

35   Cook, George, Binchester Hall, Bishop Auckland......          S. Aug.    2, 1902 

A. Aug.    5, 1905 

36  Cowell,   Edward,  Shotton Colliery Offices,   Shotton Col- 

liery, Castle Eden, S.O., County Durham          ......                Oct.     8, 1904 

37   Cowley, Silas Scrafton, 14, Model Street, New Seaham, 

Sunderland      .....................                  Feb.   13, 1904 

38   Cowx, H. F., Hilly View, Thornley, S.O., County Durham               April 14, 1894 

39   Coxon, Samuel George,   13, Station View,  Waterhouses, 

Durham            ............                    ......                 Feb.    9, 1901 

40  Coxon, William Bilton, South View, Crook, S.O., County           S. Feb.  12, 1898 

Durham           .....................              A. Aug.   2, 1902 

41   Crofton, Charles Arthur, Wansbeck Colliery Company,          S. Dec.   10, 1898 

Limited, Morpeth     ..................             A. Aug.    1, 1903 

42  Crombie,   Robert,   Hollin   Hurst  House,   Rowlands  Gill, 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne            ......          ..          .....                 Dec.  9,   1905 

43   Crowle, Percy, 51,  Mainsgate  Road, Millom, S.O., Cum- 

berland......................                    Feb.   11, 1905 

44   Cummings,  John, North View, Sherburn Hill, Durham   ...               Aug.    2, 1902 

45   Danskin,   Thomas,   Springwell   Colliery,  Gateshead-upon- 

Tyne     ........................                    Dec.   10, 1898 

46  Davis,   James   E.,   South   Medomsley   Colliery,    Dipton, 

S.O., County Durham          ...............                  Feb.   12, 1898 

47   Davison, Francis, 37, Hedlev Hill Terrace, Waterhouses, 

Durham           ......     ..............                   Feb.   12, 1898 

48   Daykin, George,   43  and  44,   Thomas   Street,   Auckland 

Park, near Bishop Auckland           ............                  July 14, 1896 

49   Dixon,  George,   c/o  Bird  and   Company,   100-101,   Clive         S. June 13, 1896 



Street, Calcutta, India        ...............             A. Aug,    6, 1904 

50  Dunnett, Samuel,   West  View   House,   Coomassie   Boad, 

Waterloo, Blyth        ..................                  June    8, 1895 

51   Eadie, John Allan, Jun., Blaydon Burn Colliery, Blaydon-          S.Oct.   10, 1903 

upon-Tyne, S.O., County Durham            .........          A. Aug.  5, 1905 

52   Eddowes,   Hugh   M...................             S. Oct.     8, 1898 

A. Aug.    1, 1903 

53   Elliott,   Christopher,   11,   Front  Street,   East  Stanley, 

Stanley, S.O., County Durham       ...........                  Feb.   11, 1905 

54  Elves, Edward, Sherburn Colliery, Durham            ......                June 13, 1896 

55   Emmerson,   George,    Oakenshaw    Colliery,    Willington, 

S.O., County Durham          ...............                   Oct.    8, 1898 

56   English, Thomas Weddle, Halton Colliery, Whittington, 

Corbridge, S.O., Northumberland...........                  Feb.   11, 1905 

57   Eskdale, John, Ashington Colliery, Morpeth           ..         ..                Oct.    11, 1902 

58   Falcon,  Michael,    New   Sinkings,   Ynysddu,   Newport,          S. Oct.    13, 1894 

Monmouthshire         ...........          .....            A. Aug.    4, 1900 

59   Fewster, John, 4, Belgrave Terrace, Felling, S.O., County 

Durham           .....                      .....                     ...                 Feb.   13, 1897 

60   Foggo,   John   Frederick,   West  View,   Scotland  Gate,           S. June 14, 1902 

Morpeth           ...         ................              A. Aug.    6, 1904 

61   Ford, Thomas, Blaydon Burn Colliery, Blaydon-upon-Tyne, 

S.O., County Durham          ...............                  Aug.   2, 1902 

62  Forster,   Edward Baty,   28, Dene Terrace, Ryton, S.O., 

County Durham            .......                      ......                 April 7, 1906 

63   Forster,   Frank,   22,   Gowland   Terrace,   Wheatley  Hill 

Colliery, Thornley, S.O., County Durham          ......                 Feb.     8, 1902 

64  Gallagher,   Patrick,   Clifton  Row,   Netherton Colliery, 

Nedderton, Newcastle-upon-Tyne............                 Dec. 13, 1902 

65   Galloway, John, Hebburn Colliery, Hebburn, S.O., County         S. Dec.   13, 1902 

Durham.........................              A. Aug.   4, 1906 
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66 Glass, Robert William, Kimblesworth Colliery, Chester-          S.  June 10,   1899 

le-Street          .........          ........                        A. Aug. 1,  1903 

67 Gordon, George Stoker, 24, Louisa Terrace, Stanley, S.O.,                                   

County Durham         ...        ...         ...        ...                                       Feb. 15, 1896 

68   Gore-Langton,  Robert Lancelot,   c/o  T.   Caplin,   Man-              

ganese Mines, Chipumpalle, Vrzagapatam District, India               Feb.  10,  1906 

69   Graham, Cecil, Sunniside, Tow Law, S.O., County Durham         S. April 4, 1903 

A. Aug. 1, 1903 

70  Greene, Charles C., Hotel Graystone, 66, Geary Street,           S. Feb. 15, 1896 

San Francisco, California, U.S.A.             .........            A. Aug.   3, 1901 



71   Greenwell,    Alan   Leonard    Stapylton,    Windlestone           S.  Oct. 8, 1898 

Colliery, Ferry Hill.........         ......        ...            A. Aug.  5, 1905 

72   Greenwell, George Harold, Herbert Villa, Mountenoy          S. Dec.   12, 1903 

Road, Rotherham     ...         ...        ...        ...                                A.  Aug.  4, 1906 

73  Grey, John Neil, 20,  St.  Mary's Terrace,  Ryton,  S.O.,           

County Durham        ..................                  June 10, 1905 

74   Hall, Joseph Percival, Edmondsley Colliery, Chester-le-          S. Oct.   9,   1897 

Street.......................              A. Aug.   2, 1902 

75 Hall,    Robert   William,    1,   Railway   Street,   Murton 

Colliery, via Sunderland      ...         ...         ...         ...         ...               Dec.   13,  1902 

76   Hampson,    Alexander,    St.    Helen's    Colliery,    Bishop 

Auckland        .....................                  Feb.   12, 1898 

77   Handyside, William, Jun., 4, Brandling Terrace, Felling, 

S.O., County Durham          ...         ...        ...        ...        ...                June 12,   1897 

78   Hare, George, Seghill Colliery, Northumberland......                Feb.   12, 1898 

79   Hawes,   George   Arthur,   29,    Dene   Terrace,   Murton 

Colliery, via Sunderland     ...         ..          ...        ...        ...                Dec.   12,   1903 

80  Heaps,   Christoper,   12,   Richmond   Terrace,   Gateshead-         S. Feb.   10, 1900 

upon-Tyne      ............         .........             A. Aug.    4, 1906 

81   Hedley, George William, Alexander Terrace, Coach Lane 

Houses,   Dinnington   Colliery,   Dudley,   S.O.,   Northumberland      .................... Dec.   13, 1902 

82   Henderson, William, 4, Beatrice Terrace, New Herring- 

ton, Philadelphia, Fence Houses   ............                  Oct.   12, 1901 

83   Herriotts,  Joseph  George,  Shampore  Colliery,  Nirsha- 

chatti P.O., via Barakar, E.I.R., Bengal, India           ...                April 28, 1900 

84   Herron,   Edward,  Holly Terrace, Stanley, S.O., County 

Durham           ....................                   Feb.   15, 1896 

85   Heslop, William,  High Grange,  Howden-le-Wear, S.O., 

County Durham         ..................                   Oct.   8, 1898 

86  Hornsby,  Demster, Choppington Colliery, Scotland Gate, 

Morpeth          .....................                   Feb.   12, 1898 

87   Howson, Charles, Harraton Colliery, Chester-le-Street   ...         S. Dec.   14, 1901 

A. Aug.    4, 1906 

88   Hudson, Mark, 115, Gurney Valley, Bishop Auckland     ...              Dec.     9, 1905 

89   Hughes,   Thomas,   Fan   Terrace,   Urpeth Busty,  Birtley, 

S.O., County Durham           ..............                  Feb.  10, 1906 

90   Humble,  John   Norman,   West  Pelton  House, Beamish,          S. Aug.   2, 1902 

S.O., County Durham          ...............             A. Aug.   5, 1905 

91   Hunter, Andrew, 2, Abbotsford Terrace, South Shields ...              Feb.  13, 1897 

92   Imrie, Henry Marshall, Western Hill, Durham......                Feb.   14, 1903 

93  Jacobs, Lionel Asher, Giridih, E.I.R., Bengal, India      ...           S. Aug.   4, 1900 

A. Aug.   4, 1906 

94  Jaeger,    Bernard,   Heathfield,    6,   Brondesbury    Road,         S. June  12, 1897 

London, NW.             .................             A. Aug.    1, 1903 

95   Jeffery, Albert John, 8, Agents Terrace, Boldon Colliery, 

S.O., County Durham          ...............                  April 28, 1900 

96   Johnson, Thomas, 54, Grange Villa, Chester-le-Street      ...               Dec.     9, 1905 

97  Johnson, William, Framwellgate Moor, Durham   ...        ...               Aug.    6, 1892 



98   Kellett, Robert, Risehow Cottage, Risehow, Maryport...               Feb.   12, 1898 
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99 Kirby,  Matthew Robson, c/o A.   L.  Steavenson, Holywell          S. June   9, 1900 

Hall, Durham..          ...         .........         ....                    A. Aug.    1, 1903 

100  Knight,   William   James,   2,   Front   Street,    Easington 

Colliery, Castle Eden, S.O., County Durham    ......                 Oct.   11, 1902 

101   Liddell,   Christopher,   Kimblesworth Colliery,  Chester-          S. Dec.  14, 1901 

le-Street          ...............    ......             A. Aug.   6, 1904 

102  Lightley, John, Byers Green, Spennymoor ...        ...        ...               April 25, 1896 

103  Logan, Reginald Samuel Moncrieff,  20, Boyd Terrace,           S. Feb.    9, 1901 

Blucher Pit, Newburn, S.O., Northumberland......           A. Aug.   1, 1903 

104  Longridge, John, Castlecomer, S.O., County Kilkenny  ..                Feb.   11, 1905 

105  McCarthy,   Michael  Dodds,  61, Mitchell Street, Birtley, 

S.O., County Durham          ............                          Dec.   14, 1901 

106  McGregor,   John  Edward,  21, Theresa Street, Stanley,          S. April   4, 1903 

S.O., County Durham          ...............            A. Aug.   1, 1903 

107   Marley, Frederick Thomas, Sitalpore Colliery, Dishagarh,          S. Oct.     8, 189S 

Barakar, E. I. H., Bengal, India    ......       ......             A. Aug.   5, 1905 

108   Marshall,   John  Joseph,   14, Fairford Terrace,  Stanley. 

S.O., County Durham          ......         ......      ...                 April   9, 1904 

109   Mason,    Benjamin,    Burnopfield     Colliery,    Burnopfield, 

S.O., County Durham        ......      .........                 April 11, 1891 

110  Melville,   John   Thomas,   17,   Elsdon   Road,   Gosforth, 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne           ......                     ...                         April 8, 1899 

111   Merivale,   Charles    Herman,    Middleton    Estate    and         S. June   9, 1900 

Colliery Company, Middleton, Leeds       .........           A. Aug.   6, 1904 

112  Milburn,   Edwin   Walter, Trevelvan House, Ashington,           S. Feb.   10, 1900 

Morpeth           .........    ............             A. Aug.    5, 1905 

113   Milburn, William, Birtley White House, near Chester-le- 

Street     ......................                    June   8, 1895 

114  Milburne,   John    Etherington,   Redworth   Road,   New          S. Oct.   14, 1899 

Shildon, S.O., County Durham      ......     ......            A. Aug.   6, 1904 

115   Miller, Alexander, Woonona, near Sydney, New South 

Wales, Australia       .................                   Oct.   10, 1903 

116  Minns, Thomas Tate,   Jun.,   Binchester  Blocks,   Bishop           S. April 10, 1897 

Auckland        .....................              A. Aug.   1, 1903 

117   Minto,  George   William,   Coolbawn,   Castlecomer,  S.O., 

County Kilkenny       ............        ......                  Oct.   10, 1891 

118*Mitchell-Withers, William  Charles,  P.O.  Box  2969,          S. April 28, 1900 

Johannesburg, Transvaal...............             A.  Aug.  2, 1902 

119   Morland,   Thomas,  New Herrington, Philadelphia, Fence 

Houses........................                    Feb.  11, 1899 

120  Morson, Farrer William, Glenholm, Crook, S.O., County 



Durham           .....................                   Aug.    4, 1900 

121   Musgrove,  William, Heddon Colliery, Northumberland...          S. June   8, 1895 

A. Aug.   1, 1903 

122  Naisbit, John, No. 48, Tudhoe Colliery, Spennymoor       ...              April 27, 1895. 

123  Nelson, Charles Anthony, c/o Henry Cawood Embleton, 

7, Central Bank Chambers, Leeds...........                  Aug.    5, 1905 

124  Nelson,  George  Catron, Greenhead   Terrace,   Chopwell 

Colliery, Ebchester, S.O., County Durham        ......                 Feb.    8, 1902 

125   Nesbit, John  Straker,  Marley Hill  Colliery,  Swalwell,           S. Oct.    9, 1897 

S.O., County Durham          ...        ...    .........            A. Aug.   5, 1905 

126  Oliver,   William,   Mawstons   Buildings,   New   Seaham, 

Sunderland.........        .........         ...                  Dec.   12, 1903 

127   Owen, William Rowland, The Sangli Gold-mines, Limited, 

Gadag, Bombay Presidency, India           .........                 Feb.   12, 1898 

128   Parkin,    Thomas    Wakefield,    17,    Gowland    Terrace, 

Wheatley Hill Colliery, Thornley, S.O., County Durham               Feb.     8, 1902 

129   Parrington, Thomas Elliott, Hill House, Monkwearmouth         S. Aug.    3, 1895 

A. Aug.   1, 1903 
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130   Pattison,   Charles Arthur,   High Grange,   Howden-le-           S   April 13, 1901    

Wear, S.O., County Durham          ...........            A   Aug. 5, 1905 

131   Pattison, William, Clydesdale Colliery, Wolvehoek, Orange            

River Colony, South Africa...        ...        ...        ...                            Dec. 13, 1902 

132   Pearson,   John  Charlton,   Swiss   Cottage,   Westerhope,                 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne            .........         ......                Feb. 14, 1903 

133 Pedelty,   Simon,   Broomhill  Colliery,    Acklington,    S.O.,  

Northumberland        Dec. 10, 1892                           

134   Peel,   George, Jun., 27,   Langley  Street,   Langley  Park,                             

Durham           ...        ...        ...        ...         ...         ...         ...                April 4, 1903 

135   Phelps,   Charles,   c/o   Darby   and   Company,    Sandakan, 

British North Borneo           ...         ...         ...         ...         ...                Aug.  3, 1901 

136   Potts, Laurance Wylam, The Leam, Felling, S.O., County 

Durham           .....................                   April   4, 1903 

137   Pratt, George Ross, Springwell Colliery, Gateshead-upon- 

Tyne    .........         .....        .........                   June  8, 1895 

138   Proctor, Thomas, Woodhorn Colliery, Morpeth    ...        ...               Oct.   13,   1894 

139   Pumphrey, Charles Ernest,  Minster Acres, Riding Mill,           S. Dec. 10, 1904 

S.O., Northumberland         ...         ...          ..         ...        ...          A. Aug.  4,  1906 

140   RAIKE,    Fred.    J.,    Wellington    Terrace,    Birtley,    S.O.,         S. Feb.   15, 1896 

County Durham         ..................             A. Aug.  6, 1904 

141   Ramsay,  John   Gladstoke,  Page  Bank Colliery, Spenny- 

moor     ........................                    Dec.   10, 1892 

142   Richardson, Benjamin,   1, Davy Street,  Deanbank, Ferry 

Hill       ........................                    April   7, 1906 

143   Richardson, Sydney      ..................             S. Oct.   9, 1897 



A. Aug.   6, 1904 

144   Ridley,   George   D.,    105,    Cardigan   Terrace,   Heaton, 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne           ...         ......        ......                 Feb.    8, 1890 

145   Ridpath, Tom R., Medomsley, S.O., County Durham       ...          S. June   8, 1901 

A. Aug.   4, 1906 

146   Rivers, John, Bow Street, Thornley Colliery, Durham    ..                Feb.     9, 1895 

147   Robinson, John William,   Callerton,  Kenton,  Newcastle- 

upon-Tyne       ....................                   Dec.   13, 1902 

148   Robinson,   John    William,    3,   Victoria   Terrace,   East         S. April 12, 1902 

Boldon, S.O., County Durham       ............            A. Aug.   5, 1905 

149   Robson, William, Jun., Durham House, Hanham, Bristol          S. June 11, 1892 

A. Aug.    3, 1895 

150   Rochester,  William,  1,  Office Row, Netherton Colliery, 

Nedderton, Newcastle-upon-Tyne...        ...        ...        ...                Dec.     9, 1905 

151   Rochester,    William,     Ryton    Barmoor,    Ryton,   S.O., 

County Durham         ..................                   Dec.   10, 1898 

152   Rochester,   William   Simm,   Front   Street,    Littletown, 

Durham            .....................                   Feb. 13, 1904 

153   Rogers,   John,   1,   The   Avenue,   Murton   Colliery,   via          S. April  8, 1899 

Sunderland     ..................         ...             A. Aug.   4, 1906 

154   Rolfe,    Robert,    Middle   Friarside,    Burnopfield,   S.O.,                                        

County Durham         ..................                   Dec.     9, 1905 

155   Roscamp, Joseph Cresswell, Perkinsville, Ouston, Chester- 

le-Street          .....................                   Aug.   2,  1902 

156   Rutherford,  Thomas Easton, West Shield Row Colliery,          S. June 10, 1899 

Stanley, S.O., County Durham     ............            A. Aug.  4, 1906 

157   Saner, Charles R., Village Deep, Limited, P.O. Box 1176,                                     

Johannesburg, Transvaal          April 10, 1897 

158   Schollick,   Thomas,    13,   Model   Street,   New   Seaham,                                     

Sunderland      ..................                            Dec. 12, 1903 

159   Seed, Alexander, 1, College Terrace,   Brandon Colliery,                               

S.O., County Durham          ...............                 April 4,  1903 

160  Severs, Jonathan, Stanley, S.O., County Durham            ...         S. June 8, 1895 

A. Aug. 4, 1900 

161   Simpson, Richard Charlton, Wellington Terrace, Edmonds-                                

ley, Chester-le-Street            ..............                   Feb. 13, 1904 
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162   Smallwood,   Percy Edmund, Chopwell   Colliery,    Lintz 

Green, County Durham       ...............                 Oct.    11, 1902 

163   Snowdon,   Thomas.   Jun..    Oakwood,     Cockfield,     S.O.,          S. June 12, 1897 

County Durham         .................             A. Aug.  3, 1901 

164   Southern,    Stephen,    Heworth   Colliery,   Felling.   S.O.,         S. Dec.   14, 1895 

County Durham         ........          .........            A. Aug.    3, 1901 



165   Stobart, Thomas Carlton, Ushaw Moor Colliery, Durham              Aug.   2, 1902 

166  Stoker, Nicholas, South Pelaw Colliery, Chester-le-Street               Feb. 13, 1904 

167   Stokoe,    John   George,    Station   Road,    Birtley,   S.O., 

County Durham         ..................                   Dec.    9, 1899 

168 Summerbell, Richard, Preston Colliery, North Shields   ...              Dec.     9, 1905 

169  Swan, Joseph   Todd,    Heddon   Colliery,    Wylam,   S.O.,         S. Dec.   13, 1902 

Northumberland        ..................             A. Aug.    4, 1906 

170  Swan,    William    Edward,     Washington    Colliery,    Co. 

Durham           ..................        ...                   April   9, 1904 

171   Tate,   Robert   Simon,   Trimdon   Grange,   S.O.,   County         S. Aug.   3, 1901 

Durham           .....................              A. Aug.    4, 1906 

172  Taylor,   Herbert  William,   El Bote  Mine,   Zacatecas, 

Mexico              ..................                    Aug.   2, 1902 

173   Turnbull William, West Holywell, Backworth Colliery, 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne          ...         ...         ...         ...         ...                Oct.     8, 1904 

174  Turner,   George,  Tindale Terrace,   Roachburn  Colliery, 

Brampton Junction, Carlisle          ...         ...         ...         ...                June   8, 1895 

175  Tweddell,   John   Smith,   Seaton  Delaval Colliery, S.O.,           S. Feb.   13, 1897 

Northumberland        ..................             A. Aug.    1, 1903 

176   Urwin, John        .....................                  Feb.  15, 1896 

177   Urwin,   Thomas,   Dipton   Colliery,  Lintz  Green,   County 

Durham            .....................                   Feb.   14, 1903 

178   Wainwright,   William, Heworth Colliery, Felling, S.O., 

County Durham        ..................                   April   2, 1898 

179   Walton,   Arthur   John,    Bettisfield   Colliery,   Bagillt,           S. Feb.  12, 1898 

S.O., Flintshire         ...............    ...             A. Aug.  1, 1903 

180   Walton,  Harry,   Durham  Road,  Consett,  S.O.,  County 

Durham           .....................                   Dec.   10, 1904 

181   Welsh,    Arthur,   Red   House,   Tunstall   Village,   near          S. Aug.    1, 1896 

Sunderland     .....................              A. Aug.    1, 1903 

182   Whitfield, Thomas Cuthbert          ............                 Oct.     8, 1904 

183   Widdas, Frank, Ashcroft, Bishop Auckland           ......               Dec.     8, 1900 

184   Wilkinson, John William, South Durham Cottages, Eldon 

Old Pit, Bishop Auckland..............                  Dec.   13, 1902 

185   Wilkinson, Maurice Hewson, Medomsley, S.O., County 

Durham           ............       ........                   Dec.   12, 1903 

186   Willis, Henry Stevenson, Medomsley, S.O., County Durham    S. Feb.   13, 1892 

A. Aug.    4, 1900 

187   Wilson,   Christopher,   40,   Morris  Street, Birtley, S.O., 

County Durham         ..................                   Feb.   11, 1905 

188   Wilson, Hugh, 18, Grange Villa, Chester-le-Street......               Feb.   13, 1904 

189   Yielder,  Hugh Lishman,   14,  Moor  View, Ryton, S.O., 

County Durham         ...        ...        ...        ...        ...        ...                April   7, 1906 

190  Young, George Ellis, Findon Hill, Sacriston, Durham   ...           S. Aug.    3, 1901 

A. Aug.    5, 1905 

 

STUDENTS (Stud.I.M.E.). 

Date of Election. 



1   Annett,   Hugh    Clarkson,   Widdrington,   Acklington,   S.O., 

Northumberland      .........         ............      Feb.   15, 1906 

2  Barrett, Rollo Samuel, Whitehill Hall, Chester-le-Street       ...    Dec.     9, 1900 
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          Date of Election 

3   Blandford, Thomas,   Deaf   Hill   Colliery,    Trimdon   Grange,                    

S.O., County Durham        ......       ...........       Dec. 12, 1903 

4   Brandon,    Geoffry,    9,    Kensington   Gardens,    Monkseaton                 

Whitley Bay, S.O., Northumberland    ...        ...        ...               Dec. 8, 1900 

5 Brown,   Edward  Otto   Forster,   Springfort,   Stoke  Bishop                   

Bristol           .....................        ..        Dec.   14, 1901 

6  Calland,   William,   Hedley Hope  Colliery,   Tow  Law,  S.O. 

County Durham      ..................              April 7, 1906 

7   Church, Robert William, Dragon Villa, Durham          ...                 Dec.  9,  1905 

8   Dixon, George, 14, Queen's Square, Eastwood, Nottingham              Feb.  9,  1901 

9   Douglas, Albert Edward, Usworth Hall, County Durham    ...    Aug.  1, 1903 

10   Elliot, Arthur, 13, Eldon Place, Newcastle-upon-Tyne           ...    Dec.   13,  1902 

11   Field, Benjamin Starks, 6, South View, Annfield Plain, S.O., 

County Durham      ...                     ...        ...        ...        ...         ...    Aug.    2, 1902 

12   Fowler, Robert Norman, Staindrop House, Station Road, New 

Washington, Washington Station, S.O., County Durham   ...    Aug.    2, 1902 

13   Gidney,   William   Henry,   9,   Ravensbourne   Terrace,   South 

Shields           ........................       April 13, 1901 

14   Gilchrist, George Atkinson, 17, Eldon Place, Newcastle-upon- 

Tyne ...........................        Dec.   14, 1901 

15   Gullachsen,  Berent Conrad,  Colliery Offices, New Seaham, 

Sunderland......        ...         ...        ...        …        ...        ...      April   8, 1905 

16   Harper,  George   Octavious,   Greenhead,   Chopwell  Colliery, 

Lintz Green, County Durham      ...        ......        ...          ..     Feb.   8, 1902 

17   Hawkins, John Bridges Bailey, Staganhoe Park, Welwyn     ...    Dec.   13, 1902 

18   Hedley, Rowland Frank Hutton, Langholme, Roker, Sunder- 

land   ........................        ...        April   4, 1903 

19   Heslop, Wardle, Westtield, Benwell, Newcastle-upon-Tyne   ...   Dec.   10, 1904 

20   Huggup, Ralph, 1, Bentinck Place, Newcastle-upon-Tyne        ...   Feb. 10,  1906 

21   Humble, Ernest, Shotton Colliery, Castle Eden, S.O., County 

Durham        .................        ......       Feb.   14, 1903 

22  Hutton, Allan Robinson Bowes, Peases West Colliery Offices, 

Crook, S.O., County Durham     ...............      April   8, 1905 

23  Jones, Walter, Thornley Colliery Office, Thornley, S.O., County 

Durham          ........................       Feb.    9, 1901 

24  Junor, Patrick Bruce, Jun., 32, Durdham Park, Bristol        ...    April 12, 1902 

25   Lawson, Richard Forster, Daisy Hill, Edmondsley, Chester-le- 

Street            ......         ...         ...        ......         ...        ...     Feb.   13, 1904 

26   Liddell,  Henry Norman  John,  Grange  Road,  Ryton,  S.O., 

County Durham       .....................      June 10, 1905 

27   MacGregor, Donald,  Seghill Colliery, Seghill,  Dudley,  S.O., 



Northumberland     ......         ............        ...     Feb.   9, 1901 

28   Maynard, Francis George, Wear Villa, North Biddick, Wash- 

ington, S.O., County Durham     ............        ...      June 14, 1902 

29   Nable, Feliciano, 17, Hazelwood Avenue, Jesmond, Newcastle- 

upon-Tyne.....................        Dec. 9, 1905 

30   Nicholson,  George Thompson,  Dene House, Scotswood, S.O.,                         

Northumberland     .....................      Dec.  10, 1904 

31   Oliver,    Ernest    Hunter,     Denewell    Avenue,    Low    Fell,                      

Gateshead-upon-Tyne         ...         ...         ...         ...             Feb. 8, 1902 

32   Oswald, George Robert, 7, Metexa Street, Ton Pentre, Rhond-                       

da, South Wales      ..............         .......      June 9, 1900 

33   Palmer,   Harry, The Manor House,  Medomsley,  S.O.,  County                       

Durham         ........................       June  14, 1902 
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34  Palmer,  Meyrick,    The   Manor   House,    Medomsley,    S.O., 

County Durham        ..        ...         ...        ...        ...        ...         ...    June 8, 1901 

35   Parrington, Henry Mason, Hill House, Monkwearmouth     ...    Feb.   13, 1904 

36  Potts, Alfred, Esh Colliery Office, near Durham             ......   Aug.    1, 1903 

37   Richardson,   Frank,   Stratford  House,    East    Boldon,    S.O., 

County Durham....................       Oct.  12, 1901 

38   Robinson,   Claud   Alleyne,   The   Chesnuts,   Bolton-le-Sands, 

Carnforth     ...         ...        ...         ...         ,..         ...         ...                  Aug.   5,   1905 

39   Robinson, Stanley, Bunker Hill, Fence Houses  ...        ...        ...   Oct.    12, 1901 

40   Roose, Hubert F. G., Royal School of Mines, South Kensington, 

London          ........................       Dec.     9, 1899 

41   Scott, George Henry Hall, c o Thomas Emerson Forster, 3, 

Eldon Square, Newcastle-upon-Tyne     ...        ...        ...        ...    April 12, 1902 

42   Sharp, Charles Gordon, Riding Mill, S.O., Northumberland...    Feb.  10,   1906 

43   Simpson, Joseph, Wheatley Hill Colliery Office, Thornley, S.O.. 

County Durham            ...        ...         ...        ...         ...        ...    June 10, 1905 

44   Smith,   Ernest  Arthur,  3,  Bath  Terrace,   Seaham   Harbour, 

Sunderland........................       Dec.    9,   1905 

45  Southern,  Charles,   Heworth Colliery, Felling, S.O.,   County 

Durham        ............      ............       June   10, 1903 

46   Strong, George Adamson, 2, West View,  Low  Eighton,  Low 

Fell, Gateshead-upon-Tyne          ...         ...         ...        ...         ...    Aug.    2, 1902 

47   Thirlwell, Thomas A., 18, Lynwood Avenue, Bentinck Road, 

Newcastle-upon-Tyne        ..................      Dec.   13, 1902 

48  Thompson, George Heron  Dinsdale, Dinsdale Vale,  Windsor 

Avenue, Waterloo, Blyth......                     ...        ......    Feb.  14, 1903 

49   Thornton, Frank, Cornsay Colliery, Durham      .........    Feb.    8, 1902 

50   Walker, Joseph Noel            ......        ............     Aug.    6, 1904 

51   Weeks, Francis Mathwin, 3, St. Mary's Terrace, Ryton, S.O., 

County Durham      ....................       Feb.  10, 1906 



52  Welch, William Hall, Ravensworth Colliery Office. Low Fell, 

Gateshead-upon-Tyne       .................       Feb.    10, 1906 

53  Wilkinson, Ralph Percy, Burnmoor Lodge, Fence Houses    ...    Dec.     9, 1905 

54   Wilson, William, Usworth Colliery, Washington, S.O., County 

Durham          .......................       Aug.     2, 1902 

55   Wraith, Alfred Osborn, Moor House, Spennymoor ...        ...    June    9, 1900 

56   Wraith, Charles Osborn, Thornley Colliery Office, Thornley, 

S.O., County Durham        ..................      June 10, 1905 

 

SUBSCRIBERS. 

1   Owners of Ashington Colliery, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

2  Birtley Iron Company (3), Birtley, S.O., County Durham. 

3  The  Broken  Hill  Proprietary  Company,  Limited, 3, Great Winchester 

Street, London, E.C. 

4   Brunner, Mond and Company,  Limited, Northwich. 

5   The Most Honourable the Marquess of Bute, Bute Estate Offices, Aberdare. 

6   Butterknowle Colliery Company, Darlington. 

7   Cowpen Coat, Company, Limited (2), F, King Street, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

8   The Honourable Lord Ninian Edward Crichton-Stuart, House of Falkland, 

Falkland,  S.O.,  Fifeshrre.    All Transactions and Correspondence sent to c/o J. and F. Anderson, 48, 

Castle Street, Edinburgh. 

9   Dominion Coal Company, Limited, Glace Bay, Nova Scotia. 

10   The  Right   Honourable  the   Earl of   Durham   (2), Lambton Offices, Fence 

Houses. 

11   The   Right  Honourable   the   Earl   of   Ellesmere   (2),   Bridgewater  Offices, 

Walkden,  Manchester.     Transactions sent to Jno.  Henry V. Hart-Davis, Bridgewater Offices, 

Walkden,  Manchester. 
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12 Elswick Coal Company, Limited, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

13  A.  Goerz and Company, Limited, 20, Bishopsgate Street Within,   London 

E.C. 

14  D. H. and G. Haggie, Wearmouth Patent Rope Works, Sunderland. 

15  Harton Coal Company, Limited (3), Harton Collieries, South Shields. 

16  Hetton Coal Company (5), Fence Houses. 

17 James Joicey and Company, Limited (2), Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

18  Lambton Collieries, Limited (2), E, Queen Street, Newcastle-upon-Tvne. 

19  The Most Honourable the Marquess of Londonderry (5), c/o Vincent Charles 

Stuart Wortley Corbett, Londonderry Offices, Seaham Harbour. 

20  Mavor and Coulson, Limited, 47, Broad Street, Mile-End, Glasgow. 

21   North Brancepeth Coal Company, Limited, Crown Street Chambers  Darlington. 

22  Owners of North Hetton Colliery (3), Fence Houses. 

23  Osbeck and Company, Pit Timber Merchants, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

24  Ryhope Coal Company (2), Ryhope Colliery, Sunderland. 

25  Owners of Seghill Colliery, Seghill, Dudley, S.O., Northumberland. 

26  Siemens Brothers and Company, Limited, 39, CollingwoodBuildings, New- 

castle-upon-Tyne. 



27  Société Houillère de Liévin (Pas-de-Calais) Liévin, Pas-de-Calais, France. 

28  Owners  of  South   Hetton   and   Murton  Collieries (2), 50, John Street, 

Sunderland. 

29  Owners of Stella Colliery,   Hedgefield,   Blaydon-upon-Tyne,   S.O.,  County 

Durham. 

30  Owners of Throckley Colliery, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

31   Owners of  Victoria   Garesfield   Colliery,  Victoria   Garesfield   Colliery, 

Lintz Green, Co.   Durham.     Transactions sent to H.   Peile,  Priestman's Collieries, Limited, Milburn 

House, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

32  Owners of Wearmouth Colliery (2), Sunderland. 

33   Westport Coal Company, Limited (2), Dunedin, New Zealand. 

ENUMERATION. 

August 4, 1906. 

Honorary Members     ...        ...        ...        ...        ...        ...           25 

Members........................             931 

Associate Members      ..................            114 

Associates           ......        ...............            190 

Students              ...        ...        ...        ...        ...        ...        ..              56 

Subscribers         ...        ...        ...        ...        ...        ...        ...            33 

Total................                 1,349 

Members are desired to communicate all changes of address, or any corrections or omissions in the 

list of names, to the Secretary. 
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BRIEF   SYLLABUS 

of the 

THREE YEARS' COURSE OF LECTURES 

FOR 

COLLIERY ENGINEERS, ENGINEWRIGHTS, APPRENTICE MECHANICS AND OTHERS. 

The Council of The North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers, in collaboration 

with the Council of Armstrong College, have arranged a course of Lectures for Colliery Engineers, 

Enginewrights, Apprentice Mechanics and others, to be delivered at Armstrong College, Newcastle-

upon-Tyne. 

The course will extend over three winter sessions, and involves attendance for about 24 Saturday 

afternoons, from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m., during each session. Students can enter any of the courses, each 

series of Lectures being, as far as possible, entirely independent of the others, and constituting a 

complete course upon its own subject. 



It is desirable that Students should not be less than 17 years of age.  

The delivery of the next course of Lectures will commence on October 6th, 1906.    The fee for the 

series of four courses given during each session is £1 10s. 

Examinations will be held at the end of each course in the respective subjects. Certificates will be 

granted to those Students who attend satisfactorily and pass the Examinations throughout the three 

years' course, and Prizes will be awarded annually to the two Students who do best in the aggregate 

Examinations of the year. 

The Council recommend that colliery owners and others, who send Students to these classes, should 

insist upon home work being done regularly. 

Certificates have been awarded to the following Students who have completed the three years' 

course:—Messrs. J. Agar, T. Barrow, R. B. Gardner and H. Purves. Messrs. S. Cadwallender and R. B. 

Gardner, who gained the highest aggregate number of marks, have been awarded first and second 

prizes respectively for the session, 1905-1906. 

A number of colliery owners have agreed to pay the fees and (or) train fares of some of their 

employees whom they propose to send to the course of Lectures. 

Any further information will be supplied on application to Mr. F. H. Pruen, Secretary, Armstrong 

College, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, or Mr. M. Walton Brown, Secretary, The North of England Institute of 

Mining and Mechanical Engineers, Neville Hall, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

 

MICHAELMAS TERM, Commencing on October 6th,  1906. 

Mensuration.—3.0 to 3.50 p.m. 

Lecturer—Mr. G. W. Caunt, M.A. 

Lengths, triangles, similar figures, chords, arcs and circumferences of circles. Areas of plain figures; 

rectangles, parallelograms, triangles and rectilinear figures; circles, sectors and segments of circles; 

Simpson's rule ; similar figures. Volumes of solid figures ; parallelopiped, right prism, right circular 

cylinder, ring and pipe, right pyramid, right circular cone and sphere. Areas of surfaces of solids;   

plane surfaces, right circular cylinder, right circular cone and sphere. 

 

[Aix]                                        SYLLABUS  OF  LECTURES. 

The Chemistry of Fuel.—4.5 to 4.55 p.m.  

Lecturer—Mr. F. C. Garrett, D.Sc, F.C.S.  

Nature  of   fuels  in   general.    The   chemistry   of   carbon   and   its   oxides. Natural and artificial 

fuels, gaseous fuels,  gas-producers.    Calorific power and calorific intensity of fuel.    Pyrometry.  

EPIPHANY TERM, Commencing on January 12th,  1907. 

Strength of Materials (with Experimental Illustrations).—3.0 to 3.50 p.m  

Lecturer—Mr. H. R. Cullen, M.A.  



Materials used in construction:—Cast-iron, wrought-iron, steel, brass brick stress and strain. 

Strength under tension, compression, shearing and bending. Breaking and working strengths; factors 

of safety; the effect of live loads; extension and compression under loads ; behaviour of material 

under stress; effect of length of specimens. 

The lectures will be illustrated by actual experiments on the 100 tons testing-machine in the 

Engineering Laboratory. 

Experimental Mechanics, - 4.5 to 4.55 p.m. 

Lecturer—Mr. H.  Morris-Airey, M.Sc. 

Introductory definitions, with illustrations; force and work, and their measurement; power; 

horsepower; principle of the conservation of energy. Machines for changing the magnitude and the 

direction of force; workshop appliances, lever, single and double purchase winches, pulleys, inclined 

plane and screw, screwjack; friction, efficiency of machines. Graphical representation of forces. 

Specific gravity and its determination by the hydrostatic balance. The atmosphere and the pressure 

it exerts; the barometer; lifting and forcing pumps. 

1907-1908.—MICHAELMAS TERM. 

Theoretical Electricity. 

Lecturer—Mr.  H.  Morris-Airey,  M.Sc. 

Magnetism; lines of magnetic force, magnetic field; distinctive magnetic properties of iron and steel. 

Electricity; production of an electric current; magnetic, chemical and heating effects of the current; 

measurement of current strength, electro-motive force and resistance ; practical electrical units, the 

ampere, volt and ohm; Ohm's Law. The principle of the dynamo and the electric motor. 

Electrical Engineering. 

Lecturer—Prof.  W.  M. Thornton, D.Sc., M.I.E.E. 

Systems of measurement, current, voltage, resistance, practical instruments, magnetic induction, 

continuous-current dynamos, details of construction, motors; methods of connecting and testing 

dynamos and motors,  alternating currents, incandescent and arc lamps, secondary cells, mains, 

cables, wiring of buildings and mines, applications of electric-motive power in mining. 

 

1907-1908.—EPIPHANY TERM. 

The Steam-engine. 

Lecturer—Mr. H.  R. Cullen, M.A. 

Heat, its measurement and transfer ; saturated steam ; pressure and temperature of steam ; 

expansion of steam ; the indicator and indicator-diagrams ; horsepower, indicated and effective ; 

simple forms of the steam-engine, valves and the distribution of steam, governors ; compound and 

triple-expansion engines ; efficiency of the steam-engine: steam-boilers, combustion and draught ; 

evaporative power of coal. 
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Haulage and Winding. 

Lecturer—Prof. Henry Louis, M.A., A.R.S.M. 

Main haulage-roads, animal traction, self-acting inclines, engine-planes, main-and-tail-rope haulage, 

endless-rope or endless-chain haulage; haulage-engines, plant and appliances, underground 

haulage-engines; electric, hydraulic and pneumatic engines; secondary haulage. Onsetting and 

banking. Winding-engines, cages, ropes, safety appliances, pulley-frames, heapsteads, surface 

arrangements. 

1908-1909.—MICHAELMAS TERM. 

Transmission of Power. 

Lecturer—Mr. H. R. Cullen, M.A. 

Work and power ; different forms of energy, its storage, transformation and transmission ; simple 

machines, friction and lost work, efficiency of machinery ; methods of transmitting power, shafting 

and bearings, spur-and-bevel wheels, rope gearing, hydraulic transmission, compressed-air 

transmission ; the steam-engine and boner ; comparison of different methods. 

Pumping and Ventilation.  

Lecturer—Prof. Henry Louis, M.A., A.R.S.M. 

Elementary notions of drainage, dams, reservoirs ; syphons ; baling; arrangement of pumps, driving, 

starting and working pumps ; pipes ; bucket-pumps ; plunger-pumps ; details, balance-bobs, angle-

bobs, spears, catches, etc. ; pump-valves ; direct-acting pumps ; electric, pneumatic and hydraulic 

pumps. 

Principles of ventilation ; movement of air-currents ; measurement of air-currents, anemometers, 

water-gauges ; natural ventilation ; ventilating appliances, fans, furnaces; distribution of air-currents, 

splitting currents, doors, stoppings, regulators ; general considerations affecting ventilation. 

1908-1909.—EPIPHANY TERM. 

Iron and Steel. 

Lecturer—Mr. H. Dean, A.R.S.M. 

The nature of the raw materials used in the manufacture of iron and steel. Chemical composition of 

coal and other fuels. The phenomena of combustion. Gaseous fuel and gas-producers. Fire-resisting 

materials. The ores of iron. The blast-furnace; conversion of pig-iron into wrought-iron and steel. 

The puddling process and the various methods of steel making. The structure and nature of steel; 

hardening and tempering. 

Mining Machinery (mainly Machinery used Underground). 

Lecturer—Prof. Henry Louis, M.A., A.R.S.M. 

Methods of conveying power underground, comparison of methods: compressed air, electricity, 

water, steam, ropes. Air-compressors, simple and stage compressors. Diagrams. Valve construction. 

Cooling. Receivers and fittings. Pipes. Percussion and rotary rock-drills and their construction. 

Dynamos and motors used for underground operations. Sparking and its dangers. Leads. Rock-drills. 



Coal-cutting machinery of various types. Heading-machines. Underground hauling, winding and 

pumping engines.    Miscellaneous applications, 
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LIST OF TRANSACTIONS AND JOURNALS OF SOCIETIES, Etc., IN THE LIBRARY. 

* Académie Royale des Sciences, des Lettres et des  Beaux-Arts de Belgique,   Brussels 

Annuaire, complete from 1882.    Bulletin, complete from vol. iii.  

‡Acetylene Association, London.    Proceedings, complete. 

Acts of Parliament. 

Africa.    Records of South-eastern Africa, by George McCall Theal.    Complete. 

African Review, London.    Complete from vol. ix., 1896, to vol. xli., 1904.  

‡ African World, London.    Complete from vol. i., 1902. 

* American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Boston.    Memoirs, complete from vol. i.   1873 

Proceedings, complete from vol. i, 1846.  

‡American Engineer and Railroad Journal, New York City.   Vol. lxvii., 1893 (incomplete)  

vol. lxviii..  1894;   vol. Ixix.,   1895 (incomplete):   and complete  from vol   Ixxv., 

1901, part 12.                                                                                                                    "' 

‡American Gas Light Journal, New York City.    Complete from vol. Ixxv., 1901, no. 22.  

‡American Institute of Electrical Engineers, New York City.    Transactions, complete 

from vol. xviii., 1901.  

*American  Institute of  Mining Engineers,  New York   City.     Bulletin, nos.  1 and 2. 

Transactions, complete from 1871.  

‡American Machinist, London.    Complete from vol. xvii., 1894.  

American Manufacturer and Iron World, Pittsburg.    Complete from vol. lxx., 1902, to 

vol. Ixxviii., 1906.  

*American Philosophical Society, Philadelphia.     Proceedings, complete from vol. xl 

1901. 

* American Society of Civil Engineers, New York City.      Proceedings, complete from 

vol. i., 1873.    Transactions, complete from vol i., 1872.  

*American Society of Mechanical Engineers, New York City.    Transactions, complete 

from 1880.  

*Annales des Mines, Paris.    Journal, complete, except vols. xxxi. to xxxviii.    Mémoires, 

complete, except series 1, 2, 3 and 4.    Lois, Décrets, etc., complete, except series 1, 

2, 3 and 4, and series 7, vol. i., and pages 149 to end of vol. v.  

† Annales des Mines de Belgique, Brussels.    Mémoires, complete.  

Annales des Ponts et Chaussées, Paris.    Mémoires et Documents, complete from series 



6, vol. i., to series 7, vol. xx.     Lois, Décrets, etc., complete from series 6, vol. i., 

to series 7, vol. x.    Personnel, complete from 1881 to 1900.  

*Annales des Travaux Publics de Belgique, Brussels.  Complete, except vols. vii. and viii.  

Anthracite Coal Operators' Association, New York City.    Complete from August, 1897, 

to April, 1902.  

‡Arms and Explosives, London.    Complete from vol. i., 1892.  

‡Armstrong College,   Newcastle-upon-Tyne.     Calendar,   complete   from   1872,   except 

1881-1882 and 1880-1887.  

Association de la Presse Technique, Brussels.     Index, complete from vol. i., 1903, to 

vol. iii., 1904. 

* Association  des   Ingénieurs   sortis   de  l’École de  Liége, Liége.    Annuaire, complete. 

Bulletin, complete.  

‡Association of Civil Engineers of Cornell University, Ithaca.    Transactions, complete 

from vol. x., 1902. 

‡Association of Engineering Societies,  Philadelphia.     Journal, complete from vol.   i., 

1882, except vols, i., nos. 1 to 5, and vol. vii., nos. 3 and 5 to 8 (out of print).  

*Atti della Societa Toscana di  Scienze Naturali,  Pisa.    Memorie, complete from 1877. 

Processi Verbali, complete, except vol. vii., pages 171-198 (out of print). 

* Australasian Association for the Advancement of Science, Sydney, New South Wales. 

Reports, complete.  

†Australasian Institute of Mining Engineers, Melbourne.    Transactions, complete from 

vol. i.  

‡Australian Mining Standard, Melbourne.      Vol. vii., 1892, no. 187; vol. x.,  1894, no. 

275; and complete from vol. xi., no. 355.  

‡ Automobile Club of Great Britain and Ireland, London.     Journal, complete from vol. 

iv., 1902.  

‡Automotor Journal, London.    Complete from vol. vi., 1901. 

Barometer Readings, taken in the Wood Memorial Hall of The North of England Institute of Mining 

and Mechanical Engineers, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Complete from 1873. 
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*Barrow Naturalists' Field Club, Barrow-in-Furness.    Annual Reports, Proceedings, etc., complete 

from vol. i., 1877.  

Berg- und Huettenmännische [Huettenmaennische] Zeitung, Leipzig.    Complete from vol. xlii., 1883, 

to vol. lxiii., 1904.  



Berg-   und   Hüttenmännisches  [Huettenmaennisches] Jahrbuch   der   Bergakademien   zu   Leoben   

und   Pribram und  der Königlich-ungarischen [Koeniglich-ungarischen] Bergakademie zu Schemnitz, 

Vienna.    Complete from vol. xxxi., 1883. 

‡Bibliographie des Sciences et de l'Industrie, Paris.     Complete from commencement, 1898. 

*Birmingham Natural History and Philosophical  Society, Birmingham.    Proceedings, complete from 

vol. i., 1876. 

‡Birmingham University Mining Society,  Birmingham.     Quarterly Journal, complete from vol. i., 

1905 

‡Board of Trade Journal, London.    Complete from 1886. 

‡Boletin Minero y Comercial, Madrid.    Complete from 1898.  

Boring and Drilling, London.    Complete. 

‡British Association for the Advancement of Science, London.     Complete from 1831. 

‡British Association of Waterworks Engineers, London.     Transactions, complete from vol. i., 1896. 

‡British Columbia.    Annual Report of the Minister of Mines, Victoria.    Complete from 1898. 

‡British Columbia Mining Exchange and Investors' Guide, Vancouver.    Complete from vol. i., 1899, 

no. 12. 

‡British Columbia Mining Record, Victoria.     Complete from vol. v., 1899. 

‡British Guiana. Department of Mines. Georgetown, Demerara. Report of the Commissioner of 

Mines for the year 1893-94. Reports of the Department of Lands and Mines for the years 1901-1902 

and 1902-1903. Fourteenth Annual Report of the Institute of Mines and Forests, 1902-1903. General 

Information with regard to the Gold, Diamond and Forest Industries, 1903. The Mining Ordinance, 

No. 1 of 1903 ; and Mining Regulations, 1903.  

British Refrigeration and Allied Interests, London, Complete from vol. i., 1899, to vol. vii., 1904, no. 

61, except vol. iii., no. 19. 

† British Society of Mining Students, Manchester.    Journal, complete from vol. i., 1876.  

Brown's Export List, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.    Complete from 1853. 

*Bulletin Russe de Statistique Financière et de Législation, St. Pétersbourg.     Complete from 1895. 

‡California State Mining Bureau, San Francisco.    Annual Reports of the State Mineralogist, 5th to 

12th.    Bulletin, complete, except no. 14.  

‡California, University of, Berkeley.    Bulletin of the Department of Geology, complete 

from vol. iii.  

* Cambridge University Library, Cambridge.    Annual Reports of the Library Syndicate, 

1886, and complete from 1893 (except 1898 and 1900).  

‡Canada.   Department of Colonization and Mines. Quebec.   Reports on Mining Operations 

in the Province of Quebec, complete from 1898.  

‡Canadian Electrical News and Engineering Journal, Toronto.    Complete from vol. xi., 



1901.  

‡Canadian Engineer, Toronto.    Complete from vol. viii., 1901, no. 20.  

*Canadian   Institute, Toronto.    Annual Reports, complete  from  1887.    Transactions, 

complete, with the exception of vol. i., series 1 (The Canadian Journal), parts 6, 7 

and 10;   vol. xv.,  series 2 (The Canadian Journal), parts 5 and 7; vol. i, series 

3 (Proceedings of the Canadian Institute); and vol. iii., series 3 (Proceedings of 

the Canadian Institute), parts 1, 3, and all after 4.  

†Canadian  Mining  Institute  (late  Federated   Canadian   Mining   Institute),   Ottawa. 

Journal, complete from vol. i., 1896.  

Canadian Mining Manual and Mining Companies Yearbook, Ottawa.    Complete from 

1890-91.  

Canadian Mining Review, Ottawa.    Vol. ix., 1890, nos. 4 and 5; vol. x., 1891, nos. 1, 4 

to 6 and 8 to 12 ; and complete from vol. xi., 1892.  

‡Canadian Society of Civil Engineers, Montreal.    Transactions, complete from vol. xiii. 

Cape Mail, London.    Complete. 

‡Cape of Good Hope.    Department of Agriculture, Cape Town.    Reports of the Inspector 

of Mines, Kimberley, etc., for the years 1889, 1890 and 1892 to 1895.  

‡Cassier's Magazine, London.    Complete from vol. viii., 1895. 

‡Central Mining Institute of Western Pennsylvania.    .Journal, complete from vol. i.  

Chamber of Commerce Journal, London.    See London Chamber of Commerce.  

†Chemical  and  Metallurgical  Society  of  South  Africa, Johannesburg.     Proceedings, 

complete from vol. i.    Journal, complete from vol. i.  

‡Chemical Trade Journal, London.    Complete from vol. xxix., 1901.  

Chesterfield and Midland Counties Institution of Engineers, Chesterfield.   Transactions, 

complete. 
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‡Civil and Mechanical Engineers' Society, London. Transactions, complete from vol xliii., 1901. 

*Cleveland Institution of Engineers, Middlesbro'.    Proceedings, complete from 1869. 

‡Coal and Iron, London.    Complete from vol. iii. 

*Colegio de Ingenieros de Venezuela, Caracas.   El Ingeniero, complete from vol. i 

‡Colliery Guardian, London.    Vol. ii., 1858, pages 1 to 384; and complete from vol.  i. 1861, except 

vols. ix. to xiii.  

Colliery Journal and Mining Engineer, Glasgow.     Complete. 

‡Colliery Manager, London.    Complete from vol. i., 1885.  



Colliery Manager's Pocket-Book, Almanac and Diary, London.    1874, 1887, 1891, 1894 and 1896 to 

date.                                                                                                             

*Colonial Museum and Geological Survey of New Zealand, Wellington. Geological Reports, complete 

from 1870 to 1891, except for 1873-74. Palaeontology of New-Zealand, part 4. Museum and 

Laboratory Reports, complete from 1868. Meteorological Returns and Reports, complete from 1868 

to 1886, with the exception of those for 1873-74 and 1885-86. Miscellaneous Publications, 

complete, with the exception of nos. 1, 2, 12, 13, 16, 17 and 19 to 28.                                                                    

Colonial Reports.    Annual and Miscellaneous Series.    Complete from commencement, 1891. 

‡Columbia University, New York City.     The School of Mines Quarterly, complete from vol. xxv. 

Comité Central des Houillères de France, Paris.    See France. 

‡Compressed Air, New York City. Complete from vol. i., 1896, except vol. i., nos 1 and 12. 

*Connecticut Academy of Arts and Science, New Haven.   Transactions, complete. 

‡Contract Journal and Specification Record, London.    Complete from vol. v., 1881. 

‡Copper Handbook, Houghton, Michigan.    Complete from vol. i., 1901. 

†Cuerpo de Ingenieros de Minas del Peru, Lima.    Boletin, complete from no. 1, 1902. 

‡De Beers Consolidated Mines, Limited, Kimberley.    Annual Reports, complete from the first, 1889.  

De Ingenieur.    See Koninklijk Instituut van Ingenieurs.  

Digest of Physical Tests and Laboratory Practice, Philadelphia.    Complete.  

Dinglers Polytechnisches Journal, Berlin.    Complete from vol. ccxlvii., 1883.  

Diplomatic and Consular Reports,  Foreign Office, London.    Annual Series, complete from 1883.    

Miscellaneous Series, complete from 1886.  

‡Durham University Calendar, Durham.     Complete from  1873,   except for the  years 1881 and 

1891. 

‡Edinburgh Geological Society, Edinburgh.    Transactions, complete from vol. viii. 

‡Electrical Engineer, London.    Complete from vol. xxx., 1902, no. 23. 

‡Electrical Industries and Investments, London.    Complete from vol. iii., 1903. 

‡Electrical Magazine, London.    Complete from vol. i, 1904.  

Electrical Power, London.    Complete from vol. i, 1903, to vol. iii., 1905, no. 35. 

‡Electrical Review, London.    Complete from vol. liii., 1903. 

‡Electrical Review, New York City.    Complete from vol. xxxix., 1901, no. 20. 

‡Electrical Times, London.    Complete from vol. xxi., 1902. 

‡Electricity and Electrical Engineering, London.    Complete from vol. xv., 1901, except vol. xv., nos. 1, 

28, 29, 31, 36 and 41.  



Electro-chemist and Metallurgist, London.     Complete from vol. iii., 1903, no. 2, to vol. iv., 1904, no. 

2. 

‡Engine, Boiler, and Employers' Liability Insurance Company, Limited, Manchester. Chief Engineer's 

Reports, complete from 1880. 

‡Engineer, London.    Complete from vol. i., 1856, except vols. xxix., xxxi. and xxxii. 

*Engineering, London.    Complete from vol. i., 1866, except vols. vii. to xii. 

*Engineering and Mining Journal, New York City.    Complete from vol. xx., 1875. 

*Engineering Association of New South Wales, Sydney. Minutes of Proceedings, complete from 1885 

to vol. xi. for 1895-96, and vol. xviii., 1902-1903. 

‡Engineering Magazine, London.    Complete from vol. i., 1891. 

‡Engineering News, New York City.    Complete from vol. xlvi., 1901. 

‡Engineering Record, New York City.     Complete from vol. 1 , 1904. 

‡Engineering Review (late Feilden's Magazine), London.    Complete from vol. i., 1899. 

‡Engineering Times, London.    Complete from vol. i., 1898. 

*Engineers' Club of Philadelphia, Philadelphia.   Proceedings, complete from vol. i., 1880.  

Engineers' Gazette, London.    Complete from vol. ix., 1895, to vol. xvii., 1903. 

‡Explosives.      Annual  Reports  of   His   Majesty's   Inspectors   of   Explosives,   London. 

Complete from the first, 1875.  

Export Review and International Trades Advertiser, Stuttgart.    Complete from vol. i., 1901, to vol. 

iii., no. 7. 

Foreign Office Reports, London.    See Diplomatic and Consular Reports.  

‡Foundry Trade Journal, London.    Complete from vol. i., 1902. 
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‡France.    Comité Central des Houillères de France.    Annuaire, complete from 1900.  

‡France.    Statistique de l'lndustrie Minérale et des Appareils à Vapeur en France et en 

Algérie, Paris.    Complete from 1890.  

†Franklin   Institute  of  the State of   Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.     Journal, complete 

from vol. Iv. 

Gas Institute (formerly British Association of Gas Managers), London.    Proceedings, 

etc., complete from 1803 to 1889.  

‡Gas World, London.    Complete from vol. xxxv., 1901. 

General Mining Association of the Province of Quebec.    Journal, complete to 1895.  

*Geological and Natural History Survey of Canada, Montreal.    Complete, except Mesozoic 



Fossils, vol. i., part 4 ; and Paheozoic Fossils, all after vol. ii., part 1, except vol. 

iii., part 1.  

†Geological Institution of the University of Upsala, Upsala.    Bulletin, complete.  

*Geological Society, London.    Quarterly Journal, complete from 1843.  

Geological Society of Australasia.    Transactions, vol. i., parts 1 to 6, 1892.  

*Geological Society of South Africa, Johannesburg.    Transactions, complete from vol. i.  

*Geological Survey of India, Calcutta.    Memoirs, complete.    Records, complete.    Palae- 

ontologia Indica, complete.  

*Geological Survey of Iowa, Des Moines.    Annual Reports, complete from vol. i.  

†Geological Survey of New South Wales, Department of Mines, Sydney.    Records, complete from 

1889.    Mineral Resources, complete from 1898.    Memoirs, complete.  

‡Geological Survey of Newfoundland, St. Johns.    Report on the Mineral Resources of the 

Island.    Complete from 1901.  

‡Geological Survey of Ohio, Columbus.    Bulletin, complete from series 4, no. 1. 

Geological Survey of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia.    Complete.  

†Geological Survey of the Colony of Natal, Pietermaritzburg.    Annual Reports, complete 

from the first, 1899.  

*Geological Survey of the United Kingdom, London.  

†Geological Survey of the United States, Washington.    Annual Reports, complete from 

vol. ii.    Bulletin, complete.    Monographs,  complete.    Geologic Atlas,  complete, 

except folio 6.     Professional Papers, complete.    Mineral Resources of the United 

States, complete from 1882.    Water-supply and Irrigation Papers, complete from 

no. 65.  

*Geological Survey of Victoria, Melbourne.     Reports of Progress, nos. i. to ix., 1873 to 

1898.    Records, complete.    Bulletins, complete.    Memoirs, complete.  

*Geologiska Förening, Stockholm.    Förhandlingar, complete from 1872.  

*Geologists' Association, London.    Proceedings, complete from vol. i., 1859.  

*Glückauf [Glueckauf], Essen.    Complete from vol.  xix., 1883.    Jahresbericht des Vereins für [fuer] 

die bergbaulichen Interessen im Oberbergamtsbezirk Dortmund, complete from 1892, 

except for 1893. 

Hazell's Annual, London.    Complete from 1900.  

‡Hull Scientific and Field Naturalists' Club, Hull.    Transactions, vol. i., nos. 1, 3 and 4; vol. ii., and vol. 

iii., nos. 1 and 2. 

‡Illinois.    Bureau of Labour Statistics. Springfield.   Biennial Reports, 1880, and complete from 1892.    

Annual Coal Reports, 1885, 1888, 1891, 1895, and complete from 1897.  

Illustrated Scientific News, London.    Complete. 



‡Imperial Institute, London.    Journal, complete from vol. i., 1895, to vol. viii., 1902. Bulletin, 

complete from vol. i., 1903. 

‡lndia.    Annual Reports of the Inspection of Mines, Calcutta.    Complete from 1894. 

‡Indian and Eastern Engineer,  Calcutta.      Vol.  iii.,  1887,  nos.  1-13;   vol.  v.,   1888, nos. 1-24 ; and 

complete from vol. ix., 1901. 

‡Indian Engineering, Calcutta.    Complete from vol. i, 1887. 

‡Industria, Madrid.    Complete from vol. i., 1906. 

‡Industrial World, Pittsburg.    Complete from 1906, no. 1.  

Industries, Durban.    Complete from vol. i., 1900, to vol. viii., 1906, no. 1.  

Industries and Iron, London.    Complete from vol. xv. 

*Institut Géologique de Mexique, Mexico.    Boletin, complete from 1895.    Parergones, complete. 

*Institution of Civil Engineers, London.    Minutes of Proceedings, complete from 1837. 

*Institution of  Civil Engineers of Ireland, Dublin.    Transactions, complete from 1845. 

‡Institution of Gas Engineers, London.    Transactions, complete from 1902. 

*Institution of Electrical Engineers, London.    Journal, complete from vol. xxxi., 1901. 

*Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders in Scotland, Glasgow.    Transactions, complete from 1857, 

except vol. ii. 

†Institution of Engineers of the River Plate, Buenos Aires.    Journal, complete  from vol. v. 

†lnstitution of Mechanical Engineers, London.    Proceedings, complete from 1847. 

†lnstitution of Mining and Metallurgy, London.    Transactions, complete from vol. i. 
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‡Institution of Mining Engineers, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.    Transactions,  complete  from 

vol. i., 1889.  

*Institution of Naval Architects, London.    Transactions, complete.  

International Association for Testing Materials, Zurich.    Reports, etc., from 1898.  

Investors' Review and Scientific Record,  London.    Complete, except vol. i., nos. 1 to 12;   vol.  ii.,  

nos.  13,   14 and 23; vol.  iii.,   nos   5 and 6; vol.  iv., nos. 8 to 12-vol.  v.,  nos.   7 and 12;  vol.   vi.,   

nos.   4 and 8 to 12;   vol.   vii.,   nos.  1  to 3, 5, 6 and 9 to 12 ; vol. viii., nos. 1 to 3 ; and complete 

from vol. ix., 1899.  

Iron  Age, New York City.      Complete  from   vol.   lxxi.,   1903, to vol.   lxxiv.,  1904, except vol.   lxxi.,   

nos.  2 and 3.  

‡Iron and Coal Trades Review, London.    Complete from vol. iii., 1869.  



*Iron and Steel Institute, London.    Journal, complete from 1871.  

‡lron and Steel Magazine, Boston.    Complete from vol. vii., 1904.  

‡ltaly.    Rivista del Servizio Minerario, Roma.    Complete from 1897. 

*Jaarboek van het Mijnwezen in Nederlandsch Oost-Indie, The Hague.    Complete from 

1878.  

*Jahrbuch für [fue]r das Berg-und Hüttenwesen [Huettenwesen] im Königreiche [Koenigreiche] 

Sachsen. Freiberg.    Complete, except 1878.  

*Jernkontorets Annaler, Stockholm.    Complete from 1900.  

*Junior  Institution   of  Engineers,   London.    Record   of  Transactions,  complete  from 

vol. i. 

*Kaiserlich Leopoldinisch-Carolinische Deutsche  Akademie der   Naturforscher,  Halle. 

Complete from vol. xxxvi.  

*Kaiserlich-königlich [Kaiserlich-koeniglich] Geologische Reichsanstalt, Vienna.    Jahrbuch, complete 

from 1850, except 1851 to 1862 and 1870 to 1874.   Verhandlungen, complete from 1867, except 

1886, no. 15.    Abhandlungen, complete from vol. i.; except vol, iii., pages 1 to 42 ; vol. vii. ;    vol. 

xii., all except parts 1,  2 and 3 ; vol. xiii., all except part 1 ; vol. xvi., all except part 1 ;   vol.  xvii., all 

except parts 1, 2, 3 and 4 ;   and vol. xviii,, all except part 1.  

 

Kaiserliche Akademie der Wissenschaften,   Vienna.    Sitzungsberichte, complete from 

vol. xlix., except Mathematik, Physik, Chemie, etc.. vols. lx. to lxiv.  

Kalksandsteinfabrikation, Berlin.    Complete from vol. ii., 1902, to vol. v., 1905, no. 10.  

*Kansas, The University Geological Survey of.     Annual Reports, complete from vol. ii.    Mineral 

Resources, complete  from   1897.     Bulletin   (late   Kansas, Lawrence, University Quarterly), 

complete from vol. viii., no. 1.    Science Bulletin, complete from vol. i. 

  

‡Knowledge and Illustrated Scientific News, London.    Complete from vol. i., 1904.  

*Königlich [Koeniglich]  Preussischen   Geologischen   Landesanstalt   und   Bergakademie   zu   Berlin, 

Berlin.    Jahrbuch, complete from vol. i., except vols. iii. to xii.  

*Königlich [Koeniglich] Ungarische Geologische Anstalt, Budapest.    Jahresberichte,  complete from 

1882.    Mittheilungen, complete.  

*Königliche [Koenigliche] Bayerische Akademie der Wissenschaften, München [Muenchen] .    

Abhandlungen der Mathematisch-physikalischen Classe,  complete except vols. vi. and vii.    

Sitzungsberichte, complete.  

*Köninklijk [Koeninklijk] Instituut  van Ingenieurs,  's-Gravenhage.     De Ingenieur,   complete  from 

1900.    Jaarverslag, complete from 1899-1900, no. 1.     Notulen der Vergaderingen, 

complete from 1881.    Verhandelingen, complete from 1881.  

‡Kritischer Vierteljahresbericht   über [ueber] die Berg- und Hüttenmännische [Huettenmaennische]  

und verwandte Literatur, Freiberg in Sachsen.    Complete from vol. xviii., no. 4.  

‡Kynoch Journal, Birmingham.    Complete from vol. i., 1899. 



‡Labour Gazette, Board of Trade, London.    Complete. 

†Lake Superior Mining Institute, Ishpeming.    Proceedings, complete from vol. i., 1893. 

‡L’Echo des Mines et de la Métallurgie, Paris.    Complete from 1895. 

*Le Génie Civil, Paris.    Complete from vol. i., 1880. 

*Le Mois Scientifique et Industriel, Paris.    Complete from vol. i., 1899. 

‡Light Railway and Tramway Journal, London.    Complete from vol. viii., 1903. 

*Liverpool Engineering Society, Liverpool.    Transactions, complete from vol. i., 1877. 

‡Liverpool Geological Association, Liverpool.     Transactions, complete from 1880 to vol. x., 1890, 

except vols. iv. and viii. 

*Liverpool Geological Society, Liverpool.    Proceedings, complete from 1860. 

‡London  and  West  Country  Chamber  of  Mines,  London.     Records, complete from vol. i., 1901. 

‡London Chamber of Commerce, London. The Chamber of Commerce Journal, complete from vol. i., 

1882 ; except vols. vii. and viii. ; vol. xiii., nos. 1, 4, 6 and 9 ; vol. xiv., nos. 10, 12, 14, 17, 19 and 21; 

vol. xv., nos. 23, 25 to 27, 29 to 31 and 33; vol. xvi., no. 42 ; vol. xix., nos. 77 and 78 ; and vol. xx., 

nos. 89 and 91.  

London Mining Gazette of the London Chamber of Mines, London. Complete from vol. i., 1899, to 

vol. ii., 1900, no. 2. 
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‡Louisiana Geological Survey, Louisiana.    Reports, complete from no. iii., 1894.  

*L'Union des Charbonnages,  Mines et  Usines Métallurgiques de la Province de Liége, Liége.    

Complete from 1872. 

‡Machinery, New York City.    Complete from vol. ix., 1903, no. 6. 

‡Machinery Market and the Machinery and  Engineering  Materials   Gazette,   London. 

Complete from 1891;   except 1891, January to September and November ;   1892, 

January;   1893,   March,   August,   October  and  November;   and  1894,   January, 

February, April, May and July to December.  

*Magyarhoni Földtani Társulat, Budapest.    Földtani Kozlony, complete from 1871.  

*Manchester Association of Engineers, Manchester.    Transactions, complete from 1887.  

*Manchester  Geographical  Society,   Manchester.     Journal,   complete   from   vol.   vi., 

1889.  

*Manchester Geological and Mining Society, Manchester.     Transactions, complete from 

vol. i., 1840.  

*Manchester Literary and Philosophical Society, Manchester.    Memoirs, complete from 

vol. vii., 1813.    Proceedings, complete from vol. i., 1857.  



‡Manchester Steam Users' Association, Manchester.    Memoranda by the Chief Engineer, 

complete from 1889, except 1892, 1893, 1896 and 1897.  

‡Mariner and Engineering  Record,  London.    Complete from vol. xix., 1898.  

*Maryland Geological Survey, Baltimore.    Complete from vol. i.  

*Maryland Weather Service, Baltimore.     Complete from vol. i.  

†Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Society of Arts, Boston.   Technology Quarterly, 

complete from vol. xi.  

*Master Car-Builders' Association, Chicago.    Proceedings, complete from 1882.  

‡Mechanical Engineer, Manchester.      Complete from vol. i., 1898.  

Mechanical Progress, Manchester.    Complete. 

*Mémorial des Poudres et Salpêtres, Paris.    Complete from vol. ii.  

‡Metallgesellschaft   and  the   Metallurgische   Gesellschaft   A-G.,    Frankfort-on-Main. 

Statistical Compilations of Lead, Copper, Spelter, Tin, Silver, Nickel, Aluminium 

and Quicksilver, complete from 1891.  

‡Michigan College of Mines, Houghton.    Year-book, complete from 1901-1902.  

*Midland Institute of Mining, Civil and Mechanical Engineers, Barnsley.    Transactions, 

complete from 1869.  

Mid-Tyne Link, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.    Complete from vol. i., no. 2, to vol ii., no. 7.  

‡Mineral Industry, its Statistics, Technology and Trade, in the United States and other 

Countries, New YWk City.    Complete from vol. i., 1892.  

Mineral Industry of the United Kingdom, London.    Annual General Reports, complete 

from 1894 to 1896.  

Mineral Statistics of the United Kingdom, London (now Mines and Quarries: General 

Report and Statistics).    Complete from 1853 to 1896.  

*Mineralogical Society of Great Britain and Ireland, London.    Mineralogical Magazine 

and Journal, complete from vol. i., 1876.  

‡Mines, List of Mines Worked, London.    Complete.  

‡Mines, List of Plans of Abandoned Mines, London.    Complete.  

‡Mines and Minerals, Scranton, Pennsylvania.     Complete from vol. viii., 1887.  

‡Mines and Quarries, London.    General Report and Statistics, complete from 1897.  

Mining Association and Institute of Cornwall, Camborne.    Transactions, complete to 

vol. iv., part 1, 1893.  

‡Mining Engineering, London.    Complete from vol. i., 1896.  

*Mining Institute of Scotland, Hamilton.    Transactions, complete.  



‡Mining Journal, London.    Complete from vol. xvii., 1847 ; except vol. xvii., pages 1 to 

449 ; and vol. xxiv., pages 1 to 100.  

‡Mining Magazine, New York City.    Complete from vol. x., 1904.  

‡Mining Reporter, Denver, Colorado.    Complete from vol. xliv., 1901.  

†Mining Society of Nova Scotia, Halifax.    Transactions, complete.  

‡Minnesota School of Mines, Minneapolis. Bulletin, complete from vol. vi., 1902.  

‡Missouri Geological Survey, Jefferson City.    First series,  vols.  iv.   to vii. and  xiii., 

and Second series, vols. i. to iv.  

*Monmouthshire Colliery Officials' Association, South Wales.     Journal, complete from 

vol. i., 1897.  

‡Montana.    Annual Report of the Inspector of Mines, Helena, 1897-98, 1901 and 1902.  

‡Mount Bischoff Tin Mining Company, Tasmania,    Half-yearly Reports, complete from 

the 46th, 1896.  

‡Municipal Engineering, Indianapolis.    Complete from vol. xxiv., 1903.  

Musée Royal d'Histoire  Naturelle de Belgique, Bruxelles.    Annales, vols. i. to xiv., 

1877-1896.  

‡Mysore  Geological  Department,  Bangalore,   India.    Bulletin,   complete from no.   1. 

Memoirs, complete from vol. i.    Records, complete from vol. i.    Reports of the 

Chief Inspector of Mines, complete from 1898. 
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‡Natal. Department of Mines, Pietermaritzburg. Reports on the Mining Industry, 1890-91, 1891-92, 

and complete from 1898.                                                   

‡National Association of Colliery Managers, Derby,    Transactions, complete. 

‡National Physical Laboratory, Richmond.    Annual Report, complete from 1901 

*Natural History Society of Northumberland and Durham, Newcastle-upon-Tvne Transactions, vols. i. 

and ii., 1831 to 1838. Transactions of Tyneside Naturalists' Field Club, vols. i. to vi., 1846 to 1864. 

Natural History Transactions of Northumberland, Durham and Newcastle-upon-Tyne, being papers 

read before both the Natural History Society of Northumberland, Durham and Newcastle-upon-

Tyne, and the Tyneside Naturalists' Field Club, complete from vol. i.,   1865 

*Naturforschende Gesellschaft zu Freiburg im Breisgau, Freiburg.  Transactions complete 

from 1886.                                                                                                           

Neues Jahrbuch für [fuer] Mineralogie, Geologie und Paläontologie [Palaeontologie],  Stuttgart.     

Complete from 1883 to 1897, except Supplement, part 1. 

‡New England Water Works Association, Boston.    Journal, complete from vol   xvii 1903. 

†New South Wales. Annual Report of the Department of Mines, Sydney. Complete from 1881. 



*New York Academy of Sciences, New York City. Annals, complete from vol. i. 1877. Mémoires, 

complete from vol. i., 1895. Transactions, vols. i. to xvi., 1881 to 1897 except vol. iii. 

*New Zealand Institute, Wellington.    Transactions and Proceedings, complete   except vol. ii. 

(1869), vol. iii. (1870) and vol. iv. (1871).  

New Zealand Institute of Mining Engineers, Auckland (now amalgamated with the Australasian 

Institute of Mining Engineers).    Transactions, vols. i. and ii. 

*New  Zealand Mines Department, Wellington.    Reports, complete  from 1879.    New 

Zealand Mines Record, complete from vol. i., 1897.  

Newcastle Chronicle Yearbook, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.    Complete from 1897 to  1902, 

except 1899.  

Newcastle Daily Journal, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.    Complete from March, 1869. 

‡Norges geologiske undersogelse, Kristiania.    Complete from no. 1, 1891. 

†North-East Coast Institution of Engineers and Shipbuilders, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Transactions, 

complete from vol. i., 1884. 

*North Staffordshire Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers, Newcastle-under-Lyme.   

Transactions, complete, except vol. ii. 

‡Northumberland and Durham Miners' Permanent Relief Fund, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Annual 

Reports, complete from 1878. 

*Nova Scotia Department of Mines,  Halifax.     Reports, complete from 1862. 

*Nova Scotian Institute of Science, Halifax. Proceedings and Transactions, complete from vol. vi., 

1883. 

*Oberhessische Gesellschaft für [fuer] Natur- und Heilkunde, Giessen.    Complete from 1847, 

except vol. iii.  

Official Year Book of Scientific and Learned Societies, London.    Complete from 1884.  

‡Ontario Bureau of Mines, Toronto.    Reports, complete from 1891.  

‡Ores and Metals, Denver.    Complete from 1903.  

‡Österreichische [Oesterreichische] Zeitschrift für [fuer] Berg- und Hüttenwesen [Huettenwesen], 

Vienna.    Complete from vol. xxxi., 1883.     Vereins-Mittheilungen, complete from 1883. 

‡Page's Weekly, London.    Complete from vol. i., 1902. 

‡Palmer Record, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.    Vol. i, nos. 2 to 4 ; vol. ii., nos. 5 to 8; and 

vol. iii., nos. 9 to 12.  

*Patent Office, London.    Abridgements of Specifications, complete.    Illustrated Official 

Journal,  complete.      Report of Patent,  Design and Trade Mark Cases, complete 

from vol. vi.  

*Patents and Patentees of Victoria, Melbourne.    Indexes, complete from vol. i., 1854.  

‡Patents and the British Machinist, London.    Complete from vol. viii., 1902, no. 97.  



‡Pennsylvania.    Department of Internal Affairs, Harrisburg.    Reports of the Bureau of 

Mines, complete from 1897.  

Pennsylvania.    Reports of Inspectors of Mines from   1870-1882 and   1892-1896 (now 

included in the Reports of the Bureau of Mines).  

‡Petroleum Review, London.    Complete from vol. v., 1901; except vol. vi., nos. 153, 157, 

163 and 164.  

*Philippine  Islands.    Mining Bureau, Manila.     Annual Report of  the Chief of  the 

Mining Bureau, complete from 1904.    Bulletin, complete, except nos. 6, 9 to 14, 

and 16.    Journal of Science, complete from vol. i., 1906.  

Pott's Mining Register and Directory, North Shields.   1888-90,  1893-98, and 1900  to date.  

‡Power, London.    Complete from vol. xxi., 1901, no. 11.  

‡Practical Engineer, London.    Complete from vol i, 1887.  

Public Works, London.    Complete. 
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‡Quarries, List of Quarries worked, London.    Complete.  

‡Quarry, London.     Complete from vol. vii., 1900. 

Quebec, Canada.     Department of   Colonization  and Mines.     See Canada.  

‡Queensland.      Annual Report of the Under Secretary for Mines, Brisbane.      Complete 

from 1897.  

‡Queensland Government Mining Journal, Brisbane.    Complete from vol. l.  

‡Queensland Institute of Surveyors, Brisbane.   Transactions and Proceedings, complete 

from vol. i., 1900. 

‡Railroad Gazette, New York City.    Complete from vol. xxxv., 1903.  

‡Railway Age, Chicago.    Complete from vol. xxxv., 1903.  

Railway and Engineering Review, Chicago.      Complete from vol. xli., 1901, no. 48, to 

vol. xliii., 1903, no. 22.  

Railway and Locomotive Engineering, New York City.   Vols. xiv. and xv., 1901 and 1902.  

‡Railway Engineer, London.     Vol. xxii., no. 263; and complete from vol. xxiv., 1903.  

*Reale Comitate Geologico d'ltalia, Roma     Bollettino, complete from 1870.  

‡Reports of H.M. Inspectors of Mines, London.     Complete from 1870.  

‡Reports to the Secretary of the Board of Trade upon the Working of the Boiler Explosions Acts, 

1882 and 1890, London.    Complete. 

Revista Minera, Metalúrgica, y de Ingenieria, Madrid.     Complete from vol. xxxiv., 1883.  



Revue de la Législation des Mines en France et en Belgique, Lille.    Complete from 1884.  

‡Revue Mineralurgique, Paris     Complete from 1903. 

‡Revue Noire, Lille.    Complete from vol. vii.,  1904, no.   167;   except vol. vii.,  1904, no. 175.  

Revue Technique, Paris.    Complete from 1894 to 1906, no. 2.  

†Revue Universelle des Mines, de la Métallurgie, etc., Liége.    Complete from series 1, 

vol. i., 1857 ; except series 1, vol. xiv., 1863.  

‡Rhodesia Scientific Association, Bulawayo.    Proceedings, complete from vol. L, 1899.  

*Rochester Academy of Science, Rochester.    Proceedings, complete from vol. i., 1889.  

*Royal  Cornwall Polytechnic Society,   Falmouth.     Annual   Reports,   complete   from 1833. 

*Royal Dublin Society, Dublin.      Journal, vol. i., 1856, to vol. vii., 1878 (complete). 

Economic Proceedings, complete from vol. i., 1899.   Scientific Proceedings, complete from vol. i., 

1878.    Scientific Transactions, complete from vol. i., 1877. 

*Royal  Geological Society  of Cornwall,  Penzance.     Transactions, vol. i., vol. v., and 

complete from vol. viii., 1871.                                                                       

*Royal Institute of British Architects, London.    Transactions, vol  i., part ii., 1842. and 

complete from 1854,    except 1857 to 1862, 1867 to 1870, and 1873 to 1876.    Journal 

of Proceedings, complete from 1881, except third series, vol. i., 1893-94.     Kalendar, 

complete from 1889.  

*Royal Institution of Cornwall, Truro.    Annual Reports, 1839, 1842, 1844, 1849, 1851 

to 1856, 1859, 1860, part ii., 1861, 1862, part i., and 1863.    Journal, complete from 

vol. ii., 1866.                                                                                                          

*Royal Institution of Great Britain, London.    Proceedings, complete from vol. i., 1851.  

*Royal Philosophical Society of Glasgow, Glasgow.    Proceedings, complete from 1841.  

Royal Sanitary Institute, London.    Journal, complete from vol. i, 1880.  

*Royal Scottish Society of Arts, Edinburgh.    Transactions, complete from vol. ii., 1841.  

*Royal Society, London.    Proceedings, complete from vol. i, 1800.  

*Royal Society of Canada, Montreal.     Proceedings and  Transactions,   complete  from 

1882.  

*Royal Society of Edinburgh,  Edinburgh.    Proceedings, complete from vol. xi., 1880. 

Transactions, complete from vol. xli.  

*Royal Society of New South Wales, Sydney.    Journal and Proceedings, complete from 

vol. vii. 

*Royal Society of Victoria, Melbourne.    Proceedings, complete from vol. ii., 1857, except 

vol. vi.    Transactions, complete from vol. i., 1888.  

*Royal United Service Institution, London.    Journal, complete from vol. i., 1857, except 

nos. 4 and 70 (out of print).  



†Rugby Engineering Society, Rugby.    Proceedings, complete from vol. i , 1903.  

*Russian Journal of Financial Statistics, St. Petersburg.     Complete from 1900. 

‡Science and Art of Mining, Wigan.    Complete from vol. i., 1890.  

‡Science Siftings, London.    Complete from vol. xxi., 1901.  

Scientific American, New York City.    Complete from vol. lxviii., 1893; to vol. lxxxiii., 

1900.  

Seismological Society of Japan, Yokohama.    Transactions, complete from 1880.  

‡Shipbuilder, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.    Complete from vol. i., 1906.  

‡Shipping World and Herald of Commerce, London.   Complete from vol. i., 1883; except 

vols. xv. and xvi., incomplete.  

*Smithsonian Institution, Washington, U.S.A.    Annual Report of the Board of Regents, complete 

from 1862. 
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*Sociedad de Ingenieros, Lima.     Boletin, complete from vol. i., 1899.  

*Sociedad Nacional de Mineria, Santiago, Chile.    Boletin, complete from vol. x., no.  18, 1898.                                                                                                                      

‡Sociedad Cientifica "Antonio Alzate," Mexico.    Memorias y Revista, complete from vol. xviii., 1902. 

*Société Beige de Géologie, de Paléontologie et d'Hydrologie, Brussels.     Bulletin,  complete from 

vol. i., 1887. 

*Société d'Encouragement pour l'lndustrie Nationale, Paris.      Bulletin,  complete  from 1901  

*Société de l'lndustrie Minérale, St. Etienne.    Bulletin, complete from series 1,  vol. i., 

1855.   Comptes-rendus, complete from 1878.   Atlases, complete from series 1, vol i., 

1855. 

*Société  des   Ingénieurs  Civils   de   France,   Paris.     Annuaire,   complete   from   1889. 

Mémoires,  complete from 1848,  except 1855, vol.  ii.    Procès  Verbaux, complete 

from 1879. 

*Société des Ingénieurs des Mines,   St. Pétersbourg.     Bulletin, complete  from no   12 

1897, except nos. 1 and 3 to 5, 1898.                                                                               

*Société des Ingénieurs sortis de l'École Provinciale d'lndustrie et des Mines du Hainaut 

Liége.    Mémoires, complete from 1850.  

*Société  Géologique de Belgique, Liége.    Annales, complete from 1874.  

*Société  Géologique de France, Paris.    Mémoires, complete from series 3, except vol. 

iii., part 2.    Bulletin, complete from beginning, except series 2.  

*Société Géologique du Nord, Lille.    Annales, complete from vol.  vii., except vol. ix. 

(out of print).  



* Société  Industrielle du Nord de la France, Lille.    Bulletin, complete from no. 30, 1880.  

*Société Scientifique Industrielle de Marseille, Marseille.    Bulletin, complete.  

‡Society of Arts, London.    Journal, complete from vol. 1., 1901.  

*Society of Chemical Industry, London.    Journal, complete from vol. i., 1882.  

*Society of Engineers, London.    Transactions, complete from 1861.  

‡South Africa, London.    Complete from vol. lvii., 1903.  

*South African Association of Engineers and Architects, Johannesburg.    Proceedings, 

complete from vol. i.  

‡South African Engineering, London.    Complete from vol. i., except vol. ii., no. 6.  

‡South  Australia.      Department  of   Mines,   Adelaide.      Reports  of   the   Government 

Geologist from 1883, with exceptions.  

‡South Australia.    Moonta School of Mines.    Annual Report, complete from 1898.  

‡South Australia.      Wallaroo and  Moonta Mining and  Smelting Company,   Limited. 

Annual Reports, complete from 1890.  

‡South-Eastern Union of Scientific Societies, London.    Transactions (The South-Eastern Naturalist), 

complete from 1901.  

South Staffordshire and East Worcestershire Institute of Mining Engineers.     Transactions, complete 

from 1875 to 1890.  

South Staffordshire Institute  of  Iron and Steel Works Managers, Stourbridge (now 

Staffordshire Iron and Steel Institute).  

*South Wales Colliery Officials' Association,  South Wales.   Journal and Proceedings, 

complete from 1895.  

†South Wales Institute of Engineers, Cardiff.    Proceedings, complete from vol. i., 1857.  

*South Yorkshire Association of Mining Students, Mexborough.    Transactions, complete 

from vol. i , 1906.  

*Staffordshire Iron and Steel Institute, Tipton.    Proceedings, complete.  

*Stahl und Eisen, Düsseldorf [Duesseldorf].    Complete from 1894.  

‡Steamship, Leith.    Complete from vol. i, 1889. 

‡Stevens' Indicator, Hoboken, New Jersey.    Complete from vol. vi., 1889.  

Stone, New York City.    Complete from vol. xxiii., 1901, to vol. xxv., 1903.  

‡Stone Trades Journal, London.    Complete from vol. xxii., 1903.  

‡Street Railway Review, Chicago.    Complete from vol. xi., 1901.  

Subject Matter Index of Technical and  Scientific Periodicals.    Compiled by Dr.  R. Rieth by the Order 

of The Imperial Patent Office, Berlin.     Complete from 1892.  



‡Surveyor, Sydney.    Complete from vol. xvi., 1903. 

*Surveyors' Institution, London.    Transactions, complete from vol. i., 1868.  

*Sydney University Engineering Society, Sydney.    Journal and Abstract of Proceedings, complete 

from vol. ix. 

‡Tasmania.    Annual Reports of the Secretary of Mines, from 1898-99.    Annual Reports of the 

Surveyor-General and Secretary for Land, from 1898-99.  The Progress of the Mineral Industry of 

Tasmania, from quarter commencing April 1, 1898.  

Technics, London.     Complete from vol. i., 1904, to vol. ii.. 1905, no. 8.  

*Teknisk Ugeblad, Udgivet af Den Norske Ingenior—og Arkitekt-Forening og Den Poly- 

tekniske Forening,  Kristiania.     Complete from 1885.  

‡Texas, University of, Austin.    Mineral Survey, Bulletin, complete from no. 1, 1900.  

Times, London.    Complete from March, 1869.  

Times Index, London.    Complete from January, 1864. 
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Trade and Navigation Accounts, London.    Complete from 1865. 

Trade of the United Kingdom with Foreign Countries and British Possessions, London. Annual 

Statement, complete from 1875.  

‡Transvaal.     Chamber  of   Mines,   Johannesburg.      Annual   Reports,  1890,   1893,   and 

complete from 1895.  

†Transvaal.    Reports of Government Mining Engineer, complete from 1896.  

*Transvaal Institute of Mechanical Engineers, Johannesburg.    Journal, complete from vol. iii. 

‡U.S.A.     Department of Labor, Washington.      Bulletin,  complete from no. 37, 1901. 

Annual   Report   of   the   Commissioner of   Labor,  complete  from the   sixteenth, 

1901.  

‡U.S.A.    Department of State, Washington.    Consular Reports,  vol.  xliii.,  no.  158; 

vol. xlvi., no. 170 ; and complete from vol. lxviii., no. 256.  

‡U.S.A.    Department of the Navy, Washington.    Annual Report of the Chief of the 

Bureau of Steam Engineering, complete from 1891.  

*U.S. Naval Institute. Annapolis.    Proceedings, complete from vol, vii., 1881.  

U.S. Patent Office, Washington.    Official Gazette, complete from vol. lxviii., 1894, to 

vol. cvi., 1903.  

‡University College of South Wales and Monmouthshire, Cardiff.     Calendar, complete 

from 1901-1902.  

‡University of Birmingham Engineering Journal, Birmingham.    Complete from vol. i.   



‡University  of  Durham  Philosophical   Society,   Newcastle-upon-Tyne.      Proceedings, 

complete from vol. i., 1896.  

‡University of Montana, Missoula.    Bulletin, nos. 10 and 17. 

Vereins-Mittheilungen.     See Österreichische [Oesterreichische] Zeitschrift für [fuer] Berg- und 

Hüttenwesen [Huettenwesen], Vienna. 

*Victoria.    Department of Mines,  Melbourne.    Reports,  complete from 1874.    Special 

Reports,  complete from 1892.    Gold-fields of  Victoria,  Mining Record,  complete 

from 1897 ; Monthly Return, complete from 1898.  

Victoria,    Patent Office, Melbourne.    See Patents and Patentees of Victoria.  

‡Victoria.    The Chamber of  Mines,  Melbourne.    Annual Report,   complete  from  the 

second, 1900.  

*Victorian Institute of Surveyors, Melbourne.    Transactions and Proceedings, complete 

from vol. i., except vol. ii.  

‡Vulcan, Manchester.    Complete from vol. i. 

‡Water, London.    Complete from vol. iv., 1902. 

‡West Australian Mining,  Building and Engineering Journal, Perth.     Complete from 

vol. i., 1903, except vol. i., nos. 2, 9 and 14.  

*West of Scotland Iron and Steel Institute, Glasgow.    Journal, complete from vol. iv., 

1896.  

‡West Virginia Geological Survey, Morgantown.    Complete from vol. i., 1899.  

‡Western Australia, Department of Mines.    Annual Progress Report of the Geological 

Survey, complete from 1899.    Geological Survey, Bulletin, complete from no.  1. 

Gold Mines Statistics, complete from 1896.    Monthly Statistical Abstract, complete 

from  no. 1.    Reports, complete from   1895.    Statistical  Register,  complete from 

1898.    Supplement to the Government Gazette, complete from 1901.  

*Western Society of Engineers, Chicago.    Journal, complete from vol. i., 1896. 

Whitaker's Almanac, London.    Complete from 1894.  

*Wisconsin Academy of Sciences, Arts and Letters, Madison.    Transactions, complete.  

*Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey, Madison.    Bulletins, complete from 

no. 1.  

World's Work, London.    Vol. i.  

‡Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Worcester.   Journal, complete from vol. vi., no. 2. 

 ‡Wurttembergischen Geometer Vereins, Stuttgart.    Mitteilungen, complete from 1900. 

‡Yorkshire Geological and Polytechnic  Society,  Leeds.     Proceedings,  complete  from vol. i. 

Zeitschrift des Vereines Deutscher Ingenieure, Berlin.    Complete from vol. xxvii., 1883.  



*Zeitschrift für [fuer] das Berg-, Hütten- [Huetten-] und Salinen-Wesen im Preussischen Staate, 

Berlin.  Complete from 1854.  

*Zeitschrift für [fuer] Praktische Geologie, Berlin.    Complete from 1893.  

‡Zeitschrift für [fuer] Vermessungswesen, Stuttgart.    Complete from 1903. 

 

The Library comprises over 10,000 Volumes, etc., treating of Geology, and Mining, Mechanical, and 

Civil Engineering.  

August  4th,  1906. 

 

[Aixxii]                                           CHARTER. 

.CHARTER   OF   THE   NORTH   OF   ENGLAND   INSTITUTE   OF MINING AND MECHANICAL 

ENGINEERS. 

FOUNDED 1852. INCORPORATED NOVEMBER 28th, 1876. 

Victoria, by the  Grace  of God,  of the  United  Kingdom of Great 

Britain and Ireland,  Queen,  Defender of the Faith, to all to  whom these Presents shall Come, 

Greeting : 

Whereas it has been represented to us that Nicholas Wood, of Hetton, in the County of Durham, 

Esquire (since deceased); Thomas Emerson Forster, of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, Esquire (since 

deceased) ; Sir George Elliot, Baronet (then George Elliot, Esquire), of Houghton Hall, in the said 

County of Durham, and Edward Fenwick Boyd, of Moor House, in the said County of Durham, 

Esquire, and others of our loving subjects, did, in the year one thousand eight hundred and fifty-two, 

form themselves into a Society, which is known by the name of The North of England Institute of 

Mining and Mechanical Engineers, having for its objects the Prevention of Accidents in Mines and 

the Advancement of the Sciences of Mining and Engineering generally, of which Society Lindsay 

Wood, of Southill, Chester-le-Street, in the County of Durham, Esquire, is the present President. And 

whereas it has been further represented to us that the Society was not constituted for gain, and that 

neither its projectors nor Members derive nor have derived pecuniary profit from its prosperity ; 

that it has during its existence of a period of nearly a quarter of a century steadily devoted itself to 

the preservation of human life and the safer development of mineral property ; that it has 

contributed substantially and beneficially to the prosperity of the country and the welfare and 

happiness of the working members of the community ; that the Society has since its establishment 

diligently pursued its aforesaid objects, and in so doing has made costly experiments and researches 

with a view to the saving of life by improvements in the ventilation of mines, by ascertaining the 

conditions under which the safety lamp may be relied on for security ; that the experiments 

conducted by the Society have related to accidents in mines of every description, and have not been 

limited to those proceeding from explosions ; that the various modes of getting coal, whether by 

mechanical appliances or otherwise, have received careful and continuous attention, while the 

improvements in the mode of working and hauling belowground, the machinery employed for 

preventing the disastrous falls of roof underground, and the prevention of spontaneous combustion 

in seams of coal as well as in cargoes, and the providing additional security for the miners in 

ascending and descending the pits, the improvements in the cages used for this purpose, and in the 



safeguards against what is technically known as " overwinding," have been most successful in 

lessening the dangers of mining, and in preserving human life : that the Society has held meetings at 

stated 
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periods, at which the results of the said experiments and researches have been considered and 

discussed, and has published a series of Transactions, filling many volumes, and forming in itself a 

highly valuable Library of scientific reference, by which the same have been made known to the 

public, and has formed a Library of Scientific Works and Collections of Models and Apparatus, and 

that distinguished persons in foreign countries have availed themselves of the facilities afforded by 

the Society for communicating important scientific and practical discoveries, and thus a useful 

interchange of valuable information has been effected ; that in particular, with regard to ventilation, 

the experiments and researches of the Society, which have involved much pecuniary outlay and 

personal labour, and the details of which are recorded in the successive volumes of the Society's 

Transactions, have led to large and important advances in the practical knowledge of that subject, 

and that the Society's researches have tended largely to increase the security of life ; that the 

Members of the Society exceed 800 in number, and include a large proportion of the leading Mining 

Engineers in the United Kingdom. And whereas in order to secure the property of the Society, and to 

extend its useful operations, and to give it a more permanent establishment among the Scientific 

Institutions of our Kingdom, we have been besought to grant to  the said  Lindsay  Wood,   and  

other the  present  Members  of  the Society, and to those who shall hereafter become Members 

thereof, our Royal Charter of Incorporation.    Now know ye that we, being desirous of encouraging a 

design so laudable and salutary, of our especial grace, certain knowledge, and mere motion, have 

willed, granted, and declared, and do, by these presents, for us, our heirs, and successors, will, grant, 

a:ad declare, that the said Lindsay Wood, and such others of our loving subjects as are now 

Members of the said Society, and such others as shall from time to time hereafter become Members 

thereof, according to such Bye-laws as shall be made as hereinafter mentioned, and their successors, 

shall for ever hereafter be, by virtue of these presents, one body, politic and corporate, by the name 

of " The North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers," and by the name aforesaid 

shall have perpetual  succession and a Common Seal,  with full power  and authority to alter, vary, 

break, and renew the same at their discretion, and by the same name to sue and be sued, implead 

and be impleaded, answer and be answered unto, in every Court of us, our heirs and successors, and 

be for ever able and capable in the law to purchase, acquire, receive, possess, hold, and enjoy to 

them and their successors any goods and chattels whatsoever, and also be able and capable in the 

law (notwithstanding the statutes of mortmain) to purchase, acquire, possess, hold and enjoy to 

them and their successors a hall or house, and any such other lands, tenements, or hereditaments 

whatsoever, as they may deem requisite for the purposes of the Society, the yearly value of which, 

including the site of the said hall or house, shall not exceed in the whole the sum of three thousand 

pounds, computing the same respectively at the rack rent which might have been had or gotten for 

the same respectively at the time of the purchase or  acquisition thereof.       And we do hereby grant  

our especial license and authority unto all and every person and persons and bodies politic and 

corporate, otherwise competent, to grant, sell, alien, convey or devise in mortmain unto and to the 

use of the said Society and their successors, any lands, tenements, or hereditaments not exceeding 
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with the lands, tenements or hereditaments so purchased or previously acquired, such annual value 

as aforesaid, and also any moneys, stocks, securities, and other personal estate to be laid out and 

disposed of in the purchase of any lands, tenements or hereditaments not exceeding the like annual 

value.     And we further will, grant, and declare, that the said Society shall have full power and 

authority, from time to time, to sell, grant,  demise, exchange and dispose of absolutely,  or by way 

of mortgage, or otherwise, any of the lands, tenements, hereditaments and possessions, wherein 

they have any estate or interest, or which they shall acquire as aforesaid, but that no sale, mortgage, 

or other disposition of any lands, tenements, or hereditaments of the Society shall be made, except 

with the approbation and concurrence of a General Meeting. And our will and pleasure is, and we 

further grant and declare that for the better rule and government of the Society, and the direction 

and management of the concerns thereof, there shall be a Council of the Society, to be appointed 

from among the Members thereof, and to include the President and the Vice-Presidents, and such 

other office-bearers or past office-bearers as may be directed by such Bye-laws as hereinafter 

mentioned, but so that the Council, including all ex-officio Members thereof, shall consist of not 

more than forty or less than twelve Members, and that the Vice-Presidents shall be not more than 

six or less than two in number.    And we do hereby further will and declare that the said Lindsay 

Wood shall be the first President of the Society, and the persons now being the Vice-Presidents, and 

the Treasurer and Secretary, shall be the first Vice-Presidents, and the first Treasurer and Secretary, 

and the persons now being the Members of the Council shall be the first Members of the Council of 

the Society, and that they respectively shall continue such until the first election shall be made at a 

General Meeting in pursuance of these presents.     And we do  hereby further  will  and  declare  

that,   subject to  the  powers  by these presents vested in the General Meetings of the Society, the 

Council shall have the management of the Society, and of the income and property thereof, 

including the appointment of officers and servants, the definition of their duties, and the removal of 

any of such officers and servants, and generally may do all such acts and deeds as they shall deem 

necessary or fitting to be done, in order to carry into full operation and effect the objects and 

purposes of the Society, but so always that the same be not inconsistent  with,  or repugnant to,  any 

of the provisions  of this our Charter, or the Laws of our Realm, or any Bye-law of the Society in force 

for the time being.     And we do further will and declare that at any General Meeting of the Society, 

it shall be lawful for the Society, subject as hereinafter mentioned, to make such Bye-laws as to 

them shall seem necessary or proper for the regulation and good government of the Society, and of 

the Members and affairs thereof, and generally for carrying the objects of the Society into full and 

complete effect, and particularly (and without its being intended hereby to prejudice the foregoing 

generality), to make Bye-laws for all or any of the purposes hereinafter mentioned, that is to say : for 

fixing the number of Vice-Presidents, and the number of Members of which the Council shall consist, 

and the manner of electing the President and Vice-Presidents, and other Members of the Council, 

and the period of their continuance in office, and the manner and tune of supplying any vacancy 

therein ; and for regulating the times at which General Meetings of the Society and Meetings of the 

Council shall be held, 
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and for convening the same and regulating the proceedings thereat, and for regulating the manner 

of admitting persons to be Members of the Society, and of removing or expelling Members from the 

Society, and for imposing reasonable fines or penalties for non-performance of any such Bye-laws, or 

for disobedience thereto, and from time to time to annul, alter, or change any such Bye-laws, so 

always that all Bye-laws to be made as aforesaid be not repugnant to these presents, or to any of the 



laws of our Realm. And we do further will and declare that the present Rules and Regulations of the 

Society, so far as they are not inconsistent with these presents, shall continue in force, and be 

deemed the Bye-laws of the Society until the same shall be altered by a General Meeting, provided 

always that the present Rules and Regulations of the Society and any future Bye-laws of the Society 

so to be made as aforesaid shall have no force or effect whatsoever until the same shall have been 

approved in writing by our Secretary of State for the Home Department. In witness whereof we have 

caused these our Letters to be made Patent. 

Witness Ourself at our Palace, at Westminster, the 28th day of November, in the fortieth year of our 

reign. 

By Her Majesty's Command.                                                                                CARDEW. 

Great Seal of the United Kingdom.  

                                BYE-LAWS. 

I.—Constitution.  

1.—The   North   of   England   Institute   of   Mining   and   Mechanical Engineers shall consist of 

Members, Associate Members and Honorary Members.      The   Institute   shall   in   addition   

comprise   Associates   and Students. 

2.—The Officers of the Institute, other than the Treasurer and the Secretary, shall be elected from 

the Members and Associate Members, and shall consist of a President, six Vice-Presidents, and 

eighteen Councillors, who, with the Treasurer and the Secretary (if Members of the Institute) shall 

constitute the Council. 

All Past-Presidents shall be ex-officio Members of the Council, so long as they continue Members or 

Associate Members of the Institute ; and Vice-Presidents who have not been re-elected or have 

become ineligible from having held office for three consecutive years, shall be ex-officio Members of 

the Council for the following year. 

II.—Qualifications of Members, Associate Members,  Honorary Members, Associates and Students. 

3.—Members.—Every   candidate   for   admission   into   the   class   of Members, or for transfer into 

that class, shall come within the following conditions :—He shall be more than twenty-three years of 

age, have been regularly educated as a Mining or Mechanical Engineer, or in some other 
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branch of Engineering, according to the usual routine of pupilage, and have had subsequent 

employment for at least two years in some responsible situation as an Engineer, or if he has not 

undergone the usual routine of pupilage, he must have been employed or have practised as an 

Engineer for at least five years. This class shall also comprise every person who was an Ordinary 

Member, Life Member, or Student on the first of August, 1877. 

4.—Associate Members shall be persons connected with or interested in Mining or Engineering, and 

not practising as Mining or Mechanical Engineers, or in some other branch of Engineering. 

5.—Honorary Members shall be persons who have distinguished themselves by their literary or 

scientific attainments, or who have made important communications to the Society. 



6.—Associates shall be persons acting as under-viewers, under-managers, or in other subordinate 

positions in mines, or employed in analogous positions in other branches of Engineering. 

7.—Students shall be persons who are qualifying themselves for the profession of Mining or 

Mechanical Engineering, or other branch of Engineering, and such persons may continue Students 

until they attain the age of twenty-five years. 

III.—Election and Expulsion of Members.  

8.—Any person desirous of becoming a Member, an Associate Member, an Associate or a Student, 

shall be proposed according to the proper Form in the Appendix, in which Form the name, usual 

residence, and qualifications of the candidate shall be distinctly specified. The Form must be signed 

by the proposer and at least two other Members or Associate Members, certifying a personal 

knowledge of the candidate, who shall himself sign the undertaking contained therein. 

Any person qualified to become an Honorary Member shall be proposed according to the proper 

Form in the Appendix, in which Form the name, usual residence, and qualifications of the candidate 

shall be distinctly stated. This Form must be signed by the proposer and at least five other Members 

or Associate Members, certifying a personal knowledge of the candidate, who shall himself sign the 

undertaking contained therein, and the Council shall have the power of defining the time during 

which, and the circumstances under which the candidate shall be an Honorary Member. 

Any Associate or Student desirous of becoming a Member, shall be proposed and recommended 

according to the proper Form in the Appendix, in which Form the name, usual residence, and 

qualifications of the candidate shall be distinctly specified. This Form must be signed by the proposer 

and at least two other Members or Associate Members, certifying a personal knowledge of the 

candidate, who shall himself sign the undertaking contained therein, and the proposal shall then be 

treated in the manner hereinafter described. 

Every proposal shall be delivered to the Secretary, and by him submitted to the next meeting of the 

Council, who, on approving the qualifications, shall determine if the candidate is to be presented for 

ballot, and if it is so determined, the Chairman of the Council shall sign such proposal. The same shall 

be read at the next Ordinary General Meeting, and afterwards be exhibited in the Institute's Hall 

until the following Ordinary General Meeting, when the candidate shall be balloted for. 
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A Student may become an Associate at any time after attaining the age  of twenty-one years. 

9.—The balloting shall be conducted in the following manner :—Each Member or Associate Member 

attending the meeting, at which a ballot is to take place, shall be supplied (on demand) with a list of 

the names of the persons to be balloted for, according to the proper Form in the Appendix, and shall 

strike out the names of such candidates as he desires shall not be elected, and return the list to the 

scrutineers appointed by the presiding Chairman for the purpose, and such scrutineers shall examine 

the lists so returned, and inform the meeting what elections have been made. No candidate shall be 

elected unless he secures the votes of two-thirds of the Members and Associate Members voting. 

10.—Notice of election shall be sent to every person within one week after his election, according to 

the proper Form in the Appendix, and the person elected shall send the amount of his annual 

subscription, or life composition, within four months from the date of such election, which 

otherwise shall become void. 



11.—Every Member having signed a declaration according to the proper Form in the Appendix, and 

having likewise made the proper payment, shall receive a certificate of his election, according to the 

proper Form in the Appendix. 

12.—Any Member, Associate Member, Associate or Student elected at any meeting between the 

Annual Meetings shall be entitled to all Transactions issued in the Institute's year, so soon as he has 

signed and returned a declaration according to the proper Form in the Appendix, and paid his 

subscripton. 

13.—The Transactions of the Institute shall not be forwarded to those whose subscriptions are in 

arrear on the first of November in each year.  

14.—Any person whose subscription is more than one year in arrear shall be reported to the Council, 

who shall direct application to be made for it, according to the proper Form in the Appendix, and in 

the event of its continuing one month in arrear after such application, the Council shall have the 

power, after remonstrance by letter to his last recorded address in the books of the Society, 

according to the proper Form in the Appendix, of declaring that the defaulter has ceased to be a 

Member. 

15.—In case the expulsion of any person shall be judged expedient by ten or more Members or 

Associate Members, and they think fit to draw up and sign a proposal requiring such expulsion, the 

same being delivered to the Secretary, shall be by him laid before the next meeting of the Council 

for consideration. If the Council, after due inquiry, do not find reason to concur in the proposal, no 

entry thereof shall be made in any minutes, nor shall any public discussion thereon be permitted, 

unless by requisition signed by one-half of the Members or Associate Members of the Institute ; but 

if the Council do find good reason for the proposed expulsion, they shall direct the Secretary to 

address a letter, according to the proper Form in the Appendix, to the person proposed to be 

expelled, advising him to withdraw from the Institute. If that advice be followed, no entry on the 

minutes nor any public discussion on the subject shall be permitted ; but if that advice be not 

followed, nor an explanation given which is satisfactory to the Council, they shall call a General 

Meeting for the purpose of deciding on the question of expulsion ; and if a majority of the Members 

and Associate Members present at such meeting (provided 
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the number so present be not less than forty) vote that such person be expelled, the Chairman of 

that meeting shall declare the same accordingly,  and  the  Secretary  shall communicate  the  same  

to  the  person according to the proper Form in the Appendix. 

IV.—Subscriptions. 

16.—The annual subscription of each Member and Associate Member shall be £2 2s., of each 

Associate and Student £1 5s., payable in advance, and shall be considered due on election, and 

afterwards on the first Saturday in August of each year. 

17.—Any Member, Associate Member, Associate or Student, may, at any time, compound for all 

future subscriptions by a payment in accordance with the following scale : — 

Under 30 years of age, the sum of £31  

Over 30         „           „           „             27 



  ,,    40            „            „           „        24 

 „    50            „           „           „           21 

 „    60            „            „           „          17 

or on such other conditions as the Council may, in writing, accept. Every person so compounding 

shall be a Member, Associate Member, Associate or Student for life, as the case may be. Any 

Associate Member, Associate or Student so compounding who may afterwards be qualified to 

become a Member, may do so, by election in the manner described in Bye-law 8. All compositions 

shall he deemed capital money of the Institute. 

18.—In case any Member, Associate Member or Associate, who has been long distinguished in his 

professional career, becomes unable, from ill-health, advanced age, or other sufficient cause, to 

carry on a lucrative practice, the Council may, on the report of a Sub-Committee appointed by them 

for that purpose, if they find good reason for the remission of the annual subscription, so remit it. 

They may also remit any arrears which are due from a Member, or they may accept from him a 

collection of books, or drawings, or models, or other contributions, in lieu of the composition 

mentioned in Bye-law 17, and may thereupon release him from any or all future subscriptions, and 

permit him to resume his former rank in the Institute. 

19.—Owners of Collieries, Engineers, Manufacturers, Railway Companies, and Employers of labour 

generally, may subscribe annually to the funds of the Institute, and each such subscriber of £2 2s. 

annually shall be entitled to tickets to admit two persons to the rooms, library, meetings, lectures, 

and public proceedings of the Society: and for every additional £2 2s., subscribed annually, two 

other persons shall be admissible ; and each, such subscriber shall also be entitled for each £2 2s. 

subscription to have a copy of the Transactions of the Institute sent to him. 

V.—Election of Officers.  

20.—The President, Vice-Presidents, and Councillors shall be elected at the Annual Meeting in 

August (except in cases of vacancies) and shall be eligible for re-election to any office, with the 

exception of any President who may have held office for the two immediately preceding years, or 

Vice-President who may have held office for the three immediately preceding years, and such six 

Councillors as may have attended the fewest 
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Council Meetings during the past year, and when any such attendances are equal, the Council shall 

decide between them ; but any such Member or Associate Member shall be eligible for re-election 

after being one year out of office. 

Any Retiring Vice-President or Councillor who may be ineligible for re-election shall nevertheless be 

eligible to any other office. 

21.—Each Member and Associate Member shall be at liberty to nominate in writing, and send to the 

Secretary not less than eight days prior to the Ordinary General Meeting in June, a list, duly signed, 

of Members and Associate Members suitable to fill the offices of President, Vice-Presidents, and 

Members of Council for the ensuing year. The Council shall prepare a list of the persons so 

nominated, together with the names of the Officers for the current year eligible for re-election, and 

of such other Members and Associate Members as they deem suitable for the various offices. Such 



lists shall comprise the names of not less than thirty persons. The list so prepared by the Council 

shall be submitted to the Ordinary General Meeting in June, and shall be the balloting list for the 

annual election in August, (See proper Form in the Appendix.) A copy of this list shall be posted at 

least seven days previous to the Annual Meeting to every Member and Associate Member, who may 

erase any name or names from the list, and substitute the name or names of any other Member or 

Associate Member eligible for each respective office ; but the number of names on the list, after 

such erasure or substitution, must not exceed the number to be elected to the respective offices. 

Papers which do not accord with these directions shall be rejected by the scrutineers. The votes for 

any Member who may not be elected President or Vice-Presidents shall count for them as Members 

of the Council, but in no case shall he receive more than one vote from each voter. The Chairman 

shall appoint four scrutineers, who shall receive the balloting papers, and, after making the 

necessary scrutiny, destroy the same, and sign and hand to the Chairman a list of the elected 

Officers. The balloting papers may lie returned through the post, addressed to the Secretary, or be 

handed to him, or to the Chairman of the meeting, so as to be received before the appointment of 

the scrutineers for the election of Officers. 

22.—In case of the decease, expulsion, or resignation of any Officer or Officers, the Council, if they 

deem it requisite that the vacancy shall be filled up, shall present to the next Ordinary General 

Meeting a List of persons whom they nominate as suitable for the vacant office or offices, and a new 

Officer or Officers shall be elected at the first succeeding Ordinary General Meeting. 

23.—The Treasurer and the Secretary shall be appointed by the Council, and shall be removable by 

the Council, subject to appeal to a General Meeting.    One and the same person may hold both 

these offices. 

VI.—Duties of the Officers and Council. 

24.—The President shall take the chair at all meetings of the Institute, the Council, and Committees, 

at which he is present (he being ex-officio a member of all), and shall regulate and keep order in the 

proceedings. 

25.—In the absence of the President, it shall be the duty of the senior Vice-President present to 

preside at the meetings of the Institute, to keep order, and to regulate the proceedings.     In case of 

the absence of 
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the President and of all the Vice-Presidents, the meeting may elect any Member of Council, or in 

case of their absence, any Member or Associate  Member present, to take the chair at the Meeting. 

26.—At Meetings of the Council, five shall be a quorum. The minutes of the Council's proceedings 

shall be at all times open to the inspection of the Members and Associate Members. 

27.—The Treasurer and the Secretary shall act under the direction and control of the Council, by 

which body their duties shall from time to time be defined. 

28.—The Council may appoint Committees for the purpose of transacting any particular business, or 

of investigating any specific subject connected with the objects of the Institute. Such Committees 

shall make a report to the Council, who shall act thereon, and make use thereof as they see 

occasion. 



VII.—Communications and Memoirs.  

29.—All papers shall be sent for the approval of the Council at least twenty-one days before a 

General Meeting, and after approval, shall be read before the Institute. The Council shall also direct 

whether any paper read before the Institute shall be printed in the Transactions, and immediate 

notice shall be given to the writer whether it is to be printed or not. 

30.—The copyright of all papers communicated to, and accepted for printing by the Council, and 

printed within twelve months, shall become vested in the Institute, and such communications shall 

not be published for sale or otherwise, without the written permission of the Council. 

31.—Twenty copies of each paper printed by the Institute shall be presented to the author for 

private use. 

32.—All proofs of reports of discussions, forwarded to any person for correction, must be returned 

to the Secretary within seven days from the date of their receipt, otherwise they will be considered 

correct and be printed off. 

33.—The Institute is not, as a body, responsible for the statements and opinions advanced in the 

papers which may be read, nor in the discussions which may take place at the meetings of the 

Institute. 

VIII.—Meetings of the Institute. 

34.—An Ordinary General Meeting shall be held on the first Saturday of every month (except 

January and July) at two o'clock, unless otherwise determined by the Council ; and the Ordinary 

General Meeting in the month of August shall be the Annual Meeting, at which a report ot the 

proceedings, and an abstract of the accounts of the previous year, shall be presented by the Council. 

35.—All donations to the Institute shall be acknowledged in the Annual Report of the Council. 

36.—A Special General Meeting shall be called whenever the Council may think fit, and also on a 

requisition to the Council, signed by ten or more Members or Associate Members. The business of a 

Special Meeting shall be confined to that specified in the notice convening it. 

37.—The Members, Associate Members, Honorary Members, Associates and Students, shall have 

notice of, and the privilege to attend, all Ordinary General Meetings and Special Meetings. 
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38.—Every question, not otherwise provided for, which shall come before any meeting, shall be 

decided by the votes of the majority of the Members and Associate Members then present. 

39.—Invitations shall be forwarded to any person whose presence at the discussions the Council 

may think advisable, and strangers so invited shall be permitted to take part in the proceedings but 

not to vote. 

Any Member or Associate Meember shall have power to introduce two strangers (see proper Form 

in the Appendix) to any General Meeting, but they shall not take part in the proceedings except by 

permission of the meeting. 

IX.—Property of the Institute. 



40.—The Funds of the Society shall be deposited in the hands of the Treasurer, and shall be 

disbursed or invested by him according to the direction of the Council. 

41.—The Institute Hall and Reading Room shall be open to the Members, Associate Members, 

Honorary Members, Associates and Students on every week day, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., except on 

such special day or days when the Council shall think it expedient to close the rooms  and  suspend  

the  circulation  of  Books.   Books shall  be  issued according to regulations from time to time 

approved by the Council. 

42.—No duplicate copies of any portion of the Transactions shall be issued to any Member, 

Associate Member, Associate or Student, unless by order from the Council. 

X.—Alteration of Bye-laws.  

43.—No alteration shall be made in the Bye-laws of the Institute, except at the Annual Meeting, or 

at a Special Meeting for that purpose, and the particulars of every such alteration shall be 

anncunced at a previous Ordinary Meeting, and inserted in its minutes, and shall be exhibited in the 

room of the Institute fourteen days previous to such Annual or Special Meeting, and such Meeting 

shall have power to adopt any modification of such proposed alteration of the Bye-laws. 

I hereby approve the foregoing Bye-laws. 

M. W. RIDLEY, 

One of Her Majesty's Principal Secretaries of State. 

Whitehall, 

23rd September, 1898. 

 

APPENDIX TO THE BYE-LAWS. 

FORM A, Member or Honorary Member.  

A. B. [Christian Name, Surname, Occupation, and Address in full], born on the............day 

of.................................18         , being desirous of belonging to The North of England Institute of 

Mining and Mechanical Engineers, I recommend him, from personal knowledge, as a person in every 

respect worthy of that distinction, because— 

[Here specify distinctly the  qualifications  of  the  Candidate,  according  to  the spirit of Bye-laws 3 or 

5.]  

On the above grounds, I propose him to the Council as a proper person to belong to the Institute. 

Signed.......................................Member or Associate Member. 

Dated this............day of.................................190  . 
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We, the undersigned, concur in the above recommendation, from personal knowledge,  being- 

convinced   that  A. B.   is  in   every  respect  a  proper  person to belong to the Institute. 



.............................................)       Two Members or Associate 

…………………………………………)   Members, or by Five Members or Associate Members in the case of  

    the nomination of an Honorary Member. 

[Undertaking to be signed by the Candidate.]  

I, the undersigned, do hereby promise that, in the event of my election, I will be governed by the 

Royal Charter and Bye-laws of the Institute for the time being, or as they may hereafter be altered, 

amended, or enlarged under the powers of the said Royal Charter; and that I will promote the 

objects of the Institute as far as may be in my power, and will not aid in any unauthorised 

publication of the proceedings, and will attend the meetings thereof as often as I conveniently can ; 

provided that whenever I shall signify in writing to the Secretary that I am desirous of withdrawing 

my name therefrom, I shall (after the payment of any arrears which may be due by me at that 

period) cease to belong to the Institute. 

Signed........................................ 

Dated this............day of......................................190     . 

 

[To be filled up by the Council.]  

The Council, having considered the above recommendation, present A. B. to be balloted for as 

a...........................Member of The North  of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers. 

Signed.............................................Chairman. 

Nominated at the Ordinary General Meeting ...190    . 

Passed by the Council....................................190    . 

Elected at the Ordinary General Meeting .........190      .    Age..........years. 

 

FORM B, Associate Member, Associate or Student.  

A. B. [Christian Name, Surname, Occupation, and Address in full], born on the............day 

of.................................18         , being desirous of belonging to The North of England Institute of 

Mining and Mechanical Engineers, I recommend him, from personal knowledge, as a person in every 

respect worthy of that distinction, and propose him to the Council as a proper person to belong to 

the Institute. 

Signed.......................................Member or Associate Member. 

Dated this............day of.................................190    . 

We, the undersigned, concur in the above recommendation, from personal knowledge, being 

convinced that A. B. is in every respect a proper person to belong to the Institute. 

...................................................)       Two Members or  

....................................................) Associate Members. 

 



[Undertaking to be signed by the Candidate.]  

I, the undersigned, do hereby promise that, in the event of my election, I will be governed by the 

Royal Charter and Bye-laws of the Institute for the time being, or as they may hereafter be altered, 

amended, or enlarged under the powers of the said Royal Charter; and that I will promote the 

objects of the Institute as far as may be in my power, and will not aid m any unauthorised 

publication of the proceedings, and will attend the meetings thereof as often as I conveniently can; 

provided that whenever I shall signify in writing to the Secretary that I am desirous of withdrawing 

my name therefrom, I shall (after the payment of any arrears which may be due by me at that 

period) cease to belong to the Institute. 

Signed............................................. 

Dated this............day  of.......................................190     . 
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[To be filled up by the Council.]  

The Council, having considered the above recommendation, present A. B. to be balloted for as 

a..............................of The North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers. 

Signed.............................................Chairman. 

Nominated at the Ordinary General Meeting ...190   . 

Passed by the Council  ....................................190   . 

Elected at the Ordinary General Meeting .........190      .    Age,.........years. 

 

FORM C, Transfer to Member or Associate Member.  

A. B. [Christian Name, Surname, Occupation, and Address in full], born on  the...............day   

of........................18      ,   at   present  a........................ of  The  North  of  England  Institute   of  

Mining  and  Mechanical  Engineers, being desirous ef becoming a........................Member of the said 

Institute, I  recommend   him,   from   personal  knowledge,   as  a  person  in   every   respect worthy 

of that distinction, because— 

[Here specify  distinctly  the  qualifications  of  the   Candidate,  according  to  the spirit of Bye-laws 3 

and 4.]  

On the above grounds, I projaose him to the Council as a proper person to be admitted 

a........................Member. 

Signed......................................Member or Associate Member. 

Dated this...........day of.................................190 

We, the undersigned, concur in the above recommendation, from personal knowledge,  being 

convinced that A. B.  is in  every  respect  a proper person 

to be admitted a.....................Member. 



................................................... )       Two Members or  

................................................... )       Associate Members. 

 

[Undertaking to be signed by the Candidate.]  

I, the undersigned, do hereby promise that, in the event of my election, I will be governed by the 

Royal Charter and Bye-laws of the Institute for the time being, or as they may hereafter be altered, 

amended, or enlarged under the powers of the said Royal Charter; and that I will promote the 

objects of the Institute as far as may be in my power, and will not aid in any unauthorised 

publication of the proceedings, and will attend the meetings thereof as often as I conveniently can; 

provided that whenever I shall signify in writing to the Secretary that I am desirous of withdrawing 

my name therefrom, I shall (after the payment of any arrears which may be due by me at that 

period) cease to belong to the Institute. 

Signed................................................. 

Dated this............day of.......................................190     . 

 

[To be filled up by the Council.]  

The Council, having considered the above recommendation, present A. B. to be balloted for as 

a...........................Member of The North  of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers. 

Signed.............................................Chairman. 

Nominated at the Ordinary General Meeting ...190    . 

Passed by the Council  ....................................190    . 

Elected at the Ordinary General Meeting .........190      .    Age,.........years. 

 

FORM D. 

List of the names of persons to be balloted for at the Ordinary General Meeting 

on............the............day of..............................190    . 

Members : — 

Associate Members : —  

Honorary Members: — 
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Associates : — 

Students : — 



Strike out the names of such persons as you desire should not be elected, and hand the list to the 

Chairman. 

FORM E. 

Sir,—I beg leave to inform you that on the.........day of........................... you were elected 

a...........................of The North of England Institute of Mining and  Mechanical  Engineers.    In  

conformity  with  its  Bye-laws  your election cannot be confirmed  until your first annual  

subscription  be  paid, the amount of which is £.........., and, at your option,   a life-composition in 

accordance with the following scale :— 

Under 30 years of age    ...        ...        ...        ...        ...       £31 

Over 30     „          „      ...............          27 

,,    40        „          „      ...............          24 

„    50        „          „       ...............          21 

„    60        „          „       ...............          17 

If the subscription is not received within four months from the present date, the election will 

become void under Bye-law 10. 

All annual subscriptions are due on the first Saturday in August of each year. 

I am, sir,  yours  faithfully,  

Dated...........................190      .                     ..............................Secretary. 

 

FORM F. 

The North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers. 

Founded 1852.    Incorporated by Royal Charter, A.D. 1876. 

These are to certify that A.  B.   [Christian Name,  Surname,  Occupation, and Address in full] was 

elected a Member of The North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers, at an 

Ordinary General Meeting held on the............day of.........................190    . 

Witness our hands and seal this.........day of.................................190     . 

..........................................President. 

..........................................Secretary. 

 

FORM G. 

Sir,—I am directed by the Council of The North of England Institute of Mining  and  Mechanical  

Engineers  to  draw  your  attention  to   Bye-law   14, and to remind you that the sum of £............of 

your annual subscriptions to the funds of the Institute remains unpaid, and that you are in 

consequence in arrear of subscription. I am also directed to request that you will cause the same to 

be paid without further delay, otherwise the Council will be under the necessity of exercising their 

discretion as to using the power vested in them by the Article above referred to. 



I  am,   sir,   yours  faithfully, 

................................................Secretary. 

Dated.............................................190      . 

 

FORM H. 

Sir,—I am directed by the Council of The North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical 

Engineers to inform you that, in consequence of non-payment of your arrears of subscription, and in 

pursuance of Bye-law 14, the Council have determined that unless payment of the amount £............ 

is   made   previous  to   the............day   of..............................next,   they   will proceed to declare 

that you have ceased to be a Member of the Institute. 

But, notwithstanding this declaration, you will remain liable for payment of the arrears due from 

you. 

I  am,   sir,  yours  faithfully, 

...............................................Secretary. 

Dated.............................................190      . 
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FORM I. 

Sir,—I am directed by the Council of The North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical 

Engineers to inform you that, upon mature consideration of a proposal which has been laid before 

them relative to you, they feel it their duty to advise you to withdraw from the Institute, or 

otherwise they will be obliged to act in accordance with Bye-law 15.  

I  am,   sir,  yours  faithfully, 

................................................Secretary. 

Dated.............................................190      . 

 

FORM J. 

Sir,—It is my duty to inform you that, under a resolution passed at a Special General Meeting of The 

North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical Engineers, held, on the.........day 

of.................................190      , according to the provisions of Bye-law 15, you have ceased to be 

a............... of the Institute. 

I  am,  sir,  yours  faithfully, 

............................. ..................Secretary. 

Dated.............................................190      . 

 



FORM K, Balloting List. 

Ballot   to   take   place   at   the  Annual   Meeting  on...............190......at   Two o'clock, p.m. 

The names of persons for whom the voter does not vote must be erased, and the names of other 

persons eligible for re-election may be inserted in their place, provided the number remaining on 

the list does not exceed the number of persons to be elected. 

President—Not more than One Name to be returned, or the vote will be lost.  

---------------------    President for the current year eligible for re-election.* 

--------------------- )  New nominations* 

--------------------- ) 

Vice-Presidents—Not more than Six Names to be returned, or the vote will be lost.  

The Votes for any Member who may not be elected President or Vice-Presidents shall count for 

them as Members of the Council, but in no case shall he receive more than one vote from each 

voter. 

--------------------- )Vice-Presidents  for the  current year  eligible  for re-election. 

--------------------- ) 

--------------------- ) New Nominations. 

--------------------- ) 

Council—Not more than Eighteen Names to be returned, or the vote will be lost. 

--------------------- )    Members of the Council for the current year eligible for 

--------------------- )           re-election. 

 

--------------------- )           New Nominations. 

--------------------- ) 

* To be inserted when necessary. 

Any list returned with  a greater number of names than ONE President, SIX Vice-Presidents, or 

EIGHTEEN Councillors, will be rejected by the Scrutineers as informal, and the Votes will 

consequently be lost.  [This paragraph printed  sideways on] 
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Ex-Officio Members of the Council for the ensuing year : —  

----------- ) Past-Presidents. 

----------- ) Retiring Vice-Presidents. 

 



Bye-law 21. 

Each Member and Associate Member shall be at liberty to nominate in writing, and send to the 

Secretary not less than eight days prior to the Ordinary General Meeting in June, a list, duly signed, 

of Members and Associate Members suitable to fill the offices of President, Vice-Presidents, and 

Members of Council for the ensuing year. The Council shall prepare a list of the persons so 

nominated, together with the names of the Officers for the current year eligible for re-election, and 

of such other Members and Associate Members as they deem suitable for the various offices. Such 

list shall comprise the names of not less than thirty persons. The list so prepared by the Council shall 

be submitted to the Ordinary General Meeting in June, and shall be the balloting list for the annual 

election in August. (See proper Form in the Appendix.) A copy of this list shall be posted at least 

seven days previous to the Annual Meeting to every Member and Associate Member, who may 

erase any name or names from the list, and substitute the name or names of any other Member or 

Associate Member eligible for each respective office ; but the number of names on the list, after 

such erasure or substitution, must not exceed the number to be elected to the respective offices. 

Papers which do not accord with these directions shall be rejected by the scrutineers. The votes for 

any member who may not be elected President or Vice-Presidents shall count for them as Members 

of the Council, but in no case shall he receive more than one vote from each voter. The Chairman 

shall appoint four scrutineers, who shall receive the balloting papers, and, after making the 

necessary scrutiny, destroy the same, and sign and hand to the Chairman a list of the elected 

Officers. The balloting papers may be returned through the post, addressed to the Secretary, or be 

handed to him, or to the Chairman of the meeting, so as to be received before the appointment of 

the scrutineers for the election of Officers. 

Names substituted for any of the above are to be written in the blank spaces opposite those they are 

intended to supersede. 

The following Members are ineligible from causes specified in Bye-law 20 : — 

As   President   .................................................................................... 

As  Vice-Presidents   ........................................................................... 

As  Councillors   ................................................................................. 

 

FORM L. 

Admit    ................................................................................................... 

of    ........................................................................................................ 

to the Ordinary General Meeting on Saturday, the.................................... 

(Signature of Member, Associate Member, Associate or Student)................... 

The Chair to be taken at Two o'clock p.m.  

I undertake to abide by the Bye-laws of The North of England Institute of Mining and Mechanical 

Engineers, and not to aid in any unauthorised publication of the Proceedings. 

(Signature   of   Visitor).......................................... 

Not transferable. 
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DISCUSSION  ON  THE "REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE UPON   MECHANICAL   COAL-CUTTING." 

GENERAL MEETING, 

Held in the Wood Memorial Hall, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 

December 9th, 1905. 

The President (Mr. T. W. Benson) moved that the thanks of the Institute be given to the members of 

the Committee upon Mechanical Coal-cutting for their valuable and exhaustive Report. The 

investigation of the subject and the preparation of the Report had necessitated a very considerable 

amount of time; and the Committee having gone so very carefully into the matter, the Report would 

be a valuable addition to the Transactions of the Institute. 

Mr. John Southern seconded the vote of thanks, which was very cordially adopted. 

Mr. T. E. Forster, on behalf of the Committee, acknowledged the vote of thanks. He believed that the 

last Coal-cutting Committee, appointed about 40 years ago, of which his grandfather was chairman, 

had never got so far as to write a report, so that the present Committee might congratulate 

themselves on having done better than the former generation in that respect. It might perhaps be 

thought that they should have gone into more experimental work, but when the Committee 

discussed the question, more particularly with regard to the second part of the report, it was felt 

that practically all they could do was to visit the collieries where different heading-machines were at 

work, and ascertain the general characteristics of the machines and the work that was being 

performed by them. This information, they hoped, would be of benefit to those who were 

contemplating the adoption of heading-machines, as they would be enabled to form some idea of 

their respective capabilities, and so be enabled to choose the class of machine which was most 

suitable for their purpose. The first part of the Report dealt with coal-cutting as practised in this 

country to a large extent; the second part with 
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coal-cutting suited for certain conditions, for which it was only now beginning to be used here. The 

more one studied the various types of heading-machines, the more one was inclined to think that 

American machines were not suited to the coal-seams of this country. Since the Report was written, 

information had been received as to the working of these machines in Australia, and as the 

conditions there were more like those found in America, owing to their having thicker seams and 

good roofs, the advantage gained in Australia from the use of the machines was much greater than 

in this country. 

GENERAL MEETING, 

Held in the Wood Memorial Hall, Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 

February 10th, 1906. 

Mr. T. E. Parrington said that the results of his experience on the subject of mechanical coal-cutters, 

obtained on the occasion of a visit to the United States in 1902, confirmed the findings of the 



Committee; but some notes taken in the Pittsburg district (within a 100 miles radius of Pittsburg) 

might add a little to the information already obtained. The Ingersoll, Sullivan and Jeffrey machines 

were exclusively in use, and in almost every case it was either the Jeffrey or the Ingersoll. He found 

instances of each having superseded the other, and, generally, as was stated in the Report of the 

Committee, if the Ingersoll machine had been put in to replace the Jeffrey, it was on account of the 

height of the cut made by the latter being insufficient. In another instance, on account of the higher 

percentage of small coal made by the Ingersoll, a Jeffrey machine had taken its place. It was 

estimated that the Jeffrey made about one-third less small than the Ingersoll machine. He found that 

the wages paid with the Jeffrey machine averaged about 4d. per ton for undercutting, and with the 

Ingersoll about 4¾d. per ton. The fillers in each case were paid from 1s. 4d. to 1s. 4½d. per ton. The 

conditions, as pointed out by the Committee, were very different from anything that they had in this 

country. The pillar-and-room method of working was almost exclusively in use, the rooms being 

driven any width up to 30 feet, about 21 feet being the average.    In  such  a room, a Jeffrey cutter 

would  make seven 
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cuts, each 3 feet wide and 6 feet deep ; and, on an average, a machine would do the undercutting of 

six rooms, in a shift of 10 hours. The estimated produce of a machine was about 12,000 tons per 

annum. 

Mr. F. C. Swallow wrote that the Report of the Committee upon Mechanical Coal-cutting was a 

valuable contribution to the members and to all who were interested in collieries and in mechanical 

coal-cutting. During the year 1904, no less than 5,744,044 tons of coal were obtained by the 

application of coal-cutting machines in this country, representing in coal-cutting plant alone capital 

to the value of about £800,000. A special feature of the Report upon holing-machines of various 

types, which had been inspected at work under a variety of conditions and at collieries in different 

parts of the country, was the " Schedule of Observations on Coal-cutting Machines,'"* from which 

the actual figures and records of their performance could be readily compared. This information was 

a valuable guide to any who had under consideration the introduction of coal-cutting machinery, 

involving a heavy expenditure of money. 

He (Mr. Swallow) had at present not introduced holing-machines at the collieries with which he was 

connected, but in view of his having decided to instal Birtley-Falcon disc holing-machines for 

undercutting a seam of coal, 3 feet 9 inches thick, under moderately favourable conditions, he had 

investigated the Report of the Committee, and also made inspections of various types of coal-

cutters, and he had found the Report of special value in this connection. As many of the members 

had had responsible experience of holing-machines and of the machines which had received the 

attention of the Committee, he (Mr. Swallow) would reserve further comment upon the first part of 

the Report, merely adding that it was desirable that published records of work done by any new or 

improved type of holing-machine, similar to those above referred to, should be included, so as to 

enhance yet more the value of the Report. He (Mr. Swallow) was keeping a detailed record of the 

cost per ton involved in working a large area of coal by hand-holing, and thus he would be able to 

give a good comparison between the cost of hand   versus  machine-holing,  both   in  regard  to  the   

increased 

*  Report, page 34. 
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selling price obtained for the coal and the total working cost. This comparison should prove of value 

in establishing the claims of mechanical coal-cutting. 

With reference to the second part of the Report treating of heading-machines, he (Mr. Swallow) 

might claim to be able to speak from considerable experience, having during the past five years had 

charge of collieries where about 34,200 feet (or, say, 6½ miles) of headings had been driven by 

machines.    He had used the Siskol  machine,* for the purpose of driving a  stone-drift or rock-

heading,  but  his  experience   proved   conclusively that the speed of advance obtained was not so 

good as that which was accomplished by the  use of percussive rock-drills and the judicious 

employment of high explosives, with tape-fuse ignition of the shots and progressive blasting.    In 

coal-heading, however, where great importance was attached to the marketable condition of the 

coal gotten as regards sizing, etc., it was a distinct advantage to use machines of this type for 

heading purposes, when as much as 65 to 70 per cent. of round coal could be obtained.    The cost of 

driving was from 10 to 15 per cent. less than with hand-holing, owing to the increased speed 

obtained and the fact that " stentons " or ventilating places were not required to be driven through 

to the back or counter-heading on account of the greater length of road which could be adequately 

ventilated by means of the compressed air. 

He   (Mr.   Swallow)   could   claim   to   have   had   considerable experience in the application of the 

Stanley heading-machine, referred to  in the Report,†  and  under the  varying  conditions related;  

and the figures submitted in the Report extended over a period of about 3 years of regular working, 

and could therefore be relied upon for their accuracy.    He would point out that the Stanley 

heading-machine was not so advantageous for driving headings in material harder than dry fire-clay 

measures,  shales and  similar  material,  and  considerable  difficulty  and   expense was  entailed   in   

driving  120  feet   of  tunnel   through   Silurian shale. ‡    In this instance, the cost of chisels was 

excessive, the strata in places being too hard for the cutters: and the formation of a ridge round the 

heading,  in places where the arms of the machine sprang a little, caused the machine to get out of 

line, when the front wheel upon which it ran came up to the ridge.  

*  Report, pages 44 and 61.           † Ibid., page 101.           ‡ Ibid., page 105. 
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By thus lifting the front end slightly, and owing to its length (about 15 feet), it threw a great strain 

upon the arms, causing them to " jam." There were sections or strips of hard rock running through 

the shale which no rotary machine could touch. This feature of the application of the machine for 

rock-heading always caused the heading to have an upward tendency, and it was difficult and 

expensive to keep the machine level and in its proper course. As it was usually imperative that a 

rock-heading must be driven perfectly straight and to a definite course, this was an important factor. 

For heading in coal and material of similar hardness, the Stanley header was a valuable machine, and 

great advantage accrued from its extensive use in Warwickshire, and at collieries where the 

conditions were suitable, there being no other machine that could give better results. He (Mr. 

Swallow) hoped shortly to apply a Stanley header driven by a three-phase motor, for the purpose of 

opening out a large tract of coal, and he would contribute some notes on the performance of that 

machine at a later date. This heading would be driven 8 feet wide and 4 feet high. 
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GENERAL MEETING, 

TO   RECEIVE   THE   MEMBERS   OF 

THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF MINING ENGINEERS, 

Held  in  the   Wood  Memorial  Hall,   Newcastle-upon-Tyne, 

August 1st, 1906. 

The Lord Mayor (Sir Joseph Baxter Ellis) extended to the members of the American Institute of 

Mining- Engineers a most hearty and kindly welcome, not only to England but to the Metropolis of 

the North. He need not say how highly they appreciated the visit of so important an institute to the 

heart of the iron-and-steel industry of England. It was interesting to know that when visiting 

Middlesbrough they had seen the great works and the immense progress that had been made; but 

that great and wonderful industry of Tees-side owed much of its prosperity to Newcastle-upon-Tyne 

and to the men who had gone there from Newcastle, many years ago, in the persons of the late Sir 

Lowthian Bell, Sir Hugh Bell, Mr. H. W. E. Bolckow and Mr. J. Vaughan. These men laid down what 

had proved to be a great industry on the banks of the Tees. He hoped that the visitors would see 

many things of interest, while they were in the district. 

The President (Mr. T. W. Benson), on behalf of The North of England Institute of Mining and 

Mechanical Engineers, welcomed the visitors to the ancient city of Newcastle, and to the oldest coal-

field in Great Britain. Early in the fourteenth century coal was worked at Elswick by the prior and 

brethren of Tynemouth, and the burgesses of Newcastle worked coal near the place where they 

were then assembled. The appliances were primitive, and horses were used for haulage, until 

George Stephenson and William Hedley invented their locomotive engines. The safety-lamp was 

invented by Dr. William Reid Clanny and by George Stephenson, so that the district was the 

birthplace of many inventors who had improved the methods of mining. 

Captain Robert W. Hunt (Chicago), President of the American Institute of Mining Engineers, said that 

the Lord Mayor was quite right when he spoke of the influence of Newcastle, 
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and they know it, even in America, and one of bis best friends in Chicago was a Newcastle man. He 

did not wonder that Englishmen loved England, and the moment that one put one's foot on the 

shores the beauties of the land captured one. He returned thanks for the welcome that had been 

given them and for the hospitality which they knew they were going to receive. 

In the evening, a conversazione was held in the Laiiig Art Gallery, Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 

The following notes record some of the features of interest seen by the visitors to the collieries, 

works, etc., which were, by kind permission of the owners, thrown open for inspection during the 

course of the meeting : — 

NORTH-EASTERN    RAILWAY   COMPANY:    DUNSTON COAL-SHIPPING   STAITHES. 

Coal-shipments in the North of England are carried out almost without exception from elevated 

jetties or staithes, either run out at right angles to the river with one or more end-tipping spouts, or 



parallel to the river, with a series of side-tipping, spouts, such as are in existence at the staithes 

belonging to the North-eastern Railway Company at Dunston-upon-Tyne. The latter arrangement of 

side-tipping spouts is undoubtedly the best for rapid shipment, although it entails, as at Dunston, an 

increased amount of river-frontage, with a proportionately greater quantity of dredging. The existing 

staithe is 1,709 feet long, being run out from the land into the river and parallel to it by a curve of 

396 feet radius. 

There are three berths, about 200 feet apart, each berth containing two sets of four, five or six 

spouts, according to the height of the staithe, the spouts being spaced 87½ feet apart, from centre 

to centre. The top is laid with three lines of way on an up-gradient of 1 in 90, with the necessary 

points and crossover roads. The two inside roads are the full ones, up which the coal-trucks are 

pushed by locomotives to- the staithe-head; the coal-trucks are then dropped back by gravitation 

through the points and down the outside or empty road, tipped down the shoots in batches of about 

a  dozen at  a time,  and the empty 
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trucks return to the standage. Under ordinary conditions, about forty trucks, each carrying 10½ tons, 

can be teemed down one spout in an hour, giving an average daily rate, including stoppages, of 

4,000 tons per spout-head. 

The staithes were originally constructed  with  the  intention of  relieving  the  overcrowded  traffic  

at  Tyne   Dock,   but   since their erection,  not  only has the coal-traffic at Tyne  Dock considerably 

increased, but  the  growth   in  the  traffic  at   Dunston rendered the staithes quite  incapable of 

coping with the ever-increasing   output   of   the   Annfield   Plain   and   West   Durham collieries.    

It was therefore decided in 1897 to double the existing staithes, and thus provide three more berths 

on the south side,   entailing  the   construction   of   a   dock  or   tidal   basin   to accommodate the 

colliers during shipment.    In consequence, the Redheugh branch-railway was diverted as far south 

as possible, then  the  ground  between  this  line  and  the   new   staithes  was excavated  to  a  

depth  of  10  feet   below  low-water  of  ordinary spring-tides,   that   is,   to   a   total   depth   of   36   

feet   below   the coping-level, having an area at high tide of about 9 acres, with an extreme width of 

310 feet.    The south and west sides of the basin are battered to a slope of 2 to 1, which is protected 

above low-water level by a skin of slag or rubble pitching, 12 inches thick, and this is carried down to 

the level of the clay to secure a solid foundation.    A pair of dolphins and mooring-buoys are put 

down at the toe of the slope, opposite each berth, for empty boats to lie alongside.    The  entrance 

of the basin,  93  feet in width, is protected on the south side by a concrete quay-wall, about 1,000 

feet long and 41 feet deep (below the coping), and then returns at the east end  into an existing 

quay-wall.    The range  of tide  in the  basin  is  15  feet,  and  the  coping-level  is 5  feet  above  high-

water  of  ordinary  spring-tides.       The  total quantity   of   earthwork   excavated   and   dredged,   

to   form   the dock  and  the  entrance  to   the   same,  was  over   500,000   cubic yards.       The  

quantity  of timber  used  in  the  erection  of  the new staithes was  about  250,000  cubic  feet.       

The  amount  of concrete in the river-wall at the entrance is 17,700 cubic yards, and the quantity of 

trench-excavation for the same was 28,000 cubic yards. 

The new staithes, consisting of a series of frames or trestles spaced 17½ feet apart, and braced 

together by 12 inches by 6 inches walings and braces, are built upon rows of 13 inches by 
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13 inches piles, also spaced 17½ feet apart. The superstructure consists of a double row of 13 inches 

by 14 inches waybeams, placed one above the other, carrying a 3 inches caulked deck, and a 14 

inches by 6½ inches rail-beam under each running rail. Opposite the spouts, where the points and 

crossings occur, there is a solid 6½ inches deck, instead of the rail-beam. The permanent way, as on 

the standage-lines, is of the company's 90 pounds bull-headed type, with chairs, and consists of two 

lines of way, broadening out to three at the first set of spouts, and increasing to four at the top 

spouts. At each berth, there is a nest of crossings connecting the full lines with the empty road over 

the shoots, which are similar in number and position to those already described on the existing 

staithes. The insides of the spouts are plated with ¼ inch steel-sheeting. 

THE TYNE HARBOUR:   NORTH PIER. 

The exposed situation of the entrance to the river Tyne, and the stormy character of the North Sea, 

as well as the nature of the bottom, rendered the making of the harbour a matter of considerable 

danger in anything like bad weather. The ugly reefs of rocks that flanked the river-mouth, and the 

heavy seas running on the shallow bar, were the dread of mariners. It was to overcome these 

difficulties that fifty-two years ago the extensive masonry-works of the north and south piers were 

commenced, from designs prepared by the late Mr. James Walker. The piers were carried a 

considerable distance seaward, thus forming a sheltered entrance to the-river, and at the same time 

adding to the scour, so as to deepen the channel. The south pier has stood, but about eight years 

ago a violent gale caused the sea to make a breach in the north pier; and it was extended by 

subsequent storms,   until the  opening  was  about 300 feet wide. 

The north pier (Fig. 1) may be divided into two portions: the straight part of the shoreward end, and 

the curved part, which continues the work seaward and ends with the lighthouse-tower. The straight 

piece was built by contract, Mr. Benjamin Lawton being the contractor; but the outer portion was 

constructed by the Tyne Improvement Commissioners, their engineer, the late Mr.  P. J.  Messent, 

who had been resident- 
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engineer on the work of the inner pari, taking charge of the operations. The superstructure of the 

pier rests on a mound of rubble-stone, the masonry consisting of two longitudinal walls connected at 

frequent intervals by cross walls. The pockets thus formed were filled in the shoreward or inner half 

with quarry-debris, but in the seaward half, mass-concrete was used. At the outer end of the pier, 

the foundations were carried to a depth of 27 feet below low - water level: a greater depth than had 

been originally designed, but it was discovered during the progress of the work that the effect of 

wave-motion was of importance at a greater depth beneath the surface than had been thought to 

be the case (Fig. 2). 

Fig. 1.  Plan of the entrance to the River Tyne.  Scale 1,333 fet to 1 inch. 

[Plan] 

The new structure is to form a continuation of the original straight part of the pier, and will be 1,500 

feet in length, so that the breakwater, when finished, will be straight from  end to end, and of a total 

length of about ½ mile. The outer end of the old pier forms a shelter for the new work ; but, after 

the latter is finished, this part of the original construction will be removed, otherwise it might 



become a source of danger to the new structure. Profiting by experience, the foundations will be 

carried down to the hard shale, thus doing away with the rubble-mound, which was formerly used. 

Above low-water level the section is the same as in the original structure (Fig. 3). 
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The structure is of concrete-blocks, bonded together, the largest weighing from 30 to 40 tons, no 

mass-work being used below high-water level. The blocks are made at the works on shore, close to 

the end of the pier, where the necessary plant has been installed, comprizing a rotating concrete-

mixer, a number of moulds for forming the blocks, and other necessary appliances. The outside 

surfaces of the blocks, exposed to the sea, are faced with granite-blockers, built into the mould, and 

the concrete is then run in, so that the whole forms a monolithic mass when set. A half-round recess 

is formed on each side of the block, and when it is adjusted against a corresponding recess in an 

adjoining block, on the blocks being erected in position, a circular vertical hole is formed.    This hole 

is filled, when the 

Fig. 2. TYPICAL SECTION OF OLD WORK. 

[Diagram] 

Fig. 3. TYPICAL SECTION OF NEW WORK. 

[Diagram] 

Scale, 52 Feet to 1 Inch. 

blocks are set, with a bolster of concrete, which thus locks the blocks together, so that they can have 

no motion relatively to each other. Above low-water level, the blocks are built with mortar-beds, 

and the joints are grouted. 

A temporary staging of wooden piles, braced together by steel rails, is built on the line of the pier. 

The railway, by which the blocks are conveyed, is laid on the staging, and above it is a gantry carrying 

the powerful goliath cranes, by which the blocks are set in position (Fig. 1). 

The bottom, which has to take the foundations, is very carefully levelled, so that the masonry may 

rest solid and square on its seating. A grab works ahead and removes all material that it can reach, 

and the hand-work is done from a diving-bell, suspended  from   one  of  the  overhead-travellers.    

The   bell,   12 
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feet long, 9 feet wide and 6 feet high, allows four men to work in it at once. The bed having been 

prepared, the blocks are lowered by the goliath cranes, and are set by divers in the usual diving-

dress. 

The new work, estimated to have a weight of about 250,000 tons, is being carried out by the Tyne 

Improvement Commissioners; the engineers are Sir John Wolfe Barry and Messrs. Coode, Son & 

Matthews; the resident engineer is Mr. Ivan C. Barling; and the contractors are Sir John Jackson, 

Limited. 

MESSRS.  SWAN,  HUNTER & WIGHAM RICHARDSON, LIMITED:  WALLSEND AND WALKER. 



The works are situated at Wallsend and Walker, and occupy some 78 acres of land with a river-

frontage of about 4,200 feet. There are 16 slips for building vessels, the greatest length being 900 

feet. There is also a yard for building large floating docks. The engineering department includes 

modern machine-, fitting-, and erecting-shops and also boiler-works. The dry-dock department 

contains two pontoon floating docks to lift vessels up to 350 feet in length, and a dry dock, 550 feet 

long and 76 feet wide at the entrance. 

Besides the usual equipment of heavy machinery in the shipyards, there is a recent installation of 

electric power for driving machinery and lighting the works, and also of extensive hydraulic and 

pneumatic plant. 

The immense glass-roofed sheds covering four of the berths constitute a noticeable feature of the 

works. The largest of these sheds is 740 feet long, with a clear inside width of 100 feet and a height 

of 144 feet. All the building sheds are fully equipped with overhead electric cranes. Under one of the 

sheds is being built the quadruple-screw turbine-driven ship Mauretania, one of the two express 

mail-steamers ordered by the Cunard Company, under their contract with the British Government, 

and designed to be the fastest vessels in the Atlantic trade and by far the largest in the world. They 

are each nearly 800 feet long, with a beam of 88 feet and a displacement of 45,000 tons. Steam-

turbines will be used for propelling the vessels, and they are to be of sufficient power to drive the 

ships at an average service-speed of 29 knots an hour. 
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HYLTON   COLLIERY. 

Hylton colliery is situated on the site of the Wear steelworks, on the northern bank of the river 

Wear, about 2 miles above Sunderland. 

Shafts.—There are three shafts: the east, west and south pits. The east pit, 20 feet in diameter, is 

drawing coals from the Hutton seam, of an average thickness of 4½ feet of clean coal, at a depth of 

1,580 feet. The west pit, also 20 feet in diameter, is drawing coals from the Maudlin seam, 5¾ feet 

thick, at a depth of 1,440 feet. The east and west shafts are downcast pits. The south pit, 15 feet in 

diameter, sunk to the Hutton seam, is the ventilating or fan-shaft. All the shafts are lined throughout 

with brick-walling. 

Winding-ropes, Pulleys and Cages.—The winding-ropes, of mild steel and Lang lay, are built up of six 

strands of seventeen wires each; they are 5¼ inches in circumference, weighing about 26 pounds per 

fathom. The ropes are capped in the ordinary way, with hooped sockets, and riveted. 

The pulleys, carried on frames of steel lattice-work, are 20 feet in diameter; they are of German 

manufacture, the rim being built in segments and carried on the boss by tapered flat spokes. 

The cages in the east pit are designed and built for the adoption of a counterbalance-rope. Each cage 

carries eight tubs, four tubs on each deck: the intervening space, in which the men ride, adapts the 

cage to the double heapstead and obviates decking. A drawbar, 2½ inches in diameter and made of 

forged iron, runs through the cage from top to bottom. The cages are built in halves, and the 

drawbar is inserted before the two sections are bolted together. The winding-rope is attached to the 

top of the drawbar, and the counterbalance-rope to the bottom. By this arrangement, the extra 

strain occasioned by the weight of the counterbalance-rope is never applied to the cage, while the 

keps are never required to carry more than the weight of the cage and its load, the counterbalance-



rope always being directly connected to the winding-rope by the drawbar.* Ormerod detaching 

hooks are in use at the three pits. 

* " The  Adoption  of  a  Balance-rope  at  Hylton  Colliery,"  by  Mr.   T.   E. Parrington, Trans. Inst. M. 

E., 1903, vol. xxvi., page 294. 
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Winding-engines.—The engines for winding at the east and west pits are in every way similar: that is 

to say, they are high-pressure with two cylinders, 34 inches in diameter by 6 feet stroke, and fitted 

with double-beat valves and automatic cut-off gear. The working pressure of the steam is 120 

pounds per square inch. The parallel winding-drums are 20 feet in diameter on the oak cleading, 7 

inches thick, fixed upon steel lagging-plates; they are fitted with strap-brakes, worked by a foot-

lever, and with powerful steam-brakes. 

Heapstead and Banking-out Arrangements.— The heapstead is built on brickwork arches, the floor 

being of steel-girders and concrete laid with a gradient, which allows the tubs on leaving the cages 

to gravitate to the tipplers, the last-named being worked automatically by an arrangement of levers. 

As the full tub approaches the tipplers, it drops a lever which liberates the empty tub in the tippler. 

As the empty tub is pushed clear of the tippler by the full tub coming in, the lever lifts, and the full 

tub is locked in. From the tipplers, the empty tubs run to the creepers at the back of the shafts, and 

are raised by them to a level from which they run automatically back to the banksman. The output 

of the colliery has, up to the present time, been disposed of as unscreened gas-coal; and the jigging-

screens, which have been erected, are not, as yet, in use as screens. All the coal is, however, passed 

over the picking-belts. 

Ventilating Fan.—The Waddle fan, 25 feet in diameter at the blade-tips, is driven direct by a tandem 

compound engine, with cylinders 18 and 30 inches in diameter respectively by 2 feet stroke. The fan, 

at present running at 50 revolutions per minute, circulates 200,000 cubic feet of air per minute, at 1 

inch of water-gauge. 

Air-compressors.—There are three Ingersoll-Sargeant two-stage air-compressors, with steam-

cylinders respectively 18 and 30 inches in diameter, and the air-cylinders are 25¼ and 16¼ inches in 

diameter respectively, by 2 feet stroke. The air leaves the low-pressure cylinder at a pressure of 38 

pounds per square inch, and, passing through an intercooler, is compressed to 100 pounds per 

square inch in the high-pressure cylinder. The air-cylinders are water-jacketed. The air leaves the 

high-pressure cylinder, with a temperature of about 250° Fahr. 
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Lighting. The whole of the surface and the shaft-bottoms are electrically lighted, the current being 

supplied from a Tyne dynamo driven by a Robey engine of 50 horsepower. The output of the 

dynamo is 400 amperes at 110 volts, at 600 revolutions per minute, being equivalent to 700 lamps of 

16 candle-power. 

Boilers. The west battery, consisting of six Lancashire boilers, 30 feet long by 8½ feet in diameter, 

supplies steam at a pressure of 120 pounds per square inch. The east battery will also consist of six 

Lancashire boilers, 30 feet long by 9 feet in diameter. Three boilers are already in use, supplying 



steam at the same pressure. Each of these boilers is fitted with isolating valves, both at the main 

steam-jug and at the sludge-pipe. 

Haulage. At the present time, the coals are being dealt with by compressed-air engines, with 

cylinders 10 inches in diameter by 16 inches stroke, working on the main-and-tail system. When a 

permanent method of haulage is adopted, these engines will become secondary engines, and will be 

moved farther in bye.                                                                         

WEARMOUTH COLLIERY. 

Wearmouth colliery is situated on the northern bank of the river Wear, near Sunderland, and 1¼ 

miles from the sea-coast at  Roker. 

Great difficulty was experienced in sinking the shafts, owing to the occurrence of a considerable 

thickness of quicksand, near the surface; and further heavy feeders of water were encountered in 

the fissured Magnesian Limestone: the maximum quantity pumped to the surface being computed 

at 2,000 gallons per minute. The sinking of the shafts to the Hutton seam extended from 1826 to 

1835, so that the difficulties to be overcome must have been very serious. 

The A pit, 11½ feet in diameter, is a winding and-upcast-shaft. The B pit, 12½ feet in diameter, is 

placed 100 feet south-west of the former, and  is a winding and  downcast-shaft. The depth of each 

shaft to the Hutton seam is 1,723 feet. 
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The principal coal-seams sunk through are as follow: — 

Thickness          Depth from 

of Coal.              Surface.  

Ft   Ins.                Feet. 

Five-Quarter Coal-seam        ...        ...        ...     2    10                 1,077 

Main Coal-seam          ............   2    11                  1,509 

Maudlin Coal-seam     ...        ...        ...        ...     5    3                 1,605 

Low Main Coal-seam ...        ...        ...        ...      1    4                 1,657 

Hutton Coal-seam      ...        ...        ...        ...     4    6                 1,723 

At the Yellow Sands and Magnesian Limestone, the water is excluded by a cast-iron tubbing, about 

300 feet in length in each shaft. 

The Maudlin and Hutton seams are now being worked. The Maudlin coal has been worked under the 

sea for a distance of about 3,000 feet. 

Methods of Working.—The most general method of working is by bord-and-pillar. The bords are 

driven 12 feet wide, and the walls 9 feet wide, to such lengths as to form coal-pillars, 120 feet 

square. The bords and walls are usually driven to a boundary, or a fault, or other limit, and then the 

working-back of the pillars is commenced. It is sometimes found expedient to work the coal by a 

modified system of longwall, and this is generally the method practised in the Hutton seam. 



Ventilation.—The mines are ventilated by furnaces, assisted by the heat given out from 5 

multitubular boilers and 4 cylindrical boilers placed underground. The quantity of air in circulation is 

about 220,000 cubic feet per minute, under a water-gauge of 2¾ inches. 

Haulage.—Three hauling-engines, placed near the bottom of the pits, are supplied with steam at a 

pressure of 40 pounds per square inch from the adjacent boilers. 

No. 1 engine, in the Hutton seam, near the B Pit, has two horizontal cylinders, 14 inches in diameter 

by 2 feet stroke, it is geared 2 to 1, and fitted with two drums, 5 feet in diameter and 18 inches wide, 

adapted for main-and-tail-rope haulage. This engine hauls from four districts, embracing a wide 

area, extending to 9,000 feet, 9,000 feet, 7,000 feet and 6,000 feet respectively. No. 2 engine hauls 

from the Maudlin and Hutton seams on the south-western side of the B pit. This engine, with two   

horizontal   cylinders,   22½    inches   in    diameter   by  5 feet 
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stroke, is directly connected to two drums, 6 feet in diameter and 2 feet wide. No. 3 engine, placed 

near the A pit in the Hutton seam, is of the same dimensions as No. 2 engine. 

Winding. The winding-engine at the A pit is of vertical, lever and condensing type. The cylinder, 61 

inches in diameter by 7 feet stroke, is fitted with double-beat valves; and the air-pump is 3 feet 8 

inches in diameter. Steam is supplied at a pressure of 30 pounds per square inch, and a vacuum of 

about 12   pounds per square inch is produced. The over-head flat-rope rolls are placed 4 feet apart. 

On lifting the load from the bottom, the diameter of the roll is 23½ feet, and, at the end of the wind, 

the diameter, including ten coils of rope, is increased to 27 feet. The engine is fitted with a counter-

balance chain, weighing about 16 tons, working in a staple. The cages carry 6 tubs on 3 decks, each 

tub carrying 9½ cwts. of coal. The time occupied in raising the load is 70 seconds, and in changing 

the tubs, 30 seconds. The flat winding-ropes, 5 inches wide by 1 inch thick, are made of patent 

improved steel. The cages are guided by steel wire-ropes, 3½ inches in circumference, at each corner 

of the cage: each rope being weighted at the bottom with 2 tons. 

The winding-engine at the B pit is of similar construction to the engine at the A pit. The cylinder is 

65⅝ inches in diameter by 7 feet stroke. Each cage carries 8 tubs on 4 decks. There are two landings, 

so that the tubs in two of the decks are changed simultaneously. 

At both pits, the headgear is constructed of iron-lattice work, comprising two legs, back-stays, 

intermediate supports and struts. 

Boilers.—There are four Lancashire steel boilers at the A pit, each 30 feet in length and 8½ feet in 

diameter, working at a pressure of 100 pounds per square inch, and this pressure is brought down 

by a Royle reducing valve to 30 pounds.    At the B pit, there are five Lancashire steel boilers, 30 feet 

long and 8 feet in diameter, worked in the same manner as at the A pit. The height of the boiler-

chimneys is 130 feet. 

At the upcast-shaft, there are two tall chimneys for the purpose of carrying off the smoke clear of 

the banksmen. 
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HORDEN COLLIERY. 



The total area of flic royalties leased and owned by The Horden Collieries, Limited, is about 19,000 

acres. The Shotton and Horden collieries have been opened out and developed during the past six 

years to work a portion of this property, and it is intended at a later period to open out and develop 

two more collieries at Hesledon and Castle Eden respectively. At the present time, the production 

averages 2,500 tons of coal per day. 

The three shafts at Horden were sunk through the Magnesian Limestone, before entering the Coal-

measures at a depth of about 1,050 feet. The north and south downcast shafts are 20 feet, and the 

east upcast shaft is 17 feet, in finished diameter. 

The north shaft is sunk to the Hutton seam at a depth of 1,200 feet, the total depth of the shaft 

being 1,260 feet. Sinking was commenced on November 6th, 1900, and completed on July 22nd, 

1904. In this shaft, water was met with at a depth of 198 feet, and from this point downwards to a 

depth of 522 feet, the shaft is secured with cast-iron tubbing. Above and below the tubbing the shaft 

is secured with brickwork, built solid, 14 inches thick. The sinking has passed through the Five-

Quarter, Main Coal, Low Main and Hutton coal-seams, all of workable section. 

The south shaft is sunk to a depth of 907 feet to the level of the Main coal-seam, as it is intended to 

work the Five-Quarter and Main coal-seams from this shaft. 

The east shaft is at present completed down to the level of the Hutton seam. It is intended shortly to 

carry it down to the Harvey seam, at a further depth of about 120 feet. 

At present, about 800 tons of coal per day are being drawn from the east pit, whilst the permanent 

shaft-sidings underground in the north and south pits are being completed. It is intended eventually 

to utilize the east pit for the conveyance of men and materials underground, and for lifting coal from 

the level of the Harvey seam. The north shaft will be used for working the Hutton and Low Main 

seams; and the south shaft for working the Five-Quarter and Main coal-seams. 

During the sinking of these shafts, continuous pumping over a period of three years was necessary, 

in handling from 3,000 to nearly 10,000 gallons of water  per  minute   in   passing  through 
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the Magnesian Limestone and Yellow Sands before the Coal-measures  were reached. 

The tandem-compound winding-engine has four cylinders, 21 inches and 36 inches in diameter by 5 

feet stroke taking steam at a pressure of 160 pounds per square inch, fitted with Frew balanced 

slide-valves and automatic expansion-gear. The two drums on each crank-shaft are 16 feet in 

diameter and 5 feet wide. The locked-coil winding ropes are 1¾ inches in diameter, and the 

unbalanced load consists of 4 tons 4 cwts. of coal. The double-decked cages contain 4 tubs on each 

deck; and the tubs on the top decks are discharged by hydraulic rams simultaneously with those on 

the bottom deck. 

The first portion of the screening plant, consisting of three main picking-belts and cross-belts for 

small and nut coal, is driven electrically. 

The sirocco fan, driven electrically, will produce 350,000 cubic feet of air per minute, at a water-

gauge of 4 inches. It has just been completed and set to work. 

DAWDON   COLLIERY. 



Sinking operations were commenced in April, 1900, with the Castlereagh and Theresa shafts, each to 

be 20 feet in internal diameter and 1,800 feet deep, to the Hutton Seam. 

Before reaching the Coal-measures, the Magnesian Limestone was sunk through as follows:—

Surface-overburthen, 11 feet: Magnesian Limestone, 356 feet 10½ inches; Marl Slates, 3 feet 0½ 

inch;  and Yellow Sands, 92 feet 4 inches. 

Sinking was carried out through the heavily-watered ground by means of pumps capable of dealing 

with 7,000 gallons per minute, until the Theresa shaft had reached a depth of 350 feet, and the 

Castlereagh shaft a depth of 204 feet, in Magnesian Limestone: the water being then pumped 

amounted to 7,050 gallons per minute, or more than could be readily raised by the pumps. It was 

then decided to freeze the shafts, so as to sink through the remaining thickness of Magnesian 

Limestone, and 92½ feet of Yellow Sands, in a frozen state, rather than erect additional   pumping  

plant. 

In April, 1903, preparatory to freezing, 28 bore-holes were sunk around each shaft, to a depth  of 

484   feet and  21   feet   into 
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the Coal-measures. The bore-holes wore completed in April, 1904; and freezing was then 

commenced, and continued until February 16th, 1906. During this period both shafts were sunk 

through the frozen limestone and sand into the Coal-measures, and the whole of the water-bearing 

strata was lined with cast-iron tubbing. 

The shafts are, at present, being sunk through Coal-measures. The Castlereagh shaft, at a depth of 

810 feet, is passing through the "filtering post," containing a feeder of water amounting to about 

100 gallons a minute, and this water is being drawn by the winding-engine. The Theresa shaft is sunk 

to a depth of 780 feet, into the filtering post, where a feeder of water amounting to 100 gallons a 

minute has been encountered; and this water is being drawn with the sinking engine, until 

arrangements are made to deal with it. 

The total length of cast-iron tubbing in the Castlereagh shaft is 456 feet, and below this there is 108 

feet of brickwork. The total length of tubbing in the Theresa shaft is 438 feet, and below this is 204 

feet of brickwork. 

There are two sinking-engines, each with cylinders 24 inches in diameter, and 4 feet stroke; and 

drums 8 feet in diameter and 6 feet wide. The locked-coil ropes are 3¾ inches in circumference. 

Steam is supplied from eight Galloway boilers, 30 feet long and 8 feet in diameter, working at a 

pressure of 100 pounds per square inch. There are four sets of Green fuel-economizers, each fitted 

with 120 tubes. 

There are two Archbutt-Deeley water-softeners capable of treating 60,000 gallons of water per day. 

The water is reduced from 16 degrees to 4 or 5 degrees of hardness by the treatment: 40 pounds of 

lime and 7 pounds of alkali being used for each tank of water treated, at a cost of ½d. per 1,000 

gallons. 

The horizontal winding-engine at the Castlereagh shaft, with two cylinders, 40 inches in diameter 

and 6 feet stroke, fitted with Corliss valves, has a parallel drum, 20 feet in diameter and 10 feet 



wide. It is drawing water from a tank in the Castlereagh shaft.      A sister-engine is being erected at 

the Theresa shaft. 

The walls for the heapstead and screening plant are in course of erection. 
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SIR   W. G.   ARMSTRONG,   WHITWORTH   &   COMPANY, LIMITED:    ELSWICK   WORKS. 

Engine-works.- In the bridge-yard several large hydraulic cranes and dock-gates are under 

manufacture. 

In the fitting and erecting shops, the work in hand consists of hydraulic engines for training the 12 

inches and 9.2 inches gun-mountings for several battleships and cruisers, large pumping-plant for 

deck purposes, and smaller machines for generating hydraulic power on board ship. 

In the next shop, some large cylinders and rams for the hydraulic control of dock-gates are being 

machined and erected. A large number of cylinders, flywheels, and other engine-details keep the 

remainder of the machines constantly busy. 

Ordnance Department.—The first shop is devoted to turning the various barrels for the larger guns, 

such as the 12 inches and 9.2 inches. Some of the latest pattern 50 calibre guns are under 

construction for the Government. These tubes, in some cases 40 and 50 feet long, must be finished 

correctly to within 0.001 inch. This work, in consequence, is of a very delicate nature, and requires 

long experience and highly-skilled labour. 

There are a number of rifling machines for cutting out the variously-shaped grooves in the bore of 

the gun, which give the shot the rotation necessary to secure accuracy of aim. 

The cradles, which arc required to carry the gun, so as to allow of its most efficient working and to 

take up the shock of the recoil, are also made here. The trunnions are formed on the cradle, not on 

the gun, and are so arranged that, when the gun is at rest, they can turn round a small fulcrum 

resting on a spring. When, however, the gun recoils the spring gives way, and a sufficiently large 

bearing surface comes into play. By means of this device, a gun weighing 28 tons can with ease be 

raised and lowered by hand. The recoil is taken up by a piston working in an hydraulic cylinder. Along 

this, a valve-key passing through a port in the piston is placed and so constructed that the force 

exerted throughout the period of recoil is practically uniform.     A great saving in weight is the 

result. 

Several Elswick submerged torpedo-tubes were shown in a state nearing completion, and a very fair  

idea could be obtained of their working. 
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In another large gun-shop, a large rifling machine was seen at work on a 12 inches gun. Farther on, 

under the same roof, the largest naval gun-mountings are erected. These consist of an armoured 

gun-house, an engine-room beneath, and an ammunition-passage, which extends to the bottom of 

the ship. To allow of their completion in the shop, wells 40 feet deep have been dug in the floor. The 

mountings, now in hand, will carry two 12 inches guns, are working by hydraulic machinery, and 

weigh 420 tons. 



A 6 inches disappearing mounting built at the Armstrong works in Pozzuoli, Italy, was seen ready for 

use, together with a large number of milling machines used for manufacturing breech-mechanisms. 

Visits were also made to Bamburgh and Alnwick Castles, and the Roman camps, etc., at  the Chesters 

and  Housesteads. 

THE  NORTHUMBERLAND PIPES. 

By R. OLIVER  HESLOP, M.A., F.S.A. 

A bagpiper sculptured upon a Roman stone, now in the museum at Tullie House, Carlisle, may serve 

to show the antiquity of this musical instrument. Its popularity in later times accounts for its wide 

use on the Continent and in these islands, and it may not be overlooked that it was the true parent 

of the organ. In this country it was once in general use: with it, Chaucer's Miller played forth the 

Canterbury Pilgrims; the drone of a Lincolnshire bagpipe furnished Shakespeare with an allusion; and 

we are told that the Lancashire bagpipe was proof against witchcraft. Although now obsolete in 

most places, the instrument has continued in use among certain primitive communities, of which the 

Italian pifferari and the Irish pipes are conspicuous examples; or it has achieved a racial character, as 

in the instance of the Scottish Highlands, where special circumstances have advanced it into 

prominence. All these instruments are fingered in a graduation of notes quite unlike Ihe modern  

scale. 
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Less generally known than the rest, yet more remarkable than any of them, is the instrument 

cherished by generations of players in our remote dales and in our colliery-villages, in its form known 

as the "Northumberland small-pipe." In volume of sound, it is essentially adapted for chamber-

music, for use by the hearth and in the home, whilst its quality of tone is such as to enable a skilful 

player to produce a resemblance of the human voice. The bag, which serves as an accumulator, is 

inflated, not by the breath as in the Highland pipe, but by bellows like the Irish pipe. In other 

respects, the construction differs only in details from that of bagpipes generally, except in one 

marked and vital particular in which the Northumberland pipe differs from all others. This exception 

exists in the graduation of the finger-holes of the chanter, the pipe on which the melody is played. 

The apertures of the Northumberland chanter are bored with a semi-tone between the third and 

fourth and seventh and eighth of the octave, the others being whole notes apart. The octave thus 

produces the perfect diatonic scale of G major and there is every reason to believe that this principle 

of construction has been derived unchanged from a remote time. 

For the age of the Northumberland pipes, little more evidence is possessed than the tradition of 

their antiquity. But, besides this, some considerations appear to confirm the supposition that they 

have been in use, in their present form, from an early period. The scale of an instrument having a 

succession of fixed notes represents the scale in which the composition to be played upon it is 

written. In the Northumberland pipe, its octave represents the diatonic scale, as has been already 

noted. In the Middle Ages, convention rigorously demanded that a musical composition should be in 

one of the ten "modes" or scales, then in vogue. The "vulgar musicians of the streets and villages," 

on the contrary, were free to express their melodies in their own way. Those of the North especially 

used a graduation of notes outside the pale of the orthodox "modes." Our Northern folk-music was, 

in fact, composed in the diatonic scale, once proscribed and unrecognized, but to-day the medium 

adopted by the great masters of modern music and in universal use. 



It   was  for  this   characteristic   that   Northern   airs  acquired popularity in the South of England.    

Their melodious form and 
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their capability of treatment, when harmonized, contrasted with compositions of Lydian, Doric, or 

other set and formal '' modes " which gave place to them. Their vulgarity as sung by the itinerant 

crowder in street or market-place disappeared when the dramatists of the seventeenth century 

introduced their music for incidental verses in their plays. But there is evidence of a yet earlier date 

connecting our folk-music with Northern England and its bagpipe. The manuscript of "Summer is 

icumen in" preserves to us "the earliest secular composition, in parts, known to exist in any 

country." Its date is attributed to A.D. 1225, and the words are interlined with the music which is 

harmonized as a canon, or round. Below the harmony-lines for a "foot,'' or base, are given notes 

corresponding to the drones of a bagpipe. The music is written in the diatonic scale answering to the 

key of F major, and its adaptability to the Northumberland bagpipe is perfect. A further identification 

is found in the words of the folk-song; these are in the Northumbrian dialect. There is thus every 

indication that the composition reflected our Northumbrian folk-music and our native pipes as then 

existing in the early part of the thirteenth century. 

Our Northumberland music and its living and speaking witness in the pipes to be heard to-day, 

possess a claim on our regard for their mere traditional antiquity. Yet more do they appeal to us for 

their historical connexion with the evolution of the art of musical expression. In recognizing this it is 

due to acknowledge the debt to the performers on this most difficult instrument for the zeal with 

which, from generation to generation, they have cultivated and transmitted to our own day the art 

of playing the Northumberland small-pipe. 
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Lignites, Tierra del Fuego, abs. 21. 

Limestone-quarries, Barton, 1. 

-------, Forcett, 8. 

Littleburn colliery, fire, 95, 132. 

Logan, William, death, 89. 

Louis, Henry, alumino-thermic welding process, and its application to general engineering, 156. 

Lucio, Felipe de, mineral resources of province of Pataz, Peru, abs. 17.    

M. 

MacGregor, J. Stewart, alumino-thermic welding process, and its application to general engineering, 

141.—Discussion, 155. 

McLaren, Robert, development of explosives for coal-mines, 51. 

Magnetic phenomena in bauxites, abs. 27. 
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Martin, Henry W.,   water-sprayed  ordamped, air in coal-mines, 57. 

Martinique, West Indies, phosphate-deposit, abs. 24. 

Measurement, direct, velocity, gas-currents, Pitot tubes, abs. 62. 



Mechanical coal-cutter, Queensland,  38. 

—  coal-cutting, app. iv., lxxxvii.  

Members, election, 25, 43, 89,  131,  161, 180. 

—, list, app. iii., xix. 

Mercury-ores, Mexico, Jalisco, Chiquilistlan, abs. 3. 

-------, —, San Luis Potosi, Guadalupana, abs.  36. 

-------, Spain,  Almaden, calcination, abs. 88. 

-------, —, —, distillation, abs. 88. 

Merivale, J. H., conveyor-system for filing at coal-face, as practised in Great Britain and America, 45. 

Metals, precious, Russian Empire, output, abs. 31. 

Mexico, Chiapas, mineral resources, abs. 2. 

— , Coahuila, Carrizal, iron-ore deposits, abs. 4. 

—, Jalisco, Chiquilistlan, mercury-ores, abs. 3. 

Mexico, Michoacan, Santiago y Anexas gold-mines, abs. 5. 

—, —,-----------silver-mines, abs. 5. 

—, Nuevo Leon, Carrizal, iron-ore deposits, abs  4. 

—, San Luis Potosi, Guadalupana mercury-mine, abs. 36. 

- , Tabasco, mineral resources, abs. 2. 

—, Vera Cruz, Tatatila, iron-ore deposits, abs. 6. 

Michels, —, fire-damp explosion at Eime salt-mine, Hanover, abs. 71. 

Mickley conveyor, 46. 

Mine-air, carbon monoxide in, determination, abs. 67. 

Minerals, Borneo, western, abs. 25. 

Mines, coal-, explosives, development, 50, 91. 

— , —, roof, great planes of strain, 103, 133, 164, 192. 

—  , —, water-sprayed or damped air, 53. 

—, water-flush stowing, abs. 54.  

Morris,  John,  unwatering of Achddu colliery,  with   description   of   Riedler Express pump, 59.  

Müntz [Muentz] , A., and E.  Lainé., peat-mosses and industrial production of nitrates, abs. 92. 

N. 

Nitrates,    peat-mosses    and    industrial production of, abs. 92.  



Nitro-glycerine explosives, sensitiveness, experiments, abs. 39.  

North-eastern    Railway    Company, Dunston coal-shipping staithes, app. v. xciii.  

North   pier,   Tyne   harbour,   app.    v., xcv.  

Northumberland pipes, app. v., cviii. 

O. 

Officers, election, 12. 

—, 1906-1907, app. iii., xvii. 

Oil-shale industry, France, abs. 93. 

Ore, electrical resistance, specific, determination, 27, 101, 139. 

Ore-deposits, Austria-Hungary, Styria, upper, Neumarkt, abs. 28. 

-------, Borneo, western, abs. 25. 

-------, Chile, Oruro, abs..2. 

-------, Mexico, Chiapas, abs. 2. 

-------, —, Coahuila, Carrizal, abs. 4. 

-------, —, Jalisco, Chiquilistlan, abs. 3. 

------, —, Nuevo Leon, Carrizal, abs. 4. 

-------, —, San Luis Potosi, Guadalupana, abs. 36. 

Ore-deposits, Mexico, Tabasco, abs. 2. 

-------, —, Vera Cruz, Tatatila, abs. 6. 

-------, Peru, Cajabamba, abs. 7- 

— —, —, Cajatambo, abs. 9. 

-------, —, Camana, abs. 14. 

-------, —, Condesuyos, abs. 14. 

------, —, Huari,   Chacas   district,   abs. 11. 

-------, —, —, San Luis district, abs. 11. 

-------, —, Otuzco, abs. 15. 

-------, —, Pataz, abs. 17. 

-------, —, Sandia, abs. 19. 

-------, U.S.A , Arizona, Globe, abs. 22. 

-------, —, Wyoming, Laramie range, abs.23. 

P. 



Packing  excavations   in   coal-seams   by means of water, 158.  

Padour,    A.,   sinking   two   ventilating shafts in Bruch coal-mine, abs. 42.  

Palladium, Brazil, abs.  1.  

PARRINGTON, T. E.,  report of committee upon mechanical coal-cutting, app. iv., lxxxviii. 

Patrons, list, app. iii., xviii.  

Peat-mosses and industrial production of nitrates, abs. 92.  

Peru,    Cajabamba,    mineral    resources, abs. 7.  

—, —, ores  containing  gold,  silver and copper, treatment, abs. 87.  

—, Cajatambo, mineral resources, abs. 9, 
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Peru, Camana, auriferous deposits, abs. 14. 

—, Chancay, Checras district, coal, abs. 13. 

—, Condesuvos, auriferous deposits, abs. 14.             

—, Huari, Chacas district, mineral resources, abs. 11. 

—, —, San Luis district, mineral resources, abs. 11. 

—, Otuzco, mineral resources, abs. 15. 

—, Pataz, mineral resources, abs. 17. 

—, Sandia, auriferous deposits, abs. 19. 

Pescheux, —, and — Hauger, coal-gas and fire-damp indicator, abs. 65. 

Petroleum-deposits, Rumania, abs. 32. 

Petroleum-industry, Rumania, abs. 32. 

Pflücker [Pfluecker] , Luis, auriferous deposits of Sandia, Peru, abs. 19. 

Phosphate - deposit, Martinique, West Indies, abs. 24. 

Pier, north, Tyne harbour, app. v., xcv. 

Piestrak, Felix, fire-damp in Wieliczka salt-mine, Poland, abs. 63. 

Plffaut, Joseph Hippolyte, use of cement-concrete in working of thick coal-seams.—Discussion, 48, 

156. 

Pillars, Bohemia, brown-coal mine, removal, abs. 49. 

Pipes, Northumberland, app. v., cviii. 

Pitot tubes, direct measurement of velocity of gas-currents, abs. 62. 

Planes of strain, roof, coal-mines, 103, 133, 164, 192. 



Platinum, Brazil, abs. 1. 

Poland, Austrian, Theresa mine, bye-product coking-plant, abs. 82. 

— , Wieliczka salt-mine, fire-damp, abs. 63. 

Portier, Henri, application of direct-cementation to shaft-sinking, abs. 48. 

—, process for consolidating tubbing and rendering it watertight by injection of cement, abs. 45. 

Posidonia becheri in productive coal-measures, abs. 26. 

Power-station, electric. Austria-Hungary, Moravia, Southern Rossitz mines, abs. 95.                                           

Pump, Riedler Express, 59. 

Pumping-engines, modern, abs. 80. 

Q. 

Quarries, limestone-, Barton, 1. 

—, —, Forcett, 8. 

Queensland, coal-cutter, mechanical, 38. 

Quicksilver-mineral,    kleinite,    U.S.A., Texas, abs. 22. 

R. 

Razous, Paul, fire-damp indicators and safety-lamps, abs. 61. 

Representatives on council of The Institution of Mining Engineers, election, 25. 

Rescue - apparatus, Germany, Saxony, experiments, abs. 77. 

-------, Guglielminetti-Dräger [Guglielminetti-Draeger] , abs. 77- 

------, Vanginot, abs. 76. 

Resistance, specific electrical, of coal, ores, etc., determination, 27, 101, 139. 

Riedler Express pump, 59. 

Robertson, J. R. M., method of packing  excavations  in coal-mams by means of water, 158.  

—, use  of cement-concrete in working of thick coal-seams, 156.  

Roof, coal-mines, great planes of strain, 103, 133, 164. 192.  

Rope, winding-, broken, Africa, Transvaal, Robinson Deep mine, abs. 58.  

Ropes, winding-, testing, abs. 57.  

Roscamp, J.  Cresswell, water-sprayed or damped air in coal-mines, 53.  

Rumania, petroleum-industry, abs. 32.  

Russian Empire, precious metals, output, abs. 31. 

S. 



Sachs, A., kleinite, a quicksilver-mineral from Texas, abs. 22. 

Safety-explosives, Belgium, Frameries experimental station, experiments, abs. 37. 

------, experiments, abs. 38. 

Safety-lamp, Stuchlik acetylene, abs. 60. 

Safety-lamps, Belgium, Frameries experimental station, tests, abs. 61. 

-------and fire-damp indicators, abs. 64. 

Salt-mine, Germany, Hanover, Eime, firedamp explosion, abs. 71. 

Salt-mine, Poland, Wieliczka, fire-damp, abs. 63.  

Salt-mining, Austria-Hungary, Salzburg, Hallstatt, abs. 28. 

-------.------, Styria, Ischl, abs. 29. 

Salt-works, Austria-Hungary,  Salzburg, Hallstatt, in prehistoric times, abs. 28.  

Santolalla, Fermin Malaga, mineral resources   of   province  of  Cajabamba, Peru, abs. 7.  

—,------------------Cajatambo, Peru, abs. 9. 

—, —.--------------Otuzco, Peru, abs. 15. 
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Santolalla, Fermin Malaga, treatment of ores containing gold, silver and copper in Cajabamba, Peru, 

abs. 87. 

Scaffolding, fall of, shaft, Germany, Westphalia, Recklinghausen, General Blumenthal colliery, abs. 

44. 

Schmidt, Carl, Uznach brown-coal workings, Switzerland, abs. 36. 

Schmieder, —, zinc-distilling furnace, abs. 90. 

Schneider, Julio, quick method for determination of copper in copper-mattes, abs. 85. 

Schnepper, —, fall of scaffolding in shaft in Westphalia, abs. 44. 

Schraml, F., and R. Vambera, direct measurement of velocity of gas-currents with Pitot tubes, abs. 

62. 

Schulte, F., modern pumping-engines, abs. 80. 

Screen, Seltner circular jigger, abs. 81. 

Seams, coal-, excavations in, packing by means of water, 158. 

—, —, thick, working, use of cement-concrete, 48, 156. 

Seebohm, K., experiments. with air-breathing appliances in Saxony, abs. 77. 

Seltner circular jigger screen, abs. 81. 

Sensitiveness of nitro - glycerine explosives, experiments, abs. 39. 



Shaft, Germany, Silesia, upper, Preussen colliery, fall of side, abs. 43. 

Shaft-sinking, cementation, direct-, 169; abs. 48. 

Shanks, John, undersea extensions at Whitehaven collieries, and driving of Ladysmith drift, 184.—

Discussion, 190. 

Silver-gold recovery process, abs. 85. 

Silver-mines, Mexico, Michoacan, Santiago y Anexas, abs. 5. 

Silver-ores, Peru, Cajabamba, treatment, abs. 87. 

Simpson, J. B., annual report of finance committee, 19. 

—, determination of specific electrical resistance of coal, ores, etc., 36, 37. 

Sinking, colliery, Belgium, cost, abs. 52. 

Sinking, shaft-, cementation, direct-. 169 ; abs. 48. 

— two ventilating shafts, Bruch coalmine, abs. 42. 

Smelting, copper-, production and loss, abs. 83. 

Spain, Almaden, mercury-ores, calcination, abs. 88. 

—, —, —, distillation, abs. 88. 

—, Lorca, sulphur-mine, fire-damp explosion, abs. 75. 

Specific electrical resistance of coal, ores, etc., determination, 27, 101, 139. 

Sprayed, water-, or damped air in coalmines, 53. 

Staithes, coal-shipping, Dunston, Northeastern Railway Company, app. v., xciii. 

Stassart, S., and V. Watteyne, tests of explosives, abs. 38. 

-----------, -------safety-lamps, abs. 61. 

Stowing, water-flush, in mines, abs. 54. 

Stroud, Henry, outbreak of fire, and, its cause, at Littleburn colliery, 100. 

Stuart, Donald M. D., development of explosives for coal-mines. —Discussion, 50, 91. 

Stuchlik acetylene safety-lamp, abs. 60. 

Students, election, 26, 90, 132, 161. 

—, list, app. iii., lv. 

Subscribers, election, 26, 91, 132, 180. 

—, list, app. iii., lvii. 

Sulphur-mine, Spain, Lorca, fire-damp explosion, abs. 75. 

Sulphuric acid, conversion of sulphurous acid into, abs. 89. 



Sulphurous acid, conversion into sulphuric acid, abs. 89. 

Swallow, F. C, report of committee upon mechanical coal-cutting, app, iv., lxxxix. 

Swan, Hunter and Wigham Richardson, Limited, Walker and Wallsend, app. v., xcviii. 

Switzerland, Uznach, brown-coal workings, abs. 36. 

Syllabus, brief, of course of lectures for colliery engineers, etc., app. iii., lix. 

T. 

Teasdale, Thomas, Barton and Forcett limestone-quarries, 1. 

Tejada, Angel Herreros de, calcination and distillation of mercury-ores, Almaden, Spain, abs. 88. 

Thermic, alumino-, welding process, 141. 

Thermometer, barometer, etc., readings, 1905, abs. 99. 

Thick coal - seams, working, use of cement-concrete, 48, 156. 

Thiess, F., output of precious metals in Russia, abs. 31. 

Tierra del Fuego, gold-placers, abs. 21. 

Tierra del Fuego, lignites, abs. 21. 

Tin, electrolytic determination, abs. 89. 

Titaniferous iron-ores, U.S.A., Wyoming, Laramie range, abs. 23. 

Transactions and journals of societies, etc., in library, app. iii., lxii. 

Triebel, —, fire in colliery, Petrzkowitz, Silesia, abs. 78. 

Tubbing, consolidating and rendering watertight by injection of cement, abs. 45. 

Tyne harbour, north pier, app. v., xcv. 
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U. 

Undersea  extensions,   Whitehaven   collieries, 184. 

U.S.A., Arizona,  Globe,  auriferous deposits, abs. 22. 

—, —, —, cupriferous      deposits,     abs. 22. 

U.S.A., conveyor-system, 44. 

—, Texas, quicksilver-mineral, kleinite, abs. 22.  

—, Wyoming,    Laramie   range,   titaniferous iron-ores, abs. 23.  

Unwatering of Achddu colliery, 59. 

V. 



Vambera, R., and F. Schraml, direct measurement of velocity of gas currents with Pitot tubes, abs. 

62. 

Vanginot appliance for use in unbreathable atmospheres, abs. 76. 

Vaygouny,   M.,   silver - gold   recovery process, abs. 85. 

Velocity, gas-currents, direct measurement with Pitot tubes, abs. 62. 

Ventilating shafts, two, Bruch coalmine, sinking, abs. 42. 

Villarello, Juan D., mercury-ores of Chiquilistlan, Jalisco, Mexico, abs. 3. 

—, Santiago y Anexas gold- and silver-mines, Michoaean, Mexico, abs. 5. 

W . 

Walker, Sydney F., outbreak of fire, and its cause, at Littleburn colliery, 99. 

Walker, William, outbreak of fire, and its cause, at Littleburn colliery, 96. 

Ware, R. G., and W. C. Blackett, conveyor-system for filling at coalface, as practised in Great Britain 

and America.—Discussion, 44. 

Water, packing excavations in coal-seams by means of, 158. 

Water-flush stowing in mines, abs. 54. 

Water-sprayed  or   damped  air in coal-mines, 53. 

Watson, Edward, great planes of strain in alisolute roof of mines, 166. 

—, Mickley conveyor, 46. 

Watteyne, V., and S. Stassart, tests of explosives, abs. 38. 

—, — — safety-lamps, abs. 61. 

Wearmouth colliery, app. v., ci. 

Welding, alumino-thermic process,  141. 

West Indies, Martinique, phosphate-deposit, abs. 24. 

Whitehaven collieries, Ladysmith drift, driving, 184. 

-------, undersea extensions, 184. 

Will, W., experiments on sensitiveness of nitro-glvcerine explosives, etc., abs. 39. 

Wilson, James, Mickley conveyor, 46. 

Winding-rope, broken, Africa, Transvaal, Robinson Deep mine, abs. 58. 

Winding-ropes, testing, abs. 57. 

Wood, G. C., determination of specific electrical resistance of coal, ores, etc., 27.—Discussion, 35, 

101, 139. 

Working thick coal-seams, use of cement-concrete, 48, 156. 



Z. 

Ziegler, M., modern pumping-engines, abs. 81.  

Zinc,   electrolytic   determination,   abs. 91. 

Zinc-blende, roasting, and conversion of the sulphurous acid into sulphuric acid, abs. 89. 

Zinc-distilling furnace, abs. 90. 


